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1.

This military technical training course has been selected and adapted by
The Center for Vocational Education for "Trial Implementation of a Model System
to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational and Technical
Education," a project sponsored by the Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education,
U.S. bepartment of Health, Education, and Welfare.



MILITARt CURRICULUM 14WERIALS

The military-developed curriculum materials in this course
paekage were selected by the National Center for Research in
Vbcational Education Military Curriculum Project for dissem-
.ination to the six regional Curriculum Coordination Centers and
other instructiamal materials agencies. The purpose of
diend.nating these =rises was to make curriculum materials
de cped by the military more accessible to vocational
educators in' the civilian setting.

The course materials uere acquired, evaluated by project
staff and practitioners in the field, and prepared for
dissemination. Materials uCch were specific to the military
uere 'deleted, copyrighted matrials were either anitted or appro-
val for their use was obtained. These courseopackages contain
curriculum resource mptka-als which can be adapted to support
vocational instruction'arid curriculum development.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



. The National Center
Mission Statement
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The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education's mission is to increase
the ability of diverse agencies, institutions,
and organizations to solve educational prob-
lems relating to individual.career planning,
preparation, and progression. The National
Center fulfills its mission by:

Generating knowledge through research

Developing educational programs and
products

Evaluating inCividual program needs
and outcomes

Installing educational programs and
products

Operating information systems and
services

Conducting leadership developMent and
training programs

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
Militaiy Curriculum Materials

WRITE OR CALL :

Program Information Office
The National Center for Research in Vocational

Education
The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210
Tolaphonel 814/4864855 or Toll Free 800/

.148-4815 within the condriontill U.S.
(iixcept Ohio)
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Military
Curriculum Materiais
Dissemination Is

What Materials
Are Av_ailable?

ilikrAllinAkilarporwasidowir

an activity to increase the accessibility of
military-developed curriculum materials to
vocational and technical educators.

This project, funded by the U.S. Office of
Education, includes the identification and
acquisition of curriculum materials in print
form _from the Coast Guard, Air Force,
Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

Access to military curriculum materials is
provided through 4, "Joint Memorandum pf
Understanding" between the U.S. Office of
Education and the Department of Defense.

The acquired materials are reviewed bv staff
and subject matter specialists,, and courses
deemed applicable to vocational and tech-
nicil education are selected for dissemination.

The Nationiil Center for Research in
Vocational Education is the U.S. Office of
Education's designated representative to
acquire The materials and conduct the project
activities.

Project Staff:

Wesley E. Budke, Ph.D., Director
National Center Clearinghouse

Shirley A. Chase, Ph.D.
Project Director

One hundred twenty courses on microfiche
(thirteen.in paper fdrrn) and ,descriptions of
each have been provided to theyocational
Curriculum Coordination Centers and other
instructional materials agencies for dissemi-
nation.

Course materials include prograrnmed
instniction, curriculum outlines, instructor
guides, student workbooks and technical
manuals.

The 120 courses represent the following
sixteen vocational subject areas:

Agriculture
Aviation
Building &
Construction
Trades

Clerical
Occupations

Communications
Drafting
Electronics
Engine Mechanics

Food Service
flea Ith.
Heating & Air
Conditioning

Machine Shop
Management &

Supervision
Meteorology &

Navigation
Photography
Public Service

The number of courses'Snd the subject areas
represented will expand as additional mate-
rials with application to vocational and
technical education are identified and selected
for dissemination.

How Qin These
Materials Be Obtained?

,.., .

Contact the Curriculum Coordination Center
in your region for information on obtaining
materials (e.g., availability and cost). They
will respond to your request directly or refer
you to an instructional materials agency
closer to you.

CURRICULUM COOADINATION CLNTEFS

EAST CENTRAL
Rebecca S. Douglass
Director
109 North First Street
Springfield, IL 62777
217/7820759 .

MIDWEST
Robert Patton
Director
1515 West Sixth Ave.
Stillwater, OK 74704
405/377-2000

NORTHEAST
Joseph F. Kelly, Ph.D.
Director,
225 West State Street
Trenton, NJ 08625
609/292-6562

NORTHWEST
William Daniels
Director
Ekiilding 17
Airdustrial Park
Olympia, WA 98504
206/753-0879

SOUTHEAST
James F. Shill, Ph.D.
Director
Mississippi State University
Drawer DX

Mississippi State, MS 39762
601/325-2510

WESTERN
Lawrence F. H. Zane, Ph.D.
Director
1776 University Ave.
Honolulu, HI 96822
808/948-7834
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Course Opscopties: A
AAA.

arAmb

The course 4.8 designedtto pro40. a knovlidge Of skills required to alter. enf repair
3,ndividual clothipg4 ;mails, danvas, and vebbed items. The course conratf#,9 subject
areas covering 20 hotiAg of instruction. Annex A, F, J, K, 24 have been *red due to
tite military specific materiltl contained.

Annex B - Inapectingarktmg Classifying. Resizin& consists of 3 lessotrscovering 3
. . -...hours of instruction. _ ..

Inipection and Marking. of Clothing Defects (1 hour)
Classification of Clothing (1 hour)

.

Meastiring, Resizing, and,Folding of Clothing (1 hour)

Annex C Hand Sewtce Clothing contains one lesoon covering one hour:ofinstructidn.

Annex D - Clothing p4 textile Repair Sewing Machines cOnsists of 11 lepspnsirequiring
18 hours of instruction.

. Introduction (1 hour)
Operatoes Maintenance (2 hours)
Light Duty Sewing Machine (4 lessors, 7 hours).
Darning Machine (2 lessons, 4 hours)
Button Machine (2 lessons, 3'hours)
Detecting and Correcting Malfunctions (1 hour)

Annex E - Machine Swing Clothing and Textiles contains 13 lessons coveeng.46.hours
of instruction.

Simple Seams and Seam Types #1-#4 (5 lessons, 15 hours)
Darns and PatchAs (4 lessons, 13 hours)
Trouser Pockets and Zippers (4 lessons, 18 hours)

<,
An6ex G - Clothing and Textile Shay Operations has 2 lessons covering 14 hours of
instruction.

Maintenance Records (2 hours)
Clothing and Textile Shop Operations (12 hours)

Annex H Nomenclatore-, Inspection, Hand Repairs to Canvas consists of 7 lessons
requiring 24 fiours of instrucOon.

Use of Canvas, Webbing and Hardware (1 hour)
Inspection of Tents (5 hours) 0Grommets and Fasteners (2 lessons, 4 hours)
Chemical Treatment of Canvas (1 hour)
Ropes, Knots, and Hitches (11 hours)
Hand Repairs..Exam (2 hours)

Annex I - Canvas Repair Sewing Machines contains 14 lessons covering 30 hourcof
instruction.

Introduction (1 hour)
Operator's Maintenance (2 hOurs)
Heavy Duty Machine,' ?Wel 7-33 (5 lessOns, 9 hours)
Medium Duty Machine (4 lessons, 6 hours)
Heavy Duty MaclOne, Models 144W304 and 145W304 (3 lessons; 12 hours) 'r

I 0
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Comenemisonielt(cont.)

41

4Annex 111.- Canvas 8494a Shop Operations has one lesson requiring 14 hours of instruction.,
. ,

Annex N - Tailoring consists of 12 lessons covering 68 hours of instruction.
Seams 05 and 6 (3 lessons, 8 hours)
Basting, Felling, and Cross Stitches (6 hours)

,

Shortening Sleeves (2 lessons, 7 hours)
\Shortening Trousers (3 lessons, 18 hours) .

Waist and Crotch Alteration on Trousers (2 lessonS 21 hours)
.,

The course contains both teacher and student materials. Pi-lilted instructor materiakm...

include lessons plans wieh objectives and referen m and practical and-written examsea
for Annex H, 1, and L. Student materials include wd kbooks/texts which include Timmy
drawii gs. -The videotapes listed under audio-visual ides are not included.
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Section I - Preface

A. Courst:

B. Purpose:

Sat NIOTL SLOW .

Fabric Repair specialist 760-43mlo

To provide enlisted personnel with a knowledge of
the skills required to alter and repair individual
clothing, textile, and canvas and webbigitems.
MOS for which trained! Fabric Repairman (43M10)

/ Section IV

Annex 11 - Inspecting, Marking, Classifying, Riiizing.

Purpose - To provide the student with knowledge of inspecting, marking,
classifying, measuring and resizing of clothing.

4

File No Hrs . Clas Type of Instruction

FR-B-1-PFS Inspection and Marking of Clothitg Defects

Hours 1 .7PE1

.Objective: Inspect clothing, iocateldefects, and mark clothes
using standard defect 4mbols.

Sec I, TM 10467; Sec lila QMS 200.W1, Part 1; VT 770-101-
00798, Inspection and Defect Marting.of Clothing;

QMS 200.2

Ref:

FR-B-2-PFS Classification of Clothiiig -

Hours 1
1 U .5P1, .5PE1

Objective: Identify and use clothing classification symbols and
standards.

Ref: AR 32-16; Sec IV, QMS 200,W1, Partl; OMS 200.3

FR-11-3-,PFS Measuring, Resizing, ani Folding of Clothing

Hours .5PE1

Objective: Measure, resin, mark, and fold clothing.

Ref: Bic V. QMS 200.W1, Part 1, QMS 200.4

No-re : .SacTicaras ME Isom, sezia IELLfeb bus -ro
flimirrAfay spaciFic.'IsreRrnkTION.
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Section IV

Annex C Hand Sewing Clothing

Purpose - To provide the student with a knowledge of how to use hand

sewing 000ls and implements, and how to construct hand sewn

File No

FR-C-1-PFS

Hours

stitches used in clothing repair.

Hrs Clas Type of Instruction

Hurd Sewing Tools and Implements; Techniques of Hand
Sewing, and Sewing Buttons.

1 U .2TV, .8PE1

Objective: Select and use each hand tool and implement, manipulate
the needle and thimble, and sew on buttons.

Ref: Sec II, TM 10-267; Sec VII, QIS 200.W1, Part 1; IF 7717,

Sewing Fundamentals; OM 200.6

13
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.......,. Section IV

Annex D - Clothing and Textile Repair Sewing Machines

Purpose - To provide the student with a knowleige of operator maintenance,
adjustments, troubleshooting and operation of Clothing and
Textile Repair-Sewing Machines to include the light duty,
darning, and button machines.

File No

FR-D-1-PFS

Hours

Hrs Clas Type of Instruction

Introduction to Clothing and Textile Repair Sewing
Machines

1 /

1 1 U .6TV, .4PE1

Objective: Choose the machine in relationship to the material to
be sewn;locate, by name, the operator's controls of
the-light duty, darning, and button sewing machines.

Ref: Parts 1 6-2, TM 10-3530-203-10
Sec XII, QMS 200.W1, Part I.
VT 760-101-0000D, Introduction to Textile Repair Sewing
Machines; QMS 200.9

2-PFS

Hours

Perform Operator's Maintenance of Clothing and Textile
Sewing Machines; Maintenance Forms

2 u .5PI, 1.5PE1

Objective: Perform operator's preventive maintenance services, and
use DA Form 2404 in performing operator's maintenance
on sewing machines.

Ref: Chap 1 and Chap 6, TM 10-3530-203-10;
Para 3-4, TM 38-750;
Sections XIII, XVII, and XXVI, QMS 260.W1, Part I;
QMS 200.10

FR-D-3 -PF5 Preparation for Operation of the Light Duty Sewing
Machine

H 2 *U .SPI, 1.5PE1
4

14

16



Section IV

File No Hrs Clas Type of Instruction

Objective: Prepare the light duty sewing machine for operation.

Ref: Cht0 2, TM 10-3530-203-10,
Sec XIV, QMS 200.W1, Part I;
OMS 200.11 .

FR-D-4-PFS Adjustment and Operation of the Light Duty Sewing

Machine

Hours 2 ,U .3PI, 1.7PE1

Objective: Operate and adjust the light duty sewing machine.

Ref: Chap 2, TM 10-3530-203-10; Sec XV, QMS 200.W1, Part I;
QMS 200.12 ,

FR-0-5-PFS Cleaning Shuttle Race Assembly Light Duty Sewing
Machine

Hours 1 U .2TV, .8PE1

Objective: Remove, disassemble, clean, lubricate, reassemble and
replace the §huttle race assembly.

Ref: Chap 3,- TM 10-3530-203-10; Sec XVII, QMS 200.W1, 'Part 1;
VT 760-101-016481Shuttle Race Assembly;QMS 200.13

FR-D-6-PFS Ltght Duty Sewing Machine Examination

HOurs 2 U 2E;

Objective: Demonstrate ability to prepare machine for operation,
perform operator's maintenance, and make all Ipperator's
adjustments.

Ref: None

7



- Section IV'

File No Hrs Clas Type of Instruction

FR-D-7-PFS Preparation for Operation of the Darning Machine

Hours 2 U JPI, 1.3PE1

Objective: Prepare the darning machine for operation.

Ref:. Chap 2, TM 10-3530-203-10; Sec XIX, OS 200.W1, Part

)
OMS 200.16

FR-01-84FS Adjustment and Operation of the Darning Machine

Hours 2 U , 1.3P1.1.7PE1

Objective: Operate and adjust the darning machine.

Ref: Chap 2 and Chap 3, TM 10-3530-203-10;
Sec XX, QMS 200.W1, ParipI; OPS 200.17

FR-D-9-PFS Preparation for Operation of the Button Machine

Hours 2 U .7PI, 1.3PE1

Objective: Prepare the button machine for operation.

Ref: Chap 5, TM 10-3530-203-10; Sec XXVII, QMS 200.W1 Part I;
OMS 200-24

.FR-01-10-PFS Adjustment and Operation of the Button Machine

Hours 1 U .3PI, .7PE1

Objective: Operate and adjust the,button machine.

Ref: Chap 5 and Chap 6, TM 10;-3530-203-10;
Sec XXVIII, QMS 200.W1, Part I; OMS 200.25

16



Section IV

File No

FR-D-11-PFS

Hours

Hrs Clas Type of Instruction

Detect and Correct Clothing and Textile Machine Malfunctions

1 U .5PI, .5PE1

Objective: Detect and correct malfunctions on clothing and
textile machines.

Ref: Para 66-77, 78-86, and 184-101, TM 10-3530-203-10;
Sec XVI, XXI, & XXIX, QMS 200.W1, Part I;*
QMS 200.26

17
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s.ctioa IV

Annex E.- Machine Sewing Clothing and Textile

Purpose - To provide the student with a knowledge of constructing
basic seams, patches, repairs to clothing and textile items.

File No Hrs Clas Type of Instruction

FR-E-1-PFS Perform Simpleip Seam and Seam Type #1 Repairs

Hours 4 U' .4TV, 3.6PE1

Objective: Identify the characteristics of seams 3nd stitching.
Determine the use of ard perform the Simple Seam
and Seam Type #1 repais4 Distinguish between the
face and underside of Taterial. Match the grains of
material.

Ref:- Para 9, TM 10-267; Sec AXX, QMS 200.W1, Part II;
VT 760-101-0216B,Simple Seam and Seam Type #1;
VT 760-101-03498, Shortening Legs of Cotton Trousers ,

OMS 200.27

FR-E-2-PFS Seam TYpe #2

Hours 2 U .2TV, 1.8PE1

Objective: Perform Seam Type 12 repair.

Ref: Para 9, TM 10-267; Sec XXXI, QMS 200.141, Part II;
VT 760-101-0184B,Seam Type #2; OMS 200.28

FR-E-3-PFS Seam Type #3

Hours 3 U .2TV 2.8PE1

Objective: Petform Seam Type #3 repair.

Ref: Para 9, TM 10-267; Sec XXXII, QMS 200.W1, Part II;
VT 760-101-03928,Seam Type #3; WIS 200.29



Section IV

File NO

FR-E-4-PFS Seam Type #4

Nrs Clas Type of Instruction

Hours 3 U .2TV, 2.8PE1

Objective: Perform Seam Type 04 repair.

Ref: Para 9, TM 10-267, Sec XXX1II; QMS 200.W1, Part II;
VT 760-101-01868.Seam Type 04; OMS 200.31 .

FR-E-5-PFS

Hours

Objective: Demonstrate ability to
Seam Types 01, 02, 03,

Simple and Seam Types 01, #2, 03, and #4 Examination

3 1 U 3E2.

Ref:

FR-E-6-PFS

Hours

Objective:

Ref:

FR-E-7-PFS

Hours

Objective:

Ref:

None

perform the Simple Seam and
and 04 repairs.

Perform Zig Zag and Reinforced Darn Repairs

3 .3TV, 2.7PE1

Perform Zig Zag and Reinforced Darn repairs.

Para 14, TM 10-267; Sec XXXVI, OHS 200.W1, Part II

VT.760-101-01918,Zig Zag and Reinforced Darni,

QMS 200.35

Perform Simple Top and Inverted Patch Repairs ,

4 U .3TV, 3.7PE1

Perform Simple Top and Inverted Patch repairs.

Para 13, TM 10-2671 Sec XXXVII, QMS 200.W1, Part II;
VT 760-101-0192B,Simple Top and Inverted Patchs
QMS 200.36

19



.0" Section IV

File No Hrs Clas Type of Instruction

FR-E4-PFS Perform the T Patch Repairs

Hours 3 U .3TV, 2.7PE1

Objective: Determine the use-and construct the T Patch.

Ref: Para 13, TM 10-267; Sec )(XXVIII, QMS 200.W1,,Part II;
VT 760-101-03936,,Construction of T Patch;t)MS 200.37

FR-E-9-PFS Danis and Patches Examination

Hours 3 U 3E2

Objective: Demonstrate ability to perform Zig Zag Darns, Reinforced
Darns, Simple Top and Inverted Patch repairs and "T" Patch repair:

Ref: None

FR-E-10-PFS ;Repair Pocket Linings and Pockets of Trousers

Hours 6 U .4TV, 5.6PE1

Objective: Repair damaged pocket linings on Khaki and/or wool. trousers
and repair damaged pocketi on utility trousers.

Ref: Para 9, 'TM 10-267; Sec XLVIII, QMS 200.W1, Part II;
VT 760-101-01658,Replacing Trouser Pocket: OMS 200.47

FR-E-11-PFS

Hours

Trouser Pocket Linings and Pocket Examination

3 3E2

Gtjective: Demonstrate ability to repair pocket linings and
pockets on trousers.

Ref: None

-1

20



Section IV

II

File No Nrs Clas Type of Instruction

FR-E-12-PFS Repair Zippers on Trousers

Hours 6 U .3TV, 5.7111

Objective: Repair damaged zippers on trousers.

Ref: Para 12, TM 10-267; Sec LV, CMS 200.W1, Part II;
VT 760-101-02176, Repair Zippers on Trousers;
OMS 200.57

FR-E-13-PFS Trouser Zipppr Examination

Hours 3 3E2

Objective: Demonstrate ability to repair zippers on trousers.

Ref:. None

NOTE: PACE .24 0.," ORIamIAL, P01 lece1it 2)0E -ro
TARy SPEC/FIC. MA7EMAI-.

21



Annex IV .

Annex G - Clothing and Textile Shop Operations
,

Purpose - TO provide the student with the knowledge necessary to set up and
operate a Clothing,and Textile Repair Shop and maintain maintenance
forms and records used in a Clothing and Textile Repair Shop.

File No

FR'G-1-PFS

Hours

Objective:

Ref:

FR-G-24FS

Hours

Hrs Clas Type of Instruction

Maintenance Records

2 U .7P1, 1.3PE1

Fill out and maintain the maintenance forms, records and
publications used in a Clothing and Textile Repair Shop.

Para 3-5 ti 3-7, TM 38-750; Sec LIX, QMS 200.W1, Part II;
QMS 222.5

Clothing and Textile Shop Operations

12 U 1P1, 7PE1, 4E2

Objective: Demonstrate ability ta operate a Clothing and Textile
Repair Shop.

Ref: All references in Annexes A, 8, C$ D, and E; SM 21-48,
Planning and Conducting CBR and Nuclear Defense Trainin ;
FM 21-41, SoTdier's Handóók for tfense AgiinstChemTcal
and Biological-Operations and-Nuclear Warfare;
OMS 200.60

23
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Section IV

,

Annex H - Nomenclature, Inspection, Hand Repairs to Canvas.

Purpose - To provide the student with a working knowledge of the duties

and skills of a repairman needed in the inspection and nomen-

clature of hardware, canvas, webbing, and compbnents of tentage;

.
classification of tentage; folding tents;.use of tools;

construction and usage of handworked grommets; inserting metal, 7

grommet and snap fasteners in canvas and webbed items;

chemically treating canvas; and methods of whipping, splicing,

and tying knots and hitches to ropes.

File No Hrs .Clas Type ire Instruction

,FR-H-7 DFS Nomenclature and Use of Canvas, Webbing, Hardware, and
Tent Components -

Hours 1 U 1PI

Objective: Select and determine the use of the various types of

canvas, webbing, and hardware. Locate by name

pArts on tentage.

Ref: TM 10-8340-211-13, Sec V, FM 10-16;
Sec III, QMS 244.W1, Part I; QMS 244.2

FR-H-2-PFS _Inspection, Ciassification, and Folding Tents

Hours 5 U 1PI, 4PE1

Objective: Inspect tentage, locate defects, and mark tentage-using
standard defect symbols. Classify tents using classifica-

i tion standards and symbols. Fold GP Medium Tent.

Ref: AR 32-15; Para 3 1 6, .Chap 5,'FM 10-16;

Sec IV, QMS 244.W1, Part I;
Para 4-9d, TM 10-8340-211-13; QMS 244.3

FR-H-3-PFS Handworked Grommets

Hours 2 U .2TV, 1.8PE1

Objective: Detenmine the size in relation to use and construct
the handworked grommet.
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.Station IV

FtAe No Mrs Clas Type bf Instruction
rb

)10: Sec II, FM 10-16; Sec VIII, QMS 244.W1, Part I;
VT 760-101-02838,_Handworked Grommets;
OPS 244.7

WH-4-PFS Metal Grommets-and Snap Fasteners

Hours U . .31V, 1.7PE1

Objective: Select the fastèner/gropiet in relation to use and
install the various tyiles of metal grommets and snap
fasteners.

Ref: Sec II & III, FM 10-16: 1 Sec IX, QMS 244.141, Part 1;
VT 760-101-02828, Metal Grommets and Snap Fasteners;
QMS 244.8

FMA-5-PFS Chcminl Treatment of Caqvas

Hours 1 U. .ITV, .9PE1

Objective: Chemically treat canvas and tentage to render it fire
resistant, waterproof, and mildew resistant.

. Ref: Chap 3, Para 14, FM 10-16; 'Sec XI, QMS 244.W1, Part 1;
VT 760-101-02878, Chemical'Treatment of Canvas;
OMS 244.10

IRR-H-6-PFS Whipping and Splicing Ropet; Knot Tying and Hitches

Houri 11 s U .6TV. 10.4PE1

Objective: Determine the use of each knot and hitch, ind tie each;
whip and splice ropes:

Chap 2, TM 5426; Sec IV, FM 10-16;
Sec XII, QMS 244.141, Part 1:'
VT 760-101-0284B, Whipping 4nd'Sp11Cing Ropes,
Knotting and Hitches; OMS 244.11 4

. Ref.:

4

IIP
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Section IV

File No Hrs Clas Type of Instruction

FR-H-7-PFS Hand Repairs EXamination

Hours 2 U . 2E2

Objective: Demonstrate ability to construct a handworked'grommet,
splice a rope through the handworked grommet by means
of an eye splice and Whip the end of spliced rope.

Ref: None it

a
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Section IV

Annex I Canvas Repair Sewing Machines

Purpose - To provide the studenti with knowledge of operator maintenance,
including adjustment, preparation for operation, troubleshooting,
and operational tests of canvas repair sewing machines.

4

File No Hrs Clas Type of Instruction

FR-I-1-4S Introduction to,Canvas Sewing Machines

Hours 1 U .51V, .5PE1

Objective: Choose the machine model in relationship to the material
to be sewn; locate by name the operator's controls of
canvas and webbed equipage sewing machines (models:

heavy duty, light duty, medium duty, and darner).

Ref: Para 6 thru 20; TM 10-3530-203-10; Sec XIIi, Qe244.0,
Part I; VT 760-101-02968 ,Introduction to Sewing Machines;

. OMS 244.13

4;

FR-I -2-PFS Olierator Maintenance of Seaing Machines; Maiptenance Forms

Hours 2 , .3TV, 1.7PE1

Objective: Perform operator's-preventive maintenance services, and
use DA Form 2404 in performing operator's maintenanáe
on canvas repair sewing machines. -

Ref: ,Para 51 thru'56, TM 10-3530-203-10; Sec XIV, XIX, XXIII,
and XXVIII, QMS 244.W1, Part I; VT 760-101-02958,0perator
,MainAenance of Canvas Repair Sewing Manines; QMS 244.14

-FR-I-3-PFS Preparation for Operation.of Heavy Duty Machine, MOdel 7-33

Hours 2 U .5PI, 1.5PE1

Objective: Prepare model heavy duty%sewing machine for operation.

Ref: orir4 74, Tm 10-353n.2n3=ln: S. xv, nms 244.W1, Part
QMS 244.15
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File No Hrs Clas Type of Instruction

FR-I-4-PFS Cleaning Shuttle Race Assembly, Heavy Duty Machine,
Mode1,7-33 .

Hours 2 U .5P1, 1.5PE1

Objective: Disassemble, clean, oil, and reassemble shuttle race
assembly of heavy duty sewing machine.

Ref:

FR -I -5 -PFS

Para 53 and 54, TM 10-3530-203-10
Para 3-75; TM 10-3530-203-24
Sec XVI; QMS244.Wl, Part 1: OMS 244.16

Adjustment and Operation of Heavy Duty Machine,
Model 7-33

Hours 2 U .31'1, 1.7PE1

Objective: Operate and'adjust model heavy duty sewing machine.

Ref: Para 29-30, & 31, TM 10-3530-203-10;
Para 5-77, TM 10-3530-203-24;
Sec XVII, QMS 244.W1, Part 1; QMS 244.17

FR-I-6-PFS Troubleshooting Heavy Duty Machine, Model 7-33

Hours 1 U .3P1, .7PE1

Objective: Detect and correct malfunctions on model heavy duty
sewing machines.

Ref: Para 87 thru 98, TM 10-3530-203-10;
Par 3-9, TM 10-3530-203-24;
Sec XVII, QMS 244.W1, Part 1; QMS 244.18

FR-I-7-PFS Heavy Duty Sewing Machine, Model 7-33, Examination'

Hours 2 U 2E

Objective: Demonstrate ability to prepare machine for operation, perform
maintenance, and make all bperator's adjustments.

Ref: None

28
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File No Hrs Clas Type of Instruction

FR-I-8-PFS Preparation of Medium Duty Sewing Machine for Operation

Hours 2 U .6121, 1'4.5PE1

Objective: Prepare model medium duty sewing machine for operation.

Ref: Para 35,'TM 10 3530-203-10; Sec XX, QMS 244:W1 Part I;
QMS 244.20

FR-I-9-PFS Adjustment and Operation of Medium Duty Machine

Hours 1 U .3P1, .7PE1

Objective: Operate and adjust model medium day sewing machine.

Refi . Para 35 thru.37, TM 10-350-203-10; Sec XXI; QMS 244.W1,
Part 1; OMS 244.21

Detect And correct Medium Duty Machino malfunctions

Hours 1 U .3P1, .7PE1

Objective: Detect and correct malfunctions on model medium duty
sewing machines.

Ref,: . Para 116 thru 130, TM 10-3530-203-10; Sec.XXII, QMS 244.W1,
Part QMS 244.22

FR-I-11-PFS Medium Duty SeWing Machine Examination'

HOurs 2 .0 -- 2E

Objective: Demonstrate ability to prepare machine for operations,
perform maintenance, and make all-operator's adjustments.

Ref: None

29
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File No Hrs Clas Type of Instruction

FR-I-12-PFS Preparation of Heavy Duty Sewing Machines for Operation,
MOdels 144W304 and 145W304

Hours 4 U .5PI, 3.5PE1

Objective: Prepare sewing machines models 144W304 and 145W304 for
operation.

Ref: TM-DGSC-3530-79 and 80; Sec XXXI, QMS 244.W1 Part I;

OMS 244.51

FR-I-13-PFS

Hours

Objective:

Ref:

AdJustment,
Duty Sewing

Troubleshooting, and Operation of Heavy
Machines, Models 1441304 and 145W304

1 U .5P1, 3.5PE1

Operate, troubleshoot, and adjust sewing machines,
models 144W304 and 145W304.

TM-MSC-31.30-79 and 804 Sec XXXI, QMS 244.W1, Part I;
OMS 244.5;

FR-I-14-PFS Heavy Duty Sewing Machines Examination, Models 144W304
and 145W304

Hours 4 4E2

Objective: Demonstrate ability to prepare machines for operation,
perform maintenance, and make all operator's adjustments.

Ref: None

AbTe : ANNEX 3. rAiJNEX K HAVE BEE4 Omirreb bUe
-rnaLITARy SPECIFIC. mATERIAts.

30
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Section IV - Annexes (Cont)

Annex L - Canvas Repair Shop Operations

Purpose - To provide the student with the knowledge to set up and
operate a Canyas Repair Shop; and to maintain maintenance
forms and records used in a Canvas and Webbed Repair Shop.

F11 2 No Hrs Clas TYpe of Instruction

FR-L-1-PFS Canvas and Webbed Repair Shop Operations and Examination

'Hours 14 U 1PI, 9PE1, 4E

Objective: Demonstrate ability to operate a Canvas and Webbed
Equipment Repair Shop. -

Ref: AR 32-15; FM 10-16; TM 10-3530-203-10;
TM 10-3530-203-24; TM 10-8400-201-12; TM 38-750;.
QMS 244.W1, Parts I, II, and III;
FM 21-48, Planning and Conducting CBR and Nuclear
Defense Training; FM 21-41 Soldier's Handbook for
Defense.Against Chemical and Biological Operations and
Nuclear Warfare: 'OMS 244.46

NOTE. : ANNEx M HAs BEEN amrr-reb -bus -ro mu.rrARy
SPECIF K. rnA-TelltIAL.
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Section IV

Amex N - Ship's Store 00erat1ons (TailoOng)

Purpose - To provide the student with a knowledge of constructing

basic seams, repairs and alterations to clothing and

textile items.

12

File No Hrs Clas Type of Instruction

FR-N-1-PFS Seam Type 15

Hours 3 U . .2TV, 2.8PE1

Objective: Perform Seam Type #5 Repairs.

Ref: Para 9, TM 10-267; SeciXkXIV, QMS 200.W1, Part II;
VT 760-101-01878,Seam Type #5; OMS 200.32

, . - 1

,

FR-N-2-PFS Seam Type 06' "
1:. ,..

Hours 3
.. .

U .2TV, 2.8PE1

Objective: Perform Seam Type #6 Repairs.

Ref: Para 9, TM 10-267; Sec XiXV, QMS 200.W1, Part II;
VT 760-101-01888,Seam Type #6;.0MS 200.33

FR-N-3-PFS Seam Types #5 and #6 Examination

Hours 2 U 2E

Objective: Demonstrate ability to perform seam types #5 and #6

repairs.

Ref: None

FR-N-4-PFS Construction of Basting, Felling, and Cross Stitches

Hours 6 U 1P1, 5111

Objective: Construct the three basic hand stitches.

Re*, Sec II, TM 10-267; Sec VIII, QMS 200.W1, Part 11
PS 2007.
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File No Hrs Clas TYpe of Instruttion

FR-N-5-PFS Shortening Sleeves of Coats, Wool

Hours 4 U .3TV, 3.7PE1

Objective: Shorten sleeves of wool coats.

Ref: AR 700-84; Para 7, TM 10-267) Sec LH, OMS 200.W1, Part II
VT 760-101-02208,Shortening Coat Sleeves, OMS 200.53

FR-N-6-PFS Shortening Sleeves of Wool.Coats Examination

Hours 3 1 U 3E

Objective: Demonstrate ability to
I

shorten wool coat sleeves.

Ref: None

FR-N-7-PFS Sewing Insignia and Name.Tapes

Hours 8' U .6TV, 7.0E1
i

Objective: Sew.insignia and name tapes on shirts, jackets and coats.

Ref: AR:670-5Oet LIV.. QMS 200.W1, part II) VT 760-101-02188
Sewing Insignia and Name Tape4 OM 200.56

FR-N-8-PFS Shortening Legs of Cotton Trousers

Hours 6 U .4TV, 5.6PE1

Objective: Shorten legs of cotton trousers.

Ref: AR 7004840ara 9, TM 10-2674 Sec XLI and XLII. OMS 200.W1,
Part III; VT-760-101-034981Shortening Legs of Cotton
Trouserst OMS 200.41
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Section IV

File No Hrs Clas TYpe of Instruction

FR44-9-PFS Lengthening and Shortening Legs of Wool Trousers

Hours 8 U .4TV, 7.6PE1

Objective: Lengthen and shorten wool trouser legs.

Ref: AR 700-84; Para 7, TM 10-267; Sec XLIII and XLV, QMS 200.W1;

Part II; VT 760-101-03378 Lengthening and Shortening Legs

of Wool Trousers; CMS 200.43

FR-N-10-PFS Shortening Legs of Cotton and Wool Trousers Examination

Hours 4 ,1 1 U 4E

r'

Objective: Demonstrate ability to shorten legs of cotton and wool

trousers. 1

i e

Ref: None

FR-N-11-PFS Waist and Crotch Alteration on Trousers

Hours 16 1 U .5TV, 15.5PE1

Objective: Take in and let out the waist and crotch of trousers.

Ref: AR 700-84; Para 9, TM 10-267; Sec XLVI and XLVII,

QMS 200.W1; Part II, VT 760-101-0338B, Waist and

Crotch Alteration; OMS 200.45

FR-N-12-PFS Waist and Crotch Alteration Examination

Hours 6 U SE

Objective: Demonsirate ability to let out waist and take in crotch

of trousers.

Ref: None

d
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N1PUB 352 (P4)

FABRIC REPAIRMAN

MOS: 43M10

PHASE II

68-HOURS

ANNEX H

NOMENCLATURE, INSPECTION, HAND REPAIRS TO CANVAS

ANNEX I

CANVAS REPAIR SEWING MACHINES

ANNEX L
CANVAS REPAIR SHOP OPERATIONS

(SUGGESTED SCHEDULE FOR INSTRUCTION)

FOR

(RESERVE COMPONENTS)

U.S. ARMY QUARTERMASTER SCHOOL
7

FORT..LEE, VIROMIA

TRAMS =TEO OF TOE MY WNW SIREN

ATSM-TNGTMET

DECEMBER 1976
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p. ARMY QUARTERMASTER SCHOOL

LESSON FLAN

COURSE: Fabric Repair

WS 244.2

ANNEX: 1I-1 Nomenc!sture, Inspeetion,Tand,Repairs to Canvas

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: Nowenclatura and Use of Canvas, Webbing, Hardware
and Tout Components

TYPE: Progrhmod Instruction

T1MF ALLOIrED: One (1) Hour

CLASS I'M:SEWED TO: Enlisted Pcrsonrwl

TO(4-;, 2QUIP!n!,!:T AND MATEAIAL: ComponenCs of Tenc:Te, Sample of Various
Types of Material used in tluze Repair of
Tentoe, QMS 244.2 H1-1 Learm:ng Per-
forrmhce Cuide

FCRST:::EL: One (1) per 18 students for Piogramrod ns trection

711%TvP'C :TM !.:7P Tyir, Eiudwa:!4.1, (..,..4,cd v.:1th nomencl..tue,

QMS 244.MB-1, Part 1

RE).Eq:.S: 111 10-B340-211-1j, Opetator'b Organixattoral anl Diro.Lt
Suppoit Nainteolnce Manuel, Sep 12, Section V; FM 10-16,Ccal Repnir of Tents, CAnvas and Webbing, April 1974
Section III, T.% 244.1-1, Part I

STUD.; Ae,SICNMU: RecumJed: Reial Svcrion III, QMS 244.MB-1, Part
I, Cialvan and Wchhed Equipnne Repair Coum.:, Jon 76,

AI
STUDLn UNIFMA al) AUIPIII.Nr: Brin% to tlass Qn 244.11411-1,-

Canvim and Wehmvd Equipage Repair Course

TR0DP REITIRMETf:: None

TRAN"PoRTATIW R1WIREMENT:3: Nonc

PROCOT DFPARTMLNT: Petr.)icum ard Field Services

April 1976

THIS LLSF.ON PLAli SUPERSED4S QMS 244.2 DATED OCTObER 1974
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ws 244.2

I. INTRODUCTION (Conference, 2 minutes)

a. Vective. As a result of this instruction, the student given, ,

learning performance guide and the various types of hardware, canvas,, and
webbing used by the Army, will be able to select and determine the use
of the various types of canvas, webbing and hardware, and.locate by name
parts on Tentage, in accordante with standards prescribed in.FM 10-16,

General Repair of Tents, Canvas and Webbing, and QMS 244.1WB-1, Part 1,

Section III.

b. Reasons.

(1) As canvas and webbcd repairman, it is important for you to
have a thorough knowledge of the correct nomenclature and usage of
hardware, found on canvas and webbed items. This knowledge it necessary
for you as weanvas and webbed repairman to expedite time and avoid the
misuse of hardware.

(2) When orderinR aupplles, the correct nomencl'ature must be

used in order for the supply clerk to procure the items.

c. Review. One phase of your work will be pitching, strikine And

folding of tents. It is much easier to follow specific instructions in
performing this job ie the correct nomenclature is used and iindorctriod.

2. EXPLANATION/APPLICATION (Programmed Instruction, 45 minutes)

DIRECTIONS TO THE-INSTRUCTOR FOR SELF-PACING

a. Have the following tools, equipment,.supplies and materials
0 available for students lesson:

(1) Various weights and types of canvas'

(2) Various types and weights of,webbing

(3) Various types of hardware used in tentage and webbed items

(4) QMS 244.2 PE1-1 Tra1i.4,ng Performance Guide

(5) QMS 244.1WB-1, Part I Student Workbook

(6) General Purpose Tent, Medium

b. Give student the QMS 244.2 PE1-1 nnd get student started on
lesson.

c. Maks sure student reads QMS 244.1WB-1, Part I, Section III.

d. Be alert to students having difficulty. Assist when necessary.

2
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4US 244.2

S. Hoist tent up on pullees

f. Have student identify the tams and their use you have set out.
Have him point out and name the va ous hardware on the tent.

3. REVIEW (Conference, 3 minutes

When the student demonstrates that he can accomplish his objective, sign
the progression sheer and advance him to the next block of instruction.

<0
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QMS 244.2 PE1-1

U. S. MR QUARTZMIT111 SCHOOL

LEARNING/PIRIONWICE GUIDE
-

COURSE: Fabric Repair

AWED: -1 Nomenclature, Inspection, Hand Repairs to Canvas

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: Nomenclature and Use of Canvas, Webbing, Hardware
and Tent Components

TYPE: Programmed Instruction

CLASS PRESENTED TO: Enlisted PersOnnel'

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIAL: Components of Tentage, Samples of
Various Types of Material used in the
Repair of Tentage, QMS 244.2 PEI -1,
Learning Performance Guide .

TRAINING AIDS: GP Tent,, Hazdware and material tagged with Nomenclature,
QMS 244.1WS-1, Part I

REFERENCES: TM 10-8340-211-13, Operator's Organizational and Direct
Support Maintenance Manual, Sep 72, Section V; FM 10-16,
General Repair of Tents, Canvas and Webbing, Apri14974
Section III, Q1S'244.1WB-1, Part I

siuDY AssIGmmurs: Recommended:

STUDENT UNIFORM AND EQUpMENT:

PROPONFNT DEPARTMEAT:

Read Section III, QMS 244.1WS-1, Part
Fabric Repair Course, Jan 76

GI 4

Fatigues. Bring to class QMS 244.1M-1
Fabric Repair Course

PETROLEUM AND FIELD SERVICES

APRIL,1976

dfl
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QMS 244.2 PEI-1

LESSON TITLE: Nomenclature and Use of Canvas, Webbing, Hardware and
Tent Components

Objective: As a result of this insftruction, given learning performance
guide and Sec III, QMS 244.1WS-1 and tha various types of hardware, can-
van, and webbing used by the Army, you will be able to select and deter-4
mine the use of the various types of canvas, webbing and hardware, and
locate by name parts on Tentage, in accordance with standards 'prescribed

,

in FM 10-16, General Repair of Tents, Canvas and Webbing, and QMS 244.1
WB-1, Part it, Sec III.

Introduction: As canvas and webbed repairman, it is important for you
to have a thorough knowledge of rhe correct nomenclature and usage of
hardware, found on canvas- and webbed items. This knowledge is neces-
sary for you as a canvas and webbed repairman to expedite time and
avoid the misuse of hardware. When ordering supplies, the correct no-
menclaturp must be used in order for the supply clerk to procure the items.
One phase of your work will be pitching, striking and folding of tents.
It is much easier to folrow specific instructions in,performing this
Hh if the correct nomenclature is used and understood.

Direttions:

1. Read QMS 244.148-I, Fabric Repair Course, Part I, Section III, and
Para 28, page 64, FM 10-16.

The instructor will have the various items laid out:

a. Various weights and types of canvas.

b. Various types and weights of webbing.

c. Various types of hardware used on tentage and webbed items.

d. A General Puipose Tent, (Medium), hoisted on pulleys.

J. After reading the material as stated above, and you feel you are
ready, check with the instructor and he will have you identify, name,
and describe the use of the various items of material and hardware,
and point out and name the components on the tent.

. The instructor will evaluate your work and if you accomplish the
ohlective, he will sign your progression sheet and advance you to
your next block of instruction.

a
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SEC1ION III

NOMENCLATURE AND USAGE OF CANVAS, WEBBING, AND-HARDWARE

I. Purpose and Scope.

This section provides instruction on the various types of hardware,

canvas, and webbing used by the Army. It will enable you to correctly

name the differenttpieces of hardware; locate and point out where they

are applied on canvas, tentage and webbed equipage; destribe and name

the types of canvas used by the Army in the repair of tentage and

webbed items, and name the component parts of tentage.

II. References.

TM 10-269

rm 20-15

III. Nomenclature and Usage.

A. Types of Canvas and Their Usage.

1. Duck, cotton, gray 8.25 ounces per square yard before

waterproofing. This ducking is used for the fabrication of

weight tentage and equipage, also is water repellent and mildew

resistant treated.

2. Duck, cotton 8.25 ounces per square yard OP-7. "P,L

ducking is also used for the fabrication of light weight tentaPc.

Also it is fire, water, weather, and mildew resistant tr(-Ate.:!.

3. Duck, cotton, 9.68 ounces per square yard OD-7.

ducking is used for the fabrication of latrine screens, a1s,7,

tire, water, weather, and,mildew resistant (FWWW.

6
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4. Duck, cotton, 9.85 ounces per square yard 00-7. This

ducking is used for the fabrication of, equipage items, such as field

packs and first aid pouches. It is water repellent and mildew

resistant treated.

5. Duck, cotton, 12.29 ounces per square yard OD-7. This

ducking is used for the fabrication of heavy weight tentage. It is

water, fire, weather, and mildew resistant treated.

6. Duck, cotton, 16 ounces per square yard. This ducking is

vinyl coated and of light green color. It is used as covering of

trAri type tentage, dlso isOfire and mildew resistant treated.

H. Types of Webbing._ and Its Usage. rew of the articles of

equip,we where webbing is found,are field packs, first aid pouches,

rifle slings and pistol belts.

1. Light Weight Webbing - Ranges from 1/4 inch to 1 1/2 inches

in width, in hard and soft textures and OD and white in,color.

2. Medium Weight Webbing - Ranges from 1/2" to 2" in width,

white and OD in color.

3. Heavy Weight Webbing Ranges from 1/2" to 1 1/2" in

dth, white and OD jn color.

4. Special Webbing - h. 2 1/2" wide and is used for rifle

belts and pistol belts. It is ofAard texture.

C. TypeS of Hardware and Their Use.

1. Tent Slips - Are devices used to adjust eave lines, which

are component-Li of the tent.

1
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2. Pair Leader - Aluminum block castings 5 1/2" by 1 1/2"

and is used to keep eave lines from chafing the canvas at the tent

eaves.

3. Triangle with Hook - A lombination triangle and hook

which is used to connect a fair leader to webbing that supports

the tent.

4. S-Hooks.- Is metal S-shaped hook. Used as a connecting

link between the ridge plate and supporting ring on sectional tents.

5. Ridge Plates - Metal plates used with tentage to protect

and support the fabric around the ridge pole spindles.

6. Squares - Square metal pieces used as a fastener to

connect two pieces of webbing together (similar to buckle).

7. Grommets - They are metal rings used to reinforce a hole

used for eave lines, guy lines, and footstops. There are two types

of grommets, the hand sewn grommet and the grommet put on by a die

and cutter.

8. Rings - Circular metal pieces are used as the tie tape

fastenem,, catches for snap hooks, and supports for hand-worked

IOTOWWts.

9. D-Rings - Metal D-shaped rings are used on canvas equipage

to catch snap hooks and on tentage to loop over pole spindles.

10. t;nap Fasteners - Are used on all types of covers, cases,

boxes, and pouches in order to fasten or secure the opening. There

are two (2) types of snap fasteners.

Cl Snap Fastener, Style 1.
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b. Snap Fastener, Style 2.

11. Buckles - Are metal fasteners, used for various type

straps and belts on equipment.

12. Tips - Are metal constructed, are used on the ends of

webbing to keep it from fraying.

D. Components of Tentage.

1. Chapes - Are canvas or webbing loops used to hold hardware,

such as buckles and rings to canvas equipage and tentage.

2. Corner Straps - Are straps which secure the "D" ring

or a triangle to the corner of the tent. The corner strap and ring

are u§ed to hold each corner of the tent out.

3. Door Flaps Are the part of the tent which form the

covering to the entrance.
4IP

. Eaves - Are an extension of the edge of the roof beyond

the wall of the tents.

NOTE: 'Eaves are not on the General Purpose Tents.

5. Cave Lines - Are the supporting lines that extend from

the eave of a tent to the pin which is driven in the ground.

6. Foot Stops - Are rope loops at the bottom of the wall

of a tent, which is fastened to a tent pin.

7. Guy Lines - Are used to hold the tent upright poles in a

steady position, and additional security during inclement weather.

8. Lacing Lines - Are ropes used to lace (join) the side

walls or any two sections together.

4.5



9. Pins - Are wooden or metal conatructedt used as anchors

for corners, eaves guy lines, or foot stops. There are five (6)

types of pins. They are as follows:

a. 16 inch pin - This pin has one notch and is used on

the foot stop.

b. 24 inch pin - This pin has two notches and is used

for eave lines and guy lines.

c. 9 inch aluminum pin - This pin is used under cold

weather conditions when hard ground conditions prevail.

d. 12 inch steel pins - This pin is also used under the

same conditions as the aluminum pin.

e. 36 inch pin - This pin does not have notches. It

is used for eave and guy lines on the assembly tent.

10. Ridge - Is the peak of the tent that extends between the

center poles.

11. Side Walls - Is the part of a tent extending from below

the eaves to the ground'on all sides of a tent.

12. Sod Cloth - A strip of canvas sewn into the hem at the

bottom of the side wall, it is used for insulating purposes.

60%

13. Door Screen - A screen is attached on the inside to

each side of each door entrance. When in use, the door screens are

pulled across the door entrances and secured in place by tying tie

t4es at the top of the screens to metal rings at the eave above the

door entrances.

10
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14. Windows - Each window assembly consists of a plastic

window screen, a vinyl plastic window pane, and a canvas blackout

flap.

15. Tent Cover - The tent is provided with a cover for use

When it is in storage or is being transported.

16 Instruction Panels - On the General Purpose Tents,

there are two (2) panels with a canvas flap cover. They are located

on each side of the door opening on the tent. These instructions are

on the pitching striking, and folding of the tent. The other panel

explains the care and storage of the tent.

17. Door Poles - Are used-for the two entrances to the tent.

On the General Purpose Tent they are 6 feet 2 inches long.

18. Eave Poles - Are used to support the eaves of the tent.

They are 5 fee,t 8 inches long on the General Purpose Tent.

19. Center Poles - Are used to support the ridge pole.

They are 10 feet 3 inches long and come in two sections.

20. Toggles - Wooden pins used to secure the tent doors.

21. Toggles Loops - Cords or ropes to which the toggles are

attached to secure the doors of tent.

22. Loops - Rope or webbed material attached to tent to use

as tie down.

23. Cables - Wire ropes to hold the tent door.

,

24. Buckle Lacing - Webbing to tie down the sides or

wall of a tent.

11
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QMS 244.3

U. S. ARMY QUARTERMASTER SCHOOL

LESSON PLAN

COURSE: Fabric Repair

ANNEX: 1I-2 Nomenclature, Inspection, Hand Repairs to Canvas

INS1ROLEIONAL UNIT: Tnspection, Classification, and Fo1ding Tents

TYPE: Programmod Instruction, Practical Exercise 1

TIME ALIOTTED: Five Hours

PRESEN1LD TO: Enlited

TM! s, rormL%r, AND MATEEIALS: GP Mcdium Tent, Chalk, SalVage Material
QMS 244.3 PE1-1, Learning

Perfurmance curirn

On,: (1) Tnntructor per five (5) students for Practical Exer-
ci,.0 1 oad one (1) por eiphteon (18) fur Programoed Instruc-
tion.

1A;i1 Cud,D:; Chact.

(14023-67-1N-1), QMS 2';4.1WL1-3, Part I, Sec IV,

RLIY:tXFS: Alt 32-15, Massificatioa and Tnspeetlon, April 65; FR 10-16,
General tepaiv or Tents, Clnvas, and Whhing, April 74,
11:1ra 3 & 6 and Chap 5; Seclion IV, QMS 244.114B-1, Part I,
TM 10-A340-211-13, Maintenance Manni:1, Tent, General Purpose,
Sep 72, Para 4-9d, page 4-21 - 4-22.

%TIDY /0;MCV.IIIW: Recommended: Itrad QMS 244.1WB-1, Canvas and Webbed
Repair, Part. 1, Jan 76, Section IV, Pages 4.01 - 4.14.

STUOI Ii1FORI AND EQUIPNENT: Fatigues. Bring (PIS 244.11411-1, Canvas

and Vebbed Repair, Part I, Jan 76.

T10,01' EIWIlt[7.1!,':IS: None

TRANtiPoTATIO:: ki.EIDIREMENTS: None

PROPO::Lir DEPAR1Yd.::1: PETROLEMI AND FIELD SERVICES

APRIL 1976

THIS LI f;s0N SUPLRSLOES WS 244.3 DATED OCTOLER 1974
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QMS 244.3

1. INTIODUCTION (Confereace, 2 minutes)

430

a. Otylective. An a remilt of this instruction, the student, given
QMS 244.3 PE1-1 and QMS 744.1W8-1, Pact 1, chalk, defect marking guide,
a;ld 4amaged tentage, will be able to jpmpect tentale, locate defect2, and
mprk tentnge u I i standard_drfect syrthols.,_classiyy tents_aLim_sisalk
firation standards and evdtbois and fold GI' Medium Tent in accordance
with AR 32-15; FM 10-16, Vara 3 & 6 and Chap 5; QMS 244.1M-1, Part 1,
Sec IV; and TM 10 8340-211-13, Parn 4-9(1, Page 4-21 - 4-22.

b. RvaSOW.. A!; Fabric Repairman, it is .,,Ipuriant for you t.o know
the pr6per proeedecos for inspectiou, marking, and classification of
tenta:',e. This procedure will also eliNinate po::sihic guesswork, and it
insuics a smooth flow of work, as everyone will_know exactly what repairs
vecH to be (low... By knowinr, the propci marking !;ymbols, it will speed
up repairs hoe-inst. thy syHatt used will indicaty what type ol repair is
reqoired. /W:0, it will govern th qoality of good tentage repaired
as th rfi,isifieatIon :.tand:irds gove,u t.he stoc ap.item nit be_in. to.
be reissye-d:.-46.6-elarp1Otiun of this 1::sson, you will be caned upon to
inspect, mark, and classify tentogy. The know1,110 gained here will
pryvido you wi:h thy skilIs that will be required to perform your mission
as Fabcie iii

c. Revfoi. During lb: past hour, you were instructed in the nomen-
r" th' ,1r!ftf:: tr r rf "Zi-tr'e

looad tcaL tentage.and CaltVds item arc made up of several components.
This poriod of iustructioa is devotcd tO inqp,ction, marking, ;.ind cl;,si-
ficatien of tentage. This is equ.-Illy important In that these procedLres
also prolong thc life of tentage. It is required that_ the components
discussed will be inspected periodically.

2. EXPLANATION/AITLICAT1oN (Prograivied Instruction, 50 minutes, PE1, 195
minutes)

DIRECTIONS TO THE INSTRUCTOR FOR SELF-PACING

if. Have the following tools, equipment, supplies and materials
available for students lesson:

(1) Chalk

(2) Defect markln;; guide-

(3) Damaged tent hoisted on pulleys (CP Medium)

(4) QMS 244.3 PF1-1 Learning Performance Guide

(5) OS 244.1.1411-1, Part 1 - Student workbeOk



QMS 244.3

b. Give titudenF QMS 244.3 PE1-1 and get student started on lesson.

c. Make sure student reads QMS 244.1WB-1, Part I, Section IV.

d. Be alert to students having.difficulty. Assist when necessary.

e. When student is ready for his practical exercise, have student
portorm the following:

(1) Impeet Tent.

(2) Locate Defects.

(3) Mick dofects 11,4ing alTropirate defect symbol.

(4) Cla,,sify tent u5;ing stondarti and symboi4.

IP

_CA) 1'..1141 up Toni Nodium.

3. RLVIEW (nafcrcnco, 3 tinutcs)

W;101, t haf% d 'fl)II I rat 1 th:ii 110 t 111 decompl I 1 his objec-
t i v,, !,hect and advance him to the nry.t illock of
in ,t1.u...tion.

511S



U. S. ARMY QUARTERMASTER SCHOOL

Learning Performance Guido

COURSE: Fabric Repair

QMS 244.3 PE1-1

ANNEX: 14-2 Nomenclature, Inspection, Hand Repairs to Canvas

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: Inspection, Classification, and Folding Tete

TYPE: Programmed Inst ction, Practical Exercise 1

CLASSES PRESENTED TO: Enlisted

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: GP Medium Tent, Chalk, Chalkboard,
Salvage Material (Canvas) QMS 244.3
PE1 -1, Learning Performance Guide

TRAINING AIDS: MGP, Tent, Chalk, Salvage Material (Canvas), Coding
Chart (14023-67-1M-1), QMS 244.1WB-1, Part I, Sec IV

REFERENCES: AR 32-15, Classification and Inspection, April 65; FM 10-
16, General Repair of Tents, Canvas, and Webbing, April
74, Para 3 AI 6 and Chap 5; Section IV, QMS 244.110-1,
Part 1; TM 10-8340-211-13, Maintenance Manual, Tent,
General Purpose, Sep 72, Para 4-9d, page 4-21 - 4-22

SIUDY ASSIGNMENTS: Recommended: Read QMS 244.1WE-1, Canvas and
Webbed Repair, Part I, Jan4,6, Section IV,
Pages 4.01 - 4.14

STUDENT UNIFORM AND EQUIPMENT: Fatigues. Bring QMS 244.1WB-1, Canvas
and Webbed Repair, Part I, Jan 76

PROPONENT DEPARTMENT: PETROLEUM AND FIELD SERVICES

APRIL 1976
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QMS 244.3 111-1.

LESSON TITLE: Inspection, Classification and Fólding'Tenta

Your Objective: As a result of this instructton, given learning per-
formance guide and QMS 244.1W8-1, Part 1, chalk, defect-marking guide,
and damaged tentage, you will be able to inspect tentage, locate de-
fects._ and mark tentage Wag, standard defect symbols, classify tents
using_classification sten-thirds and symbols,_ and fold GP Medium Tent in
accordance with AR 32-15; FM 10-16, Para 3 6 6 and Chap 5; QMS 244.1WS-1,
Part 1, Sec IV; and TM 10-8340-211-13, Para 4-9d,.Page 4-21 - 4-22.'

Introduction: As Fabric Repairmen, it is important for you to know
the proper procedures for inspection, marking, and classification of
tentage. This procedure will also eliminate posaible guesswork, and
irt insures a smooth flow of work, as everyone wfll know exactly what
repairs need to be done. By knowing the proper marking symbols, it
will speed up repairs because the symbol used will indicate what type
of repair is required. Alan, it-will govern the quality of good tentage
repaired as the classification atandards govern the state an item must
be in to be reissued. Upon completion of this lesson, you will be
called upon to inspect, mark, and classify tentage. The knowledge
gained here will provide you with the skills that will be required to
perform your miesion as Fabric Repairmen.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Read QMS 244.1WB-1, Part I, Sec TV.

2. The instructor will have the following aVailable for your practical
exercise:

a. Chalk

b. ,Defect marking guide

c. Damaged GP Medium Tent hoisted on pUlleys.

3. Aftir reading the material as stated above and you feel you are
ready, check with the instructor and he will start you on your practical
exercise. If you have any difficulty while reading the-material and
do not understand the material, call on the instructor.

4., Me I; zructor vilihave you perform thc following:

a. Inspect the tent in proper sequence.

b. Locate 441 defects.

c. Mark defects found with the appropriate defpct marking symbol.
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a

d. Classify the tent usfng the,proPer standards and hymbols.

e. Fold the GP Meiikum Tent.

S. The instructor will evaluate your performtnce and if you accomplish
your objective, he will sign your progression sheet and advance you to
your next lesson.

Is
0
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SECTION IV

INSPECTION Atal CLASSIFICATION

PRACTICAL EXERCISE
4

I. Purpose and Scope.

'This section provides instruction on the inspection and classifi-

cation of tentage. It will enable you to inspect tentage systemati-

cally as outlined in TM 10-269, and locate all defects; using chalk,

you will be able to mark each defect with the appropriate marking

symbol; using given classification standards, you will be able to

name and define each standard; usinp the tentage previously marked for

defects, you will be able to mark each tent with the appropriate

clasitiation symbol aL; outlined in AR 32-15 and explain why the

particular symbol was used.

II. References.

AR 32-15

TM 10-269

Inspection, Marking, and Classification Procedures.

A. Inspection Procedures (Equipage).

Methnd of Inspection Lire the following procedures to

inspect equipage fof' repair.

. Test anci. Tensile Fitrenpth of the Fabric. Before

marking a piece of equipage for repair, test it by grasping a small

told ot the iabric 1)0We-en the thumb and the torefini,er of each hand,

gripping it C lu;e up so that the tips of the forefingers touch. Tug

19
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. 636
the tabric several times; if it does not rip, it is repairable so

tm i. it. tow;i1, .(rength 1:; concerned.

tAUTION: When testeini, a,Lways grasp the' canvas or duck against the

warp threads, which are the threads rdnning parallel to the selvage.

The woof (or cross threads) being weak, should not be used for

tvsting the tensile strength.
4

b. Inspect Item tor Damage. Handle systematically each

piece of equipment .being checked tor repair. During the initial

iwIpection of the item, mark the repairt; to be made checking the

.;urtaces in Tht. hdlowinr order:

(I) Top

(Y)

(0' Le!

(4) Rht Side

(5) Front

((,) lidek

(7) Inside

Ni.: It at. i compo:ed of :,everal parts, check each part

pirt for :11;:pection.

'iv- itfT, a Final limpeLtion Upun completion of

(1Pik th tem, payink, !TeLial attention to the quality

the rtvair work to ,c..;ure Ihe

(1), TH' it of thr-a,i aI lenr,th of stitch

hAvi. 10Cn 110,! All,1 all .11 A ;tchinyi. h('en hclokstitched.

56
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(21 The stitching has not, through carelessness,

t,vittqled-partn togvtla.r thAt should not be fasteneduogether.

(3) Pdtches, strap8, and replaced f/aps cofrespond

in dolur, texture, weight of material, and method of fastening to

the oriv,indl material and conL.truction of the item being repaired.

(4) Chape.,, billets, loops, and reinforcing strips

ot the proper length and that they hdve been cross-stitched

tho ,-onter and double-stitched at the end of the stitch area

ikes the .,train.

( 1-,) 1-41mrleontary hardware, such dS snap fasteners,

tallod to AH'.nr, ;rtect enrement witho.ut wrinkles er

I

( t ) i u 11 V I I n... Led hardware , ucii

t )'./,'.411r,t .tal 1 I Wit! I.e t LiVe.

cl:nc!led withut ti) the ,Ilrroundiw fahric.

(7) All thardwaro i!; of the tyl,e and size LTecified

wil`L T nr;ie!

( ) Ai 1 J i! Live '1.,cor. cht.cbt,d or repair

"1,! .it t i Lt, v t.1, ,

!t' .1, (;av; itld Tent a,Tie 1.

1. Met 11,41 t tect iir 'he r.

k". I if ii I!

.1. Tt I he

Oro" he.ivy v c.

ren,, t he orc.
N

t ei:s I .t t i crastcint'

...In .11 told ot tho 1.64t20 ilL t i

rJ
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hand, gripping it close up so tilat the tips of the forefingers touch.

Tug the fabric several time's, if it does not rip, it is repairable

so far as the tensile strength is concerned. If it tears on the

first try, test several additional areasto ascertain the extent of

the deterioration.

b. Inspect Tentage for Damage - To inspect tentage

for damage draw up each tent by block and tackle and systematically

:7

check for defects. Have one man on the outside do the marking (para b)

while another man on the inside points out or calls the repairs to be

made. Raise the tent a few feet at a time and check the various parts

in the following order:

(1) Peak, or part attached to block and tackle.

(2) Roof

(3) Eaves

(4) Side Walls

(5) Sod Cloth

(6) Linet,

(7) Wind,)w,

(m) ''creen

(9 ) 'itovopipe ocr

N-TE: Check Lwparately such parts as covers, curtains, sashes,

L4r1,1 cl.)ths, md ve-;tihules.

c. Essential Points for Inspection When inspecting

heavy cInvds or tentApe, use the following check list for guidance:

(1) Fahrio

0
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(a) Tensile Strength .

(b) Abrasions

(c) 'Mole5

(d) Mildew

(e) Patches

(f) Previous Repair Work

(g) Seams

(h) Spots and Stains

(i) Stitching

(j) Terirs or Rlps

AP

(2) Wehbing Parts

(1) Chapes

(h) Lines

(c) Heinforcements

(d) straps

(e) Tdies

Ihir(lw,trt!

(A)

Pull'

,11Airv;, with IJAto.;

(d1 ch,Ain, with Supptirting Rings

(1)

(0 Lyt,1*.t.',, with

(!.) ! leaderL;

2 i
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(i) Fasteners

(i)

(k) tbope

(1) Plates

(m) Rings

Grommets, with Washers

(n) D-Rings

(0) Rivets

(p) :),Hooku

(q) Snaps

(r) ThimIde

(L;) TriangleL;

(t) Triangles, with Hooks

(u) Wli D-Kine:;

(4) Lines

(I) Cover

(1.) Door

(c) Dr.Aw .

(1) Liv

FootIop

Go

ft.

AV7.



(1) Tie

(m) Ventilator-flap

(n) Water-flap

C. Standards of Repair. The following standards will govern the

repair of heavy canvas or ,tentage.

1. General Appearance.

a. Faded tent duck is acceptable provided the fading

is the only defect.

b. Ncmdeteriorating spots and stains caused by mildew,

sap, and dirt are acceptable provided ti-T fabric has been brushed

clean. Where the fabric has been weakened by the staining agent, it

must be repaired.

2. Material.

a: Khaki duck or duck not resistant treated for fire,

water, weather, and mildew is not acceptable and should not be

repaired.

b. Fabric (other than khaki duck) containing holes,

tears, badly worn areas, weak spots, and frayed sections must be

repaired.

C. f-;potted and stained fabric shOwing deterioration when

thumb-tested mu!;t be repaired.

d. A badly damaged section or one containing a large

number ot patche:. must be replaced with a new section similar to that

used in the original construction.

25
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Previous repair work of substandard, quality is a

defect and must be properly repaired.

3. Stitching and Seams.

a. Breaks and run-offs of stitching must be repaired.

b. Seams in which the thread has rotted must be re-

stitched.

4. Hardware.

a. All hardware that is rusty, corroded, bent, broken,

or c.therwise defective must be replaced.

b. Hardware having an electro-zinc-plate finish must be

replaced with hardware having a heavy hot-galvanized finish.

NOTE: Electro-zinc-plated hardware has a dull fldky finish, whereas

iot-galvanize finished hardware has a bright, smooth, irregular

finish.

5. Webbing - All defective tie tapes, wall lines, ring and

sndp napes) corner straps, and web reinforcements must be replaced,

beirv, :.titched in the ::ame manner aL; in the originaj construction.

4 1 !rayed or raveled end '. mtE.t be hand whipped or

md,2hine "titchedv

t:. Line.: with frayed or broken strands must be replaced,

,..11/icedble t4.1en from unserviceable items being acceptable for

thi-

7. Othc.r Repairs.

a. When a ventilatv opening has more than \two patches

62
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4431or defects, replace the, entire-ventilator section..

b. A ventilator cover containing more than two defects

or patctios must_ be rttplected wita a seriviceable- eavier.

c. A blackout flap not forming a-good closure must be

detached and replaced.

d. An extension cloth causing the tent to wrinkle must

be replaced.

e. A ventilator duct with a hole, tear, or rip may be

patched with either a sewed patch or cement patch.

f. A window flap of improper dimensions must be replaced

with a serviceable flap of proper 4imensions

g. A window framework assembly may be patched provided

the patching does not distort the window opening. ,

h. A window sash made of cel.Lulose acetiate and cotton
e

netting must be replaced with_a flexible waterproof film sash.

i. An outlet sash may be patched or repaired provided

the proper size is maintained and the number of patches does not

exceed three.

1. All excessively stretched rope reinforcement may be

repaired by being :11prtened and then restitched in the manner of the

original construction, or it may be replaced with a new rope.

). Final Inspection. Upon completion ,of repairs, again check

the tentage, paying specil attention to the quality of the repair

work and make sure of the following:

1. The proper size of thread and length of stitch have been

C. 27
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used and all breaks in the stitching backstitched.

2. The stitching has not, through carelessness, fastened

together parts that should not be fastened together.

3. Patches and replaced parts correspond in color, texture,

'weight of material, and method of fastening, to the original material

and construction'of tent being repaired.

4. Chapes, loops, and reinforcing strips are of the proper

width and length and that they have been properly stitched.

5. Complementary hardware, such as snap fasteners, has been

installed to assure perfect engagement without wrinkling or

puckering the fabric.

6. Die inserted hardware, such as snap fasteners and

grommets, has been securely clinched without damage to the surrounding

fabric.

7. All hardware is of the type And size specified and that it

is in working order.

R. All detached parts, such ls curtain liners and sashes, have

been checked for repair and are prop,rly attached t() the tent with

which they belong.

E. Marking Vmhols Used on Tentage. Symbols'are used to speed up

production and keep a steady flow of work. If .the- inspectors of'the

items mark the correct symbols for the repairs, the operator of the

machines does not have to re-inspect thq item to find out what

replirs are necessary. Therefore, it is necessary for everyone to

know the marking symbols below by heart.



1. (:) Circle - A circle denotes that a minor repair has

to be made. It could be darning, tacking, pr the use of a cement

patch on an a where 'th: daft* La laaa _than 4 vit_ _of an um&

Rectangle or Square - Indicates that a hand or

machine sewn patch is needed. A hand or machine sewn patch is used

aa,
when the area of damage is over 4 3/4 of an inch.

3. Arrow - Indicates a hidden damage such as under the

eave or sod cloth, also ditnotes missing hardware such as grommets

and tent'slips.

4. I I Parallel Lines - Indicates an open seam. A line is
'

chalked along each side of the open seam parallel to the seam and

extending the distance to be sewn.

5. Cross - Indicates damage or missing part is on

the inside, an old patch must-be replaced, and a section or panel must

be replacod.

6. 10V 1:. Symbol for Waterproofing is WP. It is placed

right over the doors.

7. Symbol for Mildew - Mildew is written 'out with a

circle drawn around it. This is us*ed in the area of the mildew on the,.

tent.

F. Classification.

1. Each post, camp and station has a classification officer

re, pc)nsible tor classifying equipment. .He and his assistants are the

only personnel who can classify tentage and webbed items. Tentage

and webbed items are classified before repair in order to determine ,

29



whether it should be repaired or salvaged, also they are classified

after rapair to make sure that it possesses serviceability and

appearance ne4snary fir re-issuo.

a. For classification and.repair of tentage and webbed

items, AR 32-15 .will be used as a guide in the field. .

b. Since only the classification officer and his

assistants can classify canvas items, you proba4ly wonder whY you

are learning about classification. When the Fabric and Leather

Repair Section of each Direct Support or General Support Bns are

operating in the field, it is their responsibility to classify all

canvas and webbing items brought for repairs. You may at one time

or another, be the individual assigned to this job, under the super-

vision of the classification officer.

2. The following are the definition and standards, which

governs the classification of tentage and webbed items.

a. Class A - New and unused property possessing original

appearance and serviceability.

b. Class B - Serviceable property of such appearance and

serviceability as to be acceptable for issue or sale in lieu of like

Class A (new) property. --

c. Class r UnservieaLle items which are economically

repairable. Economically repairaLle irems are tehose items which may

be restoi,ed to class "P" condition for not more than 35 percent

(clothing) or 65 plrcent (equipage) or prices contained in current
F

Department of Defense Federal Supply Catalog Management Data Lists.

66
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d. Class H - Unserviceable helm which are cbviousW

scrap or salvage, or for which any use would require a repair cost

excefictin 35 perrien_t for raekthing or 6S- peromt fest otielpegs of the

cUrrent cost of the item.

e. Class X - Items which do not possess the appearance_

or degree of serviceability to justify the classification of "B" or

which cannot be repaired econcmically for thL2purpose originally in-

tended, but which can be used aa an end item for duties which are

harmful to clothing, i.e.,,mechanics, painters, construction workers,

etc.

C. roldins_ the Tent.

l. Fold each terf in accordance with FM 20-15.-

2. Spread thd tent out flat,cwith the.outside facing up,

making sure that all wrinkles are removed. Secure the doors, stove

pipe openings, ventilator flaps and windows.

3. Place all eave lines toward the center of the tent and

then fold end walls toward center of the tent at eave line.

NUTE: If folding in a dirt area, sweep the tent after each fold.

4. Fold nide walls toward center of tent, along eave lines.

The tent now nhould be. uarP, wlth all wrinkles pulled out.

5 Fold both Pnds toward center of tent, making six (6) foot

Fold ,ine'end of folded 'tent over the other.

Y3ld oach end of folded tent toward center, making three
.

(A) ! 1160 overlap one end over the other.

N, '41 : It the tent hal. a tent cover, place the folded tent in the4

,enter.of cover and close cover securely.

31
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a

Cemeht patches or iinor repairs
required.. ..4

Hand or machine sewed patch required

Missing hardware to be replaced or
hidden damage to be repaired..

Open seams to be repaired.

Replacement of panel required.

Rewaterproofing required.

Mildew.

Figure 2. ymbnks used in marking tentage for repairs.

I' 9
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U. S. ARMY QUARTERMASTER SCHOOL

Learning Performance Guide

QMS 244.7 L/PG

COURSE*: Canvas and Webbed Equipage Repair

ANNEX: 8-3 Nomenclature, Inspect1o6, Hand Ripair Operations.

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: Handworked Crommet

CLASS PRESENTED TO: Enlisted

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: Sewing Palm, Wax, Cord, Salvage Canvas,
Needle, Iron Ring, Cutters, Lead Block,
Video Tape Cassette Player Set, and
Student Learning Performance Guide QMS
244.7 L/PG.

TYPE: Television and Practical Exercise

TRAINING AIDS: Salvage Canvas Materials, Cassette Tape VT 760-101-02839,
and Student Learning Performance Guide OMS 244.7 L/PG.

REFERENCES: FM 10-16, Canvas and Webbing, April 1974, Sec II; QMS 244.W1
Canvas and Webbed Equipage Repair Course, Part I, August 1972,
Section VIII; and Cassette Tape VT 760-101-02838.

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: Recommended: Read QMS 244.W1,,Canvas and Webbed
Equipage Repair Course, Part I, August 1972, Section
VIII, Pgs 8.01 - 8.07.

STUDENT UNIFORM AND EQUIPMENT: Wear fatigues and bring to class all
issued references.

PROPONENT bEPARTMENT: PETROLEUM AND FIELD SERVICES

'OCTOBER 1974
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' LESSON TITLE:; naudworked Grommet

YOUR OBJECTIVE: As a result of this instruction, given mferences:,

Sewing.Palm, Wax, Cord, Salvage Canvas, Needle, Iron Rings, Cutters, Lead

Block, Video Cassette Player Set, and Student Learning Performance Guide,

ou will be able to determine size in relation to use and construct the

/

QPIS 244.7 L/PG 650

handworked 2ro n acco
Section TiTnapter 18, pgs 44 - 48.

INTRODUCTION: As a Canvas and Webbed Equipage Repairman, you 011 often

be required to install a hand Sewn grommet.. tiand sewn grommetS are

Stronger than die inserted grommets and can be installed while the tent is

still erected. This in the long run will save time as it would require

time to strike the tent and install a die inserted grommet. In addition,

the user not only loses the use of the tent while it is being repaired,

but a new storage site must be found to house those materials previously

stored under the tent.

DIRECTIONS.

I. The instructor will issue to you the following listed items!

a. Sewing Palm.

b. Video tape cassette player set and cartridge #VT 760-101-02388,

Hand Sewn Grommets. (Enter the date and time you checked out the

cartridge on your student progression sheet).

c. Wax.

d. Salvage Canvas.

e. Needle:

f. Iron Ring.

(1. Cutters.

h. Cord. (flort,)a size 10-4)

1. Lead Block.

1MS 244:Wl, Part I (student workbook).

2. !vsert the cossette tape, and watch, the tape until the stop direct:ion

appears. At thi point stop the tape, and perform as directed in the

film.



QMS 244.7 L/PG

3. Continue at your own pace until all stops are watched and performed
as irected. If you have problems understanding proradurest replay the
tape over again.

4. Your classroom instructor will give assistance if required. Raise
your hand to avoid distracting other studentithat may be watching tapes
when help from the instructor is required.

5. Ask your classroom instructor to check and evaluate your work.

6. The instructor must sign your student progression sheet before you
may go on to the next lesson.

35
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SLCTIoN VIII

HANDWoRKEIY GROMMETS

TTACTTCAL rxrnIsr-

I. Purpose dnd Scope .

instructionu in this section describe the use of the hand-

wor.r..ed the thJ three sizes of irn rings used to make

handworked prommet, nd give the correct number of round stitches

Ased to 1,.tit,:h each of ring.

ley i :on st and rds and oc

ruc t a

dppropri,ite tools', supplies,

ot mltoriai, u will be at:le to con-

; ni,t111,01 t Ls! numLer

ch, , wor4 :La; :!:ee UI. fl1I.1.Ltl iV1tt i on -indards

st:tsk e ri T . 71r;, used to

..1 t fabr t Li 1 ir t t. promme t

(t2xami'le : r-re , 1 , , hd , ,ind/or

: . A. ynti rt-ca , v le.irheil how to

-A" (.) A !

ni.ez at, 11

evr T

t: . t'l.t

f )11h i t to

t

hdll o'r/I1

tnd provenfLrw, T.A1 tr.ctr nr t Ike

ToEt.

:1. Referencp:;.

TM 10-26J
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Tools, Supplies and Equipment Required.

Sailmaker's needl 015
Sailmakar's palm
Bewift cord
Beeswax
Cutter
Lead.Wock
Rawhide mallet
Shears
Grommet ring
Material

IV. Performance Standards. Performance standards are set up so you

can check your work and determine how well you are learning the

required skills.

A. Was.....L)rrecti_>rocedtingandEnd
Stitches?

B. Were Stitches Spaced Evenly? (1/8 inch apart)

C. Were the Correct Number of Stitches Used? (18 strtches for

3/4 inch ring)

D. Was the Proper Cutter Used? (#4 for 3/4 inch ring)

E. See Paragraph V, B and C for checking all siK2L2f_grommets

and stitches.

V. Procedures for Hand Sewing Grommets.

A. Definition. A handworked grommet is' an iron ring handsewn

to the grommet hole. As we said before this type grommet withstands

great strain and is therefore commonly found on heavy tentage and

tarps. Before attempting to resew a handworked grommet, make sure

that the fabric surrounding the grommet hole is undamaged.
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B. Sizes of Iron Grommets Used and the Number of Stitches

Required for Each Size.

1. The iron ring gromnets come in three (3) sizes, the

largest being the one inch. This grommet requires twenty-two round

stitches equally spaced around it. This size is usually foUnd on

large tents (assembly tents) or gun mount covers.

2. The medium size grommet is 3/4 inch in diameter and

requires 18 round stitches equally spaced around it and used on

general purpose tents and tarps.

3. The smallest grommet is.1/2 inch in diameter and

requires 14 round stitches equally spaced around it and is usually

found on small items of canvas.

C. Tools Used in Handsewing Grommets.

NOTE: These are the tool's besides the palm, needle, and sissors.

1. Steel cutters are used to cut the hole in the canvas and

must be the correct size for the grommet, for example, use the No. 4

cutter for the 1/2" and 3/4" iron rings and the No. 5 cUtter for the

454

1 inch ring.

2. A lead block or a heavy wood block with sufficient end

grain is placed under the canvas to provide a surface for cutting the

grommet hole and to, protect the cutter edge from being damaged.

CAUTION: Never use the cutter unless you place a lead block.or. wooden

block under the tentage to be cut.

3. The rawhide mallet is used to drive the cutter, to pro-

vide a hole in the canvas for the grommet. Also, the rawhide mallet

38



not mushroom the head of the cutter.

4. The wooden fid is used to make the stitches lay.close to

the handwotked geoMMet; this alSo makes the stitches neatet looking.

D. Handsewing the Grommet to a Piece of Salvage MAerial.

1. Prepare and wax a piece of cotton wrapping twine, 5 ply,

72 inches in length. Place the Iwo ends together to form a piece

36 inches long. This 36 inches is a,sufficient amountto Sew the

handworked grommet.

2. Thread a size 15 Lailmaker's needle with the cord you

prepared and (!ven the ends. Rewax the thread until the thread

will stick to your fingers.

NJTL: You should have four 'strands running from the needle eye to

the end, also the thread should be 18 inches long hecause it will take

this amc)unt to sew the grommet.

3. Place a 3/4 inch grommet on the canvas where it is to be

sewn and mark around the outside and inside of the grommet.

NC)Ti: The inside mark is used to ali).n the cutter and insure that.

the cutter edge will cut just in,i(lit,the inside mark. The outside
NN,

marf used tor the !titch line. DJ riOt :jac'e the gromet too close

tu the edge of the mater:al, hut at 10,c_it 1/2 inch from the edge.

4. i'lace tilt, canvas over the lead block land make sure the

4ead hlock is centerd under the cutting mar*. Align a No. 4 cutter

in the center of the inside mlrk am1 using the rawhide rAllet, drive

the cutter until it ClIt`. d Clean hole in the canva.:.
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S. Half the hole by using a rule to center the hole from

top to bottom. Mark just beyond the top and bottom stitch line; now

place the rule over the centei of the hole'from left to right WI

draw another mark. These marks should quarter the hole; using a

penc:il place a mark where the lines cross the stitch line from left'

t
to rignt.

454

6. After you have quartered the grommet hole, it must be

marked so it will have four (4) stitch marks between each quarter,

plus two marks placed where the line crosses the center on the left

and riiht, givirig You a total srA 18 stitches spaced'1/8 iznch apart.

7. Using the needle, make piercings into the canvas at each

mark. Doing this, you will have uniform stitches around the grommet.

S. Center the iron ring over the grommet hole, so the ring

will be sewn,from the top sidP of the material.

9. Begin handworking the grommet by inserting the needle one-
.

eighth inch from the outside edge of the ring and down into one of

.he L7iercings previously made. Then guide the needle up into the

hole mad. hy the cutter (center of grommet) and draw the thread

thr)ugb until a 1/2 inch end remains.

10. Iay the 1/2 inch end beside the ring facing in the

J:rection to L sewn.

The 1/2 inch end can be facing'to the left or right as long

.; in the saf-.' direc,tion as the end runs.

11. C sew hy inserting the needle into each

, (1; :,tit.he..) and gu1!ing the needle up into the grommet

40



NOTE: Make sure the end is secured by the round stitches anca each

stitch is equally spaced and drawn tight. Make sure you have 18

stitches.

12. .Secure the end of the thread along the outer edge of

the grommet ring by bringing the needle up through the grommet hole

and inserting it under the last three stitches. Make sur3 e you leave

1/2 inch end before you cut the aord.

13. To finish the handworked grommet, insert the wood fid

into the grommet hole and ttirn the fid several times from both sides.

This makes the thread even and smooth.

NOTE: The fid makes the stitches smooth and even.

STUDY QUESTIONS

1. List the number of stitches the following site grommets require:

3/4 inch --

1 inch --

1/2 inch --

2. Which is stronger, the'handworked grommet or the metal grommet?

3. What is a "fid" used for?

OICKONAL. Met 40., 14A5 ZEs4 OMarTIED ; HoweVirrit. 414. /11111VtIAL
ROA 866.4 i htt.troeo .

41
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Figure 20

a 458

Hand-worked.grommct, showing grommet hole betng cut.

*IX
*. , f

i:iwire 21 nand-worke 1-f,L1mct, shwying iron rin1;,being centered
Un .runnet lie.
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Figur% 22 Hand-worked groomet,
thread end.
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Figurt. 23 H.lnd-wovIteA :howini; method for seciaring the
end of the thr,pad,
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Figure 24 Hand-worked grommet, showing method of finishing
off the stitching
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25 Harid-worked grommet, showing the stitching being
flattened with a wood fid.
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S. ARMY QUARTERMASTER SCHOOL fi

I...EARNING/PERFORMANCE aunt.

COURSE: Canvas and kbed Equipage Repair

ANNEX: 0-4 ..Nomenclature, Inspection, Hand Repair Methods

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: Metal Gromiets and Snaplasteners

TYpE: Television, Practical* Exercise I

CLASS PRESENTED TO: Enlisted

TOOLS. EQUIPMENT. AND MATERIALS: Revolving punch, Cutter! ,
Lead bkock, Rawhibe mallet, Die sets, Salvage material
(Canvas). Grommets, Snap Fasteners, QMS 244.6 L/PG
Learning Performance Guide, Video Tape Cassette Player Set

TRAINING AIDS: Video Tape Cassette Player Set, Cassette Tape
. Cartridge VT 760-101-02626 Metal Gromiets and
Snap Fasteners. Sample Grommets and Snap,Fasteners

REFERENCES: FM 10-16, General Repair of T:hts, Canvasl and
. Webbing, April 74, Sections II s III; OMS
Canvas and Webbed Repair. Part.I, Aug 72, Section IX;
VT 760-101-02820 Metal Grommets and Snap Fasteners

STUDY ASSIGVMENTS: Recommended:* Read QMS 244.W1, Canvas and
Webbed Repair. Part I Aug 7e, Section IX,
Pages 9.01 - 9.16

STUDENT UNIFORM AND EQUIPMENT: Fatigues. Bring all issued
references.

PROPONENT DEPARTMENT: PETROLEVO, AND FIELD SERVICES

OCTOBER 1974

. FEB 41975
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. OMS 244.8 L/4441

LESSON TITLE: Metal Grommets end Snap.Oadteners

YOUR 4,64ECIVES-: As a result-of tftis imstructioiii i.rn-
ing performance,guide, appropriate referencee, metal grommets,
,snap fasteners, and pertinent tools, yarmilljn 10}e 4 select .

ItILIALtener/ rommet in relation to use=4ndi stall.the various
tyDes of met rommets nd snap fiit.nrs in accordance w[ih
Ff1 lO-lL Sections II & ItT and QIlS a44.l1 Part I, Section IX,
Pages 9.01 - 9.112.

4'

INTRODUCTION: Snap fasteners and grommets, are used on many
items, foe example: shower curtains, tentAl gloves, field
jackets, canteen covers, and jeep curtains. Fasteners and

. grommets are great time savers, they can be installed faster
than other type fasteners. In addition, they make a neaeer
appearance and are more economical to use.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Working at your own rate, you are to select and install
various types of fasteners and grommets. To do so, you will
need the following items:

a. Revolving punch.

b. Cutters.

c. Lead block.

d. Rawhide Mall4t.

e. Die sets.

f. Salvage material {canvas}.

g. Grommets.

h. Snap fasteners.

(If these items are not on handl ask,your instructor for them.)

2. Ask your instructor for the Metal Grimmets and Snap
Fasteners cassette tape cartridge {VT 760-101-02628}. Enter
the date and sign out time on your student progression sheet. .

Your instructor will direct you to a video cassette player set.

. 3. Check your cassette player as Rreviously taught to assure '

proper operation. Place earphones on in order to prevent sound

4 7
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from interfering with other students or groups,,

4. Insert the cassette tape and watch the tape until the stop
direction appears. At this point, stop the tape and perform0'
as directed in the film.

5. Continue watching the tape, folldwing directions at each
stop. If you have problems understanding a procedure, replay
that portion of the tape over again. Should you require
assistance at anytime, raise your hand and an instructor will
assist yoft..

6. Should you feel that you need additional. review and the
tape is now being used by other students, refer to pages 9.01 -
9.16 in your workbook. Since these pages contain the same
information that is presented visually on the tapes, you may
follow the procedures listed in your workbook without missing
any steps.

7. After you have completed all steps toward achieving your
objective, have your work checked by an instructor. The
instructor may direct you to review a certain procedure.

B. If you have correctly followed procedures., the instructor
will sign off on this lesson on your student progression sheet.
NOTE: Your instructor must sign his name beside each lesson
on your progression sheet. This certifies that you have
satisfactorily completed the lesson.

9. Turn i., the cassette tape cartridge. Enter the turnin
time oo your student progression sheet.

10. Your instructor will now assign your next lesson.
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SECTION IX

mug, uommas AND,SNAp pISTF.N.ZRZ

PRACTICAL EXERCIS£

I. Purpose and Scope.

With this instruction on metal grommets and snap fasteners:you

will be able to name the different types ofi snap fasteners and metal

olommet,., explain their uses and where they are applied to canvas and

wehhed equipae,e, and he alile to install new metal grommets and snap

faL,tener.; in canva:1 and welled iterri in accordance with the standards

,et torth in the reference for thi.!. instruction. As you know, snap

ta.Jenor::. and eyommet, are u:;ed on many iterm--- tOr example: shower

.e

glovo. field lacket,,, c:onvertiUle top.7-;, and so on.

1 irticular 'map fatener or grommet actually depeilds on

the- t.rld TeM. t i Leing applied to and what function
i required.

F3r in,,!ance, a cover that has to Le romoved quite frequently from a

ft WI uld Le more funcTi:)nal w:th .i!;tener:: that could come apart

ft...,m e i: t: ,r and ,luic'r-or. Grommet;:, with tie rope7;

T

ut7-!
7 n-r
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IV. Performance Standards. Use the following performance standards

to chtick your performalco.

A. proper Clinching of Grommets and Fasteners.

B. Proper Placement of Barrel Section of Grommet.

C. Overall Neatness of Completed Work.

D. fe:mterfLa..E.tenmProz. (Cap and tocket, not cap

and stud together)

V. Procedures for Installing Grommets and Snap Fasteners.

A. Definition. A die inserted grommet is a two Part metal

grommet consisting of a male part, called a barrel, ALM a female

part, called a washer.

B. lysec2f5222

1. The "A" type grommet has a plain washer and barrel anL1 is

used for lightweight material, for example: shower curtains.

2. The "B" type grommet has a smooth barrel, the washer is

made with one row of spurs that has 'a better ability to hodd firmly.

They are useu for,shelter halves or medium weight material.

3. The "C" type is kno.wn as the roll rim spur and consists

JI 1 !,,trrel and washer. The washer has two rows of spurs. The barrel

A r.' ',4n(ler the (RItside edge to give the grommet more strength.

et is u!,eci on truck cQver3 and gene ILa_ purpoSe tellts or on

w!lere the strain is great.

"otal :ro-metf;.

1. !letd1 grommets range in size from double zero (00) up to

L*ize 10 although in the rmy we only use double zerd up to size 6.
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2. The size grommets most commonly used are 2, 4 and 5 for

the repair of canvas and webbed itemz.

3. The numbee 2 grommet is used mostly on light weight

material such as covers, curtains, etc., the number 4 grommet is used

for the eaves of tents and medium weight material. The number 5

grommet is used on duffel bags, truck tarps and heavy material.

D. Die Sets for Grommets.

1. Die sets are devices used to clinch the grommet into the

material. Die sets come in two' parts, one being the male, and the

other female or otherwise Wnown as the chuck. They are also stamped

with the size and type A, H, or C to fit the appropriate grommet.

2. Before inStalling a grommet, it is necessary to know which

part Foes on top and which part goes on the bottom. The barrel of the

;grommet will always be on the underside or bottom of the item, and the

washer will always be on the out'.ide or top of.the material (finished

side).

E. Snap Fasteners} Style #1.

1. Description. The style #1 snap fastener is a two part

fastener consisting af a male section and a female section. The

female section come!: in two- partr-,, the socket and the clinch ,plate.

The male section is also in two parts, the stud and the stud washer.

TV::) inpie and double, the double stud

s. stud ;Ind iisle to hold fast on

! r;o7f-It.:,11 the

1 I.

a
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447 1. The style 01 snap fastener is used for truck curtains,

4

jeep tops and gas mask carrying cases, boat tops and can be attached

to wood or metal.

3. To attach the female section (style #1 snap fasttner) to

,a piece of material, place it at least 1/2" from the edge, with the

dot of the fastener facing toward the outside edge. The reason for

this is so that there would be enough material from the edge to

grasp. If all dots were faced toward the inside edges, the' wind

could very easily lift the cover from the fastener studs.

NOTE: Because this fastener has to he unfa4tened by lift4.ng from

,

the "dot" on the fastener, it is known as a "Lift the Dot" fastener.

Snap Fatener, Style #2.

1. Description. The style #2 sriap fastener consists of a

female sectiOn of two parts, a cap and a scicket. (The cap will

always go to the outside and the socket will be attached to the pnder-

?ide of the cap). The male section consists pf a stud and a post.

(The male section is attached to the bottom ply with the post under

the material.and the stud on the top).

2. The styla #2 snap fastener is replacing the style #2

(Al many item!:. (rnr pxample: , the canteen cover). . This type

fastener Is used on shiqter halves, fleld ivkets,.boat tqps,

clnhvertilfir, tops' and r,1c,ve (hand),

Anoth,!r name tt.dt this fastener is known as, is "Glove

rateher".,

0
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3.. To attach the feral. section (style #2 inap fastener) -644
to a piece of material ploce it at_least 1/2" from the wigs. This

0

is done so that there would be Anough material from the edge to

grasp for unfastening-the snap fastener.

G. Procedure. To insert a trassgronnet, proceediff-the following

manner:

NOTE To prevent any possible injuries, never use the floor as a
7

cutting block, always use the.lead block or a wooden block to pre-.

vent damage to cutters. Also never use a hammer on the cutters Or

dies, use the mallet. A hammer will cause the die set to crystalize

and break, and the pieces could fly into your eyes and cause serious

-damage.

1. If it is necessary.to cut a new grommet hole, lay the

material on the lead block and cut the hole with the grommet hole

cutter (size 1/2" cutter) and drive witha mallet by hammering (3 hard

bangs is usually enough to cut a clean hole).

2. Insert the barrel of the grommet from the bottom side of

the mater.ial and place the grommet and the material over the number 4

die set.

NOTF: The barrel portion of the barrel should fit snug into the

matertal.

3. Place the washer of the grommet spurs down over the

grOmmet barrel.

4. inert the male section of the die
4

into the grommet

barrel and with"a mallet blow, clinch together the grommet barrel
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Wand washer. If properly done the grommet barrel edge will be given

a smooth roll.

4RP

f

^1

NOTt: Failure to use the proper die will result in faulty clinching

of the grommet halves and may 4ometimes split-the grommet barrel edge.

H. Procedure'for Installiecthe Feisale Half of..the,Style #1 Snap.

Fastener.

NOTE: The irregular placement of the socket perforations above the

center hole make it imperative that._the socket punch be set propetly

before making the cut. A properly inserted socket will have its

smaller prongs (in width) alwaysrtoward the duter edge of the item

being repaired°.

1. Place the material on a lead block centering the area in

which the,socket is to be inserted.

2. Center the socket punch over the fastener location and with

a mallet blv-!, make a center hole for the socket opening (for the

socket prongs).

3. Insert the socket Into the prepared piiforations wfth

-

r)rongs extending through from the bottom to the top of the material.

4. Fit the clincb plat on the socket prongs (with the bevel

.

part of. the clinch plate facing up).

5. With a ri4ting hammer, or with the top end.of the socket

punch, bend the socket prongs towards the center flattening the

prongs Against the clinch plate until the plate and the sockets are

securely clinched to the materi-al.
7.
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I. Procedure for Installin the Male Half of the St le Sna 670

1. 'With the installed female half, place and align it on the

material where the male section will be, using a pencil to make a

mark,through the hole of the female section.

2. On the mark cut a hole in the material, using a tube on

the revolving punch that will ctit a*le small enough to allow a

tight fit around the stud barrel.

3. Place the barrel of the stud down into the material.

Place the inserted stud down in the,anvil.

4. Fit the washer Over the stud barrel with the curved

side of the washer up.

5. Place the style #1 snap fastener stud set on the stud

barrel and with a mallet blow., clih the stud and washer to the

material.

NUTE: The stud should be tight enough so that it cannot turn in the

material.

J. Procedure for Insfalling the Male Section of Style #2 Snap

Fastener..

1. CUt d hole in the material, using a tube of the revolyini'

belt punch that will cut ahole small encAlgh to fit tightly over the

barrel of tY pe't.

2. Insert the poct barrel through'the hole into

from the bottom side up apd seat the post on the armil..

_
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47/ 4. Pui the stud over the barrel of the post and using the

post, place the poet set of the barrel Oa the poet pod) mith41 mailet

blow, clinch the post and the stud to the material.

K. Procedure for Installing the_raiale Section Of Style #2

Snap Fastener.

1. Cut a hor*i in the material, using the same tube of the

revolving punch as used for the male section and cut a hole.

2. Insert the barrel of the cap through the hole in the

material (outside on top of material).

3. Place the in4erted cap.barrel up,-on the nvi1. Fit the

socket over the, barrel of the cap.

4. Place the snap fastener set on the barrel of the cap and

with a rellet blow, clinch the:cp oi the socket to the material.

NOTE: Thefemale section of the style #2 snap fastener'is always

installed to the top side of the item being repiired, and with the

cap also facing to the top side.

56'
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Figure 26. Cutting hole for a metal -rommet.
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Figure 27. Appearance of cut hole for metal grommet.
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Figure NO. Clinching washer with barrl
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U. S. ARMY QUARTERMASTER SCHOOL

Learning Performance Guide

COURSE: Canvas and Webbed Equipage Repair

ANNEX: 3-5 Nomenclature, Inspection, Hand Repair Methods

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: Chemical Treatment of Canvas

TYPE: Television, Practical Exercise 1

TOOLS, EQUIPPOENT, ANO MATERIALS: Waterproofing Compound, Wire Brush,
Bristle Brush, Stoddard Solveat, Rags,
and Fire Extinguisher.

TRAINLVG AIDS: Salvage Canvas Materials, Cassette Tape VT 760-101428711
0

REFERENCES: FM 10-16, Gegerel Repair of Teats, Canvas and Webbing,
April 19747 apter 3, Para 14; QMS 244.W1, Canvas and
Webbed Equipage Repair Course, Part I, August 1972, SectionXI; and VT 760-101-0284B, Chemical Treatment of Canvas

STUDY ASSIGNIENT: Recommended: Readt 244.111, Canvas and Webbed
,Equipage Repair Course, Part-I, August 1972, Section
XI, Pgs 11.01 11.05.

STUMM UNIFORM AND EQUIPMENT: Wear fatigues and bring to class all
issued references.

1,NoPuNCAT DEPARTMLNT: F2TRO1EUM AND FIELD SERVICES,

OCTOBER 1974 .
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LESSON TITLE: Chemicil Treatment of Canvas ,

YOUR OBJECTIVE: As a result of this instruction, given references, water-
prooting Gompound, wire brush, bristle brush, stoddard
solvent, rags, fire extinguisher, salvage canvas, video
cassette player set,,atuderit learning and performance
guide, and cassette tape VT ,60-101-0284B, you will be
able to 'chemically treat canvas and tentage to render it
ffre resistant; waterproof and milaew
accordance with standards prescribed in FM 10-3,
GENERAL REPAIR OF TENTS, CANVAS,- AND WEBBING, Chapter 3,
Para 14.

INTRODUCTION: When the paint on your home becomes flaked and thin, and
-the wood begins to show, you do not postpone prdtecting
the bare wood with a coat of paint. The same principle ,

applies to tentage. The watetproofing compound has eroded
or been washed away from the surface of the material; it

will require tetreatment with chemical compound. This in
turn will save the Army the price of a new tent.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Working at your twn pace, you are.to mix and treat salvage canvas with
waterproofing compound. Due to this being a classroom exercise, only the
brush method will be used. To perform the practical exercise, you will
need the following items:

a. Waterproofing compound. (Note:The instructbr may issue water in

lieu of the compound).

b. Video cassette tape player set and cartridge VT 760-101-0284B.

c. Wire Brush.

d. Bristle Brush.

e. Stoddard Solvent.

f. Rags.

g. Fire Extinguisher.

h. QMS 244.W1 (Student Workbook).

If these items are not on hand, ask your instructor for theme

66
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2. Ask lour histriktor for the cassette tape, ChemicaltTreatment Of
Canvas (VT 760-101-02878). Enter the date- and- Ume-orryour-stuident
progression sheet. Your instructor will direct 'you to a video cassette =
player set.

3. Check your cassette player, as previously-taught, to assure proper
operation. Place earphones on, in order to prevent sound from interfering
with other students or groups.

4. Insert the cassette-taps, and watch the tape until the stop direction
appears.- -At-this point, stop the tape and perform as directed in the film.

5. Continue watching the tape, following directions at each stop. - If you
have problems understanding procedures, replay that pbrti..In of the tape
over win. Should you require assistance at anytime, raise your hand and
an instructor will assist you.

6.- Should you feel that you need additional review and the tape is being
used by othekr students, refer to pgs 11.01-11.05 in your workbook. Since
these pages contain almost the same informatich ayhe tapes, YOu may
follow the steps in your workbook without missing he correct procedures.

7. After you have completed all steps toward achieving your objective,
have your work Checked by an instructor. The instructor may direct you
to review a certain procedure.

8. If you have correctly followed procedures, the instructzr will sign
off on this lesson on your student progression sheet. Note: The
instructor must sign hi'3 nlme.beside each.lesson on your progression sheet.
This certifies that y.-A, have satisfactorily completed the lesson.

9. Turn in thR issette tape cartridge. Enter the turn-in time on your
student progression sheet.

10: Your instructor will assign you to your next lesson.

102
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SECTION kI

CHEMTCAL.TREATNENT,OF-CANVAS

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

I. Purpose and Scope.

With the instruction in this section, you will be able to apply

the chemical compound to canvas and tentage to render it fiie resis-

tant,'waterproof, and mildew miiitant, in acCordaAce with all safety

and workmanship precautions and standards as set forth in TM 10-269.

When the paint on your house becomes flaked and thin and the wood
1111

begins to show, you do not postpone protecting the bare.wocd with a

coat of paint. The same is true for tentage When the waterproofing

chemical has eroded or has been washed away by ihe rain or affected

.by the sun, it is time to retreat the tent by chemical application.

II. Orientation.

You might be asking yourself just what has any type of chemical

treatment have to do with us? Well, gentlemen, anything that lias,to

do with the repair of canvas items is part of your primary duties as a

Canvas and Webbed Repairman. While a tent would have been reaay for

salvage without the chemical compound, if properly retreated, it has
/de

the serviceability required by Army regulations and can be reissued.

We have thus increased the life of the tent and also saved the govern-

ment money. In time of conflict the transportation of ammunition,

supplies, and food are of primary importance. In repairing tentage in

the field we save the space and timethat it would take to transport

, these tents to a rear area. The chemical treatment does more than

193
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just waterproof the canvas. It also makes.tha natives mildew

imminent emd.fii:.resistamt.

III. References.

TN 10-269

IV. Supplies and Toole Required.

Pieces of material to be waterofed
Waterproofing compound
Brushes
Buckets

V. Performance Standards. Check your work by these standards.

A. Tent or Material Should Be Clean and Free of All Dirt and

Foreign Matted..

B. Waterproofins Compound Spread Even and Smooth (no l'amps or too

411.

thick).
fa,

C. Seams and Patches are Well Covered.

VI. Procedure for Applying Chemical Compound to Canvas Items.

A. Methods of Applying Chemical Compound.

1. Hand brush method. This coniists of dipping a wide brush

in the compound then applying the compound onto the canvas with long

vertical strokes. This method gives the best protection because it

produces good penetration and evenness.

2. Dip method. The dip method consists of dipping a rag into

the compound ani wiping the compound on the canvas with long strokes

of the rag. It is easy to see why we cannot dip the whole article

in the compound; in the case of tents, the tub would have to be too

large and we would treat both sides of the article which is both

unnecessary and expensive.

69
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625 3. Spay method. It is the fastest method known. Care

must be taken to "ply- an even-coat. To iMprove.penetration of tbe

compound we can work it into the canvas by means of a brush:

B. Retreatment of Canvas. :hi increase its durability, tentacle

should be retreated as required. Tentage say be recolored, water- .

proofed, and fungusproofed with compound, textile, preservative,

mildew-resistant, solvent type, paste formN pigmented. Procedure for

retreatment is" as follows:

1. Make sure tent ie dry. &move dirt, oil, and grease

stains.

2. Treat tents when they are erected or raise them with an

overhead block hoist, as appropriate.

3. Stir cpmpound before it"is diluted with an equal amount of

Stoddard solvent and again before it is used. Approximately 1 gallon

of the diluted compound irdUfficient to cover 10 square yards'of'

fabric surface (one coat).

NOTEr Approximately.2,1/2 to 3 gallons are needed to apply one coat

to a GP small tent.

4. Apply the compound by

is used, the operator should wear

a helmet liner.

brush or spray gun.

utility clothing, a

If spray gun

respirator, and

5. Apply compound to tent top first. Then pull tent up off

the ground and finish the operation. Apply the compound generously to

patches and newly repaired areas.

7 0
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Lit ths tenlvdry. Drying tiles vary according to drying

teetbOd Wets

WANING:. If the compound, which contains a strong fungicide, is
.

handled carelessly, it may enter the body.through the-skin or through

inhalation. .1berefore, after treating tents, personnel who used the

compound should wash thoroughly. Fire precautions are necessary

:hiring application because the compound is flammable.

C. %treatment of Seams. Tong and paulin sewn seams may require

further waterproofing. The procedure for retreating seams is as

follow*:

1. Make sure tent or paulin is dry: 'Remove dirt, oil, and

peas. stains.

24 Display seams on a hard flat surface.

3. Stir compound thoroughly before diluting it with an

eqpal amountpf Stoddard solvent and again before dating it.

4. Apply two coats to the outside of every tent or paulin,

seam. Use a 4 inch wide stiff paintbrush to apply a brush-wide

stripe of retreating compound over the length of the seam.

5. Give special attention to all webbing attachments and

turnbacks of webbing reinforcements.

6. Air-dry the first coat for at least 44rours before

applying the second coat. However, the 4 hour drying period may 'me.

reduced.by using hot air to drive the solvent out of the compound.

7. When the first coat is dry to the touclapply the second

coat.__After-epplyihg the second coat, allow the seams to dry at least

24 hours before repacking or erecting.

1 96
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427 Safety Precautions,.

ilk
1. Insure ihat the compound is applied to tho tentage and/or

canvas items in a well ventilated area.

mixture.

2. Do not use gasoline as a substitute for solvent as a

3. Do not fold a tent that has just recently been treated

with the waterproofing compound, allow approximately 24 hours of

drying time before folding.

4, Allow no.smoking in working area while applying compound

to tentage and canvas items.

4-44s
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U. S. ARMY OUARTERMASTER 'SCHOOL
... LEARNING/PERFORMANCE GUIDE

OMS 244.11 LA"

COURSE: Canvas and webbed puipage Repair

ANNEX: 0-6 Nomenqaturel Inspectioni Hand Repair Methods

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: Whipping and Splicing Ropes; Knot Tying
and Hitches

TYPE: Television,. Practical &was* Hardware

CLASS PRESENTED TO: Enlisted II

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: Tool kit, Beeswax, Cord,
Rope; dMS 244.11 L/PG Learning and Performance Guide,
Video Tape Cassette-Player Set, Colored Adhesive Taps

TRAINING AIDS: Video Tape Cassette Player Set; Cassette Tape
Cartridge VT 760-101-02848. Whipping and
Splicing Ropes% Knotting and Hitches; Saiiple
Knots; Hitches, and Spliced Ropes

REFERENCES: TM k-7251 Rigging. Oct 64, Chap 2; FM 10-16,
General Repair of Tents, Canvas, and Webbing, April 74,
Section IV; dMS 244.W1, Canvas and Webbed Repair, Part I,
Aug 72, Section XII; VT 760-101-02848, Whipping and
Splicing Ropes, Knotting and Hitches-

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: Recommended: Read OS 24441, Canvas and
Webbed Repair, Part I. Aug 72, Section XII,
Pages 12:01 - 12.21

STUDENT UNIFORM AND EQUIPhENT: Fatigues. Bring all issued
references.

PRCPONENT DEPARTMENT: PETROLEUM AND FIELD SERVICES

OCTOBER 1974
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ab.
_

LESSON rITLE$ *lipping and Splicing Ropes; OWL Tylie sad Hitches

YOUR OBJECTIVE: As a result of this)instruction, given learn-
ing performance guide, appropriate references, cassette tape
cartridge VT 760-101-0284B, tool kit, beesWax, cord, and rope,
you will be able to determine the use of each knot and hitch,Indtiesachi.andsali.coes in accordance witn
stiildare.r..spri-lap11-5-723Ch-2; FM 10-16, Section IV;
OMS 244.W11 Part I Section XII, Pages 12.01 - 12.21; and
VT 760-101-0254B1 Whipping and Splicing Ropes, Knotting and
Hitches.

-

INTRODUCTION: A knot improperly tied, a'hitch or splice not
properly securedi or a rope improperly whipped can cause damage
to equipment or even to human life. Since ropes are attached
to many iptemsi.including tents, tarps, and-cargo slings,
tieing and splicing' rops, knots, and hitchps are important
job tasks performed by every canvas and webbed'repairman.
Ropes will war, dry rot, and deteriorate due to age, climatic
conditions, And use. If not ,replaced as required, exCessive
cost may result as the end item will have to be salvaged.

DIRECTIONS:

;1. Working at your own pace, you are ,to:

determine the use of each knot and hitch.

b. tie each knot and hitch.

c. whip and splice ropes.

2. You will need the following- items:

a. Tool kit.

'b. Beeswax.

c. Cord.

d. Rope.
e. Colored AdhesiNre Tape.

{If these items are not on hand, ask your instructor for them.}

3. .Ask your instructor for the Whipping and Splicing Ropesi
knottihg and Hitchet cassette tape cartridge (VT 7V-101-0284BI.
Enter the dote And sign out time on your student pftgression
sheee. instructor will direct you to a.video cassette

pa

4
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Qin 244.11 L/PG 690
player set.

4. Check your cassette player as previously taught tO assure
proper operation. Place earphones on in order to prevent
sound from interfering with other students or groups.

5. Insert the cassette tape and watch the tape until the stop
direction appears. At this point, stop the tige and perform
as directed in the film.

6. Continue watching the 'tape, following directions at each
stop. If you have problems understanding a procedure, replay
that portion of the tape over again. If you need help at
anytime, raise your hand and an instructor will assist you.

7. If you feel that you need to review the tape once again
but the tape is now being used by other students, turn to
pages 12.01 - 12.21 in your course workbook. These pages
contain the same information that is shown on the tapes.
You may follow the procedures listed in your workbook without
missing any steps.

6. After you have followed all instructions, have your work
checked by an instructor. The instOuctor may have you go over
certain parts of the lesson once again.

9. If you have followed all directions and achieved your
objectives, the instructor will' sign your student progression
sheet. NOTE: The instructor must sign his name beside each
lesson on your progression sheet. This certifies that you
_have satisfactorily completed the lesson.

10. Turn in the cassette tape cartridge. Enter the turn in
time on your student progression sheet.

11. Your next assignment is to take the Hang Repairs Examina-
tion. For this examination you will be required to demonstrate
yOUr ability to:

a. Conttruct, a handworked grommet.

b. Splice a rope through the handworked grommet by means
of an eye splice.

c. Whip the end of spliced rope.

I)
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Though you shoWld now ,be able to demonstrate your ability to
perform the tasks on the examination, you may wish to review
the following pages or cassette video tapess

Handworked OMS 244411 pages 8.02-8.10/ VT 760-101-02838
grommet pm 10.16, pages 44 - 48

Eye splice

Whipping QMS 244.WII pages 12.04 -
12.06

dINS 244.111, pagss 12.14 - VT 760-101-0284E1
12.15 and FM 10-161 page 58

vy re ro

If you are not able to preform these tasks at an acceptable
leveli your instructor may require you to review the material
and again demonstrate your ability to perform these tasks
before advancing you to the next lesson.

7 6
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SECTION XII

WHIPPING AND SPLICING. ROPE: TYING KNOTS AND HITCHES

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

I. Purpose and Scope.

This instruction will finable you to apply.beeswax to clord, make

a whipped end in a rope to prevent raveling, join two pieces of rope

together by means of a short or long splice weave an eye into the

ends of a rope to form a permanent end for eave lines and guy lines,

and tie proper knots and hitches when handling rope in canvas repair

or :.hipping.

U. Orientation.

mi.!; instruction is a guide and basic reference for personnel

wh,,e duties yequires the use of rope.

A. A knot improperly tied, a hitch or splice not properly

ecured, or a rope imporperly whipped can cause damage to equipment

ewn to a human life. That why whipping, splicing rope, and

ind hitches are important to you.

c. a very expensive item, because most of it is imported.

that are imported have a heavy "duty" (taxes) placed on

)re, we mwt be conL:ervative with use of rope. Once

th f. pro per methods you can.save yourself money,

0 it!4 Art IIS,) A tax payer.

-,!.! 1-J
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IV. Supplies and Tools Required.

Knife
Beeswax
Cord
Rope

V. Performance Standards. Use the performance standards to check

your work.

A. Whipping should be tightly wound on the ror end with no

overlaps.

B. Whipping should be 1 inch long and 1/2 inch from the rope end.

C. The eye splice must have three tucks weaved into the standing

part of the rope.

D. The e e of the e e S lice must be large enough to slip over

a tent pin.

VI. Discussion and 'Ptactical Exercise.

. Description and Fabrication of Rope.

1. Manila. Manila rope is made from the leaf stalk of Abaca

trees. Manila fibers vary in color, from a yellow white to dark

brown. The lighter shades 'are soft and clean and are used in the

best rope. Manila rope made from lighter shades of long fibers is

superior to the other darker shades in elatticity, strength and

resistance to wear and deteribration.

2. !;isal. Eial ropc is made from agave leaves. It is a

c-rong, durable White fibtr and -atour BO as strong as high quality

manila rope. To the touch it has a coarse feeling. Sisal rope

stands exposure tosea water very well and is used in many installa-

tions for this reason.
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3. Hemp. Hemp rope is made of fibers from the stalk of the 694.
hemp plant, which i cultiv:Ited extensively in many parts of the

world. Hemp rope is almost invariably tarred. The tar preserves the

rope from deterioration due to dampness, but reduces its strength

and flexibility. Tarred hemp is known as marline and is a standard

item of issue.

4. ,Coir and cotton. Coir rope is made from the fibers of

coconut husks. It is a very elastic rough rope about one fourth the

strength of hemp but light enough to float on water. totton makes

a very mllooth white rope which stands much bending and running.

Coir rope also stands much bending and running. 'These two types of

rope are not too widely used in the military service, except that

cotton is used in some cases for very sMall line (foot stops).

5. Nylon. Nylon is a synthetic fiber made from mineral

products. Its tensile strength is apvoximately twice that of manila

rope of the same size. The main qualities of nylon are its ability

to stretch, to absorb shockr and to resume normal length when the

strain iu removed.

b. Fabrication.

a. In the fabrication of fiber rope, a number of fibers

of vArious plants are twisted together to form yarns.

b. The yarns are thkm twicted together again in the

opi,oito direction to Tbrm the jirliThecrope.

c. The direction of twi!,t uf e3ch element of tne rope is

1own XI the "lay" ot that element. Twisting each element in the
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49,25m.opposite direction puts the rope in balance and prevents its element

from unlaying when a load is suspended on it.

7. Types. Fiber rope is designated by 'Me combination of

strands which make up rope.

a. The three,princip.le types are hawser laid, shroud

laid, and cable laid.

b. Hawser laid rope generally is composed of three

strands laid up in a ri.ght hand direction.

c. Shroud laid usually consists of four strands laid

upright handed around a center strana or core.

d. Cable laid rope usually is composed of three right

handed hawser laid ropes laid up together in a left handed direction.

B. The performance steps for whipping, making the square knot,

bowline, clove hitch, half hitch,,timber hitch, back splice, eye

splice, and short splice are listed to the left of the page in the

breakdown below. The key points which correspond in number to the

pro 2dure for each breakdown are listed to the right of the page.

WHIPPING

1. Wax cord. 1. Be sure cord is about 3 ft long.

2. Form loop in waxed cord. 2. a. Lay cord along rope.
(see fig '44) b. Lay loop toward end of rope.

3. Begin to take turns.
(see fig 44)

4. Continue taking turns.

S. Insert loose ends of
cord. (see fig 45)

3. Wind cord toward end of rope
evenly.

4. Take turns up to one-half
. inch from-ehd of rope.

5. a. Place through loop.
h. Keep tight grip on whipping.

6. Pull knot in center of 6.

whipping. (see fig 46)

80

Make sure whipping is tight
on Liope.
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Figure I. End whipping, showing cord looped and held in
place with the first turn.

t#42-
..

Figure 45. Whipped end, showingloose end being insert-_

ed through loop.
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Figure 46. End whipping, showing the loop being pulled
under the whipping to lock the cord ends.

NOTI,: Rope can also be binded at the end in the following
manner:

. I. Get insulation sleeving, electrical, shrinkable
plastic MI 23053, it comes in difterebt :::,elect a 1-1t-ce
largo enough to slip over the rope end.

2. Cut off a piece of thi. plastic tuilw
approximatt:ly 3/4 to 1 inch.

3. !gip it over the rope so a little of tl,e rJpe
end protrudes from the tub,!.

4. Then apply heat (match or t)rch tlac) very carel'ul::
to :;hrink the tubing snug on t!lo
NOTE: Make sure to or,serve all .fite saice,-; preciution::.
TtiT,7rmation wa:; issued in r!-: Maga:-.1ne 225, :ugu-! 7,
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Figure. 47. FLLSTIC TUBING. Slip it over the rope
and apply haat. (match or torch flame.)

Figure 47 A. Shrink Tubing snug to rope.

83
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1. Make a bight in rope.

OVERRAN) KNOT

1. Make bight about 2 it:hes in
diameter.

Put running end through bight. .2. a. Pull running end tight.
b. Do not bring knot so close.

Underhand loop

Over and down through
Figure 471' Overhand knot.



FIGURE KNOT 700
1. Make a bisht in rope. 1. Make bight about 4 inches in

diameter.

2. Pons running end around stand-
ing and beyond bight.

2. Do not make bighbitoo large.

3. Bring running end back through
bight.

3. Pull running end tight.

Around back

Overhand loop

Ovr and through

Finure 48. Figure eight knot.

4

I.

12 o

85



701 SQUARE KNOT

A. Bring rwo.ends togethir and 1.

crams them, making an overhand -

knot.

2. Cross ends so that end is along- 2.
side its own standing part.

Tie second overhand knot abd.
pull lulus. tibia.

Cross two lins

Place left end over right to form
overhand knot.

With the two ends-facing up place
right end °vex, lefS -and and cross
again to form ths'square knot.

MD.

Bring ends together
and cross again

Ends must be on same side

rifswe 49.1itstart isnag.

86
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00111.1111 7a2
Maks a bight in *tending and. 1. 1he bight should be two inches in

disaster.

Pass running end through bight. 2. The running end must come up into
the bight.

3. Pass tvnning end around standing 3. Maka sure the running end goes
end, over bight, and under stand* around the standing pert of rope.
ing end.

4. Pass running parts back theough 4. Make sure the running end goes down
bight, pulling-tight. The runn- into the bight, and pull the knot
ing part is inside the loop. tight.

Gvar hand loop

Up through
and

around bock

8 7

1 2 !.5.

Bock down
through loop

0



703
1. Pass the

timber.

;2. Pass the
timber

CLOVE HITCH

runnintrend around 1. The running end must pass under the
-standing part of the rope.

The rOnning end Must be on top of
the first round turn.

running end around the 2.
e again.

3. Running nd comes up under it-
self on Second turn.

Underhand loop

kay one
loop over .

the other

3. Pull both ends to tighten knot.

Add second loop

AT CENTER OF ROPE

Ovr and
around ,

again

AT END OF: ROPE

Avelino Claw Ilach.

88
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TIMBER HITCH

1. Make half hitch around a 1. Leave the holihitch loose.
timber.

2. Add two turns under itself. 2. With the running end, make two turns
around the loop end and pull the
running end to tighten hitch.

Figure 52. TimbertHitch.

4.

89
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EYE SPLICE

I. 'llnlay about five turns of rope. 1. These turns or free ends will be
interlaced into the standing part
of the rope.

21 Tie unlaid strands at join,
(kccp rok from unlaying).

2. This isn't necessary if you can
manage to keep the end from unlaying.

J. Form a luop of the desired size. 3.

4. Select the center strand and
interlace it:.

Interlace the rie,ht strand.

0. 'Interlace the left strand.

7. Contihuo to lace the strands

I

lov three (3) complete tucks.

Lot the strands.

The loop should be larger enough
to fit the item it will be used for
(tent pin).

4. Tuck the center strand under first
lay of rope and pull the center
strand until it reaches the 'stand-
ing part of-rope.

5. Tuck the right strnd under the
second lay of rope and pull it
ti3ht.

6. TUck the left strand under the
third lay of rope and pull it- tight.

7. Make sure to pull each strand
tizht.

8. Use a pair of shears and cut the
strands at an angle parallel with
the rope.

90
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Form loop
of the desired siz

Pass he top strand
under the next strand
in the standing part

704Unlay phout five turns

Pass the bottom strand
under the fast strand
in the standing part

S.

riyure 53. Eye or side splice.

91

Pass middle strand
in the standing part

at the desired she

40,1%,V1% k
4.

aor r.
et r,c iv,
e 00IA 0v, 0VA 0

VA IPn II1 4:
4hair

IA/11t 0V.
Tuck the three strands
into the standing part
as in 2he short splice



707 M. SPLICE (CROW*

1. %Inlay five to seven turns of
rope.

2. Hold the unlayed end up and
spread them out so.the center
strand will be facing you.

3. Pull the center strand toward
you and place it against the
standing part of the rope.

4. Insert the right strand
part way in the loop made by
he center strand.

1. Xeep the end twisted tight to
prevent them from unlaying.

-Make sure the center strand
crosses the right strand.

3. a. This strand must be held,.
down against the standing
part of the rope by placini
your thumb against it.

b. This strand must form a loop
near the top.

4. The right strand-must be held by
the center strand.

5. Guide the left strand around 5. a.

and under the end of the right
end and up into the loop form by b.

the right loop.

Pull each strand the same
to form the crown.
Make sure each strand
is crossed by another strend
and the knot is tight.

6. Splice the ends exposed ends .6. a. These strands are spliced in
from the crown knot into the stand- same manner as the eye splice.
ing part of the rope. (See eye splice).

b. Tuck 3 strands under lay of
rope.



Untwist six turns

Tuck ovr one
and undr next

Start with
crows knot

Twn rope and
tack each strand

Trion nds
hewn 54,0*.. or bog splios.

93



709 SHORT SPLICE . .

1. *slay five (5) to seven (7)
turns of the two pieces of rope
to be spliced together.

2. Place the two ends together.

1. Keep the ends from fraying.

2. a. Being sure to guide the ends
into each other so they will
lockinto one another.

b. Using a cord tie the rope where
they join.

c. Make sure there is a strand
between each other.

3. Begin tucking #1 strand under 3. Work one side for three (3) 'tucks
first lay of rope. before starting the other side.

4. Tuck #2 strand under following 4. Pull this strand tight.
lay of rope.

5. Tuck #3 strand under following 5. This completes first turn.
lay of rope.

6. Follow steps 3, 4, and 5 under 6. Tighten splice by rolling it.
back splice in opposite direc-
tion and tighten splice when
finished.

94
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Untwbt seven turns et and a Nock
rope and piece ends together

1111,44._

xxx

SWAP-

7/0

Each strand botwoon two strands Make first tuck undr
of tho opposift end noarost strand

Cross and tuck each strand
at noarly right angles

Divide ach strand into two parts and
talc* two or more tucks with ach half strand

Cut off all loos. nds and roll on hard surface
xpite,

95



7/I
%Inlay 15 turns on both ends
of rope.

LOIN SPLICE

1. Keep ends from frar'ag.

2. Bring end together as in short 2. a.

splice.
Mini ours to swift the ends
into eadh other so they will
lock into one another.

b. Wake sure there Ls a strand
between 'ma other.

3. Uhlay one strand and lay in its 3. a. Make sure to pair the strands.
place a strand of the other rope. b. Make sure to leave enough of

the replacement $ trands to
secure it (4 to 5 turns).

4. Beginning at point where two .4.

strands come together, unlay one
of the etrands-to the right and
lay corresponding strand in its
place

5. Take next corresponding strand 5.

in opposite direction And feed
it into turn of rope.

*. Take the two rema:ning strands
at center and make an overhand
knot.

a.

b.

a.

b.

Secure the end of both *trends-
by making a overhand knot.
Make sure knot lock both ends
and is flat in turn of rope.

Se sure the ends of the strand
in each pair pass each other.
Make a overhand knot and tighten
it into lay of rope.

6. Make sure the knot fits into the lay
of the rope.

7. Feather all ends. 7. Wax and trim all ends.

8. Roll the splice. 8. This rolling will tighten the splice.

96
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Unlay fifteen turns from each nd

Bring fopes together
as in short splice

Unlay on. strand an
lay in its place a strand

of the other rope

B. sur the ends of the strand
in ach pair pass each other

loki...vvisotAomv.. \Ai 1M 1% NN %Nib. 1611i

Cut off all loose ends

no 56 Late *We.

137

97

Tuck and finish each
pair as in the short splice
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U. S. ARMY QUARTERMASTER ,SCHOOL
PERFORMANCE EXAMINATION GUIDE

011-8 -7

COURSE: Cani-ras and Webbed Eqpipage.Repair

ANNEX: 8-7 Nomenclature+, Inspection+ Hand,Repair Methods

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: Hand Repairs Examination

TYPE: Examination

CLASS PRESENTED TO: Enlisted

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT. AND MAiiRIALS: Tool kit1 -3/4" Grommet ring,
Cutter. Sailmaker's needle, Sailmaker's palm, Sewing cord,
Beeswax, Lead block, Rawhide mallet. Canvas material, and
Rope

TRAINING AID: Sample of finished test profruct

REFERENCES: FM 10-16, General Repair of Tents. Canvas and
Webbing. April 74, Sections II nd /V; TM 5-7251 Rigging,
Oct 661 Chap 2: QMS 244.W1, Canvas and Webbed Repair,
Part I. Sections VIII and XII; VT 760-101-0263B, Handworked
Grommets; VT 760-101-0264B, Whipping and Splicing Ropes,
Knotting and Hitches

STUDENT UNIFORM AND EQUIPMENT: Fatigues and all issued
references.

PROPONENT DEPARTMENT: PETROLEUM AND FIELD SERVICES'

OCTOBER 1974

2
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CV-9-7-7/41
.

EXAMINATION TITLE: Hand Repairs Exaaination
,

YOUR 09JECTIVE: Giventool kit, 3/11° grommet ring, cutter,
sailmaker's needle,' sailmaker's palm% sewing cord, beeswax,
lead block, raihide mallet, canvas material's rope_and-approprittereferences, r t b le_ ur b
gonstrust_t e yromme, op co 8 rive rou
and orked roma ans. f lU h end2 sa c, rue n actor ance w s an or s prescr ed ndMS 2 4.1i Part I, Sec VIII and Sec XII% FM 10-16, Sec II andSec IV% VT 70-161-026391 Handworked Grommets% end VT 760-101-[12M, Whipping and Splicing Ropes, Knotting and Hitches.

-
INTRODUCTION: This lixam ii a performance exam, an examdesigned to measure your ability to do job related taski.You will be graded on your perforaance--the finished product--not on your ability to memorize facts and figures. figures,however, will be important as they apply to work standarcs
(for example. sewing a line the required distance from the endof the material). Since you will use manuals or referencamaterials on the job for which you're being trained you mayuse your course workbook and any referenci manual issued toyou.

You.will be,illowed sufficient time to completethe examination. Thus, work only as fast as you need toperform the examination tasks, being certain to follow thestandards stated in your reference materials and practiced in'past classroom hours.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Step 1. Prior to Performing the Required Tasks:

a. Collect the following materials:

(1) Reference materials (workbook, manuals).

(2) 3/4" Grommet ring.

(3) Cutter.

(4) Sailmaker's Needle No. 15.

(S) Sailmaker's palm.

99
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715

(6) Sewing cord-

(?) Beeswax.

(6) Lead block.

(9) Rawhide mallet.

(10) Material.

(11) Rope.

(12) Tool kit.

(If these items are not oh hand, ask your instructor for them.)

b. Ask your instructor to'show you the sample of how you0
work is to look when finished.

2. Step 2. Perform the Required Tasks:

a. First construct a 3/4" handworked grommet.

b. Next, using this grommt, splice a rope through the
grommet by ieans of an ey splice.

c. ast, whip the end of the spliced rope.

3. Step 3. Following Tasks Performances

a. Have the instructor evaluate your wmrk.

b. If your work has not met rquired standards, your
instructor will direct you to review portion or portions
on which you're having difficulty.

c. Your instructor must sign your student progression
sheet before you can prorird.to your next assignment.

100



U. S. ARMY OUARTErMOTER SCHOOL

Deviation Rat,ing Sheet
for

HAND-REPAIRS EXAMINATION!.

TOis deviation rating sheet fs'used to rate the student.'s
performance on the Hand Repairs Examination {CW-8-7-PFS} and
will be used in -conjunction with the grade sheet (CW-8-7 GSY.

Refer to the grade sheet for scoring procedures.

a

4*

PROPONENT DEPARTMENT: PETROLEUM AND FIELD SERVICES

OCTOBER 1974

THIS DEVIATION SCALE SUPERSEDES QMS .244.12 DS DATED.MAY 1972

101



7/7 CW=B-7 DS
Page 2 of 3 Pages

Maximum Possible Score: 4L,

Minimum Passing Score: 28

(Based on 70%.of Max.)
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. # M E
A. HANDWORKED 3/4- RING X X X

.1 ,

X X

I A

,
,

. .
,

1. Was 1/2" cutter used. 3

c es s ar e. .

2. from rin2 edge. 3

8
2

et ,P ex

Are enas secured
tt lem.st 112".

4. Stitched 1/8" apart 3

5. Thread waxed & twisted 1 1

6. 18 stitches around ring. 1 1

7. Stitches flattened. 1 1

,

B. EYE SPLICE X X X
1

1. Started with center strand 1

A
1

Strands fnterlaced
2. (over & under) 1 1

.

3. *nicks used (3) 1 1

trands cut at an ang e
4 Parallel with rope. 3 3

5. Splice rolled. 1 1

T Kt WAY
X-WHIPPING x x x

P61
X

T$ TO
X

Cord waxed.

,
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CM-B-7 DS 7/g
Page 3 of 3 Pages
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2. Whipped w/turn of rope.

3. Whip lucked in center.

ac urn o w ip pu e.
4. even w/no over aps. 1

5. Whip 1/2" from rope end. 1 1 2 2 3

-

I

). GENERAL XXXXXIO §K rAfX

1. Care of equip & tools. 2 2

,

2. Regard for safety. 4

.

4
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t

,

cam. POINTS 40
. ,

. A W A
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,.

L

1

0, i
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7/9

RAW SCORE

40
39
38
37
36
35
34
33
32
31

30n
28

RAW SCORE CONVERSION CHART

CW-B-7 DS

PER CENTPER CENT RAW SCORE

10000 27 06750
09750 26 06500
09500 25 06250
09250 24 06000
09000 23 05750
08750 22 05500
08500 21 05250
08250 20 05000
08000 19 04750
07750 18 04500
07500 17 04250

16 04000U/LbU
07000 15 03750

14 03500
13 03250
12 03000

139
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U. S. ARMY QUARTERMASTER SCHOOL

Grade Sheet
for

HAW REPAIR SUMMATION'

CW-B-7 CS

7.20

STUDENTS' EXAMINATION OBJECTIVE: To demonstrate their ability to construct
a handworked grommet by means of an eye splice and whip the end of a spliced
rope.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Materials Required:

a. Performance Examination Guide (CW-B-7 Hl).

b. Deviation Sheet (CW-B-7 DS)

c. EAamination Record Sheet (TRADCC Form 533 R).

d. 3/4 inch Grommet ring.

e. Cutte-.

f Ssilmaker's Needle No 15.

S. Sailmaker's palm.

h. Sewing cord (cotton size 10-4).

1. Beeswax.

j. Lead block.

k. Rawhide Mallet.

1. Material.

m. Rope.

n. Tool kit.

0. Previously prepared samples of the examination requirements.

txamination Tasks:

a. Construct a 3/4 inch handworked grommet.

b. Splice a rope through the grommet by means ot an eye splice.

.. Whip the end of the spliced rope.

PROPONENT DEPARTMENT: PETROLEUM AND FIELD SERVICES
OCTOBER 1974

THIS GUDE SHEEY SUPERSOLS QMS 244.12 GS JAM MAY 1972.

lOs
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7.2/
3. 6rorla, Pr-,

CW-13...7 GS

a. thic DeViatiOft 1;a111;; Sheet (CW-11-7 D) to determine che student's
per,(bc,ndaLe on en,-11

*
b. Liatt each stmlent's name at the to,,) of each column.

Uncle:: each student's name, record the points earned reNr to e-ach
pet OrMiinCe

d. Total the points earned and enter the total ih the tolumn at the
end ot the gtade sheet.

4, t..vitique; ldonttf) thorn areas where pointr were ueducted. Explain
corrective reaaures.

itecor,!illt; Procechlros

tuthkat cf; , !AICCt.

I. Lhc hcocc ,10in:7r1. "1 ein on thc i;Isttoctor's masteu

til wit 1 (TAW 1:ur each sLue,,c1;
))1101: 111,1111-t--' r qnt. ,?n",ht rrnp.rlyiny,

f. Th-vw are ki.a1).1)1A Yed t,.)t CIii nitic.11V
iht g4 ore (koitx; 34-38), 1oc.ltp th. _1,_ore (SnIdeAtIS

1 t .1 n. tAIL 3Lonl. LlOrs1V4:I0.4 CHAR!' accompanyini the
(cw-B-7 DS), NoTE. 100/. 41(.4. To iheorrect, oate_

4 Alq wuiu c redi rhe & ucn witil only 107. For every
0.1c,,. . ,-ure exePpt 1004, the iirst digit will be a 4. 'NEU c:RO
5:i(n),.!) PAVr, A SLASH THAOMH

J. LI 1 havo studenr_
0(4. !1.,!i. Aumbec iS curreeL.

lc. wiuhi

vt,0- :.hIpeLvisor

:;hcvt 1-1 ,Aoss 1:(,cmti tile :01 iuture
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CM-B-7 AS Z242
Page 3 of 4 Pages

a

NAME OF STUDENT

Maximum Possible Score: 40
Minimum Passing Score: 28
(Based on 70% of Max.)

UJ
CDJ
oe
70

,

A. HANDWORKED 3/4" GROMMET RING X

1. Was 1/2" cutter used.

c es s art . ;

2.

3

3

IIIIIIIIIIII

re e s secured
J. at least 1 2" 8 IIIIIIIIIIII

4. Stitched 1/8° apart. 3

5. Thread waxed & twisted.
..-....- -......................................FM."........

6. 18 stitches around ring.

1

1

7. Stitches flattened 1

X

--....

111111111111

B. EYE SPLICE

1. Started with center straw

----7---Strands
1

4.
intiFTiaa

c (over A under) 1 11 4----.
3. Tucks'used (3).

4 ranis cu a ang e
Parallel with rppe.

1

.3

S. Splice rolled.

C. WHIPPING X
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433
CW-B-7 GS

Page 4 of 4 Pages

NAME OF STUDENT

1. Cord waxed.

2. Whipped w/turn of rope.
mimuramon

3. Whip locked in ceaer.

4
even

rom
rope end.

D. GENERAL X

1. Care of equip & tools

2. Regard for safety

TOTAL POINTS EARNED
MIXIM/MMa.M

.-' -w..k...

..1

I.-41r...wt... ..- 11.
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th S. ARMY QUARTWASTER SCHOOL

Grade Sbeet
foe

HAND REPAIR EXAMINATION
FR-H-7

11-11-7-E2

7C24/

.)TUDENTS" EXAMINATION OBJECTIVE: To demonstrate their ability to construct
a handworked grommet by means of an eye splice and whip the end of a
spliced rope.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Materials Required:

a. Learning Performance Guide (FR-H-7rPE1-0.,

b. Deviation Sheet (FR-H-7-E2).

c: Eamiltation Record Sheet (TRADCC Form 533 R).

d. 114 ii. h Goimmet ring.

t. Sailmaker's Needle Nu 15.

g. ailmaker's palm.

h. Sewing cord (cotton size 10-4).

1. beeswax.

1. Lead block.

k . Rawh ide ma 1 let .

1 MJ t i a 1 .

fool kit.

prepared samples of the examination requirements.

LxlmtAation

construel A 1/4 inch handworked grommet.

'PR,.TONENT DEPARIMPIT: PETROLEUM AND FiELD SERVICES

MARCH 1976

IniS (MADE sual SUPERSEDES QMS CW-B-7-G5 DATED OCTOBER 1974
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125 FR-H -7 -R2

b. Splice a rope through the grommet by means of an eye splice.

c. Whip the end of the spliced rope,

3. Scoring Procedures:

a. Use Deviation Rating Sheet (FR-H-7-E2) to determine the student's
performance on each item.

b. Enter ouch student's name at the top of each column.

c. Under each student's name, record the points earned next to each
performlnce item.

d. Total the points earned and enter the total in the column at the
end of the grade sheet.

4. Critique: identify those areas where points were deducted. Explain
correetive measures.

S. Pecording Procedures:

a. Sign student's progression sheet.

h. Enter the score and examination time on the instructor's master
progreision chart.

c. Fill out an EXAM RECORD sheet (TRADOC Form 533-R) bar eich student.
Duplicate all alphabetic codes and numerals shown on the accompanying
sample: These are standardized for thissarticular examination. To find
the percentage score (columns 34-38), locate the raw scOre (student's
total points) on the RAW SCORE CONVERSION CHAZT accompanying the
deviation sheet (FR-H-7-E2). NOTE: 1002 10000. To incorrectly enter
this as 01000 would credit the student with only 102. For every per-
centage score except 1002, the first digit will.be a 0. EVERY ZERO
SHOULD HAVE A SLASH THROUGH IT.

d. Since this is the first exam to be submitted, have each student
personally check to be sure that the social security number is correct.

e. Turn All EXAM RECORD sheets into Your section supervisor for
proessing b; stiqient accounting.

f. File the gtade sheet in the class record file for future
reference checks within the Branch.
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Maximum Possible Score: 40

Minimum Passing Score: 28

(Based on 70% of Max.)

NAME OF STUDENT

La.a

HANDHORKLD 3/4" GROMMET RING X

1. Was 1/2" cutter used. 3

tc
2.

igen s secure
J. at least 1 2"

n
FR-H-7-E2 \Jab

8

4. Stitched 1/8" apart. 3

5. Thread waxed A twisted. 1

6. 18 stitchevaround ring. 1

7. Stitches flattened

B. EYE shtrE

1. Started with center strew( 1

riTiaTinter ace
2- lover A undeel

A. Tucks used (3).

4---Mands cuf at an4re
with rope.

5. Splice rolled. 1

ma....1.10.1Eam...44.1.

WHIPPING X

f
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7:27 Ilt-H-7-12

WE ur 311JULMI

,

.

41001

IAA=
..J
EC7

1. Card waxed. 1

2. Whipped w/turn of rope.

___
3. Whip locked in center.

1

4, Each turn Of w p pu
even wino overlaps.
WhIl 172' from
ro. end.

i

Mr.1111111111111
I

D. RENERAL

1. Care of equip 8 tools

2. Regard for safety 4

40TOTAL POINTS EARNED

...../a-mwr ........ =44.-..

1111111111111111
IINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
11111111111111111111111111111

41101.MM.........m.........ma m. =.4,4. rlwmmemom.

i

MMEM.....MIMINI.......1/1.1.

I
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MAh 3CI$IZ OUNV ES ION CURT
F or

HA le R Ikt

die; SCUR E PERC

140 10000
39 09750
if! 09500
37 09250
36

.C-- 5 Qe750
.34 08500
3 3 08250
3 2 08000
31 077 50
30 07500

07250
20 07000
27 06750
21) 06500
2 5 06250

06000
3 05750

22 05500
21 05250
20 05000

014750
le 01.1500
17 014250
16 014000
15 -03750

03500
13 03250
12 03000
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7.19
U. S. ARMY QUARTERMASTER SCHOuL

LEAXNING/PERFORMANCE GUIDE

COURSE: Canvas and Webbed Equipage Repair

ANNEX: C-1 Operator's Maintenance of Sewing Machines

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: Introduction to 'Sevin:, Mschines
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LESSON rITLE: Introduction to Sowing Machines

QM 244.13/14PC

YOUR OSACTIVE: As a result of this instruction, Given appropriate
.

references, sewing machines (Models: heavy duty, medium duty, light
duty, and darning machines), video cassette pleyer-iet, video cartridge
VT 760-1014029S1, end this student learning tend perforgance guide, xgg

ma

lamitismanialmalatiLWatiskintrulusu.lishLiataiaslive-garix
pai_dendi in accordance with standards prescribed in TM 10-35301201-1D,
Para's 640; QMS 244al, Part I, Section XIII; and VT 760-101-029411,
Insugmallmalmtialluilau
INTRODUCTION: Thor: are approximately 4,000 different sewing machines on
the market. Each of these machines is designed to do a specific job or
task. While you will only use a few different typos in the Canvas-and
Webbed Equipage Repair Course, you, as an operator, must be able to seliwt
the correct machine with which to sww an item. While heavy duty sewing
machines are used to sew heavyweight canvas, light duty machines are used
for sewing. clothing Items and other lightweight items. In order to operate
these machines, you must know where the controls are and what each control
is.designed to do -- for example, Ihe.lifting lever allows you to raise the
presserfoot to insert the material into the machine.

DIRECT1OUS:

1. Working at your own pace, you are to watch the film (VT 760-101.4298B),
jasroduction to Sewing Machines, then fill out the quectionnaire that
follows.

CIRCLE THE LETTER OF YOUR CHOICE:

a. Where on the oodel 7-33 Sewing Machine is the balance wheel located?

/Face of the machine.

E. Right end of the motor.

C. Right end of the srm.

D. On the treadle assembly;

b. The tension on the needle thread Is vintroled by the:

A. feed dogs.

B. lifter lever.

C. tension assembly.

b. stitch re7Ailator: ,
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c, r'or che light duty bcwin: nachine, the material ia feed through the
oachine be:

A. presser foot.

R. feed dogs.

C. stitch regulator.

D. operator.

d. The material on the darning machine is feed through the machine by:

A. feed dogs.

B. presser foot.

C. operator.

D. tenaion assembly.

e. The shuttle assembly on a sewing machine is located in the:

A. face assembly.

B. bed assembly.

C. treadle assembly.

D. motor assembly.

2. After you have answered all the questions, ask your iretructor tock our answers.

3. U2on completion of the exercise, your instructor will sign your
student prof,,ression sheet and assign you to the next lesson.



SECTION XIII

INTRODUCTION TO SEWING MACHINES

I. Purpose and Scope.

Tho instruction in this section will enable you to identify each

sewing machine by name and model number (heavy duty, 7-33;.light

duty, 3-311(1; medium duty, 211G155; darner, 47W70; and overedger,

460-12); describe the operating features of each machine by stating

the types of work each machine is designed to sew; locate and name

the major assemblies of each machine; locate and describe the

operator controls by stating the purpose of the motor switch, motor

clutch pedal, knee lifter, hand lifting lever, starting lever

treadle, and foot lifter treadle. You will also be able to indicate

the apprlpriate class and variety of needle used with each sewing

machine; distinguish between the various sizes of thread, in accor-

dAnce with the thread codes; determine the left or right twist of

thread; and select the appropriate combination of needles and thread

sizes.

II. References.

TM 10-3530-203-10

TM 1C-3530-203-24

NOTE TO STUDENTS:

This section contains the introduction of canvas and webbed repair
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733 sewing machines. Listed below to th left of the page are the

sewing machine models that will be discussed in this section. To

the right of the page are the related models which you may encounter

in the Army as canvas repairmen. However, regardless of the model

witia which you encounter, you will find that the operator maintenance,

adjustments, and operation procedures will have very little

differences.

Models Related Models

331K1; 3311(4 (Light Duty Machine) 31-15

47W70 (Deming Machine)

246-K-42; 246-K-43; 246-K45; 460-12 246-5

thry 22 (Overedger)

211G155; 211G156 (Medium Duty) 111G155

7-33 (Heavy Duty)

III. Review.

In the beginning of the course you received instruction on the

Army Maintenance System, and what part you play in the maintenance

program- For you to prepare and maintain your equipment it will

be necessary to know the operating features, tabulated data and

operator's controls of canvas and 'webbed sewing machines. In this

section you will be taught the characteristics and fuilction of the

major assemblies and operation controls. This knowledge will better

prepare you as a canvas repairman and increase your ability to per-

form in the sections to follow. In the machine maintenance phase,

you will notice that the supplies and tools are not always listed.

They will only be listed when they differ from the ordinary. In

3.18
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such case, use the standard issues of screwdrivers, oil, cleanIng

rags and sewing materials.

ht. Introduction to Machines.

A. Light Duty Sewing Machine. (Fig 57 and 57A)

1. Description.

a. The light duty sewing machine consists of an

alternating current motor: a machine head and sewing stand.

b. The motor is bolted to the underside of the stand

top snd the machine is run by a 1/4 inch round leather belt, and

has a clutch and brake assembly.

c. The head is composed of the bed, the arm, and the

balance wheel. The bed casting supports the arm assemblies and con-

tains the driving or oscillating shaft, the shuttle race assembly,

and the feeding assemblies.

d. The arm is a housing which contains the upper

driving assembly and supports the face assemblies.

e. The face assemblies are the needle bar, presser

bar and the thread take-up assemblies.

2. Operating features.

a. The light duty sewing machine is used for general

duty or tailoring work.

b. The oscillating shuttle carries a round bobbin and

sews a lock stitch.

c. The presser foot may be raised by either the hand

lifting lever or the knee lifter, the hand lifting lever locks the

119
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7351presser foot in its raised position. While the machine is stitching,

the presser foot must be down, this will hold the material in con-

tact with the feed dog.

d. The feed dog moves up and away from the operator on

each upstroke of the needle bIr.

e. The machine may be used for darning, if the operator

uses the hand lifting lever or the knee lifter to raisi; the presser

foot just enough to allow him to movi the material back and forth

under the needle.

3. Tabulated data.

a. The working space of the light duty sewing machine is

10 1/4 inched.

b. The maximum speed is 2,200 stitches per minute.

c. The length of stitches is from seven (7) to thirty-two

(32) stitches per inch.

4. Operator's Controls.

a. A toggle or push switch is located on the left side

of the machine stand.

b. Motor clutch pedal. The motor is connected to the

motor driving pulley by a clutch, which is operated by the pedal or

foot treadle. To connect the motor with the machine, press this

pedal. If the brake on the clutch does not stop the machine

promptly, it may be adjusted for a closer fit.

c. Knee lifter. The presser foot can be raised by

operating the knee lifter to the right. This knee lifter connects
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with a knee lifting lever.on the bottom of the head of the machine.

A knee lifting lever push rod runs up and behind the arm of the machine

736

to the presser foot.

d. Hand lifting lever. The presser foot may also be

nd locked in its raised position by raising the hand lever to

its highest position. After the presser foof has been locked in its

raised position, it may be released by pressing the knee lifter to the

right.

e. Stitch adjusting screw. The feed regulator thumb screw

on the front side of the arm regulates the length of the stitch. To

measure the number of stitches being sewn to the inch, draw two par-

allel lines one inch apart on a small piece of cloth, sew across these

lines and count the number of stitches between them. To change the

length of stitch, loosen the regulator thumb screw and move it down to

lengthen the stitch, and up to shorten the stitch. When the desired

length is being sewn, tighten the regulator screw.

S. Needle class and variety.

a% The size of the needle to be used is determined by the

size ard type of the thread used and type of material to be sewn. The

thread must pass freely through the eye of the needle. Rough or uneven

thread, or thread which for any reason does not pass easily through the

eye of the needle interferes with the operation of the machine.

b. Resuisition for needles must specify the number of

needles desired, the class number and the variety number are expressed

by placing the letter "X" between the numbers, Class 16, Size 18,

16x87" needles. The class number describes the shank of the needle,
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nd the variety number describes the length of the needle and the type

of the point. The size describes the gauge of the needle and the

needle eye.

c. The light duty sewing machine requires a class 16,

variety 87, needle. The size we use hare at the school is 18, listed

as the following 16x87, size 18.

6. Thread twist and codes.

a. Because right-twist thread unwinds and breaks in a

machine needle, left-twist thread should be used for the needles of

this machine.

b. To determine the twist of the thread, hold the end of

the thread between the thumb and forefinger of the left hand, and with

the thumb and forefinger of the right hand, twist about an inch of the

thread toward you. If the thread is left-twist, the strands will wind

together; it the thread is right-twist, the strands will unwind.

c. There are a variety of thread classes and sizes used in

the repair of canvas and webbed items. At the time of this writing it

was noted that there are' two types in the supply system. Listed below

dre the newly adopted threads to be used, also listed are the threads

being replaced.

NEW THREAD (DESCRIPTION) THREAD BEING REPLACED

1. Thread: polyester, class 2, size E,
natural, Mil-T-40040 bonded finish.

2. Thread: polyester, class 2, size F,
natural, Mil-T-40040 bonded finish.

3. Thread: polyester, class 2, size FF,
natural, Mil-T-40040, bonded finish.

replaces thread site 24/4.

replaces thread size 16/4.

replaces thread sizes 10/3
aad 12/4.
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do Requisition for thread should state the Federal Stock
738

Number, Description and Quantity of Issue.for example: (8310-988-1297

Thresd: polyester, class 2, size I, natural, N11-240040, bonded finish

25 TU).
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Figure 57. flodel 31-15 machine, of which there is one
used on mobile trailer.
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4h.

(Light Duty Sewing Machine)

Model 331K1

Figure,57A
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D. jignjagAgsklan. (Fig 58 and 58A) 910
1. Description and operating features.

a. The darning machine has a bibular bed WhiCh is especially

useful in darning sleeves, legs of trousers, and similar tubular articles

of clothing not easily reached by a flat bed machine.

b. With its needle and rotary sewing hook, similar to that in

the medium duty sewing machine, it sews a lock stitch. ,It has no feeding

mechanism, the operator moves the work back and forth under the needle.

Because the presser foot rises with each upstroke of the needle, the opera-

tor can move the work freely in.any direction without operating the knee

lifter.

c. The knee lifter is used to take tension off the thread

when the operator is taking work out of the =chine or changing the area-of

darning.

2. Tabulated data (Darning Machine).

a. The bed is 2 1/2 inches in length.

b. The base is 1 5/8 inches high.

c. The maximum siZed is 2,800 revolutions per minute.

3. Operator's Controls.

a. Motor Switch (e a's light duty).

b. Motor Clutch Pedal (Same as light &My).

c. Knee lifter. (Same as light duty).

4. Needles, class and variety.

a. The needles for the darning machine are class 126, variety

sizes'10 through 24.

b. To be ordered as follows: (126x3.size 18).
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*11=1

I Arm, machine
2 Pulley with balance wheel, drive
3 Winder, bobbin

4 Clamp,
5 Clutch
8 Rad

rig 58 DARNING MACHINE
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(Darning )1aclaine)

Figure 58 4

4.
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793 C. gitsuguigjiaskija. (rig 59 and 59A)

1. Description and operating features.

46 The overedger is used in the textile tepair shop (trailer

mounted) as well as in fixed installations. This machine has a differential

feed, trimmer, one needle, and two loopers.

b. The overedging machine is designed for simultaneous trimming

and stitching of medium-heavy and heavy textile goods with the type 504,

or three-thread tight overedge stitch.

c. The stitch is formed by the sewing needle working in con-

junction with the left and right loopers.

d. The trimmers work ahead of the needle and loopers, and will

cut the cloth smoothly and at a sufficient distance from the point of pene-

tration of the needle to permit the formation of a secure stitch.

2. Tabulated data. (Overedger)

a. Number of threads, three (3).

b. Speed (stitches per minute 5,000 maximum, 4,500 long runs).

c. Maximum thickness of material 1/4 inch.

3. Operator's Controls.

a. Motor Switch (Same as lipht duty).

b. Motor Clutch Pedal (Same as light duty).

c. Knee lifter. (Same as liuht duty).

4. Needles, class and.varyty.

a. The needles for the overek,ing machine are class 151, variety

1, standardization kor military use has been made on sizes 16 and 18. This

is a curved needle.

b. To be ordered as follows (15lx1 size 18).
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(Overedger)

Model 460 -15

Figure 59 A
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D. Medium Duty Sewing hachines. (Fig 60 and 60A)

1. Description.

4. The medium duty sewing machine consists of three major

assemblies: the head, stand, and motor.

b. The head is composed of the horizontal arm, vertical

arm, or face, and the base.

c. The motor is bolted to the underside of the stand top

and is belted to the machine by a "V" type belt.

2. Operating Features.

a. The medium duty machine is used for sewing lightweight

to medium-heavy canvas and webbed items, such as field packs, vehicle

seat covers, and furniture upholstery.

b. The sewing hook acts as a shuttle of the light duty

sewing machine. The sewing hook picks up the thread for the needle and

passes it around the bobbin thread to form a lockstitch.

c. The front or vibrating foot and the feed dog move in

unison. Together they move the cloth away from the operator with each

upstroke of the needle. The back foot, or presser foot, holds the

fabric while the vibrating presser foot rises and moves forward.

Because cf this moving action of the presFer feet, no backstitching or

darning can be done effectively on this machine.

3. Tabulated Data.

a. The working space of the medium duty sewing machine is

10 1/2".

5. The maximum speed is 3500 stitches per minute.

c. The length of stitches the machine can sew range from

3 1/2 to 32 'stitche%, per inch.

4. Qperator's Controls.

a. Motor Switch - The toggle type motor switch is located

1 31
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Mat the front of and the underside of the table top. It is used for

si4rting and stopping the motor.

b. Treadle - The treadle is located at the bottom of the

stand. It is used to operate or to engage the clutch. Press it down-

ward to engage the clutch and to start the machine to operate at a low

speed. Press it harder for a high speed. Release the treadle to dis-

engage the clutch or to stop the machine.

c. Presser bar lifter - The presser bar lifter, located

behind the face assemblies is used to lower and raise the presser foot.

d. Knee lifter - The knee lifter attached to the underside

of the table top, is located in front of the motor. It is used to raise

and to lower the presser foot and to release the tension on the thread.

Needle Class and Variety.

a. select the needle of the correct size and according to

the type of thread and weight of material to be used for sewing.

b. The thread must pass freely through the eye of the

neene. Rcugh or uneven thread or thread which for any reason does not

slir easily through the needle will interfere with the operation of the

_;ewini, machine.

c. The class number (135) and the variety number (17) are

exvrt-;;ed by placing the letter X between the,two numbers, for example,

IMxi7 heedle';. The class number describes the shank of the needle, the

yAri,!y r.urrd,er describes the length.

L. Thread Welpft - The left-twist thread must be in the

needl, but right-twist thread may be used on the bobbin.

f,
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Figure o. Model 111x155 machine, of which there are
two, used on mobile trailer.
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Figure oU A (Medina Duty Swim Machin.)
Model 21313 155
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E. Newry Duty Machine. (Fig 61 and 61A) 7 50
1. Description.

a. The heavy duty machine consists of three major

assemblies, the head, the motor, and stand.

b. Tbe head consists of the horizontal arm,the vertical

arm or face and the base.

c. The stand consists of the wooden top, legs and braces.

2. Operating Features.

a. The heavy duty machine sews a fixed or locked stitch

which will not unravel.

b. The heavy duty sewing machine is used to sew heavy

canvas and webbed items, and tentage.

c. It has an oscillating shuttle which swings back and

forth like the pendulum of a clock.

3. Tabulated Data.

a. Working space 15 7/8 inches.

b. The maximum speed is 550 stitches per minute.

c. The length of stitch fhe machine can sew range from 2

to 8 stitches per inch.

4. Operator's Control.

a. Motor switch - The motor switch is located at the

front and on the underside of the cabletop.

b. Treadle - The treadle is located at the bottom of the

stand. It is used to operate the clutch and brake assembly that

connects the motor driving pulley.

135
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751 c. Pre er bAr lifter - The pressor bar lifter located

behind the machine face assemblies, is used to raise and to lower the

presser foot.

d. Adjusting Nut - The adjusting nut located on the

motor mounting bracket under the tabletop, is uaed to adjusi the

tension of the round belt.

5. Needle - Select needle of the correct size according to

the type of thread and weight of material to be used. The class

number (7) and the variety number (1) are the proper class and

variety; example 7x1 needles. The class number describes the shank

of the needle, the variety number describes the length.

6. Thread - Left-twist thread must be used in the needle.

The thread must pass freely through the eye of the needle, rough or

uneven thread interferes with the operation of the machine.
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4.

1. Stand top 9. Stand legs

2. Face assemblies 10. Motor clutch pulley

3. Horizontal arm 11. Pitman rod

4. Thread stand 12. Eotor

5. Balance wheel 13.. Machine bed

6. Bobbin winder lh Bridle iron

7. rzdel number plate 15. Foot treadle

8. Switch box 16.. Tool drawer

Figure 61 Beavy.duty sewing machine, Model 733, front view.
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(Heavy Duty Saving Machine)

Model 7-33
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U. S. ARMY QUARTERMASTER SCHOOL

LAWING/PIRPOMMAMO GUDE

COURSE: Canvas and Webbed Equipage Repair

ANNEX: C-2 Operator Maintenance of Sewing Machines

INSfRUCTIONAL UNIT: Operator Maintenance of Sewing Machines; Maintenance
Forms

TYPE: Television, Practical Exercise Hardware, and Practical Ezercise
Classroom

CLASS PRESENTED TO: Enlisted

?onus, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: Heavy duty sewing machine; Madium duty
sewing machine, Light duty sewing machine, Darning machine, DA Form 2404,
Lubricants, Video cassette player set, VT 760-101-02953, and QMS 244.14
11PG Student Learning sad Performance Guide

TRAINING AIDS: Heavy duty sewing machine, Medium duty machine, Light duty
machine,'Derning machine', DA Form 2404, Cassette tape VT 760-101-02953
2211412E Maintenancs of Canvas Ismair Sewing Machines; MaIntsuanct
12L3121

REFERENCZS: TM 10-3530-2$1443, Operator's Manual, Textile Repair Shop,
Trailer-Mounted, April -1966, Para 51-56; VT 760401-02953, Q2rator :
Matntfnance of_Canvas Repair Sevin"! Machines; Maintenance Forms;
,7/hS 244.141, Canvas and Webbed Equipage Repair Course, Part I,
Sections XIX, XXIII, and XXVIII.

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: Recommended: Rca. QMS 244.W1, Part I, Sections XIX,
XXIU, and XXVIII, Pgs 14.01-14.17, 19.01-19.17, 23.01-
23.12, and 28.01-28.21.

STUDLNT UNLFORM AND EQUIPMENT: \Fatigues. Bring QMS 244.W1, Part I.

PROPONLA DEPARTMENT: PETROLEUM AND FIELD SERVICES

DECEMBER 1974
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LESSOA TITLE: Operator Haintenancc of Sewingdichines; Aaintenance Forms

YOUR OAJECTIVE: Ari result of this instruction, Oxen lcarning and
performance.guide, QMS 244.14 L/PG; appromiate references; heavy duty,

medium dutyv.light duty, nd darning machines; DA Form 2404; lubricants;

cassette tape player set; and taps VT 760-101-02953, =will be able to
miorm_stplatartge_qmiLesyjses and ute DA Form 2404

iv parforrainLowatosILL.wintsipance on calwas roes sewing_ machines in

actordance with standards prescribed in TM 10-3530-203-10; VT 760-101-02',511;

and QMS 244.U1, Part I.

INTRODUCTION: Preventive maintenance inrludes all,actions taken by an

operator to prevent breakdown or malfunctioning of equipment. Unless thiu

maintenance is performed on a regular schedule, breakdown will occur--

causing itoduction loss and resulting in costly-reprirs. Remember, oil is

cheaper than machinery.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Watch VT 760401-02953, Qatmor Maintenance of Canvas aopair Sewinn

pachtnes; Maintenance Forms.

2. Working at your own pace, clean and lUbricate a sewing machine. Your

Instructor will assign you to the machine you are to perform on. You will

require the following tools, equipment,'supplies, and materials:

a. Sewing machine. (assigned by your instructor)

b. Solvent compound.

Sash brush.

d. Tool kit.

c. aass.

f. Lubricants.

g. DA Form 2404.

h. TA 10-3530-203-10 and qms 244.W1, Part I.

.3. Afttr cicrai.1- the oochine, select the appropriate 1ubrirr.tion or4er

ftkin rm 10-330-203.40 and lubricate 41,1l numbered iteir ii sequence. Start

at itc.1 one (1) and proceed in numerical order until the machine has been .

ptoperly lubricated.

140
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4. T. you experience any vet:0ms, 4-,tk your clesernom iastructor to explain
the corvnt rroregures.

the machine has been cleaned and lUbricated, fill out DA Form 2404
wit,1 the required information.. Use the serial number from the machino your
instruernr has assiord you to.

u. Your classroom instr..Ictor will check your DA i'orin 2404 after it has been
fillPe ut. TC the fqrm is not filled out correctly, he may require you tc,
repent i poction of the exercise.

7. Follow.all fire and safety rules during this exercise. Be sure the motor
switch is io the off position. Do not turn the motor on until the instructor
ives hib pernission.

3. After you have completed this lesson, have your instructor sign your
prnTression sheet. U. will then assifp you to your next lesson.



757 SECTION XIV

OPERATOR MAINTENANCE OF THE HEAVY DUTY SEWING MACHINES;

MAINTENANCE FORKS

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

I. Purpose and Scope.

This instruction will enable you to lubricate the sewing ma#hine

with prescribed lubricant in accordance with appropriate service

intervals and points of application specified on the lubrication

chart contained in TM 10-3530-203-10 and TM 10-3530-203-24; be able

to perform the "before, during, and after" preventive maintenance

services in accordance with the operator's check list and safety

standards, and 'make appropriate &tries on DA Form 2404. The purpose

of maintenance'ls to continue the serviolklife of the equipment in

the hands of the user and for repair and return of material to the

supply system to reduce the supplying of a much greater amount of

equipment and machinery. It'must be recognized., therefore, that

r.upply and maintenance are dependent upon each other at each level of

command and that a discussion of one automatically involves a

discussion of the other.

IT. Reference.;.

TM 10-3530-203-10
TM 10-3530-203-24
TM 38-750

111. !,upplie!;, Tools and,Equi.pment.

Heavy duty sewing machine
Pil can c
Cleaning and lubricating material
DA Form 2404 (Equipment, Inspection, and Maintenance Worksheet)

1.4 1.1
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IV. Performance Standards. Uso these standards to check the

accuracy of your work.

A. tj.acJli_L___...moIentslu.......t_a3teandallct,icatedcleedanan'ttfreeof

duat'and dirt.

B. All lubrication points irozorly lubricated and wiped free

of excess liAricants.

C. Inspection procedures followed and entries properly made on

DA Form 2404.

D. Safety and workmanship precautions followed.

V. Operator Prevent.ive Maintenance Services and Maintenance Forms.

A. Principles of Lubrication.

1. ,Before a sewing machine is lubricated, it is necessary to

know the principles of lubrication.

.2. The first method is known as the direct application. With

this method the oil is applied through a hole in the part to feed

the bearing surface. This method, because it is not long lasting,

requires the machine to be oiled twice a day or every four (4)-hours

Jf operation.

1. The gravity feed method is where the oil is applied in a

w01. The oil flows from the well through a tube that is attached to

the well at one end, and to the part that requires lubrication at the

-)ther end of the tube. As the part revolves, it uses the oil that

flow', through the tu1c. 'This should be checked twice daily or every

4 nour ot Operation.
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759 4. The waste pack type Of lubrication (meta a reservoir

packed with felt or cotton material that looks like waste (broken

threads, shreaded material, etc.). It is widely used on electrical

motors. This "waste" is set directly under the armature shaft

bushing to be lubricated. The armature shaft turning in the bushing

will draw the oil up and into the bushing by means of friction.

This method is usee when a constant supply of lubricant is required,

and to prevent oil from getting into the field winding or on the

armature.

B. apes of Lubricants Required.

1. The lubricating oil (LO) used to lubricate the clothing

and textile sewing machines is a highly refined mineral oil with a

low pour point. It may be used in all temperatures, both above and

below zero. This oil is free of paraffin which would cause the

machine to "gum up" and collect grit and dust, which in turn would

cause the parts 10 wear unnecessarily. "LO" means oil, 1,ight
e=f

lubrication.

2. The lubricating oil (LO) is also used to lubricate the

sewing machine motors, if the motor has an oil hole and not a g7reas

fitting.

C. Lubrication Charts. (Fig 62)

Refer to TM 10-3530-203-10 Operator's Manual, pg 90.

observe the lubricating charts, and locate the following pa

factors.

1. As you can see, the lubrication charts give you a wea2.=

of Information. All this information is implrtart, if you are to
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maintain the equipment effectively. The,lubrication dharts must be 740
followed at all times.

2. Each machine has its particular cr specified lubrication

chart.

3. The lubrication charts "point out" by pictures, the various

locations of applying the lubricating oil and/or grease.

4. The charts tell what types of lubricant to apply to the

'various locations.

5. The charts will have the intervals of lubrication and

application points.

6. LubricatiOn instruction.

NOTE: Before lubricating machine, make sure motor switch is OFF.

a. The lubrication instruction in the particular tech-

nical manual pertaining to a specific sewing machine must be used in

conjunction with the lubrication charts. These instructions not only

tells what to . rtcate, and how much lubricant to apply, but they

also tell how to lubricate, where to lubricate, what lubricant to

use, how to clean specific parts, and what to clean the parts with.

(Follow Lubricatiop Chart Fig 62)

b. Never deviate from these instructions, except as

indicated in the instruction for usual and unusual'operatioils.

c. Before applying any lubricant, remove all dirt, dust,

grit, and lint that may be on the equipment being lubricated, also

clean after application.

d. Never "over flood" the machine with oil as this is

.1
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76,[just as bad as not lubricating at all. The "ovitrflo.odinie'will

accumulate dust and grit, Which will cause undue wear on parts.

D. Lubrication of.Sewing Machine Heads. (Fig 63)

1. Basically, all sewing machine heads are lubricatpd in the

same manner, but as we stated previously you must follow the instruc-

tions or each lubrication chart for each specific machine. There may

be a difference in intervals of lubrication.

2. The important factor to remember, is to apply the oil to

the points as indicated by an arrow in the lubricating chart. In

addition, the oiling points on the sewing machine heads are normally

marked with red at the openings.

3. Most oil points on the machine will require from one to

three drops of oil twice daily (every 4 hours of operation).

E. Lubrication of Shuttle Assembly.

1. The shuttle assemblies of the light duty, med:um duty,

heavy duty, and darning machines will require lubrication every time

a full bobbin is inserted into the machine. Lubricate with two or

three drops of oil.

2. At the end of each day of operation, the shuttle assembly

of the light and heavy duty sewing machine should be removed, dis-

assembled, cleaned, lubricated, reassembled, and placed in the machine.

F. Lubrication of the Bed Assembly. (Fig 63)

1. The bed assembly is lubricated in the same manner as the

head assembly, with one to three drops of oil at the oiling points

twice daily (every four.hours of operation).
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2. There is one area to lubricate when lubricating the bed

assembly. Lubricate through the oil points of the bed of the machine.

Do not'tilt the machin'e back to lubricate under the bed.

G. Lubrication of the Bobbin Winder Assembly.

1. The bobbin winder hinge pin and frame oil well are lubri-

cated twice a day (every four hours of operation) with one to three

drops of oil.

2. When lubricating the bobbin winder, rotate the wheel two

,or three turnsto distribute the oil completely around the spindle.

H. Lubrication of the Motor...1/.
1. .It is important that you refer to the lubrication chart

before lubricating a motor, rel motors have a greater siln of intervals

between lubrication.

2. Every three months lubricate the grease fittings with

3 to 5 strokes of a grease gun containing :pall and roller bearing

gr4ase (BR).

3. Each month fill the waste-packed oil reservoir at the

terminal end of the motor shaft with (LO) lubricating oil.

NOTE: Never over-lubricate the motor, as this will cause shorting,

out the electrical fields inside the motor.

I. Machine Differences.

I. The heavy duty and light duty sewing machines are lubri-
a

dated in the same manner, with one exception. The heavy duty machine

has an oil pot for lubricating the needle thread.,.This is required

because the machine is used primariiy to sew heavy materials which

14/
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Walso recitiires the use of heavy thread. The combination of heavy

materials and thread will create a large-amount of friction during

operation, the oil on the thread acts as a coolant and prevents the

needle from heating and bending, and the thread from ekcessive

breakage.

2. The darning machine and the medium duty sewing machine

are also lubricated in the same manner. Each of the machines contains

the same type of sewing hook and shuttle assembly, which has a small

green felt pad under the bObbin that must be oiled as required, but

the medium duty has a thread lubricator reservoir and a series of tubes

runnilig from the reservoir for the bed and head.

3. The four models of machines discussed thus far are basically

lubricated.in the same manner with the exceptions mentionied.

4. The overedger machine has an automatic or self-lubricating

system-employing the splash and wick system. When we say automavic or

self-lubricating, this does not mean that we do nothing about lubri-

cating the machine. The sight gauge on the front of the machine must

be observed and when it indicates a low o3,1 level, it must be refilled

with 0:1 until the oit level is'aligned with the red indicator line

on the sIght gaue,e. DO NOT "OVER FILL".

Lubrication of .1"kro:ing Machines Under' Unusual Conditions

1. Heat an'l Cold Areas - Extremes of heat and cold have little

or n- t-ffect upon the operation of the sewing machines. Extremes.of
;

/

hL,wever, may require the sewing machines to be lubricated more

be'cause even ordinary,humidity, will cause, the machines to

Ft 4 8
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,

rusk. or corrode unless they are kept thoroughly oiled.

Or

2- SandyTha Duatw Areas in_ipapanw.4 sand 4r..d dusty
_

s, the wor'-kini, 1,arts uf the sewing machitie will require more

frecp en t arid lubricat ion.

N. iled LuLrication Information.

1. Keep all lubricants in closed containers and store fhem in

a uleAll, dry place away from external heat. Allow no dust, dirt, or

othev fot..-ign material to mix with the lubricants. Keep all lubrication

clean nd ready for use.

l'oints of Lubicati,on The numbers iuserted on the

tw)rication order are listed consecutively, and

luLnicdtion points.

- V.,op dt1 external part !. that do nr.L,requiro

luhricant,5. Before lubricating the equipment,

LI tr,)Iii all lubrication points. After lubricating,

flq not let the excefis drip ll over the

0

iti(m Inimedialcly after 1ubti-.73tion Operutk_ th,?

a

ittor 1,*rication to dH t ribute the c-)1_ on

i vt . till i...alarIce. h

1... I' I ;1 ...r!..nt Ma int entin nid Inspection Wurk-l'.,

A HH,,111,de.1 tlAt you will record inspection,

.1:10 n tthdne seivices.
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2. Requires all itimpectors at all levels of'maintenance to

use-the apprppriato aaintenØnce_p icato4 for th6 equipment and

levl ot mainienance being inspected to tato, the guess work out of

our maintenance syl;tem.

3 preParation of DA Form 2404.

a. The instructor will demonstrate the current method

of riiling out.DA ForM 2404.

b. 'Student will follow instructor step71jy-step_in *fining

out DA Form 2404.

c. As:;istant instructor will 14a1l through class aiding

hclp.

' i /11(wk 1 Enter the unit or organization designation

( MI :)ronization to which the equIrpment is

(. I

Q Block 2 Enter the nomenclature and model designation

nftn, -7iuipment at, it reorded in the log book or equlpment TM.

Mock 3 Enter tpe requir..ment registration numb.er,

roderil stock number as dpplicble.

Bloc!. This does not pertain to textile repair.

Pi,(4 Enter the eype of inpection or !-Iervici, t70

Iai1y, "0" service, CMMT, ofc).

l_ter the current Lftchnical manual numbe

, (A1.1.110L, JO TM date applicable to the,equipment.

! , I, :n,more than one TM ft w,ed..

i At qm Ateck listed in the TM fipplic,ible to the
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inspection performed, following the sequence listed in pertinent TM, 744

compliKe DA Form 2404 wis tollows:

'a. Column a - Enter TM item number.

b. Column b - For army aircraft, enter condition status;

for pther equipment enter "Di." if.condition deadlines equipment.

c. Column c - Enter deficiedcies and shortcomings.

d. Column d - Showcor tiveaction for deficiency or
Ilf

shortcoming listed in column C.

0
u. Column e Indsvidual ascertaining completed corrective

ncti i1 ini,ial in th,,s column.

Car comm,Ald materiel readiness inspection, enter

v, follows: "D" tor deficiency, for shbrtcoming,

"

4 Ai

4

v.,,ciincs rating, "0" for orp.,.,nizational maintenanro,

!i 11 a int.,..laance rat ing.

T:erl,nical manuals pertaining to textile equipmcht.

a. The TM 10-3530-203-10 contains information on the

.ist of the maohine, operator 'L. controLs and adjust-

. usual condition, ope,,ation under unusual cn-

Lh(t. of the )f.rsonnel of tue i;ing organization.

m 38-750 will be used in ,:enunction with TA
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et.

/mum

REF. 22 ARM SHAFT BUSHING

REF. 23*, ECCENTRIC STRAP
REF. 24 LEVER HINGE SCREW

REF. 25 PRESSER BAR SLEEVE
REF. 26 LEVER ROLLER AND CAN GROOVE

.REF. 27 CRANK ROLLER
- REF 28 tELKRANKILIDE BLOCK

REF. 29 WI( SHAFT BUSHMG

r".

Figus; 63.- Continued.
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77/
PREVENtIVE MAINTENANCE SERVICFS

DAILY
TM 10-3530-Z03-10 MACHINE, SEWING, HEAVY DUTY-

I I; BIUC A;TE CORDAIN10E WITH CURRENT i,UHRICA I lOr OR1)EIt

TABLE ASSEMBLY. Inspect the tablr assrmbly for cut,
cracked, broken, warped, .and dirty tablettl,p; for loose or oliss
ing bolts and nuts; and for loose mounting to'the folzqng stand.
Makti certain the table assembly is level.11,..

PAR
REF..

2 11ACIRINE HEAD. Inspect thtlmacLine head fur dirty surfacest l4and rease deposits; for bent, bron, or missing components,
and f, i. ioobe mounting. Inspect the needle ,for broken or ex-
cess vely wurn point, for bent or broken shaft; and for loose
rnou ting. Make certain the needle is properly installed. /

.-.11.- -w

ilgure 64d/at1y pr
,

kl.:fp.remilivItenance frrvieea for heavy-duty sewing mac4intie
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fri4-!Vi
wwwiww.

3 LAMP ASSEMBLY. Inspect the lamp assembly and bricket for
loose or missing bolts, nuts, and screws, and loose mounting. 16
Inspect for dit,. cracked, or broken housing and lens. Inspect
the electrical cord for frayed insulation and broken wiring. In-
spect for a broken lamp switch. Check the switch for improper
operation, and make certain the lamp (bulb) is not burned out.

ao- maim

6

THREAD UNWINDER. Inspect the thread unwinder foT loose or--IM:maaafMMaMM4Miaalla
missing bolts,.nuts, and screws; for bent or broken components;
and for loose n;iounting.

toRIVE BELT AND PULLEYS. Inspect for broken, frayed, and
excessively worn drive belt. Inspect the belt for loose mounting
on the pulleys. !nspect the pulleys for cracked, chipped, or
broken edgess and loose mounting. Check for 1/4-inch finger-
pressure deflection midway between pulleys.

mmadmanmwmaam.Man maam. mmaarmamamm

BOBBIN WINDER. Inspect the bobbin winder for bent, broken,
loose, or missing components and loose mounting. Inspect for
oxk..cssively worn leather brake; for incorrect tension of the.
thread tension spring; and for improper adjustment of the pulley
with the drive belt.

7 FL;LDING STAND, Inspect the folding stand for bent or broken
components;.-for loose or missing bolts and nuts; and for loose
mounting to the table assembly. 'Make certain the folding stand

le;el on the floor.
larammaomm. "amaamma..Mmilmima-

ti ELEC TRIG MOTOR. Inspect the electric motor for dirty sur-
f.ices and grease deposits; for bent cracked, or broken housing;
ior loose or missing bolts and nuts; for lOose electrical connec-
tions, and for loose mounting. Observe the motor for unusual
noise and excessive vibration (during operation).

9 1IOTORSWITCH. Inspect for bent or broken motor switch. In-
, spect the switch for loose mounting in the switchbox. Check the

switch for improper operation; make certain it turns the motor
on and off.

Figure 64. Continued.
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PAR
REF

10 STARTING TREADLE. Inspect the starting treadle for bent,
brokeii, loose, or missing components. Press the treadle and
make certain it engages the motor with the machine.

NOTE 1. OPERATION. Daring operation observe for any
unusual noise or vibration.
NOTE 2. Damage to any item (1 through 10) will be reportec
as stipulated in TM 38-750.

3

Morro 64 Coisthmed.
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SECTION XIX

OPERATOR'S MAINTENANCE Or MEDIUM DUTY MING MACHINE

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

a

I. Purpose and Scope.

With,this instruction on detailed lubrication instructions of

tfie medium duty model Sewing machine, you will be able to lubricate

the medium duty model sewing machine with prescribed lubricante

according to the service intervals and points of application speci-

fied on lubrication chart, and perform "before, during, and after"

preventive maintenance services in accordance with the operator's

check list and safety standards. The medium duty sewing vachine

operate% at a higher rate of speed and therefore has more oiling

points than the other machines you have worked with, and as you

know, the faster a machine runs, the better lubricating system it

must have.

II. General Description.

The medium duty sewing machine has a hook and saddle assembly.

This ir; far different than the shuttle race assembly of the light

-

And hew*/ lutv 1-,ewing machine. The hook in the medium duty machine

rts ',in one direction, at a top speed of 3500 RPM. This is much

:ter than the shuttle oscillates in the light duty machine, and

fur this reason, lubrication is of prime imporcance to this assembly

and machinri..

.111. Reference.

TM 10-3'530-203-N.
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IV. Parformance Checking Standards. Use these standards,to check

your perfammos.

A. Madhine and all components lUbricated, cleaned, and,f1;ee of
aft

dust and dirt.

All lUbrication points properly lubricated and wiped free
.

n

of ^x0188 lubricants.

C. Inspection procedures followed and entries properly made on .

DA Form 2404..

D. Safety and workmanship precautions foll.owed.

V. Operator Maintenance of Medium Duty Sewing Machine.

A. Daily Preventive Maintenance Services. To insure that the

canvas repair equipment is ready for opeiation at all times, its
ar.

cnmponents must be inspected systematically so that defects may be

discovered and corrected before they result in serious damage or

failure. Defects discovered during operation shall be noted and

correction made as soon as the operation has ceased. Stop opera-

tion imme4iately if a deficiency is noticed which would damage the
-

.ecuipment if operation were continued. All deficiencies and short-
,

'comings, together with the corrective action taken, will be recorded

on DA Form 2404 (Equipment Inspection and Maintenance Worksheet) at

the earliest possible opportunity. The "before, during and after"

preventive maintenance services to be performed on the medium duty

sewing machine are listed as follows:

NOTE: Use DA Form 2404 to check.out machine.

1. Before operation the oppracor should:

9 5
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S

tight).

a. -Inspect for evidence of 776tampering.

b. Inspect driie beit.fot creeks and wear.

c. Test drive'belt for adiustnent (too loose or too

d. Inspect for proper threading and tension by inspecting

test patch left under needle oM preceding evening.

wire6.

e. Inspect motor switch for stopping and starting.,

f. Inapeat electrical'connections for breaks or frayed

g. Inspect for damaged, broken, loose or missing parts

and componenti.

,
h. Check motor'clutch treadle for proper si.arting and

stopping of machine.

i. See that machine has been cleaned and lubricated

according to the lubrication chart.
. 4:

j. Report any malfunction you cannot take dare of, as an

operator, to the organizational mechanic or supervisor.

k. Make all authorized replacemepts, and perform

preventive maintenance services.

2, During Operation.

a. Lubricate every 4 hours of operation according to-the

lubrication chart.

b. Make sure thread lubricator has proper level of oil

and lubricator is turned on (the release lever should be stwaight

out).

161
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sv Clssn shuttle race and feed dog Df any.accumulation

of dirt, grit and waterproof compounds that-may bind tbs maohinS or

keep the machine from functioning properly, or feeding properly.

d: Make all authorised adjustments and replacements that

may be needed.

e. Listen for any unusual noises, knocks, scrapes,

rubbing, etc.

f. Be alert for any screw or paft that may work loose.

g Report any malfunction that you, as an operator,

cannot adjust or replace to the supervisor.

h. Lubricate the shuttle race assembly each time a

bobbin is replaced in the bobbin case.

; Reylace broken needles, and keep the throat plate

and presser feet tight.°

3. After Operation Service (before leaving the machine after

a day's run).

a. Clean dirt, lint and grit out of all moving parts,

and the feed dogs.

b. Lubricate the machine and check if thread reservoirs

has lubricating oil.

c. Leave a test patch under the presser feet to indicate

the machine is stitching properly-(run a line of stitches on the

test patch and do not break the thread stitch from the patch).

Turn---afflmotctr.
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air
4 . Turn off thread larioator (release lever ihould .7

be evestwith tam gate),
\

f. Cover s;achine head!

4. Lubrication Instruction.

a. The lubrication instruction in the particular

0 technical minual pertaining to a specific sewing machine snit be

used in conjunction with the lubrication chart. Those initructions

not only till what to lubricate and' how much lubricant to apply, 1..ut

they also tell how to lubricate, where to lubricate, what lubricant

to use, Wow to clean specific parts, and what type of cleaning solvents

.are used.

b. Never deviate from these instructions, except as

indicated in the.instruction for usual and unusual operations.

c. Before applying any lubricant, remove all dirt, dust,

grit, and lint, that may be on ihe equipment being lubricated, also

clean after application.

d.' Never "i;.00d" the machine with oil as this is just

as bad as not lUbricating at all.. The "floodlng" will accumulate

dUst and giit, which will cause undue wear on parts.

B. Safety Precautions.

1. While making adjustments, the ()Orator must be careful to

"cut off the motor switch, or to remove the driving belt before he
4

removes needles, bobbins, or performs other adjustments, which bring

linstra_under the nitedle.. Otherwilet _he may accidentally start

the machine by stppping on the foot treadle pedal, and injure his

hands or. fingers.
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2. While operating the machine, the operator must at all

times be careful:to keep his fingers away free the needle.

3. While making electrical connections, the alternating

current generated ty ti% trailer equipment for operation Of the

machine is of sufficient amperage to be dangerous. Using personnel

Should be careful, especially while making.connections. between machine

motors and the generator. The operator should,take every precaution

to prevent current frOm passing through his body to the ground,

especially wet ground.. The extension cords are well insulated, but

the operator must keep 0.11 hands off bare terminals or wires which

are connected to the generator.

.0 C. Use of Preventive Maintenance DA Form 2404 in Performing_

Operator's Maintenance on Medium Duty Sewing Machine (Equipment

Maintenance and Inspection Worksheet).

1 A standardized form-that you will record inipection,

checkout's and maintenance services (form was used with heavy duty

machine).

2. Requires all inspectors at all levels of maintenance to

use the appropri&te maintenance publication for the equipment and

level of maintenance being inspected to take the guess work'out of

our maintenance system.

3. Remember to use the form when-you perform your "before"

operator's preventive maintenance services.

4. Technical manuals pertainag to textile equipment.

1

a. The TM 10-3530-203-10 contains information on the
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0.
-

service upon receipt of the machine, operator's controls and adjust- 7g0
4 0 40vents, operoOln Uglier usual condition-, op.rsticn under immsdal

'Condition, and guidance of theimrsonnel of the using orgainizatpn.

b. TM 38-750 wilib. used in conjunction with TM 10-3530-

11.

203-10.

art

Figure 85. MEDIUM DUTY SEWING MACHINE

'4" PAGC g" 444 ye" Cotirrreb; HOwsgek MA-MATGRIAL Is INEWbeb.
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figure 86 B. Lubricativa point faCeplato f machine,
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Figur 86 C. Lubrication pants.' (face assembly) f
machine.,
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72 7
PREVENT-WE--MAINTENANCE-SERVICE5

DAILY

MACHINE, SEWING, TEXTILE

V.

LUBRICATE IN ACCORDANCE WITH CURRENT LUBRICATION ORDER

PAR
I l'EM REF

1 l'ABLE ASSEMBLY. Inspect the tabie assembly for cut,
cracked, broken, warped, and dirtylabletop; for loose or missing
bolts and nuts; and for loose miatinting to the folding stand. MOce
certain the table assembly is level.

Daily preventive main'tervinee services for textile sewing machine.
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I.

, PAR
ITEM . ReF

.
.

MACHINE HEAD. Insioct the machine head for dirty surfaces
and grease deposits; for`bentl broken, or misiing components;
and for loose mounting. 'Inspect the needle for.broken or ex-
cessively worn point; for bent or broken shaft; and for loose
mounting. Make certain the ,needle is properly installed.

_ 3
--...--.

LAMP ASSEMBLY. Inspect the lamp assembly and bracket for
loose or missing bolts, -nuts, and-Screws, and loose mounting.
Inspect for dirty, cracked, or broken housing andlens. Inspect
the electrical cord for frayed insulation and broken wiring. In-
spect for a broken lamp switch. Check the switch for improper
operation; and make cirtain the lamp (bulb) is not burned out.

THREAD UNWINDEA. Inspect the thread unwinder for loose or
missing bolts, nuts, and screws; air bent or broken components;

r,an'd for loose mounting.

')
.DRIVE BELT AND PULLEYS. Inspert for broken, frayed, And

excessively worn drive belt. Inspect the belt for loosemounting
on the pulleys.. Inspect the.pull:eys for cracked, chipped, or
broken edg-e2, and loose mounting. . dheck for I/4-inch finger -
pressure deflection midway between pulleys. .

,
,

BOBBIN WINDER. Inspect the bobbin winder for-bent, broken,
loose, or missing components; and loose mounting. Inspect for
excessively worn leather brake; for incdrrect tension of the
thread tension spring; and for improper adjustment of the pulley
with the drive belt.

,

7

.

FOLDING STAND. Inspect the folding stand for bent or broken
components; for loose or missing bolts and nuts; and for loose
mounting to the table assembly. Make certain the folding stand
is level on the, floor.

,

I.

ELECTRIC MOTOR. 'Inspect the electric motOr for dirty surface
and grease deposits, for bent, cracked, or broken housing; for
loose or rrussing bolts and nuts; for loose electrical connections;
and for loose mounting. -Observe the motor for unusual noise and
exk.essive vibration (during operation)._ .

WA,

!lb cunt iliut -1 )

1 74

2 98
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ITEM -

.9 ,STARTING TREADI.E. Inspect the starting treadle for bent,
broken, loose, or missing components. Press the treadle and
make certain it engages the motor-with the machine.

10, MOTOR SWITCH. Inspect for bent or broken motor switch. In-
spect the switch for loose mounting in the switchbox. Check the
switch' for improper operation; -make certalrVt turns the motor
on and off.

NOTE 1. OPERATION. During operation observe for any
unusual noise or vibration.

;38 (c-nt
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F4CTION XXIII

opERATOR MAINTMANCE OF ric LIGHT DUTY SEWING MACHINE:

MAINTLNANCE FoRms

PRACTICAL EXbCISE

I. Purpose and !Icopc.

The instruction in thi:1 section on operator maintenance and

Alct.iiled lubrication in:6ttucti(41:: tor the light duty model sewing

m.ichine will enable ynu to lubr:cAte the sewing machine dith pre-
.

:,crihed lul,ricAnt in Ac,::ordanco with Appropriate service intervals

itid 11); t IT it it 't 1 d on 1 he luhrick\t.ion chart contained

:71 FM 1J-31,43-.)')i-1U; u ()pt.: Lhecl. ,

inqards, an.1 equipment inype,Aion AnA m.lintenance workf,heet

.'404), you will An), lc, i,erform tho "Lefoy_,, during,

A' \t er". o vent V. Pi. t 111 t qi,01( Ct!:.; ...1CCOXu'tIllCC with the.

11 I Ahd ,Alety and make appropriate

OL :A 2404. VUIA. th,At equipment not lubricated
.

reluire I , (4 1 u!4.1cAted with imi.ror luhricantf.., can cause seric,us
Y.

!,1 t .1 :41( I, f -"1. fi . i I I rip mach 1 ne or it may

Ir. Autw. ..,er 1 1.) ( (11 important ,

1, we!.bea ropairman, to prevent mal-

h

. ..1..4:0!,rd.; to check the accuracy"

1 16



A. Machine and all com onents to be lubricated are cleaned and

free of dirt and dust before lubricating.

B. All 1.44r;eation points ploperly lubricat,ed and miped free of

excess 1u1)ric4nts.

C. Partz; are not "f.looded" 'with lubricants.

D. Safety precautions followed.

I. Entries made on DA Form 2404.

IV. Operator Maintenance of Light Duty Sewing Machine. (Refer to

iip,ure 95 thru 37)

-Or

A. PreVentive Muintenance Service...

1. iiefore oprAtion, the operator should:
(1

lnsect for evidence of tamperinp.

drIve twit for Crack:; And wear.

Tv ,t (Irivf- belt tor ad;u.',tment (too looL;e or too

_

r )ro.)er threadini" and tentilln 10/ inspecting

r nt!edie on i'rm...,dinp day:

.3h"C.J1' 1.,w:tnn :.toppinr and -ta/t.ng.

?

4'ctrit1 ! un1,,ct:on.: for break::: or frayed

'77
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t.

See that machine bes'been cleaned and lubricated

according to the lubrication chart...

j. Report any malfunction you cannot take card' of, as

an operator, to the organizational me9aan1c or supervisor.

Make all authorized replacements and adjustments, and

pertorm preventive maintenanCe services.

2. During operation.

a. Lubricate every 4 hours of operation according to the

lubrication chart.

h. Clean shuttle race and feed dog of any accumulation

ot dirt, grit, and waterproof compounds.

c. Make all authorized adjustments and replacements

that may bo needed.

d. LE:ten for any unUsuaf noises, or excessive vibration.

e. Be alert for any screws or parts thatmay work loose.

t. Keport any malfunctions t%at,you as an operator cannot

adjut,or replace to,the immediate supervisOr.

e. Lubricate the shuttle race assembly each time a

1,01111.in replaced in hohhin case.

h. Replace Lroken needle:;, and keep the throat plate and

pre,:ier toot tie,ht.

3. Alter Vrit Ln Lefo t. machine after

Jay't; run, ti,e operator

4, -Clear dirt,Xint and 7-rit cut of- all moving- parts..

,

L. Lula.icate the rra.,:shirt( .

178



a

c. -Leave a tesi -patel under_ _the preaanr_fant tto
indicate the machihe will operate).

d. Turn off motor.

e. Cover machine head.

4. Lubrication points.

a. The lubrication instruction in the particular tech-

nical manual pertaining"to a specific sewing machine must be used in

conjunction with the lubrication charts. These instruction's not only

tell what to lubricdte and how much lubricant to apply, but they

also tell how to lubricate, where to lubricate, what lubricant to

use, when (intervals) to use, how to clean specific parts, and.what

type of cleaning solvents are used.

b. Never deviate from these instructions, except as

.inlicated in f,Le:instruction for usual and unusual operations.

11,c. before applying any lubricant, remove all dirt, dust,

grit, and lint that,may be on the equipment being lubricated, also

clean after api,lic,-tion.

Never "flood" the machine with oil Al.; this i:_, juLt'a;

t)ad a:; not lul.rioating at-all. The "floOding" will accumulate dust ,Ind

f-rit which will cauze undue wear on i,artta.

b. ,afety 1'r.ecaution:,.

1. While maieing idlu:atments, .tH:2 operator mu.:.t lac careful to

cw off 'the r..:75tor !:witc e11,.or to roe.
n._!

v ;he driving belt !or, he
.

.

_

rer4T:s nePOle, liollin or perforrL oth-r,a0.111,-,:tont5; which

neeAle. Ottxrwi +1, h- may accidentally f:.tart the

179
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machine py stepping om the foot treadle' pedal1 and injure his hands

tingem.

.2. While operating the.machine, the operator must at all

times he careful to Ictep his fingers away from the needle.

3. While making elecCrical connections, the alternating

curront generated by the trailer equipment for operation of the

ma,;nine of.sufticient amperace to be dangerous.. Using personnel

,hould be cTreful, especially wiiic t;aking connections between machine

nloTor; and the ,,otlerator. The Terator :.nuuld take every precaution

pr'eVent curreto from rassinr throlih.4is body to the i7rounc.:,

we' ).r,,t1h. The ext,n.:iol. cords ate well insulated, but

tH- 11 hi (..)!f bare terminaL 'it wires which

e.! to the genoratol.

180
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Figure 95. LIGHT DUTY SEWING MACHINE
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Figure 96. Oiliog points. ( Top,and front view.)
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:Igure '4 A. Jllimg roiats. ( near view.) Upon cover to apply Al. .
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Figure 96 D. Mater and clutch assembly.
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PiteVENTIVE MAINTENANCE S VICES
DAILY
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4 46--

LUBRICATE IN ACCORDANCE WITH CURRENT LUBRICATION ORDER
PAR

ITEM REF
TABLE A.SEMBL.11, Inspect the tible assembly for cut, cracked,

broken, waiped, and dirtY tablutop; for loose or missing bolts
nd nuts; Ind for loose mounting to the folding stand. Make

certain the table assembly is leyel. Inspect for bent or broken
c.omponents. Inspect tht- , unt .onents for loose or missing bolts
and nuts." and forioose mount nl. to the tablfiassembly.

21 9
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. PAR,
ITEM , RE

2 I LAMP ASSEMBLY. Inspect the lamp asseMbly and bracket for
loose or mIssing Ults, nuts, and screws, and loose mounting.
Inspect for dirty, cracked, or broken housing and lens. Insprct
the electrical cord for frayed 4hisulation and broken wiring. In-
spect for a broken lamp switch. Check the swifch for improper
operation, and make certain the lamp (bulb) is not burned out.

I

CLOTHING MACHINE HEAD. Inspect the clothing machine head
for dirty surfaces and grease deposits; for bent, broken, or
missing components; and for loose motinting. Inspect the needle
for broken or excessively worn point; for bent or broken shaft;
and for loose mounting. Make certain the needle is installed with
the long grooVe to the operator's left. .

THREAD UNWINDER. Inspect the thread unwinder for loose or
missing bolts, nuts, and screws; for bent or broken components;
and for loose mounting. o

-/

DRIVE BELT AND PULLEYS. Inspect for broken, frayed, anti
excessively worn drive belt. Inspect the belt for loose mountikg-
oil the pulleys. Inspe:ct the pulleys for cracked, chipped, or
broken edges, and loose mounting. Check for a 1-inch di.stance
between the sides-a the belt when both sides of the belt are
pressed inward midway between the.pulleys.

BOBBIN WINDER. Inspect the bobebin winder for bent, broken,

,

loose, .or 'missing components, and loc-se mounting. Inspect for
excessively, worn leather brake; for incorrect tension of the
thread tension spring; and for improper adjustment of the pulley
with the drive belt. -

ELECTRIC. MOTOR. Inspect the electric motor for dirty surfaces_
and grease deposits"; for bent, cracked, or brokin housing; for
loose or mis'aing 'bolts and nuts; for loose electrical connectioi)s;
and for loose mounting. 'Observ,- the motor for unusual noise
and excessive vibration (during operationi.

,
.

i

. . -

... -

sv
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201
ITEM

1111010111111111111M11r.

IIMINNOMmiaMW

FOLDING STAND. Inspect the folding stand for bent or broken
components; for loose or missing bolts and nuts; and for loose
mounting to the table assembly. Mike certain the folding stand
is level on thelloor.

STARTING TREADLE. Inspect the treadle for bent,*broken, or
loose components, and loose mounting. Operate the treadle to
see that the pulley ,brake lever engages the motor drive pulley
with the drive motor when the treadle is depressed. Make
certain the pulley brake lever disengages the drive pulley from
the motor and stops the pulley when the treadle is released
(during operation):

11.1M4=Or 4.
10 MOTOR SWITal. Inspect for broken or bent motor switch. In-

spect it for loose mounting in the switch box. Check the switch
for improper operation; make certain it turns the motor on arid
off.

11 PRESSER BAR LIFTER. Inspect for ben t or broken presser bar
lifter. Inspect'the litier for loose mounting. Make certain the
lifter raises, lock:, unlocks, and lowers the presser foot.

NO?E 1. OPERATION. During op!ration observe for any
unusual noise or excessive vibration.

99 1
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SECTION XXVIII

OPERATOR'S MAINTENANCE OF SPECIAL PURPOSE
DARNING AND OVEREDGING MACHINES

PRACTICAL EXERCISE
.

I. Purpuse and Scope.

This section provides instruction on operator's maintenance and

detailed lubrication instructions on the model darning and over-

edging machine. Withthis instruction, you will be able to lubri-

cate the machine with prescribed lubricant according to the service

intervals and points of appli6tion specified on the lubrication

cnart, am: be able to perform "before, during, and after" preventive

maintenance services in accordance with thesoperator's check list and

,itety standards. In previous hours of ins.truction, you were tauF,ht

operator''s preventive maintenance services to include lubrication and

safety precautions. It will be equally imp6rtant to perform the

,same :,ervice:; to the darning arid overedging machine. YJu will fln,1

itli,it th,.ne n4ichine, are operated a little different than the
i

machines. in adJiti,A1 to beiw operited in d di!if.rt TAT

%

uirill also find that'the c,veredrini 7.,ichi::-

1

unu.wAC 1 il tye ot ,2,-,iaIU-.on 1 , the .-ir:n-

I

,Nd r..NL ,11 ,)

-
Triachine. Ni.ard leon ol the operation: 1.11;e, or t.yi-e :,: .

\

t,,411. be necoary to perform t!ie oHratIrt!r: iTc-vt,T:tve r.i:nterii:::

..icer, Thi i; necesF.ary fr, pro!..pni- the life *,ho. :A-.

1

Preventive maintanance use,1 by al7-rst everyork, :n c,Jr

,CcIr examplv, we kcop a cloe C'Oen .41 1-:w Oil

- 188
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g03 personal cars, check the tires for air pressuret, lubricate the chasis

as requited. We do all this for one reason. We know tbe_price wi

paid for it, and therefOre, we're going to make it last just as long

as possible. In other words, we try to prolong the life of the car

and to keep it in 4 good operating condition by perforning required

preventive maintenance services. Our goal then, is to learn all we

can al)out.the preventive maintenance service required to keep the

darning and eiveredging sewing machine in a satisfactory operating

condition.

If. Review.

The darning machine employs the same principle as the medium duty

machine, as far as preventive maintenance services are con-

'oen0,1. The overedger sewing machine is different than any of the

.

-;vwing machines used thus far, it,employs the self-lubricating

:.vstem. This system utilizes an oil iilier cup at the top of the

machine, which leads tc an oil cooler. Prom here the oil overflows

to the base of machine. When the machine is in operation, the oil

i,icked up by an agitator and is splashed on the convection rods and

,irive shafts. The agilator also splashes the oil int-o- various tubes

oV trol.wh:;. Attachd t.O these troughs are P system of W:icks, whch

103d to the feding assemblies.. With this type of system there must

m..thod 1:)_Jetermine the oil level cn the base of the machine.

thi.; p1111,0:;0, sii,,ht gauge :s u.:..od that can be seen-at in

instant glance to determine if tae mahine has sufficient amount cf

oil. (The oil must be up even with t:.e red line in the sight gauge).

189
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III. References.

TN 10-3530-203-10
TM 10-3530-203-24

IV. Performance Standards. Use these standards to check the accuracy

of your performance.

A. Components and machine wiped,clean before lubricating and

ekcess lubricants wiped off after lubricating.

B. No points missed of lubricants or checking..

C. No "flooding" of parts or points.

D. Safety precautions followed.

E. Overedge machine,- Oil up to the line in sight gauge (not

under line nor ovr line).

F. Entrres made on DA Form 2404.

V. Operator's Maintenance.

A. Preventive Maintenance Services. (Fig in) Tu insure that

the overecdging machine is ready for operation at all times, its

components must be inspected,systematically so that defects may be

dis(overed and corrected before th'ey result in serious failure or

di-.we. Defects discOvered d4ring operation of the machine should

h.)Ted for future correction. Try to make correctjons immediately,

ts i not po'..isible, as soon as the operation of the.machine

'4 ;top operation immediately if a deficiency is noticed

:f :ont:nued, would damage the equipment. All deficiencies

dnd thv corrective action taken will be recorded on DA Form 2404

(Equipment Inspection and Maintenance Worksheet) at the earliest

possible opportunity. The, following preventive maintenance services

190
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205should be performed daily on the overedge and darning sewing

machines.

1. Table Assembly - Inspect the table assembly for cut,

erkked, broken, warped, or dirty table tops; for loose or missing

bolts and nuts, and for loose mounting to the folding stand. 'Make

certain-the table assembly is level.

2. Machine Head - Inspect the machine hea& for dirty

surfaces and grease deposits; for bent, broken, or missing com-

ponents;. and for loose mountings. Inspect the needle for broken,

'-
or excessively worn point for bent or broken shaft; and for loose

mounting. Make certain the needle is properly installed. Check

knives on overedger for sharpness or for being broke, chipped, loose,

ur for adjustment.

3. Lamp Assembly - Inspect the lamp assembly and bracket

for loose or missing boits, nuts, and screws, and for loose mountYng.

InLipect for dirty, cracked, or broken housing and lens. Inspect the

e1ectric cord for frayed insulation and broken wiring. Inspect for

broken larp switch. Check the ::witch for improper operation, and

ma..e certain the 1,1r;p (bulb) is not burned out.

mnwinder - Inpect the thread unwinder for loose or

nut:7, and screws; for bent or broken components; and

- .

1.Tvc F1,,It and Pulleys In.spect for broken, frayed, or

excesively worn drive 1)elt. Inrwpect the belt for 'loose mounting

'on tne pu1leyL.. Inspect the pulleys"for cracked, chipped, or broken

225
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edges and loose mounting. Check for 1/4" finger-pressure depression

midway between pulleys.

6. Electrid Motor - Inspect the motor for dirty surfaces

and grease deposits; for bent, cracked, or broken housing; for loose

or missing bolts and mute; for loose electrical connections; and for

loose vibration during operation.

7. Folding Stand - Inspect the folding stand for bent or

broken components; for loose or itissing bolts and nuts; and for

loose mounting to the table asseably.° Xake certain the folding

and is level on the floor. (The folding stand is normally found

on the clothing repair-trailer).

8. Starting Treadle - Inspect the starting treadle for bent,

loo:x., or missing components. Press the treadle and make

certain it engav,ef: the motor with the machine.

9. Motor iwitch - Inspect for bent or broken motor switch..

:n-;pect the t.witch for loo!:e mounting in the switch box. Check the

h for improper operation and make certain it turns the motor'on

. and off.

P. LuLric,Ints

1. . (Luricatinp, Oil, j!.enera1 purpose) used to lubricate

poirit f the ewir mach:me in accordance to. instruc-

!he ii.hric. jori (:LArt .

(rea.;e, automotive, and artillery) used to

t!,e. p,t(4, ! the sewilw machne in accordance to instructions

the lubricat:on chart.
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Lubrication of Diming Machine.

il. Sawing honk and poi 0tima a fUIl_baibbin is

replaced.

1. Machine head - Every four working hours.

3. Face - Every.four working hours.

4. Motor - Every 250 working hours.

5. Machine bed - Every four woi,kiiig hours.,

D. Lubrication of Overedger Machine.

1. Oil sight gauge - Every four hours check the oil sight

gaugeand maintain the oil level at the midpoint of the gauge (up

to red line).

2. Drain oil reservoir once every 100 hours and refill with

fresh oil. Drain oil by tilting the machine head, raise the pulley

end up to drain.

3. Motor - Every 250 hours, lubricate the oil Points with

two or three drops of lubiicating oil. Turn the grease cup clockwise

three (3) turns and fill as necessary.

E. Safety Precautions.

1. Before making adjustments,/the operator must turn the motor

switch to the OFF position or remove the drive belt before he

removes needle, bobbin, cutters, or perform other adjustments which

bring his fingers under the needle. Otherwise, he may accidentally

start the machine by stepping on the foot treadle pedal and injure

hands or fingers.

113
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2. While operating the machine, the operetor suet keep

the area of the drive belt clear of shears, ripping knives or any

other item.

3. Be aware of frayed wires or loose connections,as this

could cause serious injury to you.

194
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Figure 113 Lubrication polite on doming liaellino.

Figure al, ..- Continued.
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PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE SERVICES
DAILY

TM 10-3530-203-10 MACHINE. DARNING

LUBRICATE IN ACCORDANCE WITH CURRENT LUBRICATION ORDER
PAR
REFITEM

1 TABLE ASSEMBLY. Inspect the table assembly for cut, cracked,
broken, warped, and dirty tabletop; for loose or missing bolts
and nuts; and for loose mounting to the folding stand. Make
certain the table assembly is le:vel. Inspect for bent or broken
components. Inspect the components for loose or missing bolts
and nuts, and for loose mounting to the table assembly.

ln.

203
Ir

237



ITEM
.

.

.

PAR
RET

-I --DMUMIGINXIORItilleiiII, Issepect Aka darning. afaebisio bead
UI

ior dirty surfaces 11124 grease deposits; for .bent, broken, loose,
or missing components; and for loose mounting. Inspect the
needle for broken or excessively worn point; Or bent or broken
shaft; and for 4o.ose mounting.

LAMP ASSEMBLY. Inspect the lamp assembly and bracket for
loose or missing bolts, nuts, and screws, and for loose mounting.
Inspect for a dirty, cracked, or broken housing and lens. Inspect
the electrical cord for frayed insulation and broken wiring. In-
spect for broken lamp switch. Check the switch for improper
operation, and make Certain the lamp (bulb) is not burned out.

4 THREAD UNWINDER. Inspect the thread unwinder for loose or .

missing bolts, nuts and screws;, for bent or broken components;
and for loose mounting.

5 DRIVE BELT AND PULLEYS. Inspect for broken, frayed, and
excessively worn drive belt. Inspect the belt for loose mounting
on the pulleys. Inspect the pulleys for cracked, chipped, or
broken edges, and for loose mounting. Check for a 3/4-inch
distance tween the sides of the belt when both sides of the belt
are pr ssed inward midway between the pulleys.

6 B01343IN WINDER. Inspect the bobbin winder for bent, broken,
loose, or missing components, and for loose mounting. Inspect
for excessively worn leather brake; for incorrect tenSion of the
thread tension spring: and for improper adjustment of the pulley
with the drive belt.

7 .

- -

ELECTRIC MOTOR. Inspect_ the electric motor for dirty

.,

I

surfaces and grease deposits; for bent, cracked, or broken
housing; for loose or missing bolts and nuts; for loose eleCtrical
connections; and for loose mounting. Observe the motor for
unusual noise and excessive vibration (during operation):

.

_.

P

.
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lospect_the foldias_ststatior-bsstor
coMlitiiientin or loose or missing bolts &Ott nuts; and for loose
mounting to the table assembly. Make certain the folding stand
is level on the floor.

9 STARTING TREADLE. Inspect the treadle for bent, broken, or
look, components, and loose mounting. Operate the treadle to
see that the pulley_brake lever engages the motor drive pUlley
with the drive motor when the treadle is depressed. Make
certainethe pUlley brake lever disengages the drive pulley from
the motor and stops the pulley when the treadle is released
(during operation).

10 KNEE LIFTER. Inspect the lame lifter for bent, broken, loose,
or missing components, and for loose mounting. Operate the
knee lifter to see that it raise and lowerskihe presser foot.

11 MOTOR SWITCH. InsPect for broken or bent motor switch.
Inspect it for loose mounting in the switch box. Check the switch
for improper operation; make certain it turns the motor on and ,

Off.

NOTE 1. OPERATION. Duringiperation observe for any
wiusual noise or vibration.



PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE VICES

DAILY

TM 10-3330403-10 MACIME, SEW1NG, OVERIDGZ

LUBRICATE IN ACCORDANCE WITH CURRENT LUBRICATION ORDER

ITEM

1 TABLE ASSEMBLY. Inspect the table assembly for cut,
cracked, broken, warped, and dirty tabletop; for loose or miss-
ing bolts and.nuts; and-for loose mounting to the folding stand.
Make certain the table assembly is level.

PAR
REF

Fleur* 122*
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ITEM w.
PARI
REF'

. s

MACHINE HEAD.. Inspect the machine head for dirty surfacei
and grease deposits; for bent, broken, or missing components;
and for loose mounting. Inspect the needle for broken or
excessively worn point, for bent or broken shaft; and.for loose
mounting. Make certain the needle is properly installed.

LAMP ASSEMBLY._ Inspect ,the lamp assembly and bracket for
loor e or missing bolts, nuts, and screws, and loose mounting.
Inspect for dirty, cracked,-,or broken housing and lens. Inspect
the electrical cord for frayed.insulation and broken wiring.. In-
spect for a broken lamp switch. Check the switch for improper
operation, and make certain the lamp (bulb) is not burned out.

THREAD UNWINDER. Inspect the thread unwinder for loose
or missing bolts, nuts, and screws; for bent or broken com-
ponents; and for loose mounting.

1.=1WW011111MIMMI

DRIVE BELT AND PULLEYS. Inspect for broken, frayed, and
excessively worn drive belt. Inspect the belt for loose mounting
on the pulleys. Insct the pulleys for cracked, chipped, or
broken edges, and loose mounting. Check for 1/4-inch finger-
pressure deflection midway between pulleys.

ELECTRIC MOTOR. Inspect the electric motor for dirty sur-
faces and grease deposits; for bent, crackel,r or broken housing;
for loose or missing bolts and nuts; for loose electrical connec-
tions; and for loose mounting. Observe the motor for unusual
noise and excessive vibratiOn (during operation).

FOLDING STAND. Inspect the folding stand for bent or broken
components; for loose or missing bolts and nuts; and for loose
mounting to the table assembly. Make certain the folding stand
is level on the floor.

8 STARTING TREADLE. Inspect the starting treadle for bent,
-broken, loose, or missing components. Press the treadle and
make certain it engages the motor with the machine.

207
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TEM .

9

=wWitmfiffir

MOTOR SWITCH. ;aspect fur bent or broken motor switch.
Inspect the switch for iolise mounting in the ewitchbox. Check
the switch for improper operation; make certain it turns the
motor au and off.

INOTE 1. OPERATION. During operation observe for any unusua
noise or vibration.
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QMS 244.15 L/PG '

U. S. ARMY QUARTERMASTER SCHOOL.
tEAMMIAVIIERFORIIANCE WIDE

COURSE: Canvas and Webbed Equipage Repair

ANNEX: C-3 Operator Maintenance of Sewing Machines

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: Preparathin for Operation of Heavy Duty
Machine, Model 7-33

TYPE: Programed Instruction, Practical Exercise Hardware

CLASS PRESENTED TO: Enlisted

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: Heavy Duty Sewing Machine,Model 7-33; Bobbin; Thread; Needle; Tool Kit; QMS 244.15L/PG (Student Learning and Performance Guide)

TRAINING AIDS: Thread and Needle Chart HandoutA ;MS 244.W1,Part I Section XV

REFERENCES: TM 10-3530-203-1a, Operator's Manual, TextileRepair Shop, Trailer-Mounted, April 661 Para 29; QMS 244.wliCanvas and Webbed Repair, Part Ii August 721 Section XV

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: Rectgamencled: 244.lil, "art I, Sec XV, 2:,s. 15.01-
LS.12.

STUDENT UNIFORM AND EQUIPMENT: Fatigues. Bring ams
Part I.

PROPONENT DEPARTMENT: PETROLEUM AND FIELD SERVICES

OCTOBER 1974
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ohs 24445 L/PG 8;24

LESSON TITLE: Preparation for Operation of Heavy Duty Machine,
Model 7-33

.

YOUR OBJECTIVE: As a result of this instructioni.given learn-
ing and performance guide; appropriate references% heavy duty
sewing machine, model 7-33; bobbin; thread; needl ; and tool
kit1 ou ill be able to re are m del heav dut sewin machine
for operat on n ad rdance w s an ar s prescr ed in
T1.10-3310-203-10, Para 29 sand OM$ 244.Wl4Part I, Section .

INTRODUCTION: This is the-first of six machines which you may
be required to operate'in order to perform future job tatks in
your duty assignment. This is one of.the larger machines. It
was-selected as the first machine because the parts are larger
and therefore should be easier to see and manipulate. In order
tn operate this machine, you must fir;t leargi to correctly wind
a bobbin thread the bobbin case, indtall a machine needle,
andthread the machine. If any of these procedures are done
incorrectly, the machine will not sew properly. In addition,
damage could result to the machine as well as to the material
.on which you're sewing.

DIRECTIONS:

1. For this lesson, you arc, to read Section XV, pages 15.01
15.11 in OMS 244.Wl, Part Perform as directed, following
each step in sequence and referrir4.continually to the figures."'"
referred to in parentheses. 'Yom will need the following items:

a. Thread and Needle Chart Handout.

o. Heavy Duty Sewing Machine, Model 7-13.

C. Bobbin.

J. Thread (2 spools).

e. Tool Kit.

r. Q115 a44.w1 , Part I (Student Course Workbook).

0. First: take time to read these safety precautions carefully:

a. Be suro ttuirmotor switch is off whenever you're removing
npodles or bobbinf'or whenever you're performingladjustments
which could bring your fingers under the needle. Merely stepping
on the foot pedal could start the machine and injure your hands
or fingers. Therefore, keep the,motor switch off throughout this
lesson.

210
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..u., Remember to k f n r frt f no SSSon, $ mp yturning t ie n or er to remove and install the
needle could result in an injury toeyour hand or fingers ifyou are not careful.

c. Tools can also cause injuries if improperlls used or.stored. Keep them far enough.away from the machine to prevent
their becoming entangled with machine belts, pulleys, or movingparts. Place tools so that Vley cannot drop from the morktable and cause injuries.

Nr
3. Begin now by reading the performanc, standards on pages15.01 - 15.02. NOTEs Your instructor will use these samestandards to evaluate your work when you complete the exercise.

l Ka

4. Perform each step in,sequence. If you need help at anytimes raise your hand and an instructor-will assist you.

5. Recheck your work. ,Once again refer to figure 64i page15.11, to check the manner in which you threaded your machine.

6. Now ask your instructor to check_your work. H. maydirect you to do a series of steps once again to correct anyincorrect procedure.

7. When the instructor is certain that you can prepare thehemvy duty sewing machine, model 7-33, for operation (that is,tnat you can correctly wind a bobbin thread a bobbinscast.install a needle, and thread the machine).i he will sign your .student progression sheet and assign .your next lesson,.

211.
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SECTION XV

PREPARATION FOR OPCRAT1, HEAVY DUTY MIME

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

I. Purpose and Scope.

This instruction will enable
op

operation by removing the bobbin

8.24

you to prepare the seVing machine for

case from thWihuttle,.threading the0

bobbin winder according to thread chart, winding a bobbin, threading

the bobbin case by correctly placing bobbin in bO6bin case, installing

noodle in needle bar with groove of needle to operator's left, and

threading machine according to threading chart. It will be neecessary

for you to learn.how to prepare a heavy duty sewing machine for opera-

tion because without this machine it would be impossible for you to.

completely fulfill your mission as a canvas and webbed repairman.

II. Reference.

TN 10-3530-203-10

ILI. Tools, Equipment, and Material Required.

Heavy duty sewing machine
Bobbins
Thread, for machine (2 spools 10/3)
Material

IV. Performance Standards. Use these standards vi check the accuracy

of your work.

A. Make sure all threading points are correct.

B. Make sure bobbin is in the bobbin cylinder correctly (thread

drawing off the top of bobbin).

216
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.01 C. Make s c lintsore sewing1 and thread

under spring tension correctly.

D,, Make pure safety precautions -soe followed& aspeciallit

keeping switch off while threading machine.

E. Proper amount of thread (3 inches at least) is drawn uiader

Emsser foot.

F. Bobbin not round too_tight_or too loose, or too full..

G. Presser feet raised when winding bobbin.

H. Needle thread in needle eyo from left to :Vt.

I. Needle installed correctly with long groove to operator's

left.

V. *Preparation of Machine for Sewing.

A. Selecting Needle and Thread. When preparing the heavy duty

sewing machine for operation, select a needle of the correct size (24

or 26) according to the size of thread, and the weight of the material.

Left-twist thread must be used in the needle but the right-twist may
/-

be used on the bobbin. The thread must pats freely through the eye

of the needle. Rough or uneven thread or thread which for any

reason does not ass easily through the eye of the needle interferes

with the operation of the machine. The class.ipumber (7) and the

variety number (1) are nxpressed by placing the letter (x) between the

two numbers; for example, 7 x 1, and the size number is listed after

the class and variety such as (7 x 1, size 26). The class number

describes the upper shank of the needle and the variety number de-

scribes the overall length of the needle. The size number describes

thf lower shank and the size of the eye.

213
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B. 1.3_,...3_9.L_Istallilleedle. Use a good needle (never a bent -or 8'23
one with dull or a blunt point) of suitable size for the material.

Turn the machine drive wheel (balance wheel) forward (to the operator),

until the needle bar is at its highest point. Loosen the clamping

screw at the lower end of the needle bar, and remove the.needle.

Install the needle through the needle clamp and tighten the clamp

screw. Make sure that the long groove of the needle is to the

operator's .left.

C. Removinii the Bobbin. .(Refer to Fig 65)

1. Place the needle in lowest position by turning the

balance wheel towards operator until the needle bar is at its lowest

position.

2. Remove the wood bed cover plate..

3. Open hobhin case. Insert the special tool (opener) for

the machiae or the blade of a screwdriver in the shuttle cylinder

opener slot. Bobbin will drop free from cylinder:

Close cylinder after removing bobbin to keep cylinder from

breaking,

P. Windin, the Bohhin. (f,efer to Figs 66 and CO

I. 1,lide bobbin into 1.()bhin winder spindle as far a!:,

will go, ,114ke svre that small pin on spindle shaft .thouli'.er ehrs hole

in bohbin rim.

2. Thread one of the holes in the left-hand bobbin rim, pass

thread from unwinder tension disks through hole.

214
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029 3. Push bobbin winder stop latch into position against

bobbin, making sure friction pulleY presses, firmly against balance

wheel.-

4. Raise presser feet to avoid wear on feed dogs.

5. Hold end of thread until a few coils are wound around

bobbin, then break off the end as, close to bobbin rim as you can.

Run machine at a slow rate of speed until bobbin is filled and the

thread.on the bobbin comes in contact with the stop latch.

6. If necessary, adjust tripping arm clamping screw to vary

the amount of thread wound on the bobbin, to do this, loosen Screw

and push stop latch closer to or farther away from bobbin axle.

NOTE: If bobbin is wound too full it will cause the bobbin,not to

turn freely in the cylinder and bobbin thread will break.

E. Installing the Bobbin. (Refer to fig 68)

1, Place needle bar in lowest position.

2. Open the cylinder, place bobbin in cylinder; hold Lohhin

with thread drawing off the top to the operator's left.

3. Draw thi'ead into tension spring slot, leave aLout

inc.hes of thread. Then close cylinder.

F. Threading the Heavy Duty ewirw, Mach,ine. (Ret"er

I. Pass the thread fron, the thread cone, u;: and

tread unwinder. evelet.

2. Thread the fir:: thread inlide trom r:cht

3. Thread the oil cup, pas _hrea fro7 riiht t.

the hole on right side of cup. Pass I;:e. thread tr,_:ri!. '



through the oil cup stud. Pass the thread out through the slot in

the

left side of cup. Close the oil cup cover.

4. Thread the'second thread guide from right to left.

5. Thread the needle thread tension assembly making sure

thread slides between the tension disks.

6. Thread the thread regulator, pull the thread down from

tension assembly.

7. Thread the thread take-up spring, pass the thread up

through the spring.

8. Place thread under thread take-up.spring staple, the

thread take-up spring must be threaded

9. Thread the thread take-up lever, pull thread up frPm

230

tdke-up spring sc.aple.

Thread the thread regulator thread guide, pass 'the

thread down through the eyelet.

11. Thread the vibrating,presser bar, pass the thread through

ieft to right.

,rit

Thre1,1 the needle :)ar thread guide, pass the thread lown

i the gui,le.

Thread the needle eye from left to right only.

Pa!;.. thread through the hole in the lifting presser foot.

thread end and turn 1)alance wheel toward

!tr., slacken needle thread until needle has gone

1-4est ioc3ition an4. to s highest position. Then, pull

ht- !le thre,pi tiht, this will pick up bobbin thread and you will be

ts7r
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NOTE: Before sewing, pull threads undeepresser foot.

16. Pull both threads until at least 3 inches of thread is

drawn under and behind the presser foot. This allows enough thread

for the shuttle hook to draw arfund the bobbin to make the first

stitch and lock it into the material being sewn.

2.

S.

a

. "11101406,.__

inagas;;. 6
sir

Shuttle cylinder hinge =
Shuttle tension regulating ;crew
Shuffle oraffiir
Bobbin thread delivery eye
Shut tle cylinder
Shuttle cylinder opener
Shut.the cylinder latch

Figure 65, Ramming bobbin.

S.

NOTE: DRISINAL PAGE aig HFIs BEtnA Ornrr-raD; 144:k.OGAJENL,
nagrrectiAL 44s BEetI INCW1W b
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%BALANCE

itHEEL \
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PULA EYCLAMPING

c
STOP t toniww- cr

CD

Figure 66,. L:inding the hobb!,n.
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cr;

,4

1

5

I. spindle I Ring, friction pullPy
2 Rim, left-hand 'bobbin 8 Base
3 Stand, thread-from-thread 9 Bracket
4 Rim, right-hand bobbin 10 Arm, tripping
5 Shoulder, shaft 11 Screw, tripping arm clamping
6 Frame 12 Latch, stop

1.

.4%

Figure 67. Winding bohhin on heavy duty sewing machine.
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1 Spring, shuttle tension regulating spring
2 Sprinir, shuttle tension
3 rye, bobbin thread delivery

Figur* oeinstalling bobbin inheavy-duty sewing machine.

-41111414sighs'

-1:to

J

.4 Thread (in spring slot), bobbin
5 Bobbin
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Figure
1 Thread guide. 4 Thread guide
2 Oil cup hole 516Tens1on tosembly
3 011 cup stud rl Thread regulator

69. Threading points.

7 Thread tskeup spring
8 Thread takeup spring staple
9 Thread-takeup lever

10 Thread guide
11 Vibrating presser bar slot
12 Thread guide
13 Mesta. p
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P6int - Designated by
variety number

4100°

6

NEEDLE

Figure 70.
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Shank - deleirated
the slam number

Loneth - designated by
the variety number
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Eye - designated by
size shioh I. alp) a
designation *of rieodle
Sait*
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U. S. ARMY QUARTERMASTER SCHOOL
.

LEMNOS/PERFORMANCE GLit!E

COURSE: Canvas and Webbed Equipage Repair

ANNEX: C-4 Operator Maintenance of Sewing Machines

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: Cleaning Shuttle. Race Assembly, Havy
Puty Machine, Model 7-33

TYPE: Programed InstrUction and Practical Exercise Hardware

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS: Heavy Duty Sewing Machine%
Tool Kit, Sqlvent Compound, Sash BrUsh, Rags, Cleaning
and Lubricating Materials

TRAINING AIDS: QMS 24441, Part I Sec XVI

REFERENCES: TM 10-3530-203-10, Operator's Manual% Textile
Repair Shop, Trailer-Mbunted, April 66, Para 53 a 54;
TM 10-3530-203-24, Ortganizational and Mintenance Manual,
Textile Repair Shop, June 66, Para 3-75; QMS 24401111\
Canvas and Webbed Equipage Repair Course, Part I, Aug 72,
Sec XVI

S.TUDY ASSIGNMENT: Recommended: Read QMS 24441, Part
Sec XVI, Pgs 16.01-1644.

iTUDENT UNIFORM AND EQUIPMENT: Fatigues. Bring QMS 241441,
Part I.

PROPONENT DEPARTMENT: PETROLEUM AND FIELD SERVICES

OCTOBER 1974
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'-
LESSON TITLEs Cleaning ,Sbuttle Noce Assembly% Heavy hity
Machine% Mode 733

YOUR OBJECTIY: As a result of this instruction, given learn-
.

ing and perfo mance guide, appropriate references, heavy duty
sewing michint (model 7-331, tool kit, solvent compound, sash
brush,. rags, nd cleaning and lubricating materials,/
bitable to di4assemble, cleen, oill and rossemble .huttl.
race asssmblv o t heavy duty sewing açiIn in accordance with
sten ar s prescribed in 4115 244.W1 Pii*tTI, Section XVI.

INTRODUCTION: Because the shuttle race assembly requires more
maintenance service than any other sewing machine assembly,
it is important that you learn how to disassemble it for
cleaning and lubrication. Located under the material being
sewn the shuttle race assembly collects lint and thread as
well as dirt. These not only cause unnecessary wear to the
parts which compose the assembly but they also cause the
machine to. malfunction as the shuttle jams. Cleaning and
lubrication both remove these causes of malfunction and add
to the life of the assembly.

DIRECTIONS:

1. For this lesson you will tm performing as directed in
QMS 244.W1, Part I, Section XVI, Pages 16.01-16.14. You
will need the following items:

a. Heavy Duty Sewing Machine, Model 7-33.

b. ool Kit.

c. Solvent Compound.

d., Sash' Brush.

e Rags.

f Cleaning and Lubrication Materials.

g. GIMS 244.0, Part 1.

2. SAFETY PRECAUTIONS: DISCONNECT POWER CORDS OR TURN OFF
THE POWER SOURCE BEFORE BEGINNING MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS.
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3. Reed the performance standards on pages 1641-16.02.
NOTEs Your instructor will use these sato standards to
valuate your work at 4 different checkpoints. At each*
of these 4 checkpoints, raise your hand and an instructor
will valuate your work.and, if correct, initial the box
on this page.

4.. Disassemble the shuttle race,assembly by
following directions Al A8. Refer repeatedly
to illustrations on pages 16.05 through 16.09.
Raise your hand to have an instructor check .

your work.

Clean and oil the shuttle race assembly as
directed in 81 '.. 83 (page 16.03). Have an
instructor check your work. .

k
Reassemble and install the !shuttle race as'embly
by following directions Cl - CS (pages 16. 3 -
16.041. Each step is illustrpted and expliii ed
in detail on DIS 1601 - 16.12. Bov When
nsert ng t m s uttle race back, hold-the part
so that the flat side is to.your left and the
side on which the points have been shaved
down or beveled is to your right. This part
can be put in incorrectly. However, it would
ciuse the mchine to grab the thread and break
the thread.. If put in incorrectly, you will
be required to again disassemble and reassemble
the entire shuttle race assembly.
It will be to your advantage to repeat the
entire series of steps described on pages
16.10 16.12 at least twice.
Have ah instructor:check your work.

Perform as directed in step 6 and step 7
{page 16.131. If the cloth plate and throat
plate screws are not tightened, machine
vibration will strip the screws or the plate
could come loose and break the needle bar.
In,additionIthe material could be damaged.

S. Have the instructor sign your student progression sheet.
He will then direct you to your next lesion.
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SECTION 'XVI,

'CLEANING SHUTTLE RACE-ASSEHSLY, HEAVY

PIACTICAi =WISE

a

I. Purpose and Scope.

a E.

DUTYA,SElinIG WHINE

Instruction in this section will.enable you to remove.the shuttle

race assembly 4s outlined in TN 104530-203-24, thoroughly clean all

putts With cleaning solvent, reassem40 the shuttle race assembly

accordingto TM 10-3530-203-24 lubricate the shuttle race according

to detailed lubilcaticin instructions, and Correctly replace shuttle

race assembly In the machine. This Ttion of instruction provides

you with the.skill of removing the shuttle race assembly,' for the

puipose of cleaning an6 lubricating tpe parts as this will prolong

the aistmbly's life. This assembly is the most important assembly

in the machine, and requires more maintenance service than the other

assemblies, because it is under the material being sewn and will

collect lint, dirt and thread, which must be reMoved. If you allow

this condition to exist it will jam the shuttle or cause unnecessary

wear to the shuttle rice assembly.

U. References:

. TM 10-3530-203-10
TM 10-3530..203-24

III. Performance ttamards. Use.these standards to check your

performance.

A. ,Uses-tcols properly and'the right tool for ttf job performed.

7
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B. Layout of parts in,proper sequence as you are disassembling

the shuttle race.

C. All dirt and lin't is cleaned from assembly:

D. Assembly properly lubricated.

E. Shuttle race assembled properly.

F. Assembly installed in machine properly.

G. Throat plate and cloth plate screws tightened.

IV. Cleaning Shuttle Race Assembly.

Disassembly of the Shuttle Race Assembly of the Heavy Duty

ewing Machine.

1. Remove cloth plate screws and plate. Lift plate up and

ulf.

2. Remove throat plate screws and plate. Lift plate up

3. Remove shuttle race spring screw and spring. Turn

1.1%,:o wheel towards operator until the needle Lar connecting link

IT :te; tol' stroke. At this time, the heel of the shuttle is at

Turn :;crew to the left to remove. Turn shuttle race Lack

, to right !lide and purl down on spring.

4. 'eMovo f,crews in shuttle race boay. Mae sure screwdriver

2(:)irt angle SO that he.ids of screws will not he damaged. Be

nr,nve both screws.

irop !;huttle ffld body. ' Srluttle is fragile and will

if Arop;,,,l.

5. Removt. ,huttle ra(_e. 1iold race with left hand and rmove

228
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shuttle race back off dowel.pins. Place right hand on shuttle as in Pla
figure,/and pull down on race and then pull out.

6. Remove shuttle cylinder. Hold cylinder' with right hand.

Place fingers of left hand on point of cylinder and remove shuttle .

cylinder.1

7. Remove shuttle race back. Pull back to left and off

shuttle driver..

8. Lay out all parts in sequence in which they were dis-

assembled and removed.

b. Cleaning of the Shuttle Race Assembly.

Mter the shuttle race has been disassembled, dip the

component parts of the shuttle race assembly in solvent compound and

s3sh bruin to thoroughly removedirt and grit from the parts.

2. Aftr the parts.,have been cleaned, use rags to wipe tne

oxcess solvent from the parlts.

3. before 3ssembling the parts, inspect for nicks and burrs

n appiy a 1:ght coating of. oil to the surface of the parts.

4 i.ew;eml,le the shuttle race assembly in reverse order.

C. Reasst-mbIy of the Shutle Race Assembly (Heavy Duty Machine).

1. lnr;ert the shuttle race back. When replacing the..shuttlett cl,-;:;emtv, the machine head ,'annot be tilted back Work perfc)rmed

r,ust I)e don underneath. the tfible. Needle bar connecting lin

must be in .iits highest position. beveled side of end of back will re

tcing oper,Aor'r, right. slide the\baek over the shuttle driver and

2 29



against the casting of the machine. Back will stay in place.

2. Replace shuttle cylinder. Heel of shuttle cylinder is

placed up against shuttle driver. Hold cylinder with index finger and

thumb of right hand.

3. Replace shuttle race. Tdke race with left hand and slide

up on inside of feed bar. Make sure point of shuttle body is inserted

in shuttle race. Replace shuttle race screws.

4 Place shuttle race back holes over dowel pins and up

agdinst race. Make sure dowel pins are aligned with holes and seated

flush with race. (Race condeals back in illustration).

5. Replace shuttle race back spring and screw. Make sure

shuttle race back is inseited on dowel pins. Fingers of spring must

be in between the opposite dowel pins. Insert screw and tighten.

6. Replace throat plate screws.

7. Rep1ar2 cloth plate and screws. Tighten the four screws ,

evenly. Replace door of stand.

D. Safety Precautions.- _
Dis(!onnect power cordLi or turn off the powcr source wnlit;

per!orming ma:ntenance operations on the sewing machine.

210
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3H1 Step S. Remove shuttle race back
MCI 3 spring screw and spring. Turn balance

,,tAdiall wheel towards operator until the
needle bar connecting link is at its
top stroke. At this time, the heel
of the shuttle is at the top. Turn
screw to the left to remove. Turn
shuttle race back spring to right
side and pull down on spring.
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Step 4. 'Remove screws in
shuttle race body. Make
sure screwdriver is at'
correct angle so that heads
of screws will not be
damaged. Be sure tc, remove
both screws.

CAUTION: Do not drop
shuttle and body. Shuttle
is fragile and will break
if dropped.

Step 5. Remove shuttle
rage. Hold race with left
hand and remove shuttle
race back off dowel pins.
Place right hand on shuttle
as in figure, and pull down
on race and then pull out.
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Step 6. Remove shuttle cylinder.
Hold cylinder wiih right hand.
Place fingers of left hand on
point of cylinder and remove
shuttle cylinder.

Step 7. Remove shuttle race
bac/cc Pull back to left and
off shuttle dniver.
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Fifure 72. Shut..tle racf and cylinder,diaassemblei.

1. LIbbia
2. Screw, shuttle race back moring.
3. Shuttle race backopring.
4. Screws, shuttle race.
5, ;lace assenbly shuttle.
E. Cylinder, shuttle.
7. hack, niluttlo race.
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'Pigur73 kasembly of shuttle race
assembly of model 7-33
sewipg machine.

filt. Insert shuttle race back. When
iling the shuttle race assembly the

Machine hmitd cannot be tilted back. Work
performed must be done from underneath
the table. Needle bar connecting link.
must bo In it highest position. Beveled
side of end of back mill be facing
Operator's right. Slide the back over
the shuttle driver and against the
abating of the machine. Back will stay
In place.

Step 2. Replace shuttle cylinder. Heel
or s uttle cylinder is placed up against
Shuttle driver. Hold cylinder with index
finger and thumb of right hand.
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Replace shuttle race.
race with left hand and, .

ide up on inside of feed bar.
Make sure point of shuttle body
is inserted in shuttle race.-
Replace shuttle race screws.

Place shuttle race back
abliTpins and up against race.
dowel pine are alined with holes
flush with nice. (Race conceals
illustration.)
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Ste . Replace shuttle race back spring and screw. Make sure shuttle
race ek is inserted on dowel pins. Fingers of spring must be in
between the opposite dowel pins.- Insert screw and tighten.
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Figure 74 Shuttle Cylinder, Installed.

1. Cylinder assembly, 2. Frame, shuttle race 4. Drive, shuttle
shuttle 3. Back, shuc.tle race 5. Race assembly,

shuttle
A
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U. S. ARMY QUARTERMASTER SCHOOL
LEARNING/PERFORMANCE GUIDE

COURSE: Canvas and Webbed Equipage Repair

ANNEX: C-5 Operator Maintenance of Sewing Machines

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: Adjustment and Operation oY Heavy Duty
Machine, Model 7-33-

TYPE: Programed Instruction and Practical IxerIcise Hardware

CLASS PRESENTED TO: Enlisted

TOOLS1 EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS: Heavy Duty Sewing Machine,
Tool Kit, Salvaged'Canvas Material* Cleaning and
Lubricating Materialsi QMS 244.17 L/PG
4

TRAINING AIDS: QMS 244.41, Part Sec XVII and Heavy Duty
Sewing Machine, Model 7-33

REFERENCES: TM 10-3530-203-101 Operator s Manual. Textile
.Repair Shop, Trailer-Mounted. April 66. Para 29-30 & 31;

TM 10-3530-203-24. Organizational and Maintenance Manual,Textile Repair Shop, June, Para 3-77; QMS 244.W11 -

Canvas and Webbed Equipage Repair Course, Part, 14 Aug 721Sec XVII

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: Recommended: Read QMS 244.Wl, Part
Sec XVII. Pgs 17.01 - 17.18.

STUDENT UNIFORM AND EQUIPMENT: Fatigues. Bring QMS 244.411Part I.

PROPONENT DEPARTMENT: PETROLEUM,AND FIELD SERVICES

OCTOBER 1974
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dMS 244.17 L/PG

I.V40! TITLE: Adjustment end Operation of Heavy Dbty Machine,

YOUR'OBJECTIVES: As a result of this instruction, given
this learning and performance guide, appropriate references,
QMS 244.W1 Part I heavy duty sewing machine (model 7-33) ,

tool kit% salvaged canvas material, and cleaning and lubricat-
ing materials, ou will be able to operate and adjust model
heavy duty siwins mac int' in .ccordance wfth standardi
prescribed in-dRS 2411.161 Part T, Section XVII.

INTRODUCTION: Your machine is not stitching properly. It .
may be skipping stitches, breaking stitches, locking ititches
at the top or bottom of the material and not in the center,
or not locking stitches at all. It may be sewing in the same
spot or not sewing at all. If it is sewing, the stitches
may be too long, too short, too loose, or too tight. Then too,
the thread may keep breaking or jaming up under the throat
plate. If that's not enough, the needle may break. As an
operator you will be required to perform-operator's maintenance,
including adjustments practiced in this lesson which may correct
these and other possible malfunctions. In your next assignment,
these and other malfunctions will be prearranged and you
will be expected to perform those adjustments needed to correct
them.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Though the order in which you will be directed to perform
tni adjustw4nt and operation exercise has been slightly
rearrangpd, Hou willbe iollowing the directions in OS N4.W11
Part,I, Section XVII, Pages 17.01 - 17.16.

2. You will need the following items:

a. Heavy Duty Sewing Machine, Model 7-33.

h . QMS 244=141 Part I iStudent Course Workbookl.

c, 'Tool Kit.

d . Salvaged Canvas Material.,

O . Cleaning and Lubricating Materials.

3. erform befure and after operation maintenance service3% Instructed in previous instruction: CAUTION: BEFOREPLNFORMING. THIS OR ANY MAINTENANCE, DISCONNECT POWER CORDS:

242
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4., If at any time you need assistance, raise your hand for don
instructor.

5. Perform as directed in A, ES, and D (pages 17.02 - 17.04)
SKIP C AT THE MOMENT.

for AN refer to figures 75 and ill {pages 17.07-17.08}.
for B, refer ,to figure 77 (page'17.091
For D, study figure 83 (pages 17.15 - 17.17).

6. Before piboceeding, you may needito re-thread the machine
or wind and install a bobbin. To do so, refer again to
Section XV, figures 65-64 (pages 15.07 - 15.11) or figures
71-82 (pages 17.11 - 17.14).

7. Now perform as directed in F and 6 (pages 17.05 - 17.061.
If the machine is skipping stitches or not picking up stitches,
reset the needle eye with the shuttle point after, first
disconnecting power cords. If the machine is sewing in the
same spot, the presser foot pressure may be too tight. If
the material doe...In't feed through, the presser foot pressuremay be too loose. Correct these malfunctions only after
disconnecting the machine.

8. At this point, Mbllow directions listed in C (pages 17.03 -17.04).. Study figure 78 (page 17.10).

9. Proceed to regulate the machine to sew from 5 to 7 stitchesper inch. Follow tht 1,isted in E (pages 17.04 - 17.05).

10. Perform after-operation preventive maintenance servicesby lubricating those areas shown in figure 84 (page 17.18)
11. when the instructor is certain that you are able to
achieve your lesson objectives+ meeting the:standards seton page 17.02, he will sign your student progressiân sheet'and assign your next lesson.

243
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251 SECTION XVII

ADJUSTMENT AND OPERATION OF HEAVY DUTY SEWING MACHINE

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

I. Purpose and Scope. The instruction in this section will enable

you to adjust the motor clutch *dal to achieve the correct starting

and braking action of the machine, time the needle bar with the

shuttle point according'to timing measurements, make adjustments to

the presser foot pressure, and stitch lengths according to the

thicknesses of material, adjust the bobbin and needle threads

according to tension charts, wind 'the bobbin while sewing; adjust

bobbin winder and bobbin winder tension, perform "ddring operation"'

preventive maintenance services'in accordance with lubrication chart

and operator's PM cheok"list, remove work from machine as stated i6

TM 10-3530-203-10 and TM 10-3530-203-24, and perform after operator's

preventive maintenance services according.to.operator's PM check list

and the references for this lesson. In many cases when an operatdr

complains about his machine not sewing the way it should, or his

machine is breaking thread, the machine only needs to be put into

proper adjustment. A good sewing machine openator must know all the

operator's itrijuqtments. The opPrator shoW.d have a complete knowledge

of W.y a certain adjustment must be made and what takes place when it

is made right. As future sewing machine operators you will be able to

gain this knowledge during this block of instruction.

II. Referinces.

TM 10-3530-203-10
TM 10-3530-203-24

2';
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III. Pefformance Checking Standards. Use these standardsfta check

the accuracy of your work.

A. The.point of the shuttle, on its forward stroke, must pass

1/32.of an inch above the top of the needle eye.

'B. Stitch locked in the center.of material.

C. Press.er feet must raise to an equal height.

'D. Lrfting preer foot must be alisned for the needle to_pass

throuji the center of it.

L. Stitch regulator must be adjusted for the machine to sew from

-J to ) -ler inch.

V. Ami,le pressure must be applied on the presser feet so material

2roperly.

After j'lerator's preventive maintenance services has been

V. Adjus',.ment and Operation of Heavy Duty Sewing Machine.

Cnecking and Preparing. Mach.i.ne for Timing..

To .1void T.Ijury tc5 yourself, turn the motor switch to the

ti.:41 and make sure the motor armature has stopped turning.

b.Alunce whiel ,.nd step on treadle after switch is turned off).

(),/(2 cloth plate screws and plate.

tlir,)at plate screw and plate.

7'Irn kllance wh9_el toward you, the operator, until the

lowest position. (Shuttle is now to the rear of

245
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4. Turn balance wheel until the 'needle bar has raised 1/4

of an inch on its up stroke. The point 411 the shuttle should cross

the center of the needle at a point 1/32 of an inch above the top of

the needlt eye.

B. staIng Needle Eye with the Shuttle Point. (Pig 77)

NOTE: Make sure t,he shuttle point is centered in the diameter of

the needle.

1. Loosen the.two setscrews on the needle bar connecting stud.

2. Move needle barAlp or down until top of needle eye fs

1/32 of an inch below the point of the shuttle.

lb
3. Holding vhe needle bar so it doesn't move, tighten the

setscrews on needle bar copnection stud. (Recheck the timing).

4. Recheck your timing by reperforming steps 3 &. 4, p'ara IV A

aboye.

S. Replabe all components removed, and secure all'screws.

C. Adjusting Tension on Bobbin and Needle Thread. (Fig 78)

Sew a row of stitches on two layers of material. If tension

is correctly, adjusted, the lock of.the stitch will be in the centeriof

the material. If the.lock is visible. from the top, your needle

thread is to:..) tight or bobbin thread'is toO loose. If bobbin tension

Is too tight or if Needle thread is:too looe, the lock will be along'

the bottom -)t- the material. Be sure to check both.

1. Needle thread tension - Turn thumbnut fisom right to left

to add tension"and reverse for loosening tension.

ft:
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2. Bobbin tension - Turning the regulating iscrew clockwise- 244

adds tension and counterclockwise 3.0osens the tension.

D. Adjt_rtti.21A_tht_PP:ressu_a. (Fig 83)

NOTE: When properly adjusted the presser foot will raise to equal111111

height when operating.

1. Turn balance wheel until needle bar is in its highest

position. (If the presser foot is adjusted correctly the bottompf

the lifting presser footwill be even with the 'top of the vibrating

presser foot.

2. Loosen the pinch screws in the lifting presser bar

hraciket. This will allow you to raise or lower the lifting presser

toot.

3. Turn the lifting yresser foot to the right and place it

on top of the vibrating presser foot right side.

NOTE: This will give you the proper htight for adjusting the presser

toot.

4. iurn lifting presser foot to the left and center of t:,e

two toes of the vibrating presser foot without raising or lowerini;
-

Ihe lifting presser foot, then tighten the pinch screws in the lifting

presser bar Lr,;Icket.

k_Make 1..E.t, the tile in the lifting presser, t ot is alignecl with

t he. needle
.

hole.

Tht neeAfe must go down in the cente'r cf tht.ApvE-s-L;er

4
L. A iin tith ree'd Rulatc._,r Thumb Screw.

loosen.

1. Turn thumbscrew found in verticak arm to the left

247-
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9611 2. Move the feed regulat9r down to lengthen the stitches or

up to shorten the stitches, and then tight* the thumbscrew.

F. Operating Heavy Duty Sewing Machine.

1. To insert material in machine, tiwn balance wheel until

needle bar moves up to its highest position. Raise the presser foot,

place material under presser foot, then lower presser fbot. Turn

balance wheel until needle is in the material.

2. Turn motot switch to 1he ON position.

3. Sewing material - Hand turn the balanCe wheel toward the

operator and simultaneeusly hold the needle and bobbia threads until

feW stitches are made. Press the treadle slowly to engage the,clutch

wIth the motor. Bold the material flat and clo not Dal or push on

the material while sewing it or stitchingit because the needle will

bend, bill strike the throat plate and then it will become dulled,

*or more likely, will break. Let the feed dog carry the material

.evenly under the presser foot and needle. When sewing across a

lr seam or an unusually thick or uneven place in.the material, release

the treadle .0 disengage the clutch.and hand turn the balance wheel

until the rouglh place is stitched;.otherwise, the needle may break.

If the-material is unusually thick, dS a comforter for example,

4eclrease the tension on the presser f..x)t by turning the pressure

,:rt--,,,u1-iting thumbscrew td the left.

Machine.

1. Release the treadle to stop the machine. Hand turn the

balance wfieel until the stitch is completed and.the thuad take-up

t!
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a lever is at its highest point and then lift the presser,tar lifter 862
to raise the presser fodt. Draw the material straight behind the

presser foot, and cut needle and bobbin thread so that about 6 inches

will be under and behind the presser foot.

2. Turn the motor switch to the OFF position.

H. ..4fety Precautions.

Fitt power cords betor erforming any maintenance on

the 1A%wipi machines ',And the generator set, and sew at moderate speeds,

wnre y3u c:An control machine.

If vc' have to preparr t:- nt iJr operdtiori

In31 i 1 , ('C. ) ancl Live isr, or

, tt CiOI1 , t ?Iru

.t.:

ret L. if'ric.)rm "After-4t:trotiL)r." 1::reV01,tivt'

ervi (

a
f

01.
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Figure 75 Screws and cloth plate,
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Figure 76, Throat plate and screws.
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Figure 79 Removing bobbin with opener.
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ioire 81. Winding the bobbin.
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Figure 83, (Continued)

B Lifting presser foot on top of -vibrating presser foot.
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U. S. ARMY QUARTERMASTER SCHOOL

LEARNING/PERFORMANCE GUIDE

QMS 244.18 L/PG

COURSE: Canvas and Webbed Equipage Repair

ANNEX: C-6 Operator Maintenance of Sewing Machines

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: Troubleshooting Heavy Duty Machine,
Model 7-33

TYPE: Programed Instruction and Practical EXercise Hardware

CLASS PRESENTED TO: En3isted

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS: Heavy duty sewing machine,
Model 7-33; Tool kit; Thread; Needles; Salvage canvas
material; QMS 244.18 %/PG f Student Learning and Performance
Guide)

TRAINING AIDS: ams 244.1411 Part I, Sec XVIII; Heavy duty
sewing machine, Model 7.-33

REFERENCES: TM 10-3530-203-10, Operator's Manual, Textile
Repair Shop, Trailer-Mounted, April 66, Para 87-98;
TM 10-3530-203-24, Organizational.and Maintenance Manual,
Textile Repair Shop, June 66, Para 3 - 9; QMS 244.wl,
Canvas and Webbed Equipage Repair Course, Part I, Aug 72,
Sec XVIII

STUDsr ASSIGNMENT: Recommended: Read QMS 244.W1, Part I,
Sec XVIII., Pgs 18.01 - 18.04.

STUDENT UNIFORM AND EQUIPNENT: Fatigues. Bring QMS 244.wl,
Part I.

PROPONENT DEPARTMENT: PETROLEUM AND FIELD SERVICES

OCTOBER 1974
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QMS 244.16 L/PG 8 6
LESSON TITLE: troubleshooting Heavy Duty Machine, Model 7-33

YOUR OBJECTIVE: As a result of this instruction given this
learning and performance guide, appropriate references, heavy
duty sewing machine (model 7-33} , tool kit, thread, needles,
and salvage canvas material, ou will be able to detect and
correct malfunctions on model heav dut sewin mac Ines iris
accordance u t standards perscri ed in M 1 3 30 03-1C1,
Para 87-98; TM 10-3530-203-24, Para 3-9; and QMS 244.W11
Part I, Sec XVIII.

INTRODUCTION: Since the heavy duty machine is used to sew
heavy weight material, it can very easily become out of
adjustment. When your machine is not sewing properly, you,
as the operator, will be expected to correct those stitching
malfunctions within your realm of operator maintenance services.
You will also be expected to correct malfunctions which cause
needle or thread to bre.ak. To correct these malfunctions,
you need to carefully consider the probable cause{s} and
possible remedy{ies}. This process is known as troubleshooting.

DIRECTIONS:

1. malfunctions hav._ been intentionally crtated by your
instructor. To correct these malfUrctions you may need:

a Tool k:t.

b. Thread.

c. Needles-

2. Turn to page 18.04 in ams 244.Wl, Part I. Read the 4
points unde_L_McArtfulLy.

3. Inspect the machine to determine all malfunctionF. Look up
these malfur,ctIons on the troubleshooting list {pages 18.01la-04}.

4. 1,111112_2.2,422:2LjaLL, correct malfunctions as directedon these pages. If necessary, refer to the following pagesin your student workbook for review:

a. Selectirl nk,edle and thread pages 15.02 - 15413.

b. Installing the needle page 15.03.

c. Removing, winding, ana installing the bobbin

r
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pages 15.03 - I5..01,41 and figures 65-68 (pages,15.07 - 15.10).

4d. Threading the heavy duty sewing machine -- pages
15.04 - 15.06 and figure 69 (page 15.11).

e. Setting needle eye with the shuttle point -- page
17.03 and figure 77 (page 17.09).

f. Adjusting the presser foot pressure -- page 17.04
arid figure 83 (pages 17.15 - 17.17).

g. Tightening the s6uttle race assembly -- page 16.04
(step 5) and the figui.e on page 16.12.

h. Adjusting tension on bobbiA and,needfe thread
pages 17.03 1?-04 and figure 78 {page 17.10}. NOTE: Make
a few stitches by turning'the balance wheel by hand- This
will insure that you do not have binding parts prior to
turning on the power-source.

S. Correct the malfunctions. DO NOT test run the machine
until it has been checked by the instructor to insure that
all adjustments have been made prOperly. , If the machine is
operated with a loose component, it could cause serious
damage to the mactline and/or injury to you the operator.
When in doubt, do not hesitate to call on an instructor for
assistance.

6. Test operate the machine only in the presence of an
instructor. The instructor will determine if the machine
operates at maximum efficiency or if it requires further
adjustments.

7. The instructor will sign your Student progression sheet
when you have achieved your objectiva.

8. Having now completed all lessonL on the heavy 6uty machine
{model ?-33},you are.to demonstrate your ability to prepare
the machine for operation, perform maintenance, and make
311 operator's adjustments. You will be given an.examination
performance guide which is quite similar to your Learning
co.)d Performance Guides. Before asking for the examination
guide, you may wish to review sections XV XVIII in your
student workbook.

Q "
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SECTION XVIII

TROUBLESHOOTING HEAVY DUTY SEWING MACHINE

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

I. Purpose And Scope.

This section, by means of troubleshooting, will enable you to

deeect malfuncrions-in-your machine and make corrections to those

malfunctions within the operator's eChelon; and sp1,11 out which mal-

functions have to be' reported as beyond the operator's echelon. The

purpose of this period of instruction is to teach you the appropriate

methods of detecting nd correcting malfunctions of the heavy duty

machine. Thi:$1-'i called "Troublet.hooting". To learn troubleshooting

asignment more effective, and most iml)ortant by_

dpplying tylis knowledr,e when you get on the job, will keep a sewing

machine off dgodlinc for an indefinite period.

II. References.

TM 10-3530-2G3-10'
TM 10-3530-203-24

Performance Standards.

In thi ;ertion, a performance :;tanlard is the actual pr:c.Tmanc

ot correcting the mal,f..inct'ons. Therefore, checkpur performance by

referring rz, the cc,rre,-!:ons next to each malEmction is ec t7,

1,'ft of the pjgez; in para IV below.

TrouVler,h,:uting, He:Ivv Duty :'A!wing, Machine.

A. Needle Thid Breaks.

3ize:

1. Needle-Is too light :or farwic Chanp,e neelle to c:,trt.,:-t

2t)5
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gin 2. Machine is incorrectly thieaded - Rethread pachine

-properly,

thread.

3. Thread tension is too tight - Adjust thread tension.

4. Thread is damp or defective - Replace with dry, smooth

S. Needle is incorrectly installed - Install needle

properly.

6. Needle is defective, bent, or blunt - ?install serviceable

one.

'B. Needle Breaks.

1. Needle is loose in clamp. Tighten needle.

2. Needle is of wrong class, variety or size -1Use correct

3. Pres-ser foot is 1 ose - Tighten presser foot.

ir
C. Bobbin Thread Breaks.

1. Thread is damp or defictive - Use dry, smooth thread.

2: Bol bin tent,ion i too great - Adjust Dobbin tenciron.,

3. iinhbin case is incorrectly threaded Thread 1-4)n case

correctly.

ca-,e is wound unevenly, t:.3 or ton full to,

revolve Ireely - Reset bobbin winder to wind bobbin correctly an..1

rewind bobbin.

1). (t.itches f-Aip c!' Fail to,Lock.

1. Needle is incorrectly installed - Install needle properly.

s
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2. Needle bar is out df adjustment - AdJust needle bar and

'time; needle wi.thseming book point.- %

3. Shuttle race is loose,- Tighten shuttle race assembly.

E. Stitches are Uneven or Pile 4.

1. reed dog is too low - Report condition to supervisor.

2. Presser foot pressure is too week - Adjust loresser foot

pressure.

F. Seals Draw.

1. Tension on thread'ioo tight - Adjust tens!on.

') Operator feeding material at improper speed Don't hold

Idck or push -mateniat. Peed at speed of machine.

G. Thread Balls Up Under Throat Plate.

Thread tervlion out of adjustment - Adjust thread tension.

i. Fee.2 '2ogt, Strike Throat Plate.

feel dogs dre OUT of adjustment - Report this condition.

121.1nr)oes Not ulpht When Switch is in ON Position.

In&aodescent lamp bulb is burned out Remove the

ler and reflector, old bulb, replace with serviceable
5

:,:.,;',:)nont:; in place.

.y dtt..ct;v,: - Notify immedilte f;typervi'.ox.

,!ef,Ictive - t:ot.fy immediate supurvisor.

4 'r010r rpcyvacle is letective - Notify immediate super-

N(A. W1,en Switch is in ON Position.

liAte supervisor.

.267
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1

K. Unusual Noise in Motof.

Motor is defective - Notify tmeediate supervisor.

L. Motor Does Not Pull Load.

1. Drive belt is slipping - Notify immediate supervisor.

2. Improper voltage - Notify immediate supervisor.

3. Motor is defective - Notify immediate svpervisor.

M. f.4.11±_a_aal_Workmanship Precautions.-

1. When you encounter a heavy duty machine with one of the

severul malftnctions; study the possible cause' before plunging into

corr,.ctiilp ,:ause with a "hit and miss".attitude.

2. , I not disa:.semble any component of the heavy duty machine

Al2.ute1y necessary and within yOur echelon. If ybu find it

t...) disassemble anAortion of the sewing machine make certain

'Jt! v-u llv out the parts in 5,equence, this is a sign of good

When making adjtvitments or replacing cor,ponents of the

Ity uld) cc rta:n .that 'ale power source is turned off,

*11

on pow..21- assemblies such cl!' mote:,r,

, taike chances or ,rake i7uesses.1 Htre

4-
y,;,u to call on thP instructo!. When y-Ju 7et tr.4.

tra: technical manual (TM IC,-353u-2C3-10

c '1 y7)ur sL;pervisor or ',,etion leader.

321
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U. S. ARMY QUARTERMASTER SCHOOL
PERFORMANCE EXAMINATION GUIDE

COURSE: Canvas and Webbed Equipage Repair

ANNEX: C-7 Operator Maintenance of Sewing :lachines

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: Heavy Duty Sewing MachiHIN Model 7-33,
Examination

TYPE: Examination

TOOLS, EOUIPMENT AND MATERIALS: Heavy duty sewing machine,
Thread, Needles, Tool Kit, Salvage Canvas, Solvent
compound, Sash brush, Cleaning materials, Lubricants,Rags,
and Needle and Thread Chart.

TRAINING AID: Heavy Duty Sewing Machine, Model 7-33

REFERENCES: TM 10-3530-203-10, Operator's Manual, Textile
Repair Shop, Trailer-Mounted, April 1966, Para's 29-31,
51-56, it 87-98; TM 10-3530-203-24, Organizational and
Maintnenace Manual, Textile Repair Shop, June 1966,
Para 3-77; QMS 244.W1, Part I. Canvas and Webbed Equipage
Repair Course, Aug 1972, Sections XIV-XV a XVII-XVIII.

STUDENT UNIFORM AND EQUIPMENT: Fatigues. Bring all issued
references.

PROPONENT DEPARTMEN.T: PETROLEUM AND FIELD SERVICES

NOVEMBER 1974

V
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EXAMINATION lITLE: Heavy Duty Sewing Machine. Mbdel 7-33,
Examination

YOUR OBJECTIVE: Given tool kit, heavy duty sewing machin.,
thread, needles salvage canvas solvent compound, sash brush,
lubricants needle and thread chart and appropriate references.
you are to be able to demonstrate ability to prepare machine
for operation, perform maintenances ar:Id make all operatorrs
adjustments; examination covers material in blocks C-t. t-3.
C-5) and C-6 in accordance with standards prescribed in
TM 10-353G-203-U1, Para's 29-3l, 51-56, & 87-98; TM 10-3530-
203-24. Para 3-77; and QMS 244.Wl, Part I, Sections XIV-XV
and XVII-XVIII.

INTRODUCTION: This examination is a performance examination
designed to measure your ability to'thread and make adjustments
on the heavy duty sewing machine {Model 7-33). You will be
graded on your performance -- on how well you accomplish
your tasks. Since this is a performance examination designed
,to measure your ability co perform job related tasks and not
your ability to memorize, you may use all appropriate references
that have been Issued to you. You will be ,allowed sufficient
time to complete the examination. Be sure to follow the
stanoaros taught in previous hours on this machine.

DIRECTIONS:

1._ Prior to starting your examination, your.instructor will
Jnthread the needle and bobbin thread on your machine.

2. You will need the following tools and materials to
1.(impl1sh your examination objective:

a. Heavy duty sewing machine {Model 7-33}.

n. Tool kit.

Threaa.

Needle ano Threaa (hart.

Canvas material.

Snlvent compound.

g. Sash brush.

Lubricants.
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1. Rags.

j. DA Form 24a41 attached to the machine.
k. Appropriate references.

3. Remember to observe all safety precautions and to use your
tools and equipment in,a manner which will prevent accidents.

4. You are to perform'the following tasks:

a. Thread with needle and bobbin thread.

b. Install the bobbin correctly.

c. Adjust and time the needle bar.

d. A1just the presser foot.

e. Adjust the thread unwinder tension.

f. Adjust the stitch regulator.

g. Ac1t the bobbin :ension.

h, 'Remve and install the needle.

Lubricate the machine-

.). Clean the machine.

k. Fill out DA Form 2404.

{NOTE: WHILE YOUR INSTRUCTOR MAY NOT HELP YOU PERFORM THESE
EXAMINATION TASKS; IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT WHAT YOU
ARE EXPECTED TO DO, RAISE YOUR HAND.}

After yn,. have finished all your tasks, your instructor
checK 0'.,aivate your work. The instructor will point

ot.,t your e'rrors and demonstrate corrective procedures.

b. Test operate the machine and leave a test patch in the
Tachine to Indicate the machine is functioning properly. Turn
off the switch. Place the cover over the machine and police
Jo the immediate work area.

. your instructor will now sign your progression sheet and
assign your next lesson.

3 1
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U. S. AMY QUARTiAMSTErt SCHOOL

Grad Sheet
for

HEAVY DM SEWING MACHINE, MODEL 7-33, EXAMINATION FR-I-7

FR-I-7-E2

STUDENTS' ..XAMINATION OBUCTIVE: To demonstrste ability to prepare-,nachine
or operation, perform naintenance, and make all operator's adjustments.

01H,XTIONS:

1. Jaterials Required:

a. Learning Performance Guide (FR-I-7 PEI-1).

b. 'OeviatioA Sheet (F-I-7-E2).

c. Exam ttecord Sheet (rRADOC 17orm S33-R).

d. iloavy Duty Sewing Machine (Model 7-33).

c. 4OU1 Kit.

L. Thread.

Needle and Thread Chart.

h. Canvas Material.

i. Solvent Compound.

j. Sash Brush.

k. Lubricants.

1. Rags.

m. DA Form 2404 attached to the machine.

,:xamination Tasks:

.04

a. Thread with needle and bobbin thread.

Install the bobbin correctly.

!-ROPOritin DEPA7TMENT: PLTRULEUM AMD ,'LELD SERVICES
AUGUST 1976

THIS GRADE SHEET SUPERSEDES CW-C-7.GS DATED DECEMBER 1974

:Pt;
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FR-I 7EMI,
c. Adjust and rime the needle bar.

d. Adjust the presber foot.

. Adjust the thread uniander torsion.

f. Adjust the stitch regulator.

Adjust the bobbin tension.

h. Remove and install the needle.

i. Lubricate the machine.

j. Clean where necessary.

k. iili out DA l'orm 2404.

I. S..orilit, Procedures.

a. Use Deviation Rstinp, Sheet (FR-1-7-E2) to determine the stuc:ent's
per,orilance on each ite.n.

b. Lnter each student's name at the top of each column.
0

c. Under each student's name record the points earned next to each
performance item.

d. Total the points earned and enter the total in the column at the
end of the grade sheet.

4. Lritique: Identify those areas where points were dedlicted. Explain
corrective measures.

5. Recordirr Procedures:

6. Sign student's progression sheet.

b. Lnter the score and examination time on the instructor's master
progression chart.

c. etlt out an LXAN REWAU sheet (TRALO::, iorm ..or each studeat.
Jup 1 ate al a lphabet Lc ,odes and .nufiers ls show on the accompAnyilw
slmp 1e These_ aie 6td:11i_dited_ior_this..2.ar t z ..e.xi.121. t . To iifld
the percentage ecore (columns 34-38), locate the raw score (student's
total points) on the MAW SCORE CONVERSION CHART accompanying the
deviation sheet (FR-I-7-E2).- NOTE: 1007, am 10000. To incorrectly enter
this.as 01000 would'credit the student with only 107..- For every percentage
score except 1007,, the first digit will be a 0. EVERY ZERO SHOULD HAVL.
A SLASH THROUGH IT.

d. Turn all LAM RLCORD sheets into your section supervisor for
processing by student accounting. File grade sheet in class record file.

273
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eg7 U. S. ARMY QUARTERMASTER SCHOOL
GRADING SHEET

PERFORP1ANCE EXMINATION

FABRIC REPAIR COURSE

HEAVY DUTY SEWING MACHINE Model 7-33

m1-7-112

GRADE SHEET

NAME OF STUDENT
..........--.

Maximum Possible Score 66
Minimum Passing Score 46

A. THREADING

1. Threading Needle Thread 14

2. Needle threaded properly 2

Bobbin wound properly 5

4. Bobbin installed properly
* *

B. ADJUSTMENTS

1,

p, 0

* .

4

4

,

i

1. Needle Bar adjusted properly

2. Presser foot adjusted properly

3. Thread unwinder tension correct 2
4. ,

St
1

ta length adjusted properly
4. (5-to 7 per inch) 5

p

,

5. Bobbin thread tension correct 5
A,. # I,

a .

6. Needle Installed correctly 5
--P--- r

.

_

C. MAINTENANCE

1. Lubrication

.

2. Overall cleanliness

3. DA Form 2404 filled out

D. GENERAL

1. Care of tools and equipment

,

2. Students regard for safety

TOTAL 661

274
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CW.C..7 Dan-
U. S.- ARMY QUAIXSPIWITIR SCHOOL

Deviation Rating Sheet
for

R&AVY DUTY IRVING MACHINR, MODEL 7-33, IOLAMINATION

This deviation rating sheet is used to rate the student's performance on
the Heavy Duty Sewing Nachins, Model 7-33, Ixamination (011.PC-7) and will
be used in conjunction with the grade sheet (CM-C.7 GS).

Refer to the grade sheet for scoring procedures.

PROPONENT DEPARIMINT: PETROLEUM AND FIELD SERVICES

DICIMB1CR 1974
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U.S. ARMY QUARTERMASTER SCHOOL CW-C-7 DS

DEVIATION SHEET

PERFORMANCE EXAMINATION

CANVAS AND WEBBED EQUIPAGE REPAIR COURSE

HEAVY DUTY SEWING MACHINE (Model 7-33)

DEVIATION SHEET

I-

.

Maximum Possible Score 66 .

Minimum Passing Score 46 4
1._ Es

,..
ti

. .z.,..

---

,

8
g,

'``'

-.....

A. THREADING

1. Threading Needle Thread 14

1111111

2. Needle threaded properly

3. Bobbin wound properly
5

111111

111
1-4 1111111111 54. Bobbin installed properly

B. ADJUSTMENTS IIIIIII
1. Needle Bar adjusted properly

5111 1111
2. Presser foot adjusted properly

3. Thread unwinder tension correct

nigh7111:gttiln2giusted proper y

5

111111111
..11.111

III

....

III 111111

11111.

5. Bobbin thread tension correct

6. Needle Installed correctly

C. MAINTENANCE

lubrication

2. Overall cleanliness 11/111111101111

II 3 IIIIIIIII3. DA Form 2404 filled out

D. GENERAL 1111111111111111111
2 21. Care of tools and equipment

2. Students regard for safety

2 76 '3
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RAW SCORE CONVIRSION SHEET

RAW SCORE PERCENT RAW SCORE PERCENT

66 10000 44 06667

65 09849 43 06515

64 09697 42 06364

63 09546 41 06212

62 09394 40 06061

61 09242 39 05909

60 09091 38. 05758

59 08939 37 05606

58 08788 36 05455

57 08636 35 05303

56 08485 34 05152

55 08333 33, 05000

54 08182 32 04849

53 08030 31 04697

52 07879 30 04546

51 07727 29. 04394

50 07576 28 04242

27 04091
49 07424

26 03939
48 07213

25 03788
47 07121

24 03636
46 36970

45 06818
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U. S. ARMY QUARTERMASTER SCHOOL

LEARNING/PERFORMANCE GUIDE

COURSE: Canyas and Webbed Equipage Repair

ANNEX: C-8 Operator Maintenance of Sewing Machines

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: Preparation of Medium Duty Sewing Machine for
Operation

TYPE: Programmed Instruction and Practical Exercise Hardware

CLASS PRESENTED TO: Enlisted

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS: Medium Duty Sewing Machines, Appropriate
neferences, Thread, Needles, Needle and
Thread Chart, Took kit, Cleaning Materials,
Lubricants, Sash Brush, and Rags

TRAINING AIDS: QMS 244.W1, Canvas and Webbed Equipage Repair Course,
Part I, Aug 1972, SectIon XX, Pgs 20.01-20.07

REFERENCES: TM 10-3530-203-10, Opt(ator's Manual, Textile Refrair Shop,
AprIl 1966, Para 35; ano QMS 244.W1, Canvas and Webbed
Equipage Repair Course, Part I, Section XX

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: Recommended: Read QMS 244.W1, Part I, Section XX,
Pgs 20.01-20.07

STUDENT UNIFORM AND EQUIPMENT: Fatigues. Bring QMS 244.W1, Part I.

PROPONENT DEPARTMENT: PETROLEUM AND FIELD SERVICES

APRIL 1975

al I
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LESSON TITLE: Preparation of Medium Duty Sewing Machine for Operation.

YOUR OBJECTIVE: As a result of this instruction, given appropriate
FiTi7ences, medium duty sewing machine, thread, needles, tooj kit, needle
and thread chart, cleantng materials, lubricants, and QMS 244.20 Student
Learning and Performance Guide, you will be able to prepare model medium
duty sewing machine for operation in accordance with standards prescribed
in TM 10-3530-203-10, Para 35 and QMS 244.WI Student Workbook, Part 1,
Section XX.

INTRODUCTION: Because this machine runs at very high speed, the proce-
dures for preparing this machine for operation must be followed accurately
and with precision. Some machines may operate with a threading point
incorrectly made, not this machine. This machine must be clean and well-
lubricated, as well as adjusted correctly, if you expect it to perform
and sew without malfunctioning.

DIRECTIONS:

1. For this lesson, you will be performing as directed in QMS 244.W1,
Section XX, Pgs 20.01-20.07. You will need the following items;

a. Medium duty sewing machine.

h. Threal.

c. Needle.

d. Thread and needle chart.

e. Tool kit.

f. Cleaning material,

g. Lubricants,

h. Sash brush,

1. Rags.

j. QMS 244:41, Pt I.

SAFETY PRECAUTI.ON:, Disconnect power cords or turn off the power
,..4itc'FCber-67-eFecCin-ri-inc, maintenance opT.ration.

...i. Read trio performance standards on pages 20.01-20.02. NOTE: Your
instructor will use these same standards to evaluate your work.

2 7 9
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4. Prepare the machine for operation by following the sequence in QMS
244.Wl, Part I, Pgs 20.02 - 20.07;

a. Remove and install the needle.

b. Remove the bobbin.

c. Wind the bobbin.

d. Install the bobbtn.

e. Thread with needle thread.

f. Catch the bobbin thread.

5. If you have problems at any time, raise your hand and an instructor
will give you assistance.

6. Have the instructuT -inn your progression sheet. He. will then direct
you to the next block truction.



Si.:.TION XX

PREPARATION roR OPERATION, MEDIUM DUTY SEWING MACHINE

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

894-

I. Purpose and Scope.

With the insfPtictions in this ,,ection, you will be able to pre-

pare the machine for cpeOaCon by removing the bobbin from the machine,

threading the bobbin winder according to thread chart, winding a

bobbin, thre:Iding the bobbin case ly cori,ectly placinpliohliin in case,

inilling,nePdie in needle kir with grove of needl to operators

left, ,Ind xe viacLinf' dccor,Eng to thread:ng

-!,in..!ard:J. Use t oee standird:; to ,.-neck the

A w

A. Mdk r Ii tnreadinE _points are Lovered arid threaded

in thru,iled ccxrc:Ily in rae anl, thread

1r I ot

C . T i S. .(.' 4 (D14.1

'

23

un,ler tension of bobbin

: f u. t Qi 1rwd, turning

-.)r anytime



895 F. Proper amount of thr,ead (3 inches) back under 22?ser feet

before starting to sew.

A C. bobbin not wound ioo full nor too loose, nor too tight.

H. Presser feet raised when winding bobbin.

I. Needle eye threaded correctly from left to right; also long

groove of needle to operator's left.

Iv. Preparing Machine'for Operation.

'NOTE: Make sure motor switch is off before handling the machine.

A. Removing and Installing the Needle.

F1,I,e needle bar to highest point. (Turn balance wheel

ward!-: (-,1,eralor).

ose,n the need4 setscrew.

. 1,emove needle from bar.

new needle. (The lehe mut be to the

;)perator' left. Use a- rpod needle, never a bent one or one t./th

dull or d blunt point. The correct class and variety needle for

H 13'.) x 17. Tbe size mo,:t. 0,..)mmony used .I.L; 22).

the setcrew s-curely.

-- .v:w the iiobbin.

; ,-1,-ite (pull e

:.ift bobbin case latch (im;ert finFer i un,ler tht.

In fr,Dm tbe

.

. ( '140 )

3 1 )
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1. Place the bobbin on the bobbin winder spindle and push it

on as far as it will go.

2. Pass the thread from the bobbin thread cone on the thread

unwinder down through the thrfad hole in the tension bracket and down

between the bobbin winder tension disks.

3. Pull the thread from the lower side of the tension disks

to the bobbin.

4. Pass the thread around the bottom side of the bobbin, wind

the end of the thread around the bobbin a few times.

5. Push the bobbin winder pulley over against the machine

belt by pressing on the top latch thumb lever until the automatic

stop latch catches and holds the pulley against the driving belt.

6. Turn motor switch on and lift the presser foot.

7. Depress the treadle to connect the motor with the

machine. Operate the machine until the bobbin is full. If Dhe

bobbin, winder is properly adjusted, the automatic stop latch will

operate and throw the bobbin winder pulley away frcm the machine belt

when the bobbin is full.

9. Remove bobbin from bobbin winder spindle.

9. Turn off motor switch.

NOTE: The bobbin may be wound while-the machine is in operation.

However, if no material is und,r the needle, pull the needle thread

out of the eye of the needle. Pull the needle thread from the needle ,

to prevent it from catching the bobbin thread and balling up under

the throat plate. Raise the presser foot to prevent undue wear upon

the feed dog.

lot
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897
D.' Installing the Bobbin.

1. Hold the bobbin so that the thread pulls counterclockwise.

2. Slip the bobbin over the latch and center stud and push

down the latch.

3. Draw the thread into the slot between the bobbin case

opener and the triangular projection on the bobbin case.

4. Pull about 6 inches of the bobbin thread above the throat

plate.

S. Close the slide plate, but leave space between the slide

<And the thrat plateL; large enough for the thread tL slip through

wer it is cught: 1)y the needle thread.

F. Th:2eading the Needle Thread. (Fig 91)

i. With the needle at the highest point (poL,ition), pe:J

the thread from the thread unwinder through the hole in the thread

guide, whic'. ie mounted on the machine arm cover.

2. Pa:ie the thread through the three holee, ,, the thread

teni,m guide, 5t,irt at the tor hole and thre ic riht to left,

tree lett te right through the middle hole, .Ind from right to left

through The, ..),)th;r7, hole .

e 1 hreaU OVee t-,( t

to le17.

4. thre.Ad around the thre.J.i eontreiee f.rom

5. Pia(0 the thread under the controllee sprien- an t-!-..e con-
,

r r , on t r c ltr

I)

i

h_J te tnree!: 'own.



6. Pull the thread through the thread guide, and then from

right to left through the eye of the take.lup lever.

7. From the eye of the take-up lever, pass the running end

of the thread back again down through the thread guide.

8. Lead the thread behind the oil felt pad.

9. Draw the thread through the thread guide.

10. And last from left to right through the eye of needle.

NOTE: See Figure 91 for completed view on threading the medium duty

sewing machine.
A

c2_,LitiL the Bobbin Thread.

the :1'.resser bal.- lifter to c,o'r, the 1,1esser toot in

1rs

the lef hand hold the en:1 thf:: thread with

A Iltt it slas:K and towards the upright arm of the machine.

;4: 'h the right hand turn the.Lalance wheel towar.

operitr until the needle moves,:rom its highest posit.:on, dwn, in

TO rs hiv,hest ition. If the needle throad 1s he. w1t:,

tensic,n :luring this piper tion, and if the nte.dle is

,timel, the r-1e thre:.1 will catch the bobbin thread.

up; drawing tT 1-_,! ti
1)-1,- throat piate. ,Lay both thread -r

(BDrh threath. lJ he hr

).
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Figure 894, Aeseving the Bobbin.
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Figure 90. Winding the Bobbin.
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U. S. ARMY QUARTERMASTER SCHOOL

LEARNING/PERFORMANCE GUIDE

QMS 244.21 L/PG

COURSE: Canvas and Webbed Equipage Repair,

ANNEX: C-9 Operator Maintenance of Seaing Machines

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: Adjustment and Operation of Medium Duty.Machine

TYPE: Programed Instruction and Practical Exercise Hardware

CLASS PRESENTED TO: Enlisted

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: Medium Duty Sewing Machine, Tool Kit,
Salvage Canvas Material, Thread,
Needles, Lubricants, Rags, and
QMS 244.21 L/PG.

TkAINING AIDS: QMS 244.W1, Part I, Section XXI, Medium Duty Sewing
Machine

REFERENCES: TM 10-3530-203-10, Operator's Manual, Textile Repair Shop,
Trailer-Mounted, April 1966, Para 29-30-31; TM 10-3530-
203-24, Organizational and Maintenance Manual, Textile
Repair Shop, June 1966, Para 3-77; QMS 244.W1, Canvas and
Webbed Equipage Repair Course, Part I, August 1972,
Section XXI

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: QMS 244.W1, Part 19 Section XXI, Pgs 21.01 - 21.09

STUDENT UNIFORM AND EQUIPMENT: Fatigues. Bring QMS 244.W1, Part I.

PROPONENT DEPARTMENT: Petroleum and Field Services

NOVEMER 1974
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QMS 244.21 L/PG

LESSON TITLE: Adjustment and Operaticm of Medium Duty Machine

YOUR OBJECTIVE: As a result of this instruction, given medium duty
sewing machine, tool kit, salvage canvas material, thread, needles,
lubricants, rags, appropriate references, and QMS 244.21 L/PG (Student
Learning and Performance Guide), you will be able to operate and adjust
model medium dutt sewing machine in accordance with standards prescribed
in TM 10 -BID -203 -10, pare 29 -)6; TM 10-3630403-24, pare 3-77; and
QMS 244.W1, Part I, Section XXI.

INTRODUCTION: Since the mectium duty machine is faster than the other
five machines which you will, operate within your MOS, it jumps out of
time easier. Since the machine's parts are more complex, it breaks
down more often. If the shuttle hangs up on thread or material, it
will throw out the automatic safety clutch. If a particle of dirt gets
under the bobbin, the thread may break. As a machine operator, you will
be expected to deal with these and other malfunctions which come under
the category of operator maintenance. In order to prevent the medium
duty machine from being put on deadline (inoperable) status, you will
need to learn to adjust these common machine malfunctions.

DIRECTIONS:

1. For this lessoh you will be performing as directed in QMS 244.W1,
Part I, Section XXI, Pages 21.01 - 21.10. You will need the following
items:

a. Medium duty sewing machine.

b. Tool kit.

c. Cleaning solvent.

d. Salvage canvas material.

e. Needles.

f. Lubricants.

g. Rags.

h. This Student Learning and Performance Guide.

2 FOLLOW SAFETY PRECAUTIONS: DISCONNECT POWER CORDS OR TURN OFF THE
POWER SOURCE BEFORE BEGINNING MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS.
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3. First read the performance standards on page 21.02, pare V.
(NOTE: Your instructor will use these same standards to evaluate your
work.)

4. Perform the following adjustments as directed in pages 21.01 -
21.10:

a. Adjust the motor clutch pedal.

b. Time the needle bar with the sewing hook:

c. Operate the medium duty machine.

d. Stop the medium duty sewing machine.

e. Read safety precautions.

f. Adjusting needle thread tension.

g. Adjusting the bobbin tension.

h. Adjusting the pressure on the material (lifting presser foot).

i. Adjusting pressure on vibrating presser foot.

j. Winding the bobbin while sewing.

k. Preventive ;iaintenance service.

1. Reengagement of the safety clutch.

4. Have the instructor check and evaluate your work and sign your
progression chart. He will then assign you to your next lesson.



SECTION XXI

ADJUSTMENT AND OPERATION OF MEDIUM DUTY SEWING MACHINE

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

I. Ptirpose and Scope.

The instructions in this section will enable you to adjust the

motor clutch pedal to achieve the correct starting and braking action

of machine; time the needle bax with the sewing hook according to

timing measurements without deviation; insert material of various

thicknesses (one thickness at a time); stitch and make adjustments

to presser foot in accordance to the thickness of material inserted;

adjust bobbin and needle threads in accordance with tension chart;

wind the bobin while r>ewing; make any necessary adjustments to the

bobbin winder and bobbin winder tension; observe all safety pre-

cautions in operating and making adjustments; perform "during

operation" preventive mainten nce services in accordance with lubri-

cdtich charts and operator's PM check ILA; remove work from machine

to th :,atisfaction of the instructor; and perform "after operation"

preventive maintenance services according to operator's PM check

lit anzt the reference!, for this le:,r:on.

There are very few larit is Letween this machille and

,!..,Ayy duty 7--inin. This macLine rtins much faster than the

vv 1.ty part.3 dr- ;(..4:"A'Whdt_ smaller and more complex

th her. du'y mar.hine. Adjustment!:, are of closer tolerance

th.4 !;eavy duly ffivi,inf! and y-u mul,T be more careful regarding
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905
safety with this machine.

III. Reference.

TM 10-3530-203-10

IV. Tools and Supplies Required.

Screwdrivers
Cresent wrench
Lubricating oil
Wiping rags
Sewing material

V. Performance Standards. Use these standards to check the accuracy

of your work.

A. Adjust motor clutch pedal so it will not touch the floor and

when released, will disengage the clutch.

B. Needle bar is adjusted so the hook is 1/16" above the needle

eye when the needle bar raises 3/32 of an inch from its lowest

C. *When making adiustments, keep motor switch OFF.

D. Thread tension should be adjusted so lock of thread is in

miudle of material sewn.

C. Operator's "PM" services are performed.

F. fresser feet adjusted so material does not bd when being

VI. Adiustment (Ind Operation of Medium Duty Sewing Machine.

A. Adjusting Motor Clutch Pedal. The pedal is located at the

!:trTT of the stand. It is used to operate or to engage the clutch.

Press it downward to engage the clutch and to start the machine.

helcase the pedal to disengage the clutch.

292
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1. Loosen the pitman rod clamp. Hold the pitman rod so,

it will not slip.

2. Lower or raise the top part of the pedal until it is

about one inch from the floor.

3. Tighten the pitman rod Clamp, do not overtighten the

clamp as it is easily broken.

B. Timing the Needle Bar with the Sewinj Hook. The sewing hook

point must pass 1/16 of an inch above the top of the needle eye.

1. Remove the drive belt from balance wheel. Tilt machine

to the rear to remove belt, then set machine upright.

2. Remove face plate thumb screw and plate.

3. Remove the throat plate screws and plate.

4. Turn balance wheel toward operator until the point of

th sewing hook is centered with needle and needle bar has raised

3/32 of an inch from lowest position. The point of the Tring hook

must he 1/1 " above the top of the needle eye at this time.

5. Loosen the needle bar ;:onnecting stud pinch screw and

lower or raise the needle bar until the top of the needle eye is

a1,out 1/1.6" below the sewing hook point. Making sure that the neele

blr does net move, retighten the connecting stud pinch screw. On

this adjustment there are no deviations.

n. Replace the throat plate and screws. The beveled end of

Ilroat plate is inserted away from operation. Square finoer o!

bobbin case is inserted in bobbin case finger guide of throat ;:late.

293
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96 7 C. ationofMadiututSwinMachine.

1. Inserting material in machine, turn balande wheel until

needle bar moves up to its highest position. Raise the presser foot.,

place material under presser foot, then lower presser foot. Turn

balance wheel until needle is in the material.

2. Turn motor switch to the ON position.

3. Sewing material. Hand-turn the balance wheel toward the

operator and simultaneously hold the needle and bobbin thread until a

few stitches are made. 'Then, removing-your hand from balance wheel,

press the treadle slowly to engage the clutch with the motor. Do not

push or pull the material or you may bend the needle.

D. Stospint_ the Medium Duty Sewing Machine. Release the treadle

to stop the machine. Hand-turn the balance wheel until the stitch

is completed and the thread take-up lever is at its highest point and

lift the presser bar lifter to raise the presser foot. Draw the

material straight behind the presser foot, and cut needle'and botbin

thread so that about 3 inches will be under and behind the presser

foot.

E. Safety Precautions.

1. When making adjustments, keep motor switch in the "OFF"

pot,ition.

2. When sewing, keep hands away from the needle.

3. Never sew at top speed. You do not have proper control

over the machine and you may injure yourself as well *cis doing a poor

job of sewing.

St
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4. Remove drive belt when making adjustments to the sewing

machine.

r. Adjusting_Needle Thread Tension. (Fig 94) When the medium

duty sewing machine is operating correctly, the lock cif the stitch

will be in the center of the material. To check and adjust, use the

following procedures.

1. Test sew on the machine two or three inches, check top

and bottom of the material to see if the lock of the stitch is in

the center rot the material.

2. Turn the tehslon,regulator thumbnut to th /light to

increase or to the lett to decrease the tension on the needle

threast. I: y.'u -an see the lock ot the :;titch on the bottom of the

material, t,ten the thumbnut. It the loci, Cf the stitch is on the

to;' ot the material, looLAsn the thumbnut. The lok of the stitch is

the crossinp. o the two thread! this lock must f.e in the center of

the material.

Adjut the needle thread tension only when the lilt in, presser

foot
-11.1%..b.

Ten:; i O . r 914A )

1. -11. a ieCt' Cr1 Tr..11 ,.1 al 114,

*_op anl bottom of material to sec if the ioo ,D7 the itch

!-he cen u: o the " !er:ai.

)bb.n .1.. ten

screw L.; turned to the r'0,,ht to i'likrease the ten; ion ant TO the

to decveAst the tensi)n, on the bobbin thred.
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909 NOTE: Adjust the bobbin case tension only when you cannot make the

corrt:ction with the needle thread tension regulator thumbnut.

H. Adjusting Pressure on Material (Lifting Presser Foot).
ar.

1. The pressure should be just enough to hold the material

firmly against the feed dog while the vibrating presser foot moves

forward.

2. Adjust the pressure of the lifting presser foot on material

with the regulating thumbscrew.

s?

pressure.

pressure.

a. Turn the thumbscrew to the right to increase the

b. Turn thc thumbscrew to the Wt,Ato decrease the

I. Adjusting Irossure on Vibrating Presser Foot. Adjust the

pressufe- of the front or vibrating presser foot with the thumbscrew

on top bf the machine facc,

1. Turn the thumbscrew L.) the right to incre the pressure.

2. Turn the thumb:;crew the lett to Jecrode t4y pressure.

Z. Winding the Pobbin while .ewin:. Tho !.obhin -ay be wound

while the machine i- in i.era;ioh. c.ever , the bobbin is re-

wound while sewihc, same pr:),:edure, wiII be followed as rewinding

the bobbin without :;owin.t with itIteriJ: in *.he previous hours of

instruction, excei,! removing the t sre trom the needle.

Preventive Maintenance Service. The preventive maintenance

services on the medium duty sewing machine is the same as the other

machines except for placing two or tlIrPe drops of oil on the green
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felt on the sewing hook assembly every time the bobbin is replaced

and filling the oil reservoirs.

L. Re-engagement of the Safety Clutch.

1. A safety clutch, to prevent ihy damage by overload and

damage to the hook, is installed in the lowest belt pulley.

2. The safety clutch will become disengaged and Stop the

hook from turning if any material or thread clogs the hook.

3. Before making this adjustment, be sure the hook is clear

of thread and is not binding.

4. Open the bed on the right side of the needle to check.

5. Push or press the stitch length regulator button down

and at the same time, turning the machine pulley, the hook driving

shaft is locked until the zafety clutch is re-engaged.

6. Reset the stitch length and the machine is ready for

wi:
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Figure 93. Centering point of sewing hook with needle.
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Figure94 To adjust thA neolle thread
tension,turn thumb knob to theoright to

increased, turn knob to the left to
decrease the tension (on A).
To adjust the threa4 controller spring
loose screws,move the disc to the right
or left until thread has a light tension.

(on B )
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Figure94 A To adjust the bobbin thread
tension tarn screw to the right to increase
and to the left to decrease.



U. S. ARMK QUARTERMASTER SCHOOL

LEARNING/PERFORMANCE GUIDE QMS 244.22 L/PG

COURSE: Canvas and Webbed Equipage Repair

ANNEX: C-10 Operator Maintenance of Sewing Machines

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: Troubleshooting Medium Duty Machine

TYPE: Programed Instruction and Practical Exercise Hardware

CLASS PRESENTED TO: Enlisted

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: Medium duty sewing machine, Tool kit,
Thread, Needles, Salvage canvas mate-
ial, and QMS 244.22 L/PG (Student
Learning and Performance Guide)

TRAINING AIDS: QMS 244.W1, Part It Section XXII; Medium duty sewing
machine

REFERENCES: TM 10-3530-203-10, Operator's Manual, Textile Repair Shop,
Trailer-Mounted, April 1966, Para 116-130, and QMS 244.W19
Canvas and Webbed Equipage Repair Course, Part I, August
1972, Section XXII

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: Recommended: Read QMS 244.W1, Part I, Pgs 22.01-22.03

STUDENT UNIFORM AND EQUIPMENT: Fatigues. Bring QMS 244.W1, Part I

PROPONENT DEPARTMENT: Petroleum and Field Serv. es

NOVEMBER 1974
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9/5 QMS 244.22 L/OG

LESSON TITLE: Troubleshooting Medium Duty Machine r--

YOUR OBJECTIVE: As a result of this instruction, given this Learning
and Performance Guide, appropriate references, medium duty sewing machine,
tool kit, needles, salvage canvas material and lubricants, you will be
able to detect and correct malfunctions on model medium duty sevITTir
iiiiarne in accordance with standards prescribed in TM 10-3530-203-10,
parirTl6-130, and QMS 244.Wl, Part I, Section XXII.

INTRODUCTION: Troubleshooting is an action taken by the operator to
detect and correct malfunctions. If these malfunctions are not corrected,
not only will the machine sew improperly but major damage could result
to the machine. By sewing a test patch, the stitch row will indicate if
there is a malfunction on the machine. For example: if the lock of the
stitch is on the top of the material, the tension is too tight. If the
lock of the stitch is on the bottom of the material, the tension is too
loose.

DIRECTIONS:

-Malfunctions have been intentionally created by your instructor.
To correct these malfunctions you may need:

a. Tool kit.

b. Thread.

c. Needles.

2. Fir:t, read pages 22.01 - 22.03 carefully.

3. Nowlinspect the machine to determine all malfunctions.

4. With power source off, make the corrections as directed in QMS 244.W1,
Part I, Section XXII (Student Workbook). If necessary, refer to Sections
XX ard XXI for review.

S. Test operate the machine only after the instructor has checked the
machine to assure all malfunctions have been corrected.

6. The instructor will sign your progression sheet when you have
achieved your objective.

7. Having completed all lessons on the medium duty sewing machine, you
are ready to demonstrate your ability to: prepare the machine for opera-
tion, perform maintenance, and make all operator's adjustments. You
will be given a performance examination guide vihich is quite similar to
your learning and performance guides. Before asking for the examination
guide, you may wish to review Sections XX, XXI, and XXII in your Student
Workbook.
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SECTION XXII

TROUBLESHOOTING MEDIUM DUTY SEWING MACHINE

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

I. Purpose and Scope.

The instruction in this section is on troubleshooting the medium

duty model sewing machine to detect and/or correct all malfunctions.

To be a good equipment operator you must know how to troubleshoot

your equipment. If you are driving down the highway in your vehicle

and you noticed a noise, you would stop and check to see what is

causing it. The sewing machine is no different than your car. The

purpose of this period of instruction is to teach you the appropriate

methods of detecting and correcting malfunctions of the medium duty

4

sewing machine to prevent a major breakdown or serious damage to the

machine. One of your jobs as canvas repairmen will be to keep your

sewing machine in good operating condition.

II. Reference.

TM 10-3530-203-10.

III. Performance Standards.

In this section a performance standard is the actual performance

of correcting the malfunctions. Therefore, check your performance by

referring to the corrections next to each malfunction listed to the

left of the page in para IV below.

IV. Troubleshooting the Medium Duty Sewing Machine.

A. Needle Breakage.

1. Needle is loose in clamp - Tighten needle.

30 3
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9/7 2. Needle is of wrong class or variety - Use correct

needle (135x17).

3. Presser foot is loose - Tighten presser foot.

B. Bobbin Thread Breaks.

1. Thread is damp or defective - Use dry, smooth thread.

2. Bobbin tension is too great - Adjust bobbin tension.

3. Bobbin is incorrectly threaded - Thread bobbin thread

correctly.

4. Bobbin is wound unevenly, too loose, or too full to

revolve freely - Reset bobbin winder to wind bobbin correctly.

C. Stits:hes Skip or Fail to Lock.

1. Needle is incorrectly installed - Install needle properly

(long groove to left).

2. Needle r is out of adjustment Adjust needle bar in

conjunction with sewing hook.

D. Thread Balls up Under the Throat Plate.

Thread tension is out of adjustment - Adjust thread tension.

E. Stitch is too Loose.

Thread tension lobse Adjust tension.

F. Seams Draw.

1. Thread tension Is too tight - Adjust tension.

2. Operator is feeding material at irnproer speed Feed

m,Iterial in relQ'ion witL speed of machine. Do not h,)id 1),Ic on

material.
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G. Stitches are Uneven'or Pile Up.

1. Not enough oressure on presser toot - Increase pressure.

2. Feed dog tcc low - Report this condition to supervisor.

H. Feed Dog SLrikes Throat Plate.

' Feed dog out of adjustment - Report this condition to

supervisor.

I. Lam Does Not L. ht When Switch is in the "ON" Positon.

1. Light cord is not plugged into the electrical power

receptacle - Plug cord into the electrical power receptacle.

2. Light cord is broken - Report it to supervisor.

3. Incandescent lamp (bulb) is burned out - Replace lamp.

4. Lamp assembly or switch is defective - Report it to

supervisor.

Electrical power receptacle is defective - Report it to

supervisor.

J. Motor Does Not Start When Switch is i "ON" Position.

1. Probable cause can be one of the following: power cable

is broken; switch is defective; motor is defective. Notify the

mlpervisor.

2. Pclwer.cable is not plugged into electrical power - Plug

Mc, ',c,es Not Pull Load.

Drive belt slipping; improper voltage or faulty motor

port to the supervisor.
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U. S. ARMY QUARTERMASTER SCHOOL
PERFORMANCE EXAMINATION GUIDE

COURSE: Canvas and Webbed Equipage Repair

ANNEX: C-11 Operator ilaintnance of Sewing Machines

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: Medium Duty Sewing Machine Examination

TYPE: Examination

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS: Medium duty sewing machine,
Thread, Needles, Tool Kit, Salvage Canvas, Solvent
compound, Sash brush, Cleaning materials, Lubricants, Rags,
and Needle and Thread Chart.

TRAINING AID: Medium Duty Sewing Machine

REFERENCES: TM 10-3530-203-10,,Operator's Manual, Textile
Repair Shop, Trailer-Mounted, April 1966, Para's 3$-37,
51-56, and 116-130; QMS 244.W11 Canvas and Webbed Equipage
Repair Course, Part I Aug 1972, Sections XIX-XXII.

STUDENT UNIFORM AND EQUIPMENT: Fatigues. Bring all issued
references.

PROPONENT DEPARTMENT: PETROLEUM AND FIELD SERVICES

NOVEMBER 1974
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CW-C-11 9.70
EXAMINATION TITLE: Medium Duty Sewing Machine Examination

YOUR OBJECTIVE: Given medium duty sewing machine, thread,
needles% tool kit, salvage canvas, solvent compound, sash
brush, cleaning materials, lubricants, rags, needle and thread
chart, and appropriate references you ar to be able to
pr,pare mssnkgLjar.ilafr_'atioatrfstL_.........._mmantenanceanmake
all operat-orls djustmerts; examination covers Platerida in
blocks C-g, C-81 C=9, and C-10 in accordance with stihdards
prescribed in TM 10-3530-203-10, Para's 35-37, 51-56, and
116-130 and QMS 244.W1, Part I% Sections XIX-XXII.

INTRODUCTION: This exam contains nothing new, nothing designed
to trick you. You've done every task before. We're not
testing your ability to memorize or to spell and punctuate
correctly. We're allowing you to show that you can operate,
adjust, and maintain the light duty sewing machine. Your
instructor believes that you are now capable of successfully
performing the examination tasks without his assistance.
Should you need to review a procedure, refer to your reference
materials -- the sections or paragraphs are listed on the
cover sheet.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Prior to starng your examination, your instructor will
unthread the needle and bobbin thread on your machine.

2. You will need the following tools 'sod materials to
accomplith your examination objective:

a. Medium duty sewing machine.

b. Tool

c. Thread.

d . Needle and Thread Chart.

e . Canvas material.

f Appropriate references.

g. SashjOrush.

h . Solvent compound.

i. Lubricants.
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. Rags.

6

CW-C-ll

k. DA Form 24041 attached to the machine.

3. Remember to observe all safety precautions and to use your
tools and equipment in a manner which mill prevent accidents.

4. You ar4 to perform the following tasks:

a. Thread with needle and bobbin thread.

b. Install the bobbin correctly.

c. Adjust and time the needle,bar.

d. Adjust the presser foot.

e. Adjust the thread unwinder tension.

f. Adjust the stitch regulator.

g. Adjust the bobbin tension.

h. Remove and install the needle.

i. Lubricate the machine.

Clean the machine.

k. Fill out DA Form 2404.

(NOTE: WHILE YOUR INSTRUCTOR MAY NOT HELP YOU PERFORM THESE
EXAMINATION TASKS; IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT WHAT YOU
ARE EXPECTED TO DON RAISE YOUR HAND.)

5. After you have finished all your tasks, your instructor
will check and evaluate your work. He will point out any
errors and demonstiiate corrective procedures.

b. Test operate the machine and leave a test patch in the
machine to indicate that the machine is functioning properly.Turn off the power switt....; place- the cover over the machine; -

andrpolice up the immediate work area.

7. Your instructor will now sign your progression sheet and
assign you to your next lesson.
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FR7I -11-12

U. S. AIM QUARIUMIllta SalOOL

71-
Grade Sheet

fur

mEDIUMpuTY SEWING MACHINE EXAMINATION FR-I-11

STUDENTS' EXAMINATION OBJECTIVE: Prepare machine for operation, perform
maintenance, and sibs all operator's adjustment.

DUECTIONS:

1. Materials Required:

a. Learning Performance Guide (FR-I-11 PE1 -1).

b. Deviation Sheet (FR -I -11 -E2).

c. Exam Record Sheet (TRADOC Form 533 ft ).

d. Medium duty sewing machine.

e. Tool kit.

I. Needle and thread chart.

g. Coevas materials.

h. Sash brush.

i. Solvent compound.

J. Lubricants.

k.

I. Thread.

m. DA Form 2404, attached tc., machine.

2. nomination Tasks:

a. Thread with needle and bobbin thread.

b. Install the bobbin correctly.

c. Adjust and time the seedle bar.

d. Adjust the presser foot.

Paoronwr DEPAUMENT: PETROLEUM AND FIELD SERVICES
AUGUST 1976

THIS GRADE SHEET SuPERsEDES Cw -c-11 Gs DATED MARCH 1974
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9423
e. Adjust the thread unwinder tension.

I. Adjust the stitch regulator.

g. Adjust the bobbin tension.

h. Remove and Listen the needle.

i. Lubricate the machine.

j. Clean as required.

k. Fill out DA Form 2404.
N,

3. Scoring Procedures:

FR-I-1 1-E2

a. Dee Deviation Rating Sheet (FR -I-11-E2) todetermine the student's

performance on ach item.

b. Rntt7r each student's name at the top of a column.

C. Under each student's name, record the points earned next to leachperformance item.

d. Total the points earned and enter
end of the grade heet.

4. Critique: Identify those areas whore
corrective measures.

the total in the column st the

points were dedLctod. Explain

5. Recording Procedures:

a. Sign student's progression sheet.

b. Inter the r-ore and examination time on the instructor's masterprogression chart.

c. Fill out an EXAM RECORD sheet (TRADOC Form 533-R) for each student.Duplicate ell alphabetic codes and numerals shown on the accompaayingsample. ItiatgriumaieturgiatiLloLsjia.misutrakruAnalai To findthe percentage score (columns 34-34), locate the raw score (student'stotal points) on the RAW SCORE CONVERSION CHART accompanying the deviatitinshett (FR-I-11-E2). NOM 1007. 11P000. To incorrectly enter this asOWN would credit the student with only la. For every percentage scoreexcept 1007., the first digit will be a G. 'VERY ZERO SHUDLD HAVE A SLASHMOOCH IT.

d. Turn all EXAM RECORD heets into your section supervisor for processinl,by student accounting. File grade sheet in class record file.
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U. S. ARMN QUARTERMASTER SCHOOL
GRADING SHEET

PERFORMANCE EXMINATION

FABRIC REPAIR COURSE

MEDIUM DUTY SEWING MACHINE

:77f
FR-I- --E

GRADE SHEET

NAME IF Dl
Maximum Possible Score 66
Minimum Passing Score 46

A. THREADING

1111111

EMI

11:

111111111

=II

=

1 Threading Needle Thread Ina
11111111111111111111

Ma
2. Needle threaded properly

3. Bobbin wound properly

4. Cobbin installed properly 111111111111

1111

1111

IIIIIIIIIIIII

IIMIll
111111111111111

B. ADJUSTMENTS

1. Needle Bar adjusted properly 5

2. Presser foot adjusted properly le

1131111111

5

3. Thread unwinder tension correct

4. (8 4 10Titch;suller Igh r

5. Bobbin thread tension correct III

5MEI
MIMI

6. Needle Installed correctly

C. MAINTENANCE

1111111111111111
1. Lubrication

4....

2. Overall cleanliness

3. DA Form 2404 filled out
: 1111111111111111

D. GENERAL

1. Care of tools and equipment
11111111111111

2. Students regard for safety
1111 IIIIIIIIIIII

CI
TOTAL

3 41



9.75
U. S. ARMY QUARTERMASTER SCHOOL

LEARNING PERFORMANCE GUIDE

COURSE: Fabric Repair

QMS 244.51 PE1-1

ANNEX: I.-17 Canvas Repair Sewing Machines

IN.STRUCTIONAL UNIT: Preparation of heavy duty sewing machine for opera-
tion, models 144W304 and 145W304

TYPE: Programmed Instruction and Practical Exercise I

CLASS PRESENTED TO: Enlisted

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS: Heavy duty sewing machines, Models 144W304
and 145W304, threads, needles, tool kit,
lubricants, cleaning solvents, rage and
student's learning/performance guide,
QMS 244.51 PE1-1

TRAINING AIDS: Sewing machines, Heavy duty (long arm) QMS 244.1WB-1,
Section XXXI, Part 1, dated Jan 76, Student Learning/
Performance Guide, QMS 244.51 PE1-1.

REFERENCES: TM DGSC - 3530-79 and 80, QMS 244.1WB-1, Part I, Section
XXXI, dated Jan 76

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: Recommended read QMS 244.1W1-1, Section XXXI, Part
I, Jan 76

STUDENT UNIFORM AND EQUIPMENT: Wear fatigues and bring all issued
references to class.

PROPONENT DEPARTMENT: PETROLEUM AND FIELD SERVICES

APRIL 1976
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QMS 244.51 Pi. -1

LESSON TITLE: Preparation of heavy duty sewing machines for operation
models 144W304 and 14511304.

OBJECTIVE: As a result of this instruction, given references, student
workbook, section XXXI, Fart I, heavy duty sewing machines (long arm ),
bobbins, threads, tool kit, and needles will be able to prepare swim
machines models 144W304 and 145W304 for operation in accordance with
tandards prescribed in TM DGSC -3530-79 and 80 and QMS 244.1W)-1,
Section XXXI.

9c2d,

INTRODUCTION: A. Fabric repairmen you will be required to operate many
different types and models of sewing machines. These machines are not
too much different in design than the machines you are accustomed to
operating in previous phases of the course. The biggest difference is
the length of the sewing bed. This is an advantage as it allows you
to place wide layers of material under the arm of the machine for ease
of sewing. The two needle machine has an advantage over single needle
machines as this will allow you to sew two rows of stitches at one time,
rather, than one row on the single needle machine.

DIRECTIONS

1. The instructor will issue to you the following items:

a. Thread

b. Needles

c. Bobbins

d. Tool kit

e. Heavy duty sewing machine (long arm) Model 144W304

f. Heavy duty sewing machine (long arm) Model 14514304.

g. Lubricants

NOTE: Practice safety precautions at all times.

2. Read QMS 244.1WB-1, Section XXXI and perform the following operations:

a. Threading with needle threads

b. Cleaning and oiling

c. Removing the bobbin

d. Removing and replacing needles

313
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9. 2 7
QMS 244.51 PR1-1

e. Winding the bobbin

f. Lubricate the machine

3. The instructor will rotate you from one type of machine to the other.

4. Your classroom instructor will give assistance if required. Raise
your hand to avoid distracting other students that may be watching tapes
or studying lessons from programmed texts.

5. Ask your classroom instructor to check and evaluate your work.

6. Your classroom instructor must sign your student progression sheet
before you may go on to the next lesson.

4.'
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QMS 244.52 P111-1

U. S. ARMY QUARTERMASTER SCHOOL

LEARNING PERFORMANCE GUIDE

COURSE: wabric Repair

ANNEX: I _3 Canvas Repair Sewing Machines

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: Adjustment, Troubleshooting, and Operation of Heavy
Duty Sewing Machines, Models 144W304 and 1.45W304

TYPE: Programmed Instruction and Practical Exercise Hardware

CLASS PRESENTED TO: Enlisted

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS: Heavy Duty sewing Machine's, Models 14411304
and 145W304, Thread, Needles, Tool Kit,
Lubricants, Cleaning Materials and QMS
244.52 PE1 -1

TRAINING AIDS: Sewing Machines, Heavy Duty (long arm) Models 14411304 and
14511304, and QMS 244.1113-1, Section XXXI, Student Workbook
dated Jan 76.

REFERENCES: ManufactumMes Manual TM DGSC - 3530-79 and 80 and QMS 244.1111-1,
Section XXXI, Student Workbook dated Jan 76

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: Recommended: Read QMS 244.1WB-1, Section XXXI Student
Workbook dated Jan 76

STUDENT UNIFORM AND EQUIPMENT: Wear fatigues and bring to class all
issued references

PROPONENT DEPARTMENT: PETROLEUM AND FIELD SERVICES

APRIL 1976
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QMS 244.52 PE1-1

LESSON TITLE: Adjustments, Troubleshooting and Operation of Heavy Duty
Sewing Machines, Models 144W304 and 145W304

OBJECTIVE: As a result of this instruction, given references, heavy duty
sewing machines, models 144W304 and 145W304, salvage canvas, thread,
needles, lubricants, cleaning materials and appropriate references, will
be able to operste, troubleshoot, and adjust sewing machines, models
144W304 and 145W304 in accordance to standards prescribed in QMS 244.1W1-
1, Section XXXI, student workbook dated Jan 76, and manufacturer's
manual TM DOC - 3530-79 and 80.

INTRODUCTION: This machine is unlike the other machines you have had so
far, as it has two needles. This machine is a little more difficult
to adjust the thread tensions and to have the needles placed exactly
right in order to pick up the bobbin threads. This machine is also
harder to operate, as you have to feed two pieces of material into the
machine at one time from two separate directions.

REVIEW: During thb block you will be duplicating some of the work that
you have performed on other machines that you have used. During the last
block.you were taught how to prepare the heavy duty sewing machines for
operation, and this block you are concerned with operation, troubleshoOt-
ing and adjustments of the heavy duty sewing machines (long arm). Only
one of these machines will differ to any great degree, the model 145W304
has a double needle and sews two rows of stitches at once while the
other machine is a one needle machine and sews a single row of stitches.

DIRECTIONS TO THE STUDENT FOR SELF-PACING.

1. The instructor will issue you the following listed items:

a. Thread

b. Needles

c. Bobbins

d. Tool Kit

e. Heavy duty sewing machines (long arm) 144W304 and 145W304

f. Lubricate

8. Cleaning materials

2. Read QMS 244.1WB-1, Section XXXI, student workbook and perform as
directed:

a. Adjust the machine:
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OINS 244.52 PE1-1

(1) Adjust the needle thread tension

(2) Adjust the bobbin thread tcnsion.

(3) Adjust the presserfoot pressure

(4) Adjust the stitch length

b. Operate the machines

3. Continue on your self-paced lesson at your own speed and your
classroom instructor will give you assistance if required, hold your
hand up to prevent discurbing other students that may be tching tapes
and your instructor will come as quickly as possible.

4. Perform in a safe manner at all time being sure to observe all
previowily taught precautions. One, be sure the power switch is in the
off position before performing adjustments on these machines.

5. ASK your classroom instructor to check and evaluate your work as
r4quired.

6. Your classroom isntructor will sign your progression chart before
advancing you to the next lesson.

930
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FR-I-144E1-1

U. S. ARMY QUARTERMASTER SCHOOL

UAW/1E PWORNANCI GUIDE

COURSE: Fabibic Repair

ANKX: 1-14. Gums Ftepeir Sedng Machines:

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: Heavy Duty Sewing Machines Examinatiotl,
Models 1441004 and 14SW304

TYPE: Examination

TOOLS. EQUIPMENT AND MATER/ALS: Heavy duty sewing machine
(Model 1440001 Heavy duty sewing machine (Model 145000,
Thread, Needles% Tool Kit. Salvage canvas% Solvent
compound% lash brushl-Cleaning editorials% Lubricants%
Rags% and Needle and Thread Chart

TRAINING AID: Hedvy Duty Sewing Machine (Model l44W304},
Heavy Duty Sewing Machine (Model 145W304}

. _REFERENCES: TM DGSC 3530-79; TR DGU 3530-80, Sec XXXI, QMS 244.1 NB 1
Part I

STUDENT UNIFORM AND EQUIPMENT: Fotigues. Bring QMs 244.W11
Part I.

PROPONENT DEPARTMENT: PETROLEUM AND FIELD SERVICES

SEPTINIER 1976

This learning performance guide supersedes CW-C-21 dated Nov 74.

(37. 1
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EXAMINATION TITLE' Heavy Duty Sewing Machines Examination,
Models l44W304 and 145W304.

930Z

uR OBJECTIVE: Given heavy duty sewing machine (Model l44W304},
heavy duty sewing machine (Model l45W304}, thread, needles,
tool kit, salvage canvas, solvent compound, sash brush, clean-
ing materials lubricants, rags, needle and thread chart, and
appropriate reference materials, you_are to be able to'

maintenance, and make a l operator's adiustments; examination
covers material in Blocks 1-12 and1:11 in accordance with
standards prescribed in TM DGSC 3530-79 Ind 113 and QMS 244.1 W-7, Part 1.--

INTRODUCTION: The heavy duty sewing machines, Models l44W304
and 145W304 are the newest and the most complicatel of the
sewing machina models which you may be required to operate in
your field assignment. Therefore, it is important that you
determine now whether you have acquired the skills necessary
to operate, adjust, and maintain these machines.

DIRECTIONS:

1. You will need the following tools and materials to accompli
your examination objective:

a. Heavy duty sewing machine (Model 144W304)/Heavy duty
sewing machine (Model 145W304Y

b. Tool kit.

c. Thread.

d. Needle and Thread Chart.

e. Canvas material.

f. Appropriate references.

g. Sash brush.

h. Solvent compound.

1. Lubricants.

j. Rags.

k. DA Form 2404, attached to each machine.
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93 3
a. Prior to starting your examination, your instructor will
unthread the needle and bobbin thread on each machine.

1. Remember to observe al,' safety precautions and to use your
tools and equipment in a anner which will prevent accidents.

4. Pgrform the following tasks:

a. Thread with needle and bobbin thread(s).

b. Install bobbin(s) correctly.

C. Adjust and time the needle bar.

d. Adjust the presser foot.

e. Adjust the thread unvinder tension.

f. Adjust the stitch regulator.

g. Adjust the bobbin tension.

h. Remove and install needle(s).

i. Lubricate the machine.

j. Clean the machine.

K. Fill out DA Form 2404.

(NOTE: WHILE YOUR INSTRUCTOR MAY NOT HELP YOU PERFORM THESE
EXAMINATION TASKS; IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT WHAT YOU
ARE EXPECTED RAISE YOUR HAND.)

5. After you ave finished all your tasks for a machine, your
instructor will check and evaluate your work for that machine.
He will point out any errors and demonstrate corrective procedures.

6. Test operate the machine and leave a test patch in the
machine to indicate that the machine is functioning properly.
Turn off the power switch; place the cover over the machine;
and police up the immediate work area.

7. Upon assignment to the second machine, return to step 4
and perform as directed in 41 51 and 6.

B. Upon successful completion of the performance examination,
your instructor will sign your progression sheet and assign
your next lesson.

320
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q.354
CW-C-21 DS

U. S. ARMY QUARTERMASTER SCHOOL

Deviation Rating Sheet
for

HEAVY DUTY SEWING MACHINES EXAMINATION, MODELS 144W304 AND 145W304

This deviation rating sheet is used to rate the student's pnrformance on
the Heavy kuty Sewing Machines Examination, Models 144W304 and 145W304
and will beused in conjunction with the grade sheet (CW-C-21 GS).

Refer to the grade sheet for scor-imgprocedures.

PROPONENT DEPARTMENT: PETROLEUM AND FIELD SERVICES

DECEMBER 1974
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935
U.S. ARMY QUARTERMASTER SCHOOL

DEVIATION SHEET

PERFORMANCE EXAMINATION

CANVAS AND WEBBED ElUIPAGE REPAIR COURSE

HEAVY DUTY SEWING MACHINES (Models 144W304 & 1

MAXIMUM POSSIBLE SCORE: 127

MINIMUM PASSM SCORE: 89

4.6

CC

4.)

Ci- .

CJ

CW-C-21 DS

DEVIATION SHEET

A. THRFOING - Model 144W304

1. Threading Needle Thread. 14 -4 I
4411.111.11M

2. Needle threaded properl 2

3. Bobbin wound properly

4. Bobbin installed oro7erly 5 1 4

41. ADJUSTMENTS - Model 144W3P4

1. Needle bar adjusted properlp

Presser foot adjusted
2. roDerly 2 2

Thread unwinder tension
1. correct. 2

711ICriength adjusted
4. properly (5 to 7 pr. inch) 5

Bobbin thread tension
55. correct.

Needle installed
6. correctl 5

MAINTENANCE - model 144W304

1. Lubrication 5 5
40=

2. Cverall cleanliness 3

14

DA Form 2404 filled out. 3

D. THREADIN1 - Model 145W304

322
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lfl

Threadin. Needle Threads

CW-C-21 DS
Page 3

DEVIATION SHEEI

936

2. Needles threaded properly

.3. Bobbins wound'oroperly

4. Bobbins installed properly

ADJUSTMENTS - Model 145W304

1. Needle bar adjusted proper

resser oot a ust
2.

Pro verb/.

473 o VD
CO"4 s

cm a4g

C1G

14.1
1.-

CD

04

14 14

- a

3.
Thread unwinder tension
rcirrort

St4tch lenoth adjusted
7 er incherl 5 to

Bobbin thread tension
5.

6.

correiz

Needlel., installed
correctlx.

MAINTENANCE - Model 145W304

1. Lubrication

2. Overall cleanliness

3. DA Form 2404 filled out

5

5

U. 11111111111111111

1. GENERAL

1. Care of tools & eouipment

2. Regard for safety

TOTAL

323
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Raw Score

127
126

125
124

123

122
121

120
119
118
117

116
115

114

113
112

111

110
.09

me
107

106

105

104
103

102

101

100
99
98
97

96
95
94

93
92

91

90
89
88
87
86
85
84

RAW SCORE CONVERSION SHEET

Percent Raw Score

CW-C-21 DS

Percent

10000 83 06535'
09921 82 06457
09843 81 06378
09764 80 06299
09685 79 06221
09606 78 06142
09528 77 06063
09449 76 05984
09370 75 05906
09291 74 05827
09213 73 05748
09134 72 05669
09055 71 05591
08976 70 05512
08898 69 05433
08819 68 05354
08740 67 05276
08661 66 05197
08583 65 05118
08504 64 05039
08425 63 04961
08347 62 04882
08268 61 04803
08189 60 04724
08110 59 04646
08032 58 04567
07953
07874
07795
07717
07638
07559
0740
07402
07323
07244
07165
07087
07008
06929
06850
06772
06693
06614

kr2
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CW-C-21 as

U. S. ARMY ILIARTLRMASTE.: SCHOUL

Grade Sheet
for

H4AVY DUTY SEWING UACIUNES EXAMINATIUN, HUDLLS 14414304 igniD 14J304

STUDIATS' ...tAMINATION 01.1LCTIVE: Demonstrate ability to prepare machinec
for operation, perform maintenance, and make all operator's adjustments.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Llaterials Required:

a. Performance Examination Guide (Cd-C-21 H1).

b. Deviation sheet (LO-C-21 DS).

c. Recurd Sheet (TRADOC Form 533 R)

d. Heavy duty sewing machine (Model. 144W304).

e . Heavy duty sewing machine (Model 145W304).

c. Tool kit.

Needles.

h. Canvas material.

t . Solvent compound.

j. Lubricants.

k. :;ash brush.

1. DA Form 2404, attached to machine.

t. i:xaminetion Tasks:

d . Thread Model 14411304.

Perform adjustrients (Aodel 14414304).

Perforo maintenance (Model 144W304).

. Thread model 145W304.

?.tOPONEAT DLPA,ITMYiNT: PETHOLLUM AND :LELD SUVIU:S
DEChILBEil 1974
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9.3?
e. Pet-corm adjustments C(odel 145W04).

C. Perform adjustments (Model 145W304).

CW -C-21 Gb

\ J. Scoring Procedurs;

a. Use Deviation Rating Sheet (CW-C-21 DS) to determine the student's
performance on each item.

b. Enter each student's name at the top of each column.

c. Under each student's name, record the points earned next tc each
performance item.

4. Total the points earned and enter the total in the column at the
end (II the rade sheet.

**. Critique: Identify those areas where points were deducted. Explain
corrective measures.

5. Aecordine, Procedures:

a. Sin student's praression sheet.

b. Enter the score and examination time on the instructor's master
prcyression chart.

c. fill out an LXAR KECORD sheet (TRADOC Form 53$-0 for each studeat.
Duplicate all alphabetic codes and numerals shown on the accompanying
sample. These are standardized for this particular examination. To find_the percentage score, locate the raw score on the RAW SCORE CONVERSION CHART
accompanying the deviation sheet (CW-C-21 DS). NOTE: 100% . MOO. To
incorrectly enter this as 01000 would credit the student with only 107.. Forevery percentage score except 100%, the first digit will be a 0. EVERY
ZERO SHOULD HAVE A SLASH THROUGH IT.

d. Turn all exAm RECORD sheets into your section supervisor fcr
processing by student accounting. File grade heet in class record filo.
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A CW-C-21 GS

U.S. ARMY OUARTERMASTER SCHOOL
GRADING SHEET

PERFORMANCE EXAMINATION

CANVAS AND WEBBED EQUIPAGE REPAIR COURSE ;RADE SHEET

lEAVY DUTY SEWING MACHINES (Models 144W304 & 145W304 NAME OF STUDENT

4AXIMUM POSSIBLE SCORE: 127

4INIMUM PASSING SCORE: 89

w
-J
CC
=0

k. V - Model 144W304-THREADI,

1. Threading Needle Thread 14

2. Needle threaded Properly 2

3. Bobbin wound properly

4. Bobbin installed.properly 5

I. ADJUSTMENTS - Model 144W304

1. Needle Bar adjusted proper4y5

Presser foot adjusted
2. properly 2

Thread unwinder tension
3. correct 2

t
. . .

.----Tiltch length adjusted
4. properly t5 tO 7 pgr inch)

Bobbin thread tension
5. rorrect

, Needle installed
'9. correctly

1A!NTENANCE Model 144W304

1. Lubricat'on

2. Overall cleanliness

3. DA rorm 2404 filled out 3

. TH`lEADING - Model 145W304

,
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CW-C-21 GS

Pagc 4

NAME OF STUDENT

1

.

,

..
1. Threading Needle Threads.

4
isNeedles" threaded

2- 7iroperl
,

ho6bins wound
3. prooerly

.Bobbins installed
4- properly

..-
____

.. ADJUSTMENTS - Vtidel 145W304

.

----7- Needle Bar adjusted
'. 2ro2erly

2. Presser foot adjusted
,....roperly

111111111111

III
1111

------Thread-unwindii;fiiision
3- correct

Stitch Ienoth adjusted
4- bro erl 5 t. 7 .- 1 1

:o..in rea. tens.on
5- correct_

TrieTreS--fnstalled
6. correctly

III

1111111111

11111111

1NTENANCE - :!odel 14514304

1. Lubrication

2. Overall cleanliness

3. DA 7orm 2404 filled out

. "INERAL

11111111111111111
1111

3

IIIIIIIIIIIIIII

-

111111
1. Care o' tools 81 epuipment

2. Regard for safety

27 I
..t

TOTAL

328
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QmS 244.46 L/eG

U. ,0Y qUARTERMASTER SItUL
LEARNM/FERFORMANCE GUIDE

COURSL: Cnnvas and Webbed Equipage Repair

ANNEX: F-2 Repair Shop Operations

INSTRUCTIONAL UNiT: Canvas and Webbed Repair Shop Operations and Examination

TYPE: Pro,Jammed Instruction, Practical Exercise Hardware, and Examination

CLASS PRESENTED TO:: Enlisted

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: Heavy duty, medium duty, and light duty
ewing machines; Tool kit; Various weihts of new and salva&e canvas;
Cleaning materials; Lubricant.; DA Forms 2407, 2405, and 2404; and
Special tools and equipment.

TRAINING AIDS: (NS 244.W1, Parts 1, II, and III; Work Order Register
DA Form 2405; DA Forn 2407; and Repairable canvas and webbed items.

REFERENCES: U. 32-15, Classification and Inspection, April 1966; El 10-16,
General Repair of Tents, Canvas and Webbinv April 1974; TH 10-3530-
203-10, Operator's Minual, Textile Repair Shop, Trailer-Hounted,
April 1966; TM 10-3530-203-24, Organizational and Maintenance Manual,
Textile Repair Shop, Trailer-Nounted, June 1966; 11: 10-8400-201-23,
Organizational and Direct Support Maintenance Manual, General Repair
Procedures for Clothing and Individual Equipment, June 1970; TR 38-750,
The Army Maintenance Management System (TAMS), Nov 1972; and
QMS 244.W1, Parts.1, II, and III.

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: Recommended: Read QMS 244.W1, Part II, Section X1III,
Pgo. 43.01-43.09.

STUDENT UNIFORM AND EQUIPMENT: Fatigues. Bring all issued references.

PROPONENT DEPARTMENT: PETROLEUN &ND FIELD SERVICES

DECEMBER 1974
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94/3 QMS 244.46 L/PG

1...SSON Canvas and Webbed Repair Shop Operations and '4Xaoiaation

YoUR GBJELTIVE: As a result of this instruction, Eiven QMS 244.14
; heavy duty, medium duty, and light duty sewing machines; tool

kit; various canvas and webbed items in need of repair; cleaning materials;
lubricants; and special tools and materials; and DA Forms 2407, 2405, sod'
2404, you will be able to demonstrate_sbilitv to set up and operate a

cAtivat-APAL-MLWA-1121A1-shop. Examinot4pn coyera material in bloska
F-1 andla. Students' performance will be in accordance with standards
prescribed in AR 32-15; PM 13-16; TM 10-3530-203-10; TM 10-3530-203-24;
TM 10-8400-201-23; TK 38-750; and QMS 244.W1, Parts I, IIould III.

INTRODUCTION: In the iield or in a theater of operation, your primary
mission will be to repair tentage or webbed items for return to the user
or for return to stock and ultimate reissue. The fixed shop must be
arranged so that there are no bottlenecks in the production line. During
the canvas and webbed course, you were taught the repair procedures
including maintenance and adjustment of various types of sewing machines.
You are now to put these procedures together and to practice applying those
principles which you have been taught in previous hours.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Working at your own pace, you are to repair those items which vill be
furnished by your instructor. These items will vary depending on the
work orders that are received in the shop operation.

2. Your instructor will furnish the materials and special tools that are
required to accomplish the repair job.

3. You may need to refer to your student workbook for procedures. Check
the index in the front of the workbook. NOTE: QMS 244.W1, Part III
has repair procedures that.you may not have used prior to ehis phase of
instruction. Also refer to QMS 244.W1, Part II,.Page 43.08. This drawing
illustrates workflow within a repair activity.

4. In addition to repair procedures, yOu will be required to perform in
different job assignments. One job assignment will require you to act as
a work order clerk. A. such, you vill need to maintain a job order
register. Use DA Form 2405 to record all items received into the shop.

5. During the later part of-this instruction phase, your instructor will
assign you to perform certain tasks for grading purposes. These tasks
will consist of leaking repairs to tentage.
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SECTION XLII1

CANVAS AND WEBBED REPAIR SHOP OPERATIONS

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

941411

I. Purpose and "iespe.

The instruction in this Section, describes the organization, mission

and functions of classification and repair operations of a Canvas and

Webbed Repair Shop, sequence of work flow, determining job assignments

and the duties of personnel for each job assignment necessary to operate

the Canvas and Webbed Repair Shop, discusses how to set up a job order

register for receiving and p-ocessing work order requests, the operating

supply procedures, how to determine shop stockage, the control of oper-

ating supplies by maintaining an up-to-date accumulation of consumption

data, discusses a sample shop layout, and the setting up of a shop for

operations with Station #1 (receiving, recording and shipping), Station

#2 (inspecting, classifying and marking), Station #3 (repairing) and

Station #4 (final inspecting), and assigning men to the various Stations

on int alternating basis, aui the processing of work requests and items

submitted by individuals and units of the post. As a practical exercise

you will operate all four Stations and perform necessary operator's

maintenance, to machines and equipment, and maintain necessary Paper work

(Job Order Registers, etc.) in repair shop operations.

At one time or another you were told what your assignment would be.

Regardless of tha position to Which you may be assigned it is Lmportant

that yoU understand this subject of shop operations.

331
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In the field or in a theater of operations, your primary mlasion

will be to repair tentage and webbed items for return to the user or

returned to stock for reissue. This is normally accomplished on a large

scale basis, therefore, the most appropriate method would ba an a pro-

duction line basis. In ordce to operate on a production scale it is

necessary to put into practical use all the subjects you have learned.

II. References.

All Previous References,

III. Shop Operations.

A. Preview of the Course Subject Natter in Relation to Shop

Operation,,

At this time we will briefly discuss the subjects covered in

the course up to this point: nomenclature, inspection, and classifica-

tion of tentage; hand repair methods; operatoi maintenance of sewing

machines; machine sewing of canvas items; repair of canvas and webbed

equipage; and repair of body armor.

1. Nomenclature. As repairmen you found it advantageous to

have the ability to recognize and know the proper nomenclature of a Com-

ponelt of a tent, or from one of various items of canvas and webbed

equipment. This knowledge, as you found out, would be to your advantage

in that it will allow you to readily locate and replace and/or repair the

components with the minimum amount of time.

2. Inspection and Defect MarkinA. All tentage and canvas

items should be clearly marked during the inspection procedures with the

appropriate defect marking symbols. During a shop operation set-up, to.
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have an item clearly marked at the point,of-the damage area, will enable

the repairman to immediately start the repair with little or no lost

time.

3. Claasification. To know the classification codes and the

'ability to determine whether a tent or an item of danvas equipage is

economically repairable or not, will save the operator a considerable

amount of time. If it is beyond repair, it will not be sent to the oper-

ator, but should be reclassified into another category such is Class X,

and disposed of in the'proper manner. It is also possible by error to

receive an item that iS in a complete state of repair, in which case, it
en

should be classified as such and plazed back into the supply system or

returned Lo the ucer.

4. Hand Repair Methods. You learned that this is also an area

of importance durilg shop operation. It is necessary to know hand sewing

methods, as in the event of power failure, it will necessitate the repair

of canvas items by hand, sawing.1 Occasionally an item becomes critical

during an actual conflict, .attd when the situation of power failure.occurs,

then without a doubt, these items will be repaired by hand sewing methods.

During this phase you were taught it was also hnportant to'be able to

determine the proper use of hand tools and implements. It WAS very

obvious to use tools for the purpose for which intended., as it made your
we

job easier and resulted in good workmanship.

5. Operatdr Maintenance and Operation of SewinR Machines.

You were taught, if a sewing machine failed to operate properly, the

possible Cause was usually traced to poor or neglected preventive main-

tenance services performed by the operator. A machine that fails to
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94qoperate is ineffective, and will hamper the mission of your organization

in the repair of.canvas and webbed items. It is important that a pro-

duct

Y
n line type operation remain fully operational with maximum cape-

bilities. This can be accomplished by performing the operator preventive

maintenance services as discussed and practiced throughout the course.

. Machine Sewing of Canvas Items. During this phase you

were taught the characteristics, use, and construction of the seams, hems

and patches used in the repair of canvas webbed items, and tentage. You

must be able to determine the type pat:dh to be applied in relationship to

a damage area of an item, taking into consideration the item and location

of the damage. The shape ani size of a patch is an important factor to

bo considered in the repair of tentage and hes./ canvas iteMs. The

ability to construct an item out of canvas, or to replace a component

from a pattern, is time and money saving. To be able to construct an

item from patterns as directed, is a mark of a good repairman. You will

encounter such tasks in a shop type operation.

7. Maintenance Records. During the shop 6peration phase in

which we are just commencing, it will be necessary to maintain a. record

system of the work accomplished.. You must insure that the maintenance

request (DA Form 2407) is filled out properly with the work received.

iData from the DA Form 2407 must be provided and placed on the Maintenance

Request Register (DA Form 2405). This form (DA 2405) provides a consol-

Idated record of job orders generated, received and processed by main-

tenance activities.



B. Setting Up Shop Operations,

1. Receiving, Items for Repair.

a. The first operation in receiving tentage or webbad

items for repairs, is to check DA Form 2407 to see if it has been pre-

pared as\Koquired in TM 38-750, and discussed in the previous Section.

91/8

b. Maintenance Requesti are checked to see if they are

filled out correctly and completely by the unite making thq requests.

Lnsure that all requests are,peurate.

2. Repair ,of Canvas and Webbed Items.

a. The Receiving Clerks will issue items to be repaired

to the Repairing Section. (The first number in sequence is repaired first,

unless item has a priority number.)

(1) Mark the date of issue to the repairman in

Block "G" (Date repair starts.) on Maintenance Request Register (DA Form

2405).

(2) The receiving clerk will put the repairman's

name in Block "E" (Remarks Column) and on the same line of the items

issued. For example: If tent, shelter half, Number CW-l0-1, was issued,

then the nan of that repairman should be on the same line.

b. The repairman, when issued an item, will be respon-

sible for that item until he has completed the repairs.

(1) He will inspect the item for repairability.

(2) Make and complete necessary repairs.

(3) Replace all missing hardware, grommets, etc.

(4) Shaw items to the supervisor for workmanship.

115
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91/9 (5) Returu items after repairing, to the receiving

clerk dnd receive another item for repair.

c. When calves and webbing items are repaired and re-

turned to the receiving clerk, he will:

(I) Mark the data the item was returned in Block

"H" (Date Repair Finished Column) of DA Form 2405.

(2) He will place the item on the proper pallet,

or in the bin according to the work order number.

(3) He will issue the repairman another item follow-

ing the same procedures as described before.

3. Shippin4 items Repaired.

a. When all items in the work order are repaired, the

rec,2iving clerk will get his paper work ready for the unit.
IL

b. The receiving clerk will call the unit to pick up

the repaired items.

c. H ve the a-uthorized person who picks up items sign

(A)lumn 28 (Accepted By) on DA Form 2407, Maintenance Request. Pick up

the receipt copy from the Unit, and give the Unit the Control Copy (No.4).

4. Job AsSigriment and Duties of Personnel. The Shop will be

,,ct up ror shop operations with the following personnel:

a. Shup Forem,n.

b, 14/0 Clerk.

C. Inspector.

d. Repairmen.



.r

(1) Shop Foreman assigns personnel to the various

opercing sections and supervises the performance of their duties.

(2) Work Order Clerk - will be responsibie for

receiving ani shipping of work order requests submitted by individuals or

units. Will set up and maintain the job order register.

(3) Iospector - inspects, classifies and marks

defects of items for repair. Final inspection, an important factor will

be quality of workmanship.

(4) Repairmen - will perform work on items of

canvas and webbing as assigned to them, following repair procedures

taught.

9 6

(/

5. Preventive Maintenance Services. During this ex rcise

you will continue to perform the operator's preventive maintenarice serv-

Ice to the sewlng machines. You are also required to maintain DA Form

2404 (Equipment Inspection and Maintenance Worksheet).
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q53 01-F-2 DS

U. S. ARMY QUARIERMASTER SCHOOL

Deviation Rating Sheet
for

CANVAS AND WEBBED REPAIR SHOP OPERATION AND EXAMINATION

This deviation rating sheet is used to rate the student's performance on
tha Canvas and Webbed Repair Shop Operation Examination (CW-F-2) and will
be used in conjunction with the grade sheet (CW-F-2 GS).

'Refer to the grade elan for scoring procedures.

PROPONENT DEPARTMENT: PETROLEUM AND FIELD SERVICES

DECEMBER 1974
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PERFORMANCE EXAMINATION (Deviation Rating Sheet)

CANVAS AND WEBBED EQUIPAGE REPAIR COURSE

SHOP.OPERATIONS

CW-F-2 DS

954

MAXIMUM POSSIBLE SCORE 165

MINIM PASSING SCORE 115LIM
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9'55 CW -F -2 DS
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95 7

RAW SCORE

RAW. SCORE CONVERSION CHART

CW- F-2 DS

PERCENTPERCENT RAW SCORE

165 10000 142 08606

164 09939 141 08546

163 09879 140 08485

162 09818 139 08424

161 09758 138 08364

160 09697 137 08303

159 09636 136 08242

158 09576 135 08182

157 09515 134 08121

156 09455 133 08061

155 09394 132 08000

154 09333 131 07939

153 09273 130 07879

152 09212 129 07818

151 09152 128 07758

156 09091 127 07697

149 09030 126 07636

148 08970 125 07576

147 08909 124 07515

146 08849
,123 07455

145 08788
122 07394

144 08727
121 07333

143 08667
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RAW SCORE

RAW SCORE CONVERSION CHART

CW-F-2 DS

PERCENTPERCENT RAW SCORE

120
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104 06303

101 06242

102 06182

101 06121

100 06061
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95?
U.-S. ARMY QUARTERMASTER SCHOOL

CW -F-2 GS

Grad^ Sheet
for

CANVAS AND WEBBED REPAIR SHOP OPERATION .AND !iiAMINATION

STUDENTS' EXAMINATION OBJECTIVE: Demonstrate ability to si't up and operate
a canvas and webbed repair shop.

DIRECTIONS:

I. Materials Required:

a. Deviation Sheet (CW-F-2 DS).

b. hxaminotion Record Sheet (TRADOC Form 533 R).

C. Heavy duty se4ing machines.

d. Medium duty sewing machines.

c. Liqht duty sewing machine's.

Various weights oi canvas materials.

g. Lleaning materialb.,

h. Lubricants.

i. Needle and thread chart.

Tool kit.

Special tools.

1 Di :10'01 2407.

DA Form 245.

11. DA Form 2404, attached to machine.

!..xamIllAtion Teaks:

1 ,onntruct the watel shed patch Celled).

eRoPoNENT DEPARTMENT; PETROLEUM AND FIELD SERVICES

DECEMUR 1974
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?6°O
CW-F-2 GS

b. Construct the near seam patch (top ply)i

c. Set up the job order register.

d. Use marking symbols.

e. Perform maintenance on equipment.

3. Scoring Procedures:

o. Use Deviation Ratinv Sheet (CW.-F-2 DS) to determine the student's
performance on each item.

h.' Enter each student's name at the top of each column.

c. Undei eech student's name, record the points elirned next to each
vectoi.nanee item.

d. rotal the points earned and enter the total in the COIJMMI at the
o: the '.rade sheet.

4. Cvitique: Identify those areas where points. were deducteJ. Explain
corrective measures-

Recordin, Procedures:

a. Sign student's pro:;ression sheet.

b. enter the score and examination time on the instructor's master
progression chart.

c. FIll out an EXAM RECORD sheet (TRADOC Form 33-R) lor,each studeut.
Duplicate all alphabetic codes and numerals shown on tne accompanying
vamplc. These are standardized for this particular examination.), To fiqd
the percentage score, locate the raw score on the KAW 3CORE CONVEASIW*
'11AKT nccompanyir4; the deviation sheet (CW-F-2 S). NOTE: 1007 WW1.
To incorrectly enter this as 01000 would credit the st4dent with only
107,. For every percentage score except 100%, the first digit will be a 1.
EVERY LE10 SHOULD HAVE A SLASH THROUGH IT.

d. Turn-all LXAM RECORD aheets into your section sur,ezvisor tcr
.,nocessin bi student iccounting.

e. File thy grade sheet in the class reco'cl Ifle for future
refecvnce ctiee!( within the Branbh.

3 '47
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96/
:PERFORMANCE EXAMINATION (Grading Sheet)

CANVAS ANO WEBRED.FQUIPAGE REPAIR COURSE

SHOP OPERATIONS

CW-F-2 GS

NAME Of STUDENT

MAXIMM PSSIBLE SCORE 165

MINIMUM PASSING SCORE 115
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A. WATERSHED PATCH FELLED X X X X-XX X X X
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NAME OF STUDENT

MAXIMUM POSSIBLE SCORE 165

MINIMUM PASSING SCORE 11S
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NAME OF STUDENT

CW -F -2 GS

,

MAXIMUM POSSIBLE SCORE 165

MINIMUM PASSING SCORE 115 uJ
:3
...J

.11C

)0

.

C. GgNERAL X X X X

' Student ability to setup joo
14 order re4ister

.

4 IcklialsiMil:tigAermine proper
8

, ilo. m 4

\

ir
3. Using correct marking symbols 5

4 _
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nt and tools

2
0. ,

5. Students regard for safety 4
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94 7 SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

1-1. PURPOjE. This workbook is intended as a guide and

handy reVerence for the student who has successfully completed

the basic instruction in the course for the canvaS repairman,

mos 43mgo. The workbook is designed to help the student become

proficient in the repair of all types of canvas and webbed

items so that he can perform his duties satisfactorily in an
activity or support unit. The instructions contained in the
workbook prescribe the materials, prqcedures, and standards
required for the repair of canvas and webbed items.. Illustra-

tions are provided for the identification of items and clar-
ification of repair procedures.

1-2 WORKMANSHIP All operations on canvaa and webbed

items are to be performed by men at MOS skill level 431110 or

higher. Holes, rips, or tears in items that require patching

or darning should be repalmetVaccording to the military spec-
ificatlons for the items. Patches are to be tightly sewn, and
stitching must be free of loose or broken thread. Hardware

must be clean, free from rust and corrosion, and securely and

properly attached. Ropes must be serviceable, complete, and

of the proper dimensions. Sp1ioe 9 in ropes are to be neat,

of the proper dimensions, and de in a skillful or workmanlike

manner. Repaired items must jbe complete in every detail, clean,

well repaired, and free f defects that affect serviceability,
operation, or general appearance.

1-3. REPAIR MATERIALS. Materials used for repair of
canvas and webbed items must be serviceable materials. They

should be materials recovered from likf salvaged items when
recovery is authorized by the area commander, or they should

be new materials requisitioned through regular supply channels.

Repair materials must match the type; color, size, and other
characteristics of the materials used in the original con-

struction. The materials are listed in technical manuals,
technical bulletins, or repair parts manuals, applicable to

specific items.

1-4. INSPECTION, CLEANING, CLASSIFICATION, AND REPAIR.
An.inspector should carefully examine items to be repaired to
identify them and should then classify them individually
according to the standardn prescribed in current regulations.
Before repair, each item is'inspected to decide on the necessary
repairs. Items mubt be repaired to a serviceable condition
consistent with requirements set forth in the classification
standards. The repair methods described in this text are to

ca.
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be observed aselly as skills, facilities,, funds, and local
conditions per .The repairing organization should decid
the sequence of_ Tepair procedures unless the area commander
prescribes otherwise.

962

a. Preliminary inspection.and cleanina. Before
items are repaired, they must be inspected by a qualified
inspect,v to determine the amount...Jof clePriing, .replacement,
repair, and retreating, necessary to bring the items to a
serviceable condition. Unless otherwise indicated in this
workbook, clean and inspect items as follows: Remove dirt,
dust, mud, mildew, rust and other foreign material with a
brush or broom or with a damp or dry cloth. If the item is
exceedingly dirty, wash it with limited amounts of water,
rinse it off, and dry it. SystematicallY inspect textile
components for holes, cuts, tears, broken or missing stitching,
loosely woyen material, and frayed or calloped edges, Test
questionable areaa for weakness by applying pressure on the
areas and by attempting to tear the material. Mark mildewed
and rotten areas of tents with a crayon, and test these areas
for weakness by placing the thumb on the area in question and
applying pressure, or by pinching the cloth and attempting
to tear against the warp. Test the seams of tents by grasping
one panel in each hand and pulling at right angles to the seam.
Inspect hardware for loss or misplacement and for any bent or
broken parts, corroded areas, burs, sharp edges, malfunctions,
and partially or totally omitted metal finish. Mark all areas
where repairs are needed.

b. Final inspection. After repalors are completed,
each item must be inspected by a qualified inspector, for
workmanship, quality control, and reclamation. The inspector
must insure that a serviceable item meets the classification
standards prescribed for it in current regulati9ns. The
inspector is responsible for verifying that all phases of
repair are in compliance with the standards so that no sub-
standard item is returned to the supply system.
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969 SECTION II

BASKETS AND FRAMES

2-1. DESCRIPTION. TWo types of baskets or the kina
commonly calledslaundry baskets are described in this section.
All baskets of this kind are imilar in constrUction; there-
fore, if the canvas repairman knows how to repair and maintain
the two types described, he should have no trouble in repairing
others similar to these two.

a. Basket with removable liner. This basket
(fig. 2-1) Fes a frame with a removable body, or canvas liner,
both of which'may be mounted on hardwood skids, caster boards,
or steel bottoms, This assembly is constructed primaril, of
natural-color canvas, spring-steel wire, and hardwood. The
canvas liner forming the basket is placed over the steel frame,
Which is mounted on the appropriate foundation. The 8-bushel
basket ls about 36,inches long, 24 inches wide, and 20 inches
deep. This assembly is also made in 10-, 12-, l4/...; and 16-bushel
sizes. Though there may be nlight differences 16%the frames,
liners, and skids, construction of these baskets is essen,tially
similar. .

Figure Basket with removable liner.
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b. Basket wit
(fig. 2-2) Was ill71777477.T-7"--
carrying handles, and is
is about 42 inches long,
and the 18-bushel basket
and 30 inches deep.

97e9h nonremovable liner. This basket
ra tarinieWiETi7invas liner with
catter mounted. The 16-bushel basket
30 inches wide, and 28 inches deep;
is 42 inches long, 30 inches wide,

Figure 2-2. Basket with nonremovable liner.

2-2. REPAIR MATERIAIZ. The following materials should
be in accordance with paragraph 1-3: cloth, thread, sash cord,
grommets, rivets, spring-steel rods (liner stiffeners), sheet
or strip steel, lumber, and casters.
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/-2-3. .REPAIR,METHODS Before making repaire to canva's
and"webbed items, the canvas repairman should develop a
.systematic method of making the repalrs and should stick
to this Procedure throughout the repair process. Usually,
Mis repairs are confined to replacing, patching, or repairing
canvas and wro)bed components and to straightening or replacing
hardware components. Procedures for repairing baskets are
described below.

a. Preliminar- inspection. See paragraph l-4a.
Clean all ruster-6r corroded baSket frames bly buffing, brushing,
or scraping or by applying a drycleaning solvent, full strength.
Latmder the liners in water at a constant temperature not
exceeding 100° F. Wash nonremovable-type liners with laundry
soap and a brush, and rinse thoroughly.

b. Repair. Repairs to frames, skids, battens,
liners, and casters are made as required, and the completed
job is appropriately repainted and remarked1.11 necessary.

(1) Fraties, skids, and battens. Replace
missing, broken, or otherwise defective skids or battens
eith components fabricated from hardwood. Remove all splinters
or slivers frum wood by sanding or planing, and insjk-e that
the'slze and design of the replacement conform to-those of the
Item being replaced. Straighten or weld bent or broken frame
members, making welds sound and smooth. Replace broken metal
membera that cannot be repaired, with the same type.as that
removed.

(2) Removable Ilners. Darn holes and tears
less than one-half 177E-1( in diarlf,T;r by placing a piece of
du,:k on the unders1dr ?-cid makin, a stitch through
both edges, trimmink; ¶ hr tec dB close to the liner as
possible. Patch h-lel -r 'ears larp.ér than one-half inch.
Make patches of surtl,'!e;it size to elllow.a 1-inCh margin on
four slAf,s ,r tht hl. wi t I PdFPs turned under one-quarter

1411.,-hun tdo: .4'dco 30 that nG raw ede:es will
srew n , Ctiat thy WA1 Is wit t. two rows of parallel

spa,-ed Ap:rt . P nor. place 7,re
!hm .r p.Oches on eith: M I htturi, tir.ea or thi. Iller,

tsew m-1.0
It...'hr: .t!'f' ',# S 1. le. or the .1 -.#.1

1;le sew ill J'1! 1.1.

e:xvi! fA!.1teh1r,i ) wl'h I rt.lt 7!-

using six stitchon ritie -f
Ifs ;lot a k.'oiatinuoua (tni tt

at least 1 inch to prevent ray-ling. 161,41ntaln i.rk,pf !

recision on the machlne so that the st.i:,ch lock Is imte-',1eJ



97c2
in the-center or the material sewn. Overlay all raw edges
op the body of the liner or on patches. Machine sew over-
edge stitching 120stitches per inch. Replace all defective
or missing grommets for the lacing sashcord with No. 2 grpm-
mete by first sewing canvas patches on both sides_of the
material and then installing the grommet in the proper position.

Figure 2-3.. Type 301 lockstitcn.

(3) Nonremovable liners. Observe the same
limitations on the size of patches, darning, and sewing used
for the removable liner ((2) above), but patch and darn the
nonremovable liner by hand, locking every fourth stitch.
Repairesfrayed or damaged areas along the tunnel containing
the tdp rail by patching or replacing it with olive-drab,
No. 4, cotton duck cloth. Patch or replace leather rein-
forcement with olive-drab cotton duck cloth. Cut canvas
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reInforcitment%3 inches' wide and the required length, fold it
undei one-half irIch on each side, center it on top of the
hhsket, and sew or rivet it- in place: Fabricate replacement
handlestrom the same duck as the reinforcement by cutting

piece 4 inches by 16 inches and folding in the rawedges
one-half inch to make a finished handle 1 1/4 by 15 inches.
Thread the ends of the handle through the holes in the liner

. so that the loop or the handle is on the outside of the basket,
with about 2 incheh of the ends protruding inside. Fold the .

2-Inch portion of the handle around the top rail and rivet
It down upon itself with tubular-brass, bronze-finished rivets
on each end.

(4) -Casters. Rep/ace missing, broken, or
otherwise defective "CiitiFi Lhat cannot be repaired.

(5) Surface finishes. After cleaning metal
and wood parts, refinish basket frames that have a defective
finish with one coat of aluminum paint.

(6) Markings. Restencil a faded "U.S." marking,
with waterproof ink or stencil paint. Obliterate other
markings with waterproof ink or atencil paint.

c. Final inapection. See paragraph 1-4b.



SECTION III
97g

INDIVIDUAL LOAD-CARRYING EQUIPMFNT

3-1. GENERAL. Many items accompanying troops in the
field can be grouped together and classified.as individual
load-carrying equipment. Such items generally have eyelets,
snap fasteners, and other fastening devices used to attach
one item of load oarryift equipment to another. Because indi-
vidual load-carrying quipment is frequently used in some
units to help the individual support various loads on his .
person, it is subject to much wear and tear and frequent need
of repair. Individual load-carrying equipment includes the
individual equipment belt, the intrenching-tool carrier, and
sleeping bags, etc.

3-2. INDIVIDUAL,EQUIPMENT BELT. This belt (fig. 3-1)
is issued in two models; one is made rrom olive-drabs Army
shade 7, mildew-resistant, water-repellent cotton webbing,
and the other is made from olive-drab, Army shade 7 nylon
webbing. The two models are similar in appearance and design.
Each belt is provided with a brass hook-type buckle fastener
that.has a black chibmical finish. Eyelets along the bottom
of the belt and interlocking sliding keepers on the belt are
used to attach loads. Eyelets at the top of the belt are used
for attaching the field-pack suspenders. Th..1 belt comes in
two nizes, larle and medium. Th ,! large belt has an adjustable
lIngth rangina from about 32 to ')5 inches; the medium belt is
adjusted from about 26 to 43 inches. The same methoda are
used for repairing both the nylon and cotton webbing belts.

a. Repair materials. Hardware items are the only
components of the bea that may be repaired; if the webbing
is damaged, the belt is discarded and a new belt issued.
The followinc hardware item4 should be in accordance with
pararyaph 1-3: eyelets, sliding keepers, end clips, and male
and female buckle fasteners.

b. Repair metnods. Procedures for inspecting,
cleaning, repairinr and- reiaacing components of the equipment
belt are described below,

(1) Vreliminary inspection and clpaniry.
See paragraph 1-4a.

(2) 3tithi.:A.andatchinidart. Do

not bttempt nny stitcuininc,r,---oiT-Nitchir.tcofthe belt.
Rather than attempting such repairs, which are impractical,
issul P nlw
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t
'ficurs 1-1. Individual equipment belt.
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(3) ..!L:LL=U1E.JuiliatellasIllitzle.aLL.
?74,

bniL har.h.h.ra, or replace miszinf:, damasti, or
unserviceable hardware with t)le appropriate items. Remove
rust or norro31on I'rom serviceable hardware with a soft wir't
brush. Test to insure that the repaired or replaced hardware
operates as intended./

cc Marki Obliterated or partially obliterated
"U.S." marking an s ze marking on a belt are re-marked as
close to the location of the original marks as possible.
rAlack, opaque stencil ink is used for markint porous surfaces.

immtatpnk. See paragraph 1.-4b.

3.3, M-19r6 INTRENCHING-TOOL CARRIER. The M-195C
intrenching-tool carrier (fig. 3-2) is issued in two models;
onek.is made Srom nlive-drab, cotton duck cloth and textile
webbing, and the other is made fAsm olivergreen, nylon duck
cloth and textile webbing. Tbe body of the darrier is
reinfotced with leather on the front, back, and sides. The
back of'the carrier is equippd with two keepers, each
containing a &Ude for attaching the carrier to the individual
equipmant.belt. On the front of tne carrier is a hanger for
holding a bayonet or bayonet knife sc4bbard. Overall
dimensions of the carrier,Nvith flap open and e,;:tended, are
about 14 1/2 inches lOng by 8 inches wide. Except for
patching, which is allowed on the nylon model only, repairs
of the two models are similar.

a. Repair mattrials. The following materials
should be in accordance with ptragraph 1-3: tape, webbing,
thread, leather, keepers With slides, eyelets.and washers,
snap fasteners, and tubular rivets with caps.

b. Repair methods. Procedures for inspecting,
cleaning, and repairing, and replacing components of the
intrenching-tool carrier are described below.

(1) Preliminary inspection and cleaning.
See paragraph 1-4a.

(2) Stitching. Except for emergency repair,
of the item, use mach-ine stitcning for all sewing of the
intrenching-tool carrier. For other than ovaredge stitching,
use a.machine that makes Ole =01 lockstitch, and bew 6 to 8
stitches per inch. For overedge stitching, sew 8 to 12 stitches
per inch. Maintain proper thread tension to prexont loose
stitches.. Baokstitch (tack) the stitch line at each end at

c.
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FRONT VIEW BACK VIEW

Figure 3-2. M-1956 intrenching-tool carrier.



,even-eirhth:: of an inch but not more than 1 1/3 inches.
Overstitch any thread breaks at least seven-eighths of an inch
at either end except where ends are held dowrhpy other stiteh-
ing.

(3) Darnina. Darn small holes or tears not
exceeding one-half inch in length. When necessary, place
piece of like material on the underside, and sew with a
zir-zat; stitch.

(4) Yatchilyv Patching of the intrenchinc-tcol
carrier 13 limited ta-717 nylon model. Patch holes and t-.1T-
that exceed 1 inch in length or diameter wih a cincle pateh.
Cut the-patch of sufficient size to extend 1 inch beyohil the
hole on all sides plus a 3/8-inch turnunder of raw ed4e'.3.
Place the patch on the outside, and sew one-eighth inch from
1.1e ed17e. There is no limit to the number of times the item
may be patched.

eplacing webbin Remove defec:ive
by careCuily cutlanw, 1 e a: achiroi stftch,2L1:, ArilicJat

materlal. Cut tl.e replacement, material c the
.1ze and contour of r.he orilt.al, and sew it in the r:oon

() ep1ci ta e. Carefully remove defective
Lai to avol,1 ci1ma,71nor t e a :acent material. Cut the e1ace-
ment ta;e long encun o prov_Ae a 1/4-inch .arnunder an,1 a

mlhimarn 1/R-inch overllr cn old tape at each end;;
enA the titch1n 7. at least on(-half inch in front of anc:
heyon 'he replacem'ant tape.

an replacir hardware. AaaY
Telur.7!s in parwraph

i-eplacinLI leather. Replace damaged or
leathr under the ,:yelts on the front of the

carrlor witn a 1.ece of matching leather.
,*erfully cut tne :;t1tching on the back of the tape; tnen
vve the old leather, and cut a new piece the same rIize
ATOJ hpe. f;ew the new leather in the position of the

and resew the tape with a double row of stitching.

c. MarkinK. Follow procedures in paragraph 3-2c.

d. Final inspection. Sec paragraph l-4b.

,
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?7? 3-14. SLEEPING-BAG CARRYING-STRAP ASSEMBLY. This
item (fig. 3-3) is made from olive drab, shade 7, cotton web
bing. It contains .two attaching straps, 22 1/4 Inches long
by 1 inch wide with snap fasteners; one cross strap, 8 inches
long by 1 inch wide, with crops-strap handle, 8 inches long
by 2 inches wide; two retaining straps, 20 inches long by
five-eighths inch wide, with snap fasteners; and two securing
straps, 44 1/2 inches long by 1 inch wide, with a single-bar
buckle fastener.

a. Repair materials. The following materials
should be in accoraance-with paragraph 1-3: webbing, thread,
single-bar buckles with lips, end clips, and snap fasteners,

b. alptair methods. Procedures for inspecting,
cloanini.,, and riiring, and replacing components of the
carrying-strap assembly are described below.

(1) Preliminary_inspection and cleaning,.

.2,e (! para raph 1-4a.

(2) Stitching. Follow procedures in
paraigraph 3-3b(2).

(3) Darnin&and pal;china. Do not attempt
or to patch Me webbing of the carrying-strap assembly;
..nd patching are impractical.

(4) ReplaciR.4 webbin. Replace defective or
webbing as erplained in paragraph 3-3b(5).

C3) Repairing ant replacing hardware. Follow

proceduron in paragraph 3-21)111.

c. :!larkinc. Follow procedures in paraiwaph

d. Final inspection. See paragraph 1-4b,

FILD, FIW;T-AID-DRESSING CASE--UNMOUNTED MAGNETIC
The-field first-aid-dressing case (fig. 3-4) can

Cor carrying first aid dressings in the field or as

A pouch for carryinFT the unmounted magnetic compass. The

an Is issued in two models; one ir made from olive-drab,
vtr,-)n-duck cloth, and the other is Tade from olive-green,
-ylon duck cloth. The cotton-duck case is mildew resistant
tnd watr repellent, and the nylon case is water repellent.
Tho calle is essentially a pocket or pouch that is attached to
he individual equipment belt by an inteelocking slide keeper.

to darn
darning

miscintr,
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SECURING STRAP

ATTACHING STRAPS

RETAINING STRAPS

Cr-
SECURING S TRAP

CROSS STRAP HANDLE

V

-riTED

CROSS STRAP

Figure Sleeping-bag, carrying-strap assembly.



9g/111.! 4hon openeA and wi%ft th v! rlap fully extended is.
Incne3 long, by 4.1/(1 Ind-lei wide by 4 inchea deep. The

!vlor. 1,wth aad depth, hut ts 4 1/2 inches
wlot%. it 1. c.locd iy nap faltener.

A

ip.',11Fcb Cirst-41A-dre!;sing caso or unmounted
compasn etiSe.

a. Hepair matertils. The followLng materials
,iccordance with paragraph 1-3: tape, webbing,

kef.per with slide, snap fastener, and eyelet and
wa3hp!r.
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%Q.
b. Repair methods. Procedures for inspecting,

cleaning, and repairing, and replacing components of thg first-
aid-dressine case are described below.

(1) Preliminary inspection and cleanineo
See paragraph 1-4a.

(2) 3tttching. Follow procedures in
-3b(,)) except for.overedge stitching, which is not1,arwraiAl

iermitted:

(3) Darninz_and patching. Do not darn or
atch th fIrst ald case. Issue a new one if the old one
requires darning or patching.

(4) Replacing webbing and tape. Replace
defective or miosing webbing and bindinglape as specified in
paragraph 3-3b(5) and (6).

(5) Repairina and replaning hardware. Follow
procedures in paragraph )-2ht3).

c. Marking. Follow 'procedures in paragraph 3-2c.

Final inopeotton. jee paragraph -Lib.

WATER-CANTEEN COVR. The water-canteen cover
3.-(:) is Issued in two models; one is made from olive-Jrao,

coton duck cloth, and the oth2r if; made from olive-green,
nylon ',tuck cloth. The covr has an acrylic-pile fabric
11nIn .1n6 ha:; map fastener a.;sembliez on the ho-!y and

covev fla;):;. Two keeper:-, 4ith i1ic1 nal'le the zoldie:.
cover to the indiviciufil equit-nent belt. The

modols are similar in con.ltruction.

a. Repair mat2rialz. The following materials
3hould be iF accordance with paragraph 1-3: cloth, tape,
wetbin,-,, thread, snap fasteners, and keeper with slide.

t. Repair methods. Procedures for inspectlng,
ciear.ln)7,, and repairinr;, and replacing components of the canteen
:,.)vt,r are described below.

(1) c.!11.7-1..aliy_injzi-lutionanc.
;ee -earae;rai..h 1-4a.

StitchinL. Follow procedures in
arawraph
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Fisure 3-5. Canteen w±th cover.
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(3) Darnina. Darn.small holes or tears not

exceeding one-half inch in length. If necessary, place a
piece of like material on the underside of the cover, and
sew with a zig-zag stich.

(4) l'atchina. Do not patch either the
cotton-duck or the nylon models of the canteen cover except
to make reinforcements for replacement of snap fasterners that
have pulled loose.

(5) Rezlacing webbing_mtmt. Replace
defective or missing webbing and binding tape as specified
in paragraph 3-3b(5) and (6).

(6) Repairinkand replacing hardware. Follow
procedures in paragraph 3-2b(3).

(7) Replactna bottom. Replace a defective
bottom that has a rip or tear larger than 1 inch that cannot
be darned. Turn the cover inside out, and carefully cut the
stitch:s attaching the bottom to the body. Cut a new bottom
from cotton duck cloth or from plain weave olive-green nylon
c1,th. If necessary, make a new lining from acrylic-fiber
pile cloth cut to the size and shape of the original. If the
oriAinal lining is serviceable, carefully remove it from the
defective bottom and re-use it on the new bottom. First sew
the lining to.the bottom; then attach both to the cover body
with the required thread, sewing 6 to 8 stitches per inch.
To replace a defective bottom lining remove the bottom, and
replace old liner with the new lining as described above.

c. Marking. Follow procedures in paragraph 3-2c

d. Final Inspection. See paragraph 1-4b.

1-7. FIELD PACK. The field pack (fig. 3-6) is issued
in two models; one is made from 14.35 ounce, olivd-drab, cotton
doLk cloth, and the other is made from olive-green, nylon duck
cloth. The pack has a flap-type closure with straps and buckles
and ha,, a carrying strap. The pack has a waterproof throat at
the top and an expandable flap that is secured by two webbed
straps with buckles. Two webbed st,raps on the bottom of the
pad( are used to attach various additional items outside the
ihtk1.. An instruction sheet describing the assembly and use
of t1i tield pack is carried inside each pack. The pack is
equipped with a carrying handle on top of the flap. Dimen-
sionb of the cotton model are approximately 10 3/4 inches high
bv 10 inches wide bv 6 inches deep. The nylon model is
9 1/4 inches wide by 10 3/8 inches high by 6 1/8 inches deep.
rhe two models are similar in design and construction.
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RAP CLOW

MIMS Witia

Figure 3.6. Field pack.

a. Repair materials. The following materials
should be In accordance with paragraph 1-3: cloth, tape,
webbing, thread, polyethyline film (for identification holder),
buckles, keepers with slides, clip ends, and eyelets and
washers.

b. Repair methods. Procedures for inspecting,
cleaning, repairing, andfreplacing components of the pack are
described below.

(1) Preliminary inspection and clear Eli

::pee paragraph 1-4a.

(7) Stitching. Follow procedures in
paragraph 3-3b(2).



() Darniqg and patching. Follow procedure,"
in pdraraph -3h(3) nd 4). Pat-china is confined to the
nylon model.

oefective or
in paragraph

(4) Roplacing webbing and Lape. Replace
webbinc lnd binding tape as specified

3-31)(5) and (6).

(5) Replacing,film. Replace worn or defective
film in the identificatlon hoider by carefully cutting the
attaching stitches, removing old film, and cutting new film
to same size. Place the film in the position of the old
film, and resew the 1-inch nylon tape binding.

(6) Repairing_or rbplacing hardware. Follow

procedures in paragraph IZID(3).

c. Marking. Follow procedures in paragraph 3-2c.

d. Final inspection. 2ee paragraph l-4b.

1:4ALL AHMS AMMUNITION CASE. The small arms
arviunition case (fir,;. 3-7) is intended to carry any or the
LAsic loads of ammunition. Th case is issued in two model:;;

one 1.; made from olive-drab, cotton duck cloth and webbing,

and the other is made from olive-green, nylon duck cloth and

webbing. Plastic stiffeners are provided in the back of the ,

case so that clips of ammunition can be easily inserted and .

removed. Each side of the case has a grenade retaining

3trap for carrying handgrenades. The case is attached to

the individual equipmem belt by two slide-lock keepers and

to the field-pack suspenders by a support strap with a snap

hook. A large flap at the top of the case is used to close

the case. The flap is equipped with a male and female metal

loop-type closure. The two models are similar in design and

construction.

a. Repair materials. The following materials

should be in accordance with paragraph 1-3: nylon cloth,

tape, webbing, thread, keepers with slides, clip ends, eyelets

and washers, pouch fasteners, snap fasteners, keeper clamps,

loop eye snaps, rivets and burs (flat washers).

t. Repair methods. Procedures for inspecting,

c11ean1n,7 repairin, and replacing components of the case

are described below.

(1) Preliminary inspection and cleanina.

ree paragraph 1-4a.
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Figure 1-". Small arms anTunf_tion cal.
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(2) Stitching. 0011ow procedures in
paragraph 3-3b(2).

(31 Darninc and_pptchtm. Follow procedures
in paragraph 3-3b 3) and (ZI). Patching is confined to the
nylon model.

988°

(4) Replacing webbincand tape. Replace
defective or missing webbing and bind/ne tape as specifieri
in paragraph 3-3b(5) and (6).

(5) Repairing or replacing hardware. Follow
procedures in paragraph 3-21,13).

c. Marking. Follow procedures in paragraph 3-2e.

d, Final inspection. See paragraph 1-14b.

3-9. M-1956, COMBAT, FIELD-PACK 3USENDERS. The field-
-pack suspenders (fig, 3-8) and the individual equipment belt
are the two basic '40ces of individual load-carrying equipment
because other ite e suspended from or atached tc
The suspenders are issued in two models; one is made from
olive-drab, cotton webbing and drill cloth, and the other 1;
made from olive-green, nylon webbing and duck cloth. Roth
are equipped with 2 1/4-inch-wide shoulder straps and 1-inch-
wide extension straps. The two models are similar in design
and construction.

a. Repair materials. Trp? following materials
should be in accordance with paragraph 1-3: cloth, webbing,
thread, eyelets, snaphooks with clips, end clips, ena
fastenings, clamp keepers, and strap loops.

b. Repair methods. Procedures for inspecting,
cleaning, arid repairing, and replacing components of the
suspenders are described below.

(1) Pl'ins,eliminat.
:eo paragraph 1-4a.

(2) Stitching. Follow procedures in
paragraph 3-3b(2).

(3) Darnin . Do not darn the suspeniers;
darning is impractiea .

(14) fatching. P-011ow procedures in
paragraph 3-3b(4). PAtch ed-ther the nylon ov the cotton
model. Replace a defective or torn shoulder-pad cover
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Figurl 3 ." M-19;6 field-pacl: :vat:pond ra.

wi:h a new cover fabricated from cotton or nylon ducg, as
appropriate. If the padding is torn, hard; or lumpy, replace
it according to the original material and construction. To
install new padding, first sew the cover to the Oacer
cloth, and then sew the shoulder pad to the webbing.

(5) I.PIDlaginx webbing,. Replace missing or
defective webbing as specified In-paragraph 3-3b(5).

(6) Reairimapd reNactin&hardware.
Follow procedures in paragraph 341(3).

I:. Mariana, F011ow procedures in paragraph 3-20.

d. Final inspectlan. See paragraph l-4b.

3,6
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SECTION IV 970

RUCICiACK

4-1. DESCRIPTION. The rucksack (fig. 4-1) is an individual
lad-carrying device constructed to carry individual clothing, .

equipment, and rations. It is an assembly consisting
essentially of a lightweight, tubular, aluminum-alloy frame
(fig. 4-2), straps, a combat pack, a rifle carrier, and a
camouflage cover. The frame holds the load off the wearer's
back and allows -air to circulate between the wearer's clothes
and the load. It has a series of strap retainers, clips, a
rifle-strap bracket, and a detachable, cargo support shelf.
The straps are constructed f olive-green, nylon textile webbing
and are used in securing the load. The combat Peck is
censtructed from olive green, water-repellent nylon webbing,
and has four pockets with an adjustable waistbelt. In addition,
it has a rifle carrier consisting of a rifle-butt pcket
constructed from 1 3/4-inch nylon webbing with double hook and
a rifle strap. The camouflage cover completes the assembly.
This cover is constructed from 6 L/t2-ounce, white cotton drill
cloth and is used to camouflage t rucksack when the wearer
is operating in snowy terrain.

4-2. REPAIR MATERIALS. The following materials should be
in accordance with paragraph 1-3: cloth, webbing, tape, cord,
thread, seine twine (tie strings), slide fasteners, grommets,
and buckles.

4-3. REPAIR METHODS. Procedures for Inspecting, cleaning,
and repairing, and replacing components of the ruck!!!!,are
described below.

a. Preliminary inspection and cleaninF. See
paragraph T-4a.

b. Stitchina. Follow procedures in paragraph 3-3b(2).

C. Patchinit. Patch tears and rips on the rucksack
pouch bottom with nylon cloth. (See paragraph 3-312(4).)

bactly w
Careful
new 3/4

damaged
leather
them in

1. 121211.11m.21aakam:Intskix_klallm. Replace
orn or damagedbindirlifitieWry.
ly open seams and remove the old binding, and sew on
-inch webbing in accordance with riginal construction.

e. Replacing billets and chapes. Replace missing or
billets and chapes by talmicat.ing then from webbing or
according to the riginal construction. Machine sew
place.
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figure 4-1. Ruckiack.
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Figure 4-2. Rucksack frame.
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f. ReAlaciniLstravs. Replace damaged or'slissing

shoulder strap and shoUlder connecttng strap, frame securing
straps pouch reinforcement strap, And rifle securing strap
by fabricating new straps.

Reolacing labt. Replace damaged or missing tahs
by fabricating new onet tree appropriate nylon cloth to match
ths original. Then Insert grommets amd sow them in place.

h. Replacina tie Itrinks. Replace missing r
damaged tii string_on camouflage cover. Cut the tie string
30 inches long, deuble-it, and sew 1 inch of the loop in,
with 14 inches hanging free at each end. Tie overhand knots
in the ends of the string.

i Final inspectirt. See paragraph 1-4b.
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SECTION V 99171

CANVAS FOLDING COT

5-1. DESCRIPTION. The canvas folding cot (fig. 5-1) has
a canvas cover (fig. 5-2) and a wooden frame. It is made from
wood and canvas of one type and size. The cot is of a
collapsible design with three pairs of foldiwig legs, one pair
at each end and one in the middle. The overall dimensions
of the cot are 77 1/2 inches long by 27 inches wide. This cot
is intended for field use. There is a cot with nylon cover
that is similar in design to the cotton duck cover. Repair
methods for the two cots are similar.

5-2. REPAIR MATERIALS. The following materials should
be in accordance with paragraph 1-3: cloth, webbing, tape,
thread, buckles, and end clips.

5-3. REPAIR METHODS. Procedures for inspecting, cleaning,
repairing, and replacing components of the cot are described
below.

a. Preliminary inspection and c1ean4a. See
paragraph 1-4a.

b. Re2laci covers. Replace covers that have rips,
splits, or rears grea er Than 6 inches in length or holes larger
than 1 inch in diameter in the main body of the cover when a
single defect or ,the sum of all the defects exceed the repair
limits specified for new covers. These limits are six patches
for the entire cover with no more than four to a half section
of the cover.

c. Repairing cot cover. Repair holes or tears
in a cot cover not needing replacement as specified in b above
either by stitching and darning or by patching, depending on
the size of the tear. Repair the hole or tear as follows:

(1) Stttching and darni . Repair slight
holes or tears in the tubular e ge Ttin1 for the rails) of
the cot cover by darning. When necessary for convenience,
out out the tubular section, make the repair, and resew the
tubular section. Reinrorce weak corners with a bartack
stitch (tackstitch). Resew loose or broken stitches.

(2) Patchine.. Patch covers with holes 1 inch
in diameter that cannot be mended by darning. Trim the
damaged area to a square or rectangle of the smallest
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Figure 5-2. Canvas folding cot cover.
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Jimensions practical. Cut a patch so that it overlaps the
damaged area by 1 inch on all sides. Pit this patch to the
underside of the cover. Cut the corners of the perimeter
of the damaged area one-eighth of an inch, turn the perimeter
under and sew It to the edge of the patch. Reinforce the patch
with two parallel lines of stitching abut one-quarter inch
apart and one-quarter inch Crom the edge, stitching around
the hole. Turn the outer eJges of the patch back under one-
eighth inch, and stitch them down. Use type 101 lockstitch,
:;titching 7 to 8 stitches per inch. Patch clean rips or
splits not greater than 6 inches in length in the same way as
holes are patched; however, do not turn under the perimeter
of the opening, but bring both faces of the opening together,
and sew to the patch throughout the opening with A zigzag
stitch.

d. Re laciLz.straDs and stays. Check each strap
and stay for serv ceaiTlity, and replace damaged items.

e. RepajrtnL or r _placing hardware. Clean rust and
corrosion ?row uck es an c ips if they are otherwise in good
condition. Replace damaged items with new ones.

f. Reassembling cot. After repairs have been
made, reassemble the cot as l'ollows:

(1) Properly poaltion the side rails in the
side tunnels of the cot cover.

(2) Bolt the "T's" on the center legs to the
center ends or the side rails, using stove bolts, lockwashers,
and nuts.

(3) Aifix the stays and straps in their proper
locations.

(4) Insert the end rails in the end tunnels
of the cover, and affix them securely to the side rails.

(5) If the cover des not fit because of
shrinitage, replace it with one of the prper size.

c)-4, FINAL INSPECTION. See paragraph l-4b.

4 1 c,
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SECTION VI

M-149, MUNTAIN SLEEPING BAG WITH CASE

n-i. DE:iCRIPTION. The N-1949 mountain sleeping bag
(fig. 6-1) is a mummy-shaped bag constructed with verlapping
channels filled with a mixture of waterfowl feathers and down
to provide insulation. The free-running slide fastener at
the front opening has an attached webbing loop for ease of
peration. The shape and design of the bag provide the most
warmth fr the least weight of the bag. The tapes at the
foot of the bag are used to secure the bag when it is rolled.
A sleeping-bag case (fig. 6-2) covers the outside of the
sleeping bag and provides a water-repellent outer layer. The
bag la constructed from live-drab,cotton balloon cloth,
Army shade the case is made from olive-drab cotton sheeting,
shade 107.

0-2, REPAIR MATERIALS. The following materials should
be in accordance with paragraph 1-3: cloth, tape, webbing,
trwead, batting, feathers and down, eyelets, and slide
fastener.

99 8

t) tEiH mEnors. Prcedures for inspecting, cleaning,
d11,1 rep.11,1.114, and replacing components of the sleeping bag
ere described below.

a. Preliminary inspectin and cleaninii. See
paragraph T-4e.

B. :AltchInE. Backstitch thread ends and breaks
tit it!ast tEree-quarters of an inch. Maintain thread tension
te prevelit loose stitches.

,. Fetching. Use iron-en patches in the repair
of the sitfeping bag. Apply these patches as follows:

(1) Cut each patch to the desired size and
that, when apidled, the patch will extend about

three quirters of an inch in a)1 directions beyond the damaged
area. ihart. that patcheb have rounded areas.

(d) Vith the bag unzipped, place the area to
n.1 h wool?-!n r other nonmetallic surface not

affecteo by the heat pr ironing.

) L;moth out the bag by hand.

3ht,
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(4) Remove any feathers from the area to be

patched.

(5) Prewarm the area to be patched by pressing
it with a household, electric dry iron or steam iron. Use a
dry iron set at cotton, without scorching the fabric, for
about seconds.

(6) Immediatilly cover the damaged area with
the patch previously cut.

(7) Hold the irn n the patch with a slight
rotatin or the irOn for about 8 seconds.

(8) Remove the iron, and let the patch col
ror about seconds, or long enough for the patch to remain
adhered to the surrounding material. Adjust the heating,
pressing, and cooling times as required forwthe specific
1r3n useti.

(9) Test a patch by picking at theledge of the
patoh with the fingers-'unLil a tab one-quarter to one-half
an Inch iong is formed. Pull hard on the tab with the fingers;
if the patch is difficult to peel off, it is a well-Osnded
tab. Replace the test patch with a new patch or reiron the
test patch.

(10) For patches larger than the iron, apply
the patch in sectione, starting at the center, and complete
each section, one at a time.

J. Bindin . Restitch loose or missing stitches
In tape r webbing. Replace defective or missing tape or
webbing with the appropriate materials.

Restorin filler. Beat the bag to fluff up the
filler, to remove umps and ts restore even distribution of
the filler. If required, replace filler that may have been
lat through holes sr tears with filler from salvaged tags.

V. KeplastIslidefastener. To replace
a Attfective 70-inch ide fastener wi h a new one, carefully
out off tne mlide-fastener tape along the edges of the metal
chain, and proceed as fllows:

(1) Left aides Position the edge of the new
slide-fasten-!r tape between the I l/4-inch toP guard we:1ring
and the 2 1/2-inch weatherstrip tape, laying the .slide-
fastener tape against the stitching that fastens the guard

A



webbing an place. Attach the slide-fastener tape to the
weatherhtrip tape with a row of stitching one-eighth inch
from the edge for the full length of the opening. %Sew an
aoditional row of stitching through the guard webbing, the
weatherstrip tape, and the fastener tape about one-half inch
from the edge of the guard webbing (farthest from the eyelets).
The weatherstrip should not be caught in the stitching.

(2) Right side. Position the edge f the
sllJe-rastener tape between the 1-1/4 inch top and bottom
guard webbings, laying the Llide-fastener tape against the
stitching that fastens the guard webbing in place. Attaca
tho slide-fastener tape te the bottom guard'webbing with a
row of stitching one-eighth inch from the edge for the full
length of the opening. Sew an additional row of stitching
through both the guard webbing and the fastener tape abut
one-half inch from the edge of the guard webbing farthest
rrom the eyelets. Sew the fastener tape 1 to 1 l/4 inches
beyonJ the foot end of the metal chain to the guard webbing
with a double row of stitching across the webbing.

/0041

A. Replacing 72-inch slide fastener. Replace a
oefective 7-inch slide fastener in the same manner as the
70-inch slide fastener, except to sew together 2 inches of
the weatherstrip tape at the fot end i.af the sleeping bag.

6-4. FINAL INSPECTION. See paragraph 1-4b.
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/003 SECTION VII

WATER PURIFICATION BAG

7-1. DSSCRIPTION. The water purification bag (tig. 7-1)
is constructed from canvas. There are two ty2es of bags:
'One has stitched seama, and_the other has seared seams. The
capacity of each bag is 36 gallons. The bag is cylindrical
in shape and has a cone-shaped cover. It is equipped with
46 E), or R faucets spaced equidistantly about 2 1/2 inches
abov the bottom of the bag. Tbe cover is constructed to fit
over the suspenslipn ropes, and the bag is furnished with a.
drawstring fr securing a tight fit.

7-2. REPAIR MATERIALS. The following materials should be
in acordance with paragraph '1- suspension ropes, draw-
string rope, thread, faucets, grommets, and wire (for rings).
Ropes must nt (lontain mildew inhibitor or, chemidhls f a
poisonous nature.

7-i.. REPAIR METHODS. Procedures for insOcting, cleaning,
and repairing, and replacing components of the water
purification bag are described below.

a. fre..ielciaszlnezestan and cleaning. See
paragraph T-4a.

b. 'Stitchin . Hestitch bags or cvers that have
broken or missing sti ching, worn, or rotten thread. Use the
01)1 lockstitch, and sew 7 stitches per inch on the bag and
S stitches per inch on the cover. De not attempt to repair
sealed-seam bags.

c. Replacing, or re alrin ro e. Replace ropes
of incorreTt lingth s or ropes hat have badly frayed ends,
worn or broken strands: Repair rope with frayed ends by
hand whipping (fig. 7-2).

d. Replaciqg faucets. Replace a defective or
mist:ling faucet, making sure that the replacement faucet is
fa the same type of material as that being replaced, that iS,
e4Aher metal or plastir!. The finished bag must ise-equipped
with either all metal or all plastic faucets.

e. Replacing grommets. Replace ,iefective or
missing grommets in t)le dilic of the cver top. Make sure
that all grommets are securely set, but do not cut the cover.



/7 SUSPENSION ROPE

SUSPENSION ROPES CROSSED AT THIS POINT

3/8- SUSPENSION ROPES

COVER ---------

CUTAWAY TO SHOW DETAILS

BOWLINE KNOTS

DRAWSTRINGS

OVERHAND KNOTS

METAL OR PLASTIC FAUCETS

Figure 7-1, Water purification bag.
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DUCK ,COTTON, NO , 1- *WO

CUTAWAY TO SHOW DETAIL

HANDWHIPPED
64' _N...

HANDWHIPPED

6: 6"

d11111=111111M=MEr

METHOD OF TYING OVERHAND KNOT

METHOD OF TYING BOWLINE KNOT

Figure 7-2. Hand whipped ropes.

L. Repairing or replacing rinra. Stre4
alined rings t'hat are nt out f line more than 1
any direction. Replace missing rings, rings that
Ilne mre than 1 inch in any directin, rusted or
ringa, and electrozinc-ceated rings.

7-4. FINAL INSPECTION. See paragraph 1-14.
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AX6SECTION.VIII

SHELTER-HALF TENT

8-1. DESCRIPTION. The shelter-half teat (fig. 8-1) is
_constructed from 8.25-ounce, mildew-, water-, and weather-
resistant cotton duck. The shelter half is olive drab,
Army shade 7. It is attached to another shelter half with
stud snap fasteners and has triangular closing straps on
both ends The shelter half is equipped with a guy line and
five foot-stop lines. Overall length of the shelter half is
154 1/2 inches. Two shelter halves joined together form a
tent for two men. Snap fasteners are provided along the
lower edge of the shelter half to permit six shelter halves
to be joined together to form a six-man tent. The ridge of
the tent is formed by tentpoles at each end, and the sides are
secured to the ground with pins that are placed through the
foot stops.

8-2. REPAIR MATERIALS. The following materials should
be ln a-ccordance with paragraph 1-3: cloth, thread, ropes,
grommets, and snap fastenees.

4 (1
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8-3. REPAIR METHODS. Procedures for inspecting, cleaning,
repairing, and replacing components of the shelter-half tent
are described below.

graph 1-4a,
a. Preliminary inspection and cleaning. See para-

b. Stitchin . Follow procedures in para-
graphs 3-3b1.2). 'I'ypTciT methods of stitching chapes are shown
in figure 8-2.

c. Patching. Machine stitch all patches (fig. 8-3).
Use the watirshed patch for general repair except at the ridge
of the tent where a rectangular type is required. Limit the
number of patches to six patchee on each side and four pate!hes
on each end. In addition, limit the total area of -patches on
each side penel and each end panel to not more than 25 percent
of the area cf the panel. Remove and replace panels or panel
sections when patching would weaken the panel or exceed limita-
t16ns. See figures 8-4 through 8-11 for details of patch con-
struction. Procedures for patching are ae follows:

(1) Cut patches from matching salvaged mate-
rlal tc) closely match the item beinerepaired, or cut them
rr-om new material.

(2) Cut each patch large enough to overlap
t,:le damaged area 2 3/4 inches on all sides.

(3) In making tne watershed patch, ford-in
the pat..n to make a roof-type top edge, cutting from open
ecFefs t the folded center at an angle a about 22.50. Center
tne paten over the damaged area, and turn under the raw edge
tnree-quartera of an inch. Stitch the patch into place with
a row of stitching hot farther than one-eighth of an inch from
ea:h edge. Turn the tent over and trim the damaged area,
allowing enough material to turn under one-helf inch. Sew
.He-eightn inch from the edge of the turned under material.

(4) For repairing an area where a grommet, has
he, use a grummet patch. Cut the patch large enough

:111 w V.,1ding the material over both sides of the damaged
Area. Center the patch with the raw edge (folded part) facing
tn. L!_ttc.n the patoll In place with a rcw of stitching one-
tt) !n.n frrrl the edge. Position and install a new grommet

:entered in the patch.

(g:)) Do not remcve previously installed cement
1r tley are serviceable; however, sew around the

ee with two rows of stitching, the first row one-
!nch from the edge and the second row one-quarter inch

m the rIvvt mjoi.
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F1.15ure 8-2. Webbing folded and chapea at ktched.
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Figure 8-4. Constructioli of watershed patch.
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Figure 8-7. Completed seam-to-seam patch.
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Figure 8,-;7i. Construction .)f four-thickness
1.-rommet pat(!h.
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3ECTION IX

TWO-MAN MOUNTAIN TENT

/WO

q-1. DESCRIPTION. The tw()-man mountain tent (fig. 9-1)
Is dealhmed to be used in high altitudes and in arctic regions
to aocommodate two men. It le made from 5.8 ounce fire-.
mIldew-, water-, and wind-resistant cotton twill. It Is olive
drab, shade 7, on one'side, and. white on the other. The tent
la equipped with cloth flporing material. The floor area
dimensions are 6 feet 10 3/8 Inches long by 54 5/8 inches wide.
At the ridg,e, the tent Is 6 feet 10 inches long by 43 7/8 inches
high. Components consist of 2 adapters, 6 pirls, and 12 poles.
An entranCe tunnel and a'ventilator are provided in the tent
at each end. The tunnel opening may be closed with tuilnel

fabric or tunnel screen liner. The olive-drab and white sides
may be reversed for camouflage:

c4-2. REPAIR MATERIALS. The followini.' rriter!als should

tie tn ac,:!(-)rdance with paragraph cloth, netting, webbing.
tIpe, threhd and twine.

METHOIG. Procedure3 r(,r .lean!ng,

a A i'epal:.trit.- and replacing components of the two-man mountain
te dre 1e3crtt,ec1 below.

.1. 'Preliminary inspetIon ad leaning. See para-

pt.raph 1 4ci.

.1-3tping. See paragraph 1-Th(2).

pLit(Lhici.E. Patch each dhniaKed area witt:

iL hc3: Ifl ilve-Jrah patch r1 the 01Ie-Arab side .pf the
it ac! I :tuval pat.'h on the wv-ite 31de of the te-t..

fl"t 3.Time 1e and ? 4/4 io("hes larger
irea. CeHt, path Y...er the

Atred qAd t!Irn ind r th t. patch ecies three-fourths
trat- pA,H+ i, vlac. Cut awy I mat-ed area.

bC," *.he edgeS ,..der to

area t whiTh t h 0 first patTh !risring that
twi k:At alloed. Stitch th e h V place.

1.1;4e wutertihed pat.:Lt.'s excei)t. on the rldee or thote ;t-,, use a

ch -1 the f7.'It ridge. Use (11i1To-vi-shaped

pats'ries the ventliat,:).'s and luls. Use a 1..!7k stit,7h.

d. OP parin uett1. eplace nettng
th3t la torn ..)r aamaged with a piece (5?-71ew 'letting unless'the
lamage is minor and can be patched satisfactorily.
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Figure ?-1. Two-man mountain tent.
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e. Relacin
Replace worii, a rae cu or o erwise amage we.. ng, straps,
le)t)ps, ur tip tapes with matching,material. Restitch loosely
attached webbing, using ortginal construction asthods.

webbin st s loo
/0.21

a and tie ta s.

f. Replacing ventilators and tunnels. Replace
ventilatorsand tunnels Olat %re damaged beyond minor patching
with new ones matching the orikinal.

go Replacing reinforcements. Replace defective
corner reinforcements with appropriate matching reinforcements.

h. Repairing_ on replacing lines and foot stops.
Cut off frayed Tines up-to 14 inehes, and repair them by machine
stitohing or hand whipping. Replace missing or irrepairable
lines Nnd roof stops with the appropriate matching items.

1. Re211clas label. Replace the label with the ;

Ippr.priate reproduction- cut from material matching that of-the
1.be1. 'Fabricate the new label to-size, 8 by 10 1/2

Inches, with a half-Inch margin on all sides. Insure infor-
mation ,.111 the label is. a (opy r)f the original and Is clearly
and neatly (1.)n.

L. Re-markinE. Restencil or reprint the letters
"U whe:, previnus markings are faded, obliterated, (.):'

3tenc1l letters three-quarters of an inch high.

c)-4. FINAI, INSPECTION. See paragraph l-4b.

411
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SECTION X

M-I'W,'COMMAND-P0..T TENT

Mg. M-ItoW, command-post .tent.

(riA. to-i; 4 MAdt* feom outton duck. It is olive
drab, Army . Y. The material is fire, mildew, water, and
weather rair.t,aW.. The tent 1.3 equipped with a cover, liner,
scveens, and slip liners. Overall dimensions are
A) feet 7 inchos long by 10 feet wile.by a peak height of

i'eet and a sidewall height or ') feet 6 inches. The tent
is used to provide office space for staff sections in5the
combat area. It may also be used as an aid station.

HEFAIR MATERILS. The following materials should
1, in accordance with paragraph 1-3: cloth, thread, webbing,
screening, fllm (for window panes) ropes, twine, grommets,
snap fasttnern, clips, buckles, ridge plates, triangles,
rairleaders, anA 10111!fyes. Certain tent components, i.e.,
LlAckou!. curtain, ',ent screen, and,tent lines, may be ordered
thc.(wgh rclt4ne-supply channels.

METHol).;. Iroi.dures for inspecting, clean-
tng, vealr,g. and repairing and replacing components of
!ho cOmMinti-p03t ten! are aescetbed below.

a. See

p,toa..7raph

t. .;titchin4. paragraph ..-9.)(2).

l'atehlhE. Ex-rcis care in patching the tent
t,oAy, and ,A,...rvo the preScriled limitations in patching.

(1) i!_imiting kiitche3. Do not patch small
1-. ai Ilia% are ono-quarter inch or,less across
'1r Alitilotr. In) not ,patch more than '.(.) percent

t,trw1:4 tir)lot;, in which case, patch
pan.,13. 4nere additional patching

/tW !.en!, remove s,!ctions of a panel, or the
Aro': Re;Alr damaged areas involving
iantl!i, with two patches. -

A. I in. ,atcoi and re irint tent bod
M4Ae 1 pat.c'ti3 of .t e watershed type where practical and
.6.w outsIde ,(cept when a cross-section the full widtn
(+! A rAntal is replaced. In such repair, sew the upper edge

pateh on the underside and the lower edge of the
p:at.,7t1 on the outside. Lew patches te) the tent body with

414
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Figure 10-1. M-1945 command-post tent:
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two parallel rows of stitching one-quarter inch apart, with
the outer row of stitching about one-eighth inch from the
outer edge of the patch. Patch all mildeWed and rotten

_ .10"erbur.areas previously marked. Inspect previo ly pitched areas,

however, if previously applied cement patahes are serviceable
and the surrounding Area needs no repair, Sew a row .of stitches
around the -outer edges of the patch as required for regular
patches. Do not patch more than 50 percent of a panel except
ror nail holes; in which case, patch 75 percent of the panel.
Trim damaged areas under large patches to remove irregular_
areas. If a cut is cleani-with no fraying, darn it along its
entire length plus one-half inch beyond its ends; then patch
the cut. Patch all holes in the-roof, no matter what their
size, provided the patches do not exceed patch limit tions.
Repair damaged areas near a'panel edge; however, rip out.one
row of stitches,along the panel edge, insertthe panel edge
there, replace the pane1, and sew the panel over.the patch
edge. Remove sections of panels, and. replace,them if addi-
tiorial pv-.ching would weaken the' member or result in too many
patches. Repair damaged areas of lap seams of panels with
two patches of the appropriate type. Replace all weak and
rotten stitching along panel,edges with new stitching. Re-
pair or replace flaps on ventilators,,stovepipe openings,
and windows as described above. Remove improperly positioned
flaps thatcause buckling, and restiteh"them in the proper
locations. Repair or replace torn or abraded reinforcements.
Remove a torn, mildewed, or..otherwise defectivesod cloth;
remove the damaged section; insert'a new section; and stitch
It to the serviceable portion. Figures 10-2 through 10-11
show.patching on the command-post tent.

d.- Repairtnorreplacing webbln . Replace
worn, abrades, cut, or otherwise damaged webbing. Restitch
loosely attached webbing by following the original construction
methods.

e Repairing_or replacing liner. Repair the
.1her t,y pat'ECling in the same way the tent body is patched;
however, lere are no limitations on the number of patches.
Instead of making an excessive number 'of patches to a panel,
however, remove and replace the panel.

f.

h,2i)a1 r defective p-art6-Pareckout
(urtain as necessary. Observe the same limitations On patch-
ing the curtain as those applied,to the tent body. logsplace

the curtain if required, but insure that a new or regaired
curtain conforms to the original dimensions and fit So that
blackout conditioni may be maintained.



Figure 10-2. Full-width patch at Midpahel.
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Figure 10-3. Watershed patch at seam.
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Figure 10-4. Full.and partial panel replacement.
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Figure 10-5. : Watershed patch at midpanel.
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Figure 10-6. Ground-edge grommet,patch.
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Figure 10-7. Patches, at bottom of wall.
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?e 10-10. Patch for partial replacement of snap fasteners
or grommet lugs .
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1.'1Aur. 10-11, I'atoti ror implacing 3nap fasteners.
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RepAirin.e or ropia.c.ipy screens. Repair screens
-

(,1 liapropur size by increasing or decreasing the panels. Re-

move. unii.r_estitch sod cloths and.splash curtains that_ have
caused. illAtortiun to the Screens. Patch or remove defective
screening, and replace it with M-I945, command-post.end or
sidewall screen as appropriat. Patch screens on the outside
with rwt less than one-half inch overlap around the entire
perime ter of the opening. Make two Stich lines on the screen
as speci! ied for patches un the tent body, but do not turn
((oder the mat erials. Put no more than six patches on any one
screen panel, and patch no more than one-quarter of the area
1)1 single panel. Replace screens that require more patching
than specified above.

h. RepaJrin or_ _rp1acinjj hardware.. Renal r. or
rcH n );rermets, snap fast ehers, or rings as follows:

i) (a-ommets and sna.p fasteners. Replace
_ _

hadly split, corroded, and oll-center
o,mets and snap iasteners. Patch enlarged grommet or snap-

Listener holes hy using a doub le thickness patch, one thickness
over the damaged area and one un( h.r it. When a series of

or snap fasteners-must be replaced, as in A wall
t t he damaged area in wh ich thev are inserted

ont the hem. Sew in a new, serviceable hem, and
replak:e the hardware. Insure that grommets and snap fasteners
re properly set, without cutting the material. Form the
Ho:0 lor the' mtle part of the fastener when driving the

ner int- the material. Insure that the holes are no
than those made with a No. In, round drive punch for

1,---in,H holes. Punch holes in the duck,. to receive the
that ate smaller than the outside diameter of the

..io;!imet barrel, thus insuring that the harre] is forced
!he hold.

( - ) ti ire:, or rep i ac in r i nus. Replace
thAt have previously been usl.d in the place

wirh w'W 11 the hole is so enlarged
A gI I not I p.itch the htde with a double

pat ,h, ?.knd I nsc rt vrummet i n I he patched hold.
de! t Inch r in h:-;cd d r ip cap. Re-

in. I ike mdnner .

Repair.in.L r&'l)l.u' liiy lines. Cut ott +rayed
lines, and repair the lines by hand whipping

::titchinK. (Machine stitching is preferable.)
kcffluvc my Pitire thdo 4 inches in making such repair. Replace
jAlit.Wed lines that cannot he repaired and mildewed lines.

i'p.i ring lines by hand sewing, insure that wrappinx

/4.1 ,)
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twine is well waxed with beeswax. Replace damaged or missing
fcmt stops in the manner specified for lines. Figure 10-12
shows repairs to tent lines.

1. lfte=-treatin7 Atter Completing ne-paIrm af-teli 3.
or'components, tre&t a 4. ar.ma ,xcept.the liner, if they
require re-treatment, with flre-, water-, weather-, and
mildew-resistant re-treatment compound. Use water and mildew
solvent, textile-preservative compound for re-treating the
liner. Brush or spray the re-treating compounds.

k. Pabricatthg label. Fabricate a lapel for the
repaired tent. nstruct t e label from appropriate elotn,
and print on the label with indelible ink in bold, black
type, one-quarter inch high. Make the label 4 1/2 by 4
Place it on the hem over the doorway, and position it adjacent
to the manufacturer's label. Print the following on the ]abel:
tent nomenclature, Federal stock number, date of completion
of the repair, name of the repair installation, and name of
the inspector.

10-4. FINAL INSPECTION. See paragraph 1-4b.

426
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2 1/2 END

CI CS ram A STRAIGHT STITCH

END SHALL BE MACHINE STITCHED FROM "I TO "B," WRAP AROUND

LINE 2 1/4 TURNS AND STITCH BACK TO "A." ST TCHING TO BE DONE

WITH NO 8 6 CORD THREAD, COTTON, HEAVY, TYPE 301 STITCH,

6 STITCHES TO THE INCH, PLUS OR MINUS 1 STI1CH.

A

1 1/2"

END SHALL BE MACHINE STITCHED WITH NO 24 4 COTTON MACHINE

THREAD, OVERCAST STITCH, TYPE 104, 14 STITCHES TO THE INCH,

PLUS OR MINUS 2 STITCHES

END

B ZIG/AG STITCH

HANDWHIPPING SHALL BE DONE WITH 1 STRAND OF 5 PLY WRAPPING

TWINE WELL WAXED

END

C WRAPPING

t.

Figure 10-12. Repaired tent lines.
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SECTION XI

REPLACEMENT OF DAMAGED STOVEPIPE OPENINGS

11.1 ,,,NENAL. Man., ten n hePn processed through
N.oper.y eis;_-1,4A charriell, thlt is, tr..ated as scrap, because

dam3,zee (.penngs. Theep tents could have been,
male seevlceanle by al3ktn, r. tne appropriate repairs aecordinl!
'o'!he in3truc!1,nb contained In thia section. 4herever
poss1t11,, it te cisirable to r.-Tlace a damaged stovepioe
with a rw modified rubberized stovepipe opening (sec. XII);
however, since tents equipped with the modified openings are
compara.ively new, it is not always'possible to obtain a new
npening Crom a salvaged tent, and the repairman must then
fabricate a new opening with the materials at hand.

11-2 PRECAUTIONS. The student should mark arl measure-
;11ritS Ih ement materiel before he begins to fold and
:011ch tne ma!Prial. Howehr, prior marking can be _done only
:Iftot!r h, thoroughly understands all procdure for making the
.s.-ovepipe opPning. Prior marking is done because the replace-
T..nt ma-r.tal can be flattened out and measured accurately;
o'herw1se, It would pucker during the folding and stitching
process, and accurate measurements could not then be obtained.
But, frlr -he sake.of clarity, marking is described in sequence
in this text.

11-3 REPAIR MATERIAL,. The fcllowing materials should
be in accordance with paragraph l-3: tav., thread, and webbing.

11-4. REPLACEMENT PROCEDURES. The method of cutting
the damaed. opening (from panel seam to panel seam) and sewing
1-ie replacement opening tc the vent is similar to making the
seam-to-seam patch. These procedures,include squaring the
iilmageA ar,a, ,penlng the seams, constructing the patch,
foldiny the pach, inserting the patch into the seams, and
stithIn7, thP patch.

rtl, student should observe that, the.measurements
,-Aven1r-CF tne flize of the stovepipe opening patch are used

.-.1.frIp1.- only; the size of this patch is actually determined
ty .n- Area ef th! damage. In cutting the 'material for a

t.'is Aqmagee area, the panel material must be 1 1/2 inches
larF;er ,n All lie1c!,9 than the damaged area cut away. This
allows 1 Incn for each seam and one-half inch for turning
under. In all other respects, (folding, stitch,measurements,

:n, Irtiu'1 1or Ivn ipply.

H
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a. Squaring the damsod area. Squhr tht . damageu
otening from seam to seam, 2 inches above ana 1-,eloo the rein-

forcement stitches.

b. 0 pentngL the seams. Open the seAms within the
squared area,'an cut out the amaged pan?1 on the mark us.,(i
to,square the panel.

c. Constructin the jtch. (Before iollowinv
these instruFtions, see'the note a die-, and aciaL those
instructions accordingly.) Construvt the patch (fig. 11-1)

as follows:

(1) Select two pieces of material having unol
same weight and texture. Cut each piece of mxterial evenly
to a 12-"by 12-inch square.

(2) Measure and mark the material In such
a manner as to locate the center (A).

(3) Measure and mark the material for the
stovepipe opening. From the center point, measur: and mark up

1/4 inclles and down 4 1//4 inches; then measurc and mark left
and right from center 3 1/1. inches (B). Draw all sides to
.the appropriate measurements. Lines must be straight and
evenly applied Lc the material.

(4) Stitch tht two pieces of material low;e`lier
(C), making certain the materials are squarely.positioned with

edges and corners alined. Insure that the stitch line follows
.the mArkings made for the utovepipe opening.

(5) Stitch arcund the marKtrvs to th-J stavtinr
point and 1 inch beyond to form a tack stitch (1)). Make the

tack stitch nO less than seven-eighths of an inch nor greater
than 1 1/8 inches.

(6) Cut'out the center of the material
one-eighth of an inch from the stitch line (E). Do not cut

nearer thar one-eighth inch from the stitch line because too
narrow a border would weaken the seam.

(7) Turn the top ply material through the
opening (F).

(8) Roll or pull out the %op v.iy material
as much as possible, and press it down as much as possible
to maintain its position (0).

429
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F16ure 11-1. Repiiicem3nt of stoyeplpe opening.
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Figure 11 -1 (Continued)
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(9) Stitch around the stovepipe opening'

one-eighth or an inch from the rolled edges (K). Start at
-the right side of-thei.epiiiiiiig..

(10) Apply the stitch around the entire
opening to the starting point and 1 inchAieyond.. (I) to secure
it with a tack 'stitch as in .(5) above.

:

(11) Folo the top reinforcement piece under
one-half inch at the edges. -Stitch one-eighth inch from the
folded adges. ntart the stitch line at the right.side of
the material (J), and continue around the material and 1 inch
beyond the starLing point to secure it with a tack stitch as
in (.c.)) above. The stitch line must be straight and evenly
spaCed around all Voided edges of the material (K)..

d. RITlacing flaps. Replace the stovepipe flaps
of !he t.!nt,on (1, the rabricated stovepipe opening as follows:

(1) Attach th- Fight stovepipe flap over the
stnvptp., ,,pning with a double row of stitches. Follow the
oli makIng certain the flap is alined over the
ok)enin F. and properly secured with a tack stitch (L) as in

) ibcv. .

(2) Attach the left flap over the stovepipe
mrv (M) In the same way as in (1) above.

(3' Attach the top flap over the left and ,
and insure that the top flap is centered over the

titch the flap in position with a single row of
following the old stitch line, and secure it with 1

v_Itch at each end (N) as in c(5) above.

r1,! opening parml as follows:

(1) Position and stitch the reinforced .stove7
top pavi wiLh a double row of stitche..11

lnTh prom the fold(.1 ede.,e and three-eighths to
Fake tht stitch lines straight and

nly )pac- (0).

() Position and place the bottom edge of.
: op-niv over tne bottom panel. Fold the edge
oh-hal.P inch, and :;titzh .one-eighth inch from the folded1. ,tpply the -.;Pcond stitch row thnee-eighths Lo one-half'

Itn,. Make
:4-1! -!It evnly flii4c!_?d (F).

436 .
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(3) Position and stitch the stovepipe opening
to the right panel with a double row of ititchesi one-eighth
inch from the edger and three-eIghthe-te- ons-half inch apart.
Make the stitch lines straight and evenly spaced, and secure
the ends of the stitch lines with a tack stitch (41) as in

c(5) above.

(4) Position and stitch the stovepipe opening
to the left panel (R) in the same way as in (3) above.

(5) See figure II-1 (S) and (T) for position
of straps and flaps in closed and open positions.



SECTION, M

RIIPIACOMMT CiF OMAGH& ZTOVEPIPE- OPENING
WITH MODIFIED STOVEPIPE OPEN1$G

12-1. GENERAL. Late models of the general-purpose tents
are equipped with a rubberized, fire-resistant modified stove-
pipe opening. When older issues. of these ,tents have damaged
stovepipe openings, the openings are replaced with the modified
type, when available. Since these modified openings.are not
items, of issue, they muit be obtained from tents that are no
longer serviceable. Tent ltners must also be modified to
accommodate the modified opotnings.

12-2 . MATERIAL REQUIRED FOR REPLACEMENT. The materials
needed to install a modifiod stovepipe opening include tape,
thread, and webbing, which should be in accordance with
paragraph 1-3.

12-3. 'MODIFICATION PROCEDURES. Procedures for install-
ing the modified stovepipe opening include cutting and resewing
stitching, inserting tie tapes, increasing the size of the
existing stovepipe opening in the tent and tent liner, and
modifying the tent liner. These procedures are described
below.

a. Modifying_the tent and installing the modified
stove i e openig. Determine the center of the new stovepipe
opening y measuring about 25 1/2 inches from the eave Line
and about 17 1/2 inches from the ridge line kfig. 12-1).
Draw two intersecting lines from these two measurements. The
point of intersection is the center for the'opening. Cut the
stitching, and remove the old-type stovepipe opening from the
tent. Increase the size of the existing round stovepipe-

. opening hole In the tent to a 15 inch-square opening, cut the
tent an additional one-half inch at the corners, and fold back
the canvas one-half inch, leaving a 16-inch hole. Plade the
modified stovepipe opening on the inside of the tent, center
it around the hole, and stitch 1-inch webbing folded in half
around the perimeter of the stovepipe opening with a double
row of stitches, -locked at one end. Cut the webbing at the
corners and at the centers, and insert eight tfe tapes, as
shown in figure 12-2. Restitch the webbing over the tie tapes,
and secure, this stitching with a 1 1/2-inch tack stitch.

b. Modifying the :ant liner. Increase the
opening in tEe tent liner to a "7-Trnch square opening and
cut the corners one-half inch, turning the edges toward the
outside (fig. 12-2). Position tight tie tapes-on the Outside

4 384,
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Figure 12-1. Diagram for enlarging existing stovepipe open-
ing in tent.
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of the tent liner to match with the tie tapes sewn to the
_lantelharn---under-the-ends-of---t-her-tte-tapta-wheeti- they are
ogattowspiviow_th. uner_s _ ikkiket webving_on_thociiii_or_tbot
tent liner over the tie tcpes and allaround the edges of the
liner opening. Sew the webbing and the tie tapes in place.
To keep the tent liner from 'shifting and coming in contact
with the stovepipe, tie thl tie tapes of the liner to the
matching tapes of the tent Figure 13-3 shows the modified
stovepipe opening installed.

c. Recording the modfeication. Report the
modification to the tent im accordance with the procedures
in TM 38-750, the Army Maintenance Management Systems (TAMS).
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.U.S. ARMY QUARTERMASTER SCHOOL
FORT LKEt, VIRGINIA

SECTION I

INTRODUCTION TO CLOTHING AND TEXTILE'REPAIR

ORIENTATMN SHEET

1. Objective

The purpose ofAhis course is to provide a working knowledge of mainte-

nance in the field, ROAD and COSTAR concepts, organization for maintenance

in the field, occupational specialty 43J20 in support of maintenance id the

field, inspecting, marking, classifying, measuring, resizing, ana fitt.;:ng

of clothing, and.the, applicati n of th.se skills in support of.civic

,

activities in co4n4erinsurency situations.

2. Standards ofttainierit

Ai t result of this instruction, the studc;nt, given new and used cloth-

ing, appropriate, references, tools,.equipment, and supplies, will beiable

to inspect clothing-for defects and mark colch defects with ,alpipropri6te

symbols; given items of clothing with-matke4idefects, serviceability

standards, and repairaUllity standards, indicate proper classification of

each garment; given altered clothing, sizing chart, and folding guide, the

student will re ize and fold garment for return to stock fur reissue; given

measurements a propriate to each clothing size, measure a model to determine

.the appropriate g size; and be able to Telate at least 3 different

types oi services whieh he, as a textile'repairmans may perform to support

-civil affairs operations in a counterinsurgency situation.

3. Relationship to Other Subcourses

These subcourses are directly related to all other courses hn which a



knowipdge or clui.hing and textile repair is necessary. They are-directly

related to reclamatlon and maintenance courseal-Where the Wad-tint-gin be.-

woiking with orrepairing clothing and textile items.

NOTE: SlecTioN 2 tills BED) onirrrkb DUE. To
nilIi.IflRy SPac.iFic. MATERIALS.

1.0a
4
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FCTI.ON 1;1

.INITECTING AND MAPK1NG 0E-CLOTHING DEFECTS

PREC1::,

I. Introduction

. . ,

A. Orientation and Mot:vation. During this period of instruction, th,.

,

instruCtiar will diieuss inspection-and marking of clothing defectL to,in-

cluitelsymbols used la marking defects. A13 4 he will give a demonstration

(stV-by-step) in the correct procedureLLused. in inspecting clothing for

defedts. After.the demonstration the student will tyrform a practical

exercise practicing how to inspeot and mark defected clothing.

13. gbiective As a result,gf this instruction, the student, given appro-

priate references, tallor's chalk, defect marking syiltbol guide, and three

itm: of used clothing, will be able to inspect elothing systematically

arA locate all defects; using tailor's chalk, will mark each defect fotuid,

with the approprate marking symbol .

IT Presentation

A. lurp.ose of InspectI n of Clothinp

1. Tovdetermine wh.ther a garment is .in a condit.ion for reissue(or

if it is in net4 of repairs.

,) To make sv.re, that ail defect:3 are correctly iharked s,, that ail
,.

,

repairs earl be made.'

B. EgaBilk2p_a_clefect markinA - A/system for marking defects in gar-
.

ments and textiles to avoid any possible misunderstandinp'between the in-

spector and the repairman.

C. .Larpose o defect markinp, - To facilitate aUn exact

between the Inspector and the rebairman.

understandim
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1N:1iECT1NG AND NARKING OF CLOTHING DEFECTS

HmW :;TODY PRACTICAL FIERCISE

1. Introducti,n

A. Listed below you 14:0,1 find the definition of the different defect

marking symbols. Draw the appropriate symbol.in the f.,-e'provided beside

each definition.

1. Draw the wmbol used to indicate any portion of a garment which

is too short.

Draw the symbol used to indicate that the seam._involved should be

let out t" that extent.

3. Draw the symbol that indicates the need to take a seam in.

1.. Draw the symbol that indicates that a part of a garment is too

5. Draw the symbol for a general defect, such as open seams or

skipped stitches.

6. Draw the symbol used to indicate a hidden defect.

7. Draw the symbol used to indicate a missing button and the loca

ti,, that button.

Draw the symbol used to indicate a missing buttonhole.

. Listed below you will find the definitions of each of the four

"letter" symbols in the space provided beside each definition.

1. This symbol is used when a piece of patching material is pinned

or basted to a garment and sent to a repairman.

A._

4S I

-
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2. This symbol is used to indicate that a small hole needs to

be darned.

3. This symbol is used to indicate that a component part of a

garment, such as a collar or cuff, needs to be replaced.

4. This symbol is used to indicate that a piece of material must

be added to a particular part of a garment in order to =tend that part.



INSPECTION AND MARKING OF CLOTHING DEFECTS

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

Introduction

During this practical axercise, the student mill receive a thorough

grounding of the correct ,procedures used in inspecting and marking and

Symbols used in inspecting and marking of clothing for defects.

II. Study Reference: TK 10-267, Page 3, Figure 1.

III.Supplies, Tools and Equipment Required

Shirts and Trousers (ample supply)

Tailor's chalk (ample supply)

Pins (ample supply)

Colored Chalk (ample supply)

IV. Direction to the Student

Follow the step-by-step procedures outlined in paragraph B. If you

have any questions regarding this practical exercise, do not hesitate to

call upon your instructor.

V. Performance Standards

The performance standards (A Par VI) set up to be used following the

job breakdown is to enable the instructor in checking the student performance

and inspecting the final results f(i' grading purposes.

VI. ,ot.) !ireakdown

A. The performance standard:3 that will be used in checking the

work of the student in the breakdown "B" below are as follows:

1. Is student following sequHnce listed'in the production steps?

;.!.- Is the student%inspecting the garments as described in the

kv points?

3.04
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3. Is the student working rapidly and efficiently with a minimum

of lost time?

4. Is the student giving each garment an overall check to find

any unusual damages or defects?

-

B. The procedurekfor inspect ing and marking defected clothing are

listed to the left of the page in the breakdown below. The key points which

correspond in numbers to the procedures for each breakdown are listed to

the right of the page.

Routine for Inspecting Shirts

1. Inspect entire top collar.

2. Inspect under-collar.

3. Inspect under-bollar stand.

4. Inspect top collar stand.

1. a. Make sure the shirt is laid

flat, frant up.

b. In order to assure complete

inspection of the top collar,

turn back portion of top
g

collar upward.

2. Make sure that the collar is

turned "up" so as to make the

entire under-collar visible

at a single glance.

3. Make sure that the entire

collar is laid out:flat against

the table in order to expose the

entire under-collar stand at

a single glance.

4. Make sure that top collar is laid

out flat, and folded over on the



Inspect entire right front.

6. Inspect enti:e left front.

7. Inspect right shoulder seam

and epaulets.

8. Inspect right front armhole

shirt.

5. a. Make certain that you start

yoUr visual check at the

b.

right feorit.

Make sure that you cover all

attached component parts

(pocket flap, pocket, button

on pockets, right front facing

and hem at bottOm shirt) as

you glance down the entire

front.

6. Same as key points under step

#5, except substitute,"Center

pleat" for right front facing.

7 a. Make cenbein that you start

your inspection at the point

where the shoulder seam meets

the collar stand and where it

joins the armhble seam.

L. At the saMe time thoroughly

check the epaulets.

8. a. Make certain that you check

sleeve to cuffs. the now visible portion of

armhole.

3.06
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9. Same as step #7, only on

left shoulder seam and

epiulet.

10. Same as step #80, only on

a

b. Mike certain that you dover

the*entire leeve from the

armhole seam tovahd including,

the cuff with a single sweep

of the eye.

Same as key points =der production

step #8.

10. Samm as ke6oints uSei. production

left armhole, sleeve to cuff. step #8

11. Turn shirt over. 11. Have liack up and sleeves extended.

12. Inspect ioke. 12. Make sure that you start At the

extreme left edge of yoke and

glance along the entire yoke to end.

13. Inspect entire back. 13. In order to-assure thorough in.

spection, start at top of back_to,

and including, ham at bottom.

14. Inspect right side seam, 14. a. .Make sure that you start at the

including sleeve, point where the right side seam

a

meets the sleeve and armhole

seams, and continue down through

the gusset.

b. Same as key points #1 and 2,

step #8 except as applied to

back portion of armhole seam,

sleeve and cuff.

3.07
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15. Inspect left side seam,

including sleeve.

Routine for Inspecting Trousers

1. Lay trousers out flat.

, 15. Sams as key points #1 and 2,

step #13, except as applied to

left side seam and sleeve.

1. Have legs together, right

side up and fly to the right.

2. Inspect ihe right fly. 2. Mike sure that when checking

the right fly, top to botam,

k
you also cover the fly bottoms.

3. Inspect the right fly 3. In order to facilitite this

lining, step, turn the right fly back

4. inspect the waistband.

r). inspect belt loops on right

side of trousers.

6. Inspect right hip pocket

on the trousers exposing the

fly. lining.

CIN Make certain that you check the

entire waistband by opening the

fIy and glancing from right fly

to left fly around the whole

waistband.

5. In order to check these elt

loops easily and rapid close

the fly and glance al ng the top

of the waist from the left to the

right edge of the trousers.

6. Make sure that you turn the

lining. liniftipside out so as to expose
4

3.08
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7. Inspect right hip pocket

facings.

E. Inspect entire Watch pocket.

it to a rapid inspebtiOn.

7. In order o facilitate inspection

of these lArts, leave the pocket

liniAg turned inside out.

8. a. Make certain that,the pocket

lining is pulled out and

checked.

b. Make sure that you cover the

two watch pocket facings.

9. Inspect right side pocket 9. iame askey p5lint #1, step 1/5.

10. Inspect right side pocket 10L Same as key point #1, step #6.

facing and bearer.

11. Inspect outside right portion 11. a. Make certain to start at the

of ler. top of the waist and glance

12. Open legs of trousers.

13. Inspect entire inside

portion of right 1eg.

down,the entire surface of leg.

b. Make sure that you check the

outseam.

c. Make sure that you check the

trouser bottom, for frayed edge

or loose cross stitching.

13. a. Make certain to start at the

crotch and glance (icon) and ovr

entire surface of leg.
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b. Mak. sure that you cheek the

inseam..

38 %

14. Inspect the seat. -14: a. Check the seat seam.

b. Check the bodpy of the material

for strength if it is thread-

bare.

15. Inspect the crotch. 15. A. Check the bar tack Where the

crotch sewn joins the fly.

b. Check the meeting point of the

two inseams, the seat seam and

the crotch seam,

16. Inspect entire inside 16. Same as key pointi6 #1. and 2,

portion of left leg. step #13.

17. Close legs of trousers. 17. Tarn over, left side up.

18. Inipect the entire left fly. 18. a. Make sure that when Checking

the left fly, you cover the

fly front first.

b. I&order to speed upinepection,

open the fly and check the two

left fly linings smd the

buttonholes.

19. Inspect belt loops on left 19. Same as ksy point #1, step #5 el-

side of trousers. cept as applied to left of trousers.

4 Q(0
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20. inspect eniire left hip pocket, 20. Same as key point #1, steps #6

both lining and facings. and 7 combined. However, this

is on the left side.

21. Inspect entire lft side pocket., 21. Same as key point #1, steps

including lining of left leg. #6 and 7, except as appaied to

left side pocket.

22. Inspect entire outside portion 22. Same as key points #1, 2, and 3,

of left leg.
step #110 except ae applied to

left leg.

a



SEQXION IV

CLASSIFICATION OF CLOTHING

'
PREC

a

4

I. Introduction ;

.. A. j_g_senionigAsajait4.02 During thii period of initruction, the

instructor will discusi classification of clothing to include the purpose,

definition,. and standards of classification. Also, he will give a demon-

stration of the proper inspection routine for Armly service clothing. After

the deronstrstion, the student will perform a practical.exercise in classi-

fying Army service shirts and trousers.

B. Pbjective, As a result of th:s instruction,'the student, given

appropriate references, will name the standard classification symbols and

define each; using those items of clothing previously marked for defects,

glven tailor's chalk and serviceability standards appropriate for each

garment, will mark each garment with the appropriate classification symbol

as outlined in the appropriate technical bulletin, and explain why the

particular symbol was used.

11. Presentation

A. Definitions of the various classes of Arm clothing and equipage

itew

1. The classification of army clothing is based on two principles.

One is the principle of "serviceability", and the other - the principle of

ft appearance."

2. The manner in which serviceability and appearance affects the

classificatiorrof Army clothing are as follows:

4491



a. In outer dress clothing (Class A uniform) which is observed

by tlie public when Worn, appearance is given prtmary consideration. Service-

ability is of eecondary importance.

b. In clothing and equipment th;.t does not affect the appearance

such as the work uniform and organisational items of evipment, servicsebilitT

is the primary factor and appearance is considered secondary.

3. The following are the classification standards governing the cleated-

fication of Army clothing.

a. N New.

b. E -"Used Reconditioned.

c. 0 - Used Usable without Repairs.

d. R Used Repairs Required.

4. A further breakdown of the classification standards are as follows:

a. N-1. New - Excellent. New or unused property in excellent

- condition ready for use.and identical or interchangeable with new items delivered

by a manufacturer or normal source of supply.

b. N-2. NeW - Good. New or unue'd property in good condition.

Does not qualify for N-1 (because slightly shopworn, soiled or similar, but

condition does nt., Impair utility).

c. N-3. New - Fair. New or unused property in fair condition.

Soiled, shopworn, rusted, deteriorated or damaged and its utility some4hat

impaired.

d. N-4. New - Poor. New or unused property so badly broken,

soiled, rusted, mildewed, deteriorated, or damaged and its utility is seriouily

impaired.

4.02
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e. E-1. Used - Reconditioned - Excallem. Used proprty, but

repaired or renovated and in excellent condition. Retains at least 75 per-

cent wear expectancy of a like new item.

f. F-2. UsJd - Reconditioned - Good. Used property which has

been repaired or renovated and while still in good usable condition, has

become, wqrn from_further use and cannot qualify for excellent condition. Re-

tains 75 percent wear eXpectancy of a like riew

g, F-3. Used - Reconditioned-- Fair. Used property which has

been repaired or renovated, but has detetiorated since reconditioning and is

only in fair condition. Further\repairs or r,enovation required or expected

to be needed in the near future.

h. F-4. Used - Recondit,,ioned -_Poor. Used property which has

beer: repaired or renovated ai is in poor condition from seiious deterioration

slwh As .f-rom major wear and tear, corrosion, exposure to weather, or mildew,

i. 0-1. Used - Usable without Ripairs - Excellent. Property

which has been slightly or moderately used, no repairs required, and still

in excellent condition. Retains 75% wear expectancy of a like new item.

. O-2. Used - Usable - Without Rppairs - Good. Used property,

more worn, than 0-1 but still in good condition with considerwile use left

before any important repairs would be requirod. Retains 75% wear expectancy

411)

of a like new item.

/
1. 0-371 Used - Usable Without Repairs - Fair. -Used property

whith is still in fair condit- e and usable without repairs; however, somewhat

deteriorated, with some Afts (or portion) worn and should be replaced.

1. 0-4. Used - Usable,Without Repairs - Poort. Used property

which is still usable without repairs, bit in poor condition and undependable

4.03 4 93
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or uneconomical II use. Parts badly worn and deteriorated.

m. R-1. Used - Repairs Required - Excellent. Used property,

still in excellent condition, but minor repairs required (repairs would not

cost more than 10% of standard price).

n. R-2. Used - Repairs Required - Good. Used property, in good

condition but considerable repairs required. Estimated cost of repairs would

be from 11 to 25% of standard price.

R-3. 'Used - Repairs Required - Fair. Used property, in fair

cond;tion ty_A extensive repairs are required. Estlmated cost of repair would

be from 26 to 40% of standard price.

p. R-4. Used - Repairs Required - Poor. Used property, in poor

condition and requiring major repairs. Badly worn, and would still be in

doubtful condition of dependability and uneconomical in use if repaired.

Estimated repair cost between 41 and 65% of standard price.

q. X - No further value for use aa originally intended, but of

possible value other than as scrap. Personal property that has some value in

excess of its basic material content but which is in such condition that it

has no reasonable prospect of use for aRy purpose as a unit (either by the

holding or any other''federal agency) is clearly impracticable. Repairs or

rehabilitation estimated to cost in excess of 65% of standard price would be

considered "clearly imPracticable" for purpose of this definition.

4.04



CLASSIFICATION ")F CLOTHING

PRACTICAL tiaERCIa

, I. Introduction

During this practical exercise the student will receive a general

knowledge of the correct procedures used in classifying Arm service clothing.

Supplies, Tools, and Equipment Required

Jackets (Ample Supply)

Shirts (Ample Supp4)

Trousers (Ample Supply)

Tags (Ample Supply)

Pencil and Paper (Ample Supply)

III. Directions to Students

A. Follow the step-by-step procedures outlined in paragraph Vi b.-

U. Wh !;., in doubt during the practical exercise, call on the instructor

for assistance.

IV. Performance Standards (Refer to AR 32-15)

The perf,)rmance standards are established to enable the instructor in

.checking tne student performance and inspeting the final results for grading

purpoes. (See Par V A.)

V. Job Breakdown

A. The performance standards to be used by the instructor to check

student performance are as follows:

1. A garment classified (N) must be without a. doubt new and unused.

,. A garment classified (E) has been used and reconditioned.

3. A garment classified (0) has been used and is usable without repairs.

4.06
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A garment classified (R) has been used and is in need or repairs.

f.). A garMent-classified (X) has no further value for use as originally

intended but of possible valui other than as scrap

B. The procedures for classifying Army clothing are listed to the left of

the page in the breakdown below. The key points which correspond in number

to the procedure for each breakdown are listed to the right of the page.

1. Record information
about garment.

1. a.

b.

2. Inspect garment. 2. a.

b.

3. List defects.

4. Evaluate al,c1 Classify.

Garment number.
Type of garment.

Use inspection procedures
outlined in "Inspection and
Defect Marking" on shirts and
trousers.
For wool coatb, overcoats, and
other garments, follow a set
procedure in a manner similar
to above.

Extent of defects and possible
corrective measures to restore
serviceability.

4. a. To classify properly, keep in
mind the garment type to de-
termine the important factor
cisnsidered "serviceability"
or "appearance".

b. Remember the general rule of
75% serviceability remaining
in the garment.

C. As a,general guide, the following standards will apply in classifying

ii,ems of the uniform; outer clothing, and individual equipment used by the

,nlividual and which affect his appearance. All of these standards must be

met ho1',T0 the item can be classified as serviceable and issued.

1. LgisgattILAUttgo)j..r - All repairs necessary to render the

item wmpletely serviceable will have been made.

4.07
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2 Pleanbd - Must be in a clean condition; that is laundered, dry-

cleaned, or sterilized.

3. Buttons - Buttons replaced on outer garments; which are visible

7
when such garments are being worn, should be of like size, shape, and color

as those buttons originally affixed, or which were predominant on the garment

to which the button is affixed. Buttons which are not visible when a garment

is being wtrn need not be specifically of the same'color but should be of the

same size.

4. Buttonholes - Buttonholes should not be enlarged or ripped.

5. Frayed edges - A frayed edge is one with a ragged appearance be-

cause of worn or broken threads. Frayed edges will not be permitted.

6. Linings - Linings in all outer garments must be in a complete

state of repair. Repair may include minor patches. The patch does not have

to match the color of the lining exactly, but should be reasonably similar.

7. Patches and Darns - Patches and darns which would be visible on

outer clothing when worn are not permitted.

8. Pockets - Pockets must be' clean and in a complete state of repair.

Any repairs will be of a wear expectancy similar to that of the remainder of

the garment. Replaced pockets must be of a.size consistent with those original4

in .the garment.

9. Belt Loops - All belt loops on trousers will be the same as on any

new garment of a like make, including shade, material, and number.

10. Luis& - Except for those-items designated as "utility" garments,

fading in ally obvious degree will not be permitted. .Fading which does not

cause conspicuous deviation fram original shade will be permitted in "utility"

garments.

4.08
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11. Insnia Marks - Chevron, oversee service bar, organisational

shoulder patch, or other insignia marks, caused by fading or discoloration,

will prohibit serviceable classification.

12. IOntification Marks - Usual marks of identification that are

fou.nd on clothing will include those inserted at issue points, and those

inserted by the individual, these should be lined out or obliterated. Any

marks will be considered obliterated if.the process is sufficient to indicate

thriir cancellation.

13. Spots and Stains - Spots and stains easily discernable at a

casual glance when the garment is being worn will not be permitted.

14. Hardware - Hardware will not be bent, broken, or missing.

Bright and shiny hardware will not disqualify itens from a serviceable

classification.

4.
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SECTION V

MEASURING RESIZING4 AND FOLDING OF CLOTHING

PRECIS

I. Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

During this period of instruction the instructor will discuss the

procedure for measuring, resizing, marking the new size and folding of

clothing; he also will give a demonstration step-by-step of the correct pro-

cedures for measuring, resizing, marking the new size and folding of clothing.

After the demonstration, the students will perform a practical exercise in

these procedures.

B. Objective As a result of this instruction, the student, given various

items of laundered clothing, appropriate references, and tape measure, will

measure an item of clothing as outlined in appropriate technical bulletin;

-given appropriate sizing charts, will determine the correct size of each

garment measured in accordance with the plus or minus tolerance allowed in

pertinent technical bulletins and sizing chart; &iven Marking ink, will mark

the determined size in the proper locatio-i on the item as outlined in pertinent

technical bulletin; given folding guides, will fold each item in preparation

for reissue or return to stock (AR 32-15)

II. Presentation

A. History of sizing

1. Ever since primitive man first killed an arimal and used its

skin as a protective covering, mankind has been concerned with clothing.

4 9.9



2. From this very crude beginning to the development of hand

spinning, weaving, and hand construction of clothing, methods were still

basically the same.

3. The industrial revolution brought 'mechanical moans to the manuft

facture of clothing.. Invention of the Spinning Jenny, Cotton Gin and the

sewing machine -completely revolutionized production methods.

4. Olothing,however, was etill being manufactured on an individual

Or tailored basis. Only certain items could be brought reaokymade and most

clothing worn by the average person was still being made at home.

5. Somewhere along the line, someone realized that most of the

people are built alike. A term for that was the Law of Uniformity. These

laws simply stated that there was a direct connection or ratio between an

individual's height and weight and the rest of his body measurements. Work-

ing with that idea in mdnd people began to be broken dowfl into,size groups.

Clothing could then be made to fit the general public. This brings us to our

topic, The Army System of Sizes or Tariff sizes.

B. Army tariff size system and Measuring, resizing and folding of

clothing.

1. The army tariff sizei are broken up into two major groups.

. h. Regular tariff sizes are those which most of us will fit

into. They are carried at all regional depots, posts, camps, and stations.

b. Supplemental tariff sizes are usually for the outsized in-

dividual or one who is extremely difficult to fit. Supply bulletins will

lint the available supplemental tariff sizes at any particular time. In all

cases, however, the only place authorized to carry these stocks are key

depots and stations.

5.02
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c. There are also instances where special measurements have

to be taken and garments made to fit a certain individual. We refer to this

as Special Measurement Size.

2. In resizing military clothing, there are several points to

remember:

a. The garment must be clean and repaired in serviceable condi-

tion.

b. Some measurements are taken with the garment buttoned

(half breast measurements) and some unbuttoned such as shirt collars and

sleeve lengths.

c. -Each garment has a specific location for the size marking.

d. Old marks must be marked out before marking new size.

e. Always use' marking ink or an indelible pencil.

f. All clothing should be resized according to the sizing

tables found in QMTU for each specific garment. (Refer to Workbook Part /II)

C. Measuring and Hesizing Shirts

In resizing a shirt, cotton khaki, there are four measurements

taken:

a. Collar measUrement

b. Half breast measurement

c. Back length measurement

d. Sleeve length measurement

;2. 'Of the four measurements taken, the most important ones are the

collar aNd sleeve lmeasurements.

3. In marking t.le size in the shirt, the collar and sleeve measure-.



37
merits are written as measured; first the collar.measurement, then the sleeve

measurement. For example: 17 x 35 inches and marked lin the undercollar

stand in the center of the collar.

D. Measuring, and Resizing Trousers.

1. There are two important measurements to be taken:

a. Waist measurement

0. Length measurement

2. in marking the size in a pair of trousers, the waist measure
ment is first, and the length of the trousers second. For example:

34W 31L or 34 x 31 and marked on the waistband lining directly above the

right hip poQket.

Measurieg and Hesizing Coats Wool, AG 44

I. MJ)1. resizing the Coat Wool AG 44, there are three measurements

1.; takee:

a. Half Hreaut measurements

L. :,leeve length measurement

Hack length measurement

marking the size in a coat, the mark should be about one

,t:i14 the collar in the back of the garment.

F. Measuring and Pesizing Overcoats

1. When re:iizing (Nercoate, there are four measurements to be

thken:

Half breast measurements

b. Length measurement

c, :11,7...eve length measurement

5.04
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d. Belt length measurement

2. In marking the size in an overcoat, the mark is places one inch

below the collar in the back of the,overcoat.

G. Measuring and Resizing Coats, Man's cotton (Field Jackets)

1. When resizing'field jacket, there are three measurements to be

taken:

a. Half breast measuremeA

Length measurement

c. Sleeve length measuremen

2. In marking the size in th ield jacket, the mark is placed

one inch below the collar in the back of the coats.

H. Folding of Clothing

1. After a garffient has been measured and resized'it is ready for

;z.,ue and must be stored. Before we store garments, they must be folded

for the following reasons:

a. To enable storing in a minimum of area.

To enablf: simple control for inventory purposes.

2. There are seven steps in folding a shirt; they are as follows:

a. Button all buttons on the shirt.

b. Lay shirt face down.

c. Fold the sides up even and square from center of epaulet

down through the center of the pocket.

d. Lay the Sleeves on the folded sides and fold the sleeve

up about a third of the lehrth.

e. Fold the shirt tail up 'about 6 or 8 inches.

5.0550 3



f. Fold entire shirt in half with the top of fold even, with

the top of the collar, and the bottom of the fold even with the pocket flaps.

g. Turn shirt over, front up. Square all corners and4smooth

out all wrinklea..

3. There are five steps in folding pair of trousers; they &TO 41111

follows:

a. Button all ay buttons.

b. Lay trousers out flat.

c. Place inseam,on outseam on both legs, fly toward folder.

d. Fold trousers in half make sure the bottom of the trousers

are even with the top 'edge of the waistband.

e. Smooth out all wrinkles and make sure front and back creases

arc straight.

4. There are seven stepsrin folding a coat; they are as follows:

a. Dutton all buttons.

b. Lay coat face down.

c. Fold the side over on back of coat, making sure the folds

are straight. Using the ceLter of the pocket.: and the center of the epaulet

as a guide.

4. Lay the sleeve flat on the back of the coat.

e. Fold the sleeves up so that the cuffs rest approximately

at the elbow.

V. Fold the coat iv half; the bottom of the coat should be

flLsh with the top edge of the vollar.

g. Tur7i the coat facini up and square the fold.

5.06
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HOME STUDY PRACTICAL EXERCISE

I. The sizes that fit the large majority of individuals are called

sizes.

2. When measuring any jaAet or cat, the twv most important measure-
ments are the

and the .1.....
3. The two most important mc!asurements on a pair of trousers are the

and the
measurements.

4. The tw most
ult measurements on a shirt are the

measurements and tYe

.^...
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SECTION VI

INTRODUCTION TO THE:FITTING OF CLGTHING

PRECIS

I. Introduction

A. gatauktaLtniii2ntlyaam,
»The neXt three hours will be devoted to the proper fitting of cloth-

ing. The instructor will discuss the proper fitting of ail Army issued

articles or outer wear.
'1

Q. Why is the knowledge of proper fitting princ*les important

to you as clothing and textile repairmen?

A. (a) Knowledge of proper fitting principles is.an absolute

necessity in prder to perform good alteratilons.

(b) Properly measured, the individual atsigned a correct

tariTf .e.ize, eliminates unnecessary costly alterations.

h.qh.

(c) Proper fitting uniforms are instrumental in keepingpmorale

(I) You must, know proper fitting'principles to comply with the

Army aief of Staff "Approved Concept of Fit." The approved concept of4it

is what has been found to be the correct and proper fit of a garment.
.,

pbjective

As a result of this instruction, the student,.given appropriate

references, w.11 define approved concept ofjfito subgarments, clothing fi4ers,

anl tariff and supplemental sizes, will describe:the objectives of fitttlg a

uniform, and explain the importance of proper fit of uniforms as outlined in

TM 700-t400-1; given a tape measure 'and chart on fitting meaeursments, will

506
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physically measure a member of the class; using measurements taken, and given

aize and model charts, will determine the correct size of garment for the

individual; from the garments tried on, assign a size which provides the

approved concept of.fit with the least alterations; given tailor's chalk,

will mark necessary alterations to the garment.

11. Presentation

A. The purpose of learning proper fitting of clothing.

1. Knowledge necesAary for proper alterations.

2. Correct fitting eliminates unnecessary alterations.

3. Clothing retains its neat appiarance, feels better and lasts

'longer when properly.fitted.

4. Keeps up individuals' morale.

5. Knowledge neceseary to comply with concepts set forth in regula

tiull.5.

1

B. The subcourse will cover the following on trousers, shirts, jackets,

and ovtcoats.

1. Measuring an individual.

2. Assigning tariff sizes.

, 3. Appraisal of fit.

. 4. Marking of alterations.

C. The 12 basi'd body measurements are:

1. Height

a. Taken.with individual standing-in an erect position.

b. This measurement.determines the individual's model.

2. Outside Chest,

i(

k)
6.02
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a. Place tape around shoulders, parallel to the floor.

b. Normal4 measures 6".more than inside cheat.

c. This measurement is necessary to fit the heavv shouldered

individual.

3. Inside Chest

a. Tape well 'under armpits parallel to the floor, and over

shoulder ulades.

b. individual standing with'back to fitter.

c: Determines the jacket chest size.

4. Waist

a. Measure over shirt; one inch above hip bone.

L. Detemines the trouser waist size.

5. :3eat

l'3en around largest part of the seat.

6. Outsellm

a. Measured from lower edge of waistband seam.

Along the side Seam to one inch above heel.

insewn

!,leaLured from normal crotch position.

L. Along 'inside seam, down to floor -and subtract 2i inche=

0. Determines,trouser length.

Width of leg.

a, Taken arouhd thp thigh at crotch level.

b. Not an :important measurement.

9. hise

The difference between the inse4m and the aulttaim.

6.03
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58,10. crotch

Reference point; not an actual measurement.

11. Neck

Measure at collar line; allaw for "Adsamb Apple."

12. Sleeve

a. From center bAck to the wrist bone.

b. Determines shirt and jacket sleeve length.

D. Figure groupings, determined by drop.

1. Portly or semistout 1" to 4".

2. full stout or corpulent; 0" to 2" in extreme case, waist is

larger than chest.

3. Average drop 4" to 7".

Posture Variation

1. Normal or regular

2. Erect; full chested.

3. Stooping, full back.

F. Shoulder Variation

1. High square.shoulder.

2. Regular shoulder.

3. Slope shoulder.

6"
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An arrow will call attrntion to any general defectLg, open reams, skipped stitches.

An X or cross I. used to indicate\tellen defectwhich may be inside the garment or u er the partteular portion being inspected.

...Jr 0 (:). A circle with cross is used to indicate a misaimbutton, the trim indicating the exact location o.the button. Also; the circle with an arrow pointinito it will indicate a small hole.

111=)4 0 -An oval indicates a miising buttonhole. Its lengthshows the size of the required buttonhole.

's7FP'

This mark is used to indicate any portion of a gar-ment which is too short; e.g. length of trousers tosleeve length. The length of the vertical line Atm,how short a particular part is,

A line drawn at the edge of any part of a garnwilt
indicates that the garment is too long. The distanci.between the horizontal line and the'edge of the gar-ment shows how much too long the. particular iwrtis.

This mark indicates that ihe seam involved shouldbe let out to that extent.

TWo lines, one on each side of a seam, point out th.need to take in the seam the distance between th.two lines.

Figure 1 Defect Marking Symbols

6.05
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HEIGHT SEAT 6 RISE
OUTSIDE CM® OUTSEAM & CROTCH

al MOE CHEST O' INSEAM & NECK
() WAIST MOW OF LEG SLEEVE

Figure 2

=Par

Basic Body Ateasursments

inlintIvi
CM*ink anglerria

nalost

5 I
Figure 3 Types of Posture Variation
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MO is worm ersalia Moir simaller Mop tewsklet

Figure 4 Types of Shoulder Variation

Figure 5 Drop Variation

6.07
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INTRODUMICN TO ?IRVING Cr CLOTHING

Home Study Practical Exercise

I. Study assignment. See eppendix I.

II. Complete the following statements by filling in ihe bland spaces with

the correct information.

1. There axe basic body measurements.

2. A regular model should be given to an individual measuring in

height from to

3. A short model should be given to an individual msasuring in

height from to

4. Normally, the outside chest will be apprOXimately

inches larger than the inside chest.

5. Measure waistline one inCh above the bones.

6. The rise, is the difference in inches betveen the

seam and the seam.

7. Al portly or semi-stout man will have a drop of between

to inches.

B. There are three groupings for shoulder variations.

a. High or square shoulders.

b. Regular shoulders.

C.

513
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FITTING OF TROUSERS

PRECIS

1. Introduation

A. alantation and Motivation

During this hour the student will center his attention on the layer

part of the body. The instructor will go into the details, and measurements

that effect the fit of trousers. Proper fitting of trousers are important

because it effects the appearance and comfort of the individual and also the

wear of the garment.

U. Objectivea

1. Upon the completion of this period of instruction, the student

should have a thorough grounding of the methods used in measuring an individual

and assigning correctly fitted trousers.

2. A working knawledge of the correct procedures and principles in

appraising the fit of regular tariff size trousers.

3. A working knowledge of the authorized alterations in fitting

reei,Lar size trousers.

II. Presentation

A. Three important reasons for proper fit of trousers are:

1. Appearance

2. Comfort

3. Wear

U. Measurements necessary

,/ 1. Waist

2. Inseam

3. Outseam

6.09
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4. Rise

5. Seat

6. Width of leg

C. Assign tariff sizes (availability)

1. Check first for beet combination waist and length.

2. Check for beat length and later waist.

3. Check for best waist and alter length.

D. Check points in concept of fit. Appraise the fit on the basis of:

1. Rise

a. Should fit without looseness or constriction.

b. Should have slight ease at crotch.

2. Seat

a. Should have ease across seat, but no wrinkles from seat to

waist.

b. There should be no wrinkles at all above hip at back of waist.

3. Waist

a. Should have about iv ease.

b. The bottom of the waistband Ould rest on the top of the

hipbones.

4. Length

a, Hang straight, without a break, touching top of shoes in front.

b. Back comes,to one inch above top of heel.

5. Authorized Alterations

a. Take in the waistline.

b. Shorten or lengthen the bleVirat.
I ;

c. Alter the crotch.

6.10
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Fit".

6. You will not alter:

a. If cost of alteration is over 20 of original cost.

b. If alteration will change garment from "Approved Concept of

c. If individual can be fitted in another tariff size.

6.11



(I) Rise should fit without looseness
or constriction

(2) Crotch meet ham a alightease

13) Seat shouW be an easy fit; no
wrinkles below beck waist

(41) Waist must have about of
SOSO

Waistbsod bottom is at top of
hipbone

46) W:;st mesure will be taken aver
shirt; snug, not tight

Bottom of the trousers stoma
on top of the shoes w t a
break in the front and I" above
the top of the heel in the back.
Both measurements are to be
takes wk.,' wearing low quar-
ter shoes.

(S) Trouser crease must hang
straight ; not twistril

Figuxe 6. Appraisal of the fit of the Trousers

6.12
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Figure 7 *irking lisistllne Fullness
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Figure 8 Measuring Crotch Alteration
. A

6.14
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ESTIMATING TROUSER LENGTH

!f

TURNED UP
NEM

DESIRED LENGTH RESTING
ON TOPS OF NOES

Figure 9

41-
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FITTING OF TRCOSERS

PRACTICAL IMERCISE

I. Introduction

This practical axerciae is to enable the student to apply what he has

learned thus far in fitting. The studentswill be working with live models,

(their buddies) in measuring and assigning regular tariff size trousers.

At the end of this period, the student should know exactly the size trouSers

they wsar. Also they will know what to check for appraising the fit of

_trousers.

II. Study Reference TM 70041000,4, page 10, par 9,

III. Supplies.and tools, Required

Tape measure (One Per student)

Trousers (one per student)

Class "A" uniform trousers, (one per student; unbloused)

IV. Direction to students

Perform this practical exercise as directed by the instructor following

the job breakdown (B VI) as closely as possible. if there are any difficulties,
172i

do not hesitate to call on the instructor for assistance. Record all six

measurements.

V. Performance Standards

The p rformance standards (A par VI) are set up to be used in checking

the work of the student, following the job breakdrmn so that the important

skills to ,be learned during this assig t can etermined. The instruetdr

will check the work by these standards through o servation of performLnce and e

through inspection of final results for grading purposes.

6.16
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VI. Job breakdown

A. The p.Tformance standards that will be used in checking the work of

the students are as follow:.

1. Have aid proper messuremen.s been taken and listed?

HAs !Alt. t)est L,ize mlloction been made for the individual?

3. i!wre 4,et the poLnts set up i steps 9, 10, 11 and 12 been

covered kt;:epihg 1.4th "approved r:ohcept of fit?"

1H.ve 11!-0,e(1 all wEsible improvements that could help the

f

pr L. e left (2,f the page in the breakdown below

w. : . owe,: L1' rdr give. The key points, which correspond in

;

3.

prore1ure for each .x.eakdown, are listed to the right of the

4alst. measuremet.t.

Out.9oul measurement.

a. The measurement must be taken
over the shirt.

b. The measurement must be taken
over the hipbone.

The tape measure must be snug
but not tight.

-. a. The subject being measured
stahds wtth back to fitter.

b. The tape must be well against
the crotch seam.

c. Measure down to the previously
stated length.

3 a. Tape must be at lower edge of
waistband (or on top of the
hipbone).

b. Tape is run to the bottam of
the desired length at the out-
side seam.



4. Rise Measurement.

5. Seat Measurement.

4. Subtract the difference between
the outseam and the Inseam. ,

5. Measure around the largest part
of the hips or seat.

6. Width of leg measurement. 6. Measure around the thigh at the
crotch level.

7. According to the available tariff
sizes, find the best possible fit.

7. Assign tariff sizes.

Cherk size issued.

Check rise.

10. Check seat.

11. Check waist.

12. Trouser length.

8. The size issued and individual can
be checked by following the steps
covered in measuring and resizing.

9. a. The rise should fit without
looseness or constriction.

b. The hand may be placed under
the crotch to make certain
that the trousers are well up
into the crotch.

lu. a. There must be an easy fit
at the seat.

I). There must be no wrinkles
above hips.

11. The waist must fit snugly above
the hipbones, t7ut with at least

looseness.

12. a. The front crease must touch
the top of the shoes without
a break.

b The bottom of the back crease
must be 1" above the top of
the heel.

6.18
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STUDY QUESTIONS

1. What are the authorized alterations on trousers?

a.

b.

C.

2. What are threc: 5itations where you will not under arly circumstances
alter any pair of trousers?

a.

are the five Eteps in fitting a man?

a.

c.

!I.

are te tw. n'st, import,ant measurements?



I. study A 3 S

iTi.ING CIF TROUSERS

.tove it,Ay Practical Exercise

Ai.pe%dix I

11. ;oiet i1owing stat.e1;.ents by filling in the blank space

wit. ti,e1 Trr,ct t.format,0:1.

are

12-:r; pr.-Ter fit will out quicker.

tw measIxements in fitting a pair of trousers

Lry :r

ih waistlines from to - inches.

to inches.

fittg trousers are

!T..ree are

, and

, then

;J:seam wLll be considered a
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FITTING OF SHIRTS

PRECIS

I. Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

During this period, the students are going to go through a similar

procedure as they did during the past period. However, this period will be

devoted to shirts instead of trousers. They should alreacty be familiar with

the basic body measurements that appiy to the shirt. They were shawn, and

each measlrement was discussed fully during that period of instructions given

on fitting of clothing. Proper fitting of shirts are important, because it

affects the apparance and comfort of the individual and the wear of the

. garment.

B. Objectives

1. Upon completion of the subcourse, the student will have a

thorough grounding of the methods used in measuring an individual and assign-

ing correctly fitted shirts, cotton and poplin.

2. A working knowledge of the correct procedures and principles

in appraising the fit of regular tariff size shirts.

II. Presentation

A. Three Lmportant reasons for proper fit of shirts are:

1. Appsarance

2. Comfort

3. Wear

4. There are five steps in fitting a shirt.

.Take necessary measurements.

6.21



2. Assign tariff size.

3. Try on selected size.

4. Try on other sizes and pick the best one.

5. Mark for alterations.

III. Measurements

A. Neck

1. Make sure tape is snug, level and not twisted.

2. All shirts are provided with slight overages (3/8 inch in collar

for shrinkage.)

B. Sleeves

1. Bend elbow in front of individual level to floor. Measure from

c-nter to back to wristbone.

2. The length -)f sleeves should fall to the bottom of wristbone

for poplin shirts.

3. The length of sleeves should fall 1 inch below the center of the

wristbone for khaki shirts..

4. All shirts are provided with a slight overage (one half inch to

one inch in sleeve measurement).

IV. Assigning tariff sizes

A. Neck 401

1. Neck sizes range from 13 to 17i inch.

2. Sleeves may be shortened in some cases.

B. Trying on of shirts.

1. Collar should fit snug but loose enough for comfort.

2. The shirt should be fully buttoned, including the sleeve, before

fit is appraised.

6.22 5 94
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3. The cheat and shoulders fit with ample room for free use of arms.

4. Individual should be advised of overages in neck and sleeves

for 3hrinkage.

6.23



FITTING OF SHIRTS

PRACTICAL EMICISE

I. Introduction

This practical exercise is to enable the student to apply himself to

actual situations in the principles of fitting shirts. He will be able to

'wake the fitting measurements of his buddies and for many of them this will

be the first time they will know their correct measurements. They will also

be able to appraise each other's fit.

II. Study reference - TM 700-8400-1, page 12, par 10.

III. Supplies and tools required

Tape measure (one per stu

Shirts (one per student)

IV. Direction to students

Perform this practical exercise as directed by the instructor following

"the job breakdown (B VI) as closely as possible. If there are any difficulties,

do not hesitate to cal) on the instru ctor for assistance.

V. Performance standards

(A par VI) are Set up to be used in checking the work of the student,

following the job breakdown so that the important skills to be learned during

this assignment can be deLarmined. The instructor will check the work by

these standards through observation ofjerformance and through inspection of

final results for grading purpose,

VI. Job Breakdown

A. The performance standards that will be used in checking the \ork of

the student are as follows:

5 ?.9
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1. Have all proper measurements been taken tnd listed?
gl

2. Has '..he best s.ze selection been made for individual?

3. The final fit should be appraised according to approved concept

of fit.

4. All possible improvements ohould be noted, when possible, in

the form of recommendations.

H. The procedure listed to the left of the page in the breakdown below

will be followed in the order given. The key points which correspond in nuMber

to the procedure for each breakdown are listed to the right of the page.

I. Measure the neck. 1. a. Make sure tape is nut twtsted.

b. Make sure tape is placed
around middle of neck.

2. Measure sleeve length. 2. Arm is to be meatared from the
center of the back of the neck,
(top of spinal column) to the
wristbone, with the elbow bent in
front, level with the floor.

3. Measure Chest. 3. This is an added precaution to fit
the unusual sized individual.

4. Assign Tariff sizes. 4.. Tariff sizes are assigned according
to neck and sleeve length measure-
ments.

). Check size originally 5. a. Record this size.
issued your partner.

b. Record the size you have
determined.

Apprai5e the fit of your 6. a. Check collar to determine
partner's shirt. whether it fits snug for neat

appearance.

6.25
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b. Check to see if sleeves are at
proper length listed in key
points under step.

c. Check fit at chest, shoulders
and waist. There should be
ample room to allaw for free-
dom of movement.



80
7. Record faults found. 7. Check off the above three points.

STUDY QUESTIONS

1. What are the five steps in fitting a shirt?

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

2. What are the tw measurements in fitting a shirt?

a.

b.

Nom: PAGC 4.i1 14AS Beal Onirrreb; Not.JENC4.,
MAIeRiAL Is INcLubete.
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FITTING (iF COATS WOOL, SHADE AG 44
?

AND AG 344 AND OVERCOATS

TRECIS

I. Introduction

A. 0 ient tion and Motivati

During this period of instruction, the instructor will discusAhe

proper procedures in measuring, assignment of sizes and appraisal of the fit

of wool coats shade AG 44, and coats field with liner; he mill also give a

demonstration step-by-step, of the correct procedures used in measuring an

individual for the proper fit of the wool coat AG 44 and coat,field with

liner. After the demonstration, thk,students will perform a practical

exercise in measurement procedures, and assignment of sizes and appraisal:

of the fit of coats AG 44 and coats field with liner.

B. 212.1g.aLlita

The objectives in this period of instruction is to have the student

attain a thorough grounding of the methods used in mewing an individual

and assigning correctly fitted coats AG 44 and coats field with liner; also

a working knowledge of correct procedures and principles in appraising the

fit of regular tariff size coat AG 44 and coats field with liner.

Il. Presentation

A.

1. The importance of correct fit cannot be over-emphasized. Proper

fit is the primary factor necessary to establsh a smart,military appearance,
40P

and to insure wearing comfort. High morale and pride in the uniform are

created when th(1 wearer in assured of being well di.essed and at ease in the
.e

Unitorffi.

6.28
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2. Agyone with proper direction can learn haw to fit troilsers and

shirts, but when it comes to coats, it becomes a different story; for,now we

are dealing with tailored garments:

3. Remember we are still concerned with the three watchwords of

proper fitting.

a. Comfort

b. Appearance

C. Wear

H. Fitting of Coats AG 44

1. The coat, wool Army Green is sized numerically in one inch chest

sizes, and are made in five models according to height measurements.

a. extra short

b. short

c. regular

d. long

e. extra long

2. The coat, 14001. AG 44 is single breasted with four buttons, and

it extends below the crotch to a Point approximately 4 inches from top of

finger'wiMarms hanging str-ight at the zides.

3. Sleeve lengths should fall to a point approximately one inch past

the bottom of the wristbone. When properly fitted, the coat sleeve covers

the shirt sleeve.

4. The coat should fit easily over the chest and shoulder with

encugh freedom across the chest to permit a slight drape effect. The shirt

collar should show approximately one fourth of an inch above the,coat collar.

6.29
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5. The fit at the waiat of the coat ia.more pronounced. The Amer,

Green coat is designed for wear without a belt. However, it is designed to

be somewhat form-fitting around the waist without snugness and with same

fullness and drape effect.

6. To determine the first try-on coat, the numerical size of the

C7
coat is obtained ftom the chest measurements of 'the individual in inches:

The length (model) is obtainod from the height measurements of the individual.

. (such as short, regular, or Long). 'Selecting the right model is important

if the proper concept of fit is to be achieved.

C. Fitting of Coat Field whiner/OG,l07

1. The coat field with liner or overcoat, as it is commonly referred

to, Ls a full length double-breasted coat with a removable button-in wool

liner, a tongueless bar-buckel belt-, two side slash pockets, shoulder loops

and one-buttonhole adjustable tab on each sleeve.

2. The coat is made in three models; they are:

a. short

b. regular

c. long

3. The ches{ sizes are:

a. small

U. medium

c. large

d. extra large

4. The overcoat when worn.with liner is designed to fit snugly

around the collar and smoothly over the shoulders and chest. A degree of
T

fullness in the wrist is taken up by the belt.

6:30
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5. The approved length of the coat should be su.:h that the hemline

is midway between the bottom of the kneecap and upper calf of the leg; 14

to 16 inches from the ground.

16. The sleeve should cover the sleeves of the sub-garments by being

approximately thlsee-quarters inch longer thain the sleeve of the sub-garment.

7. Normally the only alteration required on.l.he overcoat is to

shorten or lengthen sleeves and to shorten the hemline.

6.31
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:NC OF COAT2 WOOL, SHADE AG 44

AND AG 344 AND OVERCOATS

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

1. Introduction

During this practical exercise, the student will receive a thorough
4

groonding of 'trwthods i.sed in measuring WI individual and assigning correctly

fitted wool coats; Arrq Green and overcoats also a working knowledge of the

correct proedures ani principles in appraising the fit of regular tariff

sizes of wool :2.ats Army Green and overcoats.

11. 2,til1y lieference: TM 700-8400-1, rage 3, par 7.

111. :;1_1i)p1. Tools, and Equipment Required

Ariv C;reen Coat (ample supply)

Over oat w/liher (ample supply)

Tape n:easure (one per student)

IV. re..tios to the student

llcw t.he st,?y-y-step procedures oulined in paragraph VI D. If you

nave ahy questio7:s regardhie this practical exercise, do not hesitate to call

t4),t, yor

V. Perf,,rmare tanIards

he performale standards (A Par VI) are set up to be used during the

ot ireak.iown is to ohaLle the instructor in checking the students performance

an1 inopectint!, the final results for grading purposes.

,!L) :reak,tourn

A. The performall::e standards that will be used in the work of the student

dix! and upon ,:ompletion of te bre.lkdown "B" belaw are as follows:

6 . 3:?



1. Have all the necessary measurements been taken and recorded?

2. Has the best size selection been made for the individual

according f,o the listed chart?

3. Have all the points in the correct concept of fit been checked?

4. Have all possible improvements through alterations been indicated

by the correct symbols?

B. The procedures for fitting the Army Green Coat, wool and overcoat

are listed to the left of the page in the breakdown below. The key points

which correspond in number to the procedures for each breakdown are listed

to the right of the page.

C. Taking the measurements for the Army Green Coat.

1. Measure inside chest. 1. a. Take measuremunt over a shirt.

Measure height.

D. Assign Tariff Size.

1. Select best combination

b. Place tape well up under the
arms and over the shoulder blade
on a horizontal line taking the
floor as a level. This measure-
ment is taken snug.

Take measurement from center of
the back instead of the front
with the subject standing in a
natural position and not with
the chest fully expanded.

2. a Take measurement with shoes,
(low quarters), on.

6.33

b. From floor to natural height
with subject standing in an
erect manner.

c. This measurement must be exact;
as it regulates the length of
the coat and depth of the waist.

a. Select best chest size (actual

5
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mea3Liremente. chest measurements).

-4-

zarmt!:,t avA

appra.se f.t )f

b. :Ielect a proper model.

MODEL. bctra'short 51 to 515"

MODEL. Short 515" to 518"

regular 5'8" to 5'11"

long 5'11" to 6'2"

extra long 6'2" ele up

c. Check for unusual weight dis
tribution.

2. a. Check sleeve length (should fall
1 inch past the bottom of the
wristbone).

b. Coat should fit easily over the
chest and shoulders with enough
freedom across the chest to per
mit a slight drape effect rather
Lhan a snug fit and provide ease
under the arms.

3 (;cor,..i alteraLic,N arid 3. Be certain that alterations are
:iecessary symt),)1s. necessary, and alterations authorized.

t.



FITTING OF COATS WOOL SHADE AG 44

AND OVWCOATS

Home Study Practical Exercise

"4/

I. Study assignment - TN 700-6400-1, page 3-6, par 1546.

II. Home Study Practical Exercise

1. The four groupings in overcoat chest sizes are

and

2. The three length groupings or mOdels available in the overcoat are

, and

3. The authorized alterations on overcoats are and

4. What are the four authorized alterations on an Army Green coat?

1. 3.

4.

5. The sleeve lengths on an Army Green coat should fall to a point approxi-

mately past the bottom of the wristbone when properly fitted.

6.35
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SUES AND MODELS OF ARMY GREEN COAT

Chest -1-6.(11,t..6.
(ultimo) abort)

6' 6" to
6' W'

(short)

5' 8" to
5' 11-

(regular)

5' 11- tor r
(long)

V rand UP
(=tea
long)

33 33 S '33 R *33 L
34 34 XS 34 S 34 R 34 L
35 35 XS 35 S 35 R 35 L
36 *36 XS 36 S 36 R 3f L 36 XL
37 *37 XS 37 S 27 R 37 L 37 XL
38 38 XS 38 S 38 R 38 L 38 XL
39 *39 XS 39 S 39 R 39 L 89 XL
40 *40 XS 40 S 40 R 40 L 40 XL
41 *41 XS 41 S 41 R 41 L *41 XL
42 *42 XS 42. S 42 R 42 L *42 XL

43 S 43 R 43 L *43 XL
44 44 S 44 R 44 L *44 XL
45-46 46 S 46 R 46 L
47-48 *48 S *48 R *48 L

_
Suppiemental s)zes whleto will be stocked at reception 'station.

nd key dopota only

Figure 10

540



SIZES AND MODELS OF THE OVERCOAT COTTON OG 107

Mut (Many)
MAIM

s.r to $T' rr to I'll and vo
33 to 37
37 to 41
41 to 45
46 and up

Small short
Medium short
Large short

Small regular
Medium regular
Large regular
Extra-large regular

Small long
Medium long
Large long
Extra-large long

Figure 11



SECTION
VII

HAND SEWING

PRECIS

I. Introduction

A. Q,L_LLwit,tA..ienttiorlotivtion

1. During this period
of instruction,

the instructor
will discuss

Hand Oewing;
to include

implements
used in hand sewing,

various
types of

etitches
used, technique

of manipulating
the needle and thimble.

2. When man first
found a need for protection

from the elements,

he draped an animal sLin around
his body.

He further
ad4anced

his knowledge

by learning
to take vines

and tie smaller
skins together.

This was the be-

ginning of hand swing.
With a hooked bone he learned

that he could get the

vines to pass through
the skins easier.

Later on he learned
that a small

hole in the
bone was even better than the hook. From this developed

one

present
day needle.

Hand sewing
is an art that has developed

through
the

years to what 'iare
knovi it

to be today.

3. Fven with the vast improvements
in the manufacturing

and're-

pairing
of clothing

with the use of sewing machines,
the art of hahd sewing

still
playb a big part in this field.

4. In certain
instances,

hand sewing is superior
to machine

sewing;

for commple:
Some finished

seams,
such as the, armhole

lining seam on the

Army Gveen Coat also the crotch seam at the fly on Army Green trousers.
At

these points,
it is mandatory

to have a hand stitch
for a neat military

apPectrance.
.0bAsctive -

The objectives
in this period of study

is to give the

e3,,,dents
a general

knowledge
of the importance

of hand sewing
and a working

7.01



9.2
knowledge of the implements used in hand sewing.

II. Presentation

. A. The purpose of learning hand sewing.

1. Almost anyone can thread a needle and sew; but the mark of

a good repairman is the ability to sew well by hand. It is Important for

you as a clothing and textile repairman to learn to sew by hand; to eliminate

any unnecessary backlog.of work in the field if a machine breaks down or

the power failed. Your ability to sew by hand would be put to good use.
.

2. Your ability to sew by hand will definitely,aid you when

sewing by machine. By applying the basting stitch, you will have both hands

fiee to guide the material under the presserfoot thereby, enabling you to

sew a neater seam.

B. Implement* used in hand sewing
A,

!eedles come in three sizes:

1 Sharps, which are the longest

2. Ground-down, the medium size

3. Betweens, which are the shortest

4. The purpoe of the needle is to carry the thread through the

material.

C. Thread

1. T.e purpose of thread is to hold material together or in place.

2 The si;e of thread commonly found in the Army is 40-3 cord left

twist thread.

D. Thimble

1. The thiMble is used to protect and aid the finger in pushing

7 .0;)



13
the needle through the material.

2. The size of the thimble is determined by the individual's

finger.

E. Beeswax

1. 'Beeswax is used to prevent the thread from knotting while sewing.

2. It is applied by running the thread over the wax.

F. Button-Hole Cutter

I. It is used to cut button-holes in material.

It will cut button-holes in sizes from i" to li" long.

7.03
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INTRODUCTION TO HAND SEWING

HOME STUDY PRACTICAL EXERCISE

I. Study Assignment: TM 10-267, page 4, Section II.

I. When is hal'id sewing used in place of machine sewing?

Ans.

2. List two important points to remember when hand sewing?

a.

b.

3. What is a basting stitch?

Ans.

4. The basting stitch is used for what purpose?

Ans.

The fellig .stitch is used for what purpose?

b. What are the three characteristics of a good weaving stitch?

a.

b.

C.

7. The cross stitch is used for what purpose?

Ans.

8. What are the two types of stitches used in hand sewing a buttonhole?

a.

b.

7.04



9. How.clo3e should the thread of each buttonhole stitch be to the pre

ctAing stitc!?

Ans.

10. How many stitches are required to tack a buttonhole?

A r 1!_t

5

7.
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Figure 12 -- Rand-Sewing Needle

Figure 13 Cone of Thread

Figure 14 -- Thimble

?igure 15 -- Beeswax

Figure 16 -- Button-hole Cutter

411,
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RAND S'EWIO A BUTTON ON'A GARMENT

PRECIS

I. Introduction

A. Qr_±lj_fasLLiritio4otivation

During :dhe next period of instruction the instructor will discuss

hand sewing a button on a garment to include setting the button and making

the neck. He also-will give a demoristrition, step-bystep, of the procedures

used in hand sewing a button on a garment. After the demonstration, the

students will p..,rform a practical exercise practicing haw to make this type

of repalr.

B. Oblective The objectives in this hour of study are to give the

students a working knowledge of the importance of learning to sew a button

on by hand also a thomugh grounding of the method used in hand sewing a

button.

II. Presentation

Many o.f you wi1e preparing your clothes for inspection have found buttons

missing ahd'wvild have to sew them.on in order to pass the inspection. Fre

qutmtly, you have found that the buttons that you sewed on wuuld come off easily

ani you would have 1,0 renew them.

A. isually button3 come off due to:

I. improper thread: for iiistance, thread too light in weight or too

weak to stand up uni:er the strain that is usually expected of a button.

2. ImpropeP staching: sUch as, not tying a knot 'in the end of the

thread cr not tying it off when yoli have completed your stitching.

3. You also see buttons that come loose due to not placing

'R
I
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98
enough stitchea to hold the button on the garment.

B. True, the Army has button machines to use in repairing uf garments,

but many times these machines are not available and it will he necessary for

you to have the knawledge and skill to sew a button by hand.

C. There are three types of buttons used on military clothing.

1. Flat buttons; these buttons are used on khaki trousers and

shirts, also on overcoats.

2. Shank buttons; these types of buttons were used on the old style

overcoat and Army blouse; however, it is still used on officer blouses and

you may come in contact with this type of button as a clothing repairman.

3. Tack buttons, these types of buttons were used on the old style

fatigue clothing but at present it is almost obsolete. This button is not

sewn on by hand or machine but is applied by a special purpose machine or lie

9et.

D. The size ,:)f a button is in terms of lignes. There are forty lignys

to an inch. The diameter of a buttortcletermines the size and lignes des

Replace aal broken, missing and damaged buttons with the correct

size, shay... and composition as those cri.gnally affixed to the garment also

using the proper size thread for the size button beirw sewn on.



HANIJ .l.NINi(1 A jillTToN ON A GARMENT

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

1. Introlliction

ring this practical exercise, the student will.receive a thorough

*7,roundini- sewinp: a button ;)ri a garment. It is imperative that the student

be aware the imprtanoe of the correct procedures for sewing a button on

a parmynt.

:tudy '+el'erene - Par VI, B, student workbook.

III. -'.ppiies and Tools Lequired

..1..ton3 (amply 13upply)

Needles (ample suppTy)

Thread (wnple supply)

Thlr,.:21e. (ono per student)

beeswax (ample supply)

:'alvage material (ample supply)

:Thyars (one per I-Audent)

- pra-tical exerc;!:e will be performed 'oy you as set forth (By par VI)

the :itep-by-step proeed)ire. If you are in doubt at anytime or have any

os, io not hesitate to call upon your instructor.

rma::ye :;tandarth;

,he performance standards (A Jar VI are set up to te used in checking the

work of the student, following each job breakdown 50 that the important skills

L;e learned :during this assignment can be determined. The instructor will

check the work by these standards through observation of performance and through

inspection of the final results for gr*ling purposes.

7 .09



VI. Job Breakdown

A. The performance standards that will be used in checking the work of

the students are as follows:

1. Does the thread match the color of the button and the color of the

garment?

2. ls the button stitch smooth, even, and tight?

3. Proper size button.

4 . beatness of completed work.

r). Proper color of button.

B. The step-by-step procedures listed to the left of tne page in the

breakdown wIll be followed in the order given. The key points, which cor,ospond

in n'tmber to the prccedure for each breakdown, are listed to the right of the page.

T'ut the needle through 1. a. Put the needle through from
the garmynt. the inside of the garment.

b. Take a few stitches in order
to anchor the thread in the
body of the garment.

I'lace the button on the 2. a. Put the needlu through one
needle. of the holes in the button.

-

b. Let the button 3lide down
the thread to the correct
position Lor the final tie.

:Aitch the button to the 3. Stitch in and out of the hole of
shirt. the button, first through one

pair of the holes and then through
the other pair.

4. Wrap trte thread. 4. a. When the sewing is complete,
wrap the thread around the
stitches (between the button
and the cloth) about.six times.

b. Take a few stitches through
the wrapped thread.

5. Lock the stitch. 5. Lock the stitch by knotting the
thread on the inside of the cloth.



SECTION VIII

BASTING STITCH

PRECIS

I. Introduction

/0/

A. Orientation and Motivation

During.this period of instruction, the instructor will discuss the

uses and the construction of the basting stitch to include stitch length and

intervals and their purposes. He also will give a demonstration step-by-step

in the con9truction of the basting stitch. After the demonstration, the

students will perform a practical exercise practicing how to construct the

basting stitch.

B. Objective - The objectives in this period of study is to give the

students a wrking knowledge of the uses and construction of the basting

Alsc A thorough grounding of the use and construction of the basting

sti1L:11.

11. Presentation

A. uses of the basting stitch

I. Basting is very common in tailoring and before any permanent

stitcns are put into a garment, a temporary stitch is put in to hold the

material in position or to see if the garments will fit the individual

properly. This stitch is the basting stitch.

As stated previously, the basting stitch is used to hold

material togethr while being sewed by hand or machine. After the permanent

stitch has beed plaf.:ed into the material the basting stitch is then removed.



B. The length of the basting stitch depends on the work that has to be

performed. If the stitch is placed on the collar of a jacket, many stitches

are needed to hold the material in place, but on the legs, of trousers when

they are being hemmed only a few are needed and they can be placed a reason-

able distance apart.

8.02



BASTING STITCH

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

1. Introduction

103

During fhis practical exercise, the students wlll receive a thorough

grounding of the procedures used in the construction of the basting stitch.

lt is imperative that the students be aware of the importance of knowing

the correct procedures used in constructing the basting stitch.

Study Reference: TM 10-267, page 4, par 7b, figure 4.

lII.Supplies, tools and equipment required.

Hand Needles (ample supply)

Thread (ample supply)

Beeswax (ample supply)

Salvage material (ample supply)

Thimbles (one per student)

Shears (one pair per student)

IV. Direction to the Students

Follow the steps by step procedures outlined in paragraph VI.B. If

you have any question regarding this practical exercise, do not hesitate

to call upon your instructor.

V. Performance Standards

The performance standards (A Par V ) are set up to be used following

:lob breakdown is to enable the instructor in checking the students

performance and inspecting the final results for grading purposes.

VI. job Breakdown

A. The performance standards that will be used in checkingithe work

8.03



of the students upon completion of the breakdown "B" below ari'as follows:

1. Check the length of the stitch.

2. Be sure that each stitch is lined up with the other students.

3. Check for proper tack at end of basting stitch.

B. The procedures for constructing the basting stitch are listed to

the left of the page in the breakdown below. The key points which correspond

in number to the procedures for each breakdown are listed to the right of the

page.

PRODUCTION STEFS KEY POINTS

A. Construction of the Basting Stit.ch.

1. Prepare Material. 1. a. Select a piece of material
8x8 inches square.

b. Place material on table face
Aide up, and mark down fram
top of material 2 inches.

c. At the 2 inch mark draw a
straight line across the
length,of material.

d. Draw a pecond line across
the length of material li
inches from tile top of
material.

e. Draw a third line across the
length of material i inch
from the top of material.

f. At this time you should have
three marked lines across'
the top of material at the
following measurements:
2", li", and i" from edge
of material.

g. .Starting at the right. edge
of material, measure and
mark in 4 inch, and i inch

-from the edge..
h. From i inch mark, measure

and mark I inch. Continue
the markings across the
length of the material in
the same manner. When

')
8.04



completed you should have
six squares on the material.
(1 inch squares and inch
spacepbetween.equares.)

2. Sewing of Easting Stitch. 2. a. Thread needle and prepare
thread by-waxing and knotting.

b. Fold the material on the 2
mark forming a ham.

c. Starting at the right edge
of material on the l inch
marked line, insert needle
in the mark, and bring
out point of needle on the
li" mark.

d. Pull needle and thread through
the material (at this point
the knot of the thread should
be resting on the'i" mark)7

e. Insert the needle at the left
edge of the 1" mark, and
bring up the point to the
right edge of the next
1" mark.

f. Pull needle and thread"through
the material (at this time the-
first basting stitch should be
formed 1" length).

g. Continue procedures c thru
f across length of material.

h. Apply the basting stitch on
the t" line of the hem. Start-
ing from the right edge sew
across the length of material
following procedures in par c
thrt g above.

r?-05
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Step 1

Vigute 17

Step 2

-
Coostrisetioo of the lasting Stitch

8.06
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CRiy2,3 STITCH

/0 7

1. intro(luction

A. Orientation and Motivation

DurinK t.h,s period of instruction, the instructor will discuss the

purpose, iise aLl consLruction pf the cross stitch; to include depth, widths

an,1 intervalti. He arso will give a demonstration step-by-step in the con-

ntrution of the cross stitch. After the demonstration, the students will

perf,rm a ;Tactical exercise practicing fiow to make the cross stitch.

- The objectives in-these hours of study is to giVe the

studer.ts a wrking knowledge of the use and construction of the cioss stitch
,r

ahti also a thorough vyounding of the construction'of the cross stitch.,

II. ;1-esehtaLoh

A The cr.,ss st tch is used to sew raw edges of material to keep it

rnmi raveliLg, as in nem.

b. The cr,s3 stitch isa blind stitch used in most instances to hem

legs :u.1 places where a blind stitch is necessary and a machine cannot

t;atisrat,,riiy nperate.

. The stIteh should be smooth, even and completely hidden on the

3 ii V the material.

4.0y



CROSS STITCH

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

I. Introduction
4

During this practical exercise, the students will receive a thorOugh

grounding of the procedures used in the construction of the cross stitch.

It is imperative that the students be aware of the importance of knowing

the correct procedures used in the constructing the cross stitch.

II. Study Reference: TM 10-267, page 5o9, figure 7.

III.Supplies, Tools and Equipment Require

A. Hand Needles (ample Supply)

13- Matching Thread (ample supply)

C. Beeswax (ample supply)

Salvage Material (ample supply)

E. Thimbles (one per student)

F. 3hears (one per student)

IV. Direc.tion to the Students

Follow the step-by-step procedures outlined in paragraph VI B. If you

have any qu,!stions regarding this practical exercise, do not hesitate to

call upon your instructor.

V. Performance Standards

The pern..rmance standards A Far VI) are set up to be used follawing the

c)t) Lroakdowil is to enable the instructor in checking the .t,lidents' performance

and inspecting the final results for grading purposes.

VI. t"ot) hreakdown

A. Thei sAtrformance standards that will be used in checking the work

;):.:

6
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o thu mtuitaiit upon ccapiCtion or the breakdawn below are as follows:

1. check the correet length of the stitch.

2. The cross stitch must be smooth, even and complete4 hidden

on the right s,de of the material.

B. The procedures for constructing the cross stitch are listed tO

tlw left ,f the page in Lhe Lreakdown below. The key points which correspond

in number tc, the procedures for each breakdown are listed to the right of

thn page.

Crs ttcL

Prepare material. I. a. L)elect a piece of material
8)(8 inches square.

b. Prepare a hem with the same
procedures listed in par A
(Construction of Basting Stitch)
in Performance Lesson Plan.

c. Mark across bottom (raw edge)
of hem with 4u squares.

L.;ewin th Crosx :titch. a. Start stitching from left edge
of materil, to the right.

b. Insert needle into the fabric on
the upper left corner of the first

square (knot will be hidden
under the material)_.

c. Pull needle and thread throligh the
material.

d. At the bottom edge 01 the hem,
insert needle in material right to
left in center of the second square.
Make pertain does not penetrate
the material.

e. Insert needle in upper right corner
of the third square, and bring out
point of needle at the upper left
corner of the square.

g. Pull needle and thread through
the material.

0..014
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/10
h. Continue procedures followed/

in par d thru g above, acroSs
the length of material to form
an even cross pattern.

i. Make certain that stitchee are
not visible on face side/of
material.

Step 1

Step 3

Step 2

Step 4

Figure 18 - ConstTuction of the 'Cross Stitch

NoTE PAcipc 8.11 HAS, isEEpa orrirrTet bin No MirreftiAL is (ViiSSilOG



CROSS STITCH

(TROUSER CUFF)

Figure 19

8.12
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FrUING STITCH

PRECIS

I. Introduction

A. urientation and Motivation

During this period of instruction, your instructor will discuss

the purpose, use and construction of the felling stitch; to include stitch

length and intervals. He also will give a demonstration stepbystep in

the construction of the felling stitch. After the demonstration the

students will perform a practical exercise practieJ.ng how to construct the

felling stitch.

B. Objective The objectives in these hours of stuoty is to Five the

students a working knawlege of the use and constrAction of the felling

stit-h, also a thorough grounding of the construction of the felling stitch.

II. Presentation

A. Definition A. the felling stitch

The felling stitch is a form of blind stitch used in most instances

to hem or to holA tw pieces of mAterial together wheAs a machine canflot

satisfactorqy operate. For example, sleeves on wool jackettL It is possi

ble to sew the lining by machine; however, the machine sewn stitch through

the sleeve, would not present a neat military appearance.

S. Uses of the felling stitch

The felling stitch is used to sew the lining and liners into wool

coats and jackets. In some cases, the waistband on trousers are felled in,by

hand.

8.13



C. Where the felling stitch can be used Only:

The felling stitch can be Used only on Smooth edges where no

thread has become unraveled. The rough edges of the fabric is turned

under before stitching.

D. The length of the felling stitch is determined by the job it

has t, pf-!rform; normally, the felling stitches should be 1/8 of a inch
4

dep(.1ding n tJie type of work to be done.

gith

8.14
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FELLING STITCH

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

Intrcduction

During this practical exercise, the students will receive a thorough

grounding of procedures used in the construction of the felling stitch.

It is Lmperative that the students be aware of the importance of knowing

the correct procedures used in the construction of the felling stitch.

II. Study Reference: TM 10-267, pages 6 & 7, figure .5.

III. Supplies, Tools and Equipment required

Hand Needles (ample supply)

Matching thread (ample supply.)

Beeswax (ample supply)

Salvage material (ample supply)

Shears (one per student)

Thimble (one pair per student)

IV. Direction to the students
#

Follow the step-by-step procedures outlined in paragraph VI B. If

you have any question regarding this practical exercise, do not hesitate

to call upon your instructor.

V. Performance Standards

A. The performance standards (A, Par VI) are set up to be used following

the job breakdown, are to.enable the instructor in c4pcking the students

performance and inspecting the final results for grading purposes. The

performance standards.that will be used in checking the work of the students

upon completion of the breakdown "B below are as follows:

/--



1. Check the correct length ot the stitch.

2. The felling stitch must be smooth, even and almost completely

hidden in the material.

B, The procedures for constructing the felling stitch are listed to

the left of the page in the breakdown below. The key points which

correspond, in number to the procedures for each b'reakdown are listed to

the right of the page.

Construction of the Felling Stitch.

1. Prepare material. 1. a.

b.

C.

2. Sewing the Felling

d.

e.

f.

g.

f.

2. a.

8.16
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Select a piece of material
8x8 inches square.
Place material or) table face
up.

Measure and mark down from
top of material 2" and draw
a straight line across length
of material.
Draw a second line from the
edge of material i", and
parallel w:JA the first marking
of 2".

Measure and mark 4 from two
2" mark, and t" from the i" mark
(at this time you should have four
(4) marked lines Parallel with
each).
Measure and mark across length
of material in preparation for
basting stitch.
Fold material on 2" mark, and
apply the basting stitch across
length of material.
Fold material on the i" mark,
turning under the raw edge.
App],y the second row of basting
stitches on the It mark, from
the folded edge.

Start from right to left.



rft;ert needle under fold of
raw edge 1/8" in, and 111.1 "
deep from fold.

1. needle and thread through
m.ater la 1 . Knot of thread rih(,uld

ilden between %ter i al s
!,:7ert n-edle into material

the last stitch diagonally
the left, tnd so that i.t

i.'tvtial ly penetrates the single
ver of material below the folded

odp'.e, and cAripletely penetrates
t. .folded edge, approximately
.11 AL" dee; .

st itch, and make
erta in each st itch length is

the same. Follow procedures in
c: and d above..
r s the length of ttle

it.eria .



Step 2

Step 1

.Step 3

Figure 20 - Construction of the Felltng Stitch

8.1N
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STOAT STITCH

PRECIS

I. Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

During this period of instruction,, the instrUctor will discuss

the purpose, use and construction of tle stoat stitch; to include the

fundamentals of applying the stoat stitch for repair of heavier type

clothing or textile materials. The instructor will also demonstrate by

following a step-4Dy-step procedure in construction orthe stoat stitch.

After the demonstration, the students will perform a practical exercise

in the. repair of clothing and textiles by'useof the stoat stitch:

B. Objective

As a result of this instruction, the student, given appropriate

references, will be able to describe thelise of the stoat stitch; given

the appropriate tools, supplies and materials, the student will be able

to construct the stoat stitch in such a manner that the stitch length,

depths., intervals and workmanship meet the minimal deviation standards

a.

II. Presentation

A. Characteristics of the Stoat Stitch

1. Invisible - when repair is complete the threads of the stoat

stitch should not be visible on face or top surface of the material.

2. Smoothness - it should not have any puckers on either side of

the material.

3. It should be constructed with the proper amount of tension on

the tlread, that the repaired area of the garment retains the original

8.19 5e9



appearance 45 wellas 00, serviceability.

h. Adaptability of the stoat stitch.

1. The stoat stitch can only be el to repair fily minor repairs

to ript; and tears, providing there is hm material missing from the damaged

ara.

The stoat stitch can be used with best results if the items are

IjiikcohsLrcteti of he navy material such as bla S.

ex4

1/9
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STOAT STITCH

PRACTICAL EXISRCISE

I. Introduction

During this practical exercise, the student will be able to observis

and learn the proper procedures in the construction of the stoat stitch.

It is important that the student know the correct procedures followed in

applying the stoat stitch and when this type stitch !ill be used on items

of clothing and textiles.

II. Study Reference: TK 10-267, pages 8 and 9, figure 8.

III. Supplies, Tools and Equipment required:

Hand sewing needles (ample supply)

Beeswax (ample supply)

Thread (ample supply)

Shears (one per student)

Thimble (one per student)

Material (ample supply)

IV. Direction to the students

A. The student will listen, observe, and ask questions during the

instructors demonstration.

B. When in doubt the student will call on the instructor for assistance.

V. Performance Standards

The performance standards are set up to be used following the job break-

down (Par V) is to enable the instructor in checking the students' pirformance

and inspecting the final results for grading purposes.

VI, Job Breakdown

A. The following is the performAnce standards that will be Used in

checking the work of the student upon completibn of his practical exercise:

8.2157
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1. The stttches uhonld be evenly spaced, 1/16" from edges of

damaged area mad 1/8" apart.

Stitches should_begin and end beyond the ends of the

damaged area .

3. Stitches should be applied with the proper tension (not too

t ght or too loose).

4. Stitches snould not be visible from face side of material:

H. The procedures for constructing the stoat stitch are listed to

the. 1(:ft of Lim page in the breakdown below. The key points which correspond -

in number to the procedures for each breakdown are listed to the right of the

page.

11?(WrCTI'IN.2TEPS KEY POINTS,

Construction of the Stoat Stitch.

I Prepare material. 1. a. Select a piece of heavy material
exP square (salvaged blanket).

U. With scissorout a four (4)
inch slit in the material.

Sewing the tat Stitch.. a From underside of material stitch
from right to left.

b Insert needle into the material
1/16" from edge of the slit, and
;," from end of tear.

c. Needle is to pass through the
celkter of the material, and emerge
1/16" from opposite edge of slit.

A liapcat iiroceclures in par a, 1), c,

above, stitchs should be approxi-,
mateiy 1/8" apart. Stitch across
tlie length of the slit and 4" be-
yond.

e. Apply enough tension to the thread
-to bring the edges of the slit to-
gether (tension too tight will
cause material tO.pucker, too loose
will cause an opening in the slit).

f

_
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r. :.;titcheS' t, applieq eveh4,
arid all of the Same sizo. Not

(qi e face side of
material .

th

Fteure 22 - Construction of
Stoat-stitch

"3



I. Introduction

WEAyING 3TLT9

; PRFC1.1

A. Orientation and Motivation

/c23
'Am

Ouring the next period ot ttwLrdt ion, Lhe instruAor will discuss

the purpose, use and construction of the weaving stitch; to in,!luie the

fundammtais of weavi:4, keavier clothing or textil/e materlal. He,wUl lso

give a (iemonstratin, stop-hy-step, in the construction c,f the weaving stitch.

After the demonstration, the students will perform a practical,exercise practic-
.

ing how to repair texti1,;item..11 using the weaving stitch.

- The ohjectives in these hours of study is to give the

stulentn a working 1:nowiedge of the uses a,d constructton of the weaving

stitch, also a thorough grounding the ,nstruction or the weaving stitch.

II. Presentation

A. Characteristics orthe weaving ntitch

1. Invisible - the threads should not be seen from eitter side of the

Vmaterial.

:;moothness - It should not ha.ve any bulges.

3. It should be so constructed tbat will not come loose at the

slightest pressure.

H. Adaptahility of the weaving stitcn.

The weaving stitcti can only be used to repair..minop rips and tears,

Am..

proviline there is no material missing froathe rip or tear.

The wea14ng stitch can be used with better results if the garMent
i .

,
1 .

i
,

is i!ontructel ,r a heavy material, such as an OD blanket or AG 44 green uAiforms.
/ .

Pt
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C. Thread used for the construction of the weaving stitch.

1. Tv thread should be of a closely matching color to the garment

on which it i3 being used.

. 7'se a size 40/3 yarn.

P,,25
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WEAVING STITCH

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

1. Introduction

Ouring this practical exercise the students will receive a thorough

grounding of the procedures used in the construction of the weaving stitch.

It is ,mperatIve that the students be aware of the importance of knowing the

correct procedures 4:sed in the construction of this type stitch.

11. Study Raferunce: TM 10....267, pages 6 61 8, figure 6,

111.Appiles, Tools. and lquipxnent Required

iiaLd Needles (ample supply)

'beeswax (ample supply)

Mathing Thread (ample supply)

:L-ars (one pair per student)

Thimbles (one per student)

1vage Material (ample supp17)

IV. Di-eotion to the Students

Follow the step-by-step procedures outlined in paragraph VI B. If you

have any questions regarding this practical exercise do not hesitate to call

upon your instnuctor.

V. Ferformancetandards

Tie performan,:e sta,dards (A par VI) are set up to be used following the

thf. Instruo!.:'r in chocking thc stu-'entz' performance_I.

anA the final: results for grading purpose.

VI . iireakdown

A. Th f! p.r1ormanc(1! otanlards t.hat will be used in cheqking the work.of

tl.! st.,;L 14,1ncomplfAon the 'breakdnwn "B" below are as follows:
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1. Weaving stitch must be hidden.

2. The thread must match the material.

3. The weaving stitch should be smooth, even, g and hardly

visible.

B. The procedures for constructing the weaving stitch are listed to the

left of thespage in.the breakdown below. The key points which correspond in

rumLer to-the procedures for each breakdown are listed to,Athe right of the page.

ConstrucAion of the Weaving Stitch

1. Prepare material. 1. a. Select a piece of material 43(4
inch square.

b. With scissors Cut a-slit in the
waterial approximately inches
in length.

2. Sewing the Weaving Stitch.2. a. Insert the needle in fabric about
4" from the edge., and i" from the
end of the slit in the material,
so that it passes through the
center of the weave (if thin
material is used, it Will be
necessary to weave the needle in
and out of the fabric).

b. Point of needle should emerge 4"
on opposite edge Of the slit.

c. Pull needle and thread through
the material.

d. Reinsert needle very close to
point where it emerged, and pass
it through to other side of slit
approximatelk 4" deep from edge.
Stitches should be 1/16" apart.

e. Gently pull rip or cut (slit) to
gether, taking care not to form
puckers or pulls in the material.

f. Repeat stitching until damaged
area is completely covered and i"
beyond the darp,,,,ge is siitched.

g. Stitching should not be visible
when completed.

q.;d7
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Step I Step 2

Figure 22 - Construction of the Weaving Stitch

8.28
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WHIP STITCH

PRECIS

I. Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

During the next period of instruction, the instruCtor will discuss

the purpose and construction of the whip stitch. :The whip stitch is used

to hold raveled edges of the material in place. The, instructor will

demonstrate the proper procedure9 in _construction of the whip stitch.

After the demonstration, the stUdents will perform a practical:exercise

in the constructi-In of the whip stitch.

B. Objective

As a result of this instruction, the student, given appropriate

references, will,be able to describe the use of the whip stitch, given

the appropriat4 tools, supplies, and materials, the student will be able

to coostruct the whip stitch in such a manner that the stitch length, depth,

intervals, and workmanship meet the minimal deviation standards established

by the school.

II. Presentation

A. Characteristics of the whip stitch

1. When properly applied to the material, the edges of the material

will be secure and protected from r veling.

2. When coMpleted the whip stitch serves the same purpose of the

overedgIng stitch applied by a special purpose machinc.

3. It should be (:onstriv.:ted with th proper amuunt of tension

Lhe threud Lv preyent rolling of (gigot: if to() tiyht or becoming lnoffoctive

579
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for the purpose intended if too loose.

B. Adaptability of the whip stitch

1. The whip stitch can be'used on most types of material light

or heavy when required to protect raw edge's from raveling.,

2. The whip stitch ce41 be used effectively to construct a button-

hole, it will be applied on the raw edges of the buttonhole before applying

the buttoNhole stitch.

8.3o
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WHIP STITCH

PIACTICAL siciamsz

I. Introduction

During this practical exercise the student will be able to observe and

learn tie, proper procedures in the construction of the whip stitch. It is

Important' that.the student know the correct procedures followed.in applying

the whip stitch and when this type stitch is used an items of clothing and

textiles.

II. Study Reference: TK 10-267, Page 12; Figure 10.

III. Supplies, tools and qu1pment required:

Hand sewing needles (ample supply)

Beeswax (eople sWp1,7)

Thread (ample supply)

Shears (oni'per student)

Thimble (one per student)

Material (ample supply)

IV. Direction to the students

A. The student will listen, observe, and ask questiona-dUring the

demonstration by the instructor.

B. When ii doubt during the practicel exercise, the student will

call on the instructor for-assistance.

V. Performance Standarda

The performance standards are set up to be used following the job

breakdown (Par V) is to enable the instructor in checking the students

performance and inspecting the final resifts for grading purposes.

VI. Job Breakdown

8.31
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A. -.The following is the performance 4andards that y411 be used

in checking thristudentiV work upon completion of his practicalsexercise.

1. Raw edges of the material should be neatly cut and trimmed.

2. Length of stitch and interval between stitches and in ani

formity across the length of the material.

3. Proper tension used an thread (if too tight the edges will

roll).

4. -Thread shöuld be.knotted ai the starting point and tacked

at the end of the material.

B. The procedures for constructing the whip stitch are listed to

the left of the page in the breakdown below. The key poi9Zs which correspond

in number to the procedures for each breakdown are listed to the right of

the page.

Construction of the Whip
Stitch.

1. Prepare material. 1. a. Select a piece of material
8x8 inches square.

b. Cut material in half to 4x8
inches.

c. Cut and trim raveled edges of
material.

2. Sewing the Whip 2. a. Start at the right edge of
Stitch, material, and sew from right

to left.
b. Insert needle through material

1/16" to 1/8" below edge of
material.

c. Pull needle and thread through
the material.

d. Pass needle over edge of
material, and reinsert needle
through material 1/8" to left
of the first stitch.

0



s Continue stitching across the
length of material as

o
dscribed

in par bo co and d abvee.
f. Do not app4 too nmch tension on

the thread. This will cause the
edges of material to roll.

1

FIgure 23

Construction of Whip.stitch.

8.33
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BUTTOTIbLE STITCH

** PRECIS

I. Introduction

.
A. Orientation and Motivation

During the next period of instruction, the instructor will discuss

the*purpose and construction of the b.ittonhole stitCh as used in making

buttonholes in jackets. He will also give a demonstration, step-by-step,

of the procedures used in constructing a buttonhole. After the demon

stration, the students will perform a practical exercise practicing how

to make this type of repair.

B. Objective - The objectives in these hours of study i$ to give the

students a working knowledge of the uses and construction of the buttonhole

stitch also a thorough grounding of the uses atld Oonstruction 0 the button-

hole stitch.

II. Presentation

A. Characteristics of the Buttonhole Stitch

1. Evenly spaced - stitches must be 1/16" apart fram each other.

2. Proper depth - stitcheg should be 1/8" in depth.

3. Knot formed properly - knots must be formed ifi an even line.

B. Preparing the material

1. Cut buttonholes.

2. Apply an over-hand stitch around buttonhole to hold edge in

a. Use size 40/3 thread.

L. Use color thread to blend with material.

c. Make over-hand stitch 1P" apart.

8.34
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C. Construction of the buttonkple

1. Thread

a. Use approximately same size thread.

b. Use matching color thread.

c. Wax the thread.

2. Procedure

a. Hold buttonhole with eye away from you.

b. Lnsert.the needle at the base of the buttonhole between the

two pieces of material to hide the knot.

c. Reinsert the needle 1/16" away and at the same level as the

proceeding stitch.

d. '1.4)0p the tJiread strand by the eye of the needle from.left.

to right around the point of the needle:

P. Pull the needle out of the material and apply enough pressure

to form a knot on the edge of the buttonhole.

f. 11'...eat the procedure around entire length of buttonhole'.

3. Tacking the b,:ttonhole.

Tack by making three stitches at the same plaQe, and holding

both s des of the buttonhole.
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LifITTONHOLE STITCH

PRACTICAL EXERCISE
Na

13S

I. Introduction

During this practical exerciee, the students will receive a thorough

groundIng of the procechires used in constructing a buttonhole. It is

imperative that the students be aware of the imPortance of knowing the

correct proCedure used in this type of repair..

II. Study Reference - -TM 10-267, pages 10 6 11, figure 9..

III. '.3upplis, Tools, and Equipment required

Hand Needles (aMple supply)

Matching Thread (ample supply)

Beeswax (ample tiupply)

-i3hears (one per student)

Salvage Material (ample supply)

ThiMble (orl per student)

Buttonhole cutter (one per class)

IV. Direction to the Students

or Follow the step-by-step procedures outlined in paragraph VIB. If

you have any questions regarding this practical exercise, do not hesitate

to call upon your instructor.

V. Performance Standards JP

The performance standards (A par VI) are set up to be used following

the job breakdown is to enable the instructor in checking the students'

performance and inspecting the final results for grading purposes.

VI. Job Breakdown

A. The performance standards that will be used in checking the work of

8.36
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the students upon completion of the breakdawn "8" belaW are as follows:

1. -Th thread must match the material. I

2. The buttonhole stitchspust be amooth,.even and tight.

B. The procedures for constructint a buttonhole are listed to the

lett of the page in the breikdown below. The ,key points which correspond

in number to ths procedures for each breakdown are listed to the right of

1'1 ,the page.

Construction Buttonhole Stitch.

1. pard materLal. 1h. a. Select a pieckof material 2x2.
inch(s squaxe )(double thickness).

b. With cutter, cut ou a button
hole in center of th terial
(adjust the cylinder of cutter
to cut 'the buttonhole at li"
length).

c. Material should be face up and
even of the buttonhole towards
the repairman.

d. Whip stitch around the edges of
the buttonhole to hold raveled
edies of the material together.

2. Sew Buttonhole Stitch. 2. a. Start buttcnhole stitch by in
serting needle between layers
of material in left side of
buttonhole base 50 that needle
wIll emerge 1/16" to 1/8" from
edge.

b. Pull needle and thread through
the material.

c. Insert needle next to the first
point of entry, so that needle
touches thread of the'preceeding"
stitch.

.

d. Pull point of needle through
material, and loop thread right
to left around point of needle.

e. P1111 thread through the material,,
so that a small knot or loop

r- forms on inside edge of buttonhole.

8:37



f. Repeat procedures described in
par a thru e above, etitóhing
around the buttonhole in a,
counter.clockwise fashion to
the starting point.
Tack the base of the buttonhole,
by apAying 3 stitches acroas
the edge of buttonhole apprR3i-
mately 4n in length.

h. All stitches should be evenly
speced, and of the same length
or depth.

F rAirr 24

8.38
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SECTION IX

ARMY MAINTENANCE SYSTEMS AND RECORDS

PRECIS

I. Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

.
1. Maintenance in the Army is a multimillion dollar operation

dispersed from the depots in the heart of the Continental United States to

mobile repair teams overseas,

2. It supports the world's most mAchanized army by insuring that

its ecuipment is serviceable and ready to meet the demands of a cold war or

a nuclear cause.

3. The purpose of maintenance today, is the same as it was during

the war of the revolution, aid that is keep the equipment in the hands of

the forces operable and the forces in a_condition of readiness.

II. Objective

As a result of this instruction, the student will be able to discuss the

Army Maintenance System and effectively utilize pertinent maintenance publi-

cations to carry out his mission, and given apipropriate references, mainte-

nance forms and records, will be able to complete the necessary forms arid

post maintenance records as required by the operator.

III. Presentation

A. Miintem-Ite or Preventive Maintenance

1. Definition 4. The A'e taken, or work done, to keep any equipment -

or material in a good wbrking condition. The detection and correction of

potential failures either before they occur or before they develop-into majcr

defects.

9.01
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2. Responsibillry - The responsibility for.the performance of

preventive maintenance services rests not only with operators; but, with

the entire chain of Command.

B. The Army Maintenance System

I. The maintenance system is organited to provide maintenance

support at all levels of Command to insure adequate maintenance support to

the users of equipment. This, support must be accessible to the users to

provide maximum service and responsiveness.

2. Maintenance support normally will be provided on an assigned

mission area basis.

3. Maintenance Operations are divided into categories in order to:

a. relate maintenance operations to other military operations.

b. provide a basis for identifying organizations for mainte-

nance operations in the Army.

c. facilitate the assignment of maintenance responsibilities

to specific levels of Commands.

d. permit the orderly an efficient distribution of available

maintenance resources.

4. The maintenance system is divided into four (4) categories:

a organizational, direct support, general support, categories.

b. these cateiories define the,degree of maintenance which can

be performed by a unit, organization, or a maintenance facility.

c. maintenance operations performed on any item of material

are assigned to specific levels,of command in accordance with the primary

mission, character, and mobility of the command involved.
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d. organized maintenance.

(1) organizational maintenance will be performed at the

unit in accordance with applicable Deportment of the Army publications.

(2) organizational mechanics will be required to inspect

and assist with the preventive maintenance performed by the operator.

(3) operators will assist organizational mechanics in

performing repairs or periodic maintenance services.

(4) each organization will have on hand or on order,

its prescribed load of repair parts.

(5) organizational maintenance services will include

inspecting, cleaning, lubricating, and making certain adjustments. Personnel

performing these services will use tools, test equipment, and replace minor

parts.

JO e. Direct Support Maintenance

(1) Direct Support Maintenance units provide sup t

where feasible by on-site repair, replacement of assemblies and components,

delivery of parts to the user, and provide technical assistance.

(2) they provide direct' exchange services by supplying

to the user serviceable items for unserviceable equipment from the user which-,c

cannot be repaired on-site to an activity where repairs can be accomplished,

or to a collection or salvage facility.

(3) they assist in the performance of maintenance

inspections of equipment and of organizational maintanance operations of

the user to ascertain the condition of equipment and the effectiveness of

organizational maintenance.

9.03



f. :General Support Maintenance

(1) _General Support Maintenance unite receive equipment

for repair or modification froth the direct support -nit, collection points,

supp4 units, and installations for which they are assigned maintenance

support responsibilities.

(2) they repair end items, components, and assemblies

for return to the supply system or maintenance float and when required, to

the user. Many special types of equipment and tools and the services of

general and technical mechanics are required to perform this maintenance.

g. Depot Maintenance

(1) Commanders of Army Field Commands are responsiole

for programming depot maintenance support of material in oversee areas. Depot

maintenance is performed by units located at fixed installations in the rear

areas.

(2) the performance of Depot Maintenance will include

reclamation or complete reconditioning of material and the lmited manufacture

of parts and equipment.

(3) the mission of depot maintenance is to completely

overhaul units to be placed in stock. In war time, depot maintenance wdll

Le discontinued and maintenance limited to overhaul of components and major

assenblies in oversea theaters.

(4) Repair will be accomplished under the inspect, repair

on4 as needed (1ROAN) principle. General Support and Depot Maintenance will

be accomplished to permit return of an item to the supply system.
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(5) each maintenance activity will perform all authorized

maintenance for which it is responsible. When operational necessity requires,

the Commander having jurisdiction over both the aupporting 'and the supported'

unit may authorize the next higher category of mailrntenance to be performed by

the supported unit.

C. Toms and Records

1. DA Form 2404 (Equipment Inspe'ction and Maintenance Worksheet).

a. WV Form 2404 provides a standard procedure for temporarily

recording:

(1) equipment faults found to exist at time of the

operator's daily inspection and service period PM services, inspection of

,clupmfnt by maintenance activities and spot check inspections of equipment.

(2) the results of Command Maintenance Inspections

(C!-tMi) when desired as'a work sheet only.

(3) the re,.3ults of equipment serviceabilAy criteria

tests and checks preFwribed by regulations.

U. DA Forn 2404 must he used in conjunction with the

Appr,priate technlyai manual to . nsurc that proper servicing procedures are

011 wed, ann that :'ault recor1c.1 are (n the basis of established service-

aLi1iLy standards.

th s

,,nly deficiencies or short comings will be recorded on

(1) defieieney - a material defect or malfunction that

ronders an it,m inopf:raLle, results 'in an unsafe er unhealthy condition to

indviduals or serLut.: damage 'L.) rthe item, causing unacceptable inaccuracy.
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(2) shortcoming - a material defect other than a deficiency

that dust be corrected to increase efficiency or to make the item complete4

serviceable.

2. DA Form 2407 (Maintenance Reque6t)

Purpose - is designed to provide maximum maintenance information

with a minimum effort at all management levels.

a. The purpose of. DA Form 2407 is to:

(1) Request maintenance services.

(2) Report accomplishment Of modification work orders.

(3) Record maintenance services performed.

(4) fjerve as a source document for maintenance data

collection.

b. Use

(1) At the organizational level, DA Form 2407 will be

used for:

(a) Requesting,repairs and maintenance services.

(b) Reporting accomplishment of modification work

orders.

(2) At the support maintenance level, DA Ford 2407 will

be used for:

(a) Requestlng repairs or services of another

maintenance unit or activity within the same or at a higher category.'

(b) Recording the services performed and repair

parts used in support of,equipment.

9.06
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D. Technical Manuals

1. To increase the effectiveness of the Army Maintenance System,

there are many technical manuals which have been published for our use.

2. Operators and maintenance personnel who are responsible for

operating and maintaining equipment will be provided with technical manuals

which will prescribe the services that they will be required to perform on

the equipment.
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SECTIONI

MATERIAL READINESS

PRECIS

1. Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

1. The purpose of this subject is to discuss the material

readiness measurement system that has been developed and its impact on

unit readiness evaluations and reports.

2. The Army's highest priority of effort during peacetime is to

develop and maintain units that are ready for combat at all times. One of

its most difficult problems-is to measure 'the degree of readiness. Unit

readiness is a combination of mtn and equipment and the degree of readiness

equally dependent upon the state of personnel training and the operational

capability of the equipment. It is the operational capability of the equip

mer'it, that is material readiness, with which we are concerned its measurement

and its impact on unit readiness.

B. Objective

As a result of this instruction, the student will be able to

diacuss the Material Readiness Program, and given appropriate references and

equipment, will be able to complete the necessary forms and inspection required

of the operator in the Material Readiness Program.

II. i'resentation

A. During this period you will see a training film on material readiness

how a commander evaluates his equipment and personnel to determine its

L;tate of readiness or capability for performing its assigned mission. Parti-

10.01
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cular attention should be placed on the method of computing an equipment

profile since it may be a requirement upon your assignment to your respective

units.

B. In thinking about material readiness conditions, it soon becomes

apparent that the determination on a single piece of equipment probably is

not too valid. An old "junker" may actually'run for months without extensive

maintenance whereas, a new piece of equipment (as in the case of some auto-

mobiles) may be a "lemon" and spend most of its time in the shop.

C. Equipment Profile

An equipment profile is a 6 digit nudber which describes the

serviceability of groups of like items. An equipment profile is stated in

terms of GREEN, AMBER, and RED percentage of a total quantity authorized.

Example:

Item Authorized On/Hand Green, AMbepr
v-

A 50 ea 50 ea 35 10 5

Green % 35/50 = 70%

Amber % 10/50 = 20%

Red % 5/50 = 10%

Profile is 702010

Note: Percentage is derived by the number of items GREEN, AMBER,
or RED by the total authorized. The total must equal 100%.
Percentage figures less than two digits such as 5% and 1$ are
written with a zero (0) preceeding the percentage. In this case
Nthey are written as 05 and 01.

D. Unit tvipment Serviceability Profile

1. A unit equipment profile is a term describing the overall level

of equipment serviceabiltty of selected items of equipment authorized a unit.
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This profile of selected equipment is a 6 digit number denoting, serviceability

level in weentage of GREEN, AMBER, and RED.

Example:

Authoyized On/H#nd Green ahRa

A 125 100 70

13 100 75 60
c 10 10 0
D 100 100 70

E 100 100 85

F 10 10 o

Total 445 395 285

20
10
0

20
10

--1_ --i- --Q-

10 25
5 25

10 0
10 0
5 0

65 45 50

GREEN % 285/445 = 64%
AMBER % 65/445 = 15%
RED % 95/445 21%

Profile 641521

2. Equipment which constitutes a TOE shortage or is unavailable

to the unit for inspection for a period of time exceeding 24 hours or is re-

moved from the operational control of the unit will be categorized as RED.

E. Conditions of Equipment Serviceability

1. The conditions of equipment serviceability (C Ratiags) provide

a means of catfgorizing actual unit equipment serviceability profiles.

2. The follawing table relates five minimum interim standard unit

equIpmerit serviceability profiles with five established C-Ratings.

STANDARD

851065 C-1
702010 C-2
553015 C-3

404020 C-4
Below 404020 C-4

10.03



F. To determine a C-Rating for an actual unit equipment serviceabiiitor

profile, the actual GREEN percentage must equal or exceed the standard GREEN

percentage and the actual RED percentage must not exceed the standard RED

percentage of the category. Some examples are:

1121,..U.IPAELLIMUALUNrTSERVICEAI

PROFM

851203 C-1
752500 C-2
582715 C-3
641818 C-4
601030 C-5

G. Reporting Procedures

1. Selected items of equipment as listed in the appendices of

AR 750-10 and TM 38750 will be reported to higher headquarters reflecting

equipment readiness of units so designated.

2. Although you may not be directly involved in the reporting

system, you still need to know haw it works, how it affects.your unit,'how

it will be used so that you can understand the need for extreme care and

accuracy in the application of the criteria.

H. Equipment Serviceability Criteria

1. Purpose of ths publication is a guide used to rate dild evaluate

equipment.

2. Equipment Categories:

a. GREEN - coMbat ready equipment free of any condition

limiting the reliable performance of its primary mission for a period of

approximately 90 days.

b. AMBER - coMbat equipment possessing limiting conditions

5'?9
10.04
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which may restrict a reliable performance of its primary mission.

c. RED combat equipment unable to perform its primiry

miesion immediately or possessing an unacceptable reliability for sustained

performance (90 days) of its primary mission.

2. The needed accuracy and uniformity, in reporting mateiial

readiness, is insured through use of Equipment Serviceability Criteria
CI

to guide the repairman in inspecting, evaluating, and classifying an item

for a report.

3. You as Clothing and Textile Repairman will help generate the

material readiness reports and start them on their cliMb. When you have

I'rtIshod your course, and are on the job, making these inspections on your

ecrlipment for keeps" remember, the material readiness report can be no

more accurate wheil it reaches the top than the information that you feed in

at the start.
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I. Introduction

SECTION XI

INSPECTIONS

PR.ECIS

A. Orientation and Motivation

1. During this period the instructor will discuss the Command

Inspections, Command Maintenance Management Inspection, Preventive Mainte-

nance Inspections and the Technical Inspections.

2. Inspection. Means by which apy Soldier determines the

condition of Itssigned equipment that he is responsible for.

3. Inspection is also the mean,' by which a commander determines

the condition of equipment of the unit because:

a. Each commander is responsible for maintaining equipment

in his command in a condition that will insure adequate performance for

atcomplishment of the unit's mis ion.

b. To insure this performance he must have adequate in-

/
spection.

B. As a result of this instruction, the student, given the appropriate

refercmces, will be able to explain the importance of inspections in the

maintenance program; explain the operator's role in preparing for a CMN1;

name the types of inspections and numerical and adjectival ratings; dis-

tinguish between shortcomings and deficiencies and name what shortcomings

and deficiencies can be corrected as an operator.

II. Presentation

A. The Command Inspection - Command inspections are either formal or

i,;formal.



a.

1. The_brmal. 'ommand_IngRgatagu

/5/

7/
a. The Formal Command Inspection is 66inducted by the

commander. His inspection.party may include selected members of his staff

along with technical assistants for inspection of specialized areas, nocmally

these are of NCO grade.

b. The purpose is to assure the commander that personnel

and equipment of his command are up to hio prescribed standards.. With

perzonnel he Will look for such indicators as morale, discipline, "esprit

de corpLi", and technical proficiency.
1M.

c. The inspe(Aion of equipment will answer such qUestions as:

(1) Li the equipment correctly and economically used?

lu there evidence of neglect or abuse?

(3) Is all authorized_equipmeni. on hand or on requisition?

6
(4) Is unserviceable equipment promptly 1.epaired or

disposed of?
61110

(5) Is there excessive deadline of equipment?

. (6) Are authorized repair parts on hand and adequate?

(7) Are prescribed preventive maintenance procedures being

followed?

(8) Are maintenance personnel trained and proficient?

d. Obviously an inTction of this scope requires some

advance itotice and time for pivparation.

2. The Informal Command Inspection,

a.,,,Thislioinspection is made without prior notice.. The commander

personally participates and the inspection is conducted at any convenient time

or place.

11.02 ,
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b. The inspection follows no sit procedure. It will'be as

comprehensive as the commander desires, but often may cover only specific

areas, or he may program different areas on each week or on each inspection

as his plans call for.

c. As with the formal inspection, technical specialists may

assist by inspecting in their specialized areas. NCO's with MOS 43J or 43K

frequently perform in this capacity.

d. As you have already, learned the DA Form 2404 is the

Nork Sheet" used in the inspection of equipment.

e. The Informal Command Inspection is designed to provide

the commander with first hand Wormation on day to day condition of his unit

and equipment, and the training a95/proficiency of his personnel.

f. Preventive-MOintenance techniques and adherence to .pre

scribed procedures are areas of primary interest to the comnander during the

"Informal Command Inspection.

B. The Command Maintenance Management InsDection

1. The second type of inspection-is the Command Maintenance Manage.

ment inspection, commonly knawn as the CNNI. Notice the word Management: The
.

'management of maintpnanc(l_is a continuing and an important task of higher level

'commanders.

2. The,CM is used by Army Commanders to determine the adequacy.

of maintenance activities'and procedures within their unite, and more important

to insure conformance wlth applisOle maihtenance directives.

.3. The am is designed to provide commanders with indications of

the maintenance operational efficiency of subordinate units and activities. .

623
11.03 .
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4. This is accomplished through inspection of statistically sound

sample quantities of material to determine its'physical ccndition and to

determine the adequacy or inadequacy of maintenance that relates to its

:e
condition,

5. The ava alone cannot, and is not designed to determine the

overall operational ree.dineae of units or activities.

6. Each company size unit, separate detachment, or similar

activity will be ijispected for performance of organizational maintenance.

7. Support maintenance units will be inspected to determine

adequacy and proficiency of maintenance support to the supported units.

8. Scoring and Rating

a. The indication ofilmaterial maintenance and the evaluation

of the proficiency and effectiveness of organizational and support maintenance

will be determined by.the CMMI team commander. He will zubmit a narrative

report summarizing all aspects of the maintenance management inspectodon.

b. A numerical rating of te inspected unit is based on a

total deficiencies and shortcomings found during the inspectioi and upon the
,

evaluation of specific areas prescribed in AR 75 , Par 44. ffhe numerical,

204//9"*rating is computed.by the inspection team eft' f.

c. 'A rating of satisfactory or unsatisfactory,is based on

the numerical rating with 70-100 being satisfattory and 69 or below being

unsatisfactory.

9. CMMI teams ire made up of administrative and technical specialists

awl usually include NCO's with the MOS 43J and/or 43K.

11.04
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C. The Preventive Maintenance Inspeotions

1. The instructor will discuss twv inspections which you will be

closely associated with and vitally concerned. In many ways theae are the

most impoAant and the most basic of all. The preventive maintenance

inspections are the foundation of the Army's maintenance inspection system.

2. The first of the two is the Operatorb Daily Inspection, the

bef,re. luring. alid after operation inspections. in a real sense this in-

spectin is the most important. It affords an opportunity to discover and

c,rrect most mechanical failures before they ever happen.

a. To ignorethe need for this inspection is gross negligence.

liwever, it is frequently ptIrformed as carelessly as to be all but ignored.

b. The operator's daily inspection should be supervised to

insure proper performance. Without supervision, it will more often be too

carelssly done.

c. This inspection will be-performed by you and will be

liscussed at greater length later on in your training.

3. The Periodic Scheduled Inspection

a. The'second preventive maintenance inspection that will

considered is the periodic scheduled inspection. This inspection is

performed whether needed or not.

b. These inspections are performed monthly or after each

10 hours of operation, ans semilannually or after 500 hottrs of operation.

c. be assured, be warned in performance of the inspections

themselves, a passing over lightly or quickly, if practiced generally will

yonr whole maintenance effort.

6'15
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D. The Technical Inspection

1. The last inspection the instructor will diacuss is the

technical inspection, commonly referred to as the TI.

2. The technical inspection as two principle uses:

a. Each piece of equipment going into a support maintenance

shop for repairs must have a tI to determinethe nature and extent of repairs

needed.

b. It determines what parts or assemblies are not working

properly and whether adjustment; repair; or replacement is indicated. It

should also reveal any unserviceable condition resulting from abuse or

neglect.

c. The TI is a basis for ordering replacement parts which

are not on hand.

d. This type of inspection can be made only by a person

technically qualified to examine and judge the item undergoing the TI.

e. Another use of the technical inspection is for the

purpose of classification of items being returned to the supply Aystem.

f. It is the means through which item supply managers and

inventory managers keep informed on the serviceability of used stock and the

economic repairability of unserviceable stock.

g. Each item being returned to the supply system must be

given aTI. This determines if the item is serviceable. If the item is

unperviceable it determines the degree of unserviceability and probable cost

of repair. The inspectors repair cost estimate is then related to the ac-

quisition cost for determining whether or not the iteM is economically

11.06
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repairable. (Repair cost limitations on QM Equipment items are prescribed

in AR 750.428).

Operator Maintenance, Adjustments, amd Operation of

'Clothing and Textile Repair Sewing Maims

Notc to Students:

This section contains the instructions of operator maintnance,

adjustments and operation of clothing and textile repair sewing machines.

Listed below to the left of the page are'the sewing machine models that

will be discussed during this period of instruction. TO the right of the

page are the related models which you may encounter in the Army am textile

repairmen. However, regardless of the model with which you encounter,

you will find that the operator maintenance, adjustments. and operation

procedures will have minor or no changes.

Models

31-15 (Liita Duty Machine)

471470 (Darning Machine)

246-5 (Overedger)

175-60/61 (Button Machine)

Relatd piodelp

331:K1; 3311.4

246-1-42; 246 -1-43, 246-1-45, 460-12
thru 22.

175-62
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SECTION XII .

INTRODUCTION TO CLOTHING AND TEXTILE

REPAIR SEWING MACHINES

PRECIS

I. Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

1. During this hour of instruction the instructor will discuss

the description, operating features, tabulated data and operator's controls

of clothing and textile sewing machines. (Models 31-15, 47W70, 246-5, and

175-60/61.)

2. The instructor will also discuss the class, variety,and sizes

of needles used with each sewing machine, thread twist and codes will also

be discussed.

B. Objectives

As a result.of this instruction, the student, given appropriate

references and sewing machines, will be able to identify each sewing machine

by name and model number, describe the operating features of each machine by

stating the type of work each machine is designed to sew, 16cate and name

the major assemblies of each machine. Locate and describe the operator's

controls by stating tha purpose of the motor witch, motor clutch pedal,knee

lifter, hand lifting lever, starting lever treadle, foot lifter threadle,

button clamp opener and thread nipper; given needle and thread charts, be

ableto indicate the appropriate class and variety of needles used with each

sewing machine, distinguish between the various sizes of thread, in accordance

with threa codes, determine the left or right twist of thread, and select

the right combination and thread size.

6 s,
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II. Presentation

A. Model 31-15 Sewing Machine

1. Description

a. Model 31-15 sewing machine.consists of an alternating

current mctor: a machine head and sewing stand.

b. The motor is bolt'ed to the underside of the stand top

and is belted to the machine by a 4 inch, round, leather belt, and has a

clutch and brake assembly.

c. The head is composed of the bed, the arm, and the

balance wheel. The bed casting supports the.arm assemblies and contains

the driving or oscillating shaft, the shuttle race assembly, and the feeding

assemblies.

d. The arm is a housing which contains the Upper driving

assembly and supports the face assemblies.

e. The face assenblies are the needle bar, presser bar

and the thread take-up assemblies.

2. Operating features.

a. The model 31-15 sewing machine is used for general

duty or tailoring work.

b. The oscillating shuttle carries a round bobbin and sews

a lock stitch.

c. The presser foota be raised by either the hand.lifting

lever or the knee lifter, the hand Ming lever locks the presser foot in its

raised position. While the ma ne is stitching, the presser foot must be

down, this will hold the material in contact with the feed dog.
ION%

61-19

12.02
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d. The feed dog moves up and away from the operator, on each

upstroke of the.needle bar.

e. The machine may be used for darning, if the operator uses

the hand lifting lever or the knee lifter to raise the presser foot just

enough to allaw him to move the material back and forth under the needle.

3. Tabulated data

a. The working space cf the model 31-15 sewing machine is

104 inches.

b. The maximum vv,ed is 2,200 stitches per minute.

c. The length of stitches is from (7) seven to thirty-two

2) stitchtts per inch.

4. Operator's Controls

a. A toggle or push switch is located on the left side of the

machine stand.

b. Motor clutch pedal. The motor is connected to the motor

driving pulley by a clutch, which is operated by the pedal or foot treadle.

To connect the motor with the machine, press this pedal. If the brake on the

clutch does not stop the machine promptly, it may be adjus'LeH for a closer fit.

c. Knee lifter - The presser foot can be raised by operating

the knee lifter to the right. This knee lifter connects with a knee lifting

lever on the bottom of the head of the machine. A knee lifting lever push

rod runs up and behind the arm of the machine to the presser foot.

d. Hand lifting lever, the presser foot may also be lifted

and locked in its raised position by raising the hand lever to its highest

position. After the presser foot has been locked in its raised position,

it may be released by pressing the knee lifter to the right.

12.03



e. Stitch adjusting screw - The feed regulator thumb screw

on the front side of the arm, regulates the length of the stitch. To measure

the number of stitches being sewn to the inch, draw two parallel lines one

inch apart on i small piece of cloth, sew across these lines and count the

number of stitches between them. To change the length of stitch, loosen the

regulator thumbscrew and move it down to lengthen the stitch, and up to shorten

the stitch, when the desired length is being sewn, tighten the regulator screw.

5. Needle class and variety. I.

a. The size of the needle to be used is determined by the

size and type of the thread used and type of material to bc sewn. The thread

must pass freel,y through the eye of the needle. Rough or uneven thread, or

thread which for any reason does not pass easily through the eye of the needle

interferes with the operation of the machine.

b. Requisition for needles must specigy the number of needles

desired, the class number and the variety number are expressed by placing the

letter "X" between the two numbers, as "100 size 18, 16x87" needles. The class

number describes the shank of the needle, and the variety number describes the

length of the needle and the type of the point. The size describes the gauge

of the needle and the needle eye.

c. The model 31-15 sewing machine requires a class 16, variety

87, needle. The size we use here at the school is 18, listed as the following

16x87 size 18.

6. Thread tWist and codes

a. Because right-twist thread unwinds and breaks in a machine

needle, left-twist thread should always be used for the needles of this machine.

6 1.12.04
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/6/
b. To determine the twist of the thread, hold the end of the

thread between the thumb and forefinger of tho loft hand, and with the thumb

00 forefinger of the right hand twist about an inch of the thread toward

you. If the thread is left-twist, the strands will wind together; it the

thread is right-twist, the strand will unwind.

c. Two numbers are used to designate a particular kind of

thread. The first number describes the size or weight of the thread; the

second number (to the right of the dash) indicataUhe number-of strands

twisted together to Make the thread.

d. Requisition for thread should state the Federal stock

!lumber, lescrITtion, code nuMber, unit and quantity; (for example "FSN,

Thread, machine, cotton, OD, left-twist, 40-3, 6,000 yards cone, 3 c9rne8.")

12.05
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Figure 25 - Model 31-15 sewing machin.

2 Pressure regulating thumbscrew
2 Arm
3 Thread tand
4 Balanc whel
5 Bobbin winder
6 Motor

/ Drive wheel
a Treadle
9 Bed
10 Switch
11 Tension regulating thumb nut
12 Peed regulator thumbscrew

3

a.
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B. Model 47W70 Darning 4chine.

1. Description and operating features.
Is

/43

a. Model 47W70 has a tubular bed which is especially useful

In darning sleeves, legs of trousers, and similar tubular articles of clothing

not easily reached by a fiat bed machine.

b. With its needle and rotary sewing hook, similar to that

ip the text.le sewing machine model 111W155, it sews a lock stitch. It tlas

no feeding meOhsnism, the operator moves the work back,and forth under the

rMel. Pcieaust; the presser foot rises wdth each up-stroke of the needle, the /

opora,,or car move the work freely in any direction without operating the knee

c. The knee lifter is used to take tension off the thread

tvhn the operator is taking work out of the machine or changing the area of

darning.

. Tabulated data (Model 47W70)

a. The bed is 2i inches in length.

b. The base is 1 5/8 inches high.

c. The maximum speed is 2,800 revolutions per mdnute.

3. Operator's Controls.

a. Motor Switch (Same as Model 31-15).

b. Motor Clutch Pedal (Same as Model 31c-5).

c. Knee lifter. (Same as Model 31-15).

4. Needles, class and variety.

a. The needles for the model 47W70 darning machine are

class 126, variety 3, sizes 10 through 24.

12.07
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b. Definition of class, variety and size. (Same as for

Model 31-15). ,

5. Thread twist and codes. (Same as for Model 31-15).

Figure 26 -

Balance wheel
Arm
Bed
Paoe
Bed base .

Motor switohbox
Motor
14,41 lifter rook shaft

Model 47w70 darning =whine.

WI

6 I 5

12.08

9 Thread stand
10,!.....aobbin winder
11 Bed clomp
12 Clutch assembly

. 13 Tool drawer
14 Clutch pitman rod
.15 Foot treadl

4
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C. Mbdel 246-5 oVeredging machine.

1. Description and operating features.

a. The model 346-5 overedger is used in the two-Wheel

textile repair trailer as well as in fixed installations. This machine has
It

a differential feed, aArimmer, one needle, and two loopers.

b. The overedging machine is designed for simultaneous

trimming and stit hing of medium heavy and heavy textile goods with the

type 504, or three-thread tight overedge stitch.

c. 'The stitch is formed by the sewing needle working in

conjunction with the upper and lower loopers. I .

d. The trimmers work ahead of the needle 'and loopers, and

will cut the cloth smoothly and at a sufficient distance from the point of

penetration of the needle to permit the formation of a secure stitch.

2. Tabulated data. (Model 246.5)

a. NuMber of threads, three (3).

b. Speed (stitches per minute 5,000 maximum, 4,500 long runs).

c. Maximum thickness of'material 1/4 inch.

3. Operator's Controls.

a. Motor Switch. .(Same as Model 31-15).

b. Motor Clutch 13461. (Same as Model 31-15).

c. Knee lifter. (Same as Model 31-15).

4. Needles, class and variety.

a. The needles for the model 246-5,overedging machine_are

class 151, variety 1, standardization for military use has been made on

sizes 16 and 18. This is a curved needle.

12.09
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b. definition of class and variety. (Same as for model 31-15).

5. Thread Twist and Codes. (Same as for model 31-15).

c'?

0.401/111111w

1 Electric light
2 Thread unwinder
3 Drive shaft pulley
4 Eaectric motor

5 Knee Onte
6 Starti.4 treadle'
7 Toggle switch
5 Cloth plate

Fi.gure 27 - Model 246-5 overedge sewing machine. ..
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D. Model 175-60/61 button machine.

1. Description

a. Each'model 175-60 and model 175411 button machine, consists

of, a machine head, a motor, a stand and other camponent parts.

b. The head, the motor,- and other component parts are mounted

on the stand.

assemblies.

c. The h(::ad includes the machine base, the arm, face, and.bed

A.- The Le,-i is an iron casting which fits on the base, and supports

th arm_

The contain the 1o,Ter, the needle guide and

thret

, i7'-60/61 sew with a needle thread only; they there

L:Ave ,,L,L ins or LJbbin winders. The chief dfference between them is

th.! leni.th of the n(:Ale bar stroke alid the timing of the needle bar.

g. The motor for the button machine is different than the

one 1;sed the model 31-15 and 47W70. (See 31-15 motor). The butt-,n machine

mAor does not have a buiit-in clutch and brake assembly. The opwating clutch

this machine is built into the machine bed.

Operating features.

a. With each operation of the right-hand or starting lever

tr9A.:ic tip, machine makes 16 single-thread chain stitches. If the starting

lever treadle is held down, the machine automatically repeats this cycle of

sttvh,L.. lf the machine is set t) sew 4-hole,buttons, it makes, with one

operation ':)f the starting lever treadle 7 single-thread stitches in the back

12 . 11
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pair of holes, a crossover stitch to the front pair of holes, 7 stitches

parallel to the first bar, and a knotting atitch. If the machine is set

to sew 2 hole.buttons, it makes 1 bar of 16 stitches with one operation of

the starting pedal.

b. If the operator holds his foot on the starting treadle
-

while the motor is running the machine continues to make its normal cycle of

stitches. If the treadle is operated while the motor is stopped, the machine,

when the motor is switched on, will automatically make its cycle of stitchea.

3. Tabulated data.

a. Number of threads, one (1) (this machine does not use a

bobbia thread.)

b. Type of stitch - chain. (Single thread)

c. Speed (1,000 RPM)

d. Type of buttons. (Two or four holes, flat)

4. Operators Controls.

a. Starting lever treadle (used to engage the running motor with

the machinej located on the right on the bottomvof the stand.

b. Foot lifter treadle (used to raise the button clamp) located

on the left side on the bottom of the stand.

c. Button clamp opener (used to insert or mmove buttons in

the jaws of the button clamp.)

5. Needles, class and variety.

a. The needles for model 175-60, the needles are of class 175,

variety 7, sizes are 14, 16, and 20.

b. Definition of class and variety. (Same as for Model 31-15).

6. Thread twist and codes. (Same as for Model 31-15).
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1 5

7 6

Figure 28 - Model 175-60 button sewing machine.

1 Motor
2 Face
3 Thread stand
4 Lamp

5 Switchbox
6 Starting lever treadle
7 Foot lifter treadle

12 .13



SECTION XIII

OPERATOR MAINTENANCE OF MODEL 31-15 SEWING MACHINE: MAINTENANCE FORMS

PRECIS

I. Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

1. During this hour the instructor will discuss- operator's

preventive maintenance services; safety precautions, and use of preventive

maintenance form 2404 in performing operator's maintenance on model 31-15

sewing machine.

2. The important factor of tlip period will be to properly perform

the category of preventive maintenance services which include: before, during

and after operation services.

B. Objective

As a result of this instruction, the student, given appropriate

references, lubrication chart, detailed lubrication instructions for the model

31-15 sewing machine, and appropriate tools and supplies, will be able to

lubricate the 31-15 sewing machine with prescribed lubricant in accordance

with appropriate service intervals and points of application specified on the

lubrication charts; given an operator's check list, safety standards, and

Equipment Inspection and Maintenance Worksheet (DA Form 2404) will be able to

perform the before, during, and after preventive maintenance services in

accordance with the operator's check list, and safety standards, making

appropriate entries on DA Form 2404.

II. Presentation

A. Operator's Preventive Maintenance Services.

621_
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1. Principles of lubrication.

a. Before a sawing msohine is lUbricated, it is necessary to

know the principles of lubrication.

b. The first method is known as the direct application. With

this method the oil is applied through a hole in the part to feed the bearing

surface. This method, because it is not long lasting, requires the machine

to be oiled twice a day or wary four (4) hours of operation.

c. The gravity feed method is where the oil is applied in a

well. The oil flaws from the well through a tube that.is attached to the well

at one end, and to the part that requires lubrication'at the other end of the

tube. As the part revolves, it uses the oil that flaws through the tube. This

should be checked twice a day or every 4 hours of operation.

d. The waste pack type of lubrication uses a reservoir packed

with felt or cotton material that looks like waste (broken threads, shreaded

material, etc). It is widely used on electrical motors. This "waste" is set

directly under the armature shaft bushing to be lubricated. The armature

shaft turning in the bushing will draw the oil up and into the busiling by means

of friction. This method is used when a constant supply of lubricant is required,

and to prevent oil from getting into the field winding or on the armature.

. 2. Types of lubricants required.

a. The lubricating oil (LO) used to lubricate the clothing

and textile sewing machines is a highly refined mineral oil with a low pour

point. It may be used in all temperatures, both above and below zero. This oil

is free of paraffin which would cause the machine to "gum up" and collect grit

and clet, which in turn would cause the parts to wear unnecessary. "LO" means

oil, light lubrication.

13.02
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b. The lubricating oil (LO) is also used to lubricate the

sewing machine motors, if the motor has an oil hole and not a grease fitting.

3. Lubrication charts.

a. Each machine has its particular lubrication chart.

b. The lubrication charts "point out" by pictures, the

various locations of applying the lUbricating oil and/or grease.

c. The charts tell iihat types of lubricant to apply to the

various locations.

d. The charts wal have the intervals of larication and

application points.

4. Lubrication instruction.

a. The lubrication instruction in the particular technical

manual pertaining to r. specific sewing machine must be used in conjunction

with the lubrication chart. These instructions, not only tells what to

lubricate, and how much lubricant to apply, but they also tell how to

lubricate, where to lubricate, what lubricant to use, how to clean specific

parts, and what to clean the parts wlth.

b. Never deviate from these instructions, except as indicated

in the instruction for usual and unusual operations.

c. Before applying any lubricant, remove all diradust, grit,

and lint that may be on the equipment being lubricated, also clean after

application.

d. Never "over flood" the machine with oil, is this just as

bad as not lubricating at all. The "overflooding" will accumulate dust and

grit, which will cuase undue wear on parts.

623
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B. Safety precautions.

1. While making adjustments, the operator must be careiul to7cut

off the motor &witch, or to remove the driving belt before he removes needles,

bobbins, or performs other adjustments, which bring his fingers under the

needle. Otherwise, he may accidentally start the machine, by stepping on

the foot treadle pedal, and injure his hands or fingers.

2. While operating the machine, the operator must at all times be

careful to keep his fingers away from the needle.

3. While making electrical connections, the alternating current

generated by the trailer equipment for operation of the machine, is of

sufficient amperage to be dangerous. Using personnel 'should be carbful,

espeolally while making connections between machine motors and the generator.

The operator should take every precaution to prevent current from passing

through his, body to the ground, especially wet ground. The extension cords

are well insulated, but the operator must keep his hands off bare terminals or

wires, which are connected to the generator.

C. Use of preventive maintenance DA Form 2404 in performing operator's

maintenance on model 31-15 sewing machine. (Equipment Maintenance and In-

spection Worksheet).

1. A standardized form that you will record inspection', checkouts

and maintenance services.

2. Requires all inspectors at all levels of maintenance to use the

appropriate maintenance publication for the equipment and level of maintenance

being inspected to take the guess work-out of our maintenance system.

13.04
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3. Preparation of form.

a. The instructor will demonstrate the current method of

filling out DA Form 2404.

b. Student wiil follow instructor step-by-step in filling

out DA ForM ;'404.

c. Assistant instructor will walk through class aiding stu-

do.its that need help.

d. Block 1 - enter the unit or organization designation

(CMI personnel enter the organization to which the equipment is assigned).

e. Bloek 2 - enter the nomenclature and model designation of

the equipment as it is recorded in the log book or equipment TM.

f. Block 3 - enter the requirement i'egistration nuMber, serial

or federal stock number as applicable.

g. Block 4 - This does not pertain totaxtile repair.

h. Block 6 - enter the type of inspection or service to be

performed (operator's daily, "Q" services, initial "TI", CMMI, etc.)

1. 131Jck 7 - enter the current technical manual nuMber with

the latest. 11anges, and TM date applicable to the equipment. Two blocks are

pr Nided when more than one TM is used,

4. Perform each check listed in the TM applicable to the inspection

performed, following the sequence listed'in pertinent TM, complete DA Form 2404

as follows:

a. Column a - enter TM item number.

b. Column b - for army aircraft, enter condition status; for

other equipment enter "DL" if condition deadlines equipment.

(r.!
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,c. Column c entlr deficiencies and shortcomings.

d. Column d show oorrective action for deficiency or

shortcoming listed in column c.

fJ. Column e - individual ascertaining completed corrective

action will initial in this column.

f. For command material readiness inspection, enter scoring

codes as follows: "D" for deficiency, "S" for shortcoming, "R" for matel.ial

readiness rating, "0" for organizational maintenance rating, "F" for Field

Maintenance rating.

5. Technical manuals pertaining to textile equipment.

a. The TM 10-3530-263-10 contains information on the service

upon receipt of the machine, operator's controls and adjustments, operation

under usual condition, operation under unusual conditions, and guidance of

the personnel of the using organization responsible for the first and second

echelon maintenance.

b. TM 38-750 will be used in conjunctioa with TM 10-3530-203-10.

13.06
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LUBRICATION

ORDER LOW 3530 - 203=14-2
so ect man Iwo

CLOTHING, REPAIR SHOP, TRAILER MTD, ARMY MODEL SP1/34,
YORK ASTRO MODEL 011700337, TEXTILE REIPAIR SHOP,

TRAILER MTD, ARMY MODEL SPY3S, YORK ASTRO
MODEL 011700447, MACHINE, SEWING, CLOIRING,

SINGER MODEL 3145
Roforoncir 10 10-3530-203-10-1 end 3, C11004L
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Ft gure 29 - ( 1 ) Lubrication Order 10-8530-103-10-1 for clothing lanly machine.
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Figure 33 - Centinuod
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Figure 3$

PREVENTIVE NIMNTENANCE SERVICES
DAILY

TM 10-3530-203-10 MACHINE, SEWING, CLOTHING

LUBRICATE IN ACCORDANCE WITH CURRENT LUBRICATION ORDER
PAR

ITEM REF
1 TABLE ASSEMBLY. Inspect the table assembly for cut, cracked,

broken, warped, and dirty tabletop; for loose or missing bolts
and nuts; and for loose mounting to the folding stand. Make
certain the table assembly is level. Inspect for bent or broken
components. Inspect the components for loose or missing bolts
and nuts, and for loose mounting to the table assembly.
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PAR

ITEM REF
2 LAMP ASSEMBLY. Inspect the lamp assembly and bracket for

,

loose or missing i)olts, nuts, and screws, and loose mounting.
Inspect for dirty, cracked, or broken housing and lens. Inspect
the electrical c- -d -for frayed insulation and broken wiring. In-
spect for a brok lamp switch. Check the switch for improper
operation, and make certain the lamp (bulb) is not burned ont.

3

r .

...._.
CLOTHING MACHINE HEAD. Inspect the clothing machine head
for dirty surfaces and grease deposits; for bent, broken, or
missing cop2ponents; and for loose mounting. Inspect the needle
for.broken or excessive,* worn point; for bent or broken shaft;
and for loose mounting. Make certain the needle is installed with
the long groove to the operator's left.

4

,....
5

.

.

THREAD UNWINDER. Inspect the thread unwinder for loose or
missing bolts, nuts, and screws; for bent or broken components;
and for loose mounting.

DRIVE BELT AND PULLEYS. Inspect for broken, frayed, and .

excessively-worn drive belt. Inspect the belt for loose mounting
on the pulleys. Inspect the pulleys for cracked, chipped, or
broken edges, and loose mounting. Check for a 1-inch distance
between the sides of the belt when both sides of the belt are
pressed inward midway between the pulleys.

.
6 BOBBIN WINDER. Inspect the bobbin winder for bent, broken,

-

loose, or missing components, and loose mounting. Inspect for
excessively worn leather brake; for incorrect tension of the
thread tension spring; and for improper adjustment of the pulley
with the drive belt.

.

7 ELECTRIC MOTOR. Inspect the electric motor for dirty surfaces
and grease deposits; for 'bent, cracked, or broken housing; for
loose or missing bolts and nuts; for loose electrical connections;
and for loose mounting. Observe the motor for unusual noise
and excessive vibration (during operation).

f'

.....
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ITEM
°

PAR
REX

8 FOLDING STAND. Inspect the folding stand for bent or broken
cOmponents; for ioose or missing bolts and nuts; and for loose
mounting to the table assembly. Make certain the folding stand
is level on the floor.

STARTING TREADLE. Inspect the treadle for bent, broken, or

.....

loose components, and loose mounting. Operate the treadle to
see that the pulley brake lever engages the motor drive pulley
with the drive motor when the treadle is depressed. Make
certain the pulley brake lever disengages the drive' pulley from
the motor and stops the pulley when the treadle is released
(during operation).

10 MOTOR SWITCH. Inspect for broken or bent motor switch. In-
spect it for loose mounting in the switch box. Check the switch
for improper operation; make certain it turns the motor on and
off.

11 PRESSER BAR LIFTER. Inspect for bent or broken presser bar
lifter. Inspect the lifter for loose mounting. Make certain the
lifter raises, locks, unlocks, and lowers the presser foot.

NOTE 1. OPERATION. During operation observe for any
unusual noise or excessive vibration.

13 .13
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OPERATOR MAINTENANCE OF MODEL 31-15 SEWING MACHINE

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

I. IntroductiOn

During this practical exercise the student will be able to lubricate

the model 31-15 sewing machine with prescribed lubricant in accordance with

appropriate service intervals and points of application specified on the

lubrication charts. It is important that the student observe the safety

precautions in performing the prc'entive maintenance services. The student

will also make the appropriate entries on DA Form 2404 (Equipment Inspection

and Maintenance Worksheet).

PL

II. Study References

TM 10-3530-203-10 Operator's Manual, Textile Repair Shop, Trailer

Mounted, Clothing Repair Shop, Trailer Mounted, Chapter 3, Section II, par

53-56, pg 69-77.

III. Supplies, Tools, and Equipment Required

31-15 3ewing Machine

Oil Can (1 per student)

C2 lning cloth

DA Form 2404 (Equipment Inspection and Maintenance Worksheet)

IV. Directions to the student

A. Follow the step procedures al outlined by the instructor.

B. If you have a question in your Lind regarding this practical exercise,

do not hesitate to call upon your instructor.

1.3.114.
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V. Performance Standards

The performan6standards are established to be used by the instructor

in checking the students performance and inspecting the final results for

evaluation purposes.

VI. Job Breakdown

The performance standards that will be used in checking the students

wJrk 'Ton 1,tIon of the practical exercise are as follows:

1. Ma:Aline and all components to be lubricated, cleaned and free

of dust or dirt.

2. All lubrication points lubricated and free of excess oil or

lubricants.

3. Safety precautions will be enforced for your protection.

The procedures forlubrication and preventive maintenance servicee

are located on the proceeding lubrication charts and photographs and also

the preventive maintenance chart.

Cr?'s
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SECTION XIV

PREPARATION FOR OPERATION, MODEL 315 SEWING MACHINE

PRECIS

/ntroduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

1. During this period of instruction the instructor will discuss

the procedures followed in preparing the Model 31-15 sewing machine for

operation.
411..

/89

2._ This instruction will include: threading the machine, threading

the bobbin winder, winding the bobbin, threading the bobbin caie and inserting

the bobbin case into the shuttle race asseMbly.

B. Objective

As a result of thIs instruction, the student, given appropriate

references, unthreaded Model 31-15 Sewing Machine, one empty bobbin, threading

charts, appropriate needles, tools, and supplies, will be able tR_prepare Model

31-15 Sewing Machine for operation by removing the bobbin case from the shuttle,

threading the bobbin winder according to thread chart, winding a bobbin,

threading the bobbin case by correctly placing bobbin in case, installing bobbin

case.in shuttle race with finger of case pointing upward, installing needle in

needle bar with groove of needle to operator's left, and threading the machine

according to thmading chart.

II. Presentation

A. Removing the bobbin case.

1. Turn the balance wheel toward you until the needle moves up to

its highest point.

114.01
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2. Draw out the slide (view plate) in the bed of the machine.

3. Reach under till stand top with the thumb, and forefinger of the

left hand, open the latch on tbe bobbin calm and, holding the bobbin case by

the latch, lift it to the left and out of the shuttle race.

4. As long as you hold the latch open, the bobbin will not fall

out of the bobbin ease.

B. Threading the bobbin winder (winding a bobbin).

1. To wind thread on the bobbin, make sure you place the bobbin

on the bobbin winder spindle and push it on as far as it will go. Hake sure

you thread it correctly to keep the thread even and smooth on the bobbin.

2. The bobbin may be wound while the machine is stitching. However,

if no fabric is under the needle, see that the needle thread is pulled out of

the eye of the needle, and lock the presser foot In the raised position by

raising the hand lifting levet. The needle thread should be pulled from the

needle to prevent its balling up in the shuttle race assantly.

3. To change the amount of thread wound on the bobbin before the

automatic release operates, use the bobbin winder stop latch screw.

To wind more thread on the bobbin, turn the screw to the right. To wind less

thread, turn the screw to the left.

4. If the thread fails to wind evenly on the bobbin, or piles up

on one side of the bobbin, looSen the screw that holds the tension bracket,

and move the bracket to the right or left as required, then tighten the screw.

C. Threading the bobbin case. (inserting the bobbin inthe bObbin case)

1. When the bobbin is put into the bobbin case, the thread should

draw over the top of the bobbin and from left to right, just before the bobbin

611
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46.

/9/
is slipped into the case. (The bobbin should rotate clockwise as you pull

the thread.)

, 2. To thread the bobbin case, hold it in the left hand, have the

1

thslot in the edge at the top, and place the bobbin in e case so that the

thread pulls over the top of the bobbin an away from you.

3. Pull the thread into the bobbin case thread slot, drawing th'e

thread down under the bobbin case tension spring and into the delivery eye

at the end'-of the tension spring.

D. Installing the bobbin case.

1. See that the needle is raised above the throat plate.

2. With eht thumb and forefinger of the left hand, hold the

threaded bobbin case by the latch. When the latch is held out, the bobbin

will not fall out of the case.

3. Reach under the Jistand top and place the bobbin case on the center

stud of the shuttle body so that the position finger on the bobbin case is

opposite the notch at the toP of the position plate.

4. Release the latch and press the bobbin case into the shuttle

race until the latch snaps into the groove near the end of the stud of the

shuttle body. (The position finger should be in the notO1 at the top of the

shuttle race and aboUt 3 inches of thread should be left hanging dawn from the

bobbin case.) Hold the needle thread slack, turn the balance wheel toward you

and as the take-up lever reaches the top, after the needle has gone down and is

on its up'stroke, pull gently on the needle thread. The bobbin thread should

come up with the needle thread. Place these two threads to the rear of the

machine.

14.03



E. Installing and setting the needló.

1. Select a good needle of proper class, variety akd size, never

use a blunt or bent needle.

2. To set the needle, turn the balance wheel-tw.e.rd yZu until the

needle bar moves up to its highest point.

......

3. Have the long groove of the n edle to the operator's left. "--

F. Threading the Model 31-15 Sewing Machine.

1. The needle thread is usually taken from the cone on the il6ft

side of the thread stand.

2. If the size or type of thread is being changed often, as in

repair work, the operator may use a small spool of thread held on the right

hand spool pin.

3. Always use left twist thread for both the needle and bobbin.

4. The left hand spool pin is used as a thread guide.

14.04
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Figure 39- Threading points'.

1 Top hole in left-hand spool pin
,2 Top hole ii thread retainer
3 Bottom hole in thread retainer
4 Tension disks
5 Hook of thread takeup spring
6 Slack thread revulator

7

14. 05
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7 Hole in thread takeup lever
8 Top eyelet on face plate
9 Bottom eyelet on face plate
10 Eyelet in needle bar thread

guard
11 Eye of needl
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Figure 40 -

Tension disks
Thumb nut

Bobbin winder.

8 Frame
9 Tension braeket

3 Wood screw 10 Tension bracket screw
4 Spindle 11 Tension bracket base

Pulley 12 Shuttle bobbin
6 Brake 13 Stop latch
7 Stop latch thumb lever 14 Stop latch screw



PREPARATION FOR OPERATION MODEL 31/-15 SEWING MACHINE'

4'

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

I. Introduction

During this practical exercise the student mill be able to thread the

machine,-ttireading the bobbin winder, winding the bobbin, threading the bobbin

case, and inserting the bobbin case into the shuttle race asseMbly.

II. Study References

TM 10-3530-203-10 Operator's Manual, Textile Repair Shop, Trailer

Mounted, Clcthing Repair Shop, Trailer Mounted. Section III, pages 30-33,

par 23-25.

III. Supplies, Tools and Equipment Required

31-15 Sewing Machine

Thread (2 cones per Student)

Bobbins - (2 per student)

IV. Directions to Students

A. Follow the step procedures as outlined in Para VI A.

B. To ask questions when in doubt during the practical exercise.

V. Performance Standards

Instructor will use the performance standards as sfAi forth in par Vi B

in checking the students performance and inspecting the final results.

VI . Job Breakdown

A. The performance steps to- t);_ used by the student in preparing the

model 31-15 for operation are as follows:

Threading the Sewing Machine Model 31-15

1. Thread the stand.

11
C) 44.

, )

1. Bring the thread from the cone up
and over the unwinder, from the
back over to the front.

14.07
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2. Spool Pin. 2.

3. Spool Pin. 3.

4. Thread Retainer. 4.

5. Slack thread regulator. 5.

b. L'Iack thread regulator. 6.

7. Thread take-up lcver. 7.

Pass the thread through the top hole
of the spool pin on your right (from
right to left).

Pass the thread through the top hole.

Pass the thread througb the top hole
from right to left middle hole, left
to right and bottom hole right to
left.

Pass the thread down between the
tension disks with the thread
running from right to left under
the tension controller stud. Bring
the thread around the tension
controller over the slack thread,
take-up spring and down to the slack
thread regulator.

Pass the thread under the regulator
and up to the thread take-up lever.

a. Pass the thread through the hole
in the thread, take-up lever from
right to left.

Thread top guide on the plate.8. Snap the thread through this guide.

The side &way from you is open.

V. Thread LQtturn guide on face

plates.

Thread needle guide.

Needle

10. a. Hold the end of thread in your
right band and with your left
bring the thread up into hori-
zontal position.

b. Snap the thread through the
needle bar thread guide.

c. The right side of this guide
is open.

U. a. Pass the thread through the eye
of the needle from left to right.

b. Leave about six inches of thread
through the needle.

f4)
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Rewinding the bobbin

1. Place empty bobbin onto bobbin 1.

winder spindle.

Pull thread from cone, up and 2.

over the thread unwinder on the
thread stand.

Push thread through hole in 3.

bobbin winder tension bracket.

4. Pull the thread between the two 4.
bobbin winder tension disks.

5. Wind end of thread around empty 5.
bobbin six or eight times.

/97
Be sure bobbin is pushed against
shoulder on spindle.

Thread must be pulled from the
back side of the thread on'winder
toward the operator.

Tension bracket must be threaded
from right to left.

Thread must be pulled around back
side of the disk toward the
operator.

Pull thread under bottom side of
empty boboin and wind thread
clockwise.

6. Push bobbin winder stop latch 6. Make sure bobbin is on bobbin

thumb lever forward. winder spindle far enough so that
the bobbin winder stop, latch
will fit up into bobbin.

7. Start machine to fill bobbin.

8. Remove full bobbin from
bobbin winder spindle.

Basic Operation.

1. Check threading.

2. Check needle.

Raige hand lifting lever.

4. Place the two threads to the
hack of the machine.

14.09

7. a. Push down on the top of the
treadle to start the machine.

b. When bobbin is full bobbin
winder will stop automatically.

8. Break thread off close to the
bobbin winder tension disk.

1. Make sure the machine is threaded
properly.

2. The long groove of the needle
must be to the left.

3. The hand lifting lever can be
raised or lowered either by hand
or knee.

4. The needle thread goes between
the toes of the presser foot and
then to back of the machine.
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5. Raise needle-bar to'its highest 5. 'The needle must be up.

position.

6. Place material under the presser 6.
foot.

7. Lower presser foot. 7.

8. Set needle into material. 8.

9. Turn motor switch on. 9.

lu. Step down on the top of the
treadle.

10.

11. Raise the presser foot
slight1y with knee.

11.

12. Lower the presser foot. 12.

13. Turn balance wheel by hand. 13.

14. Raise the hand lifting lever. 14.

15. Remove the material. 15.

16. Turn the motor switch off. 16.

Be sure you align the material
up so that the needle will
-penetrate it in the desired
location.

Lower presser foot either by
hand or knee.

a. Turn the balance wheel by
hand to set the needle.

b. Turn balance wheel toward
operator.

Be sure you have foot off the
treadle when you turn the
switch.

This starts the machine, sew
about one inch.

With presser foot up sew back
to the beginning.

a. Sew down the desired length,
the double stitching af. the
beginning is called a tack.

b. Every seam should be started
And ended with a tack.

Until the needle has reached its
highest position and starts dawn.
As the needle bar just starts
down stop turning the wheel.

/4.10

Have it in its highest position.

Pull the material to the back.

a. AlwAys turn off the motor
switch when you finish with
the machine.

I.



Removing the bobbin case.

1. Place needle bar in high
point.

2. Lift machine head back in
rest pin.

/99
b. After you turn the motor

&witch off grip the balance
wheel tight in your right
hand and step down on the toe
of the treadle to stop the
motor from drifting.

1. Turn balance wheel to operator.

2. Make sure sewing lamp does not
strike table top.

3. Open the latch on bobbin case. 3. With the thumb and forefinger of
the left hand.

4. a. Make sure'to hold latch open.

b. Lift it to the operators left.

4. Remove the: bobbin case.

Threading the bobbin case.

1. Hold bobbin case with the
slot in the edge being near
the top.

2. Place bobbin in case.

3. Place thread under bobbin
tension spring and into
the delivery eye.

Replacing the bobbin case.

1. Hold case in left'hand.

2. The thread must pull over the
top of the bobbin and away from
you.

1. Place needle bar in the 1.

highest point.

2. Tilt machine head back and
let itt rest on the rest pin.

3. Place the bobbin case on the
center stud of the shuttle
bocly.

4. Place the positionfinger on
the bobbin case into the slot

of the position plate.

14.11

Pull thread into the slot.

Turn balance wheel toward operator.

2. Make sure the sewing lamp does not
strike the table top.

Hold the latch open with finger
on thumb of left hand.

4. Position plate keepd the bobbin
case from turning.
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5. Place machine head in upright 5. Do not let machine head drop.

position.

Removing and installing the needle.

1. Place needle bar in highest 1.

point.

2. Remove the needle.

Turn balance wheel toward operator.

2. a. Loosen the needle clamp screw.

3. Replace needle into needle bar. 3.

PERFORMANCE CHECKING STANDARDS

1.

b. Make sure that the needle does
not drop down into the-shuttle
race assembly.

a. The class and variety of the
needle for this machine is
16 x 87.

b. Use the proper needle size for
thread and material being used.

c. Make sure that the needle is
up and in the needle clamp as
far as it will go.

d. Make sure that the long groove
of the needle is to the left.

e. Make sure that the needle
clamp screw is tight.

In the threading of this machine, the three holes and all
thread guides must be used.
The bobbin must turn clockwise.
The long groove of the needle must go to the operators left.

.14.12
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SECTION XV

ADJUSTMENT ANn OPERATION OF MODEL 31-15 SEWING MACHINE

PRECIS

I. Introduction

A.' Orientation and Motivation

1. During this four (4) hours of instruction, the instructor

will discuss all of the necessary adjustments that a sewing machine operator

must know so that he can effectively operate his machine, and to keep his

sewing machine in a'good operating condition.

2. The instructor will ,..emonstrate each phase of operator's

adjustment during this period, at this time he will emphasize the purpose of

each adjustment.

B. Objectiye

As a result of this instruction, the student given model 31-15

sewing machine (previously prepared for operation), appropriate tools, supplies,

references, deviation standards, and timing and adjustment measurements, will

be able to adjust the motor clutch pedal to achieve the correct starting and

braking action of the machine, adjust knee lifter to achieve a position that

will be comfortable to operate the machine, and time the needle bar with the

Shuttle point according to timing measurements; given operation instructions

on inserting,and removing work, safety precautions, thread tension, charts,

and material of various thicknesses, the student will be able to sew, make

adjustments to the presserfoot pressure, and stitch lengths according to ti-;e

thicknesses of material, adjust the bobbin and needle threads according to

, tension charts, wind the bobbin while sewing,.adjust bobbin winder and bobbin

winder tension, observe all safety precautions, perform "during operation"

15.01
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preventive maintenance services in accordance with lubrication charts and

operator's PM check list, remove work from machine as stated in TM 3530-203-10,

and perform "after operator's" preventive maintenance services according to_

operator's PM check list and TM 3530-203-10.

II. Presentation

A. Timing the needle with a shuttle point of the model 31-15 sewing

machine.

1. The needle must be of the correct class and variety, and should

be in good condition.

Remove the throat plate from the bed of the machine.

3. Remove the feed dog.

4. Turn the balance wheel,until the shuttle body is in the correct

position far timing.

5. Remove the face plate from the machine.

6. Raise or lower the needle bar so that the eye of the needle is

1/16 of an inch belaw the point of the shuttle body.

Replace the feed dog.

8. Replace thrpat plate and throat plate screws.

9. Replace the face plate.

. Inserting Work

, 1. Turn the balance wheel to bring the needle bar uP.

Raise the hand lifting lever in the up position.

3. Place the needle and bobbin threads towards the back of the

machine.

4. Place the material under the presser foot:

15.02
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5. Set the needle at the starting point of the material.

6. Lower the presser foot.

7. Turn the motor switch on.

C. Removing work.

1. Turn the balance wheel to raise the needle bar to its highest

point.

2. Raise the hand lifting lever to the up position.

3. Remove the material from the machine.

4. Turn the motor switch off.

D. Adjusting motor clutch pedal.

1. Loosen the pitman rod clamp.

2. Lower or raise the top portion of the foot threadle to the

proper position.

3. Tighten .111:, pitman rod climp.

E. Adjusting the knee lifter.

1. Adjust the position of the knee plate.

a. Loosen the rack shaft knee hub setscrew.

b. Set the knee plate at desired position.

c. Tighten the rack shaft knee hub set screw.

2. Adjusting the rick shaft lifting bracket.

a. Loosen the rack shaft lifting bracket set screw.

b. Turn the lifting bracket to the desired position

c. Tighten the rack shaft lifting bracket setscrew,.

15.03



Groove

Point - Designated by
variety number

Iv

Shank - designated by
the class number

Length - designated by
the variety dumber

NEEDLE 16 x 81

Figure 41 6

15.04
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Eye . designated by
size whidh is also a
designation of needle
gage



Noodle bay oanneettm
tud set moray.

Needle bar on its
up stroke.

Needle bar thread

guide screw ro-

Needle olamp sorewomw-~4110.01

1/16"

I.

Shuttle an its
forward stroke.

Figure 42

UMW NEEDLE WITH SHUTTLE

15.04A

Point of shuitle
should be.1/16
of an inoh above
eye of needle.
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ADJUSTMENT AND OPERATION OF:MODEL 31-15 SEWING MACHINE

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

I. Introduction

During this period of instruction the instructor will discuss t*e ad-
/

justment and operation procedures of the model 31-15 seWing machine.

II. Study References

TM 10-3530-203-10 Operator's Manual, Textile Repair Shop, Trailer

Mounted, Clothing Repair Shop, Trailer Mounted. Section III, page 30-33,

par 23-25.

III. Supplies, Tools, and Equipment Required

31-15 Sewing Machine

Thread (2 cones per student)

Bobbins (2 per student)

Screwdriver (1 per student)

IV. H.rectIons.t. Students

A. Students will follow the step procedures as outlined in par VI, A.

Student w111 ask questions during the practical exercise, when in

doubt.

V. Performance Stanaards

Instructor will use the performance standards as set forth in Par VI, B

in checking the students performance and final results.

Breakdown

A. The performance steps.to be used by the student in adjustment and

operation of model 31-15 sewing machine are as follows:

Timing needle with shuttle point.

15.05
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1. Check needle for correct 1. a. This machine uses a c.4ass

class, variety and condi- 16, variety 87 needle. They

Cion. come in sizes 14 through 25. '

2. Remove throat plate.

3. Remove feed dog.

b. The long groove of the needle.
goes to the left.

c. Be sure that it is up in thd
needle clamp as far as itwill
go.

d. Make sure that the needle clamp
screw is tight.

2. Turn throat Plate screws to the
left to remove.

3. a. Remove the two (2) screws.

4. Turn balance wheel until 4.

b. Use proper size screwdriver,
so you do not damage the head N
of the screws.

a. Turn balance wheel towards the

shuttle body is in operator.

correct position for
timing. b. Turn balance wheel until the

point of the shuttle moves to
the back of the machine,Alen
forward to'the center of the
needle.

5. Remove face plate. 5. Just loosen the face plate screws,
do not'remove them.

6. Raise or lawer needle bar.6. Raise or lower so that the eye of
the'needle'is 1/16 of an inch below
the point of the shuttle body.

7. Replace feed dog. 7. a. Don't burr th-elleads of the
screws.

b. Do not overtighten.

8. Replace throat plate and
throat plate screws.

8. Turn screws to the right io repla
them.

15.06
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Inserting work.

1. Turn balance wheel, to' 1.

-bring needle bar up.

2. Raise hand lifting
lever.

3 1--ut the needle and

bobbin threads to the
tack of the machine.

4. Place material under
the presser foot.

5. Set the needle into
the material.

E. Lower the presser

Removing work.

a. Turn balance wheel toward
the operator.

b. Stop turning balance whtiOl
when the needle iS in Ate
highest position.

2. The hand lifting lever can be
raised or layered either by hand
or knee.

3. The needle thread goes between
the tors of the presser foot, and
then to the back of the machine.

4. Be sure to position the material
so the needle will penetrate at
the desired spot.

5. Be sure to turn the balance wheel
toward you.

foot. 6. Lower the presser foot either by
hand or foot.

Turn motor switch on. 7. Be sure to have your foot off of
the front part of the treadle when
you turn the switch on, and your
hands away- from the needle.

Turn balance wheel to 1.

rai.se needle bar to its
highest posi.tion.

l'aise the hand lifting 2.

lever. .

Remi-ve the material. 3

Make sure to turn the balance
wheel toward the operator.

a. Have it in its highest position.

b. This releases the tension on
the needle thread.

a. Pull the material tothe back of
the machine.

b. Cut the thread about six (6)
inches from the needle.

15.07



4. Turn the motor switch

Adjusting motor clutch pedal.

1. Loosen pitman rod clamp.l.

2. Lower or raise the top
part of ths treadle.

3. Tighten the pitman
rod clamp.

Adjusting the knee lifter.

1. Adjusti:P the position 1.

of the Krule plate.

4207
c. Make sure that you cut the

bobbin thread.

d. Keep same length of bobbin
and needle thread.

a. Always turn off the motor
rwitch when you finish sewing.

b. After the sditch
grip the balance
and step down on
treadle to stop
drifting.

is turned off,
wheel tightly
the top of the
the motor from

Hold the pitman rod so it will not
slip.

Have the bottom part of the treadle
about one inch from the floor.

3. Do not overtighten the clamp as it
is easily broken.

a. Loosen the rack
shaft knee hub set-
tcrew.

b. Set knee plate at
desired position.

Tighten the rack
shaft knee hub set
screw.

2. Adjusting the rack shaft2.
lifting bracket.

15.08

a. Item No. 7 fig 48 TM 10-263.

b. The knee plate must b held
in place until the set screw
has been tightened.

Caution, do not overtighten
this screw as the hub is easily
broken.

Some time Lt ,is neCessary to make
this adjustment to prevent the rack
shaft lifting bracket hook from
slipping off the bell crank.



a. Loosen the rack
shaft lifting
bracket setscrew.

b. Turn the lifting
bracket.

c. Tighten the rack
shaft lifting
bracket setscrew.

Safety precautiona

a. Be sure to turn it to the
left Lc: loosen it, otherwise
the lifting bracket may be
broken.

b. Hold all components in
desired position.

c. Do not overtighten.

1. When removing the bobbin case from the 31-15 Sewing Machine,
the needle bar must be in its highest position °to prevent needle breakage.

2. Keep your fingers away from the needle at all times.

3. Keep your head away from the moving parts of the face assembly,
such as, the needle and presser bar asseMbly and the thread take-up lever.

13. PERFORMANCE CHECKING STANDARDS

1. The point of the shuttle on its forward stroke must pass 1/16
of an inch above the top of the needle gye.

2. The presser foot must be aligned as so the needle will pass
exactly in the middle between the two toes.

3. The hand lifting lever should have exactly 1 inch of slack.

4. The lock of the stitch must be in the center of the material.

77
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SECTION XVI

TROUBLESHOOTING NCIDEL 31-15 SEWING MACHINE

PRECIS

I. Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

1. During this period the instructor will discuss the subject

of troubleshooting the Model 31-15 Sewing Machine.

2. By troubleshooting wy mean, being ible to identiry and correct

the malfunctions that will cause your machine to function improperly.

3. A sewing machine operator normally is judged by his performance.

An operator should know at once whe-e the malfunction of his machine is

located. The ability to do this, he is able to correct the malfunction

safely and quickly.

B. Objective

As a result of this instruction, the student, given appropriate

references, tools, supplies, troubleshooting chart, and model 31-15 sewing

machine with eight malfUnctions as ouilined in troubleshooting chart,' will ;

be able to detect and correct all previously established malfuncOons set

up by the instructor.

TT v1,--rresentation

A. The instructor will discuss a few of the most common malfunctions

of the 31-15 sewing machine. He will also demonstrate the proper procedures

followed in correcting the malfunctions. The following are the possib)e

causes and also the remedies.

16.01
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1. Needle Breakage

a. Presser foot may be too looSe. - Tighten the presser

foot so that tne needle will not hit it during operation.

b. Needle loose in the needle bar. - Tighten the needle

clamp screw.

c. Improper class and variety of the needle. - Replace the

needle with the correct size (16 x 87).

d. Operator pulling on fabric.* Let the machine feed the

material through, do not push or pull the material.

2. Needle Thread Breakage

4
a. Tension not properly adjusted - If the lock of the stitch

is showing on the bottom of the material, the needle thread tension is too

loose and should be tighteneth If the lock of the stitch shows on the top

of the material this indicates the needle thread is too tight.

b. Incorrect size or twist of thread - Use a left twist

thread, and a size 40/3 thread is normalizt used on the 31-4 sewing machine.

c. Damp or defective thread - Thread should be stored in a

dry area, damp or wet thread will become mildew and rot. .

d. Machine incorrectly threaded - In some instancss the

thread will catch underneath the p.m& of thread and become locked on the

thread stand. Make a visual inspection of the thread 'at all the threading

points and, make certain that it is.threaded in the proper sequence.

e. Thread takj-up *spring out of adjustment - Set thestake-up

-

spring to the proper, position so that_it has the proper tension on the thread

as the needle penetrates through the material.

16_02



shuttle race,

rugged edges.

o

f. Sharp edges on the shuttle race assethioly -.Inspect the

Shuttle, bobbin case and tension controller for sharp cr

Bent or blunted needle - Replace the needle with the

ovs .

proper size:

3. Bobbin Thread Breakage

a. Damp or defective thread - Replace the thread with a mDre

durable thread.

I.

b. Bobbin wound too full -When this situation is present,

the bobbin cannot turn freely in the bobbin case, causing excess tension

and breaking the thread. Unwind the excess thread from the bobbin allowing

the bobbin to rotate freely intim: bobbin case.

c. Bobbin case covered with excess L1l , dirt or lint -

Clean the bobbin case and shuttle race assembly, lubricate as per instructions.

d. Tension too tight - Loosen tension on the bobbin case.

e Incorrect threading - Bobbin thread shOuld be placedInder

tension spring and bobbin placed in the case in such a manner that t turns

clockwise as it unwinds.

f. Sharp edges on shuttle, bobbin ease, bobbin or needle -

inspect ali these areas and make corrective adjIlments as necessary.

4. Material Not Feedin1Through Mach

a.. Stitch regulator set too short - Move the stitch regulating

srew to the proper position for normal rration, alproximately midway,

stitches per inch)
7.

b. Presser foot improperly adjusted - Lack of pressure on the

16.03



pres:-.;er bar, adjust the presser bar with the required pressure and the hand

lifting lever with a one (1) inch slack.
\

MaChine Skipp,ing'Stitches -

. Improper timing of the needle with the.shuttle point. -

The needle bar may be out of adjustment. When the needle and shuttle are

correctly timd, the point of the shuttle on its forward stroke passes

across the !iameter of the needle at a point 1/i 1.. inch above the eye of the

Tieedle wne Lbe ueedle is ON its up stroke.

of needl,'

operatorf

b. Needle not instal1ed properli or wrong class and variety

'fte long groove of the needle when installed should be to the

use the proper size needle (16,x 87).

Seam Draws

a. Threads are too tight - Aljust tension threads.

L. Stitches are too long for the fabric - Make adjuStment

to feel reP.ulati!ig thumbscrew for prdper stitch length.

pres5ure.

supervisor.

Stitches Uneven or Pile Up. le

Fresser foot' out of adjustment 'Adjust the presser foot

FL lux_pl,ri4s..tr:at Plate

'4

Feed dog out of adjustment - Report this condition to your

Machine Vibrates

a: Belt too tight - Replace with larger belt.

b. Pulley with balance wheel mounted improperly - Report

this condition to your supervisor.

10.. Any trouble that is beyond the ability of the operator to

remedy must be reported according to the instructioneliven in TM 38-750.

16.04
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TRO6EUSHOOTING MODEL 3l-1, SEWING MACHINE

PRACTICAL..UERCISE
fts

I. Introduction

This practical exercise. is to enable the student to apply what he has

learned during this period of instructions. The student will be able to

identify and correct the malfunctions normally found on a 31-15 sewing

machine.

II. Study Reference: TM le-3530-203-n, Section IV, Pars 66-77, Pgs 117-118.

III. 5upplies, Tools and Equipment Required

31-15 Sewing Machine

Screwdriver

Thread

Rags (cleaning)

Oil Can -

IV. Direction to Students

1. The instructor will create an unspecifi,A number of malfunctions

on each machine without the presence of the student.

2. The student will return to his machine, identi,fy, and correct the

malfunctions on'his machine.

3. The student will observe all safety precautions, and workmanship-

ance with precccding instructi6 on JafeLy.4

4. The student will not turn the power source on until he iF certain

that all visual malfunctions have been correcterl. Wheri he feelb that he
rn

is ready to test his machie, the student must have the approval of the

instructor to turn on the power source.

1/4.1 NO`TE. : ORIGI&IAL AeE ?LOS HAS seem Orru-nr,e), t4Owe."9-- i!kLL rAA-TERiAL
14 AS lOtINA INCLuDED.

At.

4mor

i6.06
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V. Performance Standards

The performance standards will be set up by the instructor for each

individual machine, becaue of the variety of malfunctions that were created

on each machine.

VI. Jot, Breakdown

V.- The student will perform his practical exercise in accordance with

the istructns of the previous hour and the information of the preceeding

pages f Sectin XVI.

2. In the event the student locates a frialfunction unfamiliar to him,

call th ilstructor immediate4.

er

16.07
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SECTION XVII

CLEANING SHUTTLE RACE ASSEMBLY MODEL 31-15 SEWING MACHINE

PRECIS ,

I. Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

1. During this period the instructor will discuss the disasseMbly,

cleaning, lubricating, and reasseMbly or the shuttle race assently of the

31-15 sewing machine.

2. During the process of sewing the various articles of clothing,

the machine will pick up or accumulate a lot of dirt and lint especially in

the shuttle race asseMbly. For this reason the shuttle race must be removed

and cleaned frequently. Proper cleaning will insure propel- operation and

a long trouble-free life for the machine.

B. Objective

As a result of this instruction, the student, given appropriate

references, tools, supplies, and Model 31-15 sewing machine, will be able to

rem&the shuttle ce assembly as outlined in the appropriate technical

manual, thor ug clean all parts with cleaning solent to t4p satisfaction

of the instiuct4r, reassemble the shuttle race assembly according to the

technical manual, lubricate the shuttle race E:*rding to detailed lubricatiop

instructoOns, and correctly replace shuttle race assembly in machine following

instruction outlined in technical manuals.

II. Presentation

A. Removing, Cleaning and Replacing Shuttle Race Assembly

1. Normal operation of shuttle,- The shuttle race, which is held

1.4
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1

in place by two screws, doeS not move but holds t shuttle body. As the

shuttle body is oscillated back and forth inside the shuttle,racepthe point

of the shuttle body catches the needle thread above the eye of the needle

and farms the loop, which is tightened into a lock stitch by the thread

take-up lever on its up stroke.

2. Rqmoving and Cleaning Assembly - To clean the shuttle body

and shuttle race or to install new parts in the shuttle race asseMbly, the

operator.or, mechanic must remove the shuttle race.assembly. If the needle

and shuttle are in time, the shuttle driver and 'needle can be brought into

the correct positions for removing the shuttle race asseMbly by turning the

balance, wheel forward until the needle bar is at its highest point. If the

1)!I\

needle an

14'

d shuttle are not 'n time, the shuttle driver must be brought into

the right position by turnitT e balance wheel until the driver, while .1

still in the shuttle race is in a vertical position tawards the back of the

machine. This postion iS important because the ghuttle race assembly cannot

be disengaged from the shutilegariver if the driver is in any other\ position.
\

After bringing the shuttle driver in the correct position, proceed as follaws:

a.' Take out the two shuttle race screws,

b. Slip the assembly to the left. Do not bend the shuttle

race cap against thel.-.444uttde driveib point while disengaging the race/.
,

. c. If the bobbin case is still in the race asgambly, remove

it. Then rotate the shuttle bodi in the shuttle iace channi1 and draw it

out the back of the shuttle race.

breakdtIone.

Disassembly shuttle race assembly as prescribsod in job

21

6cli
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. Use dry.clmaning solvent or diesel fuel oil once each

week to flush out all parts. Oise of easo;ine (2r this Rup.9132±1.12.)

After waehine, dry all parts thoroughly and lubricate the machine.

f. ReassuMble the shuttle race assembly with the instructions

prescribed in the job breakdown.

3. Replacing assembly - To replace the shuttle race assembly

proceed 83 follows:

a. Hold the shuttle race in your left hand, with the cap up,

and with its front side to your left.

b. Put the shuttle body back inLo the 3huttle rac(, with the

stud of the shuttle bcdy pointing to your left and with the boi)lt of ti.e

shuttle body pointing down.

C. Turn the talance wheel to bring the P.h2A3e drive into
._

the proper position.

d. Replace the race assembly so that the Lhuttle body engages

the shuttle driver and fits snugly akainst the bed.

e. l'eplace the shuttle race screws and tighten them firmly.-

If these screws are loose, the point of the shuttle body will clip the needle,

r*

4
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CLEANING SHUTTLE RACE ASSEMBLY MODEL 31-15 SEWING MACHINE

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

I. Introduction

During this practical exerc,ise, the student will have the opportunity

Ln disassemble clean and reassemble the shuttle race assembly of the model
1

41-15 sewing machine.

_1. :Audy Peri
TM 1C-:390-20:1-0 perator's anual, Textile Repair Shop and Clothing

Repair Shop. Chapter (J, Sec II and III.

, III. SupOies, Tools, and Equipment Recraired

I. Screwdriver (1 per student)

-. Lightweight oil (I can pnr student)

3. Model 31-15 sewing machine (1 per student)

4. Cleaning rags (ample supply)

IV. Pirectiyns to the :tudents

Follow the stevy procedures as outlined in paragraph VI. This practical

exerise will emphasize that speed to remove, disassemble, clean, assemble and

replace the.shuttl,e race assembly comes only with correct practice and proce-

dures. As skill bmproNies, speed will increase.

0 V. Perf ce StAndards

The peri'ormance standards A, Par VI are established to be used fcllawing

the student ierformanc" this will enable the instructor to observe/the

student's petformamce and inspecting the final results of this practical

exercise.

.

CI' I
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VI. Jai Breakdown

- A. The performance standards established and which will be used by /

the instructor are as follows:

1. Proper use of toolr by the student.

2. Student should lay out partsln proper sequence.

3. Make certain the students clean the dirt and/or lint out of

the shuttle race assembly.

4. The student.should lubricate the shuttle race assembly.

5. There should not be any bind with the shuttle body as the

ShUttle race screws are being tightened.

B. The procedures for removing and disassembly and reasseMble are

141

libted to the left of the page. The key points which correspond in number

to the procedures are listed to the right of the page.

REMOVAL AND DISASSEMBLY

Remove shuttle race screws and

shuttle race assembly.
1. a. Be sum to have needle b

connecting link in its hi

eat position.

17.0f)

b. Turn screws to the left.



2.. Remove shuttle body from 2. a. Havo back facing up.
the shuttle race.

3. Remove position plafe screws
and position plate.

b. Turn shuttle body and pull
up utv-4; body slides out of
race.

3. a. Place shuttle race down on
machine table top. (to elimi-
nate screw driver injuring
hand).

17.06

b. Turn the screws to the left
to remove.

by

411



44 Remove shuttle race back
spring screw and shuttle race
back sprtng.

f.

Remove the shuttle race back.

17 .00A

a. Same as key point 31-a.

b. Turn the svev counterclock-
wise to remove.

5.. Lift shuttle back straight up
off the dowel pins.



.2.24
6. Shuttle race body.

gt.

4

6. This completes the disassembly
of the. race useably.

Figure 43

17. 96B
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1. Shuttle race body.

ISASSEMBLY Amp MAW

1. Wake sure that the side with the
.dowel pin is facing up.

2. Replace the slipttle back onto
the shuttle race body.

17.07

2. a. Beveled edges on the opening
of the shuttle back must be
facing away from the huttlei

b. The opening in the shuttle back
met go to the top of the
shuttle race body.



3. Replace shuttlè race bac spring 3. . Make sure the shettle back
and screw on ack of shu le race spr_ng is evenly bpaced be-
and tight screw. tween the dowel pins.

11,"

t

4. Replace position plate .

and screw.

b. The hold in the shuttle back
spring must be lined up with
the hole in the shuttle race
body.

4. Be sure that screws are tightened
and holes are lined up.

0 :

1.6



5. Replac shuttle body into 5. a. le sure to place ionnt of. rilry

shuttle race assembly. shuttle body in first at the roc

6. Replace shuttle race asslably
and screw into machine awl.
tighten screws.

bottom If shuttle race assembly.

b. Place Auttle body in from
lack side of shuttle race ass-

embly.

c. Be sure chat the shuttle body
center stud is facing towards
the position plate.

6. a. Be sure the needle bar connect-
ing link is in its highest pos-
ition before replacing shuttle
race assembly into the machine.

b. Be sure screws are lined up with
holes in machine.

c. Make sure screws are tight.

a

Figure 44

I7.08A
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'SECTION XVIII

OPERATOR MAINTENANCE OF MODEL 471/70 DARNING MACHINE

PRECIS

I. Introduction %

A. Orientation and Motivation %

During this period the instructor will discuss operator's

maintenance of the mode;447W70 darning machine. This instruction will in..

dude detailed lubrication instrUctions, before, during,' and after operation

preventive maintenance services, safety precautions, and the use of the

operator's check list.

B. Objective

As a result of this instruction, the student, given appropriate

references, lubrication chart, detailed lubrication instructions, model

47W70 darning machine, and appropriate tools and supplies, will be able to

lubricate the model 47W70 darning machine with prescribed lUbricant according

to the service intervals and points of,tpplication spmcitimi_onlubrication

chart; given an operator's check list and safety standardS, the tudent will

be able to perform "before, during, and after".preventive maintenance services

in accordance with the operator's check list and safety standards.

II. Presentation

A. The instructor will go over the lubrication points of machine model

471'170.

1. Detailed lubrication information.

a. General - keep all lubricants in closed containers, and

store them in a clean, dry place, and sway from external heat. Allow no

dust, dirt, or other foreign material to mix with the lubricants. Keep

67918.01
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all lubrication equipperit 'clean, and ready for, use.
.

.b.' Points of lubricatron - the model 47W70 darning machine

has a hook and saddle asseuibly. This is far different than the skittle'

race useably of machine model 31-15. The hook in the model 47W70, rotates

in one direction, at a top speed of 5600 RPM. This fs much faster than the

shuttle oscillates in machine model 31-15, and ?or this reason, lubrication

of the model 47W70 ia a little different than the model 31-15. This

difference is what you should understand completely. The hook and saddle

has a green lubricating felt, (green when it is dry, and black or dark when

it is soaked with oil). It should be kept soaked with oil at all times when

operating the machine. (Refer to TM 10-3530-203-10 Operator's Manual Textile

Repair Shop, Trailer-Mounted, York Astro Model 08700477 5rmy Model SPV 35

(FSN 3530-819-2008) and Clothing Repair Shop, Trailer Móunted, York Astro

Model D8700337 Aruy Model SPV 34 (z'SN 3530-819-2007) figures 45, 47, 49,

51 and 53, pars 53b). The numbers insertad On the borders of each lubrica-

tion order, are listed consecutively, and refer to specific lubrication

points. Follow each lubrication order to which they apply.

2. Cleaning - keep all external parts that do cot require lubrica-

tion free of lubricants. Before lubricating the equipment, wipe dirt and

grease from all lubrication points.

3. Operation immediately after lubrication - operate the machine

immedititely after lubricating to distribute the oil on all moving parts.

B. The instructor will go over the before, during, and after operation

preventive maintenance services, in accordance with the operator's check lista,

and safety precautions. (Daily Preventive Maintenance Services.)
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1. Before-operation services before beginning to operate the

machine the operator should:

a. aamine the drive belt and controls.

b. - Inspect the entire machine for-damage.

c. See that the sewing lamp is functional.

d. Test the m'achine for adjustment.

''' During-operation services - 'while operating the machine the

operator should:

a. Lubricate the machine every 4 hours of operation.

b. Check, and lubricate if necessary, the oil felt (located

in the top of the saddle assembly) ezich time a bobbin is replaced.

c: Clean'dust, grit, or lint out of the bobbin case and.

. hoks.

d. Make adjustments required by the nature of the fabric

being sewn.

p. Replace broken needles, and keep the throat plate, and

presser foot tiftt.

3. After-operation services - before leaving the machine after a

Jay's ral, the operator should:

a. Clean dirt, lint, and grit, out of all moving parts.

b. Lubricate the machine.

c. Leave a test patch under the presser foot (to indicate

the machine will operate).

d. Turn off motor.
G I

e. Cover machine head.

18.03
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C. Lubricate modal 4700 machinq.

1. Studelits will lubricate machine using the lubrication chart

in TM 10-3530-203-10, Pg.101, 102,. and 103 or instructions in the follawing

pages.

2. Instructor will supervise.and assist the students during

lubrication.

D. Safety Precautions - All the safety precautions discussed during .

the previous instructions on the model 31-.15 sewing machine will be adhered'

to during this period.

IR.04
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LUBITICATION CHART

MACHINE, SE4ING (SINGCR 4700

Ikr-up Levu Hint, Stud

Take-up Lova Driving Stud

Ann Shaft Bahing
Oil Packing

Hook Driving Shalt Busking

Bo Man Caw Oiling Felt
(Se* Hook Amend) ly Note)

Gears (See Note)

FACE ASSEMBLY

(774:6

Promo, Bar Bushing.

Punier Hai Lifting Fork Biwking

Take.up Lover Hinge Stud
Oil Packing

Prewar lEtsr Lifting Crank
04 Packing

Tako-vp Lever Driving Stud
al Packing

Now& B. Conflicting Stud
Oil Packing

Noodle Bar Bothnia

PINS., Bar Suakin

LUIMIKANT I ALL 111AVIRMkrie

040-011., Mono*
Ia.401AAIII. sof adlw Wool

MOTU

Hoak Moine Shaft &whim

Illobbia %atilt From.
Oil Nokia,

Bobbin %prior Frame
Kaye Poi (Ste fioto)

Twits ovary day lohncats shoat ammo nalicatod shoos bY snows with
am to throe kap' of MO. CMOs*. : oat ad movati porta to moo
n or *two the lobritatim ititor4 (So* additional nom)

BONIN WINDEllEoory day Miriam% the Bobbin Wieder Promo OA
Paskisis tad Bobbin Wind, Frame Hata. Pin with tow, a two dingo
of MO

OlAltfrEoetY de, lohntsto Ms Hook Bevel Goat sad Hook Bowel
Pinion with than to lout dears of MO.

HOOK ASSIMIILY...11. ssooll oroiro kb pod to ths Abel du hohlsio
coo should I. hops woo with oil s, kahriseto the iamb rasa. Whoa this
pa/ is rot it sows rawly thch sold whoa it wars light sows it is
dry. What the nurthios is ow. oil olooald hi sobliod t. this hit pod oath
Woo a bobbin is tothani.

MOT011Evory Y moth, Moho* the row Auk Wig will Ps $
Boohoo us rut sootoirsiot BR. Tho tosomitior bouts' toy bt loboff
eased ia a latils. tosotwon. Every artiadi fill deo srosa.losehilasil 0.1101.41a
al the tousioal sod ol ths taw shaft with MO.

BO NOT LIJIRICATEAna Soh Caseattion Soh. Oil will holm
dolowionitio. Ant on the sosettiol IOWA oloompao the holt.
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(1). Imbrication points on darning machine.

(1) Continued.
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(4) Continued.

Figure 46
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PREVENTWE MAINTENANCE SERVICES
DAILY

TM 10-3530-203-10 MACHINE, DARNING

A! Mt IC AT IN A (.:CORDANC Wreil Ft R EN I LUBRICA 'PION ORDER
PAR

ITEM .REF

1 lq,E ASS Insper:t the tr H sset-0)1y for cut, cracked,
brol.en, arid dirty t:!bletop; for lool;e or msing bolts
ancl nuts; and forloose mounting to the folding stand. Make
,ertain.thc table S fiC inbl is level. Inspect Cor bent or broken
components. InEpcct the components for loose or missing bolts
and nuts, and for loose mounting to the table assembly.

Figure 47

18.08
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ITEM

2

4

7

DARNING MACHINE HEAD. Inspect the darning machine head
for dirty burfaces and grease deposits; for bent, broker, loose,
or missing components; and for loose mounting. Inspect the
needle for broken or excessively worn point; for bent or broken
shaft; and for loose mounting. 7

PAR''
REP'

LAMp ASSEMBLY. Inspect the lamp assembly and bracket for
loose or lnissing bolts, nuts, and screws, and for loose mounting.
Inspect for a dirty, cracked, or broken housing and lens. Inspect
the electrical cord for frayed insulation and broken wiring. In-
spect for brokon lamp switch. Checlethe switch for improper
operation, and make certain the lamp (bulb) is not burned out.

THREAD UNWII4DER. Inspect the thread unwinder for loose or
miL,sing bc,i!s, nuts and screws; for bent or broken components;
and fo loot. wounting.

DRIVE BELT .AND FOLLEYS. Inspect for broken, frayed, and
excessivc ly worn drive belt. Inspect the belt for loose mounting

the pulleys for cracked, chipped, or
broken c,ic;, and for loose mounting.- Check for a 3/4-inch

b:.t,vetn the sides of the belt when both sides of the belt
Aro pressf d inw,.,rd midway between the pulleys.

Trispeet the bobbin winder for bent, broken,
misso,12. componc.nts, and for loose mounting. Inspect

for e4cessively worn leather brake; for incorrect tension of the
threi,d tenE;ion spring; and for impropr adjustment of th e pulley
with tIY.- -!rive belt.

ELECTRIC MarOR. Inspect the electric motor for dirty
surLr:es alit] grei.c deposits; for bent, cracked, or broken
1,ot....i:11; for 1:-)w-,/ or missing bolts and nuts; for loose electrical
COP1IeCii011F; and for loose mounting. Observe thc inoto :. for
unitsu:il noise and excessive vibration (during operation).

18.08A
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REF

8 FOLDING STAND. Inspect the folding stand for bent or broken
components; for loose or missing bolts and nuts; and for loose
mounting to the table assembly. Make certain the folding stand
is level on the floor.

9 STARTING TREADLE. Inspect the treadle for bent, broken, or
loose components, and loose mounting. Operate the treadle to
see that the pulley brake lever engages the motor drive pulley
with the drive motor when the treadle is depressed. Make
certain the pulley brake lever disengages the drive pulley from
the motor and stops the pulley when the treadle is released
(during operation).

10 KNEE LIFTER. Inspect the knee lifter for bent, broken, loose,
or missing components, and for loose mounting. Operate the
knee lifter to,see that it raises and lowers the presser foot.

11 rAcyroa SWITCH. Inspect for broken or bent motor switch.
Inspect it for loose mounting in the switch boX. Check the switch
for improper operation; make certain it turns the motor on and
off.

NOTE 1. OPERATION. During operation observe for any
unusual noise or vibration.

Co Afnued.
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SECTION XIX

PREPARATION FOR OPERATION MODEL 47470 DARNING MACHINE

PRECIS

1. Introduction

A. OricrItation and Motivation

!)uring th s period Cie instructor will discuss the methods and

procedures f ilowed in preparation for operation of the model 47W70 darning

machine. ae last period or instructions the instructor stressed the im-

portw.ce of lubrication and prevenlAve maintenance 3ervices. To properly

prepare your machine for operation is equally important to the operator, it

will enable him to be an effiient sewing machine operator.

B. Ob:ective

As a result of this instruction, the student, given appropriate

referev,es, f,threaded model 47W70 darning machine, empty bobbin, threading

charts, appropriate needles, tools, and supplies, will be able to prepare

model 47VO darning machine far operation by removing the bobbin from the

machine, threading the bobbin winder according to thread chart, winding a

bobbin, threading the bobbin '6Ase by correctly placing bobbin in case, in-

stalling needle in needle bar with groove of needle to operator's left, and

threading machine according to threading Oiart.

It. Presentation

A. Removing the bobbin from machine mOde1 47W70.

1. To remove the bobbin, open the bed slidi stop. Remove the bed

slide, insert the forefinger under the latch, raise the latch and lift out

bobbin.

19.01
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2. Place bobbin on spindle of bobbin winder.

B. Threading the bobbin winder (Winding the bobbin).

1. To wind thread on the bobbinomake sure you place the bobbin

on the bobbin, winder spindle and push it on the spindle as far as it will go.

2. Use the cone of thread on the right side of stand, place the

thread over the thread unwinder.

3. Bring the thread down and through the hole in the tension

bracket on the bobbin winder.

4. Place the thread on the back of the tension assembly (the

thread must be pulled between the tension disks).

5. Bring the thread from the underside of the tension assembly

to the bobbin.

6. Pass the thread around the bottom side of the bobbin, wind

the end of the thread around the bobbin several times.

7. Push the bobbin winder pulley over agai%st the machine belt

by pressing on the stop latch thumb lever, and see that the automatic stop

latch catches and holds the pulley against the driving belt.

8. The bobbin may be wound while the machine is stitching. How

ever, if no fabric is under the needle see that the needle thread is pulled

out of the eye of the needle.

C. Threading the bobbin case, (inserting bobbin in bobbin case).

1. When the bobbin is placed'in the case, the thread should pull

counterclockwise around the bobbin and back into the thread slot in the

bobbin case.

2. Placa the,bobbin over the latch and center stud of the bobbin

case, and past down the latch..

19.02
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3. Draw the thread into the slot between the bobbin case opener

and the triangular projection on the bobbin case.

4. Lift about 2 inches of bobbin thread above the throat plate,

and close the slide plate, but remember to leave enough space betwein the

slide and the throat plate for the thread to slip through when it is caught

by the needle thread.

5. A convenient way to thread the case and catch the bobbin

thread in one operation is as follows:

a. Place the bobbin in the case with the thread in the slot.

b. Thread the needle, raise the presser foot, and with a

light tension, hold the needle thread towards the upright.

c. Turn the balance wheel towards you until the needle

descends and cornea back up.

d. If the needle is correctly timed, the hook will catch

the needle thread and pass it around the bobbin case;

e. The needle thread 'will catch the bobbin thread, pull it

under the triangular projection on the bobbin case, under the bobbin case

tension spring, and out through the hole in the throat plate.

D. Installing the 'needle.

1. Select a good needle of class 126, variety 3, and of suitable

-,eize for the work.

2. Never use a bent needle or one with a blunted point.

3. Have the needle bar at its highest point.

4. Loosen the needle setscrew and remove the old needle.

5. Set the new needle as far up in the needle bar as it will go,



with the long groove to the operator's left, and tighten the needle setscrew.

E. Threading the model 47W70 darning Machine (needle thread).

1. The needle thread is usually taken from a cone on the left of

the thread stand.

2. To thread the machine, refer to job breakdown.

3. Instructor will demonstrate step-by-step procedure used in the

threading.'

4. Students will listen, observe, and perform as directed by the

instructor.

19.04
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PREPARATION FOR OPERATION MODEL 4'W70 DARNING MACHINE

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

I. Introduction

The purpose of this practical exercise is to enable the student to

properly prepare the model 47W70 darning machine for operation.

II. Study References

TM 10-3530-203-10 "Operator's Manual, Textile Repair Shop, Clothing

Repair Shop, Sec III, rar 26, Pgs 33-39."

Ill. Supplies, Tools and Equipment Required

471,7.0 Darning Machine

2.crewdriver

Thread

Test Material

-

IV. Direction to Students

Follow the step procedures as outlined in paragraph VI. for the prepara-

tion of the machine for operation. When in doubt the student should call

on the instructor for additional assistance.

V. Performance Standards

The performance standards in Par VI A, are established to be used by

the instructor for checkinr the final results of the students practical exercise.

VI. Job Breakdown

A. The performance standards established and which will be used by the

instructor are as follows:

1. Proper tools being used.

2. Needle installed properly (long groove to the operator's left).

19.05
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3. Machine threaded properly.

4. The bobbin correctly wound (not too loose or too tight).

5. Proper installation of the bobbin.

6. Machine should be free of dirt and lint an properly lubricated.

B. The procedure for threading the model 47W70 darning machine are

listed below and the following pages.

Threading the Model 47W70.
1. Pass the thread from the 1. a. Left hand twist thread.'

thread cone, up and over the b. Thread is not under the thread
thread unwinder. cone.

c. From right to left.

2. Pass the thread from back to
front through the bottom hole
of the thread guide.

3. Pass the thread from the
bAtcdri eyelet of the thread
guide to the top hole of the
thread guide.

3. From right to left.

4. Pass the thread from the 4. a
top hole of the thread guide
to the top hole of the thread
retainer.

5. Pass the thread from the
top hole through the middle
hole of the thread retainer.

0. Pass the thread from the
middle hole to and through
thc bottom hole.

Thread from right to left.
. Thread retainer removes kinks

from the thread.

5. Thread from left to right when
facing the sewing machine.

6. Thread from the right to the left.

7. Pas the thread from the 7
Lettom hole of thread re-
taner to the thread tensior;
assembly.

P. Pass the thread from the
tension disks around the
tension stud and into the

c24/5

. a. Down and between the tension
'disks.

I. Thread pass from right to left.

19.06
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fork of the front tension
disk.

9. Pass the thread froM the
front tension disk to the
thread controller spring.

10. Pass the thread from the
thread controller spring
up and through the thread
guide.

11. Pass the thread from the
thread guide, up to the
thread take up lever.

12. Pass the thread from the
thread take up lever down
through the fir' -ead
guide.

13.

14.

9. Thread passed under the thread
controller spring so that the
thread pulls Against the spring.

10. Thread guide keeps the thread
from becoming loose and twisted.

11. Thread the take up lever fram
right to left.

Pass the thread from the
first thread guide down through
the second thread guide.

Pass tat thread from the second
thread down through the third
thread guide.

15. Pass the thread from the
third thread guide down
through the thread guide
on the needle bar bushing.

16. Pass the thread from the
thread guide on the needle
tar bushing, down through
trie n,edle bar thread guide.

Pass th thread from the
needle bar thread guide to
the needle.

17. a. Thread needle from left to
right.

u. Make sure that the long grooves
are to the left.

6 ;"
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Figure 48 Threading equence for darning/ machine.
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SECTION XX

ADJUSTMENT AND OPERATION OF MODEL 47W70, DARNING MACHINE

PRECIS

Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

During this period the instructor will discuss the various adjust-

ments and operation of'the model 4717O darning machine. Your ability to

make the proper adjustments when required will increase your'effici.nlqy

as a sewing machine operator.

13. Objective

As a result of this instruction, the student, if given a model

471470 darning machine that he previously prepared for operation, appropriate

tools, supplies, references, timing' and adjusting measurements, and deviation

standards, will be able-to adjust the motor clutch pedal to achieve the

correct starting and braking action of machine, and time the needle bar with

the sewing hook according to timing measurements, without deviation; c:Lven

operation instructions on inserting and removing work, safedy precautions in

operation thread tension charts, appropriate references,*and various pieces

of material of different thicknesses, will be able to insert material of

various thicknesses (one thickness at a time), stitch and make adjustments

to presserfoot in accordance to the thickness of material inserted; adjust

bobbin ana needle threads in accordance wdth tension chart, wind the bobbin

while sewing, make any necessary adjustments %the bobbin winder and bobbin

winder tension to the satisfaction of the instructor, observe all safety

precautions in operating and makitig adjustments; perform "during operation"

preventive maintenance services in accordance with lubrication charts and

20.01 6°9



operator's RN check list remove work from machine to the satisfaction of

the'instructor, and perform "after operator's" preventive maintenance services

according to operator's PM check 14* and TM 10-35307203-10.

II. Presentation

A. Timing Hook with Needle.

The point of the hook on the model 47W70, rotates past the needle

in about the same manner that the point of the shuttle oscillates past the

needle on the model 31-15 sewing machine. When the needle on the model 47W70

is on its up stroke, the point of the hook passes across the center of the

needle, about 1/16 of an inch above the eye. In passing the needle, the

point of the hook must be as close tore needle as possible, without

touching it. To time the hook of the machirle, follow procedure listed below.

1. Slip the bed and cover off to the left.

2. Push aside the bed slide stop, and remove the bed'slide.
A.

3. Remove the throat plate.

4. Loosen the two hook bevel pinion setscrews, so that the pinion

can be rotated without moving the hook driving 'shaft.

See that the needle is set up int the needie bar as far as it

w LI go .

6. Turn the balance-wheel over toward ypu, until the needle bar

reaches its lowest position, and risas 3/32 of an inch. If the needle bar

is marked, it should rise to the point wfiere the lower mark on the needle

bar is ust visible below tkie needle bar bushing.

7. Hold. the nerddle in that position, and with yOur fingers, turn

the hook untii the point of the'hook is crogsng the center of the needle,

1/16 of all inch above the eye.

.24?
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8. With the hook so set, tighten the setscrews. Since the set

screws are not positioned or spotted in a notch, they must be set firmly

.o keep the pinion from slipping around on the hook driving shaft.

B. Raising or Lowering Needle Bar

If the needle bar has not been marked at the factory with two

lines around it about 2 inches from its bottom and, proceed as follows to

raise or lower it.

1. Make certain that the hook is timed according to paragraph A,

above.

2. Loosen the pinch screw.

3. Move the needle bar up or down as necessary to.bring the eye

of the needle 1/16 of an inch below the point of the hook, after the needle

has risen 3/32 oi an inch from its lowest point.

4. Tighten the pinch screw.

C. L3etting Hook to or from Needle.

The point of the hook should pass the needle, as close to the

!,eedlf- as possible wi'.hout touching it. If the point of the hook strikes

the needle, it will be blunted or broken. If it runs too far from the

neeile, it will either fail to catch the needle thread, or divide the strands

and break the thread. If the hook needs to be set-to or from the needle, pro

eed as follows:

1. Loosen the hook saddle screws, ana tap the hook saddle to the

right or left as Necessary to bring ti--e hook the proper distance from the

needle.

Check the timing of the hook, and if necessary, time it accord

ing to paragraph A.
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D. Motor Clutch Pedal .

The clutch, which connecte the machine driving pulley of the

motor to the machine pulley, is operated by a pedal or treadle. To connect

the motor with the machine, press on the treadle. The harder the treadle

is pressed, the faster the machine runs..

E. Inserting Material in Machine

1. Turn the balance wheel toward,the operator until the thread

takeup lever is at its highest point.

4

2. Press the knee lifter to the right to raise the presser foot,"

or pueh the presser bar adjusting thumb screw backward or away from the

operator, to riase thepresser foot.

3. Lay both threads (about 3 inches bf eadh), back under the

presser foot.

4. Place the item (material or garment) on the cylinder and cover

of the machine, and flaten out the part of material to be darned.

5. Release the knee lifter to lower the presser foot, or push

the presser bar adjusting thumb screw toward the operator, to lawer the

presser foot.

6. Hand-turn the balance wheel toward the front, and simultaneous-

ly hold the needle and bobbin threadS, until a few stitches are made.

F. Adjusting Tension on Bobbin and Needle Threads.

Lock the bobbin and needle thread's, when making the stitch, in the'

center of the material. If the tension on the needle thread is too tight,
$.

or if that on the bobbin thread is too loose, the needle thread will be

straight along the upper surface of the material. If the tension on the

20.04
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bobbin thread is too tight, and if that on the needle thread is too loose,

the bobbin thread will be straight along the underside of the material. If

both-threads are too tight, the material will be puckered and drawn together

by the Stitches, .and the threads will break.

1. Tension on bobbin thread.

Adjust or regulate the tension on the bobbin thread, with

the tension regulating screw located in the center of the tension spring

on the outside'of the bobbin case. Do not take the bobbin case out of the

hook assembly to adjust the tension, but use a small screwdriver to turn the

screw. Turn the screw to the right to increase the tension, and to the left

to decrease the tension.

2. Tension on needle thread.

Adjust the tension on the needle thread, with tension thumb

nut, located on the thread tension stud. Turn the thumb nut to the right,

to increase the tension, and turn it tO the left to decrease the tension

on the needle thread.

G. Adjusting Length of Stitch

Adjust the length of the stitch at the time of sewing or stitching

material, by moving or feeding the material. The length of the stitch, de-

pends on how fast the material'is fed to the machine.

H. Checking and Testing for Proper Operation.

Use a piece of test or scrap material to make a few stitches.

Check the lock of the stitc1-. Adjust the tension on the threads as necessary.

I. Darning Material

Hand-turn the balance wheel toward the front, and simultaneously

hold the needle and bobbin threads, until a few stitches are made. Press

20.05
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the treadle to engage the clutch to start the machine. Hold the material

to be darned with both.hands, one hand on one side, and one htald on the other

side of the material close to the presser foot. Start darning, by making a

line of stitches a little to the left of the hole; and a little longer than

the width of the hole. COntinue to make parallel lines of stitches across

the hole, moving the material backward and forward, and, at the same time,

gradually moving the material sideways until the hole is covered with lines

of stitches running across the hole.

J. Removing Material from Machine

Release the treadle to stop the machine. Hand turn tile balance

wheel, until the thread takeup lever is at its highest point. Press the

knee lifter to the right to raise the presser foot, and to release the tension

on the thread. Move the material, with threads attached, toward the back of the

machine, and cut the threads close to the place that has been darned. Turn off

power source.

K. Adjusting Bobbin Winder

If the bobbin winder is properly adjusted, the automatic stop latch

will operate, and throw the bobbin winder pulley away from the machine belt

when the bobbin is full.

I. To change the amount of thread wound on the bobbin before the

automatic release operates, use the bobbin winder stop latch screw. To wind

more thread on the bobbin, turn the screw to the right. To wind less thread

on the bobbin, turn the screw to the left. If this screw does not provide

sufficlewi. 74.djustment, loosen the wood screws, which hold the base of the

bobbin winder to the stand top. Then movo the base backward or-forward as

necessary.

20.06
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2. If the thread faile to mind eveay on the bobbin, or piles up

on one sid of the bobbin, loosen the screw which holds the tension bruit*,

and move the bracket to the right or left as rbquired. Then tighten the

screw.

L. Safety Precautions

1. While making adjustments, the operator must be careful to cut

off the, motor witch, or remove the driving belt before he removes needles

or bobbins, or performs other adjustments, which bring his fingers under the

needle. Otherwise, he may accidently start the machine by stepping on the

foot treadle pedal and injure his hand or fingers.

2. While sewing or/operating the machine, the operator must at

all times, be careful to keep his fingers away from the needle.

20.07
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ADJUTMENT AND OPERATION OF MODEL 47W7O DARNING MACHINE

PRACTICAL EXERCIi0,

The 4r'u 1 thia practioal exercise is to have the student make

'0:untmtit3 thlt will be required of him as-an operator of the

4"Vin( ) Jar f, ma(-hihe.

II. 1.14,ty 4eferences

TM 10-31,30-203-10 Operator's Nanual Textile Repair Shop, Clothing

::,ection 111, Par 27, Pgs 39-43.

IL. :11,11.!1.3, Tools, and Equipment Required

114roi.14, Machifo,

't.ewAr.ver

i:re LA

LA)1.: (Ina!itI4e)

; .1:*!11"r'Li h

:.-tudents

!-tudeut., will make the vari-us adjustments as outlined in

th. vari-11 :vi:wstmento to the model 4170

wir,11 pr.c:tutiohs ohs,rvA

p:rrorm t I I ye maintenance

luAe "before. Aurinp and after" operation services.

tandard

,L, pf.r:'omanee stahlards that will be used by the instructor are listAA

Lirtc.rti,h A. Tile:le jrIrnrL7tn# i;take,Jards are usei t:i observe the

796
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students workmanship and to check the final reaults of the student% practical

exercise.

VI. Job Breakdown

A. The performance standards to be used by the instructor during the

practical exercise as follows:

1. Proper use of tools by students.

2. The timing adjustments properly performed.

3. Machine threaded correctly.

4. No binding action on the moving parts.

5. Student observing all safety precautions.

6. Preventive Maintenance Services performed.

b. The procedures to be followed durig the practice.). exercise in

making adjustments and operation of the del 47W70 darning machine are

listed below:

Setting the Needle Bar
1. Remove face plate screw. 1. a. Turn to left to remove.

b. Stand the screw on its head
on the left of the tabletop.

2. Remove face plate. 2. Lay face on the left of the table-
top next to the screw.

3. Loosen the needle bar pinch 3. a. Turn to the left to loosen.
screw. b. Loosen about three turns.

4. Move the needle bar 4p or 4. a. Make sure the needle is of
down as necessary to bring correct class and variety (126x3).
the eye of the needle 1/16" b. Long groove of needle must be
below the point of the hook. to the operator's left.

c. Make sure sewing hook is timed
before setting needle bar (see
timing sewing hook).

5. Tighten the needle bar pinch 5. Be careful not to break the needle
screw. screw.

7 7
20.09
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Timing the Sewing Hcok with the Needle

Cover is moved by pulling it to
the operator's left.

1. Remove the bed and cover. 1.

2. Push aside the bed slide
stop.

2.

3. Remove the bed slide. 3.

4. Remove the throat plate. 4.

5. Loosen the two sewing hook
pinion set screws.

5.

6. Needle is set up into the
needle bar as far as it
will gc.

6.

7. Turn the balance wheel towards 7
you until the needle bar
reaches its lowest position
and riSes 3/32 of an inch.

8. Hold the needle bar in that 8.

position and with your
fingers turn the book until
the point is crossing the
center of the needle 1/16"
above the eye.

The bed slide stop holds the
bel slide in position.,

a. Covers the sewing hook.
b. Allows the cloth to move freely.

a. Remove the two throat plate
screws.

b. Make sure that the heads are
not buried.

a.

b.

Do not remove screws.
Screws must be loose so that
the pinion can be rotated with-
out moving the hook driving
shaft.

Make sure by loosening the needle
set screw and push the needle up.

.a. Make sure that the balance
wheel is turned towards the
operator.

b. If the needle bar is marked.,
it should rise to the point
where the bar is just visable
with lawer mark on the needle
bar below the needle bar bushing:

If the eye of the needle is not
1/16 of an inch below the point of
the hook. Set the needle bar (see
setting needle bar).

9. With the hook set in this 9. The set screws are not positioned
position, tighten the set or spotted in a notch.
screws.'

Adjusting the Needle and Bobbin Thread Tension
1. To increase the needle 1. a. The thread controller must be

thread tension turn the adjusted.
thumb nut. b. Turn the nut to the right.

20.10
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2. To decrease the tension, 2. To the left..

turn the thumb nut.

3. The bobbin thread tension
is regulated by the screw
in the center of tension
spring.on the outside of
the bobbin case.

4. Increase the tension.

5. Decrease the tension.

3. a. The bed slide must be opened
to make the adjustment.

b. Before adjusting the tension
see that there is not dirt or
lint under the spring.

4. Turn the screw to :he right.

5. Turn the screw to the left.

Adjusting the Presser foot for Mater
1. Loosen the presser bar' 1.

adjusting collar thumb
screw.

2. Pull the thumb screw towards 2.
the operator.

3. Loosen the presser bar ad 3.

justing collar thumb screw.

4. Push the thumb screw away
from the operator.

ial being used.
a. For shelter-halves, and trousers,
b. Do not remove the thumb screw.
c. This will shorten the ctroke

of the presser foot and give
tension for light weight materials.

Such as field packs and heavy
weight canvas.

Do 4kt remove the thumb screw.

4. This will increase the stroke of
the presser foot for heavy weight
materials.

Adjusting the Bobbin Case Opener
1. Open the bed slide cover. 1.

2. Place the bobbin case opener 2.
lever in most rear position.

3. Len the bobbin case lever 3.
fulcrum screw.

4. Pull the lever tight against 4.
the square projection on the
bobbin case.

Tap or move the lever away
from the square projection
on the bobbin case.

Swing out the bed slide stop.

Turn balance towards operator.

6
a. Do not remove screw. ,

b. Use the proper screwdriver.

The bobbin case opener lever ful
crum must be in its maximum rear
position.

5. The distance between the lever
and projection is the thickness
of the thread.

20.11
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6. Tighten the bobbin Case
lever fulcrum Gcrew.

ci25.1
6. a. Use the proper screwdriver.

b. Make sure the screw ii-tight.
c. Check machine for a bind, if

machine binds, readjust the
opener lever.

Setting the Sewing Hook to or from Needle
1. Remove bed (cylinder) and 1. Pull cover to operator's left.

cover.

2. Lower the needle bar. 2. a.

b.

3. Looten the two (2) sewing 3. a.
hook saddle screws. b.

4. Move the sewing hook saddle 4. a.

into or away from the needle.

5. Tighten the two sewing
hook saddle screws.

Turn the balance wheel towards
operator.

Until the sewing hook point
is centered with the needle.

Do not remove screws.
Use the proper screwdriver.

Until the point of the sewing
hook is close to the needle as
possible without touching it.

b. The needle must be straight.

5. a. Use the proper screwdriver.
b. The screws must be tight.

,

c. Recheck for proper clearance
between sewing hook and needles.

.20.12
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TROUBLPSHOOTING MODEL 47W70 DARNING MACHINE

PRECIS

I. Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation Ma.

1. During this period the instructor will discuss'troubleshooting

of the Model 47W70,Darning Machine. He will discuss scime of the most

common malfunctions that-will occur on the darning machine, find the possible

causes, and make corrective remedies.

/ : 2. The instructions covered during this period willte of value

to you as clothing and textile repairman, and sewing machine operator. The

information you gain during this period will enable you to diagnose and

correct a malfunction almost instantly. To be able to. make these adjustments

without loss of time indi.;ates the,mark of a good operator.

. B. Objective

As a result of this instruction, the skident, given appropriate

references, tools, supplies, troubleshooting chart, and model 47W70 darning

machine wii.h eight malfuneflons as outlined troubleshooting chart, will

be ablq to detect and correct all previously established malfunctions.

LI. esentation

. During this periotd the iristructor will provide you with information

usef41 in diagnosiRg andcorrecting unsatisfactory operation of the model

4100 darning maChine,

1.- Needle thread iveaks

NW'

Causep.and remedy of needle thread breakage:



for needle.

properly.

461
a. Needle thread tension is too tight - adjust thread tension.

b.- Thread is too heayy for needle - use correct size thiead

c. Right-twist thread,is being used - us3Lleft-Wist thread.

d. Thread is damp or defective - use dry, smooth thread.

e. Machine is incorrectly threaded - thread machine correct-

f. Needle is incorrectly installed - install the needle

g. Needle is bent-or has blunt or dull poInt - install a

serviceable needle.

h. Bobbin case, tension controller, aiid hook have sharp

edges - repc,rt this .::ondition to snpervisor.

2. Needle Breakage

Causes and remedy of needle breakage:

a. Needle is louse - tighten needle.

needle.

b. Needle is wrung class, variety, or cize - install Correct

Presser foot is lclse - report this condition to supervisor.

Thread Breakage

Causes and remedy of bobbin thread breakage:

a. Thread is damp or defective - use dry, smooth thread,

n. bobbin te!; is too great - adjust bobbin tension.

c. Bobbin Case is incorrectly threaded - thread bobbin case

71

21.02
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d. Bobbin is wound unevenly, too full to revolve freely,

.or too loose - reaet bobbin winder to mind bobbin correctly and rewind bobbin.

e. Bobbin case is sttcky with oil and lint - report this

.condition to your supervisor.

f. Bobbin, bobbin case, hook, and needle have sharp edges -

report this condition to your supervisor.

4. Stitches skip or fail to lock.

Causes and remedy of skipped stitches or fails to lock:

a. Needle is incorrectly installed - install needle properly.

b. Needle fails to catch bobbin thread because sewing hook

is out of adjustment L adjust sewing hook properly.

c. Needle bar is out of adjustment - adjust needle bar

properly.

5. Seams draw or pucker

Causes and remedy of seam drawing or puckered:

a. Thread tension is too tight - adjust bobbin and needle

thread tension.

b. Operator is feeding material at improper speed - feed

material in relation to speed of machine.

6. Lamp does not light wben switch in on ON position

Causes and remedy of light failure:

a. Light cord is not plugged into electrical Power receptacle -

plug cord into electrical pawer receptacle.

supervisor.

--
b. Light cord is broken - report this condition to your

C. incandescent lamp (bulb) is I'llrned out - replace lamp.

21.c3
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d. Lamp assembly or switch ie defective - report this condi-

tion to your supervisor.,

e. Electrical power receptacle is defective -report this

.condition to your supervisor.

7. Motor fails to start whea switch is in ON position

Causes and remedy when motor fails to start:

a. Power cable is not plugged into electrical power receptacle -

plug poweripable into power reclitacle.

flj-
b. Power cable is broken - report this condition to your

superviscr.

supervisor.

c. Switch is defective - report this condition to your I

d. Motor is defective - report this condition to your

supervisor.

8. Unusual noise in motor.

Causes and reMbdy fpr unusual noises:

Motor is defective - shut down sewing machine and report this

condition to your supervisor.

9. Motor does not pull the load

Causes and remedy if motor will not pull load:

supervisor.

a. Drive belt is slipping - report this condition to your

b. Improper voltage or motor is faulty - report this condition

to your supervisor.

21.04
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b. Student Practical Exercise

1. The instructor will set up the following malfunctions on the

darning maehlnes:

a. Machines improperly threaded.

b. Wrong class of needle.

c. Thread tension too tight.t)

d. Thread of incorrect size.

e. Needle installed in needle bar incorrect1y.

f. bent needle.

g. Cut off powe1:7 'source (For Safety).

h. Thread tension too loose.

2. The students will not_operate the machine nor will they turn

the switch in the ON position. Machines will not be plugged into electrical

power receptacles.

3. Each student will visually check his machine and make a list

of the malfunctions, that he finds.

4. Instructors will supe, vise the practical exercise, make certain

that students, do Not operate or plug the machines into the electrical power

receptacles. Instructor will also make certain that each student has opportunity

to chyck a machine, and make a list of his findings.

5. Studerits will retain his list of findings, and use them during

the ,.ritique of the hour, at which time they will be called upon to give a

summary of their findings.

21.05
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SECTION XXII

OPERATOR MAINTENANCE OF MODEL 2465 OVEREDGING MACHINE

PRECIS

I. Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

1. During this hour of instruction the instructor will discuss

the importance of lubrication, operator's preventive maintenance services,

and safety precautions to be observed while performing operator's maintenan

:)n the model overedging machi,ne.

i. You will find the model 246-5 overedging machine is used for

a spec.al purpose and makes an unusual type of stitch in comparison to the

ma._:n.ee:7 already discussed. Regardless of the use cf type and model of

iT;acnin it will be necessary to perform the operator's preventive maintenance

services. This service is necessary tu prolong the life of the machine.

Otectives

As a result of this instruction, the student, given appropriate

references, lubrication chart, detailed lubrication instructions, model

:4-: ,veredging machine, and appropriate tools and supplies, will be able

11:)ricate the model 246-5 overedgi_ng machine with prescribed luricant

ac.rling to the service intervals and points of application specfied on

the Ibricatin chart; given an Dperator's check list and safety standards,

the stdent will be able to perform "before, during, and after" preventive

maintenance services in accordance with the operator's check list and safety

standards.

22.0i
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II. Presentation

A. Preventive Maintenance Services

To insure that the model 246-5 overedging machine is reaay for

operation at all times, its components must be inspected systematically so

that defects may be discovered and corrected before they result in serious

failure or damage. Defects discovered during operation of the machine should

be noted for future correction. Try to make corrections immediately, or if

this is not possible, as soon as the operation of the machine has ceased.

Stop operation immediately if a deficiency is noticed which, if continued,

would damage the equipment. All deficiencies and the corrective action

taken will be recorded on DA Form 2404 (Equipment Inspection and Maintenance

Worksheet) at the earliest possible opportunity.

1. The following preventive maintenance services should be per-

formed daily on the overedge sewing machine (model 246-5).

a. Table AsseMblv

Inspect the table assembly for cut, cracked, broken,

warped, or dirty tabletops; for loose or missing bolts and nuts, and for

loose mounting to the folding stand. Make certain the table asserably is

level.

b. Machine Head

inspect the machine head for dirty surfaces and grease

deposits; for bent, broken, or missing components; and for loose mountings.

lnspect the needle for broken or excessively worn point, for bent or broken

shaft: and for loose mounting. Make certain the needle is properly installed.

22,02
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InsPect the lamp assembly and bracket for loose or missing

bolts, nuts, and screws, and for loose mounting. Inspect for dirty, cracked,

or broken housing and lens. Inspect the electric cord for frayed insulation

and broken wiring. Inspect for a broken lamp switch. Check the switch for

improper operation, and make certain the law (bulb) i5 not burned out.

d. Thread Unwinder

Inspect the thread unwinder for loose or missing bolts,

nuts, and screws; for bent or broken components; and for loose mounting.

e. Drive Belt and Pullsys

Inspect for broken, frayed, or excessively worn drive

belt. Inspect the belt for loose mounting on the pulleys. Inspect the

pulleys for cracked, chipped, broken edges, and loose mounting. Check for

finger-pressure depression midway between pulleys.

f. Electric Motor

Inspect the motor for dirty surfaces and grease deposits;

for bent, cracked, or broken housing; for loose or missing bolts and huts;

for loose electrical connections; and for loose mounting. Observe the motor

for unusual noise and excessive vibration during operation.

g. Folding Stand

Inspect the folding stand for bent or broken components;

for loose or missing bolts and nuts; and for loose mounting to the table

asseMbly. Make certain the folding stand is level on the floor. (The

folding stand is normally found on the clothing repair trailer).

22.03
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h. Starting Treadle

Inspect the starting treadle for bent, broken, loose,

or missing components. Press the treadle and make certain it engages the

motor with the machine.

i. Motor Switch

Inspect for bent or broken motor switch. Inspect the

switch for loose mounting in the switch box. Check the uwitch for improper

operation and.make Certain it turns the'motor on and off. NOTE: During

operation observe for any unusual noise or vibration.

B. Lubrication of the Model 246-5. Overedge Mach ne.

1. Lubricants to be used.

a. L.O. Lubricating Oil, General Purpose.

b. GAA. Grease, Automotive and Artillery.

".2. Machine to be lubricated at intervals based on normal eight

hour dv of continuous operation. Reduce intervals for abnormal conditions.

During ina.ctive periods, sufficient lubrication must be performed for adequate

preservation.

3. Clean parts with solvent, drycleaning and dry, before lubricating.

4. Apply two or three drops of lubricating oil at each friction

po-nt ulAec's otherwise noted.

5. Oil sight gage. Every four (4) hours check the oil sight gage

and mainta.ii the oil level at the midpoint of the gage. Drain oil loservoir

once every one hundred (100) hours and refill with fresh oil. Drain oil by

tilting machine.

o. Motor. Every 250 hours, lubricate oil point with two or
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tnree drops or lubricating oil; turn grease cup clockwise three turns and

rill as necessary.

7. A copy or lubrication order LO 10-3530-203-10,4 will remain

with the equipment at all times; instructions contained therein are mandatory.

Safety Precautic:ns

I. Keep fingers away from needle, loopers and knives at all times.

Turn off motor whoh performing operator preventive maintenance

Fx,erHe

w:111 p r rn r,-vehtive maintena,;-Ice services in

a with.::.ajntonance check 'hot.

Ao:t will 1:1hricato tho i ie1 --Jere re machine in

):-,ier i 1 )-"J`)?*-'..'

!;2tru,:t,:,r will htLIdento pra,...t.al exercise and give

ahce when needed.

;',t2ide!,t.?, will a::k questns when in doubt.

wiii ehf ni-tht.; safcty pre(:autions require,i to be
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EVENT1VE NIMNTENANCE SERVICES

DAILY

TM 10-3530-20340 MACHINE, SEWING, OVEREDGE

LUBRICATE IN ACCORDANCE WITHCURRENT LUBRICATION ORDER

ITEM
PAR
REF

1 TABLE ASSEMBLY. Ins- ct the table assembly for cut,
cracked, broken, warped, and dirty tabletop; for loose or miss-
ing bolts and nuts; and for loose mounting to the folding stand.
Make certain the table assembly is level.

Figure 51

79'i
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ITEM
.. PAR

REF,/

-,

MACHINE HEAD. Inspect the machine head for dirty surfaces
and grease deposits; for bent, broken, or missing'components;
and for loose mounting. Inspect the needle for broken or
excessively worn point, for bent or broken shaft; and for loose
mounting. Make certain the needle is properly installed.

...
. ,

LAMP ASSEMBLY. Inspect the lamp assembly and bracket for
loose or missing bolts, nuts, and screws, and loose mounting.
Inspect for dirty, cracked, or broken housing anditlens. Inspect
the electrical cord for frayed iniulation and brokcn wiring. In-
spect for a broken lamp switch. Check the switch for improper
operation, and make certain the lamp (bulb) is not burned out.

THREAD UNWINDER. Inspect the thread unwinder for loose
or missing bolts; nuts,' and screws; for bent or broken corn-
ilonents; and for loose mounting.

DRIVE BELT AND PULLEYS. Inspect for broken, frayed,' and
excessively worn drive belt...Inspect the belt foe loose,mounting
c.)n the pulleys. Inspect the pulleys for cracked, chipped, or
broken,edges, and loose mounting. Check for 1/4-inch finger-
pressure deflection Midwiy between pulleys.

f ..

ELECTRIC MOTOR. Inspett the electric motor for dirty sur-

.

faces and grease deposits; for bent, cracked, or .brokerrhousing;
for loose or missing bolts and.nuts; for loose electrical connec-
tions; and for loose mounting. Observe the motor for unusual
noise and excessive vibration (during operation). .

/

1

.
,

FOLDING STAND. Inspect the folclieg stand for bent or broken
,

.-----,

components; for loose or missing bolts and nuts; and for loose
mounting to the table assembly. Make certain the folding stand
is level on the floor.

8

L.

-
STARTING TREADLE. Inspect the starting'treadle for bent,
broken, loose, or missing components. Press the treadle and
'make certain it engages the motor with the machine.

Continued.
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PARITEM
REF

MOTOR SWITCH. Inspect for bent or broken motor switch.
Inspect the switch for loose mounting in the switchbox. Checkthe switch for improper operation; make certain it turns themotor on and off.

NOTE 1. OPERATION. During operation observe for any unusuanoise or vibration.

_,..,

Continued. '" (.) ;
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LIECT1ON XXIII

PREPARATION FOR OPERATION MODEL 246-5 OVEREDGING MACHINE

PRECIS

I. Introduction

A. r.ientation and Motivation

During this period the instructor will discuss the preparation

for operation the model 246-5 overedging machine. instructions will include

installing the needle and threading the machine.

As a result of this instruction, the student given appropriate

referen:-es, unthreade1 model 246-5 overedging machine, threading charts,

al.Tr,Triate needles, tools and supplies will be able to prepare model 246-5

,:veredg ng machine for operati,q1 by installing needle in needle bar, and

thre ding the maci in ace6rance with threading chart.

11. Fresentation

A. :electing Needle

elect the needle of the correct size (16 or 18) according to the

ieft-twist thread and weiFtt of material to be used for sewing ontyr'2

tnt .,veredge sewirw machine. The thread must pass freely through the eye

needle. R0147,11 or uneven thread or thread which for any reason does

L;lip eas!ly thr i,gh the eye of the needle interferes with the operation

of the machine. The class number (151) and the variety number (1) are

expresf3ed by placing the letter X between the two numl)ers; for example,

needles. The class numb.er describes the shark of the needle, and

the variety number describes the length of the needle and the type of point,

size describes the gage and the eye of the needle.

23. )i
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b. Installing Needle

Use a good needle (never a bent one or one with a dull or a

blunt point) of a suitable size for the material. Turn the machine drive

shaft pulley toward the front of the machine until the needle drive shaft

is atits highest point. Raise the presser bar opening lever to disengage

the swing-out presser bar and swing the presser bar to the left. Loosen

the clamping nut at the lower end of the needle drive shaft and remove the

needle. Install the needle through the needle clamp and needle holder as

far as it will go against the needle stop pin. Tighten the clamping nut

securely.

C. Threading Unwlnder, Needle, and Loopers

Refer to paragraph VI, A of Practical Exercise for the proper

threal,g prcedures to be followed.

D. Due to the construction of thread guide tubes it will be necessary

to use a threading wire to thread the model 246-5 overedging machine.
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PlirtARATION oPERATiuN moD1,1 246-5 OVEHEDGING MACHINE

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

I. Introduction

The purpose of this practical exercise is to enable the student to

learn and apply the proper procedures to prepare for operation the, model

246- overedging,machine,

11. Study Reference

TM 10-3530-203-10 Operator's Manual, Textile Repair Shop, Clothing.

:;hop; :;ection Ill, paragraph 32, pages 46-48, 49-52.

!

';;Lipplies and Tools Required
T

Model 24b-5 Overedging Machine

'Aread - (3 c,nes per machine)

Threadig wire - (1 per machine)

hags (cleaning) - (ample supply)

V. hirectic)n'to students

This practical exercise will be perfc:rmed by the student following the

step procedures as outlined in paragraph VI, B. When in doubt the student

flail ON the instructor for assistance.

;#_rf,,rmance Standards

The performah,.e standards are established to be used by the instructor

;! Theckng the students performae through observation and inspectiun of

le f:nal

v.. ,ob Breakdown

A. The performance standards established and which will be used by

the instructor are as fellows:

1. Proper use ef teeis (s':rewdriver, threading wire).
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2. Needle of the correct size and variety.

3. Machine needle properly installed.

4. Machine threaded properly (thread proper size).

5. Machine is free of dik, lint, and properly lubricatr.d.

B. The step procedures listed to the left of the page in the breakdown

below will be followed in the order given. The key points, which correspond

in number t.) the pr,,cedure for each breakdcwn, are listed to the right of the

page.

Threading the Machine.
1:hreading the unwinder. 1. a. Pass needle thread from cone

from back to front, through
loop.

b. Down and from top to bottom,
through eyelet, and from top
to bottom through second eyelet.

. Pass left looper thread from
cone over from rjght to left
through looper.

d. Down and from top to bottom
through eyelet, and from top
to bottom, through second
eyelet.

e. Pass right looper thread from
cone, over from back to front,
through loop.

f. Down from top to bottom through
eyelet and from top to bottom
through second eyelet.

.nreading the needle. a. Fass needle thread from back to
front, through needle thread
tension guide, behind tension
discs.

b. Pass thread clockwise between
tension discs.

c. Revolve drive shaft pulley away
from operator until needle reaches
its highest position.

d. Then, using threading wire, guide
thread from right to left through
thread tube.

.5 I_
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e. Remove thread from threading

wire and pass thread up, from
right to left, through eyelet:\

f. Pass thread down and from front
to back, through needle eye.

g. Pull approximately two (2)
, inches of thread through needle

eye.

3. Threading the right looper. 3. a. Turn drive shaft pulley'away
from operator until needle is
at its lowest point.

b. Guide right looper thread from
back to front, through tension
thread eyelet, and under thread
guide.

c. Pass thread between the tension
discs.

d. With looper thread plate cover
open, pass thread down through
stationary eyelet.

e. Pass thread from right to left,
through adjustable eyelet, aed,
from right to left between right
take up, and its wire guard, then
from right to left through rear
eye in left take up.
Using the threading wire, guide
thread into right looper thread
tube opening. '

g. Draw thread out of tube exit
and pass thread from front to
back, through eye of right looper.

h. Draw about 2 inches of thread
through right looper.

Leeaci;eg, the lert lo per. 4. a. From the unwinder, guide left
looper thread from back to front,
through tension thread eyelet,
and down under thread guide.

b. Then over and between tension

c. With looper thread plate cover
open, pass.thread through movable
eyelet, and from right to left
between right take up and its
wire guard.

d. Run thread from right to left,
through front eyelet on left
take-up, and from right to
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left through eyelet in right
takeup.

e. Using the threading wire, guide
thread from right to left through
tube and up groove.

f. Revolve drive shaft pulley away
from operator enough to place
eye of left looper directly in
line with tube.

g. Pass thread from front to back
through tube, and through eye
of left looper,

h. Draw about 2 inches of thread
through looper eye.
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Figure 52 - Threading sequence for unwinder (overedge sewing machine).
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Figure 53 - Threading sequence tor overedge sewing nuzehine.
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Figure 54 - Threading sequence for right looper (overedge sewing machine).

23.01
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Figure 55 - Threading sequence ler lelt looper (overedge sewing machine).
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SECTION XXIV

ADJUSTMENT AND OPERATION OF MOQEL 46-5 OVEREDGING MACHINE

PRECIS

I. Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

During this period the instructor will discuss the adjustment and

operation of the model 246-5 overedging machine. This information is of

importance to you as a sewing machine operator. Your ability to make the

proper adjustments,when required will improve your efficienqy as a machine

operator.

B. Objective

As a result of this instruction, the student, given model 246-5

overedging machine that he previously prepared for operation, appropriate

tools, supplies, references, timing and adjustment measurements, and deviation

standards, will be able to adjust the motor clutch pedal to achieve the correct

. starting and braking action of machine; given operation instructions on insert-

and . :moving work, safety precautions in operation, thread tension charts,

appropriate references and various pieces of material of various thicknesses

(one thickness at a time) stitch and make adjustments to presserfoot in

accordance to thu-thickness of material inserted, adjust looper and needle

threads in accordance with tension charts, determine the need for adjusting

andbr replacing the trimming knives, observe all safety precautions in operating

and making adjustvnts, perform "during operation" preventiv6 maintenance ser-

vices in accordance with lubrication charts and operator's PM check list, re-

move work from machine to the satisfaction of the instructor, and perform

24.01
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"after.operation" preventive maintenance services accerding to operator's

PM check list and TM 10-3530-203-10.

II. Presentation

A. Adjustment of the Motor Clutch Pedal.

1. The clutch which connects the machine driving pulley of the

motor to the machine pulley, is clperated by a foot treadle.

2. The clutch will be adjusted in the same manner as the clutch

of the model 31-15 sewing machine and the model 47W70 darning machine.

B. Inserting and removing work.

1. When inserting material in machine, depress the knee lifter to

left the presser foot. Place the material on the feed dog beneath the presser

foot, and sufficiently to the right of the needle.to permit the knives to trim

the edge the material. The bulk of the material.will be to the operator's

left. Release the knee lifter. Ithe cloth will now be held firmly between

the presser foot and the feed dog.

If both trimming and overedging are required, place the edge of

the material sufl%ciently to the right so that it extends past the knives.

The width -f the strip to he trimmed can.be varied by moving the edge of the

alaterial .:1c)ser to or facther beyond the cutting point.

). In feeding use the flat side Jf the knives a guide.

When removine material from the machine, chain off of the material

six ( ) inch. 0 or more and then the thread.

C. zlafety Precautions.

1. While making adjustments, the operator must be careful to out

off the m.-tor Witch, or remove the driving belt before he removes needles

24.0;,



or makes any adjustments requiring the use of tools.

. 2. While operating the maChine, the operator must, at all"

times, be careful to keiip his fingers away from the needle.

D.. Determining the need for adjusting and/or replacing the trimming

knives.

1. To determine the need for adjusting and/or re,piacement of the

trimming knives, you must feed a piece of material into the machine', if the

289

knives will trim the material sharp and clean, and the material does not hang

or balleup under the knives, then the knives are OK.

2. If the material is not cut clean and straight, aild the material

Lends to hand up at th4 knives, then you will have to notify the unit mechanic,

as yclu ire not a:Ithorized to make this adjustment, and the machine will not e

operate effectively with dull or Unadjlisted. knives.

F. Ad::_lstng Iressure on p_esser foot.

1. To adjiist the pressure on the pressure foot and the material .

with tn ,! prebsure regulating-thumbscrew, turn the thumbscrew clockwise (down-

ward) ' increas the pressure and turn it counterclockwise (upward) t) decrease.

if.there is nut enough pressure on the presser foot, the material

w;11 :'ved through the machine as it should, if there is too much pressure

op. thi-prsser font, the feed dr:z will r.rlt the material.

Wusting thread tensions.

1. TiI mode) 246-5 overedginr machine has three (3) threads, a

udie thread., a left looper thread, and a right lcoper threai, for this

4

reasn you will find three (3) tension assemblies.

2. To adjust the thread tension you must sew with the mahine and

chek the stitching. The needle thread should be on the top of the material,

24.u3
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the right looper thread should be on the edge of the material and the left

looper thread should be on the bottom of the material. The needle thread

and the left looper thread should be on the bottom of the material. The

needle tSread and the left looper thread should be locked with the right

looper thread on the edge of the material. Therefore, most of the tension

Iip

should'be applied to the needle thread and the least amount of tension should

be on the right looper thread.

3. To change the tension, turn the tension regulating thumbnut

to the right (clockwise) to increase the tension, and to the left (counterf

clockwise) to decrease the tension.

G. The instructor will go over the "before", "during", and "after"

operator's preventive maintenance service in accordance with the operator's

check list and safety precautions (Daily Preventive Maintenance Service).

"Before" operation services.

Before beginning to operate the machine the operator should:

a. Kxamine the drive belt and controls.

b. Inspect the entire machine for damage.

Insure that the sewing lamp is functional.

d. Test the machine for adjustment.

e. Lubricate machine, if needed.

-During" operation services.

While operating the machine the operator should:

a. Lubricate the machne, as needed.

b. Clean dust, grit, or lint out of the machine.

c. Make adjustments required by tA natAre cf the fabric

being sewn.

44td4
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d. Replace broken needles and keep the presser foot tight.

3. "After" operation services.

Before leaving the machine after a day's run, the operator

should!

a. Clean dirt; lint, and grit-out of all moving parts.

b. Lubricate the machine as needed.

c. Leave test patch under the presser:foot (to indicate

the machi.ne will operate).

d. Turn off motor.

24. f..
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\\ kDJUSTMENT AND OPERATION OF MODEL 246-5 OVEREDGING MACHINE

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

I. Introduction

The purpose of this practical exercise is to enable the student to

become familiar with the adjustment and operation of the mode]. 246-5 over-

edging machine.

II. Reference

TM 3.0-3530-203-1 Operator's Manual, Textile Repair 6hop, Clothine

Repair :hop, :2,ectiori 111, par 33, page 48.

es and Tools Required

, 6-5 overedging machine

crew ir ver - (1 per machi.r.e)

(I per mach

Testing material (ample supply)

:ias (cleaning) (ample supply)

IV. to the students

:tuder.t will perform the pricti,,:al exercise following the procedures

the preceeding pages.

.*Ftl...iet will observe all of the safety precautions during the

prat exr ise.
$

,

doubt, the student wili call on the instructor for assistani_!e.

24.CV)
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SECTION XXV

TROUBLESHOOTING MODEL 246-5, OVEREDGING MACHINE.

PRECIS

I. Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

During this hour, the instructor will discuss troubleshooting

model 246-5 overedging machine. At this point of your training, you must

be aware of the importance of this subject. This is an area which cannot

be overemphasized. The care that the sewing machines receive is dependent

on you as .an operator.

B. Objective

As a result of this instruction, the student, given appropriate

references, tools, supplies, troubleshooting chart, and model 246-5 over-

edging machine with eight malfunctions as outlined An troubleshooting chart,

will be able to detect and correct all previously established malfunctions.

II. Presentation

A. Detection and correction of malfunctions of the model 246-5 over-

edging machine.

1. Needle thread breaks (causes and remedy).

a. Needle thread tension is too tight - adjust thread tension.

b. Thread too heavy for needle - use correct size thread for

needle.

c. Right twist thread being used - use left twist thread.

d. Thread is damp or defective - use dry smooth thread.

e. Machine is incorrectly threaded - thread machine correctly.

25.01
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f. Needle is incorrectly installed - install the needle

properly.

g. Needle is bent or has a dull or blunt point - install a

serviceable needle.

2. Needle breaks.

a. Needle loose in clamp - tighten needle.

b. Needle too large - use proper size needle.

c. Presser foot loose or out of adjustment - adjust presser

foot.

d. Needle bent - install a serviceable needle.

e. Needle deflecting loopers - report this condition to

your supervisor.

3. Stitches skip or fail to lock.

a. Needle is incorrectly installed - install needle proper4.

b. Needle bar is out of adjustment - report this condition to

your supervisor.

ing.

Stitch does not chain.

Improper threading or threads broken - check for proper thread-

5. Stitch is too tight.

Left looper tension too great, - adjust tension.

6. Stitch is too loose.

Loose tensions - adjust tension.

7. Seams draw.

a. Thread tension is too-tight - adjust tension.

1 ..)
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tY. Operator is feeding material at improper speed - Feed

material in relation to speed of machine.

8. Imperfect trimming.

Knives dull or out of adjustment - report this condition to

your supervisor.

9. Machine runs hard.

Knife contact too great - report this condition to your

supervisor.

visor.

10. Cloth does not feed.

a. Not enough pressure on presser foot - increase pressure.

b. Feed dogs too low - report this condition to your super-

11. Feed Dogs strike throat plate.

Feed dogs out of adjustment - report this condition to your

supervisor.

12. Lamp does not light when switch is in ON position.

a. Light cord is not"plugged into the electrical power

receptacle - plug cord into the electrical power receptacle.

b. Light cord is broken - report this condition to your

supervisor.

c. Incandescent lamp (bulb) is burned out - replace lamp.

d. Ladp assembly or switch is defective - report this condi-

tion to your supervisor.

e. Electrical power receptacle is defective - report this

condition to your supervisor.

25.03
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13. Motor does not start when &witch is in ON position.

a. Power cable is not plugged into electrical power

receptacle - plug power cable into power receptacle.

b. Power cable is broken - report this condition to your

supervisor.

supervisor.

sup,rvscr.

Switch is defective - report this condition to your

d. Motor is defective - report this condition to your

. Unusual n..7,ise in motor.

Motor is defective - shut down sawing machine and report this

c niftier: your supervisor.

Motor does puii _Load.

a. Drive belt is slipping - adjust drive belt.

Improper voltage motor is faulty - report this condi-

ti," y .r supervsor.

spervisor.

Machine Pulley turns t ward .2,perator.

improper rotatio:, of motor - report this condition to your

Machine (toes not turn.

Loose or br,Acen drive beLt ur defe,Alve rrILir - report tills

conditi n t.) your supervisor.

:Audent practical

1. The instructor wi 11 set-up the ,fo I '1 ow ing malfunctions r-,n the,

model 246-5 overedging machines.
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a. Machines Improperly threaded.

b. Needle slightly out of line.

c. Tnread %ension too tight or loose.

d. One cone of thread of incorrect size.

e. Knives out of adjustment.

f. Cut off power source (for safety).

g. Remove drive belt from pulley.

2. The students will not operate the machines nor will they turn

the switch in the ON position. Machines will not be plugged into the electrical

power receptacles.

3. Each student will visually check his machine and make a list of

the malfunctions, found on his machine.

4. Instructors will supervise the practical exercise, making certain

that the students do not oper4e or plug the machines into the elpotrical pawer

receptacles. Instructor will also maife certain that each student has an opportunity

to check out a machine and makes a list of his findings.

5. Students will retain his list of findings and use them during the

critique of the hour, at which time they will be called upon to give a summary

of their findings.
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SECTION XXVI.

OPERATOR MAINTENANCE OF MODEL 175-60/61 bUTTON MACHINE

PRECIS

I. introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

During this hour of instruction, the instructor will discuss

operators' maintenance of model 175-60/61 button machine. The instructor

w 11 again cover the importance of lubrication, operator's preventive

maintenance services, aqd safety precautions to be observed.

Ot

As a result of this instruction, the student, given appropriate

re ereeces, lubrication chart, detailed lubrication instructions, model

lutton machne, and appropriate toelo and supplies, will be able

to luLrcate the model 175-60/61 button machine with prescribed lubri.,.ant

acording to the service intervals and points of application specified on the

1ubrication chart; given an operator's check iist and safety standards, the

will be ai le to perform "before, during, and after" preventive mainte
N

acn.,rdance with'the operator's check list and safety standards.

TT
Tre.'entati,,e

Prevent:hie Maintenan!e ervices. To insure that the Model 175-60/61

Machiee is ready for o,peration at all times; its components must be

7.spvcted systematicany s that defects may be discovered and correeted before

they result in failere or dama v. Defects discovered durinF operation

of the machine, should be noted for filture correction. Try to ffake corrections

Imm,:diately, or if this not possible, as soon as the operatiel, of the machine

has .7.eased. Stop operation immediately if a deficiency. is noticed. Continued

7 1 4
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operation would damage the equipment. All deficiencies and corrective action

taken will be recorded on pA Form 2404, "Equipment Inspection and Maintenance

Worksheet," at the earliest possible opportunity.

The following preventive Maintenance services should be per-

formed daily on the Model 175-60/61 Button Machine.

a. Table Assembly. Inspect the table assembly for cut,

cracked, broken, warped, and dirty tabletop; for loose or missing bolts

;and nuts; and for loose mounting to the folding stand. Make certain the table

a&sembly is level. Inspect for bent or broken components. Inspect the compo-

nents for loose or missing bolts and nuts, and for loose mounting to the table

assembly.

b. Drive Belt Guard. Inspect the drive belt guard for bends,

dirty surface, loose or missing screws, and for loose mounting.

c. Drive Belt and Pulleys. Inspect for broken, frayed, and

excessively worn drive belt. Inspect the belt for loose mounting on the

pulleys. Inspect the pulleys for cracked, chipped, or broken edges, and far

loose mounting. Check for a I-inch distance between the sides of the belt when

both sides of the belt are pressed inward midway between the pulleys.

d. Button Machine Head. Inspect the button machine head for

dirty surfaces and grease deposits; for bent, broken, loose, or missing compo-

nents; and for loose mounting. Inspect the needle for broken or excessively

worn point; for bent or broken shaft; and for loose mounting.

e. Thread Unwinder. Inspect the thread unwinder for loose or

missing bolts, nuts, and screws; for bent or broken components; for -corroded

surfaces; and for loose mounting.

26.02



f. Lamp Assemb. Inspect the lamp assembly, bracket, and

stand for'loose or missing bolts, nuts, and screws, and loose mounting.

Inspect for dirty, cracked, or broken housing and lens. Inspect the electrical

cord for frayed insulation and broken wiring. Inspect for a broken lamp ewitch.

Check the switch for improper operation, and make certain the lamp (bulb) is

not burned out.

g. Folding Stand. Inspect the folding e,and for bent or

btoken components; for loose or missing bolts and nuts; and/5i loose mounting

to the table assembly. Make certain the folding stand is leVel on the floor.

h. Starting Treadle. Inspect the starting treadle fur bent,

Lroken, loose, or missing components, and loose mounting. Press the treadle

and make certain that the pulley shifter engages with the machine drive pulley.

i. Button Clamp Lifter Treadle. Inspect the button clamp

lIfter treadle for bent, broken, loose, or missing components, and for ,loose

.0.. mounting.. Press the treadle to make certain that the lifting rod raises and

lowers the button clamp.

j. Eie(2tric Motor. inspect the electric motor for dirty

surfaces and grease deposits; forbent, cracked, or broken housing; for loose

or missing bolt* and nUts; for loose electrical connections; and for loose

mountine. joserve the motor for unusual noise and excessive vibration during

operation.

k. Motor Switch. Inspect for broken or bent motor mitch.

inspect it for loose mounting in the switch box. Check the switch for im-
.

proper opel-ation; make certain it turns the motor on and off,

B. Lubrication of the Model l75-60/6l Button Machine.

26.03



1. Lubricanta to be used:

a. LO-Lubricating Oil, general purpose.

b. GAA-Grease, Automotive and Arti.11ery.

2. Machine to be lubricated at intervals based on normal ,eight-
4.

hour day of continuous operation. Reduce abnormal conditions. During in-

active periods, sufficient lubrication must be performed for adequate pre-

servation.

3. Clean parts with drycleaning solvent and dry before lubricating.

4. App4 two or three drops of lubricating oil at each friction

point unless otherwise noted.

5. Motor. Every 250 hours, lubricate oil points with two or three

drops ,* lubricating oil. Turn grease cup clockwise three turns andiTill as
r'

necess,iry.

n. A copy of lubrication op4er LO 10-3530-203-110-1 will remain

with the machine at all times, instructi();.s contained thel.ein are mandatory.

4,

JervIces.

afety Precautions.

Keep fingers away from needle during operation.

Turn .A'f motor when performing operator preventive ma: ,tenance

3. During operatiIn make certan the drive belt 'llard is in

position and secure.

P. :itudent Practical Faercise:

1., 3tudents will perform operator's preventive maintenance in

acrordance with maintenance chebk aist.

Student'Will lubricate the mocil 175-60/61 in accordance with

10-3530-2 3-1-1.

e4,
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N.01 3. Instructor will observe student's practical exercise aild

give assistance when needed.

4. Students will ask questions

5. Instructor wlil enforce the

taken by the instructor.

4

a.

26.05
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when in doubt.

safetY precautions required to be
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Figure 56 - Lubrication Order 10-35.10-110.1-10-1 for button sewing machine.
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PREVENTIVE MAINTENAiNICE SeRVICES
DAILY

TM 10-3530-203-10 MACHINE, SEWING, BUTTON

LUBRICATE IN ACCORDANCE WITH CURRENT LUBRICATION ORDER
PAR

ITEM REF

l TABLE ASSEMBLY. Inspect the table ass.embly for cut, cracked,
broken,,warped, and dirty tabletop; for loose or missing bolts
andtuts; and for loose Mounting to the folding stand. Make
certain the table assembly is level. Inspect for bent 'or broken
coMpopents. Inspect the components for loose or missing bolts
and nuts, and for loose mounting to the table assembly.

Figure 58

26.12
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PARrrEm .. REF

2
--- ..

Darn?: ELT GUARD. Insps0 the drive belt guard for bends, ,dirty su face, loose or missing screws, and loose mounting.

3
.....

DRIVE BELT AND PULLEYS. Inspect for broken, frayed, and
excessively worn drive belt. Inspect the belt for loose mounting
on the pulleys. Inspect the pulleys for cracked, chipped or
broken edges, and loose mounting. Check for a 1-inch distance
between the sides of the belt wken both sides of the belt are
pressed inward midway between the pull,eys.

4 . BUTTON MACHINE HEAD. Inspect the button machine head for

1

1

dirty s'urfaces and grease deposits', for bent, broken, loose, ot
missing components; and for loose mounting. Inspect the net Ile
for brokezeor excessively worn point; for bent or broken shaft;
cad for.loose mounting.

5 'THREAD UNWINDER. Inspect the threaa unwinder for loose or

.

missing bolts, nuts, and.screws; for bent or broken components;
for corroded surfaces; and for loose mounting.

LAMP ASSEMBLY: 1nsiZt7Thi.t/ler amp amsembly, bracket, and stand
foi loose or missing bolts, nuts, and screws, -Ann Llose mounting.
Inspect for dirty, cra..-.1ted, or broken housing and lens. Inspect
the elect,ical cord for frayed insulation and broken wiring. LI-
spect for a broken lamp switch. Check the switch for improper
operation, and 'lake' certain the lamp (bulb) is not burned out.

FOLDING STAND. Inspect the folding stand for bent or broken
components; for loose or missing bolts and nuts; and for loose
mountig to the table assembly. Make certa1 the folding siand,
is level! on the floor.

STARTING TREADLE. Inspect the starting treadle for bent,
broken, loose, or missing components, and loose mounting.
Press the treadle and make certain tilat the pulley shifter en-
gages with the machine drive pulley.

,
..

.

. .

.11

Continued.

26.12A
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ITEM

9 BUTTON CLAMP LIFTER TREADLE. Inspect the button clamp
lifter treadle for bent, broken, loose, or missing components,
and loose mounting. Press the treadle to make certain that the
lifting rod raises and loWers the button clamp.=.....

10 FLECTRIC MOTOR. inspect the electric motor for dirty surface1 TIaild grease deposits; for bent, cracked, or broken housingi for
loose or missing bolts and nuts; for loose electrical connectirns;

land for loose rnountin3. Observe the motor for unusual noise and
I excessive vibratio%, (during operation).

PAR
REF

- ...,...,.111Irl
1.; MOTOR,SWITCH. Irspect for broken or bent motor switch. In-

5pz..ct it icar loose mounting in the switch box. Check the switch
for improper operation; make certain it turns the motor on and
off.

.11111

NOTE 1. OPERATION. During operation observe for any un
usual noise or excessive vibration.

v

26 .13
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SECTION XXVII

PREPARATION FOR OrERAIION, MODEL 175-60/61 BUTTON MACHINE .16

4

PRECIS

1. Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

During this period of instructions, the instructor will discuss,

the preparatlon of the model 175-60/61 button machine. This will include

pr per threading procedures and installing the needle:-

Objective

As a result of this instruction, the student, given appropriate

refernces, unthrea4ed liodel 175-60/61 button machine, threading chart,

appropriate needles, tools, and supplies, will be able to prepare model

10/6' button machine for operation by i4stalling needle in needle bar

1.ith groove of needle facing operator, threading,the machine according to

threading chart, and selecting and installing theAvarious attachments in

ardar,c.e with the type of button used.

Tresentation

A. Sele-ctijig Needle - Select the correct needle of the correct size

(ib or 18) and the class number and variety number (175x3 or 175x7) according

- to the thre-TA and the material to be used for the operation of the button

machine. The size of the needle describes the gage of the needle eye, and

it is determined by the size of smooth left twist thread which must pass

freely through the eye of the nesdle. Rough or uneven thread or .&read which

for any reason does not slip easily through the eye of the needle interferes -

with the operation of the machine. The class nmmber describes the shank of

the needle, the variety namber describes the. length of the needle abd type of

-4 arre

27.01
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point on the needle, and the size dercribes the gage and the gye of the

needle.

B. Installiqg Needle - Loosen the needle setscrew and remove the

needle from the needle bar. Then install the correct oPedle into the needle

bar ae far as it will go with the long groove of the need'. 1 front of or

facing the operator. Tighten the needle setscrew securely.

C. Threading Needle - Thread the needle following the instructions'in

paragraph VI B, of the practical exercise.

D. Safety Precautions

ing the needle of the button

- When making adjustments; threading_or install-

machine make certain the 'power source is turned

Jff. Keep foot off the starting treadle.

7 C.()
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PREPARATION FOR OPERATION, MODEL 175-60/61 BVT7ON MACHINE

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

I. Introduction

During this period the studentlwill have 1'..e oppiortunity to properly

prepare the model 175-60/61 button machine for operation. The student

will learn to install the needle and thread the machine as outlined in

paragraph VI B.

II. Study Reference

TM 10-3530-203-10 Operator's Manual, Textile Repair Shop, Clothing

Repair Shop. Section III, page 139, 140, paragraph 159.

Tools and.Supplies Required:

Model 175.-60/61 Button Machine

Screwdriver (1 per machine)

Thread (1 cone per machine

Rags (cleaning) (ample supply)

IV. Instructions to Student

1. Student will perform the practical exercise following the step

procedures as outlined in paragraph VI B.

2. Student will call on instructor for assistance when needed.

3. Student will observe the safety precautions in preparing the model

175-60/61 button machine.

V. Performance Standards

Instructors will use performance standards as outlined in paragraph VI,,A.

These 'standards are established to enable the instructor to check the 3tudent

performance and iinal results of students workmanship.

27.03
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VI. Job Breakdown

A. The performance standards established and which will be used by the

instructor are as follows:

1. Proper procedures followed in threading the machines.

2. Needle of the correct class and variety (175x7).

3. Needle installed with long groove facing the operator.

4. Students observing the safety precautions in preparing the

machine for operation.

H. Me performance steps to be used by the students in performing the

practical exercise are as follaws:

Threading the model 175-60/61 (CAUTION - Make sure motor is turned
button machine. 'OFF and Belt removed).

1: Run the thread from thread 1. a. Left hand twist thread must be
cone up and over the thread used.
unwinder.

2. Run the thread from the
unwinder througp the
back eyelet.

b. Make sure thread is not under
the cone of thread.

2. Thread from right to left when
facing machine.

3. Run the thread from the 3. From right to left.
thread eyelet to the
automatic tension eyelet.

4. Run the thread from eyelet 4
thru automatic tension.

5. Run the thread from the
% automatic tension to the

stationary tension.

6. Run the thread from the
stationary tension thru
the thread pu117off (back)
eyelet.

. a. Right side of .automatic tension.

b. Thread must be between the tension
disks.

5. a. Right hand side of assembly.

b. Thread must be between the tension
disks.

a. Fram rear to front.

b. Have thread pull off to the right.

27..04
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Run the thread from the ,7.

thread pull-off (back) eyelet
to the thread nipper guide
pin.

8. Run the thread from the 8.

thread nipper guide pine
to the thread nipper plate.

9. Run the thread from between
the nipper plate to the
right guide pin.

3.2 /
a. TWO (2) pins are required.

b. Between the two pins.

c. Push the thread nippmr release
button and pull thread under-
neath.

a. Depress the thread nipper re-
leasing screw.

b. Pressure on this screw releases
the thread from the grip of the
nipper.

9. Right hand side when facing machine.

10. Run the thread from thelAght,- 10.
guide pin to the thread
pull-off (Front Eyelet).

11. Run the thread from the 11.

thread pull-off (front)
eyelet to the front thread
eyelet.

0

Have thread pull off, to the
right of pin when facing machine.

From rear to front.

12. Run the thread from the 12. From rear to front.
front thread eyelet to
the upper face-plate thread
guide.

13. Run the thread from the 13.

face plate thread guide to
the bottom roller guide.

14. Run the thread from the 14.

bottom roller guide to the
needle bar connecting link
hinge stud thread guide.

15. Run the thread from the 15.

needle bar connecting link.
hinge stud thread guide to
the face plate thread re-
tainer.

a. Run thread from left to right.
when facing machine.

b. Make sure thread is on roller.

Thread fram left to right.

Push retainers open and place
thread in clot.

27.05
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16. Run the thread from the 16. Place thread,in thread guide on

thread retainer down the end of needle bar .

lower end of tile needle bar.

17. Run thread down and from 17. a. Thread the needle from front
front to rear through the trear.
eye of the needle.

.

b. The long groove in the needle
is facing the operator.

c. Make sure needle is of class and
variety 175 x 7.

27.06
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Figure 59 - Threading points.

A. Top view.

B. Face view.

27.07
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SECTION XXVIII

ADJUSTMENT AND OPERATION OF MODEL 175-60/61 HUTTON MACHINE

PRECIS

I. Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

1

During this period of instruction, the instructor will discuss

the adjuetment and oPeration of the model 17540/61 buttOn machine. It

is important that y9u know the necessary adjustments required to make the

machine operate in an effectlwe manner.

B. As ,E1, result of this instruction, the student, given model 175-60/61

button machine that he previously prepared for operation, appropriate tools,

supplies, references, adjusting mews trements, and deviation standards, will

be able to adjust button clamp pressure to hold button firmly, adjust machine

to take either two or four-hole buttons, and adjust the forward and backward

motion of button clamp; given operation instructions on inserting and ramoving

work, safety precautions in operation, thread tension charts, and appropriate

references, the'student will be able to sew buttons to garments, adjust thread

tension in accordance with tension chart, observa all safety precautions in

operating and making adjustments, perform "during 6Peration" preventive mainte-

nance services in accordance with lubrication charts and operator's PM check

list, remove work from the machine to the satisfaction of the instructor,-and

perform "after operator's preventive maintenance services" according to opera-

tor's PM Check List and TM 10-3530-203-10.

II. Presentation

A. Safety Precautions - Hefore'operating or adjusting the machine, you



a.

r

should understabd the safety Vrecautions.

1. While making adjustments, make certain to turn off the mptoF

switch, or remove the drive belt before removing the needle or aqy part of

the machine.

2. While operating the machine, keep your fiRgers away from the

needle. If the starting lever treadle is engaged while the motor is off,

when the motor is switched on, the machine will automatiCally make its

cycle of stitches. For this reason, the operator must always make sure to .

check the machine before turning on the motor and keep his hands away from

the needle.

3. Keep feet ofc the starting lever treadle until the button to .

be sewn is correctly placed in the button clamp. Keep hands awl, from the

path of the needle.

4. Make certain to set the button in the clamp so that the button-
s)

holes are centered over the needle plate and straight across the button clamp.

B. Operation and Adjustments

1. Motor Switch - A toggle or push switch, located on the right

underside of the stand, starts or stops the motor.

2. Starting lever treadle - When the starting lever treadle is

pressed down, the machine makes a cycle of 16 stitches.

3. Foot lifter treadle - The foot lifter treadle controls the

button clamp. Press on the foot lifter treadle to raise the button clamp.

After the button has been sewn on, depress the.treadle.to raise the button

'clamp before withdrawing the work.

4. Button clip opener - After raising the button clamp with the

left foot lifter treadle, operator should push back on the handle of the bua.on
U,

28.02
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1

clamp opener with his left hand and.insert the button with his right hand.

5. StatIonary thread controller and face Plate thread retaisner

Increase thread tension by turninithumb nut to the right. The face plate

thread retainer is also adjustable, and Is adjusted by loosening the screw

and moving the retainer to the left for more tension or right for less

tension.

6. Button clamp screw - Adjust the pressure on the button clamp

by loosening the nut and turning the screw to the right to increase the

pressure or left to decrease pressure.

7. Button clArm_2011fliastLmilltr - Adjust the opening of the

button clamp by opening the clamp and placing in the jaws a button of the

desrel size. Loosen the thumbscrew move the adjusting lever to a point

where it just clears ,the button screw, and tighten the thumbscrew.

8. Hinge pin - Adjust the machine to sew two hole buttons,by

remoVing the hinge pin and inserting this pin in the hole for two-hole buttons.

Adjust machine to sew four-hole buttons.by inserting theTin the four-button

hole.

C. 2peratiqg_Leatures

I. The ma(thine uses a needle thread &ray and sews a chainstitch.

It has no shuttle race, iewing hook, or bobbin The stitch is formed by a

looper and thread finger using standard needle thread.

2. If the machine is set to sew two-hole buttons, it makes one bar

of stitches from hole to hole for a total of 16 stitches with onecperation of

the starting treadle. If the machine is set to sew four-hole buttons, only,

one operation of the starting treadle is necessary. It makes a bar of single-

thread stitches through the back two hoicF., a crossover stitch from the back

2800i
4.4
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holes to the froni tido hols!, seven stitchee'thrbugh the front Um

and one knotting stitch.

3. When sewing a twol-hole butiOn, the needle bar vibrates like a

pendulum. When the maehine is set to sew a four-hole, the needle bar still

vibrates as the first seven stitches are being completed'in the back two

holes of the button. The button clamp then Fovea back to the rear position

and carries the button and material with it. The needle cOntinues to sew

from hole to hole until the front.two holes are completed. The last stitch

to,be made is the knotting stitch.

a

28.04
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ADJUSTMENT AND OPERATION OF MODEL 175-60/61 BUTTON MAC

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

I. Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

During this practical exercise you will bwinstructed to make el

"N.

oe,

adjustments and operate the model 175-60/61 button machine. You will find

that the button sewing machine is the Most difficult machine to understand

and operate as far as adjustments and operations are concerned.

. Study ,Reference

TM 10-3530-203-10 Operator's Manual, Textile Repair Shop, Clothing

Repair Shop, Section III, paragraph 160, pages 141-142.

III. Supplies and tools required

Model 175-60/61 Button Sewing Machine

Screwdriver (1 per machine)

Rags, cleaning (ample supply)

Juttons (ample aupply)

'Material for test sewing (ample supply)

Oil Can (1 per machine)

Needles

IV. Direction to Students

A. Observe the demonstration given by the instructor.

Follow.the step procedures as outlined in paragraph VI B.

C. Call instructor for assistance when you are experiencing adjustment

or opeiation difficulty.

D. You are cautioned to use the proper screwdrivers and avoid burring

the heads of the screws while making adjustments.

28.05
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Performance Standards

The performance checking standards ara established to enable the in-

structIr to check student performance and worbAnship during the practical

exercise.

VI. Job Breakdown

A. The 'performance standards established and which will be used by

the instructor are as follows:

ft1. Have threading and adjustments been made properly?

2. Have proper tools been used?

3. Proper needle (class and variety) been used?

4. Proper size thread used?

B. The procedures to be used by the students during the practical

exercise in adjustment and operation of the model 175-60V61 button machine

Are listed as follows:

Adjusting Tension on Thread.
1. Adjust stationary thumb nut. 1. a. Turn thumb nut to right to

in'7rease tension (if tension
is too tight, thread will
break).

b. Turn thumb nut to left, to
decrease tension (if tension
is too loose, thread will ball
up under needle).
NOTE: DO NOT adjust automatic
tension. This is maintenance
mechanic's adjustment.

Adjusting Opening in Button Clamp.
1. 3pen button clamp. 1. a. Use button clamp spreader handle.

b. Adjust opening, just enough to
hold button firmly.

2. Move adjusting lever. 2. a. Loosen adjusting lever thumbbcrew.
b. Move lever to a point where it

just clears the button stop screw.
c. Tighten the adjusting lever thumh-

screw securely.

28.06
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Adjusting Pressure on Button Clamp.
1. Loosen the pressure regulatingl. a. Turn regulating thumbscrew

lock-nut, to the right to increase
pressure.

b. Turn thumbscrew to left to
decrease pressure.

2. Tighten the pressure regu-
lating locknut.

Adjusting for TwoHole and Four -
Hole Buttons.
1. Place hinge pin in upper

hole.

2. Plade pin in lower hole.

Adjusting Forward and Backward
Motion of Button Clamp.
1. Loosen°feed plate carrier

regulating nut.

2. Slide nut to-the left, or
to the right.

3. Tighten regulating nut.

Operation of Button,MAchine

2. Tighten securely when desired
adjustment is made.

1. Upper hole

2. Lower hole

is for two-hole buttons.

is for four-hole buttons.'

1. a. Place handle in one of the four
holes in the, regulating nut.

b. Plade handle into a convenient
position for turning regulating
nut.

c. Turn handle to loosen nut.

2. a. Slide to the left to increase
forward movement.

b. Slide to the right to decrease
forward moverwmt.

3. After adjustment is made, tighten
the., regulating nut securely.

1. Turn power source on. 1. a.

b.

c.

2. Raise button clamp. 2. a.

b.

c.

d.

28.07

Before turning switch on, make
sure hands are not under needle.
Make sure feet are off of foot
treadle.
Turn motor switch on.

A-

Depress button clamp lifter
treadle.
Make sure ycli Move the button
clamp lifter treadle, and not
the starting treadle.
Press dawn on the lifter treadle,
with your foot. Twaise the
button clamp.
Keep foot on lifter treadle
and keep button clamp raised.

4°
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3. Open button clamp. 3. a. Plash button clamp spreader
handle to' the area to open.

b. PUsh back far enough to take
the size button you intend to
sew.

c. Hold spreader handl_c to the
rear, and still keep your foot
on the lifter treadle.

4. Place button into buttom 4. a. Place button ontoliamp with
clamp, button holes running parallel

with front edge of working
table.

b. Release button clamp spreader
handie, but still keep your
foot on the lifter treadle.

c. Make sure button is firmly set
into clamp jaws and aligned
properly (parallel with working
table).

5. Place material under 5. a. Place material in a portion so
button. the button will be stitched

exactly.where you want it.
b. Now release pressure on button

clamp lifter treadle-by taking
your foot off of the treadle.

c. Button will rest on material.

Stitch button on material. 6. a. Before stitching, check button
one more time to make sure it
is aligned properly.

b. Make sure your hands are out
fram under the needle. -

c. Press your foot on the starting
treadle with one quick, firm,
press and take your foot off of
starting treadle.

d. Machine will automatically
stitch button and come to a
stpp.

Remove material and button 7. a. Make sure your foot is not_on
from.machine and shut the starting treadle.
machine off. b. Place your foot on the lifter

treadle to rai9e button clamp.
c. Hold your foot down on lifter

treadle..

28%08
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d. This action auipmatical.4
cuts the thread and releases
the needle thread from 1..Aeo
material.

e. Push back the button clamp
handle and remove button and
material from machine.

f. Naw release your foot from
the lifter treadle and-shut
off power source.

te....?, )
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Figure 60 - Model 175-60 button sewing machine.

1 Motor
2 Face
3 Thread stand
4 Lamp

5 Switchbox
6 Starting lever treadle
7 Foot lifter treadle

28.10
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A. Operating button clamp

B. Adjusting thread censicm

C. AdjustIng face plate
thread retainer

Figure 61 - Operating and ,Adjuating Procedures

28.11
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Figurs,62 -.Adjusting the button clamp.

A".4L)Wurning the adjusting screw

B. Loosening thumbscrew and moving
adjusting lever

28.12
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rigure 63 - Use or hinge pin and adjusting feed plate carrier
regulating nut.

A. Inserting hinge pin in'hole

B. Screwing handle into hole of regulating nut

28.12A



SECTION XXIX

TROUBLESHOOTING 'MODEL 175..60/61 BUTTON MACHINE

PRECIS

33 7

I. Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

1. During this periOd the instructor will discuss troubleshooting

the model 175-60/61 button machine. Troubleshooting as we learned in pre-

vious hours is the C:etection and correction of malfunctions of the sewing

machine.

2. Aithough this hour 'is the last of operltor maintenance, ad-

justments and operation of the various sewing machines which you will encounter

as textile repairmen, it will definitely not be the last time you will hear

"preventive maintenance service" or "make necessary adjustments to your machine."

These phrases will be heard throughout the remainder of this course, and should

be taken with you and utilized in yOur assignment in the future.

B. Objective

As a result of this instruction, the student, given appropriate

references, tools, supplies, troubleshooting chart, and model 175-60/61 button

machine with eight malfunctions as outlined in troubleshooting chart, will be

able to dete,:t and correct all previously established malfunctions.

II. Presentation

A. The instructor will go over the following former malfunctions and

tell the student what. t_(, do to make corrections.

1. Needle breakage

a. Causes of needle breakage the operator can correct:

(1) Needle wrong sizel,class and variety - install

29.0.1
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proper needle.

needle.

Align button.

(2) Needle bent or blunt point - install serviceable

(3) button not aligned firmly and correctly in clamp-

(4) Stepping on starting treadle before_letting button

c amp down - do not step on treadle until clamp is down.

(5) Raising button,clamp before machine stops - do

not raise button clamp until machine stops.

(6) Button clamp is not-set to correspond with button

holes - set button clamp.

(7) Feed plate not locked in - lock feed plate securely.

(8) Clamp adjusting lever is out of adjustment - adjust

lever thumbscrew.

b. Causes of needle breakage the operator cannot adjust, but

must report to his next in command for correction.
v-

(1) Button clamp out of adjustment.

(2) Needle bar vibration off.

(3) Needle guide out of adjustment.

(4) Thread finger4out of'time.

(5) Looper out of time or adjustment.

(6) Needle bar or feed plate operating cam is out of time.

(7) Thread ripper out of adjustment.

. .-Thread breakage.

a. ,causes of thread breakage - the operator can correct.

(1) Aachine improperly threaded - rethread machine.

29.02
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(2)

correct needle.

(3)

able needle.

(4)

tension.

(5)

(6)

thread.

339
Needle wrong sise, class, or variety - install

Needle point blunti-or broken - install service-

Thread tension too tight or loose - adjust thread

Thread damp or defective - use good, dry thread.

Right-twist thread being used - use left-twist

(7) ,Incorrect size of thread being used - use correct

size thread for needle and material.

(8) Needle installed incorrectly in needle bar - install

needle correctly.

b. Causes of thread breakage operator cannot correct, but

must report to his next in command for correction.

(1) Needle strikes button.

(2) Looper out of adjustment.

(3) Looper has rough edges or is bent.

(4) Needle guide out of adjustment; bent, burred, or

broken .

(5) Thread finger bent, burred, or broken.

(6) Automatic tension is c4t of adjustment.

(7) Thread ripper out of adjustment.

3. If ary deficiencies or malfunctions are found with 'the

electrical system of the machine, such as broken cords, switch does not work,

,29.03
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unusual noisl with the motor, or motor does not pull the load, report-them

to your next in command, because they may be very serious, and need'attention

right away.

B. Student-Praetical-Exercise--

1. The instructors will set-up the following malfunctions on the

button machines.

a. Machines improperly threaded.

b. Wrong slan of needle.

c. :Thread tension lag. tight.

d. Thread of incorrect size.

e. Needle installed in needle bar incorrectly.

f. Button aligned incorrectly in clamp.

g. Bent needle.

h. Feed plate not locked in.

2. The students IrilLngt_gorate the machines nor will they turn

the switches on. Machines will not be plugged into the electrical outlets.

3. Each student will visually check his machine and make a list

of the malfunctions he finds.

4. Instructors will supervise the FE, making sure that students

DO NOT operate nor plug the machines into the electrical outlets. Instructors

will also make sure that each student gets to check a machine, and makes out

his list of findings.

5. Students will retain the list of findings, and use them during

the critique of the hour; when they are called upon to give a summary of their

findings.

29.04
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4 SECTION XIX

SIMPLE SEAM AND SEAM TYPE #1

PRECIS

I. Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

During this period the instructor will discuss the construction

of Simple Seam and Seam Type #1. This period begins a new subcourse in

Machine Sewing. The Simple Seam and Seam Type #1 will be the first of

seven various types of BOMB you will learn to construct, Each of the

di seven seam types vary in characteristics, blit each serves a definite

purpose in thi construction or alteration of clothing. These seam types .

/

are designed to give strength as well as appearance to the garment.

B. Objective

As a esult of

references, will be able

ttar'Ale instruction, the student, given appropriate

to describe the characteristics of properly con-

structed seams and stitching to the satisfaction of.Federal Standard No.

751 and describe the appropriate uses of the simple seam and seam type #1;

given specially prepared WI inch pieces of material, tools, supplies, 31-15

sewing machine), measurements appropriate to each seam, and performance

standards Ii11 distinguish between the face and the underside of the material,

match the grain of.both pieces of material, and construct and tack each seam

to the satisfaction of minimal deviation standards established by the school;

.given DA Form 2404 and appropriatA check list, will perform operator's

maintenance as necessary and maintain DA Form 2404.

I.

'"().
30. O)'
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II. Presentation

A. Characteristics of Seams

The Characteristics of a Properly constructed seam or stitching,

are strength, elasticity, durability, wigurity, and appearance. The end use

of the item will govern the relative importance of these characteristics,

and the selection of the seam and stitch type, should be based upon these

considerations

1. Strength - The strength of the seam or stitching should equal

that of the matetial it joins in order to have balanced construction that will

withstand the forces encountered in the use of the item of which the seam is a

part. The elements affecting the strength of a seam or stitching are:

a. Stitch Type

1
b. Thread strength

c. Stitches per inch

d. Thread tension

e. Seam Type

f. Seam efficiency of the material,

2. Elasticity - The elasticity of a seam,should be slightly greater

than thc. of the material which it joins, so that the mhterial will support

its share of the forces enoountered in the end Use of the_sewn item. The

'elasticity of a seam Or stitching depends upon:

a. Stitch Type

b. Thread elasticity

3. Durability - The durability of a seam or stitching, depends

largely upo7 its strength and 61e relation between the elasticity of the

30.02
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seam and the'elasticity of the material. To form a durable'semm or stitch

ing in materials, the.thread slme must be properky chosen, and the stitches

rill set to tho material (without undueetension which will unbalance-othe

elasticity and cause puckering) to minimize abrasion and wear by contact

with outside agencies.

4. Seturity The security of a seam depends chiefly upon the

stitch type and its susceptibility to become unraveled. The stitch must be

well set to the material to prevent snagging 'which can cause rupture of the

thread, and unraveling of-certain of the stitch types.

5. Appearance The appearance of a seam or stitching, generally

is governed by the proper relationship betweer the size and type of 'thread,

the length of stitch or number of stitches per inch, and the texture and

weight of the fabric. In addition to this relationship, the technique and

skill of,the sewing machine operators, also gOvern the appearancd of the

seams and stitching. Some of the factors which will adversely affectthe

appearance are as follows:

a. Stitch defects

(1) Loose stitches

(2) Poorly formed stitches

(3) Crowded stitches

(4) Tight stitches

(5) Crooked stitches

(6) Skipped stitches

I_ Seam and stitching defects

(1) Puckers

(;)) Twists

30 0.-!,
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(3) Pleats

'4 (4) Raised seams

(5) Raw edges exposed

S. Use of Simple Seam

1. Vs can say that the Simple Seam is. the basic seam used in

making most of the other seam.types.

2. The Simple Seam is normalli found on side seams and/or back

eams of a garment. (Example: Trousers khaki and AG-44. Coate AG-44).

C. Construction of the Simple Seam

1. Student will be given a piece of material 8x8 inch square.

2. Cut the material (8" x 8") in two pieces, forming 4" x 8"

pieces.

3. Place material together face to face (all four edges square).

4. Mark edge lof material 1/2" from raw edge on the 8" length.

5. Place the material on the machine in such a manner that the

mark is in a vertical position.

6. Start at to0 of marking on edge of material, and stitch dawn

to bottom edge of material.

7. At this time it is important to bring to the attention of all

students, that a 1" tacking stitch will be applied to all Ititch lines at the

beginning and end of each seam made. This procedure will continue throughout

the course and should continue even after leaving this school. Deviation

standards established by the School will not allow a tack less than 7/8" or

more than 1 1/8".

8. Press seams open with the hand iron (Iron is located at the

rrof
30.04
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rear of the classroom).

D. Use of Seam Typo #1

1. Seam Type #1 is commonly used on all types of clothing.

Example: you will find Seam Type #1 in several &rear of the clothing you

are now wearing "fatigues". (The trouser bottoms, bottom of sleeve, arid

around bottom of utility jacket.)

2. Seam.Type #1 will also be found on sheets and pillow pages,

as well as many items,of textile or special projects which you will be

called upon to construct, such as curtains or draperies.

3. Seam Type #1 is ao constructed so that the raw edge of the

material is turned under, and not, visible to form a hem. This will strengthen

the seam and prolong the life of a garment at the ham area. Seam Type #1

is commonly known by another name--"HEM", because the construction of Seam

Type #1, forms a hem.

E. Construction of Seam Type #1

1. Place a piece of material 4" x 8" on table face up.

2. Hark on the face side of material, li" irom the edge, a straight

line across the length of material (8" length).

3. AprAy the second line 1/2" from the edge across the length of

the material.

4. Fold material on the first mark made 1 1/2" from edge.

5. Fold material again on the i" mark made forming a ham. (The

overall width of the hem when folded should be 1" at this time.)

6. Place materiaron machine keeping the material folded.

7. Starting on the era of the hem and on the i" turn under, sew

a raw of stitches 1/16" from the folded edge, the length of the ham. Each

30.05 709



end of the stitch line should be tacked.

8. Press material flat with hand iron.

F. Operator's maintenance and maintaining DA Form 2404.

1. It will be necessary for you to properly maintain and perfort

operator's maintenance on the sewing machine assigned to you throughout this

subcourse of machine sewing.

2. An important factor will be to keep your machine free of dirt

and lint.

3. Make certain to lubricate all oil points as required. The

Shuttle race will be lubricated everytime a full bobbin is inserted.

4. It will be your responsibility to maintain DA Form 2404 as

required.

30.06
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SIMPLE SEAM AND SEAM TYPE #1

PRACTICAL zaRcIsE

I. Introduction

During this practical exercise the instructor will demonstrate the

construction of the simple seam and seam type #1. At this time the in-

structor Will bring out the key points to remember in the construction of

these seam types. Following the demonstration, students will perform the

practical exercise in the construction of the simple seam and seam type #1.

II. Stucky References:

TM 10-267 "General Repair for Clothing and Textiles"

Pace 13, par 9, c, fig 11; pg 14, fig 12.

III. Tools, Supplies, and Equipment Required:

8 x 8 pieces of material (ample supply)

Tailors Tool Kit (1 set per student)

31-15 Sewing Machine (1 per student)

Thread (2 cones per machine)

IV. Directions to the student

Follow the production steps outlined in peragraph VI B. If during your

practical exercise, you have any questions or doubts, call the instructor

for assistance.

V. Petformance Standards

The performance standards in Paragraph VI, A are established to enable

the instructor in checking the students performance and inspecting the final

results fot grading purposes.

Sr)1
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VI. Job Breakdown

A. The performance standards that will be used by the instructor

during and after the student practical exercise are as follows:

1. Stitch lines straight and even4 spaced from edges.

2. Stitch lines tacked at both ends (1" tack).

3. Measurements used accurately (1" hem on seam type #1, and i"

seam on simple seam).

4. Hem even and no raw eager. shown (seam type #1).

B. The production steps for contitructing a simple seam and seam type

#1 are listed to the left of the page in the breakdown below. The key points

which correspond in number to the production steps for each breakdown are

listed to the right of the page.

Simple Seam

1. Prepare Material.

2. Sewing Seam.

1. a. Cut a piece of 8 x 8 inches of
material in half to 4 x 8 inches.

b. Place the two pieces of material
together squarely over each other,
and face to face.

c. Mark a line i" from the edge of
material on the 8" length side.
(This mark should extend the entire
length of the material).

d. Markings should be straight and
measurements accurate.

2. a. Place material on sewing machine
in such a manner that the marking
is visible, and to the operator's
right.

b. Start at top of material and on
the chalkmark, sew a stitch line
down the entire length of the
material.

c. The stitch line will have a 1"
(no less than 7/8" - no more than
1 1/8") tacking at the beginning

30.08
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Seam Type #1

1. Prepare material.

2. Sewing Seam Type #1

and end of the sm. (This
Should be stronay emphasised
to the student at this time).

d. Open.seama and press flat with
hand iron.

1. a. Instructor will use a piece of
material 4" x e" for demonstra-
tion.

b. Place material on table face
side up.

c. Mark a straight line across the
length of material li" from the
edge of the 8" length.

d. Mark a straight line across the
length of material i" from the
same edge.

e. At this point the markings should
be straight and measurements
accurate.

2. a. Fold material on mark made li"
from edge.

b. Fold material on mark made i"
from edge.

c. Place material on the machine
in such a manner that the folded
edges are to the operator's left.

d. Start at top of material 1/16"
from the folded edge (i" edge)
and stitch down the entire length
of the material.

e. The stitch line should have a 1"
tacking stitch (no less than 7/8"
or no more than 1 1/8") at each
end.

f. Press completed seam down flat
with hand iron.

8 3
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SECTION XXXI

SEAM TYPE #2

PRECIS

I. Introduction

A. Orientation andMotivation

1. During this period the instructor will discusa thk) use and

construction of Seam Type M2. During the last period of instruction, you

learned that the.characteristics of seams and stitdhing was an important

factor to consider in the construction qf the various types of seams. .We

will continue to give these considerations when ccnstructing a seam such

as seam type M2 and all other seams which we may be required to use.

2. As Textile Repairmen, during this phaae of training, you must

learn that a finished product is normally evaluated by its durability and

appearance. During this training the instructor is not too concerned in

your ability to produce a large quantity of constructed seams. What the

instructor will be great4 concerned with, is your ability to construct a

seam type containing all of the ingredients such as: durability, strength,

and appearance.

B. Objective
di

As a result of this instruction, the student, given appropriate

references, will be able to describe the appropriate uses of seam type #2;

given specially prepared 8 x 8 inch pieces of material, tools, supplies,

sewing machine, measurements appropriate to seam type #2, and performance

wili tietwen tho face and the underside of the material,

ntitAh the: grain tott-1 pieces of material and construct and tack seam type

il.' to tle satinfn(!tion of minimal deviation standards established by the

()
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School; given DA Form 2404 and appropriate check list, will perform

operator's maintenance as necessary and maintain DA Form 2404.

II. Presentation

A. Use of Seam Type #2

Seam Type #2 is used in sewing plackets on to shit sleeves. Also

used to sew patch type pockets on shirts, jackets, and coats.

B. Construction of Seam Type #2 ,

The Important factors to remeMber from this period is to make all

markings to the accurate measurements. The folds mentioned below should be

fis even across the length of the material. The stitching should have all the,

qualities of appearance and durabilities.

1. Cut a piece of 8 x 8 inch material into two pieces 4" x 8".

2. Place the twD pieces of material on table, face up.

3. Mark both pieces of material b" from edge (on the 8" length)

across length of material.

4. Fold under edge of one piece of material on i" mark and place

it on the marking on the second piece of material.

5. Place materials on machine and stitch down the entire length

of material from the folded edge.

6. Stitch lines should be tacked at both ends with a 1" tack.

(No less than 7/8" or no more than 1 1/8").

7. With hand iron press seam area flat.

C. Operator's Maintenance and Maintaining DA Form 2404.

1. It is the responpibility of you, the operator, to keep the

sewing machine in a good operating condition at all times. This can only

be accomplished by performing operator's maintenance as required.

31.02
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2. Any and all discrepancies round will be recorded on DA Form

2404 "Equipment Inspection and Maintenance Worksheet".



SEAM TYPE #2

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

I. Introduction

Duringithis practical exercise the 3.nstructor will demonXate and

explain the key points required in,the construction of Seam TYpe #2. Any-

time during the demonstration, you the student, are encouraged to ask

questions of the instructor when in doubt,of the performance steps being

followed.

I. Study References:

TM 10-267 "General Repair for Clothing and Textiles"

Page 15, fig 13; pg 16, par d.

III. Supplies, Tools, and Equipment Required

Model 31-15 Sewing Machine (one per student)

Tailors tool kit (one set per student)

Thread (2 cones par student)

Material, salvage (ample supply)

IV. Directions to the Students

During the practical exercise, the student will follow the performance

4

,357

steps as outlined in paragraph VI, B. Up.. this time you have a question

ropIn,doubt of any portion of the practical exercise, do not hesitate to call

upon youynstructor for assistance.

V. Performance Standards

The.performacce standards listed in paragraph VI, A are established to

enable the instructor to evaluate the students performance and inspect the

final results for grading purposes.

31 . 04
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VI. Job Breakdown

A. The performance standards established and which will be used by the

instructor dur-ng and after your practical exercise are as follor:

1. Stitch lines straight and evenly Spaced fram edges across the

length of material.

2. Stitch lines tacked at both ends (1" tack). No less than 7/8"

and no more than 1 1/8".

3. Measurements used accurately .(i" turn under).

4. ',:ttito'hes properly formed (no loose or skipped stitches).

5. Seam material free of puckers.

6. Fold of seam even across the length of material, without any

raw edges shown.

B. The procedures for constructing seam type #2 are listed to the left

of the page in the breakdown below. The key points which correspond in

number to the procedure for each breakdown are listed to the right of the

page.

Construction of Seam Type #2

1. Prepare Material. 1. a. Cut a piece of 8 x 8 inches of
material in half, to 4 x 8 inches.

b. Place the two pieces of material
on the table, face up.

c. Mark with tailors chalk a straight
line parallel to and i" from raw
edge of both pieces of material
(8" length edges).

d. Make certain edges are trimmed
evenly before marking.

e. Markings should be accurate
(i" from edges) an lines drawn
atraight across length of material.

31.05
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2. Sewing of Seam. 2. a. Fold one piece of material on

marked line so that raw edge
is umder material.t .

b. Place folded edge of materlal
on marked line of second piece
of material (the raw edge of
the folded piece should be even
wit:h the raw edge of the bottom
piece).

c. Sew both pieces of material
together with a straight row of
stitches kfl from folded edge.

d. Stitching should be applied
across the entirelength of
material (8" length).

e. Seam should be tacked at be-" ginning and end (1" tack).
(No less than 7/8"; no more than
1 3,/8").

f. Press seam area flat with hand
iron.

31.06
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SEAM TYPE .2

STEP 1 STEP t

PLACE MATERIAL A PLACE MATERIAL FACE UP ANO
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STEP 3

Pt ACE MATERIAL 411. ON MATERIAL seAND

SEW A RON OF STITCHES 1/4* FROM FOLDED
EDGE.

Figure 3
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SECTION MII

SUM TYPE #3

PRECIS

I. Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

1. 'During this period the instructor will discuss the various

uses and construction procedures of Seam Type #3.

2. During the first hour of this subcourse, you were told that

a coMbination of seams would be used to construct some of the various seams

types. To construct Seam Type #3 two rows of stitching are required, a

combination of the simple aeam and seam type #1.

3. On the various types of clothing that you will become familiar

with, you will find the construction of the seams also vary, either for the

purpose of durability or appearance. Wien using the seam types for the re-

pair and/or alterations of.clothing, it is important that you apply the same

type of seam that WAs used on the item of clothing at the time of construction.

B. Objective

As a result of this instruction, the student, given appropriate

references, will be able to describe the appropriate uses of seam type #3;

given specially prepared 8 x 8 inch pieces ofmaterial, tools, supplies,

31-15 sewing machine, measurements appropriate to seam type #3, and per-

formance standards, will distinguish between the face and the underside of

the material, match the grain of both pieces of material, and construct and

tack seam type #3 to the satisfaction of minimal deviations standards establish-

ed by the school; given DA Form 2404 and appropriate check list, will perform

operator's maintenance as necessary and maintain DA Form 2404.

32.01
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II. Presentation

A. Use of Seam Type #3

Seam Type #3 is used in the replacement of worn out pocket flaps,

joining coat seams, sewing right fly on trousers, and setting in pockets

and sleeves on heavy garments.

B. Construction of Seam Type #3

8".1. Cut a piece of material into two pieces 4" x

2. Place the tmo pieces of material on table face to face.

3. Mark the top piece of material i" from edge (on the 8" edge)

across the length of material.

4. Make certain both edges of the material (top and bottom pieces)

are even at the marked edge.

5. Sew the two pieces of material tirether with a simple seam,

following the markings made i" from the edge.

6. Make certain the seam is tacked at both ends (1" tack).

(No less than 7/8", no more than 1 1/8").

7. Fold top piece of material to the right, and sew a raw of

stitches inch to the right of the simple seam.

8. Tack both ends of the seam with a 1 inch tack.

9. Press seam area flat with hand iron.

C. Operators maintenance and maintaining DA Form 2404

1. The operator will lubricate all oil points ae required.

Shuttle race should be lubricated each time a new bobbin ie inserted into

the machine.

2. Any deficiencies will be recorded on DA Form 2404 "Equipment

Inspection and Maintenance Worksheet", as required.

Aso

32.02
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SEAM TYPE43

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

I. Introduction

During this practical exercise the instructor will demonstrate the

construction of Seam Type #3, followed by a practical exercise by the

student. For the proper construction of seam type #3 the instructor will

emphasize on the key points to be remembered during your practical exercise.

II. Study Reference

TM 10-267 "General Repair for Clothing and Textiles"

Page 16, par e,.fig 14.

III. Tools, Stipplies, and Equipment Required

8 x 8 pieces of material (ample supply)

Tailors Tool Kit (1 set per student)

31-15 Sewing Machine (1 per student)

Thread (2 cones per machlne)

IV. Directions to the student

Follow the step procedures outlined in paragraph VI, B. If during the

practical exercise you have any questions or in doubt of step procedures, call

on the instructor for assistance.

V. Performance Standards

The performance standards listed in paragraph VI, A are established by

the school to enable the instructor in checking the students performance and

inspecting the final results for grading purposes.

VI. Job Breakdown

A. The performance standards established and that will be used by the

instructor during the practical exercise and for grading purposes are as follows:

32.03
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1. Top stitch line straight and evenly spaced (1" from simple seam).

2. Stitch lines tacked at both ends (1" tack). The tack stitch

should be no less than 7/8" or no more than 1 1/8".

3. Measurements used accurately (i" hemmed seams at back side of

material).

4. Stitches properly formed (no loose or skipped stitches, lock

of the stitch in center of the material, and length of stitch 12 to 14 per

inch.

5. Seam free of puckers and even at the'edges.

B. The procedures to be followed in the construction of seam type #3

are listed to the left of the page in the breakdown below. The key points

which correspond in number to the procedure for each breakdown are listed

to the right of the page:

iLc.z.t:.uction of Seam Type #3

Prepare material. 1. a. Cut a piece of 8 x 8 inch material
in half, to 4 x 8 inches.

b. Place the two pieces of material
on table, face to face.

c. Mark the top piece of material
i" from eage (on the 8 inch edge)
across the length of the material.

d. Make certain the measurements are
accurate and the markings straight
and even.

2. Sewing of seam. 2. a. Place both pieces of material on
machine (edges of material even
and the markings up and to the
operators right.)

b. Sew both_pieces of material to-40f
gether with a simple seam, follow-
ing chalk mark made i" from edge.

c. Make certain the seam is tacked
at both ends (1" tacking). (No
less than 7/8", no more than 1 1/8").

3204.
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d. Fold top piece of material to
the right. (Make certain that
the i" hemmed edges are also
folded to the operators right.)

e. Sew a row of stitches i" to the
right of the simple seam. (This
row of stitches should join the
right piece of material and t.he
i" hemmed edges together.)

f. Tack both ends of the seam with
a 1" tack.

g. Press seam flat with a hand
iron.

SEAM TYPE

STEP 1 STEP 2

PLACE TWO PIECES OF MATERIAL PLACE ONE RON OF STITCHES
FACE TO FACE.

STEP 3

FOLD THE TOP PECE BACK
AND TURN THE EDGES
UNDERNEATH TOMO THE
RIGHT.

112 FROM EDGE.

STEP 4

OGE.FOLDEDFROM TVAS. HE
PLACE ONE RCNIOF.SittCHES

Figure 4 ,
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SW TYPE #4

PRECIS

I. Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

1. During this period the instructor will discuss the uses and con

struction of se= type #4.

2. The last period of instructions you were told that the seams

would vary in construction for *Le purpose of durability or appearance.

This period will show that seam type #4, because of_its characteristics and

construction, will serve principally for durability.

3. Seam Typt. #4, because of its durability, is used in the

construction of military or civilian work clothing. if you observe the seams

on your utility trousers and shirt a (fatiguei) you will find that they are

joined at the seams with seam type #4.

4. Like Seam Type #3, two rows of stitching are also used in the

construction of Seam Type #4. The manner in which the material is folded

adds additional strength to the seam. It will be the most difficult of all

the seams to construct, therefore it will be necessary for you to give all

your attention to the instructor during his presentation, and closely observe

the demonstration in the construction of the seam type #4.

B. Objective

As a result of this instruction the stUdent, given appropriate

references, will be able to describe the appropriate uses of seam type #4;

given specially prepared 8 x 10 inch pieces of material, tools, supplies,

31-15 sewing machine, measurements appropriate 0 seam type #4, and performance

33.01 -



stanlards, will distinguish betweea the face and underside of the material,

match the grain.of both pieces of material, and construct and tack seam type

#4 to the satisfaction of minimal deviation standards established by the school;

given DA Form 2404 and appropriate check list, will perform operator's mainte

nance as necessary and maintain DA Form 2404.

II. Presentation

A. Use of Seam Type #4

Seam Type #4 is to join the front and backs of the shirts, utility;

trouser, utility; side seams, and shoulder, and sleeve seams of khaki shirts.

It is also used on raincoats and most items of field clothing and arctic type

protective clothing.

B. Construction of Seam Type #4.

1. Cut a piece of 8 x 8 inch material into two pieces I. x 8 inch.

2. Place the two pieces of material face up and side by side.

3. Mark piece of material on the left, i" from the right edge

(8" length).

4. Material on the right will be marked i" from the left edge

(8" length).

5. Fold material on left i" mark and place it on the i" mark of

material on the right,

6. Sew a raw of stitches 1/16" from folded edge of top material.

Make certain to tack both ends of the seam.

7. Turn the joined materials over with back'side of material up.

R. Mark from raw edge of joined seam.

9. Fold under 4fl at mark and stitch 1/16" from folded edge across

the length of the material.

33.cw
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10. Tack at both ends of the seam with a 1" tack. (No more than

1.1/8", no less than 7/8").

11. It is important that the stitch lines are evenly spaced and

straight. Each seam line should have a tack at each end, and no raw edges

shown.

C. Operator's Maintenance and Maintaining DA Form 2404.

1. It is the responsibility of the operator to keep the sewing

machine in a good operating condition at all times. This can only be

acc.omplished by performdng your dai.ly inspection and operator's maintenance

III accordance with operator's check list.

2. It is important that your machine be kept free of dirt and

lint, and all o 1 points lubricated as required.

3. The student also has the responsibility to properly maintain

DA Form 2404 "Equipment Inspection and Maintenance Worksheet."

8 9
33.



SEAM TYPE #4

PRACTICAL. EXERCISE

I. Introduction

349

During this practical exercise the instrtictor will demonstrate the

construction of seam type #4. At this time the instructor will point AI

the key points to remeMber when constructing seam type #4. Following the

demonstration, the student will perform a practical exercise in the con-

struction of seam type #4.

II. Study Reference:

TM 10-267 "General Repair for Clothinvand Textiles" Mar 63, page

16, par f, page 17, fig 15.

III. Supplies, Tools, and Equipment Required:

31-15 Sewing Machine (3 -;Ner student)

Tailors Tool Kit (1 set per student)

Material 8" x 8" (ample supply)

Thread (2 cones per atudent)

IV. Direction to_ students

Follow the step procedures outlined in paragraph VI, A. If during

your practical exercise you are in doubt or have any questions, do not

hesitate to call on the instructor for assistance.

V. Performance.Standards

The performance standards in paragraph VI, A are established to enable

the instructor in checeng the students performance during the practical

exercise and inspecting the final results for grading purposes.

33.04
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VI. Job Breakdown

A, The performance standards established by the school and which will
6

be used by the instructor during and after the student practical exercise

are as follows:

material.

1. Stitch lines straight_and evenly spaced across the length of

2. Stitch lines tacked at both ends of the seam with 1" tack.

(No less than 7/8" or no more than 1 1/8").

3. Measurements used accurately, (4" turned unier at each edge).

4. Seam free of puckers and even at edges.

5. Stitches properly formed (no loose or skipped stitches, lock of

stitch) in center of material stitch lengths 12 to 14 per inch.

B. The performance steps for constructing 8011M type #4 are listed to

the left of the page in the breakdown below. The key points,which correspond

in number to the procedure for each breakdown are listed to the right of the

page.

Construction of Seam Type #4

1. Prepare Mater.al, 1. a. Cut a piece of material 88
inches into two pieces (4x8
inches).

b. Edges must be cut straight
and free of raveled edges.

c. Place the two pieces of material
on table face up and aide by side.

d. Material on left side will be
marked i" from the right edge,
(8" length).

e. Material on right side will be
marked i" from the left edge.
(Mark should extend across full
length of material.)

f. Make certain all markings are
straight and evenly spaced on

both pieces of material.

33.05
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2. a. Material on left side w1.11 be
folded on ku mark.

b. Place the folded edge on the
.1" marking on the right Material.

c. Sew a row of stitches 3/16"
from folded edge. (Make certain
to tack both ends of seam, 1"
tack). No less than 7/8" or
no more 1 1/8".

d. Turn the joined materials over,
backside up.

e. Mirk k" from edge of joined
seam. (Mark across the length
of the sea*, straight-and
evenly spaced.)

f. Fold material under at i" mark
and stitch 1/16" from folded
edge across length of material.

lig. Tack at both ends of the,seam
with a 1" tack. (io less than
7/8" or ho more than 1 21/8").

h. When properly constructed both
sides of seam type #4 will have
the same appearance.

i. Press seam area with flat iron.

33.06
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Step 1

Place material "A" face up and
fold right edge under i".

Step 3

SEAF: TYPE #4

Place material "A" face up
on i" mark that was put on
Material "B" and top stitch
1/16" from folded edge.

7`op 5

Fold edge of material "3"
under +". (Interlock

seam.)

Step 2

Place material "Jr face up,
and mark LH from left edge
with chalk.

Step 4

Turn material aver
face down.

Step

Figure 5

33.07

Place a row of stitches
1/16" from the fold.
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SECTION XXXIV

SEAM TYPE #5

PRECIS

1. Introduction

A. Drientation and Motivation

1. During this period the instructor will discuss the uses and

construction of Seam Type #5.

2. The last period of instruction you learned that seam type #4

was the most durable of all seam types because of its characteristics and

construction. Seam Type #5 is similar in construction and must have a neat

appearance because of its use.

3. In uddition to work clothing, Seam Type #5 is also used in

items of dress or Class "A" clothing. It is used to sew on some of the most

predominent coMponents to our clothing, such as collars and cuffs, therefore

ir the construction of seam type #5, when completed, it must have a neat

'appearance as well as strength and durability.

B. Objectives

As a result of this instruction the student, given appropriate

references, will be able to describe the appropriate uses of seam type #5;

given specially prepared ax8 inch pieces of material, tools, supplies,

31-15 sewing machine, measurements appropriate to seam type #5 and performance

staniards, will distinguish between the face and the underside of the material,

match the grain of both pieces of material, and construct and tack seam type

to the satisfaction of mdnimal deviation standards established by the

school; given DA Form 2404 and appropriate check list, will perform operator's

maintenance as necessary and maintain DA Form 2404.
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II. Presentation

A. Use of Seam Type #5 - The primary use of SeaM Type #5 is in the

attachment of cuffs and/or collars to long sleeve shirts, khaki, poplin,

and utility shirts (fatigues). It can also be used to sew sleeve facings

on shirts.

B. Construction of Seam Type #5.

1. Cut a piece of 8 x 8 inch materi.al into two pieces (4 x 8 inch).

2. Place both pieces of material on table face up, and squarely

over each other.

3. Mark a line on .he right side of material i" from edge (8"

length). Mark to be made on top piece of material.

4. Sew both pieces of material together following chalk mark with

a simple seam. (Make certain edges of material are even, and seam tack at

both ends).

5. Fold the bottom piece of material to the right, seams up

and also folded to the right.

6 Mark edge of right material i" from edge (face side).

7.
1:(o1d edge of material on i" markings. Fold material over in

sch a manner that the folded i" edge overlaps the simple seam 1/8".

B. Sew a row of stitches 1/16- from the folded edge. Make certain

to tack tth ends of the seam (1" tack). No less than 7/8" or no more than

I 7../P.

9. Press seam area flat with hand iron.

::perators maintenance and m'iintaiing DA Form 2404.

1. :t is important that yr perform operator's maintenance on your

r!Jin;ne daly. Use operatIrs check list to properly inspect the entire
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machine.

2. It

2404, "Equipment

.375

ie also the oporators responsibility to maintain DA Forh

Inspection and Maintenance Worksheet."
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SEAM TYPE #5

PRACTICAL IMERCISE

I. Introduction

During this practical exercise the tnstructor will demonstrate the

construction of Seam Type #5. At this time the instructor will bring out

the key p,irts to remember in the construction of seam type #5. Following

the demonstration by the instructor, the students will perform the practical

exercise in the construction of seam type #5.

II. Study Reference

TM ,0-267, 'General Repair for Clothing and Textile"

page 18, fig 16; page 21, par g.

III. Tools, Supplies and Equipment Required:

8 x 8 pieces of material (ample supply)

Tailors tool kit (1 set per student)

31-15 sewing machine (1 per student)

Thread (2 cones per machine)

IV. Directions to Student

Follow the production steps outlined in paragraph VI, B. If during

your practical exercise you have any questions or doubts, call on the in-

structor for aisistance.

V. Performance Standards

The performance standards in paragraph VI, A are established to enable

the knstructr in checking the students performance and inspecting the final

results for grading purposes.

VI. Job Breakdown

A. The performance standards that will be used by the instructor during

/3L.O4
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and after the student practical exercise are as follows:

1. Stitch lines tacked at both ends with 1" tack. (No less than

7/8" and no more than 1 l/8").

2. itch lines straight and evenly spaced across the length of

the material (1/16" from folded edge).

3. Measurements used accurately i" seams and raw edge turned under

ily

4. Stitches properly formed; no skipped stitches, lock of stitch

in center of material, length of stitches, 14 to 16 stitches per inch.

5. Completed seam free of puckers, and even at edges.

B. The production steps for constructing seam type #5 are listed to the

left of the liage in the breakdown below. The key points which correspond in

number to the production steps for each breakdown are listed to the right of

the page.

Constructing of Seam Type #5.

1. Prepare material. 1. a. Cut a piece of 8x8 inch material
into two pieces (4 x 8 inch).

b. Place both pieces of material
on table face up and squarely
over each other.

c. Mark a line across the top
piece of material on the right
edge, i" from the raw edge.
(8 inch length).

d. Take certain marking measure-
ments are accurate, and mark
line straight across the
length of material.

34.0)
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2. Sewing seam. 2. a. Sew both pieces of material

together following chalk mark
with a simple seam (make certain
edges of material are even, and
seams tacked at both ends). Tack
to be no less than 7/8" or no
more than 1 1/8".

b. Fold the bottom piece of material
to the right, seamed edges also
folded to the right.

c. Mark edge of right material i"
from edge (face side).

d. Fold edge of material on i" mark-
ing and fold the body of material
in such a manner that the folded
i" edge overlaps the simple seam
1/8".

e. Sew a row of stitches 1/16" from
the folded edge. Make certain to
tack both ends of seam (1" tack).
No less than 7/8" or no more than
1 1/8".

f. Press seam area flat with hand
iron.



SEAM TYPE *5

STEP I

LAY BOTH MATERIALS FACE
UP. PLACE A ROW OF
STITCHES I/2 FROM THE
EDGE.

STEP 3

STEP 2

PULL BOTTOM PIECE OUT FLAT
AND FOLD END OVER AND IN
1/2°.

FOLD THE EDGE OF THE SECOND PECE OF
MATERIAL lie LAY THE FOLDED EDGE JUST
BEYOND THE FIRST STITCH. TOPSTITCH WITH
ONE ROW OF STITCHES I/I6' FROM THE FOLD.

2001111E (NOV 5111) W/O
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SECTION XXIV

Mk TYPE #6

PRECIS

I. Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

1. During this period the instructor will discuss the use and

construction of Seam Type #6. This will be the last of the seam types to

be constructed during this subcourse. Although there are several additional

types of seams used in the construction of clothing, the seven seam types

you learned during this phase of your training will enable you to make any

or all of the authorized alterations and repairs required in the army.

2. During the first hour of instruction in machine sewing you

were told of the characteristics of the various types of seams. 1,4 are

certain this proved to be an important factor to you as you gradually pro-

gressed diiring this subcourse. In the future when you start to utilize

the various seam types in the alteration and/or repair of clothing, you will

understand more fully the importance of constructing a seam type that con-

tains all of the ingredients to make a completed seam that will wear well,

and have a neat appearance.

B. Objective
A

As a result of this instruction, the student, given appr-priate

references, will be able to describe the appropriate uses of seam type #6;

given special1y prepared fax8 inch pieces of material, tools, supplies, 31-15

sewing machine measurements appropriate to seam type #6, and performance

standards, will distinguish between the face and the underside of the

35.01 S'fl
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material, match the grain of both pieces of material, and construct and tack

seam type #6 to the satisfaction of minimal deviation standards estiblithed

by the school; given DA Form 2404 and appropriate check list, will perform

operator's maintenance as necessary and maintain DA Form 2404.

II. Presentation

A. Use of Seam Type #6 - Seam Type #6 is used to make edge finishings

of cuffs, collars, pocket flaps, and to sew welts on side pockets.

B. Construction of Seam Type #6

i. Cut a piece of 8 x 8 inch material into two,pieces (4x8 inch).

}lace the two pieces squarely over each other, and face to face.

3. Mark 1/2" from the right edge, across the length of the material

ir length).

4. Make (ertain the marked edges are even.

!olL the two pieces of material together by sewing with a

nImpH (TaAc both ends of !-.eam with 1" tacking stitch). No less than

not more than 1 1/8".

Fold bottom piece of material to the right and press seams open

!;oll right material over the left piece of material. (At this

tHc sinipie seam is at the operator's right and top material face up).

72. k!Eirt( top material 1/4" from the right edge, (this is where the

f!!..7.rial:: are with a simple seam) across the length of material.

a stra4,ht row of stitches following the chalk mark

rir!,t edge f hoth pieces of material. (Make certain stitching is straight

oveniy spaced )," from U e edge).

35.02
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10. Seam should be.tacked at both ends with a 1" tack. No less

than 7/8", not more than 1 1/8".

11. Press seam area flat with hand iron.

C. Operator's Maintenance and Maintaining DA Form 2404. "Equipment

Inspection and Maintenance Worksheet." "

1. Throughout the course you will hear the instructor remind you

of the operator's maintenance. This will be necessary, because if the machine

does not receive proper maintenance, it will not operate properly and in due

time will become inoperative.

2. It is also important that the DA Form 2404 be kept up to date,

and, all entries made correctly.

D. Dur:ng the first hour of this subcourse, you were taught that the

,!Laracter.st.cs of a properly constructed seam or stitching are, strength

durability, security, and appearance. The end use of the item

wIll govern the importance of these characteristics and the selection of the

scan, ,or stitching type should be based on these considerations.

E. The strength of the seam or stitching should equal that of the

material it joins. The elements affecting the strength of a seam or stitching

are:

1. Stitch type.

2. Thread strength.

3. Lltitches per inch.'

4. Thread tension.

F. The Lechnique and skill of the sewing machine operators also govern

tt..! all..earani2e of the seams and stitcnings. 6ome of the factors which will

35 .03
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affect the appearance of seam are:

1. Loose stitches.

2. Poorly formed stitches.

3. Crowded stitches.

4. Crooked stitches.

5. Skipped stitches.
daN

6. Puckers.

7. Raw edges exposed.

3`.04
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SEAM TYPE #6

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

I. Introduction

During this practical exercise the irptructor will demonstrate the

construction of seam type #6. At this time the instructor will bring out

the key points to remember in the construction'of seam type #6. Following

the demonstration the students will perform the practical exercise in the

construction of seam type #6.

II. Study Reference

TM 10-267 "General Repair for Clothing and Textiles"

Page 19, fig 17; page 21, par h.

:II. Tools, Supplies, and Equipment Required:

8 x 8 piece& of material (ample supply)

Tailoi:is tool kit (I set per student)

31-15 sewing machine (1 per student)

Thread (2 cones per machine)

IV. Directions to Students

Follow the prOduction steps outlined in paragraph VI, p. If during

your practical exercise you have any questions or doubts, do not hesitate

to call on the instructor for assistance.

V. Performance Standards

The performance standards in paragraph VI, A are established to enable

the instructor in checking the students performance and inspecting the final

results for grading purposes.

8").)
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VI. Job Breakdowt,

A. The performance standards that will be used by the insVruCtor

during and after the student practical exercise are af..

1. Stitch linf3s straight and evenly 'spaced from edges._

7. stitch lines tacke4 at both ends (1" tack) no less than 7/8"

or riot wre than I 1/8".

3. Measurements used accurately (i" eihple seam, top stitch

fr.,Im right edge).

Stitches properly formed (n6 loose or skipped stitches, and

5titTh in -enter of material).

:3eam material free of puck.Ts.

at right edge rolled properly w.th seam .1r1 the edge.

p-rf mance steps fnr c,m2trixting seam type ff6 are listed to

t!" rWe. in he breakdowl: below. The key point::: which cc,i'respond

th- perfAmia e steps for each breakAow.1 are listed'to the right

stri:t1,,r1 of :earn Type 06

. Prepare !iaterial. a. Cut a piece of 8 x inch material
int.o two pieces (4 x Inch).

b. Place the two pieces of materia,',1

squarely over each other (face to
face).

c. Mark i" from the right edge,
across the length of material
(8 inch'length).

J. Make certain line lc straight
and evenly spaced from the edges.

. Fdges of the material should be
neatly- trimmed (right edge).
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2. Sewing Seam. 2. a. Join the two pieces of material

together by sewing with a'simple
sealn. (Tack both ands of seam
with a 1" tack). No less than
7/8" not more than 1 1/8".

b. Fold bottom piece of material to
the right (at this point the
underside of the materials are
shown up).

c. Open the 1/2" seams and press
flat with hand iron.

d. Fold right piece of material
over the left piece of material
(at this point the simple seam
is to the operatOrs right and
ft..ce of top material up).

e. Mark top material i" from the
right edge (simple seam) across
the length of material.

f. Sew a straight raw of stitches
followirig, the chalk mark 4
fram right edge. (Make certain
that the edges are rolled so
that the seam is flushed on the
right side).

g. Tack seam at both ends with a
1" tack.

h. Press seam area flat with hand
iron.



stoll 1

pima* two pi0000 of lostorial
f000 to raw,

Step 3

Turn faoe lawn
and roll out
stitoh flush

SUM TUE #6

Figure 7
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Stop 2

Stitch with ams rcra of stitchos
from *dies

Step 4

Turn materials over back to back.
Stitoh with one row of stitohss e
from the edge
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SECTION =XVI

CONSTRUCTION OF ZIO-ZAG AND REINFORCED DARNS

*PRECIS

I. Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

1. During this period the instructor will discuss the uses and

construction of the zig-eag and reinforced darns.

2. This period begins another phase of machine sewing. It will

include darns and patches which are norma1ly used in the repair of clothing.-

3. Like the seam types, the final results and appearance of a

repair procedure will determine the serviceability and classification of an

item. Therefore every effort should be made by you as textile repairman,

t.o make the repair procedures to items of clothing, so that the itew will

retain the necessary wear expectancy required.

B. Objectives

As a result of this instruction, the student, given appropriate

references, will be able to describe the uses of the :ig-zag and reinforced

darns; given pieces of material, tools, supplies, :;1-15 sewing machine,

measurements, and performance standards appropriate to each darn, will dis-

tingllish between the face side and underside of the materials, match the

p7rah of the materials, and construct the-zig-zag and reinforced darn (top

ind tottom), to the satisfaction of minimal deviation stariards established

Ly the school; k,,Iven DA Form 2404 and appropriate check list, wi.11 perform

..j)erator's maintenance as necessary and maintaln DA Form 2404.

r)
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II. Presentation

A. Darning - Clothing and textiles with thin places or holes not larger

than 7/8.4Ch in diameter are repaired by darning. When darning by machine,

select thread that will match the item. Darning is done on the face side of

ths item.

B. Use and Construction of Zig-Zag Darn - The zig-zag darn is used to

repair holes or breaks less than inch in diameter, and a rip or tear where

no material is missing.

1. To repair the small hole or break, stitch up and dawn across

tne hole. Make sure edges of hole lay flat and do not bunch up. Lines of

stitches should be very close together, but not overlapped.

2. To repair the rip or tear, make an oblong mark 4 inch from each

side and end of rip. Using chalk mark as a guide, stitch back and forth

across rip from one end to the other. Lines of stitches should be very close

together ard not extend beyond boundaries of chalk mark. Do not overlap rows

of stitches.

Use and Construction of Reinforced Darn - Clothing and textiles with

holes .+ to 7/8 inch in diameter are mended with a reinforced darn. This darn

requires the use of a reinforcing piect of material that matches the item,

and :s applied by:

i. Placing reinforcing material on table face up.

Place damaged area of item face up, over reinforcing material,

5ew a 3er:es cf stit,:hes in a zigzag fashion over hole and through re-

3. TI:rn item over so that it is face down, and trim reinforcing

the darning stitches (1/8 inch).

36.02
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CONSTRUCTION OF ZIG-ZAG AND REINFORCED DARNS

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

I. Introduction

During this practical exercise the instructor will demonstrate the

construction of the zig-zag and reinforced darns. At this tine the

instructor will emphasize on the key points to remember in the construction

of the zig-zag and reinforced darns.

II. Study Reference

TM 10-267 "General.Repair for Clothing and Textiles."

Page 26, par a; page 29, fig.25; page 30, par c, e.

III. Tools, Supplies, and Equipment Required

4"xS" pieces of material (ample supply)

Tailors tool kit (1 set per student)

31-15 sewing machine (1 per student),

Thread (2 cones per machine)

IV. Directions to Students

Follow the performance steps outlined in paragraphs VII B. If during

your practical exercise you have any question or in doubt, do not hesitate

to call on the instructor for assistance.

V. Performance Standards

The performance standards in paragraph VI, A are established to enable

the instructor in checking the students performance and inspecting the final

resits for grading purposes.

VI. Job Breakdown

A. The performaAcestandards that will be used by the instructor during

ar after the student practical exercise are as follows.

36.03 8 !
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1. No puckers of any nature should be visible on the darns.

2. Stitches should be uniform and 1/16" to approximately a needle's

width apart throughout the darns.

3. StitChes should not overlap.

4. Check characteristics of stitches fpr the following:

a. The lock of the stitch must be in the center of the material.

b. There should not be any skipped stitches.

c. There should be approximately 12-14 stitches per inch.

5. All measurements should be used accurately.

B. The performance steps for construction of the zig-zag and reinforced

darns are listed to the left of the page in the breakdown below. The key

points which correspond in number to the performance steps for each breakdown

are listed t. the right of the page.

!.ig-zag'Darn

1. Preparing material. 1. a. Take a 4" x 6" piece of material
and lay it face up on the table
in a horizontal position.

b. Measure 3"from each end of
patch and draw lines.

c. Lay miller in a vertical position
acros material between the end
measurements, and mark at the
2" line which should give you the
center of material.

d. Lay ruler in a horizontal position
and draw a line from one end to
the .7)ther end. Do not go beyond
end lines. The line you draw
3hould be 2" in length.

e. Cut the 2" line (make a slit).
f. Measure in all directions,

around the 2" slit, ax4driw
lines. V

36.04
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2. Sewing the Material.

Reinforced Darn (Bottom)

2. a. Start sewing on'the ill line at
either end and across the slit
until you reach the opposite
end on the i" line.

b. Keep stitches 1/16" apart.

c 12.2. nat 11.93L laza
flak iit121.

i. Preparing the Material. 1. a Take a 4" x 4" piece of material
and lay it face up on table.

b. Find the center of the 4" x 4"
piece of material. Measure in
2" or draw diagonal lines from
one corner to the other and
where the lines cross is approxi-
mately the center of the material.

c. Measure i" from center completely
around the patch, making a 1"
square. Draw lines.

d. Cut out the 1" square on the lines.
Do not Ea beyond the 1" square
lines.

e. Measure and mark i" lines around
hole. (This is,sewing mark.)

2. Preparation of Reinforce- 2. a. Take a piece of like material

ment material, and make it square.
b. Center it under the 1" square

hole. MakirTTF" lay over on all
four sides.

c. Place reinforcement material so
face side shows up through the
hole in the material.

d. Pin the material'and reinforcement
together.

3. Sewing the Reinforced Darn 3. a. Check to make sure the reinforce-

(Bottom) ment material, is centered.

b. Begin sewing on the chalk line
and sew across hole.

c. Make stitches approximately 1/16"
apart.

d. Ps. 1121ga beyond t"h.,1 il cha* lines-L.

e. Sew from top side (face side).
f. Turn patch over and trim 1/8"

excess material off leaving 1/8"
miterial remaining.

36.05
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Reinforcement Darn (ToP)

NOTE: Invert the procedures with
reinforcement material on
face side of garmeht. Re-
inforcement material is
face up, and sewing is done
from the top side.

36. 06
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SECTION XXVII

CONSTRUCTION OF SIMPLE TOP AND INVERTED PATCHES

PRECIS

I. Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

1. During this period of instructions the instructor will discuss

the use and construction of tho Simple Top and Inverted Patches;

2. The Simple Top and Inverted Patches are the first of three

patches you will learn to construct. These patches are used in the repair

of the various articles of clothing and textiles used throughout the services.

As Clothing and Textile Repairmen it will be your duty,to make repairs to these

items by use of these various patches.

3. Like the seam types you have just completed, the patches also

have a definite uss. Items that have large holes tears, or areas worn thin

in the material, are repaired by patching.

B. Objective

Ae a result of this instruction, the student, given appropriate

references, will be able to describe the uses of the top and simple inverted

patches; given pieces of material, tools, supplies, 31-15 sewing machine,

measurements, and performance standards.appropriate to each patch, will dis

tinguish between the face side and underside of the material, match the grain

of the patches with the material being patched, and tonstruct and tack the

simple top and simple inverted patches to the satisfaction of minimal deviation

standards established by the school, given DA Form 2404 and appropriate check ,

list, will perform operator's maintenance as necessary and maintain DA Form

2404.

37.01



11. Presentat on

A. Items that -have large holes, tears or areas worn thin'in the material,

are repaired by patching. This may be done with or without the use of addi--

tional material.

1. L',imple patch (top). Thi:1 patch is a piece of material that

matches the item being repaired and is cut at least 2i inches larger on all

sides than the hole or damaged area to be covered. To apply this patch -

a. Place damaged area of item on table face up.

b. Center patch over damaged area, face up, so that grain of

patch matcho-!s grain of item.

c. Turn edges of patch under inch. Stitch 1/16 inch from,

an3 all ar,)und, edge of patch. Tack not less than 7/8 inch or not more than

1

d. Turn item over and cut out hole or damaged area so that it

is q'.ar r rectangular.

e. 'Notch corners of damaged material to inch.

f. Fold raw edges of notched material inch and press.

: item ..ve: and stitch 1/16 inch from, and all around, folded eages.

g. Tack not less than 7/8 inch and not more than 1 1/8 inch.

Patch (Inverted). This patch is appliedain the same

:!..anner -45 the sl.mple patch .(top) except that this- patch is sewn to the under-

:em rather than the outside,

.,'.perator's Maintenance and maintaining DA Form 2404 "Equipment

n Maintenance Worksheet."

i. Your sewing machine should be lubricated as required. Make

- certain tne shuttle race assembly is lUbricated-each time a new full bobbin

is inserted.

2. Maintain DA Form 2404 4:r1spection and Maintenance Worksheet."

37.02
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CONSTRUCTION or SIMPLE TOP AND INVERTED PATCHES

\ PRACTICAL EXERPISE

I. Introduction

During this practical exercise the instrucior will demonstrate the con-

struction of simple top and inverted patches'. This will be followed by a

practical exercise by the student. At this time the student should ask

questions when in doubt.

II. Study Reference

- TM 10-267 "General Repair for Clothing and Textiles"

Page 24, par 13; pag e 25, fig 21.

III. Tools, Supplies, and Equipment Required

8 x 8 inch material (ample supply)

Tailors tool kit (1 per student)

31-15 sewing machine (1 per student)

Thread (2 cones per machine)

IV. Direction to Students

Follow the performance steps as outlined in paragraph VI, B. If you have

any q:estions or doubt regarding this practical axercise, do not hesitate to

call upon the instructor for assistance.

V. Performance Standards

The performance standards are estabiished to be used by the instructor

in cheCking the students performance and inspecting the final results for

grading purposes.

VI. Job Breakdown

A. The performance standards established and which will be used by the

instructor are as follows:

37.04
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edges.

1. Stitch lines straight and evenly spaced, 1/16 inch from folded

2. Stitch lines tacked not less than 7/8 inch and not more than

1 1/8 inch.

3. Corners notched properly, no raw edges visible.
;

4. Measurements used'accurately (i inch turned under'at edges)/.

5. Patch material free of puckers, and centered oVer damaged area.

6. .4,itches properly formedc<no loose or skipped stitches, lock of

6titch In :er.ter of material, and length of stitches 12to Dkper inch).

The performance steps for constructing the simple patch are listed

t, the left of the page in the breakdow. below. The key points which coriespond

mimber to the performance steps are listed to the right of the, page.

Construction of Simple Patch (Top)

Prepare Material. 1. a. Place two pieces,of material
on a table 8.x41 inches, face
up.

b. Mark one piece of'material
inch from the edges, all around
the material. (Marked line
should be straight and evenly
spaced from edges.)

c. Center the marked material over
the second piece of material
8 x 8 inch,(both,pieces at:this
point are faceirp.)

d. Fold under the marked edges of
the top.material (i inch mark).

2 Sewing Patch. 2.-, a. Sew a row of stitches 1/16 inch
from the folded edges all around,
the patch. (Make certain that the
top piece of material is sewn
centered over the bottom piece.

b. Tack wdth a 1 inch tacking,stitch.
.

No less than 7/8" not more than
1-1/g".

c. Turn the wo pieces over7'under-
side up.

37.058
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d: From the stitch line of material,

mark down towards center of
material 1 inch from all four
sides forming a square.

e. Mark inch from the marked
square And towards center of

material to form a smaller square.

f. Cut out the damaged area (at
mark made 2 inch from stitch line).

g. Notch at all four corners of the
-cut out equare.

h. Turn under the raw edge of the
cut out square and press down

'....,,material flat.

i. Stitch ill around the folded
edges 1/16 inch from the fold.

j. Tack the stitch line with a 1"

tack. No less than 7/8" not
more than 1 1/8".

k. Press patch flat with hand iron.

Construction Simple Patch This patch is applied in the same

(Inverted). manner as the Simple Patch (Top) except
that this patch is sewn to the underside
of the material rather than the face side.

L.

0

'
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SECTION XXXVIII

CONSTRUCTION OF TKE "T" PATCH

PRECIS

I. Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

During this period the instructor willodiscuss the use and con-

struction of the "T" Patch. This will be one type of repair that can be

performed without patching material. It is called a "T" patch because of its

shape. This type of damage usually is caused by a snag from a nail, wire or

other sharp oblect resulting in a rip or tear to the garment.

B. 3bjective

As a result of this instruction, the student, given appropriate

references, win be able to4aescribe the uses of the "T" patch; given pieces

of material, tools, supplies, 31-15 sewing machine, measurements, and per-

formance standards apprc;,.,lte to the "T" patch, will construct and tack the

"T" patch to the satisfaction of minimal deviation standards established by

the school; given DA Form 2404 and appropriate check list, will perform opera-

tor's maintenance as necessary and maintain DA Form 2404.

II. Presentation

A. UsEi of "T" patch. The "T" patch is used to repair right-angled

or :.-shaped tears.

ConstrucUon of "T" patch.

Enlarge, by cutting, the L-shaped tear so that it forms an

.verted T.

Place item on table, face up, so that the T is inverted. Fold -

r;ght A7,1 of material to the left along the vertical tear.

38.U1
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3. L3ew a row of stitches, beginning 1 inch above end of

vertical tear at edge of fold, and continue to horizontal tear ending

stitches inch from edge cf vertical tear. Tack seam at beginning and

end.

4. Hotate item to the left k turn so that horizontal tear is

now vertial. Fold right edge of material to the left along horizontal

tear,

2ew a row of stitches, beginning 1 inch above end of hori-

ntal ear edge and c:)ntinue to juncture of vertical tear, so

tat p.:_nt, is irnh from edge of horizontal tear. Continue

rs,14 .f stlt.ches ends 1 inch below bottom end of tear at edge

lea7.. at teginning and end.

Mrn item over so that face side is down. Spread edges of

awayfr,m seams, and press.

T'..rn item over so that face side is up, and sew a row of

:n.Th from and around,seams. Tack row of stitches at beginning

a:. 1

e'^
3P.L.)2



COMTRUCTION OF.."T" PATCH

PhAC"AcAL EXERCISE

I. Introduction

During this period the instructor will demonstrate the construction

of the "T" patch. This will be followed by a practical exercise by the

kte,t.. At this time the student shnuld ask questions when in doubt.

T
.;

17103

:',tudy Reference

TM 10-27 "General Repair for Clothing and Textiles"

Pape 2, par 13, fig 23.

:ools, :upplies and Equipment Required

x i:.Ph material (ample supply)

Ta:iors t ol kit (i set per student)

3 sew,:.e machine (1 per student)

(: cones per machine)

:)irect.ns to audents

Folow tne performance steps as outlined in paragraph VI, B. If you

have a:.y questi, ns or dc,ubts regarding this practical exercise, do .not
P

h(19itate t call up(0n the instructor for assistance.

1.erformanc7e':tandards

qhe pr:rformance taiidarcis arc eztabli3hed to be u.ed by the inctrilr.tnr

h,r,g tLe sL.dento performance and inspecting the final results for

?rad,ni.7 purposes.

J

A. The performance standards established and which will be used by the

or are aS 01101..rs:

38.03
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1: The seams of the completed patch should be on the underside

of the material, pressed open, and secured with a,1/16 inch top stitch.

2. Nc puckers of any nature should be visible on the p'atch.

3. The top stitch should be evenly spaced from the seams and

around the entire shaped patch;

.mple seams and top stitch should be tacked 1 inch (can

deviate 1/8 inch plUs or minus).

stitches properly formed, (lock of stitch in center of material,

no skIpped stItnes, approximately 12-14 stitches per inch.)

Th-e performance steps for constructing the "T" patch are listed to

t!:e left of the page in the breakdovm Lelaw, The key points which correspond

ih h,imLer t, the performance steps are listed to the right of the page.

'.tr';cting the "T" Patch

f

t.

-a "T" shape slit in an
x 8" piece of material.

.,!,ape tear

.nt "T", shape.

! ..t7,ther a41 sew 4"

le sea:1. vertical cl.t.

"7 0

a. E*tend.korizontal "L" Slit intom
o. Extend slit same length as

cpposite

a. Fold n teria1 in haif :ilong
the ve ical slit. (F::e to

":ew !." simple seam alonr
r vertica. slit.
(:. !!:ake a I taok at the beglhn;j1F7

and etc; .A' sLmple seam. Tack
no less than 7/8" and no more
than 1 a/9'..

c7..s
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Join horizontal slit with a 3. a. Fold material in half along

simple seam. horizontal cut. (Face to face.)

b. Sew k" simple seam along
horizontal slit.

c. Be sure to taper the stitch
line from zero inches at each
end to along outer portion
of slit.

d. Tack both ends. (Not less than
7/8" and no more than 1 1/8"
long.)

e. Turn patch over (face down) and
open seam.

Top titit2h 1/16" around "T". 4. a. insert needle at any point
right side of vertical seam.
Stitch 1/16' from the simple
seam, and completely around
the "T". -

b. Tack end of'stitching (no less
than ?/8" and no more than
1 1/8").
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SECTION XXXIX

CONSTRUCTION OF THE SET-IN PATCH

PRECIS

I. Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

I. D,uring this period the instror will discuss the use and

nstruftion of.the set-in patch. The set-in patch as the name implies,

:s onstructed by sewing the material flush into the garment, rather than

,n or under the garment,-therefore having an even surface.

2. -When a prc,perly constructed set-in patch when a matching

era .s difficult to distinguishthe patch in the garment.

:t Las neater appearance of the three different patches you wa:

3. Again at this point the instructor will not be concerned on

the nLmber of patches than you can construct. The primary interest of the

.str'7.tcr will be your ability to follow the prDper procedures, your-

workmanship, and appearance of the finished patch.

AS a reslt -' this instr4ction, the student, given appropriate

rF,"074rAr,;,r-lis, r e able to describe the uses of the set-in patch; given

e'e f material, tols, supplies, ;.,.-15 sawing machine, measuremenlds, and

standards appropriate to the sct-in patch, will distinguish be-

tween tne face side and underside of the mater_als, match thegrain of the

,patching material with that of the matertal being patched, and construct and

tack the setTin patch to the saiisfaaion of M.inim4.1 deviation standards"

39.01
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established by the school; given DA Form 2404. and appropriate check list,

will perform operator's maintenance as necessary and maintain DA Form 2404.

11. Presentation

A. Use of set-in patch - The set-ir patch is used for the repair of

clothing and textile items that have a large hole, tears, and areas worn

thin in the material. The set-in patch is a piece of material sewn into the

item rather than on or under the item. It is used when a neater appearance

is required.

B. Construction of the set-in patch

_I. Place two pieces of material ontable face up. Material should

measure S x 8 inches.

2. Mark materials "A" and "B". Material "A" represeAs the damaged

area. Material "B" represents the patch.

3. On material "A" cut out a four inch square from the center of

maCerial. This is done by marking 2 inches from all edges of the material,

ani ilark off a square. Allaw inch for seaming purpose.

4.. Notch all four corners of the square at a 45 degree angle.

5. Place and center material "4" over material "B". All four

edges .f the mat'erials should be even. (Materials face up.)

b. Starting On the r ight side of the materials, fold under the

n'hd .4^Tig Of mei:Arial "A" in gni+ P mqnnor thst ths seam is tn ths

operatrs right and the body of the material 142 he cperators-lelt. At this

point the right side of material "A", the underside, is shown up.

7. Start at the upper portiun of the notched seam and seW down

to the bottom notch. Beginning and end of stitch line should be one stitch

length in fram the coiner of notch. (This will prevent any raw edge from

1,
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. showing when completed.)

B. Continue to sew the remaining three (3) edges of material. "A"

to material "8" in the same manner as shown in paragraph 7 above.

9. Cut and trim excess material from material "B" to coincide

with the edges of seams on material "A".

10. Turn materials flat, underside up and open seams. For best

results use hand iron to press open.

11. Turn materials over face side up, starting On the right side-

of material "A" and 1/16 inch from the seam line, stitch a row of stitches

_around the square.

12. When reaching the starting point of the stitch line, cross

over the seam line the length of two stitches to material "B", continuc the

second stitch line around the square 1/16 inch from seam. Make certain to

tack with 1" tack at end of stitch line.

13. Press the compltted set-in patch with hand iron at rear of

classroom.

14. During the construction of the set-in patch, it is important

that the stitch rows be applied 'straight,,a slight curving of the stitch

lines, will cause the materials to pull or puckdr when completed.

C. Operators maintenance and maintaining DA Form 2404, "Equipment

Inspection and Maintenance Worksheet.'!

1. It is your responsibility to properly perform maintenance of

the sewing machine to keep it in a good operating condition. This can be

accomplished, by taking time, before, during and after each day of operation.

2. As the operator, you should make every adjustmtnt as required,

check all moving parts for ita condition, lubricatethe machine gs required,

and maintain DA Form 2404, "Equipment Inspection and Maintenance Worksheet."

39.03
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CONSTRUCTION OF 4r4N PATCH

PRAC'IaL EXERCI6E

Introduction

,

During this practical exercise the Ostructori will demonstrate the

uonstrtion of the set-in patch. Follawing the demonstration the student

w fi perform a prictical exercise in the construction of the set-in patch.

At this tone the student is encouragJd to ask queitions when in doubt.

..tudy Reference

10-;1C7 "C'eneral Repaix for i:rothing, and Textiles,"

Pa,:!e 2, par 3; Page 27, f g 22.

T3o4, f...pplies, and Equipment Required

x . material (amplsupply)

,)rs o1 Kit (I set per student)

31-15 sewIng machine (1,per student)

i'lread (2 cones per machine)

;-;

to Students

h:11,14 the performance steps as outlined in paragraph VI, B. If you

4ny cr:estlons'or doubts'regarding this practical exercise, do not

tat t. call'upon the instructor for assistance.

ierformance !;tandarde

:Le perr,,rm,-,n(-e standards are established to be Used by the instructor

stentA performance and inspecting the final results for

4

rireak.lown

.'ne performance standards established and wh'ich will be used by

:cr,sti"tor are as f6ilow;

S



1. lAitch lines straight and evenly spaced, 1/16 inW1 from

seam tine.

stitch lines tacked no les:i than 7/8 inch not mOre than 1 1/8

inch.

3. Center patch 4 ina square.

4. Corners notched properly, no raw edgtv. shown, or open corners

visible.
%yr

5. Measurements used accurately inch seams --)n the underside

material.

. Patch materials free Di* puckers.

stitches properly formed (no loose or skipped stitches, lock

of stit,!h in center of material, and length.of stitches nto 1.4per inch.)

1. 'D:ts i%erformance steps for constructing the set-in patch are listed

to the left of the page in the breakdown below. The key pointq which correspond
-A

in number t, the performance steps are listel to the right of the page.

Construction of !;et-in Patch

*1!

1. Prepare material.

d.

1. a. Place two pieces of material
on table, 8 x 8 inch, and face up.

b. ,lark materials as "A" and "B".
(Materill "A" represents damaged .

area, material "Li" represents
the patching material).

c. Mark a four inch square in center
of material, th s is accomplished
by marking in 2 nches from all
edges Of materia "A": and mark -

off the square.
d. From the-Marked s uare allow

inch for seaming purpose, and
cut out the squared area.

-e. Nottti a11 four corncr's of the
cut.out square at a 45 degree
angle.

f. Place alicl coter material "A"
:quarely over material "B" (face

P)-

v'T
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2. liewilig the'Sep.in Patch. 2. a. Starting on the right side of
materials fold under the
notched seameof material "A"
to the bodl of the material
to the left (at this time the
right aide of material "A"
the underside is shown up).

b. Start at upper portion of the
notched seam and sew awn to
the bottom notch (at starting
point and at notches the stitch
line should be one stitch

. length in from corner of notch,.
this will prevent any raw edges
,or open i.:orners from shuwing

wher.compieted.)
.(;. Continue to sew the remaining

three edges of material "A"
to material "B" in the same
manner as shown in paragraph b
above.

d. Cut'and-trim excess material
' :from material "B" to coinciUe

with the edges of seams on
material "A".
T-,.;rn materials over (Lnderside

shown up), and open seams with
149.nd iron.

Place materials on machine face
up, aart on the right side of
material "A" and 1/16 inch from
the seam line, stitch a row of
stitches all around the square
and.1 inch below starting point.

g. Keeping the needle into the
material cross over the seam
line tw stitch lengths to
material "B", continue the second
stitch line around the square
1/16 inch from seam line. (Make
certain to tack end of stitch
Line with one inch tack). No
less than 7/8 inch not more than
I 1/8 inch:

h. Press the completed set-in
patch with hand iron.

39.07
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SECTION MK

CONSTRUCTION OF THE "PINCH-PATCH"

PRECIS

I. Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

1. During this period the instructor discuss the use and

construction of the "pinch-patch." This period cmpletes the last of the

patches and seam types that will be used in the repair and/or alterations

of clothing.

2. Throughout tilt, duration of the course you will.Aste continuous4

renindmd, that as clothing and textile repaiimen, your responsibility will

be to maintain those items of clothing and textile that provide our military

personnel the maximum comfort, in the best state of repair as possible. Any

item that loses its priginal value because of rips or tears, brings dis-

c,mfort to the person who has to use it. It is your duty to repair these

Items soon after they have been damaged, as possible.

U. Objective

As a result of this instruction, the student, given appropriate reference's,

wIll be able to describe the use of the "pinch-patch" given pieces of 8 x 8

ui.;11 material, tools, supplies, 31-15 sewing machine, measurements and

perfrmance standards appropriate to the "pinch-patch", will distinguish

bAtween th face side and underside of the patching material, construct and

t:k the "pinch-patch" to the satisfaction of minimal deviation standards

t:stabilsned by the school; given DA Form 2404 and appropriate check list,

will perform operator's maintenance as necessary and maintain DA Form 2404.

8 3



II. Presentation

A.' Use and construction of "Pinch-Patch."

1. Use of Pinch Patch.

The pinch patch is, designed primarily for use on feather

filled items such as the comforter type field sleeping bag. This method

of patching allows us to repair the item without removing any of the feathers

or taking the bag apart at the seams. The pinch patch can also be used in

the repair of the heavy artic type clothing.

2. Construction of the Pinch Patch.

a. Prepare material.

(1). Select two' pieces of material BO inch square;

(2) Cut one piece of material to 4x4 inch square.

(3) Meaeure and mark a 3 inch square in the larger

,piece of material (8x8" square).. This is accomplished by measuring in from

all sides of the material 2i inches.

(4) Measure and mark inch from all sides of the

material (4x4 inch square).

(5) Fold and press down with hand iron, all four sides

of the 4 x 4 inch material on the i inch mark. When completed, the material

will measure 3x3 inch square.

(6) Place and pin the 3x3 inch materiel in the marked

square of the exiit inch material. Folded edges of the 3x3 inch material

should be in line with the marked square.

b. .Sewing Pinch Patch.

(1) Start at the right edge of the patch at tlui upper

right corner.

40.02



(2) Pinch and fold the material on the ar8 Inch equare

in such a manner that the fold is flush with the folded edge ofthe 3x3

inch material.

(3) Place the materials in machinetband under presser

foot so that the Materials are folded to operator's left.

(4) Stitch down along the folded edges the length of

the patch being applied (1/16 inch from the folds).

(5) Turn and fold materials in such a manner so as

to sew across the bottom edges of the patch.

(6) .Continue around the patch in the same.procedure

described in (1) thru (5) above. Sew to the starting point and one inch

below starting for tacking purpose.

B. Operatbr's Maintenance and Maintaining DA Form 2404. "Equipment

Inspection and Maintenance Worksheet."

1. During previous hours of Lnstructions you learned the

importance of,opei:ator's preventive maintenance services. During this

period'you will be using the sewing machine constantly. I,t will be your

<-
responeibility to keep the sewing machine in a satisfsctory'operating

condition. This can on1y be accomplished by applying these services and

lubri,cating the ulachines as required.

2. Make certain to record all deficiencies and corrective action

on DA Form 2404, "Equipment Inspection and Maintenance Workeheet."

40.03
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I. Introduction

CONSTRUCTION,OF THE "PliCR.:FATCH"

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

During this practical exercise the instructor will demonstrate the

construction of the "pinch-patch". Following the instructor's demonstration

the atudent will perform a practical exercise in the construction of the

"pinch-patch." At this time the student is encouraged to ask queetione when

in doubt.

II. Study Reference

Student Workbook 0

III. Tools, Supplies, and apment Required

8x8 inch material (ample supply)

Tailors Tool Kit (1 set per student)

31-15 sewing machine (1 per student)

Thread (2 cones per machine)

IV. Direction to Students

Follow the performance steps as outlined in paragraph VI, B. If you

have any questions or doubts regarding this practical axercise, do not hesi
.

tate tc call upon the instructor for assistance.

V. Performance Standards

The performance standards are established to be used by the instructor

checkIng student performance and inspecting the final results of your

practvcal axercise for grading purposes.

VI. ,:ob Breakdown

A. The performance standards established and which will be used by

40.04
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the instructor are asilfollows:

1. C1Proper measurements and markings made (pstch 3x3 inch square

and centered in the adt Inch material).

2. Stitch line tacked (ne) less than 7/e inch and not more than

1 1/8 inch) at the starting point.

3. Stitch line straight and stitches formed proper4 (lock of

stitch.in center of material, no skipped stitches, length of stitch 12 to

14 stitches per inch).

4. Stitch line applied 1/16 inCh from the folded edges.

B. The performance steps for constructing the "pinch-patch" are listed

to the left of the page in the breakdown below. The key points which

'rresp :r1 number to the performance steps are listed to the right of

the page.

Constructi,A4 uf the "Pinch Patch".

1. Prepare material. 1. a. islect two pieces of material
8x8 inch square.,

b. Cut one piece of material to
4x4" square.

c. Measure and mark a 3 inch square
in-the center of the larger
piece.of material (8x8). This
Ps accomplished by measuring'
and marking'in from all sides

i

of the material 2 inches.

d. Measure and mark' inch from
edges of material on all four
sides of,the 4x4 inch material.
ypld and press down with hand
iron, all four-sides of the 4x4
inch material on the i inch mark.
When °completed the material will
measure 3x3 inch square-.

f. Place and pin the 330" material
in the marked equare of the
Rx8" material. Folded edges of
the 3x3" materal should be in
line with the marked square.

40.05
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2. Sewing Pinch patch.

411

a

a

41/9 .

2 . i. Start at the riiiht edge of the
patch in the 449er right corner.

b. Pinch And fold .the material
of the 8x8" square, on the
marked line in such a mAnner
that the fold is even or flush
with the folded edge of the

3x3'" material.

c. Place the materials in machine
and under the presserfoot so
that the materials are folded
to the operator's left.

d. Stitch along the folded edges
(1/16" from the folds) and down
the length of the 3" patch.
Leave needle in material.

e. Turn and fold materials in such
a manner so as to sew across the

bottom edges of the patch.
f. Continue to sew around the patch

folloiwirOt the procedures de-
scribed tri b-e. above. Sew to
the starting poirt and one inch
below for tacking.

40.06
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SECTION =I
*-

SHORTENING SLEEVES ON UTILITY' JACKETS

PRECIS

I. Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

1. During thia period the instryctor will discuss methods and

procedures followed in shortening of sleeves on the utility 'jacket. -This

will include measuring and marking at the desired length, ripping the Old

hem, cutting off the excess material, and sewing a new hem.

2. To shorten sleeves on the utility jacket not only will offer

the individual comfort, it will also extend the wear expectancy of the

garment; Sleeves that may be too long for sn individual can also be a
41

safety hazard, particularly if working around machinery.

II. .Objective

As a result of this instruction, vie student, given used utility

jackets, yardstick, tailor's chalk, measurements appropriate to desired

length and hem width allowances, and appropriate performance standards,

will measure and mark jacket to a specific given length, and measure and

mark appropriate ham allowance; given a ripper and scissors, will rip out

old hem and trim off excess material; given appropriate references, 31-15

sewing machine, and supplies, will fold and sew new to the satisfection of

mdnimal deviation standard established by the school; given DA Form 2404

and appropriate chock list, will perform operator's maintenance as necessary

and maintain DA Form 2404.

11. Presentation

4.1.01
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A. Seem Type-used:- The sous type to be used when shortening sleeves

on utility jacket will be seam typo #1.

B. Measuring and Marking

1. When taking measurements tor the desired length, make certain

that the measurements are correct. Improper measurements can result in

improper length of the sleeves (too lOng, or too dhort).

2. When.markings are made for the desired length, make certain

the marks are even and straight. If properly marked, you can be certain

'that the final results of the alieratiän will bb free"of errors.

C. Ripping stitches f-om old ham.

1. Use a ripper and cut out all the old stitches from the hem.

2. It is important that you use and handle the ripper in the

correct,manner. This will prevent damage to the garment and also a safetT

precaution.

D. Sewing the new hem

1. Make certain the ham is folded on the correct markims before

sewing the new ham.

2. Sew straight and even when applying a new hem.

3.Tacktherowastitcheiswitha1.,inch tack and stay within

the minimal deviation standard.

4. When making an alteration to the utility jacket, keep within

the minimal deviation standards established by the school.

E. Operator's maintenance and maintaining DA Form 2404.

1. It is important that you perform operator's preventive mainte.
4

11041041 servicsa_on your. machine.

87 3
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2. Keep the DA Form 24034 io date, 'this 1.s the machinate

, historical record^ All information is extracted and recorded to the machine's

permannt record.

41.03
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SHORTENING SLEEVES ON UTILITY 'JACKET

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

I. Introduction

During this practical exercise, the instructor mill demonstrate the

proper procedure in shorteni4 sleeves on utill;ty jackets.. Students will

perform a practical exercise on the alteration of the jacket sleeve. At

thie time the student should ask quistioni when in doubt.

II. Study Rbferente

KR 700-84004, "Issue and Sale of Personal Clothing", page 41,

paragraph,48.
"

TM 10-267, "General Repair for Clothing and Textiles", Page 13,

paragraph 9C.

III. Tools, Supplies and Equipment Required

Tailor's kit (1 est per student)

Mg.

31-15 sewlng machine (1 per machine)

Salvagea utility jackets (ample supply)

Thread (2 cones per machine)

IV. Direction to student

Follow the performanne steps as outlined in paragraph VI, B..If you

have ar;y questions or doubts regarding this practical axercirie, do not

hesitate' to call upon the instructor for assistance.

V. _Performan2e Standards

The performance stendards are establibhed to be used by the instructor

in checking lhe students performance and inspecting the final results for

grading purposes.

41.04
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.VI...Job Breakdown

A. 'The performance standards establIshed and wtIrich will be used by

the instructor are as follows:

1. Sleeves shortened at the desired length as directed.

2. Hem one inch wide.

3. i inch turn under allowance.

4. Tack to be Made on the Inside seam of the sleeve (length of

tack stitch to be within deviation standards).

5. 'Hem served with stitch line no less than 1/16 inch from

folded edge and no more than 1/8 inch.

6. StitCh line straight and evenly spaced.

7. 145 puckers visible at the hem.

B. The performance steps to be follawed in shortening of_gl-eeves on-.

the utility jacket are listed to the left of the page in the b'reakdown

1.)elow. The key points which correspond in number to the performance

steps are listed to the right of the page.

!lhortening Sleeves on Utility
Jackets.

1. Measure amount to.be
shortened.

1. a. For demonstration, we will
shorten l inches.

b. Lay jacket on table with sleeves
extended.

c. Measure l inches up from the
. sleeve end.

Mark aInoui t. t.,) se ,,, . a. Place a mark on the sleeve li
,-

Aortermd. inches fram the sleeve end.
b. Mark all around the sleeve.
c. Make sure your mark is even

and straight.

41.05
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3. Rip out old hem. 3. a. Use the ripper.

lb. Cut stitches holding old hoc
c. Do not cut material.
d. Remove old and loose stitches.

4. Hark for hem and turn under. 4. a. Hems for utility jackets are
one inch wide.

b. Turn under for hams are inch.
c. Place a mark 1 inch (down toward

the sleeve end) from the shorten-
ing mark and all around the
sleeve for the hem allaaance.

d. Place another mark inch down
from the ham allowance mark and
all around the sleeve. This
mark will be the.mark to cut
on to remove excess material
and give us a inch turn under.

e. Make sure the hem allowance
mark and turm under allowance
mark are straight, even, and
marked all around the sleeve.

5. Cut off excess material. 5. a. Cut on the inch turn under
allowance mark.

b. Use scissors and cut even and
straight.

c. Cut one layer of material and
on the mark. DO NOT try to
cut, by folding-the sleeve end
together, because you will cut
crooked and the edge will be
jaggered.

6. Fold new hem. 6. a. Fold on the mark made for the
desired length.

b. Fold new ham into the sleeve
opening.

c. Make sure fold is even., straight
ant,on the mark.

d. You can crease the material,
by rubbinb with the scissors..

7. Place sleeve under presser 7. Place SO inside of sleeve
Toot. is under presser foot.

;

41.06



8. Sew new hem.

i7A 2 7

8. a. Fold material under= the i
inch turn under mark.

b. Place needle into hem no
less than 1/16 inch gom the

inch turn under mark and no
mor4 than 1/8 inch from the
mark.

c. Stitch as close to 1/16 inch
from the ilige as possible.

d. Stitch all around inside of
sleeve and tack over the starting
point no more than 1 inth, and
no less than 7/8 inch long.

e. Make your stitch line even
and straight and tack in same
stitch row.

f. When sewing, make your turn
under and stitch a little at
a time, turning the sleeve
as you sew.

g. Do not pull on the sleeve, or
you will sew crooked and the
hem will COMA OUt crooked.

9. Press out sleeve end. 9. a. Use a damp cloth.
b. Iron out chalk mark.
c. Iron ham flat and put crease

back into sleeve.

NOTE: Both sl6eves are shortened in the same manner.

41.07
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SECTION XXXXII

SHCRTENING LEGS OF UTILITY TROUSER'S

PRECIS

I. Introduction

A. .Orientation and4Hotivation

1. During.this period the instructor will discuss the proper

procedures followed in shortening legs of utility trousers. This instruction

will include measuring for the desired length, narking, ripping stitches fram

the old hem, cutting off the eXcees material, and sewing a new hem.

2. This alteration is performed in the same manner as shortening

the sleeves on the utility jacket. The procedure for takilg measurements

of the trouser differs from the utility jacket therefore it ia necessary

that you refer back to the section of "Fitting of Clothing" when required.

n
vojective

As a result of this instruction, the student, given used utilitor

trousers, yardstick, tailor's chalk, measurements appropriate to desired

length and hem width allowance, and appropriate performance standards, will

, measure and mark trousers to a specific given length, and measure and mark

appropriate hem allowance; given a ripper and scissors, will rip out old hem

and trim off excess material; given appropriate references, 31-15 sewing

machine, and supplies, will fold and sew new hem to the satisfaction Of

minimal deviation standards established by the school; given DA Form 2404

and appropriate check list, will perform operator's maintenance as necessary

and maintain DA Form 2404.

42.01
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II. Presentation

A. lieamlype Used . The seam type to be used when applying a new hem

to the irousers utility will be seam type #1.

B. Measuiing and Marking

1. When making measurements for the desired length required.

Measurements are taken from the crotch seam down the ipseam of tne trouser

leg to the trouser bottom at the desired length. IT

2. Before making the markings on the trouser bottoms, make certain

that the trouser legs are laying flat on the table.

3. For best results, for a neat appearance and proper measurements,

will require that all markings are straight and evenly spaced.

C. Ripping out old hem

1. By use of the ripper, cut and remove old stitches from the hem.

2. When cutting old stitches from the hem, it is necessary that

you take necessary precautions so as to not damage the trousers.

D. Sewing the new hem

1. The new hem is sarted to the trouser leg with seam type #1.

2. Make every effort that the folds at the desired length and

turn under material, are preciscay on the markings made.

3. Hem should be sewn with a straight stitch line and the stitches

pr.Terly formed.

E. Operator's Maintenance and Maintaining DA Form 2404.

1. It is important that the shuttle be lubricated every time a

bobbin is replaced.

2. When unusual noises.come from the machine and/or'othermal-

42.02
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functions arise beyond the operator's capabilities, this cond1tio i11 be

reported to the instructor.

3. Maintain DA Fors 2404 as required.

42.03



#3.2
SHORTENING 4EGS OF UTILITY TROUSERS

PRACTICAL EXERCISE-

I. Introduction

During this practical exercise theAnstructor will demonstrate the

perforuame steps and key points to be follawed in shortening legs of the

utility trousers. At this time the student will listen, Observe, and ask

questions when in doubt. The student will perform a practical exercise

on shortening legs of utility trousers. The student should not hesitate

to call on the instructor for assistance, when necessary.

11. :,tudy Reference

AR 700-8400-1 "Issue and Sale of Personal Clothing" Page 41, paragraph

TM 10-267 "General Repair for Clothing and Textiles", Page 131 paragraph

9c.

III. To,)1s, Supplies and Equipment Required

salvage Utility and/or Khaki trousers (ample supply)

Tailor's tool kit (I set per student)

31.-1 sewing machine (1 per student)

YardStick (ample supply)

Thread (2 cones per machine)

Directi, to :.4udent

F.,ii,)14 the performmoe steps as outline(' in paragraph VI, 13 for the

prq,:tal exercise. Again the student is encouraged to ask questions

'Whtm i,u6L, and also to call on the instructor for assistance when needed.

42.04
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V. Performance Standards

The performance standards Are established and to be used by the instruc=.

tor in checking student practical exercise and to inspect the final results

for grading purposes.

VI. Job Breakdown

A. The performance standards established and which will be used by

the instructor are as follows:

1. 'Trouser length shortened to the measurement as specified by

the instructor.

2. Width of hem I inch, turn under material inch.

3. Hem stitched no less than 1/16 inch and not more than 1/8

rich from folded edge.

4. Stitch line straight, and stitches properly formed.

5. No puckers should be visible at the hems.

6. Trouser legs should be both at the same length.

7. Stitch lines tacked (at the inseam) tack length should be'

within the deviation standards.

B. The performance steps to follow in shortening the trouser legs are

listed to the left of the page, the key points to be remembered and correspond

in number to the performance steps are listed to the right of the page.

Shorteri:ng Legs of Utility
Trousers

1. Prepare trousers for
measuring and marking.

1. a. For demonstration, use a pair
of trousers marked to be
shortened to 26 inches.

42.05

b. Lay trousers out flat on the
table in the same manner as we
did during resizing instructions.
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c.

2. Measure for desired length. 2. a.

b.

c.

d.

3. Mark desired length on
trouser leg.

3. a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

4. Rip out old hems. 4. a.

b.

c.

d.

Fold tho top trouser log back
out of the war.

Place end of tape at the crotch
seam.

Measure from the crotch, down
toward the cuff.

Make sure leg lays flat 'and
all wrinkles are out.

Measure down to 26 inches.
4r4

Place a mark at 26 inchsa.

With the yard stick draw a mark
across the trouser leg width,
on the 26 inch mark.

Make sure your mark is even and
straight.

Mark completely around leg.
(inside and outside seams).

Place the top trouser leg on
the bottom trouser leg.

Flatten legs out, so both are
even.

Mark the top trouser lag even
with the bottom leg and completc.y
around leg.

Make sure both marks are 26 inches
fram the crotch.

Use the ripper.

Cut stitches holding old hem.

Do not cut material.

Remove old and loose stitches.

S
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5. Nark for hem and turn under.5. a.

b.

c.

Hun for utility trouser leg is
one inehiwide.

Turn under is 1/2 inch.

Place one mark one inch down
from the shortening mark.

d.

e.

f.

g.

This is the hem allowance.

Place another mark 1/2 inch
down from the hem allowance
mark. This is the tuin under
allowance and the mark to cut
off excess material.

With the yardstick, draw
completely across the leg.

Make sure lines are straight.

Mark both legs alike.

6. Cut off excess material. 6. a.

b.

c.

d.

Cut on the inch turn under
allowance mark.

U3e the scissors.

Cut on one layer of material
and cut straight.

Cut both legs

/ Fold new hem. 7. a.

b.

c.

d.

Fold on the 26 inch mark.

Fold material into the leg opening.

Fold even and straight.

Crease with scissors.

R. Sew new hem. 8. a.

b.

c.

Place leg so inside seam of
trousers is under the presser
foot.

Fold material under on the 212
inch turn under mark.

Place needle into hem, no less
than 1/16 inch from the inch
turn under mark and no more
than 1/8 inch from the mark.

42.07
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9. Press out leg hem.

d. Stitch as close to 1/16 inch
from the edge as-possible.

a. St.4.tch all aroumd inside of

leg and tack over the starting
point no more than one Inch
long and no less than 7/4
inch long.

f. Make your stitch line straight
and tack in the same stitch
row.

When sewing, make your turn
under and stitch a little at
a time turning the leg as you
sew.

h. Do not pull on the leg, or tht,
material will pucker.

9. a. Use a damp cloth and iron out
chalk marks.

b. Iron hem flat and put creases
in the proper place.

42.O8
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SECTION XXXXIII

SHORTENING LEGS OF WOOL TROUSERS

PRECIS

I. Intruduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

1. During this period the instructor will discuss the proper

procedures followed in shortening legs of wool trouiers. Like the altera

tion of the utility trousers this instruction will also include measuring

for the desired length, marking, ripping and removing old stitches ff6m the

hem. cutting off the exc ess material, and sewing a new hem.

2. Since 1 *rouser, wool is normally worn as a class "A" or

"dress" uniform, apparance is the primary factor considered in the classi

fli:atw:; standards. This factor must be considered in making alterations
S.

to this type.ericlothing. For this reason,Pie alteration procedures followed

:n snortehing the wool trouser leg will be performed .tyhand sewing.

AD:;ective

As i; result mf this instruction, the student, riven used w.ol

tr yardst.i(*, rhalk, measurements appropriate t(: de'.7:ired

ahA to,m width a,lowan(:e, and appropriate perform4nce standar1t5, will

qn1 mark 1,, a splcific given lewth, and measure lnd mark

aivr-priale f.on alIoWh:ce; given a ripper and sciSL;ors, will rip ()lit old

exceh:, mat erial; given approprate references, hand sewing

.., and bl1ppiie3, will fold, haste, and hand sew new hem to the satisfaction

: n. neh Iüv Ial,ion 5tandards etaablished by the school; given DA Form 2404

ahl appropriate clitick list, will perform operator's maintenance as necessarY

and maintain DA Form 2404.

1
43.03
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II. Presentation

i/39

A. Types of Hand Stitches Used

C.

1. During this alteration you will use the basting stitch as a

temporary stitch to hold the hem in place.

2. The permanent type stitch that will hold the hem in place, is

the cross stitch.

B. Measuring aod Marking

I. The most effective manner to determine the proper length of

the tvIlsor, is to have the individual try them on and marktn accordance

with the proper concept of fit.

7. If the trouser are to be altered in compliance to the measure

ment des.gnated on a alteration tag. Then measure down the inseam from the

crotch !eam to the uottom of trouser leg and the desired length.

3. Whei, marking for a new hem, make certain markings are straight

and evei.ly spaced. 4PD

C. Ripping Old Hem

1. With use of the ripper, cut and removethe old stitches from

Ipserve the safety precautions, do not damage the trouser when

thc:

t!i! A.d stitchea with the ripper.

D. :'.titching the New Hem

)
I. Apply two:rows i,f basting stitches, this will si4; as a

temporary stitch to hold the hem in place. a

2. Apply the cross stitch at the raw,edge of the hesi. Make certain

that tho cross stitch does not penetrite through the material. Stitches should

not be viritle on the face side of material, when completed.

43.02



'Ho
E. Operator' 3 Mainteran e and Maintaining DA Form 2404.

Nc.).n..) If your sewirip ,..Thchine was utilized during any portion of
t".

tilt.: day t.t.at :is was pre:;c!lit-ed, you will be required to perform

the operator's p\reventive ri.antellarice service to your machine.

43.
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SHORTENING LEGS OF WCOL TROUSERS

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

I. Introduction
,127

During this practical exercise the instructor will demonstrate the

perftirmance steps and key points to Ue followed in shortening legs of wool

trousers. At this time the student will listen, observe and ask questions

when in doubt. The student will perform a practical exercise on shortening

trouser legs of wool trousers. The students should not hesitate to call on

the instructor for assistance, when necessary.

II. Study Reference

AR 70o-84001,"Issue and Sale+ of Personal Clothing" Page 41, paragraph

48.
*

TM lo-267,,"Genera1 'Repair for Clothing and Textiles," Page 8, paragraph

7e.

TM .-8400I, %Fitting of Uniform"

lij. Tools, Supplies and Equipment Roqui

L;alvage wool trousers (ample suprly)

Tailor's tool kit (1 set per student)

L2, paragraph 9e.

YarchA ick (ample supply)

Thread (amPle supply)

IV. Dirvction to audent

Follow the perf,$fmance steps as outlined in paragraph VI, 13 fur the

student practical exercise. The student is encouraged to ask quest.ions

when in doubt, during the demonstration and/or practical exercise.

V. Perrormance Standards

Q
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The performance standards are established to be used by the instructor

in checking stUdent practical exercise and to inspect the final results for

grading purposes. 4

1.r] Job Breakdown

A. The performance standards established and which will be used by the

instructftr arft as follows:

1. Trousers shortened to the specified measurements as determined

by the instructor.

2. Width of the hem 2 inches.

3. Cross stitches properly constructed 1/4 inch high and spaced

1/4 inch apart.

4. Hem straight and even with no puckers visible.

5. Cross stitches should not be visible from the face side of hem.

6. Cross stitches should not extend not more than 1/16 inch from

the raw edge of the hem.

7. Whancompleted both trouSer legs should be of tYro same length.

B. The performance steps to follow in shortening the wool trouser legs

are listed to the left of the paie, the key points to be remembered and

rrespond in number tr.) the perftmance steps are listed to the right of the

Page.

:,hortening legs of wool trousers.

1. Remove old stitches from hem. 1. a. Use ripper'to cut stitches.

L. Do not cut material.

c. Remove loose stitches.

83
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2. Press trouser bottoms. 2. a. Unfold old hem to the outside.

b. Use a damp cloth.

c. Iron out old crease.

3. Prepare trousers for 3. a. Lay trousers out flat as we
Measuring and marking. did in resizing and folding.

b. Fold the top trouSer leg back
out of the way.

c. The instructor will demonstrate
using the desired length of
30 inches.

4 Measure for desired length, 4. a. Place end of tape at thecrotch
and mark. seam.

b. Measure down to 30 inches.

c. Mark at the 30 inch measurement
.and all around leg.

5. Measure and mark hem 5. a. Measure down and mark 2 inches
Aal4owance. from the desired length mark.

b. Mark completely around the leg.

6 Cut off excess material. 6. a. Cut on the 2 inch hem allowance
mark.

b. Use scissors.

c. Cut even and straight.

7. Mark other leg' aNd trim 7. a. Lay top trouser leg on top of
)ff excess, bottom trotser leg.

F. Make sure both legs are even and'
flat.

c. Mark top trouser leg even with
bottom trouser leg marks.

d. Trim off excess material with
scissors.

43.06



8. Fold hem 'ind baste.

Cross stitch hem.

10. Press cuff and remove
basting stitches.

8. a. Turn troUser leg inside out.

b. Fold hem on the desired length
mark.

c. Place one raw of basting stitches
inch from the bottom of the hem,

d. rlace.another row of bastp.ing

stitches inch from the raw
edge of the hem.

e. Make sure hem lays flat.

9. a. Make your cross stitches the
same as you did in hand sewing.

b. Make the stitches 1/4 inch long,
and 1/4 inch apart.

c. Make sure the stitches do not
show on the outside of the
material.

d. Do not pull too hard as to make
the hem pucker.

10. a. Use a damp cloth.

b. Press cuff flat and press in
the front and rear creases on
leg.

c. Remove all basting stitches.

43.07
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Figure 16
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SECTION mxxv

LENGTHENING LEGS OF UTILITY TROUSERS

PRECIS

I. Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

1. During this period the instructor will discuss the proper

procedures followed In lengthening the legs of utility trousers. This

instruction will include by measuring, marking, cutting extension piece,

ripping the old hem, attaching extension piece to trouser by sewing, and

sewing a new ham.

2. This alteration will be a little different than the previous

hours of instruction on shortening of utility trousers. When shortening

a pair of trouser legs, normally we cut off the excess material, however

when lengthening the trouser legs of trousers you will be required to add

an extension piece, because of the limited material of the existing hem.

B. Objective

As a result of this instraction, the student, given used utility

trousers and a ripper, will rip stitches from old hem; given yardstick,

tailor's chalk, measurements appropriate-to desired length of trousers,

width and length of extension piece, and scissors, will maasure and mark

trousers to desired length, and cut extension piece to desired ifidth and

length; given 31-15 sewing machine, supplies, and appropriate performance

standards, will stitch extension piece to trouser bottom and fold and sew

ham to the satisfaction of minimal deviation standards established by the

school; given DA Form 2404 and appropriate check list, will perform operator's

44 .01
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maintenance as ncessary and maintain DA Form 2404.

II. Presentation

A. Ripping and preparing trouser legs at hem.

1. Rip stitches from ham with ripper, be particularly careful

not to damage the trouser bottom.

2. Remove all old loose stitches from the hem.

3. For best results, with handiron, press the trouser bottom of

legs at the old hem area out fiat.

4. Trim the bottom t4ce5 of the trouser legs, cut only that portion

mquired to make a straight even edge across the bottom.

B. Preparing extension piece of material.

1. Select material most suitable for size and shade of the

utility trouser. Salvaged trousers will be used.

2. The width of extension piece Will be 2" and length required

will be determined by the trouser leg with which you are working with,

r.ormally 20", add 1" for seam.

Marking and Cutting Trouser Leg and Extension Piece of Material.

1. At the bottom of the trouser leg, mark a straight line around

the entire leg i" from the edge.

2. Mark the extension material in the same manner 1/2" for seam

purposes, and cut off excess material.

3. All markings and cutting will be performed properly in

aocordance with our performance standards and demonstrated by the instructor.

D. Sewing extension material and sewing hem to trouser leg on utility

trouser.

1. ,Sew extension materal.together by joining the two ends with a

44.02
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simple! stiaM.

extelision pie o of material to trouser leg using seam type

#3.

3. Turn under extension material and pin in place to trouser leg.

liemember that extension material will not be visible when completed.

4. Complete by sewing hem, using seam type #1.

5. For best results and neater appeai'ance, with use of handiron,

pr.:ss flat the area of trouser leg just completed.

peratoris maintenance and maintaining DA Form 2404.

1. :a.io! .ertain to llbri(:ate all the oil points of,your sewing

; reellired.

2. L;h,ittle race will ne kept clean., -free of dirt and lint,

iLit,ricate,i each time a full bobbin is replaced.

3. :1aintain A Form 2404 daily.

44.03
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L1001101111110 OF UTILITY TROUSERS

PRACTICAL IMCISE

I. Introduction

During this practical exercise the instructor will. demonstrate the

performance steps and key points to be followed in lengthening trouser legs

of the utility trousers. At this time the student will listen, observes

and ask questiOns when in doubt. Following the demonstration the student

will perform a practical exercise on lengthening the lege on the utilitT

trousers. The student will be encouraged to call on the instructor for

assistance when ,needed.

II. Study Reference

AR 700-8400 "Fitting of Uniform", page 12, par 2.

TM 10-267 "General Repair for Clothing and Textiles" page 14, fig

page 16, fig 14.

DA Farm 2404 "Equipment Inspection and Maintenance Worksheet"

III. tools, Supplies, and Equipment Required

Salvage utility and/or khaki trousers (ample supply)

Tailor's tool kit (1 set per student)

31-15 sewing machine (1 per machine)

Yardstick (ample supply)

IV. Direction to Student

Follow the performance steps as outlined in paragraph VI, B for the

student practical exercise. The student is encouraged to ask questions when

in doubt, also to call on the instructor for assistance when necessary.

44.04
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V. Job Breakdown

A. The,performanco standards established and which will be used by tho

invtructoc-are as follows:

i. Trouser legs lengthened to the maxims leneh witn material

available (approx1matel7 1 inch longer).

.. Width of ham when completed, I inch.

3. Hem stitch no less than 1/16 inch and not more than 1/8 inch

free the folded edge.

4. Both trouser legs the same length when completed.

5. Seams started and tacked on the inseam of the trweer leg

B. The performance steps to follaw in lengthening of the trouser leg

on utility trousers are listed to the left of the page, the key points to be

remembered and correspond in number to the performance steps are listed to the

right of the page.

Lengthening Legs of Utility Trousers

1. Prepare trousers for msasur- 1. a. Instructor will explain to
ing and marking. student that the trousers

will be made longer to the
maximum length, with the
material available.

b. Cut stiWing of old hers with
ripper,leake caution not to
damage the trousers.

c. Clean and remove old loose
stitches from trouser bottom
hem.

d. Press out old ham seams, and
cut bottom edges even.

2. Prepare extension material 2. a. Select extension material
for trouser leg. of the proper shade and size.

9'11
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3. Marking of trouser legs
and extension material.

415/
b. Measure width of trouser legs

at bottom. (Width is nwmally
20")

c. Cut the extension material 2"
wide and the length to same
width of trouser leg.

d. When cutting material, make
long even cuts with the scissors,
this will eliminate ragged ior
crooked edges.

3. a. Mark a straight line around
the trouser leg, i" from the
bcttom edge.

b. When marking, use a fine chalk
mark.

c. Mark extension material i"
from edge. This will be done
on face side of material, and
only the marking from one edge
is required.

4. Sewing extension material 4. a. Join the two ends of the
to trouser leg and sewing replacement material together
new hem. i" from the edges using a simple

seam. Make certain you lack the
seam at both ends.

b. Open seams and stitch on both
sides ot the simple seam.

c. Place the extension material
outside the trouser leg, material
will be face to face. Seam of
extension material will beipiced
on inseam .f trousers.

d. Pin the extension material to
the trouser legs at two points,
the inseam and outseam of the
trouser leo.

e. Edges of the extension maLerial
and trouser leg bottom should be
even.

44. 06
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Starting at the-inseam of the
trouser, join the trouser leg
and extension material by sewing

simple seam around the width
of the trouser leg.

g. Pull down extension material
past the trouser leg: The seam
joining the trouser with the
replacement material will also
be turned in the down position.

h. Again starting at the inseam,
sew around the trouser leg, a
top stitch on the replacement
material 1/16" from the seam.
This will form seam type #3.

i. At the seam where trouser leg
and extension material join,
fold under, make certain that
seam and extension material will
not be visible when foldedo.

Place pins at two points, again
at the inseam and outsesm, this
will hold material in place.

k. Turn under raw edge at the
marking, 1/2" fram the edge.
Starting at the inseam, sew
new hem to trouser leg with
seam type #1.

1. For best repults and for a
neater appearance, press new
hem down with the flat Iron.

m. Instructor will, complete
demonstration with one trouser
leg, but tudent will be required
to complete both trouser legs
of the trouders.

44.07
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-.>SECTIOg XXXXV

LENG IN' LEGS OF WOOL TROUSERS

PREC S

I. Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

1. During this period the instructor will discuss the proper

procedures followed in lengthening legs of wol trousers. This instruction

will -nclude measuring, marking and cutting an extension piece, ripping the

old hem loose, attaching the extension piece to the trouser leg, and sewing

a new hem by hand stitching.

2. It was mentioned in the previous hours of instructions, that

1e:44thenlng trousers with an extension piece is performed only when the

original hem cf the trouser does not contain enough material to have an

authorized size hem when completed. The authorized size hem of the trouper,

woui is two (2) inches.

B. Objective

As a result of this instruction, the student, given used wool

tr(aisers and a ripper, will rip stitches from old hem; given yardstick,

tailor's chalk, measurements appropriate to desired length of tzousers,

wAth and length of extension piece, and scissors, will measure and mark

tr)users to desired length and cut extension piece ta desired width and

length; given 31-15 sewing machine, supplies, and appropriate performance

standards, will stitch extension piece to trouser bottom, given appropriate .

hand sewing tools and supplies will baste and hand sew hem on trouser bottom

to the satisfaction of minimal deviation standards established by the school;
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given DA Form 2404 and appropriate check list, will perform operator's

maintenance on machines IS necessary and maintain DA Form 2404.

II. Presentation

A. Ripping and preparing trouser legs at hem.

1. Rip stitches from hem with ripper, and take necessary pre-
.

caution not to Usage the trouser log at bottom.

2. Remove all old loose stitches from area of trouser hem.

3. With a flat iron, press the area of trouser ham dawn flat.

This will facilitate marking the trouser leg.

4. If the bottom of trouser at the edges is uneven, mark and

trim the uneven portion only. Bottom edges should be straight across the

width of the trouser leg.

B. Preparing extension piece of material.

1. Select material to be used for extension piece. This material

should be of the same shade and texture. Salvaged wool trousers will be

used for this purpose.

2. The width of the extension piece will be two and'one-half

inches. The length of the extension piece will be determined by the width

.of the trouser bottom, (normally twenty inches), plus another inch for seams.

3. When preparing the extension material, it is inportant that

it be marked and cut evenly and straight, and to the precise mea3urements.

C. Marking trouser leg and extension piece.

1. At the bottom of the trouser leg, mark a straight line around

the entire leg, i inch from the edge.

2. The extension material will be marked in the same manner i

45.02



inch from the edge, and across the entire length of the material. This

markingwill De made an onZy one edge, and on the beak eicle of the material.

7 marl ng must be etraight, for it will be used as a guide for eewiog.

3. All markings will be performed peroperly, and in accordance

our ,erformance standards, which will be explained and demonstrated by

t mot ictor.

D. iewing the extension material and sewing the hem to trouser leg on

wool trousers.

1. Sew extension piece together, by joining the two ends, with a

simple seam (material at this time will be face to face).

2. Turn trouser leg, wrong side out, and place extension material

inside trouser leg at bottom edge. Face side of extension material to face

side of trouser leg (at this time the marking of the extension piece dhould

be shown and at the bottom edge of trouser).

3. Extension piece seam should be at the inseam of the trouser leg.

4. Sew a simple seam joining the extension piece to the trouser

leg, following the mark dhown on the extension piece.

5. Turn down the extension piece together with the 0 inch seam,

and apply a top stitch 1/16 inch from the simple seam, forming seam type #3.

6. Fold under extension material, forming a hem (2 inches). Apply

the basting stitch, and complete with the cross stitch.

7. Extension material will not be visible when completed.

8. With hand iron press tha bottom area of trouser leg fiat.

E. Operators maintenance and maintaining DA Form 2404.

1. Mike certain to lUbricate all the oil points of your sewing

machine as required.

45.03



lint.

2. Keep the moving parts of the sewing machine free of dirt and

3. Maintain DA Form 2404 as required.

45.04
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LENGTHENING LEGS OF WOOL TRdUSERS

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

1. Introduction

During this practical exercise the instructor will demonstrate the

performance steps and key points to be followed in lengthening legs of wool

trousers. At this time the student will listen, observe, and ask questions

when in doubt. The student will perform a practical exercise on lengthening

legs of wool trousers. The student should not hesitate to call on the in-

structor for assistance during the practical exercise.

II. Study Reference

AR 700-8400-1 "Fitting of Uniform" page 12, par 2.

TM 700-8400-1 "Fitting of Uniform"

TM 10-267 "General Repair for Clothing and Textiles" page 14, fig 12;

page 16, fig 14.

III. Tools, Supplies and Equipment Required

Salvaged wool trousers (ample supply)

Yardstick (ample supp4)

Tailor's tool kit (I set per rtudent)

31-15 sewing machine (I par student) ,

Thread (2 cones per machine)

IV. Direction to Student

Follow the performance steps as outlined in paragraph VI, B for the

student practical exercise. The student is encouraged to ask questions when

in doUbt, and also to call on the instructor for assistance when needed.

45.05
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V. Performance Standards

The performance standards are established and to be used by the in-

structor in chocking student practical exercise and to inspect the final

results for grading purposes.

VI. Job Breakdown

A. The performance standards established and which will be used by the

instructor are as follows:

1. Trouser legs lengthened to the maximum with material available

(approximately 2 inches longer).

2. Width of trouser leg hem should be 2 inches.

3. Cross stitch applied and formad properly (1/4 inch high and

1/4 inch apart).

4. Extension piece properly joined to the trouser leg with seam

tjrp .#3.

5. Extension piece should not be visible from face side of trousers

or when worn.

6. All stitch lines (machine and hand stitches) should be properly

formed and evenly spaced and also tacked.

B. The perfo ce steps to follow in lengthening the wool trouser legs

are listed to the left of the page. The key points to be remembered and

correspond in number to the performance steps are listed to the right of the

page

Lengthening Legs of Wool Trousers.

1. Prepare trousers for measur- 1. a. Instructor will explain to
ing and marking. student that the trousere will

be made longer to the maximum
length, with the material
available.

45.06
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b. Cut stitching of old hem with
a ripper, take caution not to
damage the troueere.

c. Remove all old loose stitches
from trouser bottom.

d. With hand iron press flat area
of ham on trouser bottom.

a. If edges of trouser bottom is
uneven, cut and trim evenly.

2. Prepare extension material. 2. a. Select extension material of *he
proper shade and size (use

salvaged wool trousers).

b. Measure width of trouser leg
at bottom. (width is normally

20 inches). .

c. Mark and cut extension piece from
replacement material.
(Width 2i inches, length the
same width of trouser bottom and
add one inch for seaming purpose

d. When cutting the extension
material make certain to cut
with long even cuts of the
scissors. This will eliminate
ragged or uneven edges.

Marking of trouser leg and 3. a. Mark a straight line around the

extension piece. trouser bottom, inch from the

edge.

b. Mark extension piece inch from
edge across the entire length;
This will be required on one edge
of material only. Make marking
on back side of material.

4. :lewing extension material to 4. a. Join the two ends of the extension

trouser leg. piece together 1/2 inch from the
edges using a simple seam. Make

certain to tack the seams.

b. Open seams and stitch down on both
sides of the simple seam.

45.07
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5. Sewing new hem.

c. Turn the trouser leg wrong
side out.

d. Place the extension material
inside the trouser leg at
bottom edge, material will be
face to face. (Marking on
extension piece will be shown
and edge even with edge of trouser
bottom.)

e. Seam of extension piece should
be placed just off the inseam
of the trouser leg.

f. Pin the extension piece to the-
trouser leg at two points, the
inseam and outseam of the
trouser leg.

g. Edges of the extension piece
and trouser bottom should be
even.

h. Starting at the inseam of the
trouser, join the trouser leg
and extension piece by sewing
a simple seam around the width
of the trouser bottam. (Follow
chalk mark on extension piece.)

i. Turn down extension material
and seams joining the extension
piece and trouser bottom.

j. Again starting at the inseam sew
a toi) stitch on the extension
piece 1/16" from the simple seam
around the width of the trouser
leg. This will form seam type
#3.

5. a. Fold under extension material
to form a new ham (2 inches)
make certain that seam and
exttnsion piece will not be
visible, when worn.

b. With a basting stitch, sew dawn
hem 1/2" from folded edge, and
a second raw of basting stitches
1/2" from the raw edg- of hem.

4548 913



c. Sew hem of trouser with the
cross stitch. Cross stitch
will be applied and eve9lar
spaced as per instructions
during the hand sewing sUb
course.

d. Press trouser bottom at hem
area with hand iron.
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SECTION XXXXVI

WAIST AND CROTCH ALTERATIONS ON WOOL TROUSERS

PRECIS

I. Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

1. During this period the instructor will discuss the proper

procedures followed in the waist and crotch alteration on wool trousers.

This instruction will include taking-in and letting-out the waist and crotch

the trousers, by, measuring, marking, ripping seams, and resewing seams.

2.. In a previous subcourse you were taught the approved concept

° fit for the trousers. During that period you learned that the trouser

w.11 fit easily around the natural waist without bulging, with the bottom

the waistband resting on top of the hip bone. The waist must have about'

inch Jr ease. You also learned that properly fitted trousers will have a

slight ease at the crotch.

3. Having this knowledge of the approved concept of fit, it will

tfl yolx city to make the alierations accordingly.

4. A3 Clothing and Textile repairmen you are not only interested

tLe proper concept. of fit, but you are also int erested in making the

pr, zi.;Aerati,41!; V following the proper procedures. If a waist or crotch

A:tt,ratoh is ilot performed properly, it can badly effect the appearance of

a pair of truser3.

h. Objective

As a rew.lt of this instruction, the student, given appropriate

references, used wool trousers, tailor's chalk, ripper, yardstick, and

91
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appropriate measuróments for waist and Crotch alteration, will measure and

. mark waist and crotch to desired measurements, and rip loose the waist and

seat seism, waistband, belt loop, crotch reinforcement piece, and both crotch

seams; given a 31-15 sewing machine, appropriate performance standards, and
4

supplies, will resew both crotch seams, waist and seat seam, waistband, and

belt loop to the satisfaction of minimal deviation standards established by

the school; ig.Lven hand sewing tools, will resew crotch reinforcement back

into trousers, trtm oft excess materials, and finish raw edges ofieltam to

the satisfaction of minimal deviation standarep established by the school;

hani iron, the student will change the back crease of trouser to the

satisfactIol, of instructor; given pit Form 2404 and appropriate check list,

w;11 rform operator's maintenance as necessary,and maintain DA Form 2404.

:I. Presentation

A Waist alteration on trousers.

I. Prepare waist.

a. The first step is to remove the belt loop over the waist

lAy5

L). Ite calAtIous not to damage the trouSer loath the ripper.

L,,oseri stAching by cutting waistband seam from lining.

a. Lay tvolserb ou table in such a manner that the waist

414 7

lered measnreiwmt mark, draw a tapering line down

swim to a peiht On the seam. This will eliminate any_puckering when
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3. Sewing waist seam and waistband

Starting at the extreme edge of waistband lining on the

desired measuremhnt mark, sew a seam following the chalk mark.

b. Sew down to the point of the taper :.nd 1" beyond the

poirA an1 seat sewn, and tack the stitches.

c. Hip open 'he old waist seam and remove old loose stitches.

d. Press open the waist and seat seams, and cut off excebs

material.

e. Place waistband lining in original position. From top

;1,1e or tr.,users replace stitching to waistband following old stitth line.

f. Replace belt loop.

B. 0pera77's maintenance and maintaining DA Form 2404.
-- 4 , _

I. C performance of your sewing machine and make necessary

AM.

4

ad:Jistments if required.

2. When in doubt of the operation of your sewing machine call on

one ,)f the instructors for assistance.

3. Maintain the DA Form 2404 as requi-i'e

r. Crotch alteration on trousers.

1. Prepare crotch.

a. Loostm crotch reinforcement p ece from trouser.

b. iremove and loosen only that portion that is required to

i.erf.rm the aiteratt,n.

hcnovt: I1 loose stitches.

d. remove stithes at ,;rotch seam.approximately li"

t,(jy,)r.,1 In,:;is,,remtfnt mark.

46.t(3
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2. MarkIng.

"9
Starttne at 041 croteh seam where desired measurement mark

is placed, draw s straight Iine tapering down the inseam to a point 18" below

starting point-at crotch seam.

3. 3ewing inseam and crotch seam.

a. Start with right leg at the point of the taper and 1"

below. Lace front seam of trodser on chalk mark and sew a seam up to the

crutLh searn.

u. On the left leg, start at the crotch seam and place the

;,t. halk mark, al.d sew doum the inseam to the point of the

taper nei;lor.

Press open the seams, and cut off the excess material.

d. hestitch the crotch seam and reinforcement piece. Make

cr,A.,L!!: sem lays flat.

e. Change bacii crease of trouser.

46 1+
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WAIT AND CROTCH ALMATION OF WOGL TROUSER

PRAC L EXERCISE
, .

introduLtion

..

During this practical exercise the instructor will demonstrate the

pPrformane steps and key poihts'to be followed in the waist and crotch

alteratir, of wool trousers. At this time the student will listen, observe

and ask ti,21A;Lc1,5* wt,ol, in 41,)ubt. The student will pellform a practical

tticercif tne wahlt and crotch alteration of the wool trousers, Daring

tnt; pratiaL ex,..c the stitet sh6uld nut hesitate to call on the

rt r r whey in douLt.

.ti : f Clothing", page 11, fig 5; page 12, par 4.

"HOIilt Inspection and Maintenance Worksheet".

7,1L. TO015, :;upplies, anl Fquipment Required

.7,al'vaged wool tr6users (ample supply) ,

Tailors tool kit (I set per student)

31-15,sewing miichine (1 per student)

Yanistick (ampl,: supply).

Thread 'nes per niacnine)'

rtIL:f1,:_,n to tudent

iollow the perfrmance steps as outlined it paragraph VI, B fur the

foulent practical exercise. The student is encouraged to ask questions when

AAMt, alo, t, oall on the instructor for assistance when needed.

V. Performance Standards

_

The R.erf,,rinazwe standards are...established to be used,by the initr4ctor

checking the It..tirient practi cal exf:rc Ise and to inspect the final results

9
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ftir grading purposes.

Vi. Job Breakdown

A. The performance standards established anq 'which will be used by the

instructor are as follows:

1. Crotch taken-in at the proper measurement as specified by the

instructor,

2. Waist taken-in at the proper measurement as specified by the

instructor.

3. Trousers tapered down the inseam to a point approximately 18"

from crotch seam.

4. Waist tapered down seat seam approximately 9".

5. Walst and crotch alteration completed with no puckers visible.

6. Waistband lining properly stitched to trousers.

7. Crotch reinforcement piece replaced properly.

Belt loop replaced in proper position (waist seam).

D. The performanoe steps to be followed in the waist and crotch

aittxatioh are listed to the left of the page, the key points to be remernLrr

eu arid crrespond in number to the performance steps are listed to the right

thtl

wai..it for alteration. a. Remove the belt loop, make
certain no damage is done
to belt loop or trousers.

b. Place belt loop in pocket
for safekeeping.

c. Loosen waistband lining from
trousers. Do not loosen any
mure than neceJsary.

1.6.(y)
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Plan( 4.te waist.

:7Asw.r.g oeaxi.

RAMOVO all loose and old
stitches from the waistband
and lining.

2. a. Place trousers on table in
such a ma,..'ner that the waist

and seat seam lay flat.

b. Start at the waistband desired
measurement, mark and draw a
tapered line to a point in
the seat seam approximately
9" to 10" down from waistband.
This distance will depend on
the amount to be taken in or
out.

c. Make certain that the taper
starts from the bottom edge
of the waistband.

3. a. Start at the upper edge of the
waistband and sew dawn the waist
seam following the chalk mark
to the point of taper at seat
seams, and 1" beyond the point.

b. To reinforce the seam, sew
back up the newly applied seam,
up to the waistband and starting
point, and apply a tack stitch.

c. Cut and remove old or original
wai&t seam, from waistband to
the point of taper at seat seam,
cut excess material if necessary.

d. Press open waist and seat seam
with flat iron.

e. Place and fold waistband lining
Litu the original position,
under the waistband.

stitch trouser waistband to
lining following the old stitch
line.

g. Replace belt loop.
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i.repare crotch fer altera- 1. a. Loosen reinforeed creteh piece,

Lion.

2, Markieg.

b. Do net, damage trouser or
crotch piece.

c. Clean old loose stitches.

a. Lay trousers fiat on working
table. Fold one trouser leg
over' body.of trouser in such
a manner that the inseam of

the other leg is laying flat

and up.

b. aarting at the cretch seam
and desired measurement mark
(This mark should be on the
back side of trouser seam)
Draw a straight and tapered
line down the inseam to a
point approximately 18" from
the crotch seam.

c. Follow same procedure for the
other leg as shown in para-
graph b above.

d. Make certain that the point
of taper on both legs corre-
spond.

3. cet,tieg and removing trouser S. a. Cut loose stitching at crotch

:warns. seam, (only that portion

necessary to enable you to

make the alteration).

b. :;tarting at the crotch seam,
cut loose the stitching down
the inseam to the point of
tapered mark (approximately
18"). This will be accomplished
with both trouser legs.

c. Clean and remove all old loose

stitches.

46.08
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4. Resew trouser SOWS. 4. a. Start with the right leg of

the trousers at a point 1"
below the taper.

b. Place the front seam of
trouser on the marked line
(back of trouser leg) and
sew up the inseam to the
crotch seam.

c. Make certain that the seam
is tacked at both ends.

d. Left leg of trouser start at
crotch seam and sew down
inseam to 1" below the taper
point.

e. Press seams open with flat
iron.

f. Cut off excess material.

g. Resew crotch seams, make
certain to tack seams at
both ends.

h. Resew reinforce crotch piece.

1. Change back crease of trousers
with flat iron.
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SECTION XXXXVI1

WAIST AND CROTCH ALTERATION OF UTILITY AND KHAKI TROUSERS

PRECIS

1. Intr. duct,on

h and Motivation

1. Itirinp-T, this period the instructor will discuss the waist and

h ait'iration of utility and khaki trousers. This instruction will in-

c1k4de tai..ing-in the waist and crotch of utility and/or khaki trousers;

meAsirihr, aairking, ripping seamsi and resewing seams.

Lt. the previous subcourse you learned how to perform the waist

af,1 r!rotch alLeratItuis tm wool trousers. There is a variation in the marking/

:311wire prs .til.res in the alteration of trousers utility and/or khaki.

varation procelk,res will be emphasized during this period of instructions.

3. The proper ,oncept of fit for trousers also remains the same

the tr-,:cr:J, v)ol. The trousers will fit easily around the waist, and

b.lt )m of wlistband rebting on the hipbrie. The trouser will also have a

1;.ght esf., at thi. crdrh. All these factors must be considered when fitting

:hiv,.1.41 for the wait and crotch alterations.

t.n.s instri_ictin, the student, given appropriate

1!1,1/ r tr erii, t;1.11 rIc; chalk, ripper, yard stick, and

r, v,:tte I,t. les:r,A waist and crotch alterations, will measure

1 !-irk wal:0 arid -rot.Ln t denired me;isurements and rip loose the waistband,

;ILA cr,Ach seams; given sciss,)rs, will cut off excess

11%Ifirlal; givoi!, a 3:-1 , titswing machlne, appropriate performance standards,

47.C1
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s'APplies, will resew both crotch seams, waist ahd seat seams, waistband,

and belt loop .to the satisfaction of minimal deviation standards established

IP by the schoolz'given DA Form 2404 and appropriate check list, will perform

operatur's maintenance as necessary and maintain DA Form 2404.

U. Presentation

A. Waist alteration on trousers, utility and/or khaki.

1. Prepare waist.

a. The first step is to remove the belt loop over the waist,

SeS.M.

b. Care should be taken not to damage the trouser with the

ripper.

c. Loosen waistband lining from trousers at top and bottom

of waistband. Lining should be loosened approximately three inches to left

and three inches ,to right of waist seam.

2. Marking.

a. Place trousers on table in such a manner that the waist

and neat seam are shourn face up.

b. From the desired measurement mark, draw a tapering line

1, trie left side of wst And seat 5-am to a point on the seam (9 inches

below the LottL)ri c:f waistband).

c. Draw another line cn the right side of waist and seat seam,

tapered d(Ain to the point of the first line.

d. The points of the tapering lines shilld meet on the left

side of seam type #4 (folded edge).

hipping neam5 and cuttinr wai:itband.
A

Pip optm waiiit and :,eat down t. point of tapering

. 47.02



lines. (Seam type #4).

b. Care to be taken not to damage trousers with ripper.

Cut the waistband lining apart at a point directly ih line

th, 41st seam./

,ng waist and aeat seams of trousers.

4. lay trusers on machine in auch a-manner that both lines

i*.-ric. C .

!aiterial of trousers on marking on right side of

sers and piace fuld on marking of the left side of trouser.

:ft.art at point of taper and stitch lp the seat and waist

:.thA for tacking. This stitch is applied 1/16° from the folded

A
Fvom .)1posite side of trousers, cut o f excess material,

i" for t ,rn linder of seam.

e. f.rom (Tposite side of trous.Jrb, turn under 4" of seam and

aPP4 a of stitches 1/16" from the folded edge forming seam type #4.

f :11U:h waistLand lining together with a siniple seam to the

Ae,ire4 (titching of waistband lining should be done from

!A TJ sAa

jt:,A.MS

pui Lie;i4:!:3 cf :lining and stitch 1/i6" from each side.of

!1 t j p, .wai stiI wId waistband lining to the

thty:z.,! J, ard t!etf ,i- following (:1,1 stitch link.

,;titch bottom portion of I in I and waistband following old

I i.e the hf!).t. .100

4.7.U)
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h: hperqtor's mainLenance and MA intalning DA Form 2404.

. Check the performance ,of your sewing machint and make necessary

adjustments if required.

2. Make certain to lubricate all oil point's of the sewing machine

as required. !huttle race should be lubricated everytime a new bobbin is

replaced.

C. Crotch alteration on trousers, utility and/or khaki.

1. Marking.

a. Starting at the crotch seam where desired measurement mark

is piaet, iraw a straight line tapering down the.inseam to a point 18" below

starting point.at crotch"seam.

4

b. This marked line must have a gradual taper and spaced

evenly t;t.tween mark and inseam.

c. Mark down both inseams of each leg-following-procedures in

paragraph a. above.

2. Ripping seams.

a. tarting at crotch :ieam, rip loose stitches down to the

point of taper mark. (18 inches down' inseam).

, b. Follow the same procedure for the inseam of each leg.

c. Ncrmaily seam type #4 is used on utility and/or khaki

trouserS, therefore, will have two'rows of stitching. Care will be taken

not to damage the trousers in ripping out the seam.

3. :,ewing inseam and crotch seam.

a. The fold of the seam of the front portion of the trousers

should lay on the chalk markings made on back of trimisers (;-in in place).

4'7.04
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b. Turn trousers wrong side out.

c. Starting with the left trouser leg, at the point of taper

and 1" below the taper, stitch up the inseam up to the crotch seam. From

crotch seam sew down the inseam of the right leg to the point of tapir, and

1" below.

d. Cut off excess material, allow i" for seam turn under.

e. Turn trousers right side out.

f. Place trouser on sewing machine in such a manner that the

e,Arting point will be the left leg at the tapering point, and 1" belaw.

g. Turn seam material under i", and stitch 1/16" fram folded

edge, up tnseam of left lag to crotch piece, and down inseam of right leg to

tapering point and 1" below.

h. With hand iron, press dawn inieams and crotch seam of the

trouser utility.

i. Change back crease of trouser.

47.05
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WAIST AND ChOTCH ALTEhATION OF UTILITY AND/OR KHAKI TROUERS

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

I. Introduction

During this practical exercise the instructor will demonstrate the

pr,per performance steps followad in making the waist and crotch alteration

of the utiiity and/or khaki trousers. During the demonstration the instructor

will explain the key points to be remembered during this alteration. At this

tulle the student will be encouraged to ask questions when in doubt.

II. Study Reference

TM 700-8400-1 "Fitting of Clothing", page 11, fig 5; page 12, par 4.

TM lo-267."General Repair for Clothing and Textile", page 17, fig 15.

DA Form 2404 "Equipment Inspection and Maintenance Worksheet".

Tools, L4plies, and Equipment Required

aivaged trousers (utility imd khaki) (ample supply)

Tailor's tool kit (I set per student)

31-15 sewing machine (1 per student)

Yardstick (ample supply)

Thread (2 cones per machine)

Dretin to Student

1)1.ring the demonstration the student should listen, observe and ask

clstn. If during the practical exercise the student is in doubt, do

Ht:tate to call on the instructor for assistance.

1.erformano t.andards

The performanrn standards are established to be used by the instructor

..Letcr(Ing s tLidents practical exercistl and inspecting the final results of

alteration for grading purposes.

47. 06
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\VI . on Breakdown

A. The performance standards which have been establishad and will be

used by the Instructor for this practical exercise are as follows:

I. Crotch taken in at the proper measurements as specified by the

instructor.

2. Waist taken in at the proper measurements as specified by the

Instructor.

3. Treusers tapered down the inseam 18 inches.

4. Waist tapered down the seat seam 9 inches.

Waist and crotch completed without any peckers.

Waistband liuing properly stitched to trouser at waistband.

ilelt loop replaced on waist seam.

8. i)ack cr:F;p00' of trousers changed with hand iron.

9. All stitch lines tacked at each end within deviation standards.

'2ne prAuction steps to follow during the practical exercise are

1.sted t the left of the page below, the key points to be remembered and

applied are i sted to the right of the page.

Wast alteration.

:Tepare waist, fur alteration. 1. a. Remove the belt loop, mike
certain no damage is done to
belt.

b. Place belt loop in pocket of
trousers being altered, for
safe keeping.

Loosen waistband lining from
trousers. Do not loosen ahy
more than necessary.

e. Remove all loose and old
stitches from the waistband
and lining.

'1
44
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,P2. Mark the waist.

3. Ripping the seams.

4. Sewing waist and seat seam.-

e. Cut waistband lining direct4
in line with waist sewn.

2. a. Place trousers on table in such
a manner that the waist and
seat seam lay face up.

b. Start at the waistband desired
measurement mark on left side
of seam, draw a tapered line
from bottam of waistband to a
point down the seat seam, (9
inches fram bottom of waistband).

c. Make certain that the marking
on the waistband i3 straight
down and that the taper starts
at the bottom of the waistband.

d. Same procedure on right side
of seam.

3. a. Start at upper top of wa:istband
and rip stitches from waist and
seat seam down to point of taper.

b. Make certain not to damage the
trouser.

Clean and remove all old loose
stitches from the trousers,

a. Fold trouser waist and seat on
marking made on right side
of seat seam.

b. Place the fold of the right side
of trousers on top the marking
of the left side. Pin in place.

c. Start at the taper point at the
seat seam and 1" below, stitch
up the seat and waist seam 1/16"

from folded edge.

d. Cut off excess material from
seam, allaw i" for seam material.

47.08
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e. Frala opposite side of trouser

starting at the taper point at
seat seam, fold under t" of
seam material and stitch up
waist seam. This will form
seam. type #4.

f. Make certain that all stitch
lines are tacked at both ends.

). wastband and lining. 5. a. Stitch waistband lining together
';ieplace Lelt loop, at desired measurement, with

simple seam. (Stitched from
back side of lining.)

Crotch alteration.

Marking.

b. Open seams of waistband lining
and stitch down seam material
on both sides of the seam 1/16"
from center.

c. Fold top edge of waistband and
waistband lining to its original
fold.

d. Stitch down top of waistband,
to lining, following old stitch
line.

e. Stitch down bottom of waistband
to lining, follawing old stitch
line.

f. Replace belt loop.

1. a. ,Starting at crotch seam at
desired measurement, mark dawn
inseam and taper to a point 18"
from crotch seam.

b. This will be accomplished on
both trouser leg beams.

c. Make certain that the marking
has a gradual taper.

. H.pping :learns.
-,
4, a. Starting at crotch seam, rip

loose stitches down to the
point of taper (18" down inseam) .

47.o9
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Sewing Inseam and Crotch

b. Follw the same procedures
for the in!;eam of both legs.

c. Normally seam type #4 is used
on utility and/or khaki trousers.
Therefore, extra care will be
taken not to damage the trouser.

3. a. Place fold of the seam of front
portion of trousers on the marking
made on the back portion of the
trouser leg. Pin in place.

b. Turn trousers wrong sideout.

c. Starting with the left trouser
leg, at the point of taper and
1" below the taper, stitch up
the inseam to the crotch seam.
From crotch seam down the right
trouser leg to the point of taper,
and 1" below.

d. Stitching should be 1/16" from
folded edge'. For best results
follow the old stitch line.'

e. Cut and trim off excess material,
allow I" for seam turn under.

f. Turn trousers right side out.

g. .Place the trouser on sewing
machine in such a manner that
the starting point will e the
left trouser leg at the tapering

A

point, and 1" belaw.

h. Turn seam material under 4"an
stitch from folded edge, up
inseam of left trouser leg to
crotch seam and down inseam of
right leg to the tapering point
and 1" below.

Make certain all stitch lines
are properly tacked at each end.

. Change the back crease of the
trouser with hand iron.

47.10
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WAIST AID MOTOR ALMELO= 0. Contizeted

(TROUSEiS SIDE UP)

SEW FRONT
TO BACK

(TROUSERS WRONG SIDE OUT)

FOLDED IN SUCH k MANNER THAT THF PRESSER

FOOT IS PLACED ON THE STARTING POINT OF

TAM AND SEW UP THE mum.
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SECTION XXXXVIII

fu.TLACING HXKET LINING6 AND RLPLACING POCKETS OF TROUSER3

PRECIS

1. introduction

)r.le!A.ation and Motivation

this period the instructor will diecuss the proper

pr,cedure C.110wed in the replacement of pockets and lecket lipingsof

tr,uers. This instruction will include ripping the k..itches_and removing

tn, .id pocket, marking and cutting out a new pocket from replacement material,

and resewing a [Low pwkot to the trousers.

2. It will be necessary fur the student to know the difference

h pockets. 4ilen the instructor speaks of pocket linings that is the type

ps)cket constructed in the khaki or wool trousers. When he speaks of

pockets he will be referring to the pockets normally found on the utility

trousers, commonly known as "patch" pockets.

B. Objective

As a result of this instruction, the student, given used khaki or

wool trousers, appropriate references, ripper, and scissors, will cut old

pocket lining from trousers; given pocket lining material, yardstick, and

marking chalk, will mark and cut out a new pocket lining, using old pocket

lining as a pattern; given a 31-15 sewing machine, appropriate performance

stun:lards, and Juppiles, will sew new pocket lining to trousers to the

:iAtisfaction of minimal deviation standards established by the school; given

ulied utility trousers, appropriate references,,and a ripper, will rip Old

;,o,:ket,from utility truusers; given matching pocket material, tailor's chalk,

48.61
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'scissors, and' yardstick, will mark and cut out a new pocket, using old

pocket as a .pattern; 'using the 31-15 sewing machine and Oven appropriate

performance standards pertaining to the pocket, will resew pocket to utility

troussis to the satisfaction,of mdnimal deviation standards established by
.

the school; given DA Form' 2404 and appropriate check list, will perform

gerator's maintenance as necessary and maintain DA Form 2404.

II. Presentation

A. Removing pocket lining from trousers khaki, or trousers AG 44 and

AG 344.

1. During this phase care should be taken not to make any further

dmage t the pocket lining or trousers with the ripper or scissors.

You will find two bartacking areas on the pocket lining,

do not atteMpt to remove them, but with care of the scissors cut around the

bar tack.

3. When removing the waist band stitching, care should be taken

so yo,,i cIL: not damage the waistband.

4. Remove by ripping only those seams and stitches shown to you

during the instructors demonstration.

D. Markng and cutting the new pocket..

Flac.ng pld pocket lining on replacement material will be an

i'rtant factor. Material wdll not be cut on a bias.

When cutting, enough material will be required for the seam

3. Lz4ng and even cuts of the material is required to avoid rugged
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C. Replacing the pocket lining to trousers.

1. This i one time when you do :17A, conLuct a comiloonent part

of a garment before you replace it. However, you are constructing the pocket

as you sew the lining back to the trousers. If you follow the proper proce

dures, when completed, it will fourla pocket.

2. There are no "short cuts" in this phase, therefore you will be

req Lred to observe the instructor's demonstration very clesely.

D. Removing poc,kets from trouser utility.

1. Kxtreme careimust be taken in removing this type of pocket.

It IL, k:.olgt, as a "patch pocket" therefore, is placed on the p facing of the

tr,umers, so aLy additional damage to the trousers will require additional

repa,rs and effect the appearance of the trouseis.

0 When removing the belt 1 pno, make certain it is placed in a
-Y

place s that it won't be lost.

In removing the stitches with the ripper, always have a firm

gr,p ,)!, A. A loose ripper has a 4.endency to slip and will damage the trousers.

Marking and cutting pockets.

I. etlect matching material in shade to the original trousers,

n!,erviceabe trpusers will be used as replacement material.

Llas).

t

Placing pocket on replacement material is import_nt (Do not put

3. 1h.ring the marking phase, do not deviate.from pattern outline

4. Again, io:Ag even cuts with the scissors in,c,itting out he pocket

w.;1 1.min!Lt.t:: the ruued edges.
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0

.!tepihempt,t p.w.ket to trouser ut.ility.

pockrt h t

g

Placement o.f poekeLs on trousers is important. Flacc a/14in

ier, using old stitch outline as guide.

Vruper folding of pocket edges should be even'and uniformratound

edge.!-1.

:t I piwket to tht: tr rs sh:,ull be nf a straiOt

patter!, 1 proper-and neat appearance required when .completed.

maintenant2e and rtriintaining DA Form 2404.

The instructor will continue to emphasize t importance of

:)perat.,r'J maltcnance. If y,q; cntinue to perfom your oper'itc,r's maintenance

y,.1.--44a,mine will continue to operate.

tse the ()perator's Check List and make all necessary recordings

011 244,
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REPLACING POCKET LININGS AND REPLACING POCKETS OF TROUSER'

PRACTICAL ,IMERCISE

Intro-,Iction

urin this period the instructor will demonstrate the production steps

used in 10.e replacement of pockets and pocket linings to trousers. During

ths eem,Jaistraton he will emphasize on the key points to be remembered dur'

tte practical exercise. At this time the student will listen, observe an

aAc questions when in doubt. Following the demonstration by the instructor,

tha student will perform a practical exercise in the replacement of pocket

an,: pocket linings.

II. :;tudy Reference

TM 1j-267 "General Repair for Clothing and Textiles," page 15, fig 2;

page 16, fig 14; Page 191 fig 17'

Tools, Supplies, and Equipment Required

L;alvaged trousers, utility, khaki, or wool (ample supply)

Tailor's tool kit - (one set per student)

Pocket replacement material (ample supply)

31-15 Sewing machine (one per student)

Thread (2 cones per machine)

Direction to Student

During the demonstration the student should listen, observe, and ask

qAestions. If during the practical exercise the student is in doubt, do not

Lt-3itate to call on the instructor for assistance.

V. Performance Standards

The performance standards are established to be used by the instructor

48.05
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h checking students practical exercise and inspecting the final results of

'he replaced pockets aed poCket linings for grading purposes.

V1. breakdown

A. The performatice standards which were established and which will be

tnieti by tne inbtr..ctJr luring and after the practical exercise are listed

as fJi,uws:

itipiaed pocket and pocket linng, ize and shape conforms with

tn orieinal.

iteplacement materials matche:; the shade of the original trousers.

). :e t,ar tack stjtches applid above and below the pocket

trn lines applied straigth an.J evenly spaced around the

titcnes formed properly (lock of stitch center of material,

.f stitches 12 to 14 ner inch, skipped stitche).

ine frAuction steps to follow during the practical exercise are

left. of the page. The key points to be remembered and which

..,rresp in numt;er to the production steps pre listed to the right of the

id nrg of trousers (khaki wool)

oVt beams a:k!. stItching. a. Remove stitching from waist-
band above pocket lining.

b. Stitching on waistband should
be cut l" beyond the width of
pocket lining.

c. Remove old stitches from waist-
band.

48.01,



Marking and '7 Itting new

pocket linf ,b.

I/9 7
d. Start at right side of pocket

lining, rip seam holding pocket
lining to the reinforced side
seam.

e. Start at top of seam and cut
towards bottom of pocket lining.

f Care should be taken not to
damage the pocket lining.

g. With ripper, cut around the
tacking stitches.

h. Cut and remove stitches holding
lining to pocket facing.

1. Cut and renove stitches from
edge of pocket bearer.

j With scissors, cut and remove
ths pocket lining at edge of
pocket opening and bearer.

Clean and remove all old loose
stitches from waistband, pocket
facing, and pocket bearer.

2. a. Place pocket lining material on
table, folded to, a double thick-
ness.

b. With folded edge of material to
the left, place old pocket lining

on replacement material.

c. Place folded edge of old pocket
lining on folded edge of replace-
ment material. Mark around right
edge of pocket lining and the
bottom of pocket

d. Use a pencil to Make your markings
50 that you can follaw the pocket

lining outline.-

e. Remove old pocket lining fra the
replacement material.

48.07
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3. 3ewing pocket lining to
trousers khaki/or wool.

f. Keeping your replacement
material at double thickness
cut around pocket lining out
line allowing i" for seaming
purposes.

g. Notch out a strip, off the
bottom layer and edge of the
pocket lining. Use old pocket
lining for correct length and
width of notch, all pockets will
vary in size.

3. a. Place the notched end of the
pocket lining under the pocket
bearer.

b. Pin the pocket bearer in place
with the pocket lining.

C. Follawing the old stitch line
sew the bearer to the lining;
1/16" from folded edge of bearer.

d. Turn and fold replacement material
opposite from the markings. .The

markings will not be seen when
folded properly.

e. At a point just below the pocket
bearer, stitch i" fram the pocket-
lining edge, around the bottom
portion of the pocket lining.

f. Tack at the beginning and end
of the seam. ,

g. Turn pocket lining right side
up, and roll out edges of the
seam. .

h. Starting at the top of pecket,
yjust below the waistband,-fold
under the raw edge of pocket i"
and pin in place to reinforced
side seam of trousers.

i. Start at tA top of trouser side
seam and sew a raw of stitches i"

from fold and stitch around the

P.

48.-08 9 4
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left snd bottom portion of
pocket lining.

Tack at the beginning and end
of the seam.

k. Place top portion of the pocket
lining under waistband lining
and pin in place. Make certain
the pocket.lining lays flat with
no folds or wrinkles.

1. Turn trousers right side up and
pin pocket facing to pocket lining.
Make certain the pocket facing lays
flat on to the lining.

m. Stitch the pocket facing to the
pocket lining, folloWing the old
stitch line4 1/16" from the folded
edge.

n. From top portion of trousers sew
waibtband to waistband lining,
follawing the old stitch line.

o. Remov all pins.

Replacing old pocket of trouser, utility.

1. Remove seams and stitches. 1. a. Remove stitches from waistband
1" beyond the pocket.

b. Remove tack stitches from 'belt
loop and remove the belt.

c. Secure belt loop, because it
will have to be replaced.

d. Starting at the upp4r right
side of pocket, rip loose all
stitches around the pocket.

e. At the points of tack stitching,
take care not to damage the
tr,ousers.

f. Remove 4e pocket bearer from
the pocket. (This iF the strip
approximately.1" x 7- at the
Ficket c)pt.nng.)

48,J,
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8 Remove all old loose stitches

from the trousers.

2.. Marking and cutting naw 2. a. Select a matching replacementi

pocket. material for the trouser
.pocket.

3 Sew pocket to trouser.

b. Place replacement material on
table face up.

c. Place old pocket on replacement
material, no folds should be in
the material or pocket at this
time.

d. .Pin the old pocket to the Material
keeping At in place. ,

e. Mark around pock3t outline using
a fine chalk line. Do not deviate
from pocket outline.

f. Remove pins from'pocket pattern
(old pocket).

Cut out new pocket; from replace-
ment material, allowing i" for
hemming purpose.

h. Mailk and cut pocket bearer follow
steps,a. thru g. above.

3. a. Sew pocket bearer to.the pocket
at the opening using eeam type
#2. 1/16" from folded edge.

b. Place pocket on trouser using
old seam line as guide.

c. Pin pocket to trouser to keep
in place, (approximately 4 pins
shouid be used).

d. On left pockets, start stitching
at upper left of pockets.

e. Fold material under i" using old
stitch line as guide.

f. ttitch around pocket dowr the

48.10
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g.

left side and across the bottom
1/16" from folded edge.

Apply a row of stitches running
parallel with the first row of
stitches apart. When com
pleted will have the appearance
of seam type #4.

h. On right pockets of the trousers,
start the stitching at upper right
of pocket and continue procedures
as shown in d. thru g. above:

i. Above pocket opening apply a row
of stitching from folded edge
1/16". Also apply the second raw
of stitching, parallel and t"
from the first stitch.

Below the Pocket opening, fo)d
under i" inch hem and apply a raw
of stitches 1/16" from folded edge.

k. Apply a row of stitches parallel
and t" from the first row of stitches.
At this point continue down the
side seam and tack. (Approximately
1" below the pocket.)

Fold under i" material on top of
pocket, over the waistband.

1.

501

m. Stitch top of pocket followintl
old stitch line on trousers.

n. Sew the second stitch line
following old stitch line on
trouser at the waistband.

o. Apply tacking stitch above and
below the pocket opening.

P. Replace belt loop.

48.11
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SECTION XXAXIX

REPLACING POCKETS AND POCKET.FLAPS OF SHIRTS

PRECIS

1. 1ritn4p:tion

A. .2..ientath,n and Motivation

tbis peri:A the instructor will discuss the replacement

)1.' damaged pockets and pocket flaps on shirts. This instruction will include

the removal, measuring, marking, cutting and resewing pockets and pocket

flaps of a shirt.

Z. The use of the pocket:. DN shirts are unlike the use of pockets

the trouser. !;ince the shiA is an outer garment r1.11 worn on the.upper

p=trt -.2 the lAy, we find that the pattern and size of the pocket is con-

cud differently for obvlous reasons. A flat com.tructed pocket on a

with flaps, results for a neater appearance and eliminates 'any use for

A Large and bulky item,.

3. The trouser pocket, you learned, was constructed in such

manner with a primary purpose of serviceability. .
However, the'shirt pocket

and flaps are constructed for uniformity and appearance.

. a

Oijective

As a reStilt ()f this instruct_iipn, the student, given used shirts,

:tiprpriate references, and ripper, will rip old pocket and pocket flap

fr, m shirt; given matching material, tailor's chalk, yardstick, and scissors,
a

w.li marii ahl cut ()IA a new pocket and pocket flap, using old ones as a

/ .

otterh; given sewing machine, appropriate ,ierformance standards, and

will sew 14ew-lAcket and pock t flaps to shirt to the satisfaction

mihimal dieviation standards established by the school; given.DA Form 2404

a

49.01
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and appropriate check list, will perform operator's maintenance ae necleary

and maintain DA Form 2404.

II,. Presentation

A. Remove pockets and pocket flap from shirts.

1. The first step in replacing a damaged pocket is to remove the

pccket and flap.

2. Take all necessary precautions in removing the pocket and flap,

a slip of the ripper may cause additional damage to the shirt.

3, lnd even cutting of the stitches is required with no

adoit onal rJ1Lng, on the pocct or flap for this has a tendency to pull

out of snape.

#4. Remove all old loot...a stitche (i. from shirt.

D. Marking and Cutting of shirt pockets and flap.

L. The replacement material must he of the same shade of the

snirt, a ,iifferential in color or shade of a pocket or flap can be more

"noticable than a damavd pocket or flap.

Plar:e the old pocket on the replacement material, both

matQrlal and pocket face up.

!3. Pin the pocket to the replacement material, this will keep it

4. If the pocket is a pleated pocket stretch and lay it out to the

(Pleated pockets will be found on the snort sleeve, khaki shirt).

Mark around the po,:ket outlne With tailor's chalk.

Add an additivaal li" at top portion of pocket. Thii additional

I!!.at,ir.::., ,il i,e used fur the top pocket hem.

4.(4.U2



7. Cut out new pocket from the replacement material, allow*"

from pocket outline for hemming purpose.

8. Pin the pocket flap to the replacement material. Material

will be of double thickness and face to face.

9. Mark around the pocket flap outline. Use a fine chalk line.

10. Cut around the pocket flap outline, allow i" for the seam

or hemming,purpose.

11. Stltch at both ends and bottom of pocket flap outline. Tack

begirirung and end of seam.

12. Turn pocket flap right side out or face up.

13. Stitch both ends and bottom of pocket flap 1/4" from edge,

firming seam type #6. !

C. Replacing pocket and flap to the shirt.

1. Pin the pocket to the shirt, usng old stitch linc as a guide.

2. Fold under the edges of the pocket, and stitch pocket to the

shirt 1/4" from the folded edge.

3. Place the flap on the shirt, parallel with top of pocket and

following old stitch line.

4. :)ew the pocket flar to the shirt using,seam type #3.

5. Sew even straight stitches to maintain a neat appearance.

.1( ail seams used, for the purpose of durability.

upsrator's Maintenance and maintaining OA Form 2404:

1. As in previous hours, you are required to perform ueratcr's

mairftehal,co o ths- sewing machine. !To operate properly it must have the

p.,per mantenance.

Mak,. all r.ecessary reccrling on the DA Yorm -424.

49 . 03
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REPLACING POCKETS AND POCKET FLAPS OF SHIRTS

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

I. Introduction

During thig'practical exercise the instructor will demonstrate the

production Pteps and explain the key points to be remembered wh.: Tplacing

pockets and pocket flaps of a shirt. Following the demonstration, the

student, will perform a practical exercise in replacing pockets and pocket.

flaps. At this time the student is encouraged to ask questions when in

doubt and also to call on the ins4uctor for assistance when needed.

H. :Audy Reference

.24.4 10-267 "General Repair for Clothing and Textiles" Page 15, fig 13;

Page 16, fig 14; Page 19, fig 17.

III. Tools, Supplies, and Equipment Required

Salvaged shirt9 (ample supply)

Tailor's tool kit (I set per student)

31-15 Sewing Machine (i per student)

Replacement Material (ample supply)

Thread (2 cones per machine)

IV. Direction to Student

During the demonstration the student should listen, observe, and ask

questions. If during the practical exercise the student is in doubt, do

not hesitate to call on the instructor for assistance.

V. Performance Standards

The performance standards are establisned to be used by the instructor

in checking students practical exercise and inspecting the final rAiults of

49.04 9' t
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Lha replaced pocket and pocket flaps (Ai the shirt fqr grlding purpOses.

VI. Jo6 Breakdown

A. the performance standards which were establisYed and,which will

it used by the instructor during and after the prp,:tica1 exercise are listed

4$ fon: w

hetpe.

1. Pocket and pocket flap conforms with original, in size and

2. leplaceme,1 materials matches in shade of the original shirt.

3. Stitches evenly spaced and applied straight..

4. Stitches properly formed (lock of stitch in center of material,

no skipp,d stitches, ltalgth of stitch,12 to 14 per inch).

5. Stitch lines tacked in the proper areas and in length in

accordance. with minimal deviation standards.
4

B. The production steps to fullow during the practical exercise are

listed to the left of the page. The key points to be remembered and which

correspond in number to the production steps are listed to the right of the

page.

Replacing Pockets & Pocket Flaps

1. Removing Old Pockets and 1. a. Remove stitching from pockets,
Flaps from Shirt. be careful at top portion of

pocket, stitches,may be tight
or tacked.

b. Use a sharp blade in cutting
stitches, cut slow with no
unnecessary pull or strain
on the pocket.

c. Clean all loose.stitches from.
the shirt.

49.05
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2. Marking and Cutting

d. Remove stitching from pocket
flap. The flap ia double
stitched therefore, take all
precautions in not damaging

the shirt.

e. Remove all loose stitcheso
from the shirt.

2. a. Select proper size and shade

New Pocket and Flap. of replacement material.

b. Lay material on table face
up.

c. Place and pin, the old pocket
to replacement material.

d. Mark around old pocket out
line, use a fine chalk mark.

e. At the top of pocket, mark
an additional li" for hemming

purposes.

f. Remove pins and pocket fram
the replacement material.

g Cut out new pocket from the
replacement material allawing
i" additional material for
hemming.

h. Fold replacement material on
table, double thickness, face
to face.

i. Pin and place the pocke.v. flap

on the replacement material.

j. ,I,lark around old pocket flap,

use a fine chalk mark.

k. Remove pins and pocket flap
from the replacement material.

1. Cut out new pocket flap from
replacement material, allow
i" for seaming and hemming.

49.06 3
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3. Replacing now pocket on-shirt. 3. a. Serl" hem across top of -*

pocket.

b. Pin the pocket onto the
shirt using old stitch line

has a guide.

c. Fold under edges of pocket,
stay on chalk marks.

d. Start at upper right of
pocket and stitch around the

pocket from folded edge.

e. Make certain to tack at the
beginning and end of each seam.

f. Place pocket flap on shirt.
It will be necessary to center

and aligh with the top of pocket.

g. Sew pocket flap to the shirt
using seam type #3.

h. Check all seams for tacks,
appearance and workmanship of

the pocket and pocket flap.

49.07
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SECTION

CONSTRUCTION OF COLLARS ON UTILITY JACKETS

PRECIS

I. Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

1. During this period the instructor will discuss the procedures

to be folloWed in the construction and replacement of collars on the utility

jacket. This instruction will include measuring, marking, cutting out a

new collar fram replacement niterial sewing a new collar, and replacing

the newly constructed collar to the uiility jacket.

2. Since the collar is located at the top portion of the garment,

it is constantly exposed to wear by rubbing of the neck and collar, in some

instances may become worn beyond repair. In most cases you will find that

a garment is completely serviceable throughout the bocty except for a worn

collar. A garmeLt with a badly worn collar normally will be classified as

unserviceable, until necessary repairs are made.

3. Since your job is to extend the life.of a prment, in this

case a utility jacket, you will remove the damaged collar, construct a new-

collar and replace it to the jacket. When completed the collar will have

the appearance and workmanb..ip of the original collar. This will only be

acco.nplished by following the procedures and instructions presented to the

student by the instructor.

B. Objective

As a result of thia instruction, the student, given a used utility

s jacket, appropriate references, and ripper, will rip old collar from jacket;

50.01
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given matching material, tetOr's chalk, yerdatickt and scissors, will mark

and cut,out a new collar, using old one as a pattern; given a 31-15 sewing

machine, appropriate performance standards, and supplies, will stitch around

new collar and sew new collar to the jacket to the satisfaaiion of minimal

depaation standards established by the s'hool; given DA Forth 2404 and

appropriate check list, will perform operator's maintenance as necessary

and maintain DA Form 2404.

II. Presentation

A. Removing collar from utility jacket.

1. When removing the collar care should be taken not to make

any further damage to the collar or body of the jacket.

2. A firm grip on the ripper and a slovtcutting motian of

stitches will enable you to remove the collar without difficulty.

B. Marking and cutting new collar.

1. Select replacement material for the new collar matching in

shade and wear as the original jacket. Material will be taken from an

unserviceable jacket.

2. Amount of material to be used will be determined by the

width and length of the collar, also allowing enough material for seams.

3. Using the old collar as a pattern, make certain that you

hold it in place (by use of pins) in order to get the true collar outline.

A mismarked collar can result with an uneven appearance, too long or.too

short.

4. In cutting out the new collar outline,.care should be taken

to follow the chalk markings, also allowing enough material for the seams

and hems.

50.02
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Sawing th

1. In sewgig the collar the replacement material is first sewn

the simple seam following the chabc marks'made.

Collar material is then turned face up, making certain that

)oir.qta are pushed out as much as possible.

3. The top stitching is applied in from the edge of collar-it

tht top ald each end, turning the original simple seam to a finished seam

!Yp. #6.

D. Replacing collar by sawing to jacket.

1. Place under collar portion on body of jacket. Starting at

left side of jaCket, sew the under collar to the body of the jacket with

a ,imple seam. Care should be taken not to pull or stretch the material.

2. Stitch top portion of collar by folding under i" .hem to a

' finished seam type #5.

3. All stitching should be applied even and straight and all

tacking stitches neatly applied.

E. Operator's maintenance and maintaining DA Form 2404.

1. As a reminder at this time, we will again emphasize the

Importance of operator's maintenance. So keep YiOur machine in operation by

performing your operatortS maintenance.

2. Use the operator check list and make all necessary recordings

on the DA Form 2404.

50.03
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'CONSTRUCTiON OF COLLARS ON UTILITY JACKETS

4
FRACTICAL EXERCISE

Introduction

379

During this prvtical exercise the instructor mill_explain and down-

strata the production steps to be followed in-the construction of collars

on utility jackets. Following the demonstration by the instrUctor the

student will perform a practical exercise in the construction or collars

on the utility jacket. At this time the itudent.is encouraged to ask

questions when in doubt, and to call on the instructor for assistance when

-needed.

II. Study Reference

TM 10-267 "General Repair for Clothing and Textiles", Page 19, fig 17;

Page. 18, fig 16.

III. Tools, Supplies, and Equipment Required

Salvaged Utility Jackets (ample supply)

Tailor's Tool Kit (i set per student)

31-15 Sewing Machine (1 per student)

Thread (2 cones per machine)

Replacement Material (ample supply)

1V. Direction to Student

During the demonstration, the student will listen, observe, and ask

questions. During the.practical exercise the student is encouraged to

call on the instructor for assistance when in doubt.

50.04
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V. Performance Standards

The performance standards are established to be used by the instructor

in checking student performance during the practical exercise.' The inStructpr

will also, inipect the final results for grading Ogposes.

VI. Job Breakdown

A. TheTerforrance standards established which were established and

to be followed by the instrugtor are listed below:

1. Collar size and,hape conforms with that of the original collar.

2. Edges of the collar rolled out properly.

3. Stitches and seams evenly spaced :around the collar outline.

4. Repiacement material matches in shade of the original jacket.

5. :;eams properly tacked, length as required in accordance with

nAl day i on standards.

6. There shbuld_be no puckers in the collar or seam joining

collar with Jacket.

B. The production steps to be follawed duridg the student practical

t:xercise ar listed to the left of the .page below. The key points to be

remembered and applied are listed to the right of the page.

Removaig collar from utility jacket.

4. Remove collar from body of 1. a. Use a firm grip on the ripper
shirt. knife so as not to make any

further damage to the collar
or jacket.

50.05

b. Cut the stitching slow and
avoid any unrecessary stretokz,
ing of the collar or jacket.

c. Remove all old stitches from
the jacket.



2. 4eledt gild prepare replace- 2. a.' Select material of the proper
mint material. shads to match uhe jadket.

b. Fold and pleoe replacement
material on table face to face.

3. Marking of collar outline.

4

c. Place collar on replacement
material and pin collar to
material making certain that
both replacement material and
collar are lving flat.

3. a. Use one hand to hold materials
in place. For best moults
pin the collar to the material.

b. ,Mark around outline of collar
using tailor's chalk. Be

certain that both points of the
collar are marked in uniformity.

c. For a true collar outline use
a fine marking line.

4. Cutting out new collar from a. Remove old collar tram the
replacemea material, replacement material.

b. Keeping the replacement material
folded and in tact, pin the
material.together (still face
tp face).

c. With even cuts of the scissors,
- cub i" from the markings of the
collar'outline.

5. Stitching the collar pieces 5. a. Simple seam around collar out-
together. line, stay on chalk mark with

the stitching.

b. Make certain that you tack at
the beginning and end of each
seam. Tack length should be
within Deviation Standards.

ô. Turn collar right aide out. 6. a. Turn collar out, face side out.
Make certain that you have
notched out excess material from
collar point@ before turning
the collar..

50.06
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b.

c.

7. Stitch around collar edge. 7. a.

b.

c.

8. Attach collar to body of
jacket.

8. a.

b.

Use the point of the scissors
or pencil to push out the
collar points.

With tip of fingers roll out
the edges and points of the
collars.

Make certain the collar is
laying flat and all edges and
collar points are rolled out
even.

Stitch around the collar i"
from the edge.

Tack et the beginning and end
of the seam. 'Length of tack
within.deviation standards.

Make certain the collar is
positioned equal distance from
the center front.

Join collar with jacket using
simple seam.

Tack at beginning and end of
the seam. Length of tack with
in dftviation standards.

Sew top portion of collar. 9. .a. Fold material over just beyond
the first stitching.

b. Make certain the fold is even
and straight across the collar.

c. Stitch l/10 fromsedge of fold
across thelollar.

d. Tack at be ng and end of
seam,/ iflet ation standards.

50,07
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CTION LI

q0NSTRUCTION uF EPAULETS ON SHIRTS

PRECIS

1. Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

1. During this period the instructor will discuss the procedures

1..) be followed in the construction and replacement of epaulets on shirts.

ThLs instruction will include removing the damaged epaulet, measuring,

narking, cutting and resewing the newly constructed epaulet to the shirt.

2. The epaulet is found on the shoulder seam of a shirt, at a

pi,Irit where the back and front of a shirt are joined together with a seam.

The epaulet is better knawn .by most people as a "shoulder'loop" or a "shoulder

tab." In addition to the shirt, the epaulet can be found on the field jacket,

overcoat, and coats AG 44 andleiG 344.

3. Since the epaulet is a component constructed on a outer garment,

every effort should be made to construct and. replace it with material of a

matching shade as the original garment. It is also necessary that it retains

its original shape when completed.

B. Objective:

As a result of this instruction, the student, given used khaki

t;hirts, appropriate references, and ripper, will rip old epaulet from shirt;

given matching material, tailor's chalk, yardstick, andscissors, will mark

and cut out a new epaulet, using old one as a pattorn; given a 31-15 sewing

machine, appropriate performance standards, and supplies, will stitch around

new epaulet to.shirt to,the satisfaction of minimal deviation standards

established by the school; given DA.Form 2404 and appropriate check list,

51.01
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will perform operator's maintenance as necessary and maintain DA Form.

II. Presentation

A. Removing'damaged epaulet from the shirt.

1. Cut stitches holding epaulets to ahoulder seam (2 rows of_

stitching).

2. Take extreme caution when cutting the stitches faith the

ripper. Do not make any further damage to the shirt, as since it is an

outer garment further damage will make it unserviceable.

3. RemoVe all old loose stitthes from the shirt.

B. Marking and cutting new epaUlet.

1. Exercise care to match the shade of material.

2. Place epaulets'on 2 pieces of replacement material and face

to face.

3. Mark around epaulets outline with a fine chalk mark. Using a

fine chalk mark will enable you to have a completed epaulet of the proper

size and,design.

4. Remove epaulets from the replacement material, cut out new

epaulet from the material allawing i" for Seams.

C. Constructing new epaulet.

1. Stitch around outline of epaulet following the chalk marks.

2. Turn epaulet material right side or face side out.

3. Roll out stitched edges of the epaulet, push out point of

epaulet with point of scissors or a pencil.

4. Stitch around epaulet Z" from the stitched edge forming seam

type #6 r

51.02
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D. Replacing the epaulet to the thirt.

- 1. Set the epaulet squarely on shoulders, covering the shoulder

seam and pin in place.

2. Point of epaulet should be i" from the collar seams.

3. Stitch the epaulet to shirt on seam joining the shoulder with

the sleove. Use two (2) rows of stitches.

4. Make certain to tack all seams.

E. Operator's Maintenance and Maintaining DA Form 204.

1. The student as operator should lubricate all oil points of

the sewing machine. .

2. When in doubt of the performance of tie sewing machine, call

on the instructor for assistance.

3. Maintain the DA Form 2404 as required.

51.03
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CONSTRUCTION CV EPAULETS ON SHIRTS

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

I. Introduction

During this practical exercise the instructor will demonstrate the

production *Alps in removing, constructing, and replacement of the epaulet

to the shirt. Following the demonstration the student will perform a

practitml in the construction and replacement of epaulets on the shirt.

During this period the student is encouraged to ask questions when in

doubt.

II. Stucky Reference

TM 1C-267 "General Repair for Clothing and Textiles" Page 19, fig 17.

III. Tools, Supplies, and Equipment Required

Salvaged khaki shirts (ample supply).

Tailor's tool kit (I set per student).

31-15 sewing machine (1 per student).

Replacement material (ample supply).

Thread (2 cones per machine).

IV.' Direction to Students

During the demonstration the student will listen, observe, and ask

questions. During the practical exercise the student is encouraged to

call on the instructor for assistaice when in doubt.

V. Performance Standards

The performance standards are established to be used by. the instructor

for checking,student performance during the practical exercise. The.per-

formance standarde will also be used in inspecting the final results for

grading purposes. 9'7
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VI. Job Breakdown

A. The performance standards established and which will be used by

the instructor are as follows:

1. Replacement material of the proper shade aa that of the original

shirt.

2. Point of epaulet placed ku from the collar seam.

3. Seams and top stitch evenly spaced around the epaulet.

4. Edge of epaulet properly placed and sewn on sleeve and shoulder

seam.

5. Tack stitch applied in accordance with the minimal deviation

standards.

6. Stitches properly formed (lock of stitch in center of material,

no skipped stitches, length .of stitch 12 to 14 stitches per inch).

B. The production steps to be followed in the construction and re-

placament of epaulets on shirts are listed to the left of the page. The key

points that will be emphasized and applied during the practical exercise are ,

listed to the right of the page.

Construction of Epaulets on Shirts.

1. Remove epaulet from shirt. 1. a. Cut stitdhes that joins the
epaulet with the shirt.

b. Use extreme care not to damage
the shirt.

c. Clean all old loose stitchei
from the shirt.

2. Marking and cutting new 2. a. Select a matching replacement

epaulet. material as the original shirt.

b. 'Place two pieces of material
on table, face to face.

51.05
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3. Sra.ng nra epaulet.

C. Place.and pin epaulet to
replacement material.

d. Mark around epaulet with tailor's
chalk. Use a fine chalk mark
for better results.

e. Remove epaulet and cut out new
epaulet from replacement material.
Allow i" from mark for seam pur-
pose.

3. a. Stitch seam around epaulet out-
line'. Do not deviate fran the
chalk narks.

b. Make certain the seam is tacked
at each end.

c. Turn epaulet face side out, use
point of sciSsors or pencil to
push out the point of the epaulet.

d. Roll out the stitched edges of
the epaulet.

e. Stitch a seam around the epaulet
in from the stitched edges. Seam
should be even and straight and
ha!e the appearance of seam type
#6.

4. Sewing epaulet to shirt. 4. a. Placsrand pin epaulet squart4y
over the shoulder seam.

b. Point of epaulet should be ill
below the collar seam.

c. Turn under raw edges of epaulet
at the sleeve seam.

d. Stitch seam, starting at a point
one (1) inch below the epaulet
and stitch 1/16" from the folded
edge across the epaulet.

e. Sew a second row of stitches
parallel with the first stitch
t" apart, when the stitching is
completed it will have the appear-
ance of seam type #4.

tv
t
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f. Make certain to appkv tacking

atitch to ll seams, in com-
pliance to minimum deviation
standards.
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SECTI,ON LII

SHORTENING SLEEVES OF OVERCOATS OR COATS WOOL

PRECIS

I. Introduction

A. Orientationand Motivation

1. ,During this period the instructor will discuss shortening

sleeves of the overcoats or coats wool. , This,instruction wt11 include

measuring and marking at the desired length, basting'the lining and him

ilk place, cutting off the excess material, sewing a nyw hem and replacing
Mg.

1

the lining by hand sewing. 4

2, Here again it is *Ant that you refer back to the in-

Litructions previously discusied during this course on "Fitting of Clothing"

(iectior. VI). The alteration should be performed in accordance with the

cept of fit as spf3cified in this' section.

3. Normally when the sleeves of a garment are too long for an
.r^^'

Individual, it not only brings discomfort and effects the appearance, it

also will cause axcessive wear to the coat at the edge of the sleeve.

:1euves of the proer length will, without a doubt, extend the life of a

garment.

B. Objective

As a result of 'this instruction, the student, given used wool

overcoat or coat, yardstick; tailor's chalk, and appropriate references,

will mark wool overcoat or coat to desired length; given hand sewing needle

and appropriate supplies, will baste lining of coat to the sleeve; given

ripper,.will rip old stitches loose from lining and sleeve; given scissors, 0

I.

52.01
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will cut off excess material; given performance tAandards, will hpnd sew

. lining to sleeve and remove basting stitches to minimal deviation standards

esteblished by the school; given DA41'orm 2404 and appropriate check list,

will perform operator's maintenance as necessary and maintain DA form 2404.

II. Presentation

A. Types of Stitches Used - During this period the alteration of the

coat sleeve will be performed by a combination-of the basting stitch'and the

cross stitch.

111
1. Basting Stitch - A tempOrary stitch, will be used tg hold

lining in place until the completion of the alteration. It will also be

used to keep hem in place until the permanent type stitch is applied. The

bastingistitch will be removed upon completion of the alteration and the

sleeve has been pressed.

2. Felling Stitch - The permanent type stitch that will be used

to sew the bottom edge of the lining to the coat sleeve.

Br. Measuring and Marking

1. The measurement to the desir3d length umst be accurate. The
a.

best method used.44o attain the pro- per length is to have the individual try

on the coat, and sleeves marked in accordance with the concept of fit as

prescribed in the current regulation*.

2. The markings for hemming purposes is equally important. All

markings should be straight and evenly spaced around the sleeve'bottom at

the desired length. Width of hem should be uniform aroUnd the sleeve (2"

hem).

C. Basting and Frepartng Hem.

I. Appl7 basting stitch approximately 5 inches up from edge of

( 52.02
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oitJeve. This stitch will hold lining in place while the alteration is being

furmed.

P 2. Cut and remove stitches from sleeve lining at the hem,

3. Mark a two (2) inch hem from the desired length mark and cut

Jff the excess material.

4. Fold on the desired length mark forming a new hem.

5. App1y a raw of basting stitches in the center of hem (one

(1) inch -from folded edge of sleeve).

D. Tacking hem and replacing lining%

1..-At each of the sleeve seams, apply a hand tacked stitch

(approximately 3 6r 4 stitches overlapping).

2. Cut off:excess lining, and with basting stitch, place in

p,.siCion and baste lining to coat sleeve one (1) inch from edge of sleeve.

3. Apply the felling" stitch to lining and sleeve hem. Stitches

sh.."Iild be evenly spaced around the sleeve and should not be visible from

.face side of sleeve.

4. Press new hem and remove all basting stitches from the sleeve.

Operator's Maintenance and Maintaining DA Form 2404.

(14 any pprtion of this period of instruction comes within the

lait hour.DX the working day, the student will be required to perform the
/

totisary 0p4rator's preventive maintenance.services in accordance with the

-check list.for the 31-15 sewing machine. It is also necessary that the

DA Form 2404 properly be maintained.)

1.1110111
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SHPRTENING SLEEVES OF CNERCOATS OR COATS WOOL

I. Introduction

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

c

537

During this practical axercise the instructor will demonstrate and

explain the production steps followed in shortening sleeves of overcoats

or coats, wool. Follawing the demonstration by the instructor the student

will perform a practical exercise on the sleeve alteration. At this time

the student is encouraged to ask qUestions or call on the instructor for

assistance when in doubt.

II. Study References

AR 700-8400-1, "Issue and Sale of Personal Clothing", Page 41, par 48.

114.700-8400-1, "Fitting of Uniform", Page*3, par 7; Page 15, par 12.

III. Tools, Supplies, and Equipment Required

Salvaged overcoats and/or coats, wool .(ample supply)

Tailorls tool kit (1 set per student)

Hand sewing needles (1 per student).

Thread (ample supply)

Beeswax (ample supply)

IV. Direction to Students

. During the, demonstration, the student, will listen, observe, and ask

questions. During the practical exercise is encouraged to call on.the

instructor for assistance when in doubt.

':. Performance Standards

The performanCe standards are established to be used by the instructor

in checking student performance, also to inspect the final results of the

practical axeraise for'grading purposes.

52.04
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VI. Job Breakdown .

A. The performance standards which have been established for §hortening

sl e es ard will be used by the instructor aie listed belaw.

ReMOVe all basting stitchet from sleeve area.

Felling stitches evenly Spaced and of the proper size.
0

3. Felling stitch not visible from face side of sleeve.

4. Ham should be of the proper width (2 inches).

5. Lining of the proper length. (If too short will cause a pull

Ir. the sleeve), lf too long will cause a bulky appearance and may protrude

fnlm bottom of sleeve opening.

New hem pressed with hand iron.

The production steps to be follawed during the practical exercise

are .i_sted to the left of the page. The key points to be remembered and

ai'plied are listed to the right of the page:

Shortening Sleeves of
Overcoats or Coats, Wool

1. Measure the amount to be 1. a. Measure from the bottom edge of

shortened, the sleeve.

b. Make sure of your measurements.
(For demonstration purposes, the
instructor wdll shorten I inch).

2. Mark sleeve, the amount 2 a. Place a mark 1 inch up from the

to be shortened. edge of the sleeve.

b. Mark completely aiound the sleeve
1 inch from the sleeve edge.

c. nark straight and even.

d. j4ark both sleeves.

52.05



Baste sleeve.

4. Rip stitches holding
lining.

5. hip stitches holding
hem to sleeve.

6. Iron out old crease.

7. Cut off excess material.

539
-3. a. Place,a row of basting stitches

approximately 5 inches from the
sleeve edge.

b. Basting stitches should catch
both the sleeve and lining, to
keep lining fram shifting.

c. Make-basting stitches lgy.flat
on the sleeve.

d. Do not pull stitches hard, as
sleeve will be stitched crooked.

e. Baste stitch both sleeves.

4. a. kip stitches holding lining to
sleeve hem.

b. Use ripper.

c. Do not cut into lining or sleeve
material.

d. Remove old stitches.

5. a. Some coats have stiffeners, if
they do, rip stitches holding
sleeve to stiffener.

b. Other coats do not have,stiffeners,
and the hem is attached to the
front and back seams of the sleeve.

6. a. Lay sleeve flat and iron out old
crease.

b. Be careful not to iron out the
desired length mark.

7. a. Place a mark all around the sleeve,
2 inches from the desired length
mark toward the sleeve end.

b. This would be your cutting line,
so make it straight and even.

c. Cut off the excess material and
cut on the cutting line evon and
straight.

999 52.06
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d. Make certain that the lining

is tucked into the sleern,iout
of the wsy, as we do nat want
to cut the lining at this time.

0
MarA utitching,line for 8. a. Measure 1 inch dawn Cram the
attaching lining. shortening mark.

b. Mark all around the sleeve, even
and straight.

9. Baste stiffener in place. 9. a. Turn sleeve inside out.

b. Start your basting stitches 2i
inches in frail the end of the
sleeve.

c. Make sure stiffener is even and
straight and lays flat.

d. Make sure stitches go through
the sleeve and stiffener.

7

e. Baste all around the sleeve and
stiffener.

f. If coat does not have stiffener,
delete steps 9, .9a, b, c, d, and
c, and go to step 10.

1. Fuld hem on sleeve. 10. a. Fold sleeve to make hem.

b. Fold edge of sleeve on top of
stiffener.

c. Fold up to the desired length
chalk mark, 2 inches fram sleeve
edge.

Fold even and straight.

11. Baste hem and tack hem. 11. a. Place a raw of basting stitches
inch from the fold line (shorten

ing mark).

b. Place stitches-through hem and
through sleeve.

c. Place stitches all around sleeve
hem.

9', t
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d. T4ck inside hem edge to the

front and back sleeve seam.

e. Make 4 tacks, one to each side
of seam.

f. Make sure ham lays flat.

12. Cut off excess lining. 12. a. Cut off excess lining, by
cutting on old crease.

b. Cut even and straight%

13. Baste lining to sleeve. 13. a. Pull lining out over the hem.

b. Make sure lining iS even,
straight, not twisted and lays
flat.

c. Fold lining under until edge of
lining meets the mark 1 inch fram
the sleeve end. (The mark placed
on the ham for attaching the
lining.)

d. Baste and fold at the same time.

e. Baste stitch inch fram the fold
line of the lining.

f. Stitches should_go through the
lining, through the fold of the
lining, and through the sleeve
material.

g. Baste all around the lining.

14. Fell the sleeve lining, 14. a. Fell the lining to the sleeve
ham wdth felling stitches.

b. Make felling stitches small,
just catching the edge of the
lining and the hem turn-under.

c. Stitches should be no less than
1/16 inch apart and no more than
1/8 inch apart. Tack at the
beginning.

d. Make three to four tacks when
you get back to the starting
point.

52.08
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15. Remove all basting etitches15. a. Remove all basting stitches

and press sleeve. with ripper.

b. Make sure you do not cut the
material.

C. Remove basting stitches from
lining, hem and the ones that
show from outside of the sleeve.

d. With a damp cloth, press out
sleeve. Make sure crease is
straight at front and back of
sleeve, that all chalk marks are
removed and ham is pressed flat.

NOTE: Both left and right sleeves are
prepared and stitched in the
same manner.

52.09
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SECTION LIII

CONL;TRUCTING CUFFS ON FIELD JACKETS

PREC IS

I. Introduction

A. Orientation and Motivation

1. During this period the instructor will discuss the construction

of ,zuffs on field :jackets. This instruction will inclilde measuring, marking,

pinning in place, removing old cuff, cutting excess material, constructing a

new cuff, and replacing the new cuff to the jacket.

... The field :acket being a field type garment, will have a tendency

t, wear at the cuff edges, more so, when the sleeve is not of the proper length.

w.11 find this to be the normal cause, especially when-working with machinery

.r fleld equIpmeNt.

3. Normaliy cuffs on the jacket will be replaced only when the re-

of the jacket retains the required wear expectancy as set forth in

tte ,larrent classification standards. When the cuffs are replaced, the replace-

ment material must be of a matching shade of the original jacket.

H. As a result of this instruction, the student, given used field

zicket, appropriate references, and hand sewing needle, will baste lining to

sit'WJR; given ripper, will rip stitches to remove cuff; giver scissors, tailor's

(Aialk, appropriate references, and matching material, will mark and cut out a

1;ew ciff, using old one as a pattern; given 31-15 sewing machine and performance

standards, will stitch around new cuff edge, resew cuff to jacket sleeve, and

remove basting stitches tu the satisfaction cif minimal deviation standards

established by the school; given DA Form 2404 and appropriate check list, will

perform operator's maintenance as necessary and maintain DA Form 2404.

53.01
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II. Pressentation

.4

A. Ripping off the old cuff

1. When using the ripper to remove the old cuff, be careful not

to damage the jacket or the gas flap.

2. The neater you rip the stitches, the better condition the cuff

will be to use as a pattern for making the new cuff.

3. He careful when cutting.the bartack at the end of the cuff and

gas flap. You have to cut a little at a time, otherwise you will cut through

the cuff and the sewing edge of the jacket.

B. Making the new cuff

1. Whcn selecting material to make the new cuff, always select

material to match as closely as possible to the color of the jacket. The

best material is from a salvaged jacket.

2. Use the old cuff as a pattern to get the proper size and the

correct amount of material for turn under.

3. When cutt;ng with the scissors, cut even and straight, this

will make it easier for you to sew the material.

C. Sawing the new cuff

1. In sewing the edge of the cuff, we will be using Seam Type #6.

2. In stitching the cuff to the jacket, we will be using seam

Type i. (First, we simple seam and then finish by top stitching).

3. Make your stitching even and straight and don't forget your

tackIng.

D. operator maintenance and maintaining DA Form 2404.

I. Again, as in previous hours, the instructor will emphasize the

9QP."
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Lmportance of you performing the operator'a maintenance on the machine. If

you don't keep the machine proper4 maintained, it will not perform the way

it should.

2. In performing your maintenance, use the Operator Check List

and make all necessary recordings on the DA Form 2404.

53.03
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CONSTRUCTIM CUFFS CN FIELD JACKETS .

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

I. Introduction

During this practical exercise the instructor will demonstrate the

construction and replacement of cuffs on field jackets, following the proper

production steps and explaining the key points to be remeMbered. Following

the demonstration the students will perform a practical exercise of the

construction and replacement of cuffs. The student will be encouraged to

call on the instructor for assistance when in doubt during the practical

exercise.

II. rtudy Reference

AR 700-8400-1 "Issue and . ot. Personal Clothing", Page 41, Par 48,

:',ec VIII.

Ill. rools, :.:upplies, and Equipment kequired

L;alvaged Field Jackets - (ample supply)

Tailor's tool kit (1 set per student)

31-15 sewing machine (1 per student)

Replacement material (ample supply) 4

Thread (2 cones per machine)

IV. Direction to Students

!)uring the demonstration the student will listen, observe, and ask

questions. During the practical exercise the student is encouraged to

call'upon the instructor for assistance when needed.

V. rerformalice Standards

The performance standards are established to be used by the instructor

in chtwking stuaent performance and also to inspect the final results of the

53.04
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practi6a1 exerqpe for grading purposes.

VI. Job Breakdown

A. The performance siandards established which will be used by the

instructorAuring the practical exercise are as follows:

cuffs.

1. The ine4 cuffs of the same size and shape as the original

2. Face side of material shown when cuffs are complete.

3. Top stitch of cuf evenly spaced around the cuff 4" from edges.

4. All tack,stitches applied in accovdance with the minimal

deviation standards.

5. Cuff attached to sleeve with Ooper type (seam type #5).

6. Gas flap attached to cuff in the proper and original position.

7. All stitches properly formed (lock of stitch in center of

material, no skipped stitches, length of stitch 12 to 14 stitches per inch).

B. The performance steps to be follawed during this practicial exercise

are listed to the left of the page. The key points to be applied and follow-

ed are listed to the right of the page.

A. Removing old cuffs from field jacket.

I. Remove butt(ins from sleeve. 1. a. Buttons are.located inside of
sleeve openings, above cuffs.

b. There are four. (4) buttons,
two (2) on each sleeve.

53.u.

c, Remove buttons with ripper.

d. Be careful - Do noCcut the
lining or tIle sleeves.

e. The removal of these buttogp,
allow you'to baste the lining
close to the sleeve edge.

9 9
.
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2. Biste sleeve and lifting. a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Basting is made to keep the *'
lining from slipping out of
place.

Start approximately inch
aboveRicuff.

It

Baste from top side.

Baste all around sleeves with
one raw of stitches.

Make sure needle catches the
lining.

3. Remove bar tacks. 3. a.

b.

c.

d.

Located on the cuffs, near the
button holes.

Remove by cutting with ripper.

Cut the threads a little at a
time, to prevent cutting the
materials,.

Cut from top side.

A
e.

f.

Remove loose stitches.

Be careful - do not cut gas flap.

4. Rip stitches ilolding
cuff to sleeve.

4. a.

b.

c.

Start on either sleeve.

Rip stitches from top side of
cuff first.

Start from'square end of cuff.

04

d.
4

Rip stitches all around cuff.

e. Rip gas flap stitches.

f. Be careful - Do not cut sleeve
or the gas flap. ---

g. Rip stitches from bottom side of
cuff.'

h. Remove cuffs from both sleeves.

1. Keep cuffs, as they Will be used
as patterns to cut out new cuffs.

, 53,06
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B. Making New Replacement Cuffs.

1. Take measurements frcim
old cuff.

2. Cut material for new cuff.

3. Fold new material.

1. 1. Measure length and width of old
cuffs.

b. Mark the measurements taken,
on the old cuff.

c. Add an extra Miro (2) inches
on the length, for seams and
turn under.

d. Double the width measurement,
plus an extra two (2) inches to
work with. (For example; if
length of old cuff is 12 inches,
mark down 14 inches. If width
is 2i inches, double would be 5
inches and plus 2 inches would
be a total of 7 inches. Therefore
your measurements would be 14 inches
length; and 7 inches width).

2. a. Using your measurements 14 inches
by 7 inches, cut two (2) pieces
of new material.

b. Make sure material is cut square
and straight.

3. a. Fold material in half, lengthwise.

b. Fold material face to face.

c. Fold both pieces of material.

d. Mark the words "Face" on the face
sides of the materials.

; e. Make sure the material is folded
straight and square edge,.

53.07

f. Crease the material at the folded
edge by rubbing the material with
the rule.

g. Creasing will keep the material
even for stitching.

h. You may also pin the material-
through both lgyers, to help keep
it even and straight.

1 1



4. Mark outline of cuff on new 4. a. Lay both pieces of material
material, flat on the table, the open

edge toward you.

b. Use old cuffs to make oUt4rine.

5 Mark a cutting line on 5

the new material, less than i'from the cuff outline.

b. Mark the two (2) ends and the
open edge only.

c. Mark both pieces of new material
alike.

Cut away excess material. 6 a. Cut on the 1/2 inch cutting line.

b. Cut even and straight.

c. Cut through both layers of material.

c. Place old cuff on new material,
with the cuff point towards your
right and the edge with the t
inch top stitch even with the
f3lded edge of the new material.

d. Outline cuff from pointed end,
across the open edge and the
alanted end of the cuff.

e. Prepare both pieces of new
material in the same manner.

f. Remove old cuffs and save, be-
cause they will be used for
marking button and buttonhole
placement on the new cuff.

. a. Measure and mark, no more or no

551

Prepare material for
31. .tching the point.

d. Make sure material does not slip,
otherwise material will not be
even on top and bottom layers.

e. Cut excess from both pieces of
new material.

7. a. Lay both pieces of new material
down with the pointspcinting
to the right and the open edge
toward you.

53.08



- b. Place a 4 inch high chalk mark
across the outline mark, at a
point 1 3/4 inches in from the
point edge and at the open edge.

c. Mark both pieces of material alike.

e. Stitch point of the new 8. a. Start at the top of the point
material. (folded edge).

Prepare materials fc,r
turning the face side out.

b. Sew on the outline mark.

c. Tack no more than 1" and no
less than 7/8" long.

d. Sew from the top of the point,
down to the bottom of the point
and stop at the 1/4" mark.

e. Tack no more than 1" and no less
than 7/8" long.

f. Sew straight and on the outline
mark.

g. Make sure the top and bottom of
the material do not shift.

h. Sew both pieces of material alike.

9. a. Cut off the extreme point of the
material by, cutting in a straight
line from top to bottom, across
th.. width. Cut approximately
1/8 inch from the stitches. This
is done to eliminate bulloly and
excess material when turning in-
side out.

b. With the scissors, notch the
boctom point, by cutting from
the point, up to 1/8 inch from
the stitches at the corner of
the point. Notch both layers
of the material.

53.09



c. Again with the scissors, cut
a notch from the open edge at
the end of the bottom tack, up
to 1/8" from the stitches.

d. Prepare both piece& of material
alike.

10. Turn the materials inside 10. a. Turn materials inside out at
tt. the point, so the "face" side

will be out.

11. Mark folding-lines.

12. Place materials in
position fcr marking
1/4 inch top stitch line.

b. Place the point of the scissors
inside the material and push
gently at each point of the cuffs
until the points are rolled out
flush and even with the stitch
line.

c. Do not push the scissors hard, as
the scissors will make a hole in
the material and you will have to
prepare the material all over.

d. Turn both pieces inside out.

11. a. Mark folding lines on the open
edge and slanted end of material.

b. Mark lines on both sides and on
both materials.

c. Mark lines 1/2 inch from the edge.

12. a. Place materials down, one piece
with the point facing to the left
and the open edge toward you and
the other piece with the point
facing to the right and the open
edge toward you.

1 Or)

b. Mark the one with the point to
the left with an "L" for the left
cuff and the other with an "R"
for the right cuff.

c. The materials are faced in this
position so the neater top stitches
will be to the outside of the cuff.

53.10
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13. Mark materials for Top

-Stitching.

4. Top stitch each piece

13. a. Start li inches from the slanted
end at the top (folded *age).

b. Mark stitching line 1/4 inch down
from the folded edge completely
across the top, arouud the point
and stop at notch mark.

c. Mark only the sides with the
and "R" marked on them.

d. Make line's straight and make
sure they are 1/4 inch from the
edge.

e. Mark both pieces alike.

14. a. Sew on the 1/4 inch top stitch
of material. mark.

b. Do not tack, 'as this will be
done when attaching the cuff to
the jacket.

c. Altember to sew with the material
markings "L" and "R" facing up.

d. Make sure the corners of the
point are secured propnly.

e. Sew exactly on the 1/4 inch top
stitch mark and sew utraight.

f. After the two new cuffs.are top
stitched, they are ready to be
attached to the jacket.

Positioning left cuff
and loft jacket sleeve.

1. Lay left sleeve out flat. 1. a. Lay sleeve with opening toward
operator's left.

53.11

b. Lay sleeve in front of presser
foot.

c. Lay body of jacket under machine
arm.

d. Lay sleeve down, with the gas
,

flap on the under side, or facing
down.
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2. Tuck gas flap into sleeve 2. a. Tuck gas flap into sleeve

opening. opening by folding back.

b. Make sure the tip of gas flap
is laying flat on the sleeve
edge.

3. Place left cuff on jacket 3. a. Place cuff with point facing away
sleeve, from operator and open edge of

cuff to operator's left.

4. Plae cuff and sleeve
under presser foot.

b. Place cuff into sleeve opening,
with folded edge of cuff into
sleeve.

c. Make sure the side of cuff marked
"L" is facing up.

d. Open the top layer (layer marked
"L") of cuff into sleeve.

e. Slide the edge of the bottom
layer of the cuff, even with the
edge of the jacket sleeve and
lining.

f. Slide cuff on sleeve until the
notch on the cuff is even with
the edge of the 3leeve where the
gas flap is attached.

g Make sure the tip of the gas
flap is under the cuff, and
lining lays fiat.

4. a. Hold the cuff and the sleeve
together and slide them under
the presser foot.

b. Slide the cuff and sleeve under
the presser foot, from left to
right with the sleeve opening
facing left and gas flap facing
down.

c. Slide sleeve and cuff under
presser foot, so you can begin
sewing where the notch of the
cuff and the end of the sleeve
meets.

-53.12
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D. Stitching ipside of left

cuff to left jacket sleeve.

1. l'ack at the starting

point

Stitch the complete length
of the inside of the cuff.

1. a. The Simple Seam will be used,
which is the first step in
making Seam Type #5.

b. Place needle into material no
less than 5/16 inch from the
sleeve and cuff edge and no
more than 3/8 inch from the
edge.

c. Tack at starting point (Where
notch on cuff and sleeve end
meet).

d. Tack no less than 1/8 inch
and no more than 1 inch 1on3.

e. Make sure you are stitching
the inside bottom edge of the
cuff.

2. a. When sewing, rotate the sleeve
and cuff together, a little at
a time.

53 .13

b. Sew straight and stop every inch
and check to see if the cuff will
come out even with the sleeve end.

c. Do not pull on materials, or cuff
will come out shorter than sleeve

d. Stop sewing approximately 3/4
inch fram the end of the cuff and
sleeve.

e. Unfold gas flap and lay the flap
flat towards operator's left.

f. Fold the slanted end Qi/the cuff
on the in fold mark.

g. Fold the end, upward and in, awAy
from you.



E. Preparing jacket for
stitching top side of
cuff.

1. Turn jacketsaround.

2. Place sleeve under
presser foot.

F. Stitching top side of left
cuff to left jacket sleeve.

1. Tack cuff to sleeve.

557
h. Now continue sewing up to the

end, of the cuff and tack, no
leis than 71$ inches and no more
than 1 inch long.

i. Remove jacket from under pressor
foot and machine.

1. a. Turn jacket so sleeve opening
is facing operator's right and
bocty of jacket is to operator's
left on the work table of the
machine.

b. Pull cuff from inside of sleeve.

c. Envelope the open end orthe
cuff over the jacket sleeve edge.

d. Have cuff so "L" mark is naw facing
up.

2. a. Slide sleeve under presser foot,
at the point of the cuff.

b. Make sure gas flap and bottom
of sleeve are out of the wAy.

c. Place needle into the inch
stitch row on the point of the
cuff 3/4 inches from the notch
of the cuff.

d. Fold cuff edge under, on the
inch fold line.

1. 4. Sew from the point and on to
the sleeve, approximately i".

b. Tack, at least twice, i" long.

53.14
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2. Stitch top edge of cuff

to sleeve.

G. Stitching back end of gas
flap into cuff opening.

1. Place gas flap end into
cuff opening.

..r.11111.

f;titch remaining portion
of.cuff.

-

2. a. Place needle 1/16" from cuff edge.

b. Make sure cuff edge covers old
stitch line on sleeve.

c. Tack starting point, no more than
1 inch long and no less than 7/8
inch long.

d. When sewing the cuff, make sure
you do not pull cuff too much, as
cuff will not lay flat.

e. Make sure stitch line is even,
straight, and no closer than
1/16 inch to the cuff edge, or
no further than 1/8 inch from the
cuff edge.

f. Sew all around the cuff edge,
to within 1 inch of the end of
the cuff.

g. At this point, leave the needle
into the material.

1. a. Fold end of cuff under 1/2 inch.

b. Fold on the 1/2 inch fold line.

c. Tuck gas flap into opening at
the slanted end of the cuff.

d. Tuck gas.flap into opening, up
to the old stitch line on the
gas flap.

2. a. Continue sewing up to the corner
of the cuff.

53.15

b. Pivot cuff at the corner to the
outside udge of the cuff faces
operator.

c. Make sure corner is secured
properly.



3. Stitch gas flap into
cuff-opening.

4. Tack stitch line.

H. :tttch:ng front end of gas flap
onto cuff.

3. a. Make sure gas flap remains into
the cuff opening up to the old
stitch line on the flap.

b. Sew the top and bottom of the
cuff at the same time.

c. Make sure top and bottom edges
of cuff stay even co needle will
catch both pieces of material.

d. Continue stitching 1/16 inch
from cuff edge.

e. Sew up to 1/4 inch from the
outside edge of the cuff.

4. a. Pivot cuff 1/4 inch from the
edge.

b. Sew onto the 1/4 inch row of top
stitches on the cuff edge and
tack no more than 1 inch and no
less than 7/8 inches long.

:Tread cuff and gas flap 1. a. Spread cuff flat with the point
flat. of the cuff facing left and flat

on the work table of machine.

b. Body of jacket should be to the
left of the presser foot, on the
work table of machine.

Place cuff and gas flap 2. a. Slide cuff under presser foot
-older presser foot. from rear of machine.

b. Keep point of cuff facing left.

c. Presser foot should be inside
of sleeve opening.

d. Slide cuff toward operator
until the needle is in line with
the inside edge of the gas flap
and cuff.

53.16
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3. 3titch gas flap to cuff and 3.

tack.

1. Marking Button Holes and
buttons on cuff and
removing basting stitches.

1. Lay old cuff on new cuff.

a. Sew from inside edge to the
outside edge of cuff.

b. Sew 1/16 inch from edge of gas
flap and tack at the beginning
and ending of the-stitch row no
less than 7/8 imch and no
more than 1 inch long.

c. Remove jacket from machine.

1. a. Lay old cuff on new cuff from
the top side.

Mark new cuff for buttons 2.

and buttonhole.

b. Make sure cuffs are even and
straight.

With tailor's chalk mark exact
location of buttons and button-
hole on the new cuff.

NOTE: Because you have had practice
on making buttonholes and sewing
buttons, you will not have to
remake buttonholes on the new
cuffs, or resew buttons.

3. Remove all basting stitches.3.

J. stitch right sleeve cuff,
restitch gas flap on right
sleeve, mark for buttons
and button hole, and remove
basting stitches.

53.17

a. There is one row of stitches.

b. Cut tack end of basting stitches.

c. Catch hold of the knot on the
other end of thread and gently
pull thread until entire thread
is out of sleeve.

a. Use steps C, D, E, F, G, H, and
1, to attach the right cuff to the
right jacket sleeve, except when
you simple seam, work with the
open end of the sleeve pointing
to-the-operator's right and when
top stitching have the sleeve
opening facing the opsrator's
left. (This is just the opposite
of the left sleeve operation).

b. After sewing bc 1 cuffs make a
final check fcr workmanship and
make any necessary corrections.

No1s:oo&0441. PAae S31 illts BUN OMITTE11;40005*. ALL MATeRiAL Is nocLusignib.

1)1j.
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</SECTION LIV

SEWING INSIGNIA AND NAME TAPES

PRECIS

543

:ntr tution

A. Tientation and Motivation

Mring this period the instructor will discuss sewing of

.gnia ind name tapes to ihe Various authorized items of clothing. This

Lructi )n will include measuring, marking, pinning in place, and sewing

if ignia and tapes.

4.. The army liztionary defines 1h -*Ilisignia", as distinctOre

,103ices worn on the uniform to show grade, ..,rganization, rating, and service.

Tiiti Instructor will discuss each one cf these in detail.

3. in addltion to instructions received during this.period, it

will Le necessary for you as clothing and textile repairmen to keep abreaerK

with AR 670-5. "Uniform and Insignia." w/changes. This regulation governs

the authorized wear of the various types of insignias, haw they are worn,

and on what type.of garment the insignia will be worn.

. Objective

As a restilt of this instruction, the student, given used shirts,

and coats, yardstick, tailor's chalk, and appropriate referenceJ,

wi 1 mftasure and mark appropriate position of chevron and patch on .ripproprite

garm$,I.t sleeve; given straight pins, chevrons, and patches, will pin chevrons

and patoh to appropriate pvsition marked on appropriate garment sleeve; given

:ifivINF macnito!, :Jupplies, oei erfrmance standards, will sew chevron

:01.1 paten to garment bieeve to thL satisfaction of standards-prescribed by
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AR 670-5, and remove all pins; given DA Form 2404 and appropriate check list,

will perform operator's maintenance as necessary and maintain DA Form 2404.

II. Presentation

A. distingui5hing

1. Description - A woven label, 4 inches in length and 1 inch

in width. On it is "U. S. Army," in golden yellow block letters 3/4 inch

in height, on a black background and/or of an adopted specification, 4i

inches in length and 1 irlikin wi dth,_,c isisting of "U. S. Army" in black

block letters 3A inch in height on an OG background.

2. How worn - On the upper'left breast of the following items

of field ,lothing. Instructor will emphasize "field clothing" only.

a. Jacket, cotton sateen, 0G-108 (fatigue jacket).

b. Coat, cotton, wind resistant, sateen 0G-107 (field

jacket).

c. Shirt, wool, 16 cz, 0G-108.

d. Parka, cotton-nylon, oxford, 0G-i07.

. sigpiai21_a-adefa-enlistedexp-sc

1. Noncommiss_Jned Officers and Private First Class.

a. Description - Embroidered chevrons, arcs, lozenges, and

stars gld color on an Army green, dark blue, or white background. It

3 .nchf-!s in width, having a 1/8 inch edging around the entire insignia

.

and ViL, inch spa(;e between each 5/16 inch chevron and arc.

n. 11,,w wrn - on the outer half of both sieeves on coats,

Ackctn, overcoats, and shirts when worn as the outer garment and on work

a's shown figure 48, page 79, AR 670-5.

54.02
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(1) Insignia with Army Green background will be worn

with the Army Green, Army Tan, Army Khaki, and work Uniforms.

(2) Insignia with blue or white backgromid will be

wi)rn with the Army Blue or Army White uniform as appropriate.

2. Army specialists insignia

a. DescrIption - Embroidered arcs, and chevrons 5/16 inch

:n height with an eagle device of gold color on an Army Green or dark blue

.1-th backgrqihd. It is 3 inches in width, arched at the top and shaped like

u. inverted chevron at the bottom. There is a 3/16 inch space between each

h. How worn - same as the noncommissioned officers and

ttC f.r L insignia.

,:n7hzatioli shoulder sleeve insigrIal.

I. (Jscription - Description in this case would be hard t,;) get

'u yu, beoause shoulder sleeve insignia are too numerous and are

ma:iy different sizes, shapes and designs. It would take two (2) to

(3) LC.4.1 just t show and identify each one to you, and you could

reE,m:,or 1l of them. The important thing that you are concerned with,

h..w !They are worn. The instructor will show you a few of the various

rait. 4leeve insigni.a, however, to give you an idea of what they look

How worn - Hn'the upper part of the outer half of the left

eve the servwe c'iercoat, cotton, olive green, Army shade no.

,-,a,Y4Nots, field and fatigue; and the shirt when wurn as an outer garment.

Ai.en An: tab) are worn, the uppermost tab will be placed inch below the

54. )3
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top of the shoulder seam. 'The:organizational insignia will' be lowered

accordingly. 3houlder sleeve insignia will not be worn on the overcoat,

wool, taupe, Army sh&le no. 79, nor on the short sleeve shirt.

D. l_uavice. (Service Stripes)

1. Description - Gold color rayon stripe 1-13/16 inches in

length, 3/16 inch in width within an Army Green schragg - stitch border

3/32 around the stripe, on a cloth background of Army Green shade no. 159.

How worn - on the outside half of the left sleeve of the

service coat, placed at an angle of 45 degrees, the lower end toward the

ins:de seam ,f th- 'ileeve. For each addtional period (A 3 years, another

stripe will be 'worn above and parallel to the first stripe, with 1/16 inch

ba.kground space between stripes.

F. Name Tapes.

Description - A white tape approximately 4 inches in length.

and 1 inch in width, or an (4 in ,:olor tape with black,,block letters.

2. How worn - on the upper right breast 4 to 3/8 inch above

the t,p e1,7e f .)oil(et, or ,:omparable position on garments with no pocket,

ct i om f clothing on which the insignia, distinguishing "H. S.

frrIV,"

F. There are many more insignia such as overseas service bars, overseas

r,vr-ns, wound chevrons, and officer candidate insignia to mention

may, at one time or another, have to sew any one of these, plus

Wo have discussed in detail. The ones we liscussed in detail, are

th!, re Lasic insirnia to be sewn on garments, ani are the ones we will be

m,,re ,n,.erned with.

4)4.04
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Operator's Maintenance and Maintaining DA Form 2404.

1. It is important that you perform operator's preventive

ma:ntenance service to your machine daily.

2. DA Form 2404 must be kept current and entries recorded by the

)perat r.
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I. Introduction

ag-

SWING CHEVRONS AND PATCHES

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

During this practical exercipe thepstruCtor will demonstrate the

proper procedures followed in measuring to the specified measurements,

p1axement and pinning the insignia to the garment, and sewing the insignia

to the item of clothing. Following the demonstration by the instructor

the student will perform a practical exercise in accordance with the pro-

duction steps listed in Paragraph Vl.B.

II.' 'itudy Reference

AR 670-5, "Uniform and Insignia," Chaptet 14.

Tools, :)upplies and Equipment Required

alvaged shirts, jackets, and coats (ample supply)

Tailor's tool kit (1 set per student)

31-15 sewing machine (1 per student)

Thread (2 cones ner machine)

InsIgnia (ample supply)

1)ireo.tion to aud.nti3

Dur;h, tht, ristructor's demonstration the student will listen, observe

and at_ik q-,stions. During the student practical exercise the student will

a. the Lnstructor for assistance when in doubt.

V. i'.rformance Lftandards

The performance standards are established to be used by the instructor

,n Aleoking student practical exercise and also to inspect the final results

for /..71-a(iIng purposes.

il)1
54.06
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VI . oh Breakdown

A. The performance standards which have been established and will be

used ny the instruet()r are listed as follows:

1. All ignia positioned properly to the item of clothing.

2. Orwinization insignia i" from shoulder seam.

3. Insignia of grade onehalf the distance between elbow and

shoulder seam.

4. :,ervice insignia placed and sewn 4" from bottom edge of sleeve

and at a 45' angle on the left sleeve,

1114,

All insignia stitched no less than 3/32" to edge and no more

than 1/8" from the edge.

6. All insignia stitched straight and even to conform with the

of the sleeve.

7. No pu(:kers visible in coat sleeve and lining.

All edges and/or corners of insignia should be secured.

9. All pins and chalk marks used should be removed from the

garment.

10. All stitches properly formed, (no skipped stitChes, lock of

c.enter of material, length of stitch 12 to 14 stitches per inch).

l. The performance steps to be followed during the practical exercise

u. tiwding f i.isignia are listed to the left of the page. The key points

tt: remembered and applied are listed to the right of the page.

A. Att.-whing insignia, "U. Army,"
Juki name tapes.

1. Lay ,jacket on table.

54.07
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a. The instructor will use a
fatigue jacket for demonstration,
hut the same measurements are
also used on field jackets and
field shirts.
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2. Measure and mark the
left breast pocket.

b. Lay jacket flat on the table
with the front sides facing up.

c. 3mooth jacket out to eliminate
all wrinkles.

2. a. Using the 12" rule and tailor's
chalk, measure and place a mark
no further than 3/8" and no
closer than 4ft above the top
edge of the pocket.

b. Flace a mark at each end of the
pocket.

c. With the ruler, connect the marks
making a straight line.

3. Measure and mark the
right breast pocket.

3. Use Key Points A2'a, b, and c.

4. Place the insignia on the
:locket.

4. a. Place the insignia, back side
down, over the left breast pocket.

U.

c.

Place the bottom edge of the
insignia on the chalk line.

Center the insignia over the
pocket.

5. Pin the insignia in place. 5. a. Place a straight pin, from*the
top, down through the insignia
and jacket, ani back up through
the jacket and insignia.

NOTE: When pinning the insignia
to the field jacket, also
catch the lining to eliminate
puckering of the lining when
sewing.

b. Place a pin at each end Of the
insignia and centered.

c. Place pins so that the head or
point is at least 1" from the
ends to allow for sewing.

54%08
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t. Cut a piece of name tape. 6. a. Name tape comes in a roll, and

is 1" wide and white.

b. Cut a piece of tape 5k" long.

7. Mark name tape. 7 a. Measure i" from each end of
tape and mark a straight line
across the width.

b. This is to be used as i" turn
under of raw edges when sewing.

e. Pin the name tape in plaee 8. a. Pin the name tape over the
right breast pocket.

Preparation fur sewing
,nsignia to jacket.

tu jacket.

b. Use Key Points A5 a, b, and c.

c. Make sure name tape is centered
over the.pocket and bottom edge
of tape is on the chalk line.

a. WIlen sewing insignia to an
:ndividual's jacket, make sure
you use black thread to blend
in with the insignia.

b. Open jacket, outside up, place
under presser foot.

c. Place jacket so that top edge
of insignia is under presser foot,
and bottom edge,of jacket is to
the operator's left.

d. Make sure no other parts of the ,

jacket is under the presser foot.

1U. a. Turn balance wheel by hand and
place needle into top edge of
insignia.

b. Place needle no closer than
1/16" to the edge and no further
than 1/8" from the edge of in-
signia.

NOTE: Any closer than 1/16"
from the edge will cause
you to run off the insignia,
and any further than 1/8"
from the edge will cause the
edges to curl up and look
sloppy.
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11. Preparation for sewing
name tapes to jacket.

e. Stitch all around the four (4) ,
sides of the insignia, making
stire stitgh line is straight,
and not more than 1/8" from thi
edge or not agy closer than 1116"
to the edge.

d. Make sure the corners are secured
properly, and the raw ends are
turned under.

e. When you get back to the starting
point, tack over the stitch line
approximately 1" to secure the
row of stitches.

11. a. When sewing nilme tapes to an
individuals jacket, make sure
you use white or OG thread tc,
blend in with the tape.

:,. Use steps A, 9, b, c, and d
to prepare jacket for sewing
name tapes, except that you
place the name tape under presser
foot.

I. :ew r,ame tape to jacket. i. Use steps A 10, a, b, c, d, and e
to sew name tapes to jacket.

13. emove ali pins and markers.13. a. Remove all pins.

b. Iron out all chalk marks.

P. Attacn organizational shoulder
leeve Insip;I'lia of grade,

,)r service.

LLy c6at or: table. 1. a. We will use :t service coat, to
enable us to sew all the basic
insignia.

b. Lay coat so outside of left
sleeve is facing up.

c. Flatten,and mooth out left
sleeve 50 the rear seam is on the
extreme rear edge, and the front
crease is on the extreme front
edge.

54.10
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0 Measure and mark center of 2. a. With tailor's chalk, place a

sleeve, mark on the sleeve t" to the
rear of the.center of the
epaulet. 'This would be the
center of the-sleeve at the
shoulder.

b. Approximately 8" down from the
shoulder seam, =easure across
the sleeve and place a mark in
the center of the sleeve.

c. Repeat step D 2, b every 3" dawn
the sleeve until the complete
sleeve'is marked.

d. Now connect the.;center marks
together by making a line from
the shoulder seam to the end
of the cuff edge.

3. :easure and mark sleeve 3. a. Measure i" dawn from shoulder

'or organization shoulder SWIM.

3leeve insignia.

4. Mark center of organization
insignia.

b. Draw a line across the sleeve
at this point.

4. a. Fold insignia in half from side
to side to find center.

b. Plac, a mark at top and bottom
of insignia,with tailor's chalk.

5. Pin organization insignia 5. a. Place the top of the insignia on

on sleeve. the 1/2" mark by the shoulder
seam.

b. Place the top and bottom center
mark of the insignia on the
center mark of the sleeve.

c. Place hand inside the sleeve,
opening at the shoulder to guide
the pins.

d. Place a pin at the top of the
insignia.

54.11
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c. Mark a sewing guide line
around organization

Measure and mark sleeve
for insignia of grade
(Chevrons).

e. Place pin from the top, down
through the insignia, coat and
lining and back up through.the
lining, coat and insignia.

f. Place pin approximately i" from
edge of the insignia to allow
for sewing.

g. Place another pin at the bottom
of the insignia in the same
manner.

h. Make sure insignia is pinned
straight and coat and lining are
not puckered.

i. Larger insignia can take more
pins.

6. a. Place a mark, with tailor's
chalk, on the sleeve completely
around and touching the edge of
the insignia.

b. You may also place small marks
at various points on the insignia
and running onto the sleeve as
guide lines, to keep the insignia
from shifting when sewing.

7. a. Find a point in the sleeve where
the elbaw would normally bend, and
place a mark.

This would be a point where the
back of the sleeve starts to
taper forward.

NOTE: If a9, individual personally
bririgs in clothing for
Chevrons to be sewn on,
have him try them on to
get this measurement.

c. Naw measure the distance from
the elbow mark, upward to the
shoulder seam.

d. Place a mark on the sleeve
halfway between the elbow and

54.12
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shoulder seam. This mark is
where the center of the Chevron
will be placed.

Mark the center of the 8. a. Fold the insignia in half from
insignia of grade (Chevron), top to bottom and place a mark

on both sides.

b. Fold the insignia again in half,
this time from Side to side,
and place a mark at the top and
bottom.

9. Pin insgn.i.a of grade on 9. a. Place insignia on sleeve so
sleeve, center marks across insignia ,

align with mark across sleeve
at halfway point, and center top
and bottom marks align with cen
ter marks on sleeve.

b. Place hand inside of sleeve
opening at shoulder to guide
pins.

c. The number of pins placed to
hold the insignia, wdll depend
upon the size of the insignia.

d. An insignia with WO (2) and three
(3) chevrons would take three (3),
one (1) in the center,,and one (1)
in each side. Use your judgment,,
but make sure you have enough to
hold.the insignia while sewing to
keep it from shifting, and place
pins so they don't interfer with
the machine needle while sewing.

e. Make sure lining is pinned,
insignia is straight, and coat
and lining is not puckered.

Mark a sewing gulqe line 10. Mark arJund and across insignia of
around insignia of grade. grade, as we did the organization

insignia.

11. Measure and mark sleeve 11. a. easkre 4" from the bottom
for placement of insignia edge or cuff of the sleeve and
of service (service stkpe). place a mark across the sleeve.

54.13
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b. This is the distance from the

cuff edge that the service
stripe will be sewn to the
sleeve.

e

12. Mark the center of the t12. a. Service stripes are made on a
service stripe. 45° angle.

.13. Pin service stripe to
sleeve.

14. Mark a sewing guide line
around service stripe.

b. Fold stripes n half, across
the 45° angle.

c. Place a mark at the center,
top and bottom.

13. a. Place stripe where lawer end
or point of the stripe rests
on the 4" mark on the sleeve
on a 45° angle, and top and
bottun center marks align
with center mark on sleeve.

14.

b. Place hand inside of sleeve
through cuff opening to guide
pins.

c. Place a pin at the top and at
the bottom of the stripe.
Place pins through all layers
of materlal

d. Make sure stripe is centered
and straight, and coat and
lining are" not puckered.

Mark around and acrOss service
stripe as we did the two (2)
previous insignia.

15. Measure center of right 15. .a. Turn coat around so right
sleeve, sleeve now faces up.

b. Prepare right sleeve for mArking,
and.mark center line using steps
D1 and 2.

16. Measure and mark right 16. Use steps D 7.
sleeve for placement of
insignia of grade.

17. Marx and pin insignia of 17. Use steps D 8, 9, and 10.
grade on right sleeve.

. 54:14
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18. Prepare coat'for sewing 18. a. Make a final check to see if .

insignia. all insignia are pinned straight
and are in the right poiitions.

bi Turn both sleeves inside'out.
We will sew with the inside of
the sleeve facing the feed dogs,
of the machine, and the needle
ir.iside the opening,of the sleeve

top side: (This is to
pre nt stitching lany othr
parts of the coat.)

c. The color of sewing thread used,
depends upon the background of
the'insignia. Match thread as
close as possible to the back-
ground color of the insignia.

Place coat iiiider presser 19. a. Start with left sleeve first.
foot for sewing organization
insignia. b. Lift presser foot, aria make

sure needle bar is at its
highest point.

c. Place coat with the inside
facing down and the collar.wway,
from you.

a. Slide coat, starting fram the
button holes, under'the presser
foot.

e. Place the sleeve opening direct-
ly under the needle bar.

f. Smooth sleeve opening out until
organization insignia is plainly
seen.

20. stitch organizat.4n 20. . a. Tu.* balance wheel of machineN
insignia to coat. by hand and place needle into 4

right side of insignia.

b. Pisa\ needle no closer than
3/32" to edge and no more than
1/8P fram edge.

54.15
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signia to unravel end
come loose of the
stitches. Any further .

than 1/8" from the edge
will cause the insignia
to curl up at the edges.

c. Stitch all around the insignia
and back to the starting point,
then tack over the starting
point no more than 1" and no
less than 7/8" to secure the
stitch row.

d. Make sure the guide marks are
used for sewing, (helps keep
the insignia from shifting and
being stitched on crooked) and
corners secured.

e. When sewing, stitch a little at
a time, turning the coat a
little at a time as wr; sew.
This will keep the stitch line
straight and even along the edge.
It will also help to keep you
from running off the edge.

21. 2,tith in5ignia :X grade 21. a. The coat is in the right position
to coat. for stitching the insignia of

grade.

b. Work the sleeve to the rear of "11
machine until the insignia of
grade becomes visible.

c. Use steps D 20 a through e to
stitch insignia of grade.

d. After tacking stitch row, remove
coat from machine.

Prepare coat for stitching 22. a. With sleeve still turned inside
Insignia of Eervice (service out, turn sleeve so service
stripe), stripe is facing toward inside

sleeve,

b. Place sleeve opening (at cuff
end), under presser foot.

54.16 )



c. Pull coat under presser foot
from the back toward you.

d. Work material toward the
operator, until the service
stripe is visible.

4 -h the insignia of 23. a. Use steps D 30 a through e to
ser Ice to coat sleeve. stitched service stripe.

Stitch insignia or grade
right.sleeve.

11)3

57?

b. After tacking, remove coat fram
machine.

a. Place coat under machine as we
did left sleeve, except slide
coat under machine from left
to right, from the button side
of the coat.

b. Stitch insignia of grade on
right sleeve using Steps D 20
a through el and D 21 b through
d.

c. After removina coat from machine,
make a final check for workmanship
and make au corrections needed,
remove all pins, and iron out all
chalk marks.

54.17
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ORGANIZATION IlaIGNIL
OF FORMER OVERSFA
UNIT

vrRaLs
SVC BARS

Figure 27

GRADE
INSIGNIA

RIGHT SLEEVE

SERVICE
STRIFE

OltalkIlIZATION
INSDINIL

LEFT SLEEVE

ULF
Wky

SHORT SLIMVES

SEWIM INSIGNIA CID NAME TAPES
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SECTION LV

REUACING ZIPPERS ON TROUSERS, WOOL

PRECIS

1. introduction

A. f)rientation aLd Motivation

1. l)uring this period the instructor will discuss the proper

procedres t'ollowed in replacing of zippers on trousers, wool. This in-

structHn will include removing the damaged zipper, measUring and selection

oC a r.:1.4 zipper, and replacing the zipper to the trbuser.

A zipper or iommonly known as "slide fastener" in all supply

are utilized an a time saving device, designed for economical

:1, Af.d i repl:tceme!,t for the button. Properly applied to a garment,

renit a neater appearance to an item of clothing.

If properly maintained the life expectancy of a zipper can be

perio(1, n.7wever constant abuse can easily damage or break a

Improper use will also cause a zipper to function improperly. What-

e may Le, (:iothing and textile repairmen it will be your

lumar-A zippers on all items of authorized clothing.

u. result this instruction, the student, given used wool

tr A.;ern w;th appr(priate references, and a ripper, will rip seams

/ipper, and will remove zipper, given size chart of zipper and

comt,,nation, and zippers of various sizes, 'will select the appropriate

/- 7-pper in a, Tdarl(m with size of trousers; given 31-15 sewing machine

apprpriate supplies, will sew selected zipper to trousers and stitch

pn seams in accordance with performance standards as outlined in TM 10-267;

55.
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given DA Form 2404 and appropriate check list, will perform operator's

maintenance as necessary and maintain DA Form 2404.

II. Presentation

A. Removing zipper from trousers, wool.

1. Start at the left side of fly and rip stitches. (Start at

top, work down as far as the tacking stitch bottom of fly.)

2. Where the zipper is tucked under at the waist band, rip just

enough stitches to remove the end of the zipper.

3. In cutting the stitches take necessary precautions not to

damage the trouser material.

4. Cut stitches and remove the zipper from fly on right side of

trouser.

S. Cut and remove stitches from the fly facing.

6. Cut stitches from bar tack at bottom of fly and remove the

zIpper.

7. Do not cut below or beyond the t.4cking stitches.

h. Prepare trousers and zipper for replacement.

1. Remove all old loose stitches from the trouser fly.

Select zipper of the proper size and length. Color and shade

ct zipper should be of a matching shade of trousers.

Replacing zipper to trouser.

1. Pin zipper to the fly facing and sew zipper to the facing.

2. Follow same procedure on left side of fly. Make certain

zipper is aligned.

3. Sew facing to trousers, make certain to follow old stitch

55.02
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4. titch waist band to tmuser fly, securing the zipper.

5. heplace the tacking stitch at the bottom of the fly.

Operator's maintenance and maintaining DA Form 2404.

1. Keep moving parts of your sewing machine free of lint and dirt.

Lubrioate ail oil points as required, a well maintained

wing mact:ir.e w.11 perform to your satisfaction.

3. Malritalh the DA Form 2.404 daily.

55.03
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Rh:PIACI-AG ZIPPERS ON TROUSETtS, WOOL

PRACTICAL .EXERCISE

1. introduction

During this period the instructor will demonstrate the performance

step in removing a damaged zipper, selecting a zipper of the proper size

and color, and replace by sewing a new zipper to the trousers. During this

period the students should ask questions when in doubt. Following the

demonstratiou by.the instructor the student will perform a practical

exercise in replacing zippers on trousers.

:Audy Reference

TM lo-::67 "General Repair for Clothing and Textiles", page 22, par 12.

ill. Tools, Lupplies, and Equipment Required

2,alvaged wool trousers - (ample supply)

Replacement zippers - (ample supply)

Tailor's tool kit - (1 set per student)

31-15 L;ewing mac:Hie - (1 per student)

Thread - (2 cone per machine)

IV. Direction to 'A.u(1,:its

Purin-the demornitration the student will listen, observe, and ask

questnti w.lerl in doubt. During the practical exercise,the student will

c:11' tne instructor for assistance when needed.

V. ierformance standards

Tho performance standards are established to be used by the instructor

in checking student pt!rfornance, also to be used in inspecting the final

results of the practical exercise for grading purp6ses.

11)95
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VI. .!(.1t, Break(t)wn

A. The performance standards which will be used and followed by the

ifistrutor are listed below.

Ikon.

i. Zipper replaced in accordance with the instructor's demonstra-

/.1pper tf the proper size and length, also as the shade or

ci.lor of the original zipper.

3. Stitch lines straight and in proper position with fly facing.

4. Bar tack at base of fly applied.

5. Zipper slide moves freoly.

6. Stitches formed properly (lock of stitch in denter of material,

ukppel titc.hes, and length of st,tch 12 to 14 stitches per inch).

7. Top of zipper tucked under the waistband properly

h. The prAuction steps.to be followed during the practical' exercise

Art) Ilted to the left of the page. The key points to be remembered when

r#,Tacirg the zipper are listed to the right of the page.

Peplacing zipper-on trousers, wool.

1. Remove zipper from trousers.l. a. Cut stitching of seam that joins
zipperwith troUsers at the fly.

b. Start at waistband and work dawn
towards the bottom of fly, to
the tack stitch.

c., At the top portion where the
'zipper is tucked under the waist-
band, cut just enough stitches
to-pass zipper through.

dt RepeatAbove procedures to
remove zipper from opposite
side,of trouser fly.

55.05
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e. Cut and remove tack stitches

from bottom of fly. Do not
cut any seams or stitches
below or beyond the tack stitch.

f. Cut and remove stitches holding
fly facing to trousers.

g. Clean and remove_all old loose
stitches from fly area.

htpldclt, zIpper t. 2. a. Select zipper of the proper
t , w,)ol . size and length.

b. Pin zipper to trouser fly facing.
Use old stitch line as a guide.

c. Make certain the zipper stop
does.not go heyoLd the fly facing.

d. Stitch zipper to fly facing
using two (2) stitch seams 4 apart.

start the stitching just below
the waistband and sewJn towards
bottom of fly.

f. Pin the remaining half of the
zipper to the left side of the
trouser fly. Place the zipper
on the left edge of ay lining,
then place the folded edge of
trousers onto the zipper and
pin in place.

g. Stitch down the folded edge of
the trousers 1/16" from the fold.
Make certain to use the zipper
foot attachment to the sewing
machine.

h. Stitch waistband to trousers,
make certain the zipper is tucked
under the waistband.

a. Pin in place the fly facing to
the trousers. Make certain it
is not pulled into a bias.

55.00
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j. Stitch from top side of

trousers and stitch.the trousers
to the fly facing'. Use old,'
stitch"line as a'guide.

k. Bar tack by sewing the bottom
of the trouser fly.

55.07
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STITCH ZIPPER
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SECTION LVI
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t i .-dt

1 . pr,.". Lhe Istruc ter w ii i scu:si, repairing ot

her wear , i i wi 11 include reriirs to damaged collars,

;. t.

.1 I.

hutton5, :ii:d.ratThIng damaged areas oP wet

,tems.

- ,0 are wori pri.mar iy to prtte6t Ue

t'et weati.er, therefore, it is important

1.,f-1)t, i a 1 e cond i tion at all

11
1. 1'1 L IVA ed for we..., L. :

, an,t 4:1.Lnc:oat, tial113, Coatc.ri

17(;. 1 priJflrj ly itA,n-estod in raincoat 3yntheti

"i();1 will t1-,:1 these

lamaved mort often

,

t
',``` .

1

weat.,ht..r

a appropr

with lamges fl..4ed by

(damagod L.oiho1e, darAged hem, pu1.ted'o4t, button, damaged



appropliatt. repairs by machine; giveh

spatula, 4: 1 will cut patches to correct size to overlap

apprtlxiat patiJi over damage, remake new buttonhole, and

acoordancri with performance 3tandards'prescribed

wri,p1' re,:erences: givenyk Form :404 and appropriatTcheck

w, I pert' mintenance as necessary afid maintain DA Form 2404.

Patching

Cnt patches frum matching material allowinr a minimum

Ley d f damaged area.

IL Apply thin coat of adhesive to underside of patch, and

L. ne pahed. Allow the adhesive to dry t a tacky

Ld I I

fr

c . Poll o loni the patch over the damaged area with a roller,

add;tiooal effort p ! on the edges of the patch.

Ai the excess adhesive around the patch to dry,

;IHA Ifir CX with a stiff hand brush.

,Tlying a patch to a raincoat or poncho, the corners

,-1 he rnde,i.

hryinc.1 bottonb by machine or by wini sewLng.

'vihcro 1,0t1enti are tcrn out, cement a patch over and

area anJ then apply a new button.

liuttons should be of a matching shade and size.

56.02
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a. Limaged buttonholes will be reinforced by darning a piece

! r the damaged area of the buttonhole.

L. Apply a cement patch or adhesiVe tape over the buttonhole

i iii rua, ctiuue to LI- edge of the garment, to the underside of

1...e..;

Cut 0..t a new Outtonhoie uf the correct size, and sew a

f-11

4. Coll;irs

A. heplace the entire collar if it is damaged.

h. .;elect material matching the original collar.

Itemuve the ohl collar, using it for a pattern, and cut

A, tr,m the replacement material.

Fabricate a new collar, and replace it tp ti:e: raincoat.

5cA.M together Ahd applie0 by sewing, a seam sealant must be used.

e. If the collar is badly soiled or just worn at the neckline,

Hew ..12ar I n)t, be requ red. All that will be required is a strip of

inAterial cemented to the soiled or worn area.

roAets

Pocket openings when damaged will be darned or sewn by

ctimeht patch applied over the damaged area for reinforcement.

II, the event of a badly damaged pocket, fabricate a new

- reidacemeht material and adhesive tape for reinforcement,

a:.i 4!; the original pocket construction.

t). lder loops or epaulets.

56.03
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loops.

59.3
a. Restitch or replace loose, missing or aafective shoulder

b. Use old loop for pattern to fabricate a new loop.

7. Belt loops, belt keepers, hangers and sleeve tabs.

a. Restitch or replace loose, missing or defective belt

iv:epers, hdngers and sleeve tabs.

b. Replacement material will be of matching shade and

material.

leeves

a. Damaged or worn sleeve edges will be repaired with a

sti.lp of macerlal cut at a bias and cemented to the edge.

b. Frayed edges of the sleeve will be repaired by cutting

tt,e l'rayed edges, turning under a new hem and stitching by machine.

9. Hems

a. Cut off worn or frayed hems.

b. Turn under new hem and stitch by machine.

ln. Lrawcords and Lace (Poncho)

a. Replace missing, frayed or defective drawcords with a

b. Drawcords should be of the same diameter and length

85 thu

11. Hardware

a. it.raighten bent and damaged hardware that is otherwise

serviceable.

b. Replace hardware such as keeper, rivell eyelets, and

56.04.
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12, Loose Seams

a: ,Reetitch all loose seams ytth sewing machine.

b. Tack all stitched seams.

13. Sealing of seams

all restitched seams on the inside with an adhesive

tape Jr a coating of sealant.

b. When tape is used, it will be centered over the center

of seam.

B. Proper application and safety precautions when using sealant.

1. In waterproofing seam, where no tape is required, brush on

a coat of seam sealant.

2. After the first coat of sealant has dried, apply a second coat.

3. When the seam sealant has completely dried, dust the entire

area where sealant was applied with powdered mico, corn starch or talcum

powder.

4. Caution should be taken when sealing seams, the procedures

will he conducted in a well ventilated room in which no smoking is,permitted

and 1% which there are no open flames.

4
)
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REPAIRING WET WEATHER WEAR

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

I. Introduction

During this period the instructor will demonstrate the production
41b

steps followed in the repair of wet weather items. Following the demonstra-

tion the student will perform a practical exercise of these items- The

student will be encouraged to ask questions when doubt.

II. Study Reference

Information and procedures as set forth in this Workbook.

III. Tools, Supplies, and Equipment Required

nalvaged raincoats - (ample supply)

Salvaged ponchos - (ample

Tailor's tool kit - (1 per stude!.t)

Cement (ample supp1y)

31-15 Sewing Machine - (1 per student)

IV. Direction to Student

curing the demonstration the student will listen, observe and ask

questions when in doubt. During the practical exercise the student will be

encolraged to call on the instructor for assistance when needed.

V. Performance Standards

The perfeirmance standards are established to be used by the thstructor

for checking student performance during the practical exercise. The instruc-

tor will also use tne performance standards to inspect the final results for

'graAing purposes.

56:06
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VI. Sob Breakddwn

A. The performance standards established and which will be used by

tho instructor are as follows:

1. Replacement material of the Same shade as the original it"em.

2. _Buttonhole reinforced before application of patching material.

3. Corners of patches rounded off.

4. Seam sealant used on all newly applied seams.

5. Excessive adhesive brushed off.

6. Buttons replaced of the same size, and color of the original

buttons.

7. Pocket openings reinforced before application of patch.

8. New hems applied are straight and the same width of the origi-

nal hem!'

B. The production steps to be followed during the practical exercise

and repair of wet weather wtar is listed to the left of the page. The key

points to be remethoered and applied during this period are listed to the

riet of the page.

Repair Methods

1. Patching. 1. a. Select material matching the
original.item.

h. ("1t: ° pat,sh frt.= matching
material allowing a minimum
overlap of i" beyond edges-of
the damaged area.

c. Apply a thin coat of adhesive
to underside of patch and area
of the item to be patched (allow
the adhesive to dry to a tacky
condition).

56..07
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d. Place and then roll down :the

pateh, over the damaged area
with a roller, additional effort
ahould be put on the edges of the
patch. ,

e. Allow the excess adhesive around
the arm of patch to dry, and
then remove with a atiff hand
brush.

f. When applying a patch to wet
wyather wear, make certain all
four corners of patch are rounded.

fl"t1.611.U. 2. a. Buttons should be of a matching
color and shade of the original.

b. Where buttons are torn out and
the area damaged, apply a patph
following procedures in paragraph
la thru lf above.

c. Replace the missing button by
machine or hand sewing.

3. a. Damaged buttonholes will be
reinforced by darning a piece
of material under the damaged
area on the buttonhole,

b. Apply a cement patch or adhesive
tape over the buttonhole and
damaged area (Patch or tape
should extend over the edge of
the item and to the underside
of the buttonhole).

c. Cut out a new buttonhole of the
original size,(use buttonhole
cutter).

d. Sew a new buttonhole.

4. a. Pocket openings when damaged
will be'darned or sewn by machine.

b. Selectmaterial matching the
6 original rAincoat.

56.08
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c. Apply a cement pAtch.over the

reinforced area itAlowing
procedures as in paragraph la

through lf.

5. Hell 5. a. Cut off wrn or frayed hems
(cut should be even and straight).

b. Turn under a new hem, same
width as the original hem.

c. Stitch new hem using seam
type #1..

d. Seal the seams on tfie inside

with a seam sealant.
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METHOD OF PATCH CUTTING

Figure 29

2

MEYHOD OF PATCH APPLICATION

ligure 30

56.10
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t

4

1.

METHOD OF PATCHING OVER RIVETS
Figure 3

2. 3.

METHOD OF PATCHING WHERE BUTTONS ARE TORN OUT
Patching over rivet and button holes.

Figure 32

56 .11
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2

PATCHING DAMAGED BUTTONHOLES
Figure 33

56.12
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4

REPLACEMENT OF
ENTIRE ,COLLAR

46. 56.13

* kiETHOD OF
POCKET PATCHING
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METHOD OF SLEEVE- PATCHING
Figure 36
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4

METHOD OF HEM CEMENTING

FiLy.ire 37
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SY.CTION LLX

(JAYnaNG AND TEXTILE SHOP OPERATIONS

I. Ihtroducth

A. ,)r,entation and Motivatinn

1. loirirg this ;mriod of instruction the instructor will discuss

ciot.h,ng and textile shop 4erat ons. This instruction will include setting

up and oerating a clothing and textile repair shop, classification, and

ir cperatis.

2. At the timu of your introductic.n to the course, or sometime-

duei!ig the course, the instructor told you what your assignment may be upon

of th;s course. Regardless of the p,sition to which y.;ii may te

t. is important that you understand this subject of 5hop Uperatons.

3. In the field or in a theater of operations your primary mission

ve. I t %) repztir of clothing for return to the user or returned to stockLuems

fr reissue. This is hoiniially accomplished on a large scale basis, therefore

the tn. t aipropriate method would be on a production line basis. In order to

:TerAte d produ,etroh scale it is necestary to put into practical use all the

suL fits have iearned in the paet weeks.

th,:, Fist neveral weeks you were taught how to repair and mak.:

A var10,y V alterations tol,he authorized items of clothing. The instructors

hJ discuswid tn,;.basic sun:iects to inclule: inspection,. marking clothing

defects, damnification of clothing,eitting of cl4hing; measuring, resizing

anl folding of cl,,thing; hand sewing, and ma.intenance af,equipment. During

this period you will learn how 4ach of these subjOcts are aft important faqtor

in this wactical exercise of shop operations.

59.01
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AL a reEsilt or this instruction, the student, given appropriate
AMER

referes,:es, wiil lesribe the organization, mission, and functions of classi-

fi(!ati.,n and reiair openatiors' of a clothing and textile repair shop; given

a !ificuicnift V w r flow., will Aeteraii w! thf! job Assirnments and describe the

for e'ich ob assignment necessary to operite the c: ng

asd textile repair stitia; given appropriate forms, will set up a job order

register f,r reivisg,askd processing wrk order requests; given operating

supr:y fld net:essary pu4iication:., will determine shop stockage

ant ntr I 1),q.atihr suppLies Ly maihtaining an up-to-date accumulation nf

c,.!!invio r data; gOren a s:Lmple shop layout as a guide, will set Up a shop

f-r with Stat i-h #1 ( .

', reflording, and shipping),

:ftat T s?'. :irking), Station 1/3 (repairing arld

:

ani :,tation #4(final ihspe ), assign each student to the various

a alternating hasis usine w(Tk requests and items submitted by..

aftl tihits of the Post; aril given appropriate tools, supplies,

eci,pm:it, and references, the students will operate all four stations and per-

C.rm ni,..essary oporat,q-'s maintenance tu the satisfaction of instructors

sh, p )perat ins .

11. irf:so!,tatii,:l

A. Thfi Hash will hH set up for shop operations with the follwing

per5 nsel:

1. Shup Foremas

2. W/0 Clerk

3. Inspector

59.02
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5. Repairman

a. Shop Foreman:- Assign personnel to the various operating

sections and supervi'se the performance of their 'duties. Under the direct

supervision of the instructor.

b. Work Order Clerk -Will be responsible for receiving and

silt/aping of work order requests submitted by iniividuals or units of the Post:

Set-up and maintain.a job order.register.

c. Inspector - Inspect, classify and mark Oefects of items

for repair. Final inspection., an important factor yin be qUality of workman-

ship.

d. Tailor - Acts as the keyman in the repair procedures.

-

Jetermines aild. prepares the ,type of repair procedures to follow in unusual
4

situatt,'ns and work requests. .Will personally perform the ;Work on difficult

alterations or repair.

e. Repairman - Will perform work on items of clothing as

assigned to them, following repair procedures learned throughout the.course.

B. Receiving of Clothing & Textile

A bonafide method of receiving clothing and textile in need of repaLr

. -

for tihop operations mustbe established and contAnued. This will enable a shop

to op:rate efriciently.

1. The first step in receiving a work request, the individual

organization must have a DA Form 2407 (MaLtenance Request).

2. Work order clerk will Carefully check the work request DA'Fom

2407. Make certain that it is properly f.11ed and7complete by the requestirig

unit.

59.03
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408
a. Section 1 (Heading) the aftrowlete blodLiiould be

Checked or X put in the space provided.

b. Organization designator block should be marked with the

appropriate number of the requesting unit.

C. Page naMber and total pages will be' filled in.

d. Block 1.a - Designation of the organization making work

request.

e. Block 1.b. - Location (Ex. Ft Lee; Va).

f. Block 1.c. - Organ,ization Identificatibn Code normal4

assigned a number by the support element.

g. Block 2 - N/A Normally used for serial numbered equipment

or machinerY.

h. Block 3 - noun, nomenclature of the item to be repaired

(Example: Trousers, Wool AG 44).

i. Block 4 - N/A

j. Blocic 5 - N/A

k; Blo(L 6,- Stock number of item listed in Block 3

(Example: .8405455-6349).

1. Block 7 - Place an X in the approPriate space. STRAC
4

unitsnormally have prioriti over non-STRAC units.

m. Block 8 - N/A

n. Block 9 thru 13 - N/A

o. Block 14 - Use check or X in the appropriate box.

P. Block 15 . N/A

q. Block 10- Describe nature of repair or alteration

requested (Example: .Sert Insignia), and total number of items.

59.04
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r. Block 23 -,Signature of individual authorized to submit

the work reqUeat, also the Julian date request is submitted.

s. At this point the Work Order clerk will check the items

in nuMber and also check the items for the presence of a Repair Tag DD Form 754.

t. If everything on the DA Form 2407 is in the proper order,

refer to Maintenance Request Register, DA Form 2405, select the next.number

in sequence and put that number in the upper left hp& block of the (Mainte-
,

nance Request) of DA Form 2407, and on each tag attach d to the items for

repa r. (Example TR-5, TR meaning Textile Repair, and 5 being the number

sele,.:tel in sequence from the register).

,

u. Block 3. ... Work Order clerk signature and Julian date when

ito!r5 were received.

v. Remove copy 1 (Green) and give it to the requesting

orga:.ization for his file copy and identification when picking up the com-

pleted items.

3. All clothing and textile received must be properly folded and

marked f-r identification and placed in bins or laundry basket.

4. Make certain job (Tder number is'placedcon each tag of the

individual item.

Preparatin of the Maintenance Request Register.

a. Column a - (Job Order Number) insert job order nUMber in

Feq,,ene (Example: 5).

b: olumn b - (Quantity and Nomenclature) number of items

received for repair (Examp]e: 8 each, Shirt, Ctn, Khaki).

c. Columu, c - (Work Requested By) write the name of individual

,-,rganization making request (Example: 416th Signal Cc. Ft Lee, Va).

59.05
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1010
d. Column d (Stlial or USA number) In this block insert

the cont.rol number found in the block found in the upper left hand corner of

tha Maintenance Request DA FOrm 2407.

e. Column e (Brief Description oflaork) Write a brief

description of the work required (Example: Cut sleeve of a shirt to 1/4

length).

f. Column f (Date Job Order Received) Insert the date the

items or request was received.

g. ColUmn g (Date repair started) The date the repair Of the

items was started.

h. Column h (Date finished) The date the repair of the

items was completed.

i. Column 1.7 Th last column of the register will be used

C,r the signature of indiidual receiving the completed work request.

C. Repair of Clothing'and Textile Items

1. The work order clerk will be responsible in the control of issuing

items of repair to the st,jent. The first nuMber in sequence will be repaired

first. In the event of an emergency for a high priority organization mtlich for

some reasun has become alerted, then priority will be given to this unit.

a. In the block "g" of maintenInce request register, the work

order clerk upon issue of item to the student will insert the date repair

starte,i.

b. The work order clerk will insert the name of the student

in block "f" of the maintenance request register.

The student, when issued an item, will be responsible fOr that

111C 1
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item upt4.l the repairs have been tompleted.
,

a. He will inspect the item for repairability.

b. Make and complete necessary repairs or alterations.

c. Show .completed items to the instructor for grading

purposes.

411

d. Return items after approval of the instructor, to

the work order clerk and receive another item for repair.

3. After the clothing and texile items have been completed, the

work order clerk will insert the date finished in block "h" of the maintenance

reqUest register DA Form 2405.

a. Work order clerk will place cOmpieted item in appropriate

bin pr basket.

b. Work order clerk will issu' another item for repair to

,

the studeU following same procedures described previously.

D. Shipping Items Repaired

1. When all items of the work request have been completed, the

work order clerk will prepare thn A 1.er1s and necessary paper work for the unit.

2. The work crder clerk will call the unit to pick up completed'

work request.

3. Have the authorized individual who picks up completed work

request sign block 24 (Received By) (Julian Date) on DA Form 2407, Maintenance

Request. Pick up the receipt copy (Green) from the unit, and give the

individual copy 4 (Blue) control coPY.



41,2.
CLOTHING AND TEXTILE SHOP OPERATIONS

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

I. Introduction

During this period the student will perform a practical exercise in

clothing and textile shop operations. This will include setting up,shop
,

and operating with the appropriate stations, as specified by the instructor.

II. Stucty Reference

AR 670-5, AR 700-8400-1, AR 750-428, TM 10-3530-203-10, TM 10-700-8400-1,

TM 38-750, DA Form 2404, DA Fori12405, DA Form 2407.

III. Tools, Supplies, anl Equipment Required:

Tailor's tool kit (1 set per student)

P11S

31-15 sewi
/

machine (1 per sLudeilt)

Work Ord r log book (1 per class) w/inserts DA Form 2405

Clothing Repair Tags, DD Form 754 (ample eupP4)

Items of clothing rezeived from individuals and/or units of the Post

(ample supply)

-
1V. Direction to Student

During the practical exercise the student will rotate to the various

stations under the direction of the instructor. The student is encouraged

to ask questions when in doubt of his assigned task in the various stations.

It is important that he understand the operation procedure of each section.

V. Performance Standards

The instructor will use and follow the performance standards used for

each subject and practical exercise performed throughout the course. These

standards-were established to be used by.the instructor for checking student

51?fr 3
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performance and for Jinspecting the final results of the practical exercis4e.

The instructor will use the appropriate standards during this period for

grading purposes.

VI. Job Breakdown

A. The instructor will use all previous performance standards that

were utilized throughout the course.

B. During the practical exercise the student will have the opportunity

to rotate on the various operations and stations as set-up by the instructor.

The instructor-in-charge and his assistants will observe the students

performance, maintain an even flow of work movement, and maintain a sufficient

amount of work and supplies on hand at all times.

C. During the practical exercise the student is encouraged, if necessary,
A

to refer to the production steps as set forth in this student workbook for

assistance in performing an alteration or repair request assigned to him by

the Shop Foreman and/or instructor.

59.09
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